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The FriendlyComputer
$299.95

I «1I I I I .. I J. I 1TWH^ \/IC

Full Computer Keyboard Memory Expansion to 32K RAM
16 Colors/4 Sound Generators Includes Microsoft ,M/PET® BASIC
66 Graphics Characters Connects to TV or Monitor

Recreation, Education & Personal Computing Programs
Peripheral Equipment: Joystick, Paddles, Disk Drive, Printer, Cassette unit

Telephone Modem for Communicating with outside Information Sources

4 Programmable Function Keys

For more information on the VIC-20's exciting

Space Games, Personal Software, and Programming capabilities,

visit your Commodore Dealer, or write:

VIC-20, Commodore Business Machines, 681 Moore Road, King of Prussia, PA 19406
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Your
computer.

Compute.

Compute.

Compute.

Compute.

Compute.

Dump... =

Compute.

Compute.

Compute.

Compute.

Compute.
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Your
printer

• •• Print.

Print.

Print.

Print.

Print.

New Microbuffer II lets you use your printer
without tying up your computer.

Time As an important resource
it shouldn't be wasted. One
such waste is in printing, where
your computer musjt wait for

your printer. Now there's a way
to eliminate this waste.

Introducing the
Microbuffer )(™. a buffered
parallel printer interface for the
Apple IC computer with 16K
characters of memory (user ex-

pandable to 32K). It accepts
data as fast as your computer
can send if. allowing you to use
your computer while the

Microbuffer )| is in control of

your printing.

The Microbuffer ](. compatible

with Applesoft, CP/M- and
Pascal, comes with complete
print formatting features as well

as advanced graphics dump
routines for most popular
graphics printers.

The Snapshot™ option per-

mits you to dump the text

screen or graphics picture to

the printer while any program is

/MICROBUFFER H

n

running - v. ithout interuption.

The 16K Microbuffer ]( is

available for $259. And the 32K
version, for $299. The Snapshot
option is $69

So why waste time while your
computer waits for your printer?

Ask your computer dealer for

the Microbuffer || or call us for

the name of a dealer near you.

'-. pto I

PRACTICAL PERIPHERALS, Inc.
31245 La Baya Drive
WesllaJce Village. California 91362

(213) 991-8200
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The Galaxy Invaders Have

^> Returned in This Newest Game
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INTRODUCING PERFECT WRITER
..— NOW

' GET THE FINESTWORD PROCESSOR AT ANY PRICE
FOR JUST $289*00

AND GET OUR INCREDIBLE, MONEY BACK
GUARANTEE!
Thotsrighi K you own on Apple II. Heath/Zenith, TRS-80 model II North Stor.

Osborne l Superbram. Mcropols/Vector. or CP/M 8; you can now afford the

'

most advanced, yet easy to use. word processor on the market today
But don t take our word tor it See tor yourself

We re so sure you II be amazed by Perfect Writers easy-to-use features and
capabilities, that we'll let you try it tor thirty days and give you your money bock if

you re not completely sotstied 1
——

FEATURES AND FLEXIBILITY YOU
HAVE TO SEE TO BELIEVE.
Looking for the

advanced features

you d expect to find in

the most expensive

word processors'

Perfect Writer has them
Like automate format

ting of letters, outlines,

reports memoranda artctes.

books or other types ot

documents

What makes Perfect Writer

unique ore the features you
wont find in word processors

costing many times its prce
Like the incredible sophisteation

of Vrtuol Memory Architecture, that

lets you edit a full-length novel as easily

as you d edit a letter

Or a remarkable breakthrough called

Split Screen Editing"
-

that lets you divide

the screen into two ports, each showing a
different document, and transfer sections of

text between the two!

And that s just the beginning Perfect Writer

offers much much more
• Automate numbering of poges. chapters, sections, footnotes, internal page
references ond automotc generation ot table of contents and indexes

• Mail merging capability allows generation of form letters ond more
• Automate carriage return, auto centering, tab settng, ond automotc
placement of footnotes

• Quick and easy cursor commands
• Easy deleting and inserting procedures
• Safe and convenient storage of materets
• Searches for ond repioces words ond phroses n a document rcjuding
near misses

• Full range of printing options, mcludng right morgn justification mcro-
spocng super ond subscrets, italics, and bold face

• And lots more

UHElLl'UBUllVlklur'lWm'B
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.

Try Perfect Writer tor 30 doys ot our rsk it you re not completely
satsfied, return it for o prompt, complete refund

Perfect Writer

The remarkable word processor

combining sophsteation ond
simple ify

PERFECT WRITER IS EASY TO USE
WE GUARANTEE IT.

When we soy that Perfect Writer rs easy to use, we mean it That s why we re
not afraid to offer o money back guarantee
You see. Perfect Writer was desqned to be snpie In foct, you don I even hove

to read our crystal clear manual m order to use Perfect Writer The pcfures
diagrams ond illustrations tell you all you need to know so you re off ond runnma
in no time v

There are no diffcult and awkward procedures and common* fo learn
We guarantee it

ORDER NOW. WHAT HAVE YOU GOT TO LOSE?
" you d like to own the most sophstcated word processor on the market

today at the current introductory price of jusf S289 00 we invite you
to order now
Perfect Writer rs completely guaranteed, so there s no rsk ot any

kind Why not see tor yourself what the incredible new softwore
breakthrough can do for you?

TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE: 1-800-221-2486
IN NEW YORK CALL- 1-212-619-4000

————— -—__.__. __.__.__.___. ___. ___,

/ WRITE COMPUTER SERVICES CORPORATION Of AMERICA
I 71 MURRAY STREET

m ! NEW YORK. NEW YORK 10007
f • Yes I wont to see tor myself rf Perfect Writer is as great as you say it

' / rs So pleose send it to me. subject to the guarantee printed on ths page

/ Perfect Writer and Manual S289 00

I
I also want to order, subject fo the same guarantee

/ D Perfect Speller Si89 00 Perfect Sort SI89 00
Perfect Mailer SI89 00

Name.

Address.

Cify.Stote.Zv_

MoslerCord

Vrsa

Number

Amerean Express m
.Expires.

TRY THESE OTHER PERFECT SOFTWARE PRODUCTS
(t

Perfect Speller v
: The best automotc proofreader

auUaC*.' Perfect Speller uses its 20.000 word
dctionary to proofread your document ond catch all

IrOW $peiimg mistakes (Dclonory size United only

bv vou' systems storage capacity) You con odd
wo'ds to the dctonary build separate dctonares,
change the dctonary ond more $189 00 guaranteed

Perfect MO-ef": It's more than a mail merging or

form maintenance system! Perfect Mailer con
organize and sort your correspondence, develop
sophstcoted marfing systems, and keep track of

your correspondence Don f mss Ih6 remorkoble
new softwore nnovaton" S 189 00 guaranteed

Perfect SortTV
: Heres a sort merge extract program

that operates on all kinds ot dota 1 Records con be
lored or variable with a variety ot variable length

f«ids Files con be examined using comporson ond
logcal operators Wont speed and effciency? You ve
got to have Perfect Sort" S 189 00 guaranteed

c 1982 Computer Servces Corpcoton ot Amerco
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FROM 8 TO 16 BITS-THE RACE IS UNDERWAY

Sever,, ,e,rs .*> «« «. ."«« ra<* » '"S""*"^^^"i^n'ttS MStrS
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fp ™'r2^^}-h« t.0 ,6-bU projects 1> the «**,: SW.JH^ ch«P. J-^*™^ L™

r|d

well as IBM and other 8086 and 8088 software on the Apple II.

POSSIBLE ANSWER FOR THE VIDEODISC SOFTWARE DILEMMA

Tn the January issue I mentioned that the Screen Actors Guild was not ecstatic about the idea of

the disk with additional copies available for $25 each.
«„.„«,, th.n thic

Our Rollercoaster Adventure game (published in the January issue) uses fa' '^/""S^Jerlal'
Hence, one can imagine several software companies getting together or just one Putting on enough material

fo? several different computer adventures on a shared disk. Players could then Purchase this videod sc

along with three or four floppy disks containing the computer programs. Seems like it might be the ideal

solution. New Media Graphics is located at 139 Main St., Cambridge, MA 02142.

MORE SINCLAIR COMPUTERS THAN ANY OTHER!

Nigel Searle tells us that in the first ten months of sale, more than 250,000 ZX-81s have bee"

delivered. As a result, he claims, "there are now more Sinclair computers in use than any other computer in

the worla^ , , corporation, we were saying the same thing about the PDP-8 1n

terms of total numSer of units? However it took ten long years for DEC to close the gap significantly on

IBM and the "seven dwarfs" from a dollar standpoint. -„--.-» tn nnn unit npr
Nevertheless, 250,000 units is impressive. Even more impressive is the current 50,000 unit per

month manufactuHng rate of the ZX-81. Made in Scotland roughly 60% of the un its> are exported to eighteen

other countries. US sales are currently running between 15,000 and 20,000 units per month.

DOWN AND OUT

Amid growing competition in the personal computer field some manufacturers are quietly bowing out

while others are lowering prices to compete more effectively. Atari has repackaged and repriced the Model

So home computer. Poinding to cost savings as a result of increased volume Atari reducec t e base price

from $1080 to $899 which follows on the heels of a similar price reduction made in the Model 400 in 1981.

Hewlett Packard has also reduced the price of their HP-85 personal computer by 15% from $3250 to

$2750. They also credit manufacturing efficiency and productivity. HP also announced a price decrease in

their 16K memory module from $295 to $195. Concurrently HP announced the discontinuance of the HP-83, a

stripped down version of the 85 without printer or tape drive.

Radio Shack has also tested several price reductions in their sales flyers issued in the last

quarter of 1981. While these alleged "sales" were for one month only, we note that several of them have

been continued and appear to be the current regular price of the product. ^ notably, the Pocket Computer

has dropped in price substantially, but I hesitate to name a figure because by the time this gets into print

may we_^
th

°u
Hp .83> anotner machine that failed to find a continuing niche in the market is the APF

Imagination Machine. As a result, APF will withdraw it from sale when current stocks are exhausted.

April 1982 e Creative Computing



The IBM Personal Computer
Personal, Professional, Technical - or somewhere in between ...

PC-MATET" makes the IBM Personal Computer a perfect match

PC-mati - from I I ( MAR is Ihe first and onl) complete

expansion series available for Ihe IBM Personal

Computer, linn- arc current!) more than twent) PC-

M\n- expansion options available, and new products

are continuousl) added to the list.

When \ou want more from your IBM Personal

( omputer, look to P< -MATI '.

Nou can create a si PER PI RSONAI ( OMPl UK
with household lights and appliance control, voice

output, and give it more memon than an) ordmar\

personal can handle.

Or make it a PROl I I %B1 I PROFESSION xl

handle more business accounts. Increase mcmor\

Ihe svstem limit and process those accounts taster, xdd

flexible I <> interfaces and put yourself on line to outside

information sources.

xs an INTELLIGENT LABORATORY rOOl with

interlaces to II I I 4XX instrumentation, analog signals.

stepper motors and video signals, your IBM Personal

( omputer becomes the perfect workbench assistant.

Hardware. Software. Accessories - P< -MATI " provides

the highest qualit) and the greatest possible range of

functionalit) for the IBM user.

Xsk your local computer store for more information on

Ihe P< -MATI " series from II ( MAR, or call for the

name of vour nearest authorized l'( -MATI " dealer.

P< -xi mi -
I M'WSION OI'IIONS

Personal ( omputer I xpansion ( h"«

1
1>2K and 2><ik Dynamic Memor) wnn rimj

Winchester Disk Drive and ( ontroller

Serial Medium Speed Input

serial 1 1 i ^ 1 1 Speed Input Output Interface

Analog to Digital < onverter -8, 12. 14, 16 Bit

Dust ( ovei set foi IBM P< and Peripherals

Mich Speed Sialic Metnon (R xM ROM)
Digital to Vnakig ( onverter - 8 and 12 Bii

Multi-System Printer Sharing I acilit)

( MOs Memory with Batter) Backup

lectricall) 1 rasable 1 PROM
BSR X-IO Device ( ontroller

Stepping Motor ( ontroller

\ ideo Image l>i»iti/cr

II I I 4SS Interface

ProtOt) ping Board

Music Synthesizer

\ oice Synthesizer

I xlender Board

One ^ ear Warranto

*
l—^ PERSONAL COMPUTER PRODUCTS DIVISION

1 6ClTl3r lllC-. 23600 Mercantile Rd., Cleveland. OH 44122 (216)464 7410





color graphics to map out and analyze neighborhood
problems ranging from snarled traffic

to arson to building decay.

In his Computer Programming
classes, students use Apples to learn
programming in BASIC and Pascal

and to access data on the University's

mainframe computer. (Apples are

also fluent in FORTRAN, COBOL
and PILOT.)

And Professor Gordon and
his students arerit alone. There are over 90 Apples at

Northwestern. In Psychology. Speech. Journalism. Medicine.
Business. Engineering. They're cropping up all over campus.

And Northwestern isn't alone. Apple is the single
leading system in education at all levels.

There are thousands of ready-to-use programs for
Apples. Including sophisticated software for mathematics,
physical sciences, lab work, languages, music—even
programs that make it easy to develop your own
computer-aided courses.

And no other system is backed by as many dealers
offering complete technical and service support.

Summon one to your office.

And get educated.

The personal computer.^^BCIPPIG
9

For the authorized dealer nearest you, call (800) 538-9696 In California, call (800) 662-92 38 Or write: Apple Computer Inc. 10260 Bandley Dr.. Cupertino, CA 95014.
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tices ... notices ... nctic

Corrections

There are two corrections for "Big

Numbers and Small Computers" from the

January 1982 issue. On page 138, the

RETURN statement at the end of line

25 120 should have come at the end of line

25200.

To avoid having to use the "C" command

to clear the X register, add the following

to the end of line 5000:

:IF VAL<XS)=0 GOTO 8000

Apple Announces The Family System

Apple Computer Inc. has introduced a

new personal computer merchandising

program designed to meet the needs of

the entire family. The Apple Family System

A.l./Robotics Group
If you're interested in an artificial intelli-

gence or robotics group contact: Greg

Homatas. 229 St. Johns PL, Brooklyn, NY
1 1217 or Abby Gelles, 185 West Houston.

New York, NY 10014.

Using the Apple Family System, children

learn the value of recipe conversion at an

early age.

combines hardware, software and manuals

into a package geared for the first-lime

computer user.

The Family System consists of the

following components: a 48K Apple 11

Plus computer, a disk drive with controller

card, hand controllers, RF modulator, Apple

Writer. Personal Filing System, Personal

Finance Manager, Typing Tutor. Apple

Invaders. Olympic Decathlon. Apple

Adventure and a keyboard tutorial, which

acquaints the user with the computer and

its use. The system also contains an edu-

cational software directory, an owner's

guide, and the complete library of Apple

II manuals.

The suggested retail price of the Family

System is $2495.

More tips from the authors of Beneath Apple DOS

Bag
. TM

QUTiLny
SOFTWARE

6660 Reseda Blvd . Suite 105 Reseda. CA 91335

By Don Worth and Pieter Lechner

Now there is more from the authors of the best selling book Beneath

Apple DOS—four comprehensive utility programs on diskette and

over 100 more pages of valuable information about the Apple lis

disk operating system.

BAG OF TRICKS is useful to beginners and experienced programmers

alike. It includes many "hand holding" tutorials that assist you in

repairing damaged diskettes and allow you to change sector ordering,

reconstruct blown catalogs, etc. etc. etc. At the low price of S39.95.

BAG OF TRICKS is one of the best software values ever.

The four programs and their functions are:

1. TRAX dumps and examines a raw track, either 13-sector or 16-

sector, displays the internal Apple diskette formatting

information, and flags exceptions to standard formats

2. INIT will reformat one or more tracks, attempting to preserve

the contents of undamaged sectors. It also allows you to change

sector order. This can cut disk access times by 40% or more!

3. ZAP is a sector editor like no other! More than 50 commands are

available to assist you to locate, compare, change, or print the

data on your diskettes ZAP is even programmable! Using

powerful macros, it is possible to transfer and compare DOS,

CP/M. or PASCAL files.

4. FIXCAT automates the process of repairing a damaged diskette

catalog. It operates with or without user intervention, locating

"lost" files and rebuilding the catalog—from scratch if necessary!

DOS removal and VTOC repair are also possible

Requires Apple II or Apple II Plus $39.95

with 48K RAM and one disk drng^^^ r£ader^^ CARp
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Announcing the Printing
Breakthrough of the Century:
Smith-Corona TP-1 Text Printer

^*.
^2.

.&>•

'Of

LOW COSt
Daisy Wheel Printer

$799oo

/ • Microprocessor
Electronics

• Serial or Parallel

interface

• Simple, Reliable

Mechanism

ACT NOW: Limited Supply, Low, low Cost
Smith Corona, one of the largest

manufacturers of small printers in

the world, gives a whole new
perspective to printing with their
electronic text printer—TP-1. The
TP-1 is a microprocessor controlled,
high quality daisy wheel printer.
it produces perfectly formed,
executive quality printouts at the
speed of 120 words per minute.
Typewriter quality printing at dot
matrix prices.
Simple, durable and dependable,

TP-1 may be used with word
processing systems, microcom-
puters and most small business
systems. Compact and attractively Additional ribbons S2.95

styled, the TP-1 blends well with
any setting.
Now, all your letters, documents

forms and reports can have the
crisp, professional look you
demand—for business or personal
use—at an affordable price. TP-1,
the electronic text printer.

Don't delay. Order your TP-1
today at the low price of $799.

Micro Printer Marketing offers
same day shipping, nationwide ser-
vice and invites dealer inquiries,
catalogues available. No shipping
charges on pre-paid orders.

Micro Call Micro-Printer Marketing
PyillfPy CALL ^^An.C^Z.OQCfl MasterCard and Visa Accepted

mJA_"T!I*,, mm TOLL FREE IAAAT3Ai3b9099 rsn
mClrKennCJ in pa call collect 215/433-3366 mm
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On the Blink

Dear Editor:

Thank you for the "Blinking Cursor" article in the December,

1981 issue. I found the program works with Disk Basic by

changing the jump address from 0072H to 0A9A [ Listing 4,

Line #250, location FFA0-FFA1|.
After executing the Load and Go module from DOS the

cursor may be retained in Disk Basic by protecting high memory
from 65423. Thank you once again for your informative maga-

zine.

Noe Oritz

451 Graves Rd.

Oxford, PA 19363

The Class Menagerie
Dear Editor:

Larry Noonan's excellent article on the use of simulations in

the classroom (September issue) proves once again that computers

can be used to provide much more than drill and rote learning.

It will help those of us who have to contend with the skeptics.

Thanks to him for sharing his creative work and to you for

including articles on education in your publication. They're

hard to find, and very few are as good as Noonan's.

Leona Billings

Assoc. Prof, of Philosophy

Los Angeles Pierce College

III Trade You My Peanut Butter and
Jelly for Your Super Invasion

Dear Editor:

The high school where I teach recently became the proud

owner of six Apple II computers, and I found myself with a

growing number of 5 1/4" floppy disks to tote around and to

store. A quick investigation of the market showed that unless

one was willing to pay S20 to $30. or use an old shoebox, one

was always carrying little boxes of disks around.

While these are light, and inexpensive, they do have a

tendency to open at the worst possible moments, and it is

difficult to search through them when they are filled with more

than three disks.

I would like to share my solution to this problem with the

readers of Creative Computing. I bought a cheap lunch box

(the vertical kind with the latches on the front), put in my
disks, and padded the excess space with the little blue foam

squares that form part of the packing for the Apples.

I now have a disk carrier with a sturdy, convenient handle,

and it is easy to flip through the 45 disks it can hold. It has room

to spare for assorted cables or a joystick, and can be bought

color-coded for easy identification. The total cost for this

marvelous invention was $3.98.

I enjoy reading your magazine, and 1 hope you can continue

to present such high quality material in such an appealing

format.
Leslie Eiser

7 Breton Woods
Beaconsfield

Quebec H9W 5A6
Canada
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NEW... FOR APPLE II
FROM PROMETHEUS

VERSAcard
1. Serial Input/Output Interface

2. Parallel Output Interface

3. Precision Clock/Calendar

4. BSR Control

ALL ON ONE CARD
with true simultaneous operation

. . .at a down-to-earth price!

.r* CHECK THESE FEATURES: True simultaneous operation!
VERSAcard's unique hardware selection circuitry make your Apple "think" that separate

cards are installed. This allows VERSAcard interface ports to be compatible with existing
software such as APPLE PASCAL, Microsoft Softcard'2 ', and most other Apple software.

The Serial Input/Output port is RS-232C
standard with crystal controlled baud rates from

19.2K to 1 10 baud. You can connect with a CRT ter-

minal, line printer, or virtually any RS-232 modem.
VERSAcard's "Terminal" mode, along with modem,
connects you with the Source or a variety of other com-
puters. "Terminal" mode also allows you to output to

both printer and display simultaneously.

The versatile Parallel Output Interface is configured
for the Centronics standard and is easily configured for

other standards. Simply hookup your Epson, Okidata,
IDS, or other printer and begin printing.

Precision Clock/Calendar. With all standard real-time

clock/calendar functions and one second resolution.

Battery back-up supplied. And, best of all, it's software
compatible with Thunderclock. This makes numer-
ous other software packages immediately usable. Inter-

rupts are supported.

BSR Control. Add an ultrasonic transducer, and
VERSAcard provides you with remote control through
your BSR X- 10 Home Control System.

Onboard firmware provides optional auto line feed,

video, paging, terminal mode, lower to upper case, 8th
bit set or clear ... and more. These versatile device
drivers permit connection to virtually any standard peri-

pheral. The Prometheus engineering staff is available to

help. With any peripheral and special device interface

problems. Call us, we'd like to hear from you.

VCD-1 VERSAcard @ $249.00 each.

Compare Key Features VERSAcard CPS MultiFunction Card

Parallel. Serial and
Realtime Clock Interfaces7

YES YES

BSR Control Interface? YES NO

Compatible w/ Apple Pascal7 YES NO Special Pascal disk required

Compatible with CP/M7 YES NO Special CP'M disk required

Interrupts9 YES NO

Apple Modification7 NO YES

NEW Applications/Diagnostic disk available 1st quarter '82"
Dealer inquiries invited

VERSAcard -the only Apple peripheral card
you're likely ever to need!

All Prometheus boards are completely tested and

coTeS;arts
Pr
an

r

d!abo
S
r

hipmen, A
°
ne "year ""^ PROMETHEUS PRODUCTS INCORPORATED

Regsterea Trad» Marks (1) Apple Computers inc 12) Microsoft Consumer Products 42577 Fremont Blvd. • Fremont, CA 94538 • (415) 490-2370

Ask about the new PROMETHEUS 128K RAM card.
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Introduction to Organic Chemistry

Carbon Copy

David Lubar

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Introduction to Organic

Chemistry

Type: Educational

System: 48K Apple, Applesoft, Disk

Drive

Format: 7 Disks

;e: Applesoft

Comprehensive package with

excellent labs.

Price: $350 (Individual disks available

for $60)

Manufacturer:
COMPress
P.O. Box 102

Wentworth, NH 03282

Introduction to Organic Chemistry is

possibly the most ambitious series of pro-

grams yet written for a small computer.

The set of seven disks contains tutorial

material, demonstrations, and experi-

ments that go all the way from recognition

of simple saturated carbon chains up to

introductory spectroscopy and reactions

of carboxy lie acids.

The bulk of the material is tutorial, with

frequent questions occurring throughout.

The information is presented in text on
the hi-res screen, with double-size letters

for chemical formulas. Some new con-

cepts are first introduced as part of a ques-

tion. For instance, in one question, a

linear chain with one branch is shown, and

the student is asked the length of the

chain. If the user determines the length by

counting the carbons in the linear portion,

he will be wrong, since the longest chain

follows one of the branches. After the

question has been answered, the program

explains this. By presenting such concepts

in this manner, the student is unlikely to

forget what he has learned.

One weak point is that the full potential

of CAI has not been tapped in these

programs. An incorrect answer will some-

times result in a hint, but often just causes

the program to give the correct answer. A
bit of branching, or some messages telling

the student to go back to a certain segment,

would have increased the strength of these

programs. The student can obtain help

with a question by typing control-A, but

this help is generally the same response

given to an incorrect answer.

htsis of: f^il^" S0 3
»

O H^ o
so3H S03H S03H

On
Oc, Q

t x 93 X 3 v.

.Fe I Bri.Fe HjSO* HNCH.HoSOa

An examplefrom the Multistep Synthesis

of Aromatics section. In this case, the

selected reagent produced three isomers,

from which the student must choose.

Though the selected reagent was incorrect

in this example, the program still carries

out the reaction, allowing the student to

experiment.

The demonstrations are animated and
interesting. One sequence shows the impor-

tance of heat in a reaction by having one

molecule ram another at various speeds.

Finally, when enough energy is involved,

the molecules bond, kicking free a byprod-

uct. The graphics are put to good use

demonstrating such concepts as rotation

of molecules. This aspect of the programs

definitely makes use of the powers of the

computer, and rises above being merely

an electronic textbook.

The experiments are the highlight of

the package. In one, the student is given a

14

target aromatic and three possible starting

choices. By choosing the proper reagents,

he has to synthesize the target. At each

step, the resulting compound is displayed.

If the reagent is not sufficiently reactive, a

message is displayed. Messages are also

used when the computer is not familiar

with a reaction, or if the reaction is not

possible for other reasons. Not only does

this make full use of the computer, it also

provides a safe and inexpensive way to

experiment with synthesis. Considering the

toxic or carcinogenic nature of many
organic chemicals, this is definitely a plus.

In another set of experiments, the student

is allowed to give different temperatures

or concentrations for a reaction, and then

see a graph of the results. This is followed

by presentation of the appropriate formula

for determining the result.

The package has many positive features.

The input routines are good. After asking

how many hydrogens can bond to a carbon,

the program will accept either "four," or

"4." While this might seem like a minor

matter, it shows that the programmer has

some regard for the user. As mentioned,

the experiments and demonstrations are

very good. The graphics are clear and

clean, and the text is readable.

On the negative side, the program is

very linear, putting all effort in presenting

the material, and no effort in recognizing

problem areas or helping a student who is

having difficulty. Also, some concepts are

introduced without explanation. In the

section on spectroscopy, C-H stretch is

shown on a spectrum, but not explained.

The user who wants to know more won't

get help from the program. For this reason,

the program would not be well suited to

home study unless the user had other

resources available to fill in the gaps.

Based on the large amount of material

provided in this package, and the high

quality of the lab programs. Introduction

to Organic Chemistry would be an excellent

purchase for any college library or chemistry

department, and would also be of value

for any high school that needs resources

for advanced students. D
CIRCLE 329 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Mis,

T^**"*^^^^^

The wildest, most addictive adventure game to date-a

genuine merger of tantasy and real-time arcade elements.

"A virtuoso feat of programming. "-New York Magazine

For the Apple II or II Plus, 48K $29.95.

By Silas Warner.

MUSE
CIRCLE 225 ON READER SERVICE CARD

347 N Charles Street

Baltimore. MD 21201 (301)659-7212

Call or write lot mlormalion and the name of your nearest

MUSE dealer Apple is a TM ol Apple computer Corp



Tl -14995 personal co outer.

Introducing
the Sinclair ZX81

If you're ever going to buy
a personal computer, now is the

time to do it.

The new Sinclair ZX81 is the

most powerful, yet easy-to-use

computer ever offered for anywhere
near the price: only $149.95* completely

assembled.

Don't let the price fool you. The
ZX81 has just about everything you
could ask for in a personal computer.

A breakthrough
In personal computer*

The ZX81 is a major advance over

the original Sinclair ZX80—the world's

largest selling personal computer and
the first for under $200

In fact, the ZX81's new 8K Extended

BASIC offers features found only on com-
puters costing two or three times as much.

Just look at what you get:

Continuous display, including moving
graphics

Multi-dimensional string and numerical
arrays
* Plus shipping and handling Price includes connectors
for TV and cassette. AC edaptor. and FREE manual

Mathematical and scientific functions

accurate to 8 decimal places

Unique one-touch entry of key words
like PRINT, RUN and LIST

Automatic syntax error detection and
easy editing

Randomize function useful for both
games and serious applications

Built-in interface for ZX Printer

1K of memory expandable to 16K

The ZX81 is also very convenient

to use. It hooks up to any television set

to produce a clear 32-column by 24-line

display. And you can use a regular

cassette recorder to store and recall

programs by name.

It you already own a ZX80
The 8K Extended BASIC

chip used in the ZX81 is available

as a plug-in replacement for your

ZX80 for only $39.95. plus shipping

and handling—complete with new key-

board overlay and the ZX81 manual.

So in just a few minutes, with no

special skills or tools required, you can

upgrade your ZX80 to have all the

powerful features of the ZX81. (You'll

have everything except continuous dis-

play, but you can still use the PAUSE
and SCROLL commands to get moving
graphics.)

With the 8K BASIC chip, your

ZX80 will also be equipped to use the

ZX Printer and Sinclair software.

Order at no risk**

We'll give you 10 days to try out

the ZX81. If you're not completely satis-

fied, just return it to Sinclair Research

and we'll give you a full refund.

And if you have a problem with

your ZX81, send it to Sinclair Research

within 90 days and we'll repair or replace

it at no charge.
"Does not apply to ZX81 kits

NEW SOFTWARE:Sinclair has
published pre-recorded pro-
grams on cassettes for your
ZX81, or ZX80 with 8K BASIC
We're constantly coming out
with new programs, so we'll

send you our latest software
catalog with your computer.

ZX PRINTER: The Sinclair ZX
Printer will work with your ZX81,
or ZX80 with 8K BASIC It will

be available in the near future

and will cost less than $100.

16K MEMORY MODULE:
Like any powerful, full fledged
computer, the ZX81 is expand-
able. Sinclair's 16K memory
module plugs right onto the
back of your ZX81 (or 7X80.
with or without 8K BASIC)
Cost is $99.95. plus shippinq
and handling.

ZX81 MANUAL: The ZX81
comes with a comprehensive
164 -page programming guide
and operating manual de-
signed for both beginners and
experienced computer users
A $10 95 value, it's yours free

with the ZX81



Introducing
theZX81kit

If you really want to

save money, and you enjoy

building electronic kits, you
can order the ZX81 in kit form

for the incredible price of just

$99 95* It's the same, full-featured

computer, only you put it together

yourself. We'll send complete, easy
to-follow instructions on how you can
assemble your ZX81 in just a few hours

All you have to supply is the soldering ii

How to order

Sinclair Research is the world's larg

est manufacturer of personal computers.

The ZX81 represents the latest

technology in microelectronics, and it

picks up right where the ZX80 left off.

Thousands are selling every week.

We urge you to place your order

for the new ZX81 today. The sooner you
order, the sooner you can start enjoying

your own computer.
To order, simply call our toll free

number, and use your MasterCard or VISA

rTo order by mail, please use the

toupon. And send your check or money
order. We regret that we cannot accept
purchase orders or C.O.DIs.

CALL 800-543-3000. Ask for op-

erator #509 In Ohio call 800-582-1364.

In Canada call 513-729-4300. Ask for

operator #509. Phones open 24 hours

a day, 7 days a week. Have your Master-

Card or VISA ready.

These numbers are for orders

only. For information, you must write to

Sinclair Research Ltd., 2 Sinclair Plaza,

Nashua, NH 03061

indair-

CIRCLE 246 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PRICEt QTY AMOUNT

ZX81 $149 95

ZX81 Kit

8K BASIC chip (for ZX80)

Memory Module (for ZX81 or ZX80)

Shipping and Handling

99.95

39.95

99.95

495

TOTAL

$495

MAIL TO: Sinclair Research Ltd.. One Sinclair Plaza. Nashua. NH 03061

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY/STATE/ZIP_
t US Dollars



Scientific Formula

Statistical Table

Special Needs Education

I

Text Processing

APL Programming

WaitTl you see
merest

of the demo.

There has never been a terminal like

Digital's new GIGFM terminal.

It's an intelligent terminal with exciting

text processing functions. A graphics ter-

minal with impressive resolution. And it's

also a conventional interactive terminal.

.

With applications software that makes all

these capabilities easy to use, all at the

same time.

So you no longer have to adapt your
application to the limitations of your

terminal.

Digital's new GIGI terminal. Originally

designed for education, it's now available

to anybody.
Anybody who needs the world's most

versatile terminal.

For a demo, call your local Digital sales

office, or send your business card to:

Digital Equipment Corporation, Media
Response Manager, Dept. CC-4-82
129 Parker St., PK3-2/M94,
Maynard, MA 01754.

Data Entry Multiple Languages

Wechangetheway
theworld thinks.
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Arith-Magic

Problem Solving Programs for

Older Students

Dan Isaacson

Whenever I go into a bookstore I

always look for a new book by an author I

have read before and liked. I am seldom

disappointed. I'm finding that idea carries

over into quality software, too. I liked

Quality Educational Designs' earlier prod-

uct. Math Problems, and, not surprisingly,

I like their current effort, Arith-Magic.

There are three problem-solving pro-

grams in this set: Diffy, Tripuz, and Magic

Squares. All give practice in mental arith-

metic with addition, subtraction, multipli-

cation, or division. All are motivational

and different from most usual drills.

Diffy

In Diffy, the student selects four natural

numbers which are printed on the screen

as the corners of a square. Then he finds

the difference between each successive

pair of numbers. The four differences

become the corners of the next square.

The student continues finding differences

and creating new squares until the num-

ber in each corner is zero. The objective is

to find four original numbers which will

require as many moves as possible to

reduce to zero.

A sample game asks for four numbers.

The numbers are displayed like this:

?
3' 27

13 31

What is the difference between the two

numbers on each side of the "?"? The
student is given two chances to respond

Dan Isaacson. School of Business. California Slate

University. Fresno. CA 9.1740.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Arith-Magic

Type: Math

System: 32K TRS-80 with Disk Drive

or 48K Apple . Applesoft , Disk

Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Basic

Summary: Different and well done

Price: S3S

Manufacturer:

Quality Educational Designs

P.O. Box 12486

Portland. OR 97212

correctly and then the correct answer is

printed. The next frame would look like

this:

24

3 27

?

13 31

Diffy keeps track of the largest number
of moves by any player so far, along with

the player's name, which is an excellent

motivational reward.

Tripuz
Tripuz asks the student to choose addi-

tion or multiplication for practice. The
computer generates three numbers:

? 18 ?

24 48
?

and asks for a value of the ? where the

middle numbers (i.e. 24 and 18) are found

as the product of the two numbers on
either side. The final solution to this prob-

lem is:

3 18 6
24 48

8

At the secondary level, algebra stu-

dents are encouraged to look for a general

algebraic solution for both the addition

game and the multiplication game.
Although addition and multiplication

are the modes available, students must

use the inverse concepts of subtraction

and division to solve the puzzles.

Magic Squares
Magic Squares leads the student to an

intuitive understanding of averages and
arithmetic sequences. In 20 years of

teaching I have never been motivated by

magic squares, but now, after using the

Magic Squares program, I have painlessly

learned the concepts involved in design-

ing a magic square; a big hand for QED.
Magic Squares provide an example of

the power of computer simulation in prob-

lem solving. The computer eliminates

computational drudgery and allows the

user to concentrate on concepts and
hypotheses.

Commentary
I can't end a review without com-

menting on programming style in general.

Software producers, like students, learn

by doing—each new program is better

than the last from a style point of view, but

it is the reviewer's job to keep producers

April 1982 Creative Computing 19



THE NEW OMR 500
SEES THE

An Optical
Version
of our MR 500
Makes it Even
Easier to Enter
Data into Your
Microcomputer

Now you can read punched holes,

preprinted data, or pencil marks on
standard OMR cards. All with the
Incredibly compact OMR 500 op-
tical card reader.

Using state-of-the-art fiber optics

to "read" each card, a single long-

lasting bulb does the job. Reliably

and accurately.

The OMR 500 is a low-cost alter-

nate to keyboard data entry. And
at less than 1/2 second per hand-
fed card, you won't be sacrificing

speed.

Compact and lightweight, our
new optic reader is a mere 4-lb,

4-'/2 inch cube. Automatic turn-on
is standard.

The reader is available with in-

telligent interfaces to Apple,

TRS-80, PET and Atari that

simplify user software re-

quirements. Also available are

RS-232 and S100 interfaces.

At $1095, including the intelligent

Interface, the OMR 500 truly adds
an affordable new dimension to

card reader flexibility. Its uses are

virtually unlimited. Small
business, the entire educational

Held, personal computers —
wherever data entry Is required.

And remember, we still offer the

industry's largest selection of card
readers. So whatever your needs,

we've got the right card reader

for you.

Write or phone for complete
details. Better yet, put In your

order today.

CHATSWORTH DATA

20710 Lassen Street Chatsworth, California 91311 Phone:(213)341-9200

CIRCLE 122 ON READER SERVICE CARD

MEMOREX
FLEXIBLE DISCS

WE WILL NOT BE UNDER-
SOLD!! Call Free (800)2354137
for pnces and information Dealer

inquiries invited and CO.D.'s
accepted

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd

San Luis Obispo. CA
93401 In Col call

(800)592-5935 or

805)543-1037

save on Hewlett-Packard

& TRS-80™ Computers

For the best deals on Hewlett Packard HP85,
HP 125 and Radio Shack* TRS-80 Computers,

CALL OR WRITE US:

Pan American
Electronics

Dept 24 • 1 117 Conway* Mission, Tx 78572

Telex Number 767339

Toll Free Number 800/531 7486

Texas & Principal Number 512/581-2766

Trademark ol Tandy Corporation

Arith-Magic, continued...

on their toes. I make the following obser-

vations hoping that future courseware for

schools will show increased awareness of

the psychological considerations in

courseware design.

QED has correctly allowed users to

press one key to mean a whole word (such

as Y for Yes), but the program also

accepts YED as YES. I suggest rejecting

more than one character as a response,

thus short-circuiting this problem.

Long, animated title pages (sometimes
with sound) are great— the first time

through. But users get exasperated with

them if the program is used often. (Title

pages seem to take longer and longer each
time one uses them.) I've had comments
on some programs like: "After the fifth

time, I turned off the sound because it

drove me nuts!" Title pages in these three

games are slightly too long. It would be
nice if a user could skip the title page after

the first use.

Because everyone reads at a different

speed, I would recommend that no
message leave the screen until the user

allows it to leave. In almost all cases, that's

how QED has programmed. Several
times, though, a praise message is not

under user control and leaves the screen
unexpectedly, which jars the user.

It is desirable that users be able to page
backward as<well as forward in a tutorial.

We all have read a paragraph and then

realized that we didn't remember a thing

in it. A book allows us to go back and re-

read it. Many educational programmers
have not recognized that necessity yet. I

felt a desire, several times in Magic
Squares, to return to a previous frame—
which I couldn't do. Fortunately, later on,
the program cycled through those frames
I wanted, but I was temporarily frustrated

as I couldn't get the help I needed exactly

when I needed it.

As a final note, I found no way to exit

from the program menu without turning

off the computer and re-booting. This is

an understandable consequence of the

author's attempt to protect his copyright
and prevent piracy, but it makes programs
less user-friendly. I hope this problem is

shortly overcome.
Now if programmers have heeded my

concerns, prospective purchasers may
ignore this reviewer's wishful suggestions
and consider buying a copy of Arith-

Magic. I, for one, look forward to finding

more, new releases from QED at my
friendly, neighborhood computer store.

D

* R.„.wi„sy.u,
subscription is the

sincerest form
ol flattery!
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BUSINESS WORLD INC
Information Line (213) 996-2252

Jo°}}
FREE MA,L 0R°ER UNES

(800) 423-5886 outside cm

PACKARD
III' KS

our price $1995.00 Special Of The Mont/?
I'he Ill'H.^ 'MSL

3250 00
We Turn

Problems

B
C

SHARP
BUSINESS
COMPUTER
64K SYSTEM
•5.25" diskette'
*
284K byte per disk drive '•J"*"
2 disk drives per unit JSm
Expandable up to 4 units p'"*

*
Including SHARP'S F00S (Floppy
Disk Operating System)

MSL OUR PRICE O"*.*

""$3995.00>*

HP DISC DRIVE
SKitk Master
Model 82902M

Our Price

Dual Master 1

Mode) 82901M

$1849.00
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•NEC PC 801? A E.pinsion
•NEC PC 8031 A Dual Drive
12" Cm Phs Video Monitor

,1

MSL O*

v^
.<*>

3565 00

fffi;] XEROX 820
WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM

(INCLUDES SOFTWARE)

«^K,s~i*oo
;

Icommodore ^K
I COMIVTER I/IO20 E

fil

PRINTERS

Qcammodore
M32 32K M Col Ctl

40K UK 40 Col Crt

4016 1611 40 Col Crt

«O50 Duel Dm 950K
4040 Duel Dm 343A
C2N Cassette Drum
4022 M Cot Prmter

•024 Mannsman Tatey

JSCPSSHrww,
CM 6UE Modem

VIC 20
PET lo IEEE Cap.
JEEE » SEE Cat*

HlEROX
Xeroi 120 I 5 1(4" Dot
Xeroi 1202 I" Dm
CPfM Oimw, System
Word Process**! Settnre
himmxCMc

lill Pr.ce

149500 1097 00
129500 9*900
99500 744 00

179500 134400
129500 91900
0500 77 00

795 00 43900
I99S00 I54SO0
1195 00 1399 00
279 00 225 00
395 00 32500
29900 25500
3995 34 00
4995 3900^

EPSON
MX 10 FT

MXMMJPACT
MX 70 IMPACT
MX 100

ANADEX 9501
NEC
5510

5515

3510

3S1S

OKIDATA
MCHM.ME N
MICtOLME t?
MMOtMEU
PAPER TIGER
445CM Graphics

460G »« Graphics

KKwrUiia
P«BL0 (LETTER QUALtTn
(30 41102 tHOmctwulMM
IS40M09leybo.ro

630 RoVarve Only

1650R 1)6 kertwoMa

319500

249500
254500

54500
(4900
105000

79500
1394 00
169500

2445 00
2545 00
1795 00
144900

39500
549 00

769 00

695 00

19900
113900

"
TERMINALS

TELEYTDEO

VcTVMoOMl
.

Vc Cassette

Vic Dm Dim
it 6 Pact props*

11900
S6900

SCal
S44 00

MSL
.299 00

OUR PRICE

S255.00

lilt Prl_
169900 159900
95000 (MM
99500 79500

119500 949MJ

DISKETTES sold in boxes of icT"

2 965 00 .'450 00

^iii o»pT
2995 00 2399 00

379500 2996M
200M 169 00

500 00 429 00

29500 24900.

| 4J300O0 ! 10000^

MONITORS

(Min. Purchase) $100

DYSAN MICE PEI OOOTTE
104/1 5" SOFT SECTOR, (rj,

104/10 --Mi
""

DEN SOFT SEC 6 41
3740/1 I- SOFT SECTOR 72'

3740/1DI-0H
0EN SOFT SECTOH in 7.

MAXELL
MD 1 5" SOFT SEC
TOR/DBl DEO 500
M02 -SOFT
SECTOR/081 SIDE /OH

,
DEN

I F01I-SOFTSEC/DW
DEN

F0 If SOFT SEC /Ml
kJPE/OK DEN

3 99

6 90

350

190

SOFTWARE

FOR COMMODORE

Do. Jones Pomoie Miml
Paical Development Pki
Ebs Receivables Inventory
Opi General looter
Word Pro 340 Cefuma
Won) Pro 460 Cohmv.

Jjord Pro 4 P»s

M0DEMS
<4^fc~

NOVATION CAT MOOEM^-' \n 95
NOVATION DCAT «S
NOVATION APPIE CAT 3WM
HAYES MICROM0OEN
HAYES SMARTM0DCM 27*00

Our
Priet

1219 00

249 00

349 00

119 00

21900
569 00

JI9 00

17500
259 00

319M^

Oar
Price
140 00

150 00

329M
295 00

AATARI

PERSONAL
COMPUTERS M"°
4M 16* Bytes ol Ram
MO I6K Bytes ol Ham
410 Profram Recorder

110 Dm Drive

126 Printer |M col

Cenkoiwc 7371

120 Printer {40 Col

pacti
IM AcwslK Modem
ISO Interlace Module

Oar

litl Price

595M 13745
101000 739M
MM 77 00
6MM 457 00

99995 769 00

450M 353 00

200 00 155 00

220M 192M
2MM 164 00

IMC
12- Crn Pin Kg (is mi
12- Crn Pb EfJ ||| Hi)
12- On Pus (20 Mn
12- Cotoui Compos* H; Aei
Crn Phs 12-

MIC Crn Pus 12'

Ze«4>l2-

LE MONITOR
* 9-BiW
* 9-GiMfiPlrj
* WBtW
' 12" Green Phs
" 12" Green Prij
*

Anb Reflective Screen
" T.V Gride Screen

SANTO MONITORS
13 Color iiami

n*!9l«*ty
12-Cn>enPns
12-1 1*
15-14*
9- 1 1 W The test Setter'
9' Green Phs

219 00

S249M
279 M
439M
275M
225 M
159M

17900
18900

209 00

229 00

199 00

Our

Price

165 00

145 00

209M
31900
165 M
119 00

119 00

15900

16500

185 00

199.00

159 00

1550 00

3MM
340 00

370 M
235 M
275 00

650
:
CALCULATORS/

-"

DRIVES

C0RVUS
5 MBYTES

10 MBYTES

^20 M8YTES

CM
Utl Price

3 750 00 "050 00

5 350 00 4.449M
6 450 00 j 325 00 .

EXPANSION BOARD
QSTAR

16K RAM BOARD
LIST OUR PRICE

199.00 129.00

r
SOFTWARE

FOR APPLE IV

ll"V*lt S,s*n ..in

Apple Pascal

•PI CenerM laojjar SysM
Vnudea

Viscalc

Desktop Plan II

MtioMo Database System
- war. M Master

495 M 399 00

395 M 319 00

2MM 159M
200 00 159M
2M M 159 00

15000 11900

229M 149 00

150M 119 00

99 M 72 M.

To Paper Feed :::::: "4995

FI1M Paper Feed ;;••• 7995
f«i2iop.p»f.*::::- £%
PQ20 nii
ic 7is JjJ;
IC3I65 sal
FX6IScent*c 29 95
FXIlSoMfc J99J
FX36O0PS«nMic nil
FX602P CtMapalar Tan U Maewnes Pio

E"Mmn « liwr Case Oot
."•SSI'S* 12995
FX 702P Solves Protean m« Alpha
Nuc-mc Cbtity uses Base

^"MWM IM95

TELE. ANSW
DEVICES
PHOMEMATE

M i

:

: tmm
905 Remote Dual Tape Sys
910 60 Cans Per Side
920 C Voi
925 Drmote Cal Monitor

JM leewk Tone Cass
950 Pemjie

9M fteteok Bu.lt In Tele

L. Mpocotepeloi Connoted

Um
11995
19995
15996
19995
23995
29995
33995
39995 744 00

I

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
Tl nut Console He.

M
10

nHOitrtkOtl

321

><%

Dm Memory Drn*
It Modulltor

Tetephone Coupler iModemi
^Printer iSotd State!

9SOM J6900

3M95 339 95

3M95 31295
14995 127.95

4M 95 3M 95
49 95 42 50

224 95 115 95
399 95 315 95

W^BxmsM

$***>
INQUIRE

r * * 1 /VIICRO BUSINESS W°ni-D

I
oursae c. c»u you ewe ,mm^^aiii^

"1

• pnni) _

y Mam

AVINGS
ERVICE
ELECTION
ATISFACTION

Model

—a».
: <-i -"•• F-i.f

Tot..: 1IJ152
AlVMWYr MICKO T2N«

•Cattomia rewKms add 6% sales tea

"Add 3S Shppng ( Nandug - Add
3H surcharge fcr credit cards Orders
cannot be shipped unlets accompanied
by payment including shippmg handl-
ing and tan where apphcaoie

CntlllM Check or M.O.
Bank Wire Trtntaer

CKEO't CARD e

, TOTAl ORDER |
TAXIFAPPIICABIE-

i

SHIPPING 6 HANDLING-
TOYAlfNClOSfOS

•Now 2 »Mks ckaaronce lor
pereonal chock
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Four Innovative Approaches

In the interest of diversity . this roundup

will stray somewhat from the hallowed

path of drill and practice, covering some

programs that attempt innovative

approaches to education. In most of the

cases below, the innovation is in the form

of turning learning into a game. Whether

this is desirable is up to the individual

teacher to decide.
.

Crossword Magic creates what is known

as the British style of crossword puzzles.

This format has fewer intersections, and

lacks the symmetry of American puzzles.

The advantage of the British style is that it

is harder to solve since the solver gains

only a few clues with each new word. And

words outside the topic needn't be included

just for padding. Another advantage is

that this style is easier to construct.

The program accepts words from the

user, and attempts to fit them into a grid of

up to twenty by twenty squares. Words

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Crossword Magic

Type: Puzzle utility

System: 48K Apple. Disk Drive.

Silentype or Epson with

graphics capability

Format: Disk

Language: Machine Language

Summary: A fitting program for puzzle

makers

Price: $49.95

Manufacturer:

L+S Computerware

P.O. Box 70728

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

The Education Game

David Lubar

over areas that aren't part of the actual

puzzle grid. When the solver is finished,

the answers can be displayed. Mistakes

are shown, along with an error count.

As far as educational applications, that

is up to the user. The program will fit the

words and print or present the puzzle, but

the teacher is responsible for any educa-

tional value in the puzzle. Basically, the

user will get out whatever he puts in. With

the proper thought, the puzzles can be put

to good use in many classes, reinforcing

both vocabulary and concepts. If a teacher

likes the idea of using crossword puzzles

in class, this program has a lot going for it.

Fellow two-finger typists, there is hope.

Masterlype adds some fun to the drudgery

of educating the fingers. The concept

follows the classical approach of starting

with the "home" letters (the row the fingers

Specialized lessons, containing forty

words, can be created by the user, and

may be saved to either the Mastertype

Disk or any initialized disk.

creative compattng
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: MasterType

Type: Typing instruction

System: 48K Apple. Disk Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Machine Language

Summary: A fun way to learn

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:
Lightning Software

P.O. Box 11725

Palo Alto. CA 94306

cross only when there is a letter in common.

The program is fast, though it seems to

seek the first acceptable fit rather then

searching for the fit with the most crossings.

Once the crossword is generated and the

user has supplied a cue for each word, a

printout can be generated on an Epson.

Puzzles can be saved on either the master

disk or a player disk. Each player disk can

hold twenty puzzles, and additional player

disks are available. It would have been

nice if the program allowed puzzles to be

saved to any disk.

When solving puzzles on the Apple, the

user moves through the grid with the arrow

keys. The program is smart enough to skip

Mastertype adds some
fun to the drudgery

ofeducating the fingers.

rest on), and expanding from there in a

methodical manner. The fun comes in the

form of a game. The player has a base in

the center of the screen. Words or letters,

depending on the level, appear in the

corners. Enemy ships approach from each

corner. Correctly typing a word results in

a shot being fired at that corner. If a ship

gets too close, it damages the base.

22

A selection of nice features augments

this program. Typing speed is displayed at

the end of a series, and the user can slow

the program if he has trouble. While the

idea that having fun while learning to type

goes against all tradition. 1 like it.

Vocabulary Baseball from J&S contains

a pool of 1000 words, along with multiple

choices for definitions. Each time he goes

to bat, the player can attempt a single,

double or triple. The more bases he tries

for, the harder the word. A correct answer

puts a man on base. A mistake isan out. At

the option of the player, a game can last

one, two, or three innings. The high score

for each length game is saved on disk,

April 1982 e Creative Computing
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Introducing the premier award of the software industry

theAtartStar
Win $25,000 in cash,

plus prizes and anATARI STAR |

by entering your software in
the ATARI ASAP competition. <|jj

ATARI is looking for some of
the greatest software from the
brightest stars in the software field.

And naturally, we're willing to re-

ward you for it.

Every three months, ATARI
will be presenting ATARI STARS to
the writers of software programs
judged first, second and third place
in the following categories: con
sumer (including efttertainment,
personal interest and develop-
ment); education; home business
(personal finance and record keep
ing); and system software. The de
cision of the ATARI judges is final.

Quarterly prizes will be from
$750 to $3,000 worth* of selected



rm
"&i,

w*2
%%?.

ATARI products and an ATARI STAR.

The annual Grand Prize will be the

coveted Super Star trophy and
$25,000 in cashV

To be eligible, your software

idea must be submitted to and
published in the ATARI

Program Exchange cata-

log. Submit your pro-

gram on the official

entry form which we'll

rush to you if you send
in the attached coupon.

The ATARI STAR
Awards are in addition

to the percentage of rev-

enues you will automat

ically be entitled to as

AZASt" PE'HiMM

a result of sales of your software

programs in the ATARI Program
Exchange.

If you're a star, ATARI wants
to reward you. Send in the coupon
today, or call toll free 800-538-1862,

in California 800 672
1850, and you could be
the proud winner of an

I ATARI ASAP STAR Tro
I phy, and some great

ATARI prizes.

5fo-£3L 'Based on manufacturers sug-
gested retail price.

•Taxes are the sole responsibil-
ity of the winner. Void where pro-
hibited by law. Winners will be
notified by mail. ATARI employees
and their families are not eligible

For more contest details, call the
toll-free numbers* 1961 ATARI, inc

CIRCLE 1 18 ON READER SERVICE CARD

For more contest details, call 800-538-
1862. in California 800-672-1850.

Send to: ATARI Software Acquisition
Program. Dept. C3E. P.O.

Box 427, Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Yes, I want to enter the ATARI ASAP com-
petition. Please rush me my entry form.

Name
Address

City

State/Zip.A
ATARI

C3E

We've Brought
The ComputerAgeHome'



Education Games, contim

allowing students to compete. Though the

banner for the program is in hi-res, the

game is played on the text screen, with X's

for the runners and white rectangles for

the base's.

A clever student, who is more interested

in score than challenge, will quickly discover

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: The Vocabulary Baseball Game
Type: Educational

System: 4XK Apple. Applesoft. Disk

Drive

Formal: Disk

Language: Applesoft

Summary: Provides competitive

practice on definitions

Price: $24.95

Manufacturer:

J&S Software

140 Reid Ave.

Port Washington. NY 1 1050

how to "beat the system." While every
triple after the first will bring home a run.

so will every single after the bases are

loaded. So. after making three singles, the
player can stick to singles and score a run
every time. Still, the incentive to try for

triples is there, and most students wil

probably take a shot at the harder words.

With the large base of words, a teacher

can get a great deal of mileage from the

program, especially since no words are

repeated during a game. And any student

who can get through all the words on the

disk without an out should probably he
writing programs instead of playing with

them.
Meet the Presidents from Versa Comput-

ing is a graphic delight. The program is

somewhat reminiscent of a television game
show. The student first sees a blank screen

.

Then lines appear, crossing in different

geometrical patterns. The lines are actually

unmasking a picture stored in another area

of the Apple. The picture is of an American
president. As the picture appears, clues

are presented at the bottom of the screen.

When the student knows who the president

is, he types the name. The goal is to give

the name before the entire picture has
been revealed. After a series of ten pictures,

the student is given a score based on his

response time. The score for each picture

starts at 100. If it reaches zero for any
president, the student is given another
chance.

The two double-sided disks contain 40
pictures done by Saul Bernstein, the artist

who did the excellent drawings that come
with Micro Painter. An option in the

program allows the pictures to be presented

in a slide show. Another option allows the

teacher to change the clues. Topping it

off. the input routines are very tolerant of

typing errors. Each name is recognized by
a series of key letters, which can also be

changed by the teacher.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Meet the Presidents

Type: Educational

System: 4NK Apple

Format: 2 Disks

Language: Applesoft and machine
language

Summary: ( iood graphics highlight this

quiz.

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:
Versa Computing
3541 Old Conejo Rd. Suite 104

Newbury Park. CA 91320

Meet the Presidents makes good use of

Apple graphics and sound. Again, teachers

must decide whether the game fits into a

curriculum. Bui . with the ability to change
clues, the program could probably be put

to good use in many situations.

:hnz,-
COPY SERVICE

u/*
nX*\JC> * *^ Information

f\I*» Outside California Call

(800) 854-1 5 1 5 or (800) 854-1 5 1

6

In California Call Collect (714) 436-4351

4322 Manchester Ave. Olivenhain, CA 92024

MX-80

OWNERS
TIRED OF PRINTING ON THE PERFORATION?

TIRED OF JUMPING TO BASIC JUST TO
CHANGE PRINT MODES?

REJOICE! MXPLUS IS HERE
INSTALL MXPLUS AND YOUR MX-80 WILL
SKIP PERFORATIONS AUTOMATICALLY.

(SWITCH SELECTABLE. ( li

LETS YOU SELECT CONDENSED, EMPHASIZED
OR NORMAL PRINTING INSTANTLY USING ONLY

THE PRINTER PANEL BUTTONS.

MXPLUS IS A PLUG-IN MODULE THAT
INSTALLS IN MINUTES.

NO SOLDERING REQUIRED.

"iruis Ol

ORDER TODAY *QC
CALL 800-83.^ LJ J1

OR HI KS.AK. CALL .'50

WHI
'.US COMPUTER PRODUCTS
NrURA BLUD. SU

WO i

CIRCLE 1 72 ON READER SERVICE CARD ^ — -d

$39.95
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©Reasons Why You
Should Use Radio Shack's
Computer Education Series

'Uniquely Comprehensive Format
Designed for classroom use with secondary
students who have "hands-on" access to
TRS-80 computers, Parti: "Introduction to
BASIC" begins with the most fundamental
aspects of computer programming in BASIC
Part 2, "BASIC Programming," introduces
more advanced concepts such as editing
arrays, string handling and memory
management.

^Reasonable Cost
Part 1 ($159) includes 143 transparencies
Part 2 ($199) contains 164 transparencies
Each comes with 25 student manuals, with
additional manuals available separately.

Radio /haek
The biggest name in little computers®

Prices may vary at individual stores and dealers

o

& Proven Effectiveness

Developed and field tested in public schools
over two years, this material is designed for
use by all teachers, regardless of computer
background.

Addresses a Growing Need
Today's students are growing up in a computer
age. We must make sure they are prepared to
function in a computer-oriented society.

For More Information on the
Computer Education Series, Visit
Your Local Radio Shack or Fill In

Coupon and Mail to:

. Radio Shack Education DMalon7~Dapt7e2-A'-335
—

"
" —

1
1300 Ona Tandy Center. Fort Worth, Taxaa 76102

| NAME

I
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Six management games simulate everything from aSstand to a multi-national detergent

manufacturer. One is probably right for you.

Six Business Management Games

rttwmafcJRti

!-•

software*

David H.Ahl

In any given year, roughly one out of

every three hundred businesses goes bank-

rupt. Not a very high failure rate! On the

other hand, over half of the new businesses

started every year go out of business for

one reason or another within five years.

Another interesting statistic: thirty years

ago. there was one millionaire for every

11 300 citizens. Today, one person out of

423 is a millionaire. Millionaires come from

three major groups: inherited money, self-

made in small businesses, and land owners

who have benefitted from the skyrocketing

price of real estate.

While a recent article in Fortune points

out that luck is an extremely important

factor in determining the success or failure

of a business, without fundamental know-

ledge of how a business works, one is almost

certainly doomed to failure.

On the lowest level of business knowledge

are the interrelationships between market-

ing, production and finance. These basic

relationships can be understood by a child

of eight or nine years old running a lemonade

stand. The computer simulation, Lemonade

Stand gives a child the opportunity to do

so in the comfort of his own living room.

But a lemonade stand usually has no

competition. And competition is a vital

factor in the real world. Market is a

computer game which introduces this most

important element. Micro Millionaire

introduces the additional variables of

advertising media choices and R & D
expenditures.

Cartels and Cutthroats is perhaps the

most sophisticated business management

game for a personal computer. It introduces

more "real world" variables than any of

the above games, and presents reports in a

manner most closely resembling a real busi-

ness. .

The most realistic and sophisticated

business management games are those

found in various MBA programs around

the country. One of the oldest and most

realistic games is the one developed at

Carnegie-Mellon University.

The world of business and finance is

more than running a company, however.

It also involves investing in stocks, bonds

and the money market. Short of using

your own money. The First Investment

Games are probably the best way to learn

something about this aspect of finance.

Did playing these games improve my

management of Creative Computing?

Probably not, although they perhaps honed

my decision making capabilities somewhat.

Did playing them make me a millionaire.

Most definitely not. Although with the

rate of inflation continuing to run wild,

within thirty years practically everyone in

the country will be a millionaire. On the

other hand, a loaf of bread will probably

cost $40 or $50, so being a millionaire

won't mean very much.

Try one or more of these games. 1 think

you will find them interesting.

Business Management Games

Area of Management

Periods Per Game
Decisions Per Period

Time Spent Playing Game
Total Elapsed Time to Play Game

For Computer
Price

Source

Area of Management

Periods Per Game
Decisions Per Period

Time Spent Playing Game
Total Elapsed Time to Play Game
For Computer
Price

Source

Lemonade
Stand

Marketing

4 or more

3

1/2 hour

1 2 hour

Apple
Free or

$25(MECC-704)
Creative Computing Software

39 E. Hanover Ave.

Morris Plains, NJ 07950

Cartels &
Cutthroats

Marketing
Production

8 to 20

7

1 hour

3 hours

Apple
$40

Strategic Simulations

465 Fairehild Dr.. Suite 108

Mountain View. CA 94043

Market
Marketing

8 or more
3

1 hour

1 1/2 hours

Apple. TRS-80

$25 (MECC-704)

$25 (Eco& Social Sim'l)

Creative Computing Software

39 E. Hanover Ave.

Morris Plains. NJ 07950

Micro
Millionaire

Marketing
Production

12 or more
20 to 50

1 hour

3 hours

TRS-80
$10 cassette

$15 disk

Softside

6 South Street

Milford, NH 03055

The First

Investment Games
Investments

6 games
6 to 25

12 hours

4 months
not required

$40

First Nafl Bank of Boston

100 Federal St.

Boston, MA 021 10

Carnegie-Mellon

Management Game
All

20
25 to 40
200+ hours

9 months
PDP-10
$8000

Graduate School of

Industrial Admin.

Carnegie-Mellon Univ.

Pittsburgh. PA 15213

28
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SEATTLE COMPUTERSNEW RAM* GIVES YOU

THE MEMOOT YOU HEED AT A PRICE YOU CART FORGET.
How to order: Call Anna Ford at (206) 575-1830 for the

location of the nearest RAM + dealer.

The RAM+ -a great addition to your IBM

personal computer. At a great price.

Dealer inquiries welcome.

1 1 14 Industry Drive, Seattle, Washington 98188

A oreat new machine, the IBM personal computer, just got

better. With RAM+, the new expansion memory from

att e
RAM+can change your personal IBM from a

pony to a workhorse by adding up to 256 K of memory.

RAM + is expandable, reliable andis made by Seattle

Computer, the people who created the operating system

for the IBM personal computer. DA ».>i_i_

To make your IBM work even better, each RAM +

card has a RS-232 serial port which uses IBM supphed

software. And RAM+ comes fully assembled tested and

with a 90 day guarantee* The RAM+ is available in 64 K,

128 K 192 K or 256 K, with affordable prices ranging from

$475.' to $1,075. Expansion kits are also available.

•Extended warranty available.
CIRCLE 233 ON READER SERVICE CARD



emonade Stand
a„I

he rU
',
eS

?
f the game are 9""* simple

and are displayed on the screen at the
beginning.

"In this small town, you are in charge
ot running your own lemonade stand Youcan compete with as many other people
as you w,sh. but how much profiTyou
make is up to you (sales of the other
stands will not effect your business in anyway) If you make the most money, you
are the winner. ' '

"To manage your lemonade stand, you
will need to make these decisions every
day: ( 1

)
how many glasses of lemonade tomake (only one batch is made each

morning) (2) how many advertising signs
to make (the signs cost 15 cents each) (3)
what price to charge for each glass
"You will begin with $2.00 cash (assets)

Because your mother gave you some sugar
your cost to make lemonade is 10 cents a
glass (this may change in the future).
"Your expenses are the sum of the cost

of the lemonade and the cost of the signs
Your profits are the difference between

income from sales and expenses.
"The number of glasses you sell each

day depends on the price you charge, and
on the number of advertising signs you

"Keep track of your assets because you
can t spend more money than you have 1

"

At the beginning of each playing day. a

cute graphic is displayed on the screen
showing your stand and the weather
forecast. The program then asks each
player to make his three decisions for the
day. We tried the game with two players
Hayer i took a conservative approach of
making twenty glasses of lemonade
charging 10 cents each and making three
signs. Player 2. on the other hand, spent
his ent.re $2.00 in assets to make forty
glasses of lemonade and eight signs. Both
players continued this strategy for the
twelve days that we had arbitrarily decided
would be the end of the game. By day 2
player 2 had discovered that the market
is quite pnce-sensitive and that even sixteen
advertising signs were not enough to lure
customers into paying 15 cents a glass.

Various random factors crop up during
the game. For example, on day 6 it was
hot and dry which led to substantially
increased sales for both players. Player 2
being more aggressive, charged consid-
erably more for lemonade on this day and
made the highest profits for a single
day-$4.50. On day 8 the street department
was working and there was no traffic on
the street. Again, player 2. with his much
more aggressive strategy thought he could
attract business from other streets by
putting up more signs. Unfortunately it

didn't work and his loss on that day was
the largest in the entire game.

By the end of the twelve days of play
berth players had learned about the size of
their market and the price it would bear
as well as the advertising necessary to sell
the products. And the two players had
come remarkably close together in their
respective daily decisions. Player 1 "won"
the game with total assets at the end of
twelve days of $26.77 while Player 2 had
accumulated $23.09.
The game is suitable for introducing

youngsters to economic decision making
at a very simplified level. It is in the
public domain and available for many
computers (it comes free with an Apple
on the system master disk).
Lemonade Stand is also available for

the Apple on the disk "Elementary-
Volume 3 (Social Studies)" produced by
the Minnesota Educational Computer
Consortium. This disk also includes "Sell
Apples." a tutorial game which helps players
find the optimum selling price for a product
in this case apples. "Sell Plants" is a tutorial'
on the effect of advertising on sales. These
two programs lead up to "Lemonade" which
finally leads into "Sell Bicycles" which is
the same program as the one described
below as "Market." This disk also includes
a Civil War simulation and two tutorial
programs which provide drill and practice
on the location of states and capitals The
disk. MECC-704. comes with a compre-
hensive instruction book and is available
for $24.95 from Creative Computing
Software. 39 East Hanover Avenue. Morris
Plains. NJ 07950.

ON DAY 4, THE COST OF LEMONADE IS *. 04

LEMONADE STAND 1 ASSETS *3. 21

SlSH
M
TKfHI

°F LEM°NrtDE C'° V«l

^ MANY ADVERTISING SIGNS <15 CENTSEACH) DO YOU WANT TO MAKE ?4

K£LERICE <IN CENTS) DO YOU WISH TOCHARGE FOR LEMONADE "12

** LEMONSVILLE DAILY FINANCIAL REPORT $$

DAY 4

30 GLASSES SOLD

*. 12 PER GLASS

30 GLASSES MADE

4 SIGNS MADE

STAND 1

INCOME *3. 60

EXPENSES *1.80

PROFIT *1. 80

ASSETS *S. 01

30
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Slaying
Monsters
Should Be
Mostly
Fun and
Games

v°'
,«*

**&**
£>

X&

Be one of more than 16 million
alter-egos that your computer can
generate. Walk into a labyrinth
filled with traps, treasures and
monsters. There you'll test your
strength, constitution, dexterity,

intelligence
. . . against thou-

sands of monsters in over 200
caverns and chambers—growing

in wealth, power and experience as you progress
through the four levels of the dungeon.

Your character will do whatever you want him to do.
Do battle—in real time—with the likes of giant ants,
ghouls, zombies.

. .Explore the various levels of the
maze and discover the great treasures within.

The Game Manufacturers Association named The
Temple of Apshai the computer game of the year.
The Temple is the very first computergame—ever to
win the Hobby Industry award for excellence. There
can be only one reason for that: it's a great game.
So what will you think ofThe Temple of Apshai now?
Now that it's even better than ever. With better
graphics—animated movement—and completely
new sound effects that make your computer come

alive and make The Temple even more fun*

The Temple has a superbly illustrated

56-page Book of Lore, and your
local dealer has it for the ATARI* *

TRS-80,** APPLE,** and IBM**
computers.

•If you already have The Temple of Apshai. you
can enjoy these great improvements. Just
send us your original cassette or disk
together with your check for $5.00 and
well send you the brand new version—
with betterthan-ever graphics and sound.
"ATARI. TRS-80. APPLE and IBM
are trademarks of Atari, Inc.. Tandy
Corp.. Apple Computer, Inc.. and IBM,
respectively.

© 1981, AUTOMATEDSIMULATIONS,
INC., P.O. Box 4247, Mountain View

Ca., 94040.

CIRCLE 1 10 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Are you ready to step into the world of

The Ultimate

Fantasy Experience

Wizardry-a revolutionary game for your APPLE II com-

puter Never before has a game done so much, so well, so

fast' Groups of up to 6 adventurers explore a deep and

mysterious maze in search of loot and glory. Brawny

fiqhters. frail mages, nimble thieves, all must cooperate to

survive Not only must you battle hordes of monsters, but

you must also solve the secret riddles hidden in the

mazes. Starting from the safety of the castle, you must

map the 3D maze as you move through it. swiftly "jnning

down the corridors and smashing through doors! Sud-

denly you encounter a group of monsters in their hideous

lair' Leaping to the attack, swords swinging, your fighters

wreak havoc amongst the monsters! Mages utter spells,

causing destruction! Thieves skulk around in the corners

priests attempt to bring the blessings of the gods

upon your party! After the melee, there may be a chest to

open, traps to evade, and loot to be divided!

A partial list of Wizardry features includes-A 10 level

maze-8 character classes-5 races-20 stored on d.sk-

3D maze display-complete castle-hundreds of monsters

and magic items-monsters appear in mixed groups-&u

castable spells, usuable by players, magic items and even

monsters—44 page illustrated manual and much, mucn

more all for $49 95 (NY. residents add sales tax)

But don't take our word for it. Wizardry received reviews

in the May issue of Creative Computing, the April issue o

Popular Mechanics, page 38. and the August issue of

Softalk magazine

At Leading Computer Stores Everywhere

ISir tech| |^
F
â S'/

N
Ogd

l

25'bSrg. New York 13669 / (315) 393-6633

Apple la the registered trademark of APPLE COMPUTER. INC

CIRCLE 236 OH READER SERVICE CARD



Market
Simulation of a Competitive Market

Market is a simulation game in which
two companies are competing for the
market for racing bicycles. At the start of
the game, the program informs the players
of the fixed and variable production costs
in marketing the product and the number
of units that can be sold with no advertising
at a specific price. The program then
assigns to each company initial values for
inventory, cash on hand, and total assets.

Each player must make marketing
decisions quarterly which include the
production level, advertising budget, and
product selling price. After these decisions
have been entered for each player, the
program reports the results of these
decisions in a marketing summary. For
each company the report lists: (1) profit;

(2) percentage share of the market; (3)

cash on hand; (4) number of units sold; (5)

number of units in stock (inventory); and
(6) total assets.

player goes bankrupt, or until either player
accumulates a certain amount of assets.

Longer games may be saved in progress
and continued at a later time.

During the play of Market, random
variables crop up such as a new labor
contract which increases the variable
production costs or a presidential wage-
price freeze which prevents raising the
price of the product over the next two
quarters.

During play at the beginning of quarter
10, a transportation strike occurred and
both companies were unable to move
products to wholesale distributors. "Nego-
tiations have begun, but the hope of a
settlement looks dim." An event like this

is the equivalent of a cloudy day in

Lemonade Stand and, indeed, the strike

played havoc with the results of both
firms.

We played the game for Fifteen quarters

COMPANY

QUARTER 4 RESULTS

PROFITSPRICE BIKES SOLD

1 927 11 -602

2 *515 52 732

COMPANY CASH INVENTORY ASSETS

1 *4?20 122 7160

2 7583 78 *9143

QUARTER
UNIT PRODUCTION

5
COST = *22

COMPANY 1

UNIT PRICE?

In a sense, the same three decisions are

required in Market each quarter as are
required in Lemonade Stand each day,
i.e., production, advertising, and price.

However, there the similarity ends. Market
is a considerably more comprehensive game
and production costs include both fixed

and variable costs. Fixed costs, for example,
include expenses such as rent on factories

and warehouses, heat, light, maintenance,
and executive salaries.

In addition. Market simulates the inter-

action between two competitors, and the

decisions made by one affect the results

of both.

Market may be played for a specified

number of quarters, until one or the other

April 1982 Creative Computing

until Company 1 finally popped over the
magic S12 million in assets mark. It was
declared, by the program, the winner of
the game.
Market is available for the TRS-80 and

Apple. It is one of three programs in the
package "Economy and Society Simula-
tions." which also includes Limits (a world
growth simulation) and USPOP (forecasts
future US population size and composition).
The package of three programs costs $24.95
and is available from Creative Computing
Software, 39 East Hanover Avenue, Morris
Plains, NJ 07950.

Market is also available for the Apple
on MECC-704 ($24.95) along with seven
other programs.
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VIAl\EDUCATIONAL
ACTIVITIES, INC.
INTRODUCES NEW PROGRAMS

FOR TRS-80, APP1E II, PET

DIASCRIPTIVE READING
By Carol Buchler, MS. Reading Specialist

and Ron Buchter. MA . Computet Specialist

A Diagnostic Prescriptive-Tutorial Reading Program
MAIN IDEA - OCTAILS - FACT/OPINION - VOCAB
UlARV - SEQUENCE - INFERENCE

Six diagnostic tests (one for each skill area), and 36
developmental reading programs, levels 3 to 8 tor each
skill area, make this a flexible and complete individualized

reading series

The programs diagnose the reading skills of each stu-

dent, prescnbe what is needed tor improvement, and
evaluate performance at each level before directing the
student to the next program If the student did poorly, he
will be directed to a lower level program for remediation If

he/she did well, the student will be directed to a higher
level program for further developmental activities

CP 21050- 15 CASSETTES, ("specify

microcomputer model) {245.00
OK 21050- 7 DISKETTES (specify

microcomputer model) $245.00

READ AND SOLVE
MATH PROBLEMS

By Ann Idson. MEd and AUan A Schwartz. MA
Grades 4-6. Remedial Secondary

A progressive tutorial and drill program that teaches
your students the important elemenls-of word problems
and the conversion of written problems to number prob
lems The program allows interaction between the student
and the computer, provides reinforcement of all concepts,

and reteaching where necessary Interesting animated
graphics reward the student when he/she is correct The
program is self scoring and will not allow the student to

progress to higher level concepts until the previous lesson

has been masteied

Included with the program are 10 Reproducible Activ

ity Masters to reinforce concepts and 4 Reproducible
Activity Masters for a pre and post test

CP319D1 -5 CASSETTES. 14 Reproducible Activity

MASTERS, (specify microcomputer model) $78 00
DK319D1 -2 DISKETTES. 14 Reproducible Activity

MASTERS, (specify microcomputer model) $85.00

Computer Programming
BASIC for

Elementary Grades
SOUND FILMSTRIPS

Designed to instruct elementary age children in com
outer programming in the BASIC language All the concep-
tual presentations have been pretested successfully on a

broad range of youngsters Piloted in a special computer
programming course held for elementary students, the
principles and applications of the maior BASIC commands
and statements pioved to be well within the capabilities of

the average middle to upper elementary age child

FSC 369-5 fuN color FILMSTRIPS.

5 audio CASSETTES. Teachers Handbook $97 00

Send for FREE complete microcomputer
software catalog for • math • language

arts • reading • spelling • science
• classroom management

EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES, INC.
P.O. Box 87, Baldwin. New York 11510

(516) 223-4666
CALL TOLL FREE OUTSIDE N.Y. STATE

800-645-3739

IN CANADA
CORONET INSTRUCTIONAL MEDIA, Ltd.

200 Steelcase Road East

Markham, Ontario L3R 1C2T
CIRCLE 275 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Micro Millionaire

The world is full

of intriguing problems

that never got into

a textbook.

Problems for Computer Solution

by Stephen Rogowski

Ninety intriguing and fascinating prob-

lems, each thoroughly discussed and ref-

erenced, make an excellent source of

exercises in research and preliminary

investigation. Eleven types of problems
are provided in the following areas: arith-

metic, algebra, geometry, trigonometry,

number theory, probability, statistics, cal-

culus and science. Author Stephen
Rogowski of SUNY-Albany has included

several problems which have never been
solved. He feels that some research and
an attempt to solve these will sharpen
students' insight and awareness.
Some of the problems are not new like

the one asking how much the $24 the

Indians were paid for Manhattan would be
worth today had it been deposited in a
bank However, this problem was revised

to have a variable interest rate so it would
be a challenge to program. Of course,
many of the problems are new and have
never been in print before.

The student edition has 106 pages and
includes all 90 problems (with variations).

7 appendices and a complete bibliog-

raphy Cost is $4 95
The 182-page teacher edition contains

solutions to the problems, each with a
complete listing in Basic, sample runs, and
in-depth analyses explaining the
algorithms and theory involved. Cost is

$995.
To get one or both books send payment

plus $2.00 shipping and handling per
order to Creative Computing Credit card
orders may be called in toll-free to the
number below.
Order yours today If you are not com-

pletely satisfied, return it for a full refund
plus your return postage

creative
computing

Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -811

2

(In NJ 201-540-0445)

This is a one-player game in which the

player attempts to establish a company in

the computer software business. The
simulation is based on the experience of

The Software Exchange. At the beginning

the player is given a small amount of

money with which to begin his company.

From this amount is immediately deducted

the cost of a small computer. Then begins

the monthly cycle of the game. The player

must make decisions on development

(evaluating and debugging programs),

production quantities, reformulating his

line of products, changing prices, the

number of working hours you are putting

into the company (moonlight or full time),

using WATS lines, and placing advertising

in four magazines.

Upon beginning the game the first time,

I found that 1 had an investment of $6000.

$2000 of which was used to purchase my
computer. I received two software sub-

missions to evaluate, one of which I wished

to add to my line. Unfortunately, there

are practically no instructions with the

game other than those which appear on
the screen and it was not at all clear how
I should add this package to my line and

assign a price to it. Before I knew what

happened, the program went on and told

me that I had no sales for the month and

$150 of out-of-pocket expenses.

Given that I had no sales, I elected not

to hire any order takers or technical staff

nor to put in a WATS line. But I sure

wanted some products to sell. Finally, in

the third month I determined that the

only way to publish a program was to

answer YES to the question "Evaluate

further?" after which it could be named
and added to the product line.

Unfortunately, because I had not figured

out how to add products in the early

months of play, by May I had only two

products, one put in the product line in

March and the other in April. I found my
expenses had exceeded my cash on hand

and I was forced to borrow money from a

loan shark at 25% interest per month.

Needless to say. this had a rather nasty

affect on my cash flow. By July, I was
borrowing over $8000 a month and my
equity had declined to -$4861.

By December after one year of play, I

had ten products in my product line ranging

in price from $12 to $50. Sales of each

were running between 8 and 25 per month
bringing me total revenue of around $1600

a month. My equity had declined to a

staggering -$42,833 and I had over $45,000

34

of loans with a loan shark. Hence, it was

no great surprise that when tax time rolled

around in January, I was unable to pay

my tax and the company went bankrupt.

(The program didn't say whether or not

the loan shark had my kneecaps shot.)

In my second play of the game, I

managed to keep my head above water.

While my performance was nothing to

write home about, at least I did not go

bankrupt and showed a modest profit at

the end of the first year.

All in all, Micro Millionaire is not an

easy game to play or master. More and

more decisions are required each month

of play as you add more products to your

product line. In order to play successfully,

I found that pencil, paper and pocket

calculator were a virtual necessity. Also,

allowing adequate time between monthly

decision-making cycles to analyze the

results of the previous months is necessary

to play the game successfully. The weakest

aspect of the game is the documentation—

only three pages are included and they

do not describe how entries are to be

made or give any clue as to the range of

acceptable values for the different entries.

Hence, one or two plays of the game
probably are necessary before one can

get a feel for the values' necessary to com-

plete a successful game.

Micro Millionaire is available from

Softside, 6 South St., Milford NH 03055

as Softside magazine, Vol. 2 No. 9. Price

is $9.95 with cassette, $14.95 with disk, or

$2.00 for the magazine alone (which

contains a complete listing of the game
for the TRS-80).

"Someday, all this will be yours.
"
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EXCITING DISCOUNTS

§|CippkZ SOFTWARE

SPECIAL: THE BOOK"OF APPLE COMPUTER SOFTWARE
19.95 SALE 15.50

.2.3.
5 $39 95 NOW
a'S $3995 NOW

$39.95 NOW

Adventures * 1n Adventures *4
H Adventures #7, _D Adventures *to~ii "i'o"" SJ2„.
D KidVenture.

U,11,1Z $3995 NOW
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NOW
n Midnight Magic f '?-?J
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495 NOW
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99* NOW
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T
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$20.50
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$15.50
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$24.50
$24.50
$24.50
$33.50
$28.50
$24.50
$24.50
$24.50
$24.50
$28.50
$25.50
$19.50
$19.50
$84.50
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$99.50

$119.50
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$24.50
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$19.50
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$259.50
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Cartels and Cutthroats

each four quarters, and at the end of the

Cartels and Cutthroats is a business m "SfeSiSft. . *£&,£&££ *"""
management simulauon game , It s

. ^^rSmfthe gLe may be saved in

Cut— . one-page simplified instnacUon ,,,old 9.433 » l» *" an appropriate V 'mt,^£-£«E
card, and Apple diskette (lector. DOS ^^ h^game a^'^ -^ p,ay d

3
The game is a simplified simulation of E^VES M ( » £ from the point at which it was saved.

SSiBSiiass — """Til: srcaa«=Sffi
r/mosT total income. This is shown m* Inc<~ «.*4 » » "

to take a "busman's holiday" by play.ng a

cumEve y as increase in "equity" which game of Cartels and Cutthroat.

is Ae p ayers ownership in the company. Reading and digesting
;
the rules of Cartels

Each turn is a quarter of a year. CTEHTIUE COHPUTINe and Cuthroats takes about one-half
!

hour

Tile general play sequence is: review whi,e playing the game can take anywhere

last period's performance, make plans for B0LfiNCE SHEET FOR from one hour to a day or more^epena ng

the current quarter, implement the plans ^ upon the number of players and the tninK

enterThemlnto the computer) and then .^ |
--,. i'.IS timV taken between tu-Jhe oUow.ng

review performance again. &££• 34,608 __ ,_ is an abbreviated report on one play ot

Sales (and profit) are based on how ^,,.e<w>. 12.3*8 E«wiw
ij2*97? the game. . .

«oS your plans are relative to the economy «~et* 1M.973 -.*«.* 1N.«
j8^ „, ^ game and «.,«.,«, the

and to the plans of your competitors. type of game I wished to play. I optedItor

At the beginning of each turn, each a hard Copy game and did not claim a

player is given information about the
onolvsis EWITV omplvsi^ beginner's handicap. Since I was p aying

economy and the industry, as well as some
wio «m.v.l-

alone. I asked the program to supply two

market research data about the other inc ,„/£«*..* f.
Li*t^ es.zic

computer piayers to manage competitive

companies in the game. Economic indi- ££*£#£ Current 74.156 companies.

catore include GNP. CPI, prime rate, and
Loari H

" When the game started, the first thing

a purchasing power index. In addition, at
2 A tpical profit and loss statement that appeared on the screen was a scenario,

the beginning of each quarter, each player
*d balance sheet. The scenario read as follows:

is given information on raw material
and balance sneet ^^ acqujred a manufactunng

supplies and prices, government actions
sheet company^ makes a product considered

hankruotcv filings, and other items of the previous quaner™« u
. luxury by most consumers.

siciKreres, in the industry. fiTS^STJet Sy^', $£?r.l materia, prices are stable and

After the summary economic news, each Also^P^ed are
•
a sate acO y

po ^ ^^^ supphes

player is given several -ports on the J^^^S^SS «, tabor

drrPro1STo^a^nXm sTmar, market summary, and a market

K research report.

Following these financial and statistical

reports are memoranda and letters from

other managers and outsiders. The financial

manager always provides a report per-

taining to loan balances, interest rates.

rh PurchMti
and H

*
e Qf crcdit availabic from the bank.

In addition, the player may get reports

from the director of R&D, production, or

ra Price.
other members of his suff.

Occasionally letters are received from

irate customers, charities, and other out-

Rm
Siders who have some direct or indirect

interest in the business. Using this rather

substantial mass of information (roughly
Factors:

six feet of line printer paper per quarter).

: tne piayer must formulate his decisions

l . t for the upcoming quarter.

Figure I. The business planning sheet for ^ annual report is issued at the end of

the first two years ofplay.

©Creative Computing

"It j our latest model. There s absolutely no problem

it can't solve or run away from.
"
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TWO NEW GAMES FROM SSI FOR THE
|

APPLE
AND THE
TRS-80!

ig the Co:
boats!

TIGERS IN THE SNOW: Ghostlike ks and infantry sweep across the dark
frozen forests ofthe Ardennes against a surprised U.S. force >ion/ regiment level

We know it hasn't been easy
for you TRS-80* owners to see so
many great made- for Apple-only
games from SSI pass you by. But
then, it hasn't been easy for us to
design games for a 16K cassette
format good enough to meet our
critical standards.

After all. we've got a reputa-
tion to protect, a reputation in

strategy gaming for unsurpassed
sophistication, innovation, realism,
and payability.

Well, our designers have been
hard at work, and we've not only
met but surmounted the challenge.

We're delighted to announce two
historical wargames — deserving
of the SSI label — for both the
Apple® and the TRS-80' (16K
cassette for the TRS-80 Model I

and III: 48K disc for Apple II with
Applesoft ROM card).

Combining our extensive war-
game-design experience and superior
programming techniques, we've
given a fresh new look and feel to
these favorite classic battles.

At $24.95 each for TRS-80
cassette and $39.95 each for Apple
disc these are extraordinary games
at quite an ordinary price.

So head on down to your
local store and check them out
today!

VISA and M/C holders can
order by calling 800-227-1617.
ext 335 (toll free). In California,

call 800-772-3545. ext. 335.
To order by mail, send your

check to: Strategic Simulations Inc.

Dept. CC6. 465 Fairchild Drive.

Suite 108. Mountain View.
California 94043.

All our games carry a 14-day
money- back guarantee.

\>. p.in «ii our demanding itandardi «> icellence, nm- u>«- IHHXRll floppy diao
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Foosbai

\
Epoch

Beer Run

\
^

f \

_ <y m

0!

*

bWPL&

^ B^

jjt 1 LMinotaur 4 V

WE'RE EXCITING, WE'RE
All software represented in this advertisement are copyrighted products of Sirius Software. Inc.
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Qopts & Robbers

Gorgon

Twerps

Space Eggs

Kabul Spy

FUN . . . WE'RE SIRIUS"!
Sirius Software. Inc. 10364 Rockingham Drive. Sacramento. CA 95827 Dealer inquiries invited (916) 366-1 195



VMS, continued.

The economic outlook for the next five
years is for strong expansion in the gross
national product (GNP) with an economic
down-turn likely some time in the future.

Inflation, as measured by the consumer
price index (CPI), is expected to continue
at a controlled level.

In addition, the impact of chance on
the companies and the economy should
be slight."

The game then asked "Is this scenario
acceptable?" To which I responded, "Y."
If I had not responded yes, I would have
been given the opportunity to select
another scenario. Since I was playing a
hard copy game, the scenario was then
printed out on the line printer.

A note about printing: the game assumes
a standard line printer with sixty lines on
a page. Unfortunately, I was using an
Apple Silentype Printer with continuous
feed paper. Consequently, the spacing up
after each report to the "bottom of a
page" wasted a substantial amount of
(rather expensive) sensitized paper.

Playing the game, one is expected to
make decisions based on facts and figures

SOLES REFORT

10+

SALES ACTIUITV 4/£

Available for Sale 66
Total Demand -,0
Unit* Sold 50 »_
Exce** Unit*

CONSUMER PREFERENCE EST IMATE <,

Mrtc#t rank % *ales caused
Price i 3j
Aduerti*in» l *<
Product

i i7
or* , -j

Other i

l

|

PERFORMANCE CHART
- ,

ln
i?I* reuenur

3-4 HMisssibsu:.-,,,..,..,.,

4/2 #####«*=x=x=====a==x====„__== _

" 38.736

PRODUCT TON REPORT

RECENT PRODUCTION COSTS

I * i •
e ft

3.4P0 63 58- 8
120 8 20 S4e

7.643 60 127 10.
1.534 ea 26 4-

RM Storastf
RM Purchased
FG Stora«e
Direct Labor
Prod Overhead

CURRENT INi'ENTORV

Di , . unit* warehs Jsfull
sterial <RMi 8

Finished Good CF8 16

DECENT ,_AB0R = =wt o:_z„-

Rate Payed
« Ewr>iOwlll
# Hired

F-iC toi
l^4

'. Automated 7~

Nt'..i Ca»acn

CREATIVE

GNP
CPI
PP1

3890

129

)ld i?
Av Price 565

4
. i 4 ."

4030 4166 4385
£75
132 135 i 136
8.7 B.6

i

572
4+

New Factory :

Next RM Cost ...t.it 98

Figure 3. The sales report for year 4.

quarter 2.

Figure 4. A market summary report.

which appear on the screen. However,
because a hard copy game uses upper and
lower case, the material appearing on the
screen looks like gibberish and bears little

resemblance to letters. The numbers are,
of course, the same; however, without the
labels they are somewhat difficult to use.

Since the economy was going up and I

was in a luxury market I decided to increase

advertising and to attempt to expand my
share of market relatively quickly. I also
increased my loan volume from the bank
to build a new factory. Although the

computer program takes much of the
drudgery out of management, one still

has to be careful to not exceed the total

funds available. I found a pocket calculator

quite handy to compute out my raw
material and production costs. Thus I could
keep my bank loans closer to the exact
amount needed thereby not incurring
additional interest expenses.

It was with a certain sense of anxiety
that I waited for the printout each quarter.

The first quarter results indicated that

my expansion strategy worked from the
standpoint of increased sales. Unfor-
tunately, the increased sales were not
reflected in increased profits. I also dis-

covered, much to my chagrin, that my
hand calculator figures were somewhat in

error and my finance director had to secure
an emergency loan to finance the additional

production as well as build the factory.

On the other hand, I was now outselling
my competition by a substantial margin,
my share of market having increased from
33% to 41% and it beame my goal to turn
this increased sales and capacity into
increased profit.

As I continued to play the game I found
the raw material purchase, production and
pricing decisions getting easier with each
round. However, I began to note the other
factors such as loan volume, income to
equity ratio, warehouse usage percentages
and the like and attempted to fine tune
my decisions to optimize both my available

funds and other resources such as factories,

warehouses, and labor.

The end of the third quarter brought
some bittersweet news. My factory workers
were threatening a strike if they were not
immediately given a 20% raise but the
personnel director felt that they would
accept a 10% increase. On the other hand,
my director of R&D reported that "we
have acquired some inexpensive computer
equipment (three Apples) that we can
use for production scheduling and inventory
control and reduce production overhead
costs by 10%.

10: DAUI0 AHL. Pf
I

DATE

:

; to

i ized. 1 relayed v
ler.

I have aHo been informed that i

will be decreased fro
rat

caused by our liabil .

• -

:

. '.. ui -..-,•

.

Our Guaranteed 1 i

•

Figure 5. A typical memorandum from
the finance director.

In the ninth quarter one unforeseen
disaster occurred that had nothing directly

to do with the play of the game. In
particular, the paper ran out in the middle
of a run. Since I had no particular desire
to start over from the beginning I didn't
press reset or any of the other keys that

might have stopped the printer. Instead,
all of my results were "printed" on the
blank roller and my decisions for the ninth
quarter had to be made by the "seat of
the pants." Needless to say, my performance
suffered as a result. This, however, may
be true to real life situations when the
chief executive officer is away on vacation
or at a conference and leaves the running
of his company in the hand of junior
managers. In this case, it resulted in a
rather disastrous quarter.

"Good news, they've got the computer part. Bad
news, it'll take six months to deliver it.

"
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irius Tools
Audex

E-Z Draw

E-Z Draw is a graphics editing

package for Apple II BASIC with

simple one character commands
so it can easily:

• Draw dots, lines, parallelo-

grams, triangles, circles and
ellipses on the screen.

• Move any area of the screen to

any other area,

• Transform any area of the
screen into its mirror image
while expanding or compress-
ing its width or height or rotat-

ing it 90 degrees.

• Draw text on the screen using
any of 20 original and imagina-
tive type styles using the
Higher Text Character Genera-
tor by Ron & Darrell Aldrich,

• Save images and complete
pictures to the disk for use
within BASIC programs, and

• Draw using any of the Apple
BASIC colors

This program has been used by
professional programmers to

generate spectacular hi-res pic-

tures for use with their games,
professional packages and edu-
cational software. It can be used
to create professional illustra-

tions, graphs and slides in addi-
tion to adding hi-res graphics to

BASIC programs E-Z Draw re-

quires a 48k Apple II or II + and
one disk drive.

Audex is a collection of utility pro-
grams that allow you to create
sounds, shape them, edit them
and play them back in your own
Applesoft BASIC programs. The
only tools required are an Apple II

computer with Applesoft BASIC,
48K of memory, one or more disk
drives with DOS 3.3 and an op-
tional tape player. Included with
this disk are:

• DRAW-A-SOUND, a program
for creating and editing sound
pulse patterns using the key-

board and hi-res screen.
These sounds can be tones,

squalks, thumps or anything
you choose.

• EXCERPT-A-SOUND is a pro-
gram for getting sounds from
the cassette port and excerpt-
ing portions of this audio data
for use as sound effects. Ex-
cerpting produces more un-
iform tones and uses less
memory.

• BUILD-A-SOUND is a program
to connect sounds and tones
together into extended pat-
terns to form or emulate
speech.

• AUDIO OPCODES is a collec-

tion of relocatable machine
language routines that allow
you to easily reproduce in your
own Applesoft programs any
sound effects, music, speech,
etc created using the above
utility programs.

A user manual is provided that

includes many programming
examples and complete instruc-

tions for using all the utility pro-

grams.

PGE

The Pascal Graphics Editor is a
complete graphics editor with
command and menu structures
modeled after the Pascal text edi-
tor. It Features:

• Commands for drawing dots,
lines, rectangles, parallelo-
grams and circles

• A routine to fill any closed area
with any of 720 color combina-
tions

• Protective viewports which
allow selective filling, erasing,
or drawing without disturbance
of other screen areas

• Easy moving, rotating, invert-

ing (upside down and/or mir-

rored), crunching, expanding
(horizontally or vertically),

color separating and saving to

disk any portion of the
graphics screen

• A built in font generator which
can be used to define fonts
with cell sizes ranging from
1 x 1 to 16 x 16 Fonts can be
drawn onto the screen in any of

16 different DRAWBLOCK
display modes with optional
proportional spacing.

Return of the included license
agreement entitles you to a free

back-up diskette and Pascal utili-

ties package which includes two
library units that expand TURTLE-
GRAPHICS:

• The GEOMETRIC UNIT simpli-

fies the drawing and filling in of

simple geometric shapes and
aids in creating DRAWBLOCK
arrays and saving pictures to

disk with commands: PROCE-
DURE TRIANGLE, PARALLEL-
OGRAM, ELLIPSE, PFILL,
COPYBLOCK; FUNCTION
PICREAD AND PICWRITE.

• The TEXTWRITER UNIT allows
you to load and use multiple
fonts including all fonts defined
by PGE with commands:
PROCEDURE WFCHAR,
WFSTRING, FONTYPE, PRO-
PORTION; FUNCTION
FONTREAD

The Pascal Graphics Editor re-

quires a 64K Apple II or II + and
one disk drive.

The Joyport

The Joyport is the most signifi-

cant new input device for the Ap-
ple computer since the keyboard

.

A wide variety of software is ra-

pidly being developed to take ad-
vantage of the Joyport's features:

• Apple game paddle sockets
that can use 4 game paddles

• 2 Sockets to accept Atari type
joysticks

• Connections for Apple and
Atari paddles and joysticks
that are easily accessible
without opening the Apple
case (no more dissecting the
Apple each time you want to

change paddles)

• Complete compatibility with all

existing BASIC. Pascal and
machine language programs
and games

• 2 Switches to select between
Apple type paddles and Atari

joysticks

• Custom designed enclosure
that complements Apple case

A complete users' manual includ-
ing installation and programming
examples is provided with each
Joyport. For a limited time only,

included with the Joyport will be
a free copy of Computer Foos-
ball.

SiliUS Software, Inc. 10364 Rockingham Drive, Sacramento, CA 95827 (916)366-1195 ^3?

The Pascal Graphics Editor, Joyport, E-Z Draw, Audex, and Computer Foosball are copyrighted products of Sirius Software, Inc. Higher Text
is a copyrighted product of Synergistic Software. Apple II. II + and Applesoft are copyrighted products of Apple Computer Inc. Atari is a
Trademark of Atari Inc.
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NEW!
Advanced Disk Version

TWFFK
CONTROLLER

In Air Traffic Controller you assume
the responsibility for the safe flow of air

traffic over a 400 square mile territory.

During your shift in charge of this air-

space. 26 aircraft come under your con-

trol Jets and prop planes must be guided

to and from airports, navigational becons

and entry/exit fixes The aircraft enter

your airspace at various altitudes and
headings whether or not you are ready

You need the same steady nerves

under pressure and almost instinctive

analyses of complex emergencies which

are demanded of a professional air

traffic controller. But Air Traffic Con-
troller adds the excitement and well-

defined goals of a game
Your goal is to get all of the aircraft to

their assigned destination before the

shift is completed. At your disposal are

radar display of the aircraft positions in

the control area, coded information giving

aircraft heading, destination and fuel

supply, navaids enabling you to hold

aircraft or assign them automatic

approaches, and commands to alter the

altitude and heading of the aircraft. Work-

ing against you are altitude and heading

requirements, and. of course, the

clock
No two games, even at the same clock

setting, are the same
The advanced disk version allows more

aircraft, and gives you four additional

area maps, each with its own special

challenges.

Air Traffic Controller is now available

for the 16K TRS-80 (3006). for the 16K
Apple II and Apple II plus (4008). and
the 8K Sorcerer (5008) All are on cas-

sette for $11.95
Advanced Air Traffic Controller is avail-

able on diskette for the 32K TRS-80
(3518). the 16K Atari (7503). and the

32K Apple II and Apple II plus (45 17) for

51 9.95. and on cassette for the 1 6K Atari

(7004) and the 16K PET (called Sector

3) (1302) for $14.95

To order Air Traffic Controller, please

send a check or money order to:

creative computing
software

39 E. Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains. NJ 07950
For credit card order call:

Toll-free 800-631-8112
(in NJ 201-540-0445)

Cartels, continued

T0i DfU'ID AHL. PRESIDENT
. ..

DATE:
Break-Throu»h

He haw* discovered » method ot u

>.,.;ent th»t will reduce:

our labor cost b* 1#. for an investment

of 13768. Rs our present production

rate and cost* thil investment '"ill be

recovered after onl* 1.7 carters.
Send a memo to A' to approve this

at ion proposal.
He have also developed at. impt-..

product desisn that the marketing de-
partment belie** 5 will increase our

total co:

changing over our facilities to product
this improved Product •• l II be $1398.

Send XP' a memo to appro»« this chan»e.

Figure 6. A typical memorandum from
the director of R&D.

Three quarters later (first quarter, fourth

year) I had finally overcome the havoc

wrought by my blind decisions earlier.

My market share had climbed to 53% and

I was able to begin to repay some of the

loans required for constructing factories

in earlier quarters. In addition I was using

my warehouses efficiently and showing a

reasonable return on sales.

Although my intention had been to play

for five years, at the end of four years the

clock struck 1 :00 a.m. and I was about to

4 4

REAL DOLLAR E0UITY GROWTH

Total * Ava Rats ': Or omt

h

I i"*l:t Return Last vr.
CREATINE 53.28? 31 33
MICRO 28.394 28 18

APPLERS 27.926 19 16
Economic • 10 . . 12

INCOME PER SALE' TOTAL SOLD

Company •. %nv
CREATll€ 17 CREATIVE 643
MICRO 16 APPLERS 362
APPLERS If. MICRO 349

COST ANALYSIS
(overall 5s's of t-otal revenues i

APPL CREA

8 8
Raw Costs ie ie 18
Labor Cost 31 29
FG Storaee 8 1 8
COO Sold 42 ~9 37

Overhead 16 16 11
Derrec i at

.

4 3 5
Adv t> Mrkt 6 7 7
Res : 2 5
Misc Expns e e
0p«?r E:-pn 28 30 28
Interest 8 3
Ts^es 14 i^ 15
TTL Costs 84 84 83

Income 16 16 17
Other Incni 8 8

turn into a pumpkin so 1 pressed the

key to get the final summary. It indicated

that my total dollar increase, average rate

of return, and percent growth in the

preceding year had far outpaced my two

computer controlled competitors. I had

spent heavily on research and development

(5% of sales) while both of my competitors

had spent about 2%. This led to some

impressive efficiencies giving my five plants

a total capacity of 61,000 units because

they were 37% automated. This compared

favorably to my competitors who were

only able to produce 10,000 units per

plant. On the other hand, my interest

expenses far exceeded theirs because I

was continually having to invest in a new

plant and equipment that were developed

by my R&D department.

My labor expenses were considerably

below those of my two computer competi-

tors, probably because I had played

brinksmanship with the unions on two

different occasions.

All in all I found this a surprisingly

realistic and quite addictive simulation.

While it hardly has a fraction of the

variables or the challenge of the manage-

ment game that I played over a one year

period as an MBA student at Carnegie-

Mellon University, it nevertheless was

stimulating and instructive. It clearly will

not make a management expert out of a

shipping clerk; however, for the person

interested in honing his or her analytical

skills related to business, this is an ideal

first step.

All told, it took about one-half hour to

digest the rules and two hours to play the

game. Someone serious about improving

one's management skills will wish to play

the game several times trying different

strategies of advertising, R&D. and pricing.

I strongly recommend that two or more
people play simultaneously, as this will

give a much stronger element of competi-

tion than the computer can provide.

Furthermore, it resembles the real world

much more closely.

Cartels and Cutthroats is produced by

Strategic Simulations Inc., 465 Fairchild

Dr., Suite 108, Mountain View, CA
94043.

Figure 7. A final report (identical to an
annual report at the end of each year of

play).
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1ST WE GOT RIO OF
THE LOWER CASE ADAPTER

and put lower case on the screen

WITHOUT HARDWARE.
THEN WE GOT RID OF

THE 80 COLUMN BOARD
and put seventy columns of text on the screen

WITHOUT HARDWARE. *±

THEN WE GOT RID OF
WASTED EDITING TIME
by developing printer spooling

AGAIN WITHOUT HARDWARE!

AND WERE ALWAYS LOOKING FOR
NEW WAYS TO SAVE YOU TIME AND MONEY

When ON LINE SYSTEMS began work on SUPERSCRIBE II. we wanted to make it the
nost powerful word processor on the market. We began by putting in boldfacing,
jnderlining. form letter capabilities, global search and replace, support of multiple disk
drives, full macro capabilities, generation of up to four indices, complete formatting
capabilities, a software based keyboard buffer, full editing capability of any DOS 3.3 text
jr binary file (including APPLESOFT programs) and all other features you need for professional word processing. That was just the
beginning. .

Our next step was to make SUPERSCRIBE II hardware independent, so we eliminated the lower case adapter and the 80 column
Doard. SUPERSCRIBE II is the only word processor on the market to offer true software based lower case and a 70 column screen
available today.

The move that put us over the top was the introduction of printer spooling* which allows you to do your editing while printing,
laking your word processing time more efficient.

With SUPERSCRIBE II. we've added all the features you need, did away with all the problems you can do without, and we did it all at
price that you can afford $129.95.

•Pr.nter spooling future only available for printer* with APPLE parallel or SSM AIO interface, and EPSON prinlers/APPLE II and APPIE II Plu. are reentered trade
narks of APPLE COMPUTER INC. *

We Don't Think That Word Processing Should Cost An Arm And A Leg,
And At On-Line Systems, We Won't Stand For It.

SUPERSCRIBE II runs on any 48K APPLE II II Plus with DOS 3 3 and is available now at your local computer store or order directly from .

QN-LINE •v*™
ADD ONE DOLLAR FOR SHIPPING VISA. MASTERCHARGE. CHECK. COD

36575 NUDGE RANCH ROAD COARSEGOLD. CA 93614
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Stop the Floppy Shuffle

Announcing
The David Hard Disk Subsystem for $2995

Compared to cassettes

floppies were the
greatest thing
since the inte-

grated chip.

But with in-

creased ap-
plications,

data bases,
and speed
requirements,
a lot of busi-

ness people are
spending more time
doing the "Floppy Shuffle'

and less time doing work.

. Now with Konan's
( David Hard Disk Sub-
system you can have
32 times the storage of

f a mini-floppy in about
the same amount ol

space. At a cost per
megabyte that really

makes sense, the David
Subsystem is available
for a variety of micro-
computers.

So if you own a personal
computer, check into the
David Hard Disk Subsystem at

CIRCLE 294 ON READER SERVICE CARD

your local dealer.

(Dealers: Contact the nearest

distributor below.)

West
Waybern Corp.
1-800-854-8348

Midwest
High Technology
1-800-325-0600

Southeast
Micro Distributors
1-800-638-6621

Northeast
CPl
1-800-448-8802

KONAN CORPORATION
1448 NORTH 27TH AVE, PHOENIX, AZ 85009
1602)269-2649, TWX/TELEX 910951 1552



"he First Investment Games
beJn w£h T88"*8 Played ** mail havebeen with us for several years. HoweverId never heard of a computer management'or investment game by mail until a letter
arrived in my mailbox inviting me to playThe First Investment Games, designed to
simulate investment decision making Six

lir?,M
e
%
SC

1

0red games are marketed by
the Old Colony Trust Division of The
First National Bank of Boston to help
potential customers get a better under-
standing of the complexities of securities
investing.

In the series of six games, the moderator
is the computer. After studying material
explaining investment principles, the player
decides which moves to make, fills in agame entry card and mails it to the bank
With each game the player can also test
what he has learned by investing $100 000
of play money. The player gets back a
computerized letter with a score for the
game, answers to questions missed, and
the results of his $100,000 investment.
The subject matter of the six games
worked out on game boards and backed
with substantial explanatory charts, strategy
papers and glossaries, focuses on the
business cycle, market analysis, bonds,
security analysis, investment strategy and
portfolio structuring.

Playing the Game

The computer-generated welcoming
letter with the first game tells me that the
games start where the process making

investment decisions itself starts-
forecasting the business cycle-and then
proceeds in logical order to the ultimate

f,??h

: ĉ °°s,ng an investment portfolio
with above average returns and below
average risk. Each game is packaged in a
file folder, all six of which can be kept"!
the supplied gold portfolio box. On the
file folder is a bit of make-believe calledYour Role ' which is the suggestion that
you. for the purpose of the game, pretend
o be an investment expert at Old Colony
In the business cycle game. I assumed the
role of George Brentano. a member of
the economics department. I found out
that I am a 38 year-old Ph.D. in economics
with a reputation for speaking out on
public policy. I also learned that I have
an excellent record in forecasting economic
trends and have a computer terminal in
the corner of my office.

The scenario went on to explain that Iam responsible for the bank's money
market newsletter. In one letter I planned
to use a number of economic indicator
charts. A series of these charts was mis-
handled at the printer (boy, do I know
about that) and I am called in at the
eleventh hour to restore the missing parts
of the graphs. Supposedly. I can do this
easily by simply studying the related
charts.

The raw material with which I had to
work included a one-page set of rules, a
six-page briefing from Mr. Brentano. and
large wall chart which showed, in graphical

1

hc/ivEq
Th. A.p.„ Sollw.,. Company Spoiling Chats,.,

+
QRAMMATik

Beyond Spelling Checking

frTcTnn'ft
BUSine" CyC'e

FT*. THe ***** A" '° '*«*« the correctdtrecon of the consumer price mdex after considering several options Plastic

sent to Old Colony in Boston for computerized scoring.
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THE ONLY COMPLETE
PROOFREADING PACKAGE

FOR ALL CP/M. MS-DOS
AND TRS-80 WORD PROCESSORS

Well match Proofreader with any other
spelling checker on the market. It has a big
38.000 word expandable dictionary, and can
check even your largest documents in under
four minutes. Proofreader looks up every
word, and does not use less accurate root
word analysis like some others. Full inter-
active correction is standard on CP/M and
TRS-80 Model II systems, and is a low cost
option for the TRS-80 Model l/lll.

Spelling checking alone is not enough! No
one else has anything like Grammatik! It

analyzes your document for common typos,
punctuation errors, misused phrases, and
poor writing style. Grammatik is receiving
rave reviews from both critics and users.
Bob Louden in InfoWorld (12/7/81):
"Grammatik is a surprisingly fast and easy
tool for analyzing writing style and punctu-
ation. If you are currently doing original
writing on a word processor, you should
consider this product." Eric Balkan in
The Computer Consultant: "I'm impressed
with the imagination that went into this
product." A user: "Thanks for making my
life easier!"

Gr.mm.tik .„d Proofreader are comp..ible with .11
CP/M. MS-DOS (including IBM PC), .nd TBS*) word
processors.

Current C'P'Mfnrm.tv

st.nd.rd 8". NonhSt.r. Omikron TRS-80.
Please c.ll or write for details of minimum system
sues, .nd •».il.b,l,ty of .ddition.1 disk .nd operating
system formats. Shipping cows included.
Please specify your syuem configuration when
ordering. Dealer inquiries invited.

MS-DOS versions scheduled for Much 1 982 rele.se

CP/M. MS-DOS ^ ^aTri^
TRS-80 Model II J£<» J£™
TRS-80 Mod. I/III SSS «?£
(Model l/lll interactive correction option $30.00)

I™^rrV»* : CP/M: LHgttal Research; TRS-80: Tandy ConProofreader
. Grammatil: Aspen Software Co

,"°),t<»T-

P.O. Box 339-C. Tijeras. NM 87059
(505)281-1634



Investment, continued...

form, sixteen economic indicators for the

past 25 years such as the S&P stock index,

housing starts, money supply, consumer

price index, etc. Also included were three

game boards with clear plastic overlays

which represented the "printer" errors.

In case 1. 1 had to restore the missing

portion of a CPI index chart: in case 2,

the missing part of a S&P stock price

index and in case 3, the missing part of a

consumer installment debt index.

After doing that, I was handed $100,000

to invest at the start of five mystery years.

For each mystery year I was given a

"snapshot" of four economic indicators.

After completing my analyses. 1 filled

in my reply card, mailed it off to Old

Colony, and anxiously awaited the results.

My anxious waiting paid off about a month

later when I received another computer-

generated letter which said "Congratula-

tions! You played the business cycle game

perfectly and scored 1000 points." It went

on to explain why my moves were correct

(perhaps the computer thought I was just

guessing). The letter also stated,
"Your

contest investment gained $61,714" and

the next paragraph stated "The maximum

possible gain for this contest is $61,714,"

and went on to explain how this could be

achieved. The format of the letter suggests

that the same explanations are sent to

players who get the right answers as wel

as those who do not. Given that some of

the later games require as many as twenty-

five decisions per game, this is probably

the only viable alternative.

Flushed with my success. 1 went on to

the second game of the series, the market

game. In this one I assumed the role ot

Robert Regis, a market technician who

watches charts, trading volume and the

like. I worked through the game, and sent

back my card. Two months later, and no

reply So I called the toll-free number

and inquired what happened? Needless to

say my card had been "lost" in the mail.

However Rachel Belash. a real assistant

"Why must you ignore the GlOO Principle?'

vice-president at Old Colony, took down

ie information I had retained on my

worksheets and had i«^inserted n fee

comouter and I received my reply in due

couT. Although my investment decisions

weTquite good and scored the maximum

nossible gain. I got no points from this

ES as 1 had not retained the answers

to my three cases.

From then on 1 kept Xerox copies of

my answer cards, however, no further

cards were lost.
.

To help learn the rudiments of invest-

ment decision making, the games provide

a substantial amount of information. While

most of it pertains specifically to the game,

some is of a reference sort and can be

used in real financial decision making.

Even if one does not use all the information

in investment decision making, it prepares

one to deal with stock brokers, as well as

better understand articles in The Wall

Street Journal, Barron S, and other financial

media. .. ..

The game package at $40 is considerably

less than the price of most correspondence

courses in investing. While it can't be

played over and over like a computer

game, I still felt it represented an exceUent

value. n.

.

For more information, contact Old

Colony Trust Division, The First National

Bank of Boston, 100 Federal Street, Boston,

MA 021 10.

Its time¥wr Computer

stopped just playing games

and started doing some work around the house!

Let Creative Software's home programs turn your ATARI® or VIC® into

a really useful household appliance-the results may well amaze you.

TITLE ATARI 400/800

VIC

(cassette only)

• Household

Finance

34 96 cassette

3995 disk

3495

• Home
Inventory

19 96 cassette

2496 disk

1495

• Car Costs 19.96 cassette

2495 disk

M.
|

CREATIVE „
-SOFTWARE

201 San Antonio Circle. (C70

Mountain View. CA 94040

(415) 948-9595

Ask about our many other recreational and home WP**""*

TO ORDfcR: VISA MasterCard, check or money order accepted. II

charge, please mclude expiration date of card. Add $150 for shipping and

handling. Calif, residents add sales tax.
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HAVE WE
GOTA PROGRAM
FORYOU IM'82

Over 150 000 computer owners and novices attended the 1981

National Computer Shows and Office Equipment Expositions,

and more than a quarter of a million are expected to be at the

1982 shows. .

Each show features hundreds of companies using thousands

of square feet of display space to showcase and sell millions of dollars

worth of micro and mini computers, data and word processing equipment,

peripherals, accessories, supplies and software.

Under one roof you'll see — and be able to buy— all of the hardware

and software made by every major computer manufacturer for busi-

ness, industry, government, education, home and personal use.

The show includes computers costing as little as $100 to com-

puters selling for $150,000.

Don't miss the coming of the new computers — show up for

the show. Admission is $5, and free for children under five

years of age.

THE
NATIONAL
COMPUTER
SHOWS
FIND

OFFICE
EQUIPMENT
EXPOSITIONS

Ticket Information

Send $5 with the name of the

show you plan to attend to

National Computer Shows, 824

Boylston Street, Chestnut Hill,

Mass. 02167. Tickets can also

be purchased at the show.

THE
SOUTHWEST
COMPUTER -

SHOW
Dallas

Dallas Market Hall

Thursday-Sunday
April 15-18, 1982

11 AM to 6 PM Dally

DIRECTIONS:

2200 STEMMONS FREEWAY
(AT INDUSTRIAL BLVD)

THE
NEW YORK

- COMPUTER -
SHOW

Uniondale, Long Island

Nassau Coliseum

Thursday-Sunday
April 22-25, 1982

11 AM to 6 PM Dally

DIRECTIONS: TAKE L.I. EXPWY
TO EXIT 38 NO. STATE PKWY
TO EXIT 31A MEADOWBROOK

PKWY SO. TO EXIT M5
HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE

THE
MID-ATLANTIC
- COMPUTER

-

SHOW
Washington, DC

DC Armory/Starplex
Across from RFK Stadium

Thursday-Sunday
October 28-31, 1982

11 AM to 6 PM Daily

DIRECTIONS:
2001 E. CAPITOL ST SE

(E. CAPITOL ST. EXIT OFF 1-295

— KENILWORTH FRWY)

THE
MID'WEST
COMPUTER

-

SHOW
Chicago

(Arlington Heights)

Arlington Park Racetrack
Exhibition Center

Thursday-Sunday
November 5-7, 1982

11 AM to 6 PM Daily

DIRECTIONS: EUCLID AVE &
WILKE RD. TAKE NW TOLLWAY

TO RTE 53 EXIT AT

EUCLID AVE EAST

THE
NORTHEAST
COMPUTER
SHOW
Boston

Hynes Auditorium/

Prudential Center

Thursday-Sunday
November 11-14, 1982

11 AM to 6 PM Dally

DIRECTIONS: TAKE MASS
PIKE TO PRUDENTIAL

CENTER EXIT

THE
SOUTHEAST
COMPUTER
SHOW
Atlanta

Atlanta Civic Center

Thursday-Sunday
December 9-12, 1982

11 AM to 6 PM Dally

DIRECTIONS:

395 PIEDMONTAVE NE
(AT RALPH McGILL BLVD)

The Natwnal Computer Shows are produced by Northeast Expositions Inc. who also produce Electfonica - shows teatunng home'•^'^ e^p™n
';^o?^SST-SiTe held annually ,n maxx US cities. NEI also produces me Applefest Shows. For more ntormatK>n about any ol these evens call us at 617-739-2000

or write to the above address.



CMU Management Game
Probably the most comprehensive of

any computer management game is the
one played by second year MBA students
at the Graduate School of Industrial
Administration (GSIA) at Camegie-Mellon
University. Modules of the game originally
started to take form in the mid-50s and.
by 1960, there existed a reasonably com-
prehensive version of the entire game.

I got my first exposure to the game in
1963 when, as a first year student at GSIA,
I was a member of an auditing team who
acted as a CPA firm to one of the second
year student teams playing the game. In
addition, as one of the few graduate
assistants familiar with several computer
languages, I was given the job of translating
the game from GATE (a cross between a
low- and high-level language used in
programming the now-obsolete Bendix G-
15 and G-20 computers) into Fortran II.

Unlike other marketing games, the CMU
game ties in all the elements of management
such as production, marketing, product
research and development, finance, labor
negotiations, multi-national agreements to
share product developments, point-of-
purchase displays, and the like. Over the
years, more and more elements have been

incorporated into the game until today, it

stands at the pinnacle of all management
games in accurately simulating manage-
ment in the real world. The game simulates
the nationwide detergent industry with
three firms in direct competition. In
general, two or three parallel games may
be going on at once simulating say, the
United States, Europe, and Canada. There
is no direct competition between firms in
different nations, although there may be
trade between those firms.

"Oh. oh. looks like the computer's overloaded
again.

"

WHEN WAS the last time you
CONDUCTED A SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA?

We cant wheel the Berlin Philharmonic into your living room, but
we can supply you with ah ALF Music Card — and-thafs almost
as good.

Play what you choose — whether it be the umpteenth variation-
of "Heart and Soul" or the ultimate Interpretation of "Toccata ,

and Fugue",, the music is totally yours.

. Can't play an instrument? No matter — all you need is your \
Apple® ll,"your stereo, and an ALF Music Card.

Wait 'tH you hear the applause!

priced from J195 at you/ local dealer

ALF Products Inc.
144S Esces
Denvoi*,.CO B0215
(303I S34-OS71

The CMU game is more than just a
computer game. While many of the results

of management decisions are determined
by the computer simulation, the results of
several key decisions are determined by
personal interaction of the teams with
external factors. During the course of the
game, which lasts two semesters, most
teams will have dealings with four or five
external parties. These include a board of
directors consisting of faculty members
and outside businessmen, union negotiators
who are actual labor negotiators from the
United Steelworkers, a banker for the
purpose of establishing a line of credit or
obtaining short term loans, and an auditing
firm. An attorney may be called upon if

students wish to file injunctions stopping
or delaying government regulations or file

suits against other teams.
A "brief description of the game runs

over 12-pages. It describes board meetings,
the market, and the decisions that the
players must make regarding wholesale
price levels, advertising, sales force, retail

display allowances, and other marketing-
related decisions. Teams also make
decisions regarding production, hiring,

firing, ordering of raw materials (some of
which have quite different lead times for
delivery), equipment maintenance, use of
central and regional warehouses, trans-

portation, and other production related
decisions. Teams also must make decisions
about product development including blue
sky R&D, directed R&D, and product
improvement R&D. New products must
be test marketed or run the risk of failing

on a national scale. A finance officer must
manage the current assets (cash and
marketable securities), obtain debt funding,

both short-term and long-term; and disperse

and collect payments.
Each firm, not surprisingly, is subject

to external events. Information pertaining
to these events is published at least

quarterly in the TechStreet Journal. These
events usually simulate real-world occur-
rences. For example, the nation is currently

facing an inflation of 12% per annum, the

supply of one raw material is controlled
by ORMEC (Organization of Raw Material
Exporting Countries) and the FTC is

considering requiring labeling with full

content disclosure on all soap products.
Each team starts with a history of three

years of their firm. Hence, all firms do
not start off on equal footing. New deci-
sions, each representing a simulated quarter
of a year, must be made weekly.

All in all. the CMU management game
is an exceptionally comprehensive com-
puter simulation and one not likely to be
available any time soon to the personal
computer user. However, for those with
$8000 who wish to play the very best
computer management game, and get an
MBA in the process, send your application
to the Graduate School of Industrial
Administration, Carnegie-Mellon Univer-
sity , Pittsburgh , PA 1 52 1 3.
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MMBHP

Everyone expected it would happen
sooner or later.

. .with WordPro PLUS"
it already has! Now all the marvelous
benefits of expensive and advanced
word processing systems are available
on Commodore computers, America's
targest selling computer line. WordPro
PLUS, when combined with the new 80
column CBM 8032, creates a word pro-
cessing system comparable to virtually
any other top quality word processor
available-but at savings of thousands
of dollars!

New. low cost computer technology isnow available at a fraction of whafyouwould expect to pay. This technology
allowed Commodore to introduce thenew and revolutionary CBM 8032
Computer.

WordPro PLUS turns this new CBM
8032 Computer into a sophisticated
time saving word processing tool. WithWordPro PLUS, documents are dis-
played on the computer's screen Edit-ing and last minute revisions are simpleand easy. No more lengthy re-typing
sessions. Letters and documents are
easily re-called from memory storage
for editing or printing with final drafts
printed perfectly at over five hundred
words per minute!

CIRCLE 251 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Our nationwide team of professional

t
e
mZs w

.

i

l

,

K
Show you now y°ur °Wi<*

will benefit by using WordPro PLUS Ata pnce far less than you realize.

Invest In your office's future
Invest In WordPro PLUS
Call us today for the name of the
WordPro PLUS dealer nearest you.

Professional Software Inc.
166 Crescent Road
Needham, MA 02194
(617)444-5224
TELEX 95 1579
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A New Entry in The
Education Market

Bob Callan

The use of computers in education

today is varied. The computer «««?">

tetch programming and develop farmhar-

Xy with languages; as a teaching machine

with software packages designed to teach

Specific parts of the curriculum; and as an

administrative tool.

Monroe Systems for Business recently

announced its entry into the educat.ona

computer market with the introduction of

The EC 8800 is aimed at what Monroe

considers to be a gap in the educational

market: junior high through college.

Video
The EC 8800 uses an RGB color moni-

tor or a monochrome composite video

monitor as a display. It eliminates the

need for composite video circuitry and for

an RF modulator.

The EC 8800 uses a 5 1/4" disk drive,

which is enclosed in the case and comes

with the computer. An unusual feature of

the disk system is its capacity to store

data: 320K on one disk, with a format of

lo sectors and 80 tracks per disk (double

^ln'addition, there is a second disk drive

available which can boost the storage

capacity of a system to 640K. Because

access to data is rapid, and the storage

capacity is large, applications wh.ch

would normally require that disks be

changed in the middle of the program or

Bob Callan. 19 Roosevelt Trail. Hopatcomt. NJ

07843.

I8§':vvvv^^

that extra drives be added can often be

done with one disk and one drive.

tS is 128K of standard RAM avail-

able in the EC 8800. The multitasking

Monroe operating system occupyJ0K

when it is loaded from a disk. The rest of

The memory typically is H*t £««».
language (such as Monroe 32K Basic h

hTgh resolution graphics, ISAM (Indexed

Sequential Access Method) files and an

application program and data. The user

memory available is primarily a funct on

of the language (Basic, Pascal. Assembler.

Pilot) used.

G
The^text screen has upper and lower

case characters available as well as

double-size and flashing characters. In

addition, there are lo- and h.-resolut,on

graphics. In the lo-res screen, either indi

vidLl blocks (a 72 x 80 grid) or lo-res

graphics characters (a 24 x 40 gnd) can be

used. The lo-res graphics characters are

the same size as one text character simi-

lar to the PET graphics characters, but in

color.

50

Each letter represents a different con

figuration of six blocks, and when printed

after a lo-res command will produce a

combination of these blocks. These.can

be combined to produce lo-res shapes that

are easy to move around on the screen

In the lores mode there are eight colors

available, all of which can be used on the

screen at the same time.

The Basic commands allow the user to

plot points and lines between points, paint

fn irregularly shaped objects, fill m rectan-

S« create circles, define a part of the

screen as a string, and create shape tables.

The part of the screen that is defined as a

stringcan then be printed as a string at any

location on the screen. The shape tables

St are created can be routed, scaled

and erased at any point on the screen.

There is also an animation mode with two

colors that makes rapid an.mat.on

possible.

^"e EC 8800 contains a standard sound

board which produces four program-

mable channels. The frequency response

is 92 to 20.000 Hz. Both programmable

and manual volume control are provided.

April 1982 c Creative Computing



THEY SAY THE JAPANESE
ARE COMING AND WILL

DOMINATE MICROCOMPUTING.
-HE INNOVATORS SAYWELCOME

In 1978 Exldy Introduced

the Sorcerer Microcomputer

to the personal computer
marketplace.

It was clearly ahead

of its time and the competition in price

and performance. The graphics were

superior, upper/lower case characters

were standard and numeric keyboard

was included. Printer, communication

and dual cassette electronics were

built-in, not options. Twice as much

information was displayed on the screen.

The competition created their next

generation to catch up.

In 1980 Exldy Introduced

their Integrated desktop
Computer System 80 for the very

small business. It was an extension

of the Sorcerer® computer

not obsoleting it but

_expandmg its capacity

from the home to

the office.

Its pnce/performance<

outstripped the

competition in desktop

computers. Dual disk drives

with 1.2 million words of information,

letter quality printer and office

automation software a complete

business computer breaking a new
price barrier.

In 1981 Exldy Systems

Introduced Multi-Net 80, the first

MP/M. CP/NET .ind C.P/N;

tuxk-marks of Digital Rese.ifch. mc

1234 Elko Drive

Sunnyvale. California 94086

(408) 734-9831

multi-processor, multi-user, multi-tasking

computer system with MP/M'".

CP/NET'" and CP/NOS'" for the serious

small business. Once again the

Multi-Net is an extension of the same

Sorcerer® Computer purchased in 1978

or 1980. Your getting started' computer

becomes your 'getting serious' computer

in a multi-user, multi-task environment

Networking becomes a reality with

Exidy Systems, with our competition

it's a twinkle in their eye.

By adding Multi-Net 80 capacity

to your stand alone computer system

you add a minimum of 35 megabytes of

Winchester storage and true 16 user

capability because each user has their

very own CP/M compatible Z80

microcomputer That's true

•^ A| upward compatibility in both

hardware and software from the

company that delivers Innovation

in Microcomputing'"

What do we say

about competition?
We welcome it!!!

INNOVATION IN MICROCOMPUTING

CIRCLE 177 ON READER SERVICE CARD



A New Entry, continue

An internal speaker is standard as is an J

ohm output on the back panel.

Ports

There are several standard ports on the
EC 8800: three RS-232 ports and a 50-pin
connector to an internal bus. These make

Table 1.

modem as peripherals besides the three
printers listed in the price list.

Future plans include a hard disk and
cluster controller that will allow EC 8800s
to communicate with each other and to
share common peripheral resources such
as hard disks and printers. The dot matrix

Prices

EC 8800 128K computer
MA 8650 RGB color Monitor 114-inch)
MA 8651 monochrome Monitor (12-inch)

Printers

MA 8630 80-column dot-matrix
MA 8635 132-column dot-matrix
MA 8640 132-column letter quality

$3295

775

395

995
1595

2995

the attachment of peripherals relatively
simple. The RS-232 ports have program-
mable baud rates and protocols. One is a
port for communications, and the other
two are for attaching peripherals. There is
also an AC accessory socket and an audio
output jack for headphones and two con-
nectors for joysticks or game paddles.

Peripherals and Future Plans
At the moment. Monroe offers a bit-pad

type of graphics tablet and an acoustic

printers have the capability (in PROMs)
to handle text and graphics dumps of the
screen and of disk files to the printer in
black and white. This includes the capa-
bility of printing the lo-res graphics char-
acters mentioned above.

Software

Software for the computer includes a
multitasking operating system, ISAM file-
management, 32K Basic, Monroe Pascal
andPilot. CP/M will also be available

7 Industry Leaders
Offer Their Views

Application Software
Monroe's Education Center has devel-

oped a group of application packages in
various areas of education to meet the
needs of students, educators, and adminis-
trators. While much of this software is in
the production stages, it represents a care-
fully planned approach to using the com-
puter to its full capacity in schools.
Among the packages to be provided are

a data disk for keeping student records
and assignments, statistics and graphing
utilities, a graphing-skill development ser-
ies, language-arts software on the struc-
ture of English and for reading programs,
physics, data management in the science
lab, business education software for
accounting and word processing, and
communications software for networking
and timesharing.

Educational, government, national
account, and other quantity discounts are
available. All discounts and prices are uni-
form throughout the country.

Printers come standard with tractor
feed and friction feed, as well as with
PROMs to map graphics from text, lo-res,
and hi-res screen onto the printer.
The EC 8800 will be sold and serviced

through Monroe Branch offices.
Monroe Systems for Business, The

American Rd., Morris Plains, NJ. 07950
(800)522-4305.— CIRCLE 354 ON READER SERVICE CARD

How will personal computers change our
lives in the future? How will the equipment
and its applications evolve in the coming
years? What roles will personal computers
have in society?
The world s leading authorities on personal

computers provided some insightful answers
at The Boston Computer Society second
annual Forum on the Future of Personal
Computers. October 15. 1981

• PhUip D. Estridge Director. Entry Systems
Business. International Business Machines
Boca Raton. Florida. Mr Estridge-the
creator o» IBM s new personal computer-
Upoked into the near future and The Next
Steps for Personal Computers.

• H.E. James Rnke President, Commodore
International. Ltd

. Norristown, Pennsylvania
Mr. Finke gave his perspective on the
explosive growth of microcomputers with
The Mass Market Micro: The Future Ain't
What It Used to Be."

• William H. Gates. President. Microsoft
Bellevue, Washington Mr. Gates-the father
of microcomputer software -provided an
inside look at Things to Come in Personal
Computer Software.

• A.C. (Mike) Markkula President. Apple
Computer Inc., Cupertino, California Mr
Markkula examined forthcoming break-
throughs in personal computer technology
in his talk Making Computers Easier to
Use: Trends in the User Interface.

• Peter Rosenthal Marketing Manager. Atari
Computer Division. Sunnyvale. California
Mr. Rosenthal offered a vision of The Home
Computer of the Future and its impact on
our homes

Shirley. Vice President, Radio Shack
Computer Merchandising. Fort Worth, Texas.
Mr. Shirley explored the business applica-
tions of future computers with Personal
Computers in the Office of the Future."

• Nigel Searle Vice President. Sinclair
Research Ltd.. Cambridge. England. Mr
Searle considered the impact of personal
computers on consumers in his talk The
Consumer Marketplace for Future Personal
Computers."

Moderated by Jonathan Rotenberg. Presi-
dent. The Boston Computer Society.

All seven presentations along with ques-
tions and answers are available on two C-
90 tape cassettes (2-1/2 hours) for $25
postpaid If you would also like to subscribe
to Small Business Computers add $12 to
your order ($37 total). Or. to subscribe to
Creative Computing, add $20 ($45 total)
Send payment or credit card number and
expiration date (Visa. MasterCard, American
Express) to the address below or call our
toll-free number.

creative

39 E
. Hanover Avenue

Morris Rains, NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -«1 12
In NJ 201-540-0445 J



Lead your own company iii a
game of corporate survival to

become"Chairmanofthe Board",
Conglomerates Collide" as you battle Multi-National cor-
porations for world dominance. Land atop your own
corporate headquarters and prepare to acquire growth
companies, handle bankers and deal in world markets
to build the value of your company. Pay close attention

to rapidly changing inter-

est rates, earnings and
the P/E ratio. Global news
events that effect trade
conditions will be re-

ported to World HQ and
challenge even the most
clever of Presidents. At
Decision Central you are
on-line to 5 corporate data
banks for ready access to

vital information.
Each player's progress is instantly charted with Rock-
Roy's exclusive color line performance graph (Illus-

trated). Easy to learn rules and 3 different game play

options: solitaire. 2-4 players, or multiple computer op-
ponents. For high scoring Chairmen of the Board"
each game disk comes with 3 entries to the RockRoy
prize competition.

For your Apple" (48K, Disk with Applesoft in ROM).
$39.95 includes shipping and handling. Visit your local

dealer today. To order by mail send your check to

RockRoy. VISA and M/C holders order by calling toll-

free 800-528-2361 15 day money back guarantee.

7721 E. Gray Road
Suite 103

Scottsdale, Arizona 85260
Toll-Free 800-528-2361

CIRCLE 221 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc
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Conglomerates Collide is a trademark ol RockRoy. me
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Let the Games Begin
David Lubar

Apple games are proliferating at an
astounding rate. The stack seems to grow
daily, with a large selection to dazzle
consumers. While it is impossible to cover
every program being released, the following
gives a good idea of what is available for
the game-hungry Apple owner.

Coming on Strong
On-Line Systems is alive and well, which

is good news for game lovers. The best of
their latest releases is Threshold. Given
only a casual glance, the game seems to be
nothing more than another shoot-em-up
space battle. The player has a ship at the
bottom and fires at enemy creatures above.
The creatures are birds that flap their wings
and fly evasive formations while shooting
at the player. Get through the birds and
another set of enemies appears. They move
differently. The game begins to shine. A
third formation appears, then a fourth. If
the player hasn't lost all five of his ships at
this point, he gets more fuel from the mother
ship. New attackers appear. There are many,
and it is not likely that anyone will see all
of them.

Not only are there a variety of enemies,
but each group exhibits substantial differ-
ences. They move in different ways, com-
bine in different patterns, and attack
differently. Many of the shapes are internally
animated. There are wheels that spin, ships
that tilt sideways into slim profiles, and
objects that twirl like falling maple leaves.
Beyond this, there is still more to Thres-

hold. The player can fire rapidly, but his
laser tends to heat up. If it overheats, he
will be unable to fire until it cools. If fuel
runs out before a set of four screens is
destroyed, the player loses the game. Finally,
the player has a special option that can be
used once per ship. By hitting a key, the
enemy objects are slowed down for a while.

The first ofmany screens in Threshold.

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Threshold

Type: Arcade game
System: 48K Apple, Disk Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Machine Language

Summary: Highly challenging and full

of surprises

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:

On-Line Systems
36575 Mudge Ranch Rd.
Coarsegold, CA 93614

giving the player a brief advantage. Either
paddles or keyboard controls can be used
in this multi-faceted duel.
The animation in Threshold is superb,

the game is challenging, and it is unlikely
that anyone will tire of playing while the
mystery of future screens lies ahead.

Crossfire is another arcade game from
On-Line. Using keys, the player moves
around a grid of squares, avoiding the

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Crossfire

Type: Arcade game
System: 48K Apple, Disk Drive

Format: Disk

Language: Machine Language

Summary: The enemy attacks from all

sides

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:

On-Line Systems
36575 Mudge Ranch Rd.
Coarsegold, CA 93614

In Crossfire, there is no safeplace to hide.

56

shots of creatures that also move through
the grid. The player can fire back, though
his bullets are limited. The key controls
are a bit tough to master. One set of four
keys moves the player, another set is used
for shooting. Rather than using a combi-
nation such as I J,K, and M, the programmer
chose I JJC. and L, with K for down. Having
the down key between left and right, rather
than below it, is a bit confusing at first.
Once the player has mastered the controls,
he can concentrate on wiping out the enemy.
His reward is another set of attackers, and
a smaller supply of bullets. Crossfire, like
Threshold, contains good animation, quick

April 1982 e Creative Computing



Introducing Station II.
The Apple II Support System.

*?

fc
Sn^oXX"15'

*
makeSW APP,e "° °""

";? DE«GNED FOR H-GETHERNESS.
Station II ,s designed specifically for Apple II bydesign consultants to Apple Com-

V

puter It pulls your Apple and peri-
pherals together into an attractive easv-to-use. integrated system.

y
Your Apple is free to slide in and out so

nhlr 1°
Unstackin«^ restackin? per?pherals everyt.me you need to get insideAnd you can choose the distance from

fi°w
d
r
t0 m0nitor tha,

*

s ™st com-
fortable for you. Station II even posi-
tions your monitor at just the right
angle for maximum viewing
ease. *
rr CLEARSYOUR DESK OF

e
CORDSAND CABLES

Station II is equipped
with three built-in power

outlets, so the cords and
cables that normally clutter

y ^ wo
T

rk area are tucked away neatlv
inside. Now one cord, Station Ifs ownpowers your entire system

THE KEY IS SECURITY
AND CONVENIENCE.

You re not the only one whos
discovered the value of
Apple II so Station II has a keyAnd a lock. And two ways to«*«*. i iuu iwu ways to

secure it. Now you can slide yourApple inside, lock it and leave it

theftT^Und
!t ?

uts me c,amPs on
Uieft, and beyond that, you control

doSn?
y0Ur App,e and wh0

StaSn P/Ef
3"?^ "t^ toa ^^"sestation II has a line voltage suree sun-pn^sor ready to intercepfpowl ™La

!?,?^ can wiDe out vour programWhatsmore.mekeymeamKen
lence.With one twist 1

of the wrist you can
power up your entire
system. Plus, you can lock
your Apple "on" or "off."
IT MAKESYOUR APPLE
MORE FRUITFUL
That's what happens when you put
2™ °ve

F
°n Apple II. So look for

station II at your computer dealer.

trace
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Games, continued...

response to controls, and a challenge to

the player.

^raTpoker from Soltape has some of

the finest graphics ever done
for the Appe^

Though the game has been around or a

wKe it has That quality touch assoc.ated

with the newest software. The program

consists of five card draw for one p ayer

against the computer. While a two-pUyer

version of poker tot quite as thnll.ng as a

contest among five or six players, the

eraphtcs are so well done and entertaining

?na? the game deserves a look. For each

hand, thecards are
spread. cut. assembled

and shuffled. Each action except for

shuffling, is displayed graphically with a

Sautiful set of cards. The programme

did a really smooth job. When a bet is

made, the chips appear on the screen.

When the player or computer wins a hand,

the chips are slid to the winner s side of

*
TlSne weakness is in the betting system

The only unit of currency is the five
>

dollar

chip. Each bet and raise must be five dollars,

no more or less. This allows less flexibility

creative corapnfclntf

SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Draw Poker

Type: Card game

S£ten.«32K Apple. D.sk Dnve

Format: Disk

Language: Machine Language

Summary: Superb graphics

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Softapc

10432 Burbank Blvd.

North Hollywood. CA 91601

W HI Ki 993

A handfrom Draw Poker.

in strategy than when the player has a

range ufwork with. While Draw Poker

doesnttaketheplaceoffourfnendsanda

six pack, it will give the poker addict a

willing opponent, and also provide a great

way "o show off the power of Apple graphics.

Follow the Bouncing Ball

Datamost gives players a dose of pulse-

driving action in the guise of Thief, ine

player must make his way through a series

It rooms, avoiding such dangers as collision

with walls, fire from enemy robots, and an

indestructible smiling bouncing ball. In

defense, the player has a gun. Control is

through a joystick. Moving the stick moves

the player Holding the button while moving

me stick points the gun. If the button is

released while the stick is held to any side

or corner, a bullet fires. A se'f-centenng

joystick is highly recommended for this

°n
At the start, the player is in a green

room, and the robots don't shoot. After a

Slow humanoids dont last long in Thief.

certain score, the rooms become blue and

the robots fire back. Later, the room

bVcomes orange and the robots fire more

frequently. Some of us have even had a

brieTp^ekatviolet walls before being blown

awayAJnlike the arcade version, the robots

in Thief cant be tricked into colliding

creative corapnfclntf

SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Thief

Type: Arcade game

System: 48K Apple. Disk Drive ,
Joystick

Format: Disk

Language: Machine Language

Summary: Highly addictive and hard

to beat

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Datamost
19273 Kenya St.

Northridge, CA 91326

with walls. But they can be destroyed by

the bouncing ball. This is a game tha

cant be played just once. No one here has

been able walk away from it without ,us

one more try." Since its arrival. 7n.e/has

stolen a great deal our time.

T«« Can Plav as Cheaply as OneT
"n S" Wfrom Cavalier, the thieves

are the enemy. They are trying to steal

power pods that the player must guard.

;..! said he s program

Two players can work together in Star

Thief.

fcpril 1982
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WHAT'S THE KEY
TO BUYIHGA COMPUTER?

Look beyond the computer. Look at how the total
system- hardware, software, support, service-
meets your needs, today and tomorrow. That's the
key. When you choose a computer source, you
choose a long term partner who must stand by you
with total support. And no one stands by you like
Heath/Zenith.

Software

Including word processing, business applications,
versatile utility programs, and the Heath Users'
Group library of over 500 low-cost programs for
home, work or play.

And a choice of three operating systems, including
CP/M by Digital Research for compatibility with
thousands of popular CP/M programs.

Languages
For your own custom programs, Microsoft languages
are available in BASIC (compiler and interpreter)
FORTRAN and COBOL.

Self-Study Courses
Learn at your own pace with Programming Courses
that teach you to write and
run your own programs
in Assembly, BASIC,
Pascal or COBOL.

For the business person, Computer Concepts for
Small Business helps you evaluate the ways a com-
puter can benefit your business. And for the novice
Personal Computing is a complete introduction to
computer fundamentals and BASIC Programming.

Support
Before and after the sale we work with you to con-
figure the system that serves you best. We help you
get your system up and running smoothly. Assist-
ance is always just a phone call away.

Service

Friendly, experienced technicians are available
either over the phone or at any of the 56 Heathkit
Electronic Centers nationwide.

Visit your Heathkit Electronic Center*
See your telephone white pages for the store nearest
you. And stop in today for a demonstration of how
Heath/Zenith Computer Systems can serve you.
If you cant get to a store, send $1 .00 for the latest
Heathkit Catalog and the new Zenith Data Systems
Catalog of assembled commercial computers Write

to Heath Co.,Dept. 355-884, Benton Harbor
Ml 49022.

Pick a strong partner.

Heath/Zenith & You.

HEATH/ZENITH

Your strong partner

'Units ol Ventechnology Electronics
Corporation in the US
Specification* subject to change without notice

C55-884



Games, continued...

The player, using a paddle, can shoot and

fly. He has an unlimited number of ships,

but a limited supply of pods. The strength

of the game is that it can be played by two

people. If they cooperate, working together

to guard the pods, the game can last a long

time. Even when played solo, the game is

good. The thieves aren't hard to shoot,

but they keep coming. And whenever the

player is hit, he must wait a few seconds

for a new ship.

Controlling the ship with a single paddle

is not difficult. The paddle rotates the ship

and the button, if held, supplies thrust. A
jab of the button produces a burst of missiles.

This allows players to concentrate on the

game without worrying about the keyboard.

Star Thief is a fine addition to the small

supply of two-player cooperative games

for the Apple.

creative comparing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Star Thief

Type: Arcade game

System: 48K Apple. Disk Drive, Paddles

Format: Disk

Language: Machine Language

Summary: Fun for one or two players

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:

Cavalier Computer
P.O. Box 2032

Del Mar. CA 92014

Uplifting Experience

3-D Skiing from Continental Software

pairs Slalom and Ski Jump, making a fun

package for sports fans. The jump is

presented as a side view. From one to four

players can compete in up to 99 jumps.

Each jump starts with a press of the paddle

button which gets the skier moving. Another

button press at the right time launches

him from the end of the ramp.

Once in the air, the lean of the skier is

controlled by the paddle. A proper lean

stretches out the jump. If the player leans

too far, he loses balance. This can result in

a spill that is almost as violent as the famous

"agony of defeat" segment from Wide World

of Sports. The player must also straighten

out to land. If he doesn't, he finishes the

ride sitting down. While a good technique

can be developed for jumping, it is not so

easy to master that it becomes automatic.
Slalom offers three courses, three levels

of difficulty, and short and long versions

of each course. The game gives a view of

the back of the skier, looking down hill.

The object is to ski through all the flags

without hitting any or taking a spill. A
paddle controls the direction the skis are

pointed. If they are straight, the player

creative corapattRfi
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: 3-D Skiing

Type: Sport game

System: 48K Apple. Disk Drive, Paddles

Format: Disk

Language: Machine Language

Summary: The jump is a killer

Price: $24.95

Manufacturer:

Continental Software

12101 Jefferson Blvd.

Culver City, CA 90230

of the player's fire. The repair unit mends

the shield at 10,000 points, and again at

higher values. Once any of these specialized

units is destroyed, it is gone for good unless

moves forward, picking up speed. Turning

the skis results in the skier turning in that

direction. Turning also cuts down speed.

Thus, the player who cuts the flags at the

narrowest angle will get the best time,

though he also runs the greatest risk of

hitting a flag.

Ski Jump gives a new meaning to fear of

flying.

The only weak point of Slalom is that

the player cannot change courses or levels

without rebooting the disk. This option

would have been a nice addition. Except

for this, 3-D Skiing is fun to play and fun to

watch.

Sudden Terror

Red Alert from Broderbund is a fast-

paced, frantic game that has the player

defending the bottom of the screen from a

mass of attackers. Instead of just defending

the standard ship or base, the player protects

a series of installations, including radar,

missiles, and a shield repair system. Above

these facilities is the shield and above the

shield are the attackers. They rain down
missiles that eat away the shield. The player

moves a crosshair, firing simultaneously

from two guns at either side of the screen.

The shots burst out in a circular pattern,

destroying anything that enters the perim-

eter of fire. Once both guns have been

destroyed, the game is over. The player

can launch a special missile that destroys

everything on the screen. He gets a new
missile every 2500 points, but if the missile

launcher is destroyed, no more missiles

can be earned. Radar increases the spread

60

The player's shield is quickly destroyed in

Red Alert.

the player is lucky enough to shoot one of

the rare supply ships that zips across the

screen.

The standard attack comes from swoop-

ing, dodging creatures that drop small

missiles. Occasionally, a larger creature,

looking somewhat like an Apple from Apple

Panic, comes along and drops a cluster of

larger missiles. These really do a job on

the shield.

creative contpating
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Red Alert

Type: Arcade game

System: 48K Apple, Disk Drive,

Joystick (Recommended)

Format: Disk

Language: Machine Language

Summary: Fast-paced and tough

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Broderbund Software

2 Vista Wood Way
San Rafeal, CA 94901

The game demands total concentration

from start to finish. There is no chance to

relax for a second. Some will find it too

fast paced, but those who have mastered

its predecessors will find a real challenge

in Red Alert.

Words for the Wise

Cross Clues from SRA is an original

word game designed for the computer.

Two players take turns trying to guess

words in a crossword-style grid. On each

turn, a player first tries for a complete

word. If he is correct, he gets another

guess. If the word is incorrect, any letters

in the correct position are kept, and any

correct consonants are also displayed

wherever else they appear on the grid.

Next, the player gets to select a single

consonant. This is also displayed wherever
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Professional Software Introduces

POWER
by Brad Templeton

w

II POWER TO YOUR S8«-
95

COMMODORE COMPUTER
POWER produces a dramatic improvement in the

ease of editing BASIC on Commodore's computers.

POWER is a programmer's utility package (in a 4K

ROM) that contains a series of new commands and

utilities which are added to the Screen Editor and the

BASIC Interpreter. Designed for the CBM BASIC

user, POWER contains special editing, programming,

and software debugging tools not found in any other

microcomputer BASIC. POWER is easy to use and is

sold complete with a full operator's manual written by

Jim Butterfield.

POWER'S special keyboard 'instant action' features

and additional commands make up for, and go beyond

the limitations of CBM BASIC. The added features

include auto line numbering, tracing, single stepping

through programs, line renumbering, and definition

of keys as BASIC keywords. POWER even includes

new "stick-on" keycap labels. The cursor movement
keys are enhanced by the addition of auto-repeat and
text searching functions are added to help ease pro-

gram modification. Cursor UP and cursor DOWN
produce previous and next lines of source code.

COMPLETE BASIC program listings in memory can

be displayed on the screen and scrolled in either direc-

tion. POWER is a must for every serious CBM user.

Call us today, for the name of the Professional

Software dealer nearest you.

Professional Software Inc.

166 Crescent Road

Needham. MA 02194

Tel: (61 7) 444-5224 Telex #95 1 579



If you have

call us first.

thoughts
mailorder,
mm m +

If mail-order shopping
hasn't been everything

you hoped for, look into

Alpha Byte.

Our incredible low
prices, our guarantee of

satisfaction, our exper-

tise — all as near as
your phone.

All you have to do is

call. A state-of-the-art

microcomputer expert is

standing by to answer
your questions, offer ad-
vice, or take your order.

The rest is up to us.

At Alpha Byte, orders
are processed right

now! Quickly and effi-

ciently. In-stock mer-
chandise is usually

shipped within 24 hours.

Sooner than you think,

there'll be a surprise at

your doorstep.
We make mail order

quite painless and plea-

sant. Even fun. Call (213)

70&0333 and let us put

a little sunshine into

your shopping.

* * *

16K RAM KITS 13.95
Set of 6 NEC 4116 200 ns Guaranteed one lull

year

DISKETTES
ALPHA DISKS 2195
Single sided ceriilied DoutHe Density 40 Tracks

with HuD-nng Box of 10 Guaranteed one lull

year

VERBATIM DATALIFE
MOWS 01 10 16

MD550 01 10 16

M0 557 01 10 16

MD577 01 10 16

FD 32 oi 34 9000

FD 32 oi 34 8000
F0 34 4001

26 50

44 bO

54 95

34 60

36 00
44 95

48 60

ATARI COMPUTERS
ATARI 800
ATARI 400 |16K|

ATARI 810 DISK DRIVE

ATARI 850 INTERFACE

ATARI 410 PROGRAM RECORDER
EPSON CABLE
MEMORY MODULE (16K)

JOYSTICK CONTROLLERS
PADDLE CONTROLLERS
STAR RAIDERS
MISSILE COMMAND
ASTEROIDS

INTEC PERIPHERALS
RAM MODULES
48K FOR ATARI 400
32K FOR ATARI 800

699 00

329 00

449 00

449 00

60 00

35 00

89 95
10 00

19 95

35 00

35 00

35 00

279 00

135 00

DISKETTE STORAGE
ASTIC LIBRARY CASE 2 50

8 PLASTIC LIBRARY CASE 3 50

PLASTIC STORAGE BINDER ml inserts 9 95

PROTECTOR 5V (50 Disk Capacity) 23 95
PROTECTORS 150 Disk Capacityl 29 95

NEC PERSONAL
COMPUTERS

0KIDATAMICR0LINE84
0UME9/45
MALIBU 200 DUAL MODE

1199 00
2149 00
?69'>00

PC 8001A CPU
PC 8012A 1/0

PC 8033A DISK 1/0

PC8031ADUAL DISK

899 00

559 00

125 00

899 00

ALTOS COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
Call Alpha Byte for our Km Altos prices

PRINTERS
ANA0EX DP 9500 1295 00

ANADEX DP 9501 1295 00

C IT0H 25 CPS PARALLEL 1440 00

C IT0H 25 CPS SERIAL 1495 00
CIT0H 45 CPS PARALLEL 1770 00

C IT0H 40 CPS SERIAL 1870 00
EPSON MX 80 SCALL
EPSON MX 80 F/T {CALL

EPSON MX 100 GRAPHIC SCALL

EPSON GRAFTRAX 90 00
IDS 445G PAPER TIGER 779 00
IDS -460G PAPER TIGER 945 00
IDS 560G PAPER TIGER 1195 00
NEC SPINWRITER 3510 S R0 2095 00
NEC SPINWRITER 3530 P R0 2095 00
NEC SPINWRITER 7710 S RO 2545 00
NEC SPINWRITER 7730 P R0 2545 00

NEC SPINWRITER 7700 OSELLUM 2795 00

NEC SPINWRITER 3500 SELLUM 2295 00

0KI0ATA MICR0LINE 80 389 00

0KIDATA MICR0LINE 82A 569 00
0KIDATA MICRO! INE 83A 799 00

CORVUS
FOR S-100. APPLE OR TRS-80
MOD I. Ill

Controller Case/PS

5 MEGABYTES
10 MEGABYTES
20 MEGABYTES
MIRROR BACKUP

Operating System. At T

3245 00

4645 00

5545 00

725 00

APPLE HARDWARE
VERSA WRITER DIGITIZER 259 00
ABT APPLE KEYPAD 119 00
MICROSOFT 2-80 S0FTWAR0 299 00
MICROSOFT RAMCARD 159 00
VIDEX 80 » 24 VIDEO CARD 299 00
VIDEX KEYBOARD ENHANCER II 129 00

VIDEX ENHANCER REV 0-6 99 00
VIDEX SOFT SWITCH 29 00
M&RSUPERTERM80»24 VIDEO B0 315 00

NEC 12 GREEN MONITOR 199 00
NEC 13 COLOR MONITOR 399 00
SANYO 12 MONITOR IB &WI 249 00
SANYO 12 MONITOR (GREEN) 269 00

SANYO 13 COLOR MONITOR 469 00
SSM AIO BOARD (INTERFACE) A & T 165 00
SSMAIO BOARD (INTERFACE) KIT 135 00
ZENITH 13 HIRES GREEN MON 139 00

APPLE FAN 44 95

T/G JOYSTICK 54 95
T/G PADDLE 34 95
VERSA EZ PORT 2195
MICRO SCI A40 W 'CONTROLLER 479 00
MICRO SCI A40 W/0 CONTROLLER 409 00
MICRO SCI A70 W/CONTROLLER 629 00
MICRO SCI A70 W/0 CONTROLLER 549 00
THE MILL-PASCAL SPEED UP 329 00
PROMETHEUS VERSACARD 229 00
SUPERCLOCK II 129 00



MOUNTAIN
HARDWARE
CPS MULTIFUNCTION BOARD 199 00
SUPERTALKER SD2O0 259 00
ROMPLUS W KEYBOARD FILTER 1T9 00

ROMPLUS WO KEYBOARD FILTER 130 00

KEYBOARD FILTER ROM 49 00

COPYROM 49 00

MUSIC SYSTEM 369 00

ROMWRITER 149 00

APPLE CLOCK 252 00

A'D D'A 299 00

EXPANSION CHASSIS 625 00

CALIF. COMPUTER
SYSTEMS
S-100 BOARDS
2200A MAINFRAME 459 00

2065C 64K DYNAMIC RAM 539 00

2422 FLOPPY DISK CONT &CP'M* 359 00

2710 FOUR SERIAL I/O 279 00

2718 TWO SERIAL/TWO PARALLEL I/O 269 00

2720 FOUR PARALLEL I/O 199 00

2610 Z-80 CPU 259 00

APPLE BOARDS
7710A ASYNCHRONOUS S INTERFACE 149 00

7712A SYNCHRONOUS S INTERFACE 159 00

7424A CALENDAR CLOCK 99 00

7728A CENTRONICS INTERFACE 105 00

VISTA COMPUTER CO.
APPLE 80 COLUMN CARD 329 00

APPLE 8 DISK DRIVE CONTROLLER 549 00

MODEMS
NOVATION CAT ACOUSTIC MODEM
NOVATION D CAT DIRECT CONNECT
NOVATION AUIO CAT AUTO ANS
NOVATION APPLE-CAT

UDS 103 LP DIRECT CONNECT

UDS 103 JLP AUTO ANS
HAYES MICROMODEM II (APPLE >

HAVES 100 MODEM (S 1001

HAYES SMART MODEM IRS ?3?l

HAYES CHRONOGRAPH
LEXICON LX 11 MODEM

TERMINALS
TELEVI0E0910
TELEVIOEO 912C
TELEVIDEO 920C
TELEVIOEO 950C
ZENITH Z-19

TRS-80 MOD I

HARDWARE
PERCOM DATA SEPARATOR
PERCOM DOUBLER II

TANDON 80 TRACK DISK DRIVE

TANDON 40 TRACK OISK DRIVE

LNW DOUBLERW DOSPLUS 3 3D

MOD III DRIVE KIT

145 00

165 00

21900
349 00

175 00

209 00

299 00

325 00

249 00

225 00

109 00

639 00

745 00

830 00

995 00

799 00

27 00

159 00

429 00

289 00

159 00

649 00

MORROW DESIGNS
FLOPPY DISK SYSTEMS
Controller. PS . Microsoft Basic. CP/M*

A&T
DISCUS 20 (Single Drive - 500K) 869 00

DISCUS 20 (Dun Drive - 1 MEG) 1499 00

DISCUS 2*2 (Single Drive - 1 MEG) 1099 00

DISCUS 2*2 (Dual Drive - 2 MEG) 1999 00

HARD DISK SYSTEMS
Controller P S . Microsoft Basic CP/M*

AIT
DISCUS M10 (10 Megabytes) 3099 00

DISCUS M26 (26 Megabytes) 3749 00

ISOLATORS
ISO 1 3 SOCKET 53 95

ISO-? 6-SOCKET 53 95

BARE DRIVES
TANDON 5Ve INCH
100 1 SINGLE HEAD 40 TRK 219 00

100-2 DUAL HEAD 40 TRK 299 00

100-3 SINGLE HEAD 80 TRK 299 00

100-4 DUAL HEAD 80 TRK 429 00

848- (SINGLE SIDE

848 ? DUAL SIDE

MICRO PRO
APPLE CP/M-
WORDSTAR*
SUPERSORT"

MAILMERGE'
DATASTAR'

SPELLSTAR"

CALCSTAR*

CP/M'
WORDSTAR
SUPERSORT
MAILMERGE
DATASTAR
SPELLSTAR
CALCSTAR

MICROSOFT
APPLE
FORTRAN-

BASIC COMPILER-

COBOL*
Z 80 SOFTCARD
RAMCARD
TYPING TUTOR
OLYMPIC DECATHLON
TASC APPLESOFT COMPILER

CP/M"
BASIC 80
BASIC COMPILER
FORTRAN 80

COBOl 80

459 00
549 00

249 00

145 00

90 00

215 00
169 00

239 00

310 00

195 00

110 00
245 00
195 00
169 00

165 00

31500
595 00

299 00

159 00

1795
24 95

159 00

299 00

319 00

369 00

595 00

APPLE SOFTWARE
MAGIC WINDOW
APPLE PIE

DB MASTER (NEW)
PFS PERSONAL FILING SYSTEM
PFS REPORT

ZTERM*
ASCII EXPRESS
HAVDEN APPLESOFT COMPILER
EASY WRITER PRO

EXPEOITER II APPLESOFT COMPILER
ASTATCOMP STATISTICS PKG

SUPER TEXT II

79 00

99 00

179 00

79 00

79 00

89 95

63 95

149 00

199 00

73 95

119 00

129 00

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
G'L 199 00
A/R 199 00
A/P 199 00
PAYROLL 199 00
PROPERTY MGMT 199 00

THE HOME ACCOUNTANT 59 95

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
DESKTOP PUN II 159 00

VISIPLOT 159 00

VISITREND'VISIPLOT 199 00

VISIOEX 159 00

VISITERM 129 00

VISICALC 3 3 159 00

VISIFILES 199 00

CP/M" SOFTWARE
THE WORD SPELL CHECK 75 00

a BASE II 599 00

SUPER CALC 229 00

SPELLGUARO 23900
P&tCP'M- MOO II TRS-80 175 00

COMMX TERMINAL PROG 82 50

C BASIC 2 115 00

PASCAL Z 349 00

PASCAL m* 439 00

PASCAL/M 205 00

SYSTEMS PLUS -
G/L A/R A/P. P/R 1799 00

CONDOR I 579 00

CONDOR II 849 00

TRS-80 GAMES
TEMPLE OF APSHAI

HELLFIRE WARRIOR
STAR WARRIOR
RESCUE AT RIGEL

CRUSH CRUMBLE ANO CHOMP
INVADERS FROM SPACE

P1NBALL

STAR TREK 3 5

34 95

34 95

34 95

24 95
24 95
17 95
1795
1795

STAR FIGHTER 24 95

TRS-80 SOFTWARE
NEWOOS'80 2 MOO I 139 00

LAZY WRITER MOD I 165 00

PROSOFT NEWSCRIPT MOO I III 99 00

SPECIAL DELIVERY MOO I III 119 00

XTRA SPECIAL DELIVERY MOO I III 199 00

TRACKCESS MOD I 24 95

OMNITERM SMART TERM MOO I HI 89 95

MICROSOFT BASIC COMP FOR MOD I 165 00

LOOS 5 1 159 00

APPLE GAMES
PERSONAL SOFTWARE
CHECKER KING 21 95

GAMMON GAMBLER 21 95

BRIDGE PARTNER 21 95

MONTY PLAYS MONOPOLY 29 95

ZORK I 32 95

ZORX II 32 95

MONTY PLAYS SCRABBLE 34 95

BRODERBUND
GALAXY WARS
ALIEN RAIN |AKA GALAXIAN)

ALIEN TYPHOON
APPLE PANIC

MIDNIGHT MAGIC

SPACE QUARKS

20 95

20 95

20 95

24 95

29 95

24 95

AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
INVASION ORION 20 95

STAR WARRIOR 32 95

TUES MORNING QUARTERBACK 25 95

CRUSH CRUMBLE AND CHOMP 24 95

THE DRAGON S EYE 20 95

MUSE SOFTWARE
ROBOT WARS 32 95

THREE MILE ISLAND 32 95

ABM 20 95

GLOBAL WAR 20 95

CASTLE WOLFENSTEIN 24 95

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
WIZARD AND PRINCES 29 95

MISSILE DEFENSE 25 95

SABOTAGE 20 95

SOFT PORN ADVENTURE 24 95

THRESHOLD 31 95

JAW BREAKER 24 95

CROSSFIRE 16 45

TIME ZONE 69 95

SUPERSCRIBE II 99 95

SIRIUS SOFTWARE
SPACE EGGS 24 95
GORGON 32 95
SNEAKERS 24 95
EPOCK 29 95
BEER RUN 24 95
HAORON 29 95

EDU-WARE
PERCEPTION PKG 19 95
COMPU READ 24 95
STORY TELLER 18 95
COMPU MATH ARITHMETIC 39 95
COMPU MATH FRACTIONS 34 95
COMPU MATH DECIMALS 34 95
COMPU SPELL IREO DATA DISK) 24 95
COMPU SPELL DATA DISKS 1-4 ea 17 95

MORE GREAT APPLE
GAMES
COMPUTER 0UARTER8ACK 32 95
TORPEDO FIRE 49 95
THE SHATTERED ALLIANCE 49 95
P00L1 5 2995
ULTIMA 33 95
RASTER BLASTER 24 95
FLIGHT SIMULATOR 27 95
INTERNATIONAL GRAND PRIX 25 95
SARGON II 28 95

SHUFFLE BOARD 29 95
FIREBIRD 24 95
SNACK ATTACK 24 95
THIEF 24 95
ROACH HOTEL 29 95
JABBERTALKY 24 95

SUPPLIES
AVERY TABULABLES
1 000 3Y, < 15/16 8 49

3 000 3V) « 15/16 14 95
5 000 3Y, i 15/16 19 95

FAN FOLD PAPER
(Priceie F.O.B. S.P.)

9V, i 11 1816 WHITE 3 000 CI 29 00
14 7/8 » 11 181b WHITE 3 000 ct 39 00

CP'M is a reg trademark ol Digital Research

•Requires Z 80 Sottcarrj

lb orderor for information, call:

(213)706-0333
To use our 24-hour modem order line, call: (21 3) 883-8976.

We built a reputation on our prices and your satisfaction.
We guarantee everything for 30 days If anything is wrong, return the item

and we'll make it right And. of course, we'll pay the shipping charges

We accept Visa and Master Card on all orders COD up to $300 00

Add $2 00 for standard UPS shipping and handling on orders under 50 lbs.

delivered in continental U.S. Call for shipping charges over 50 lbs Foreign.

FPO and APO orders, add 15% for shipping Californtans add 6% sales tax.

Prices quoted are for stock on hand and subject to change without notice

Send for our hot new catalog.

This catalog is a
microcomputer's "must".

So thoughtful in design
and format, it will allow

us to provide you with

up-to-the-minute addi-

tions or changes in

equipment.

31245 LA BAYA DRIVE, WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CALIFORNIA 91362
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creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Cross Clues

Type: Word game

System: 48K Apple. Disk Drive

Formal: Disk

Language: Machine Language

Summary: An original word game for

two players

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:

Science Research Associates

155 N. Wacker Dr.

Chicago. IL 60638

it occurs in the grid. Points are scored for

each occurrence of a letter. Each turn is

also restricted by a time limit, and good
players have their time cut in half.

A game of Cross Clues in progress.

Though the puzzles contain a fair number
of short words, the vocabulary is sophisti-

cated, and even puzzle experts will find

the game to be a test of their skills. The
disk contains 50 puzzles. An option for

creating new puzzles would have been
thoughtful. As is, owners of the game will

have to wait and see if SRA will be releasing

new puzzle disks.

Call in the Bouncer
While I try, in the interest of avoiding

conflicts, to refrain from reviewing many
programs from Creative Computing Soft-

ware, there's a new game that is just too

good to keep quiet about. Blisterball starts

with the traditional ship at the bottom of

the screen, but takes off from there in a

different direction. High above, in an
enclosed area, balls bounce. When the

game starts, one ball drops, bouncing off

the floor and walls. The player must avoid

being hit, and try to shoot the ball. If he

succeeds, two balls drop. After this come
three, then four, and finally five. If the

player is still alive, he gets to try for five

bonus balls which drop one at a time.

These balls are worth ten times as much as

the others, but they fall faster and don't

bounce. In the next round, the balls are

April 1982 6 Creative Computing
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Games, continued

worth more, but they don't bounce as high.
With each round, they lose elasticity In
each bonus round, the balls fall more
quickly requiring fast reflexes and a good
aim. When the balls get too low, the walls
begin to close in.

Thegame has two skill levels, and options
tor play by one person, two playing as a
team, or two playing in competition. Almost
everyone who has tried the game, including
arcade addicts, has been quickly destroyed
the first few times. A ship can take three
hits before being knocked into the gutter
Those hits come pretty quickly when dealing
with the multiple bouncing balls. On the
weak side, the program doesn't save the
high score todisk. Aside from this. Blisterball
is a fine arcade game that offers good play

creative computing
SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Blisterball and Mad Bomber
!
Type: Arcade game
System: 48K Apple, Disk Drive, Paddles

j Format: Disk

Language: Machine Language

Summary
: A new twist in action games

I

Price: $24.95

Manufacturer:

Creative Computing Software
39 East Hanover Ave.
Morris Plains. NJ 07950

The package also contains MadBomber
a game where one or two players attempt
to shoot bombs dropping from overhead
racks. The racks start out empty, then
quickly begin to fill. Whenever a rack has
four bombs, it drops one. The player has a
limited amount of ammunition, but can
reload by moving all the way to the side of
the screen. If a bomb hits a player, he
loses ten rounds of ammunition. When ten
bombs hit the ground, the game is over.
Though not as strong as Blisterball, Mad
Bomber is a lot of fun in the two-player
cooperative mode, and very challenging
as a solo game.

April 1982 e Creative Computing

Sourcebook
of Ideas

il

Consider Baseball cards. If there are 50
cards in a set. how many packs of bubblegum must be purchased to obtain a complete
set of players? Many students will guessover

1 million packs yet on average its only

The formula to solve this problem is not
easy The computer simulation is Yet you
as a teacher probably don t have time to
devise programs to illustrate concepts like

Between grades 1 and 12 there are 142
mathematical concepts in which the com-
puter can play an important role. Things
like arithmetic practice. X-Y coordinates
proving geometic theorems, probability'
compounding and computation of pi bv
inscribed polygons

Endorsed by NCTM
The National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics has strongly endorsed the use
of computers in the classroom. Unfortunately
most textbooks have not yet responded to
this endorsement and do not include pro-
grams or computer teaching techniques
You probably don t have the time to develop
all these ideas either. What to do?

For the past six years. Creative Computing
magazine has been running two or three
articles per issue written by math teachers
These are classroom proven, tested ideas
complete with flowcharts, programs and
sample runs.

Teachers have been ordering back issues
with those applications for years. However.

many of these issues are now sold out or invery short supply ° ,n

anri°ann.
t0

°.
k ,he most popular 1 34 abides

aCnt p^
Cat'°n

i
and reP""ted them in agiant 224-page book called Computers in

Mathematics: A Sourcebook of Ideal

Ready-to-use-material

This book contains pragmatic, ready touse^classroom tested ideas on everythingrom s.mply binary counting to advancedtechniques like multiple regressionanaly^s
and differential equations
The book includes many activities thatdon t require a computer. And if you reconsidering expanding your computer

facilities, youll find a section on howTo
select a computer complete with an invalu-able microcomputer comparison chart

nr„H?
Sec,ion P^sents over 250

m
ra
™lmS '

PU?les
' and Pr°9ramming ideas

tTon books'
6 ln m°St problem collect

Computers in Mathematics: A Sourcebook
of Ideas is edited by David Ahl, one of the
Pioneers in computer education and thefounder of Creative Computing
The book is not cheap. It costs $15 95However if you were to order just half of theback issues from which articles were drawnthey would cost you over $30.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Jll°H ?
re ,eachin9 mathematics in anygrade between 1 and 12. we re convincedyou II find this book of tremendous value If

after receiving it and using it for 30 davsyou do not agree, you may return it for a fullrefund plus your return postage

,

T
°»?r

£f
r

-
8end vour <="«* 'or $15 95

r«£ . "S
8'396 and nan°"ling to Creative

Computing Press. Morris Plains, NJ 07950
nr^Lc

aS,er
£
ard

-
and African Express

631 flu^y
b
*J?

i£i m ,0 "-free to 800-631-8112 (in NJ 201-540-0445). School

simES
orders

,

should add an additional
$ 1 00 billing fee for a total of $ 1 7 95

book
n

tX i,0f, °rder,hiSValUab,eSOUrCe-

cpeative
computing

Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -81 1

2

(In NJ 201-540-0445)
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Hi-Res Secrets from Avant-Garde

Secret Storm

David Lubar

creative compafclntf

SOFTWARE PROFILE

Name: Hi-Res Secrets

Type: Graphics Utility

System: 48K Apple. Applesoft. Disk

Drive

Format: 4 Disks

Language: Applesoft and Machine

language

Summary: Confusing and poorly done

Price: $125

Manufacturer:
Avant-Garde Creations

P.O. Box 30160

Eugene. OR 97403

In contrast to certain areas such as theater

and cinema, most reviewers of software

really don't enjoy giving a bad review.

There is no thrill in shooting something

down, and many marginal products are

ignored in the hopes that they will die a

quiet death. But when a product is highly

touted, promises a lot. costs a bundle, and

doesn't deliver, the public deserves fair

warning. This, unfortunately, seems to be

the case with Hi-Res Secrets.

The concept itself is admirable: gather

a complete set of routines for animation

and other areas of graphics, add tutorial

programs and documentation, and

demystify the art of programming. There

is definitely a dearth of information on

Apple graphics, not through any conspiracy

on the part of "those who know." but mostly

because programmers just don't have the

time or inclination to write articles. The

situation is slowly changing, with good

information appearing in scattered fashion

among many magazines, but novice pro-

grammers are hungry for information and

don't want to wait. Thus there is an

understandable appeal to be found in

something like Hi-Res Secrets.

The package is massive. For $125 the

customer gets four disks loaded with

programs and a notebook with 263 pages.

One of the problems is that the notebook

really does seem to be a notebook. It is

organized into chapters, but the content

and flow are very difficult for anyone other

than the author to follow. The book opens

with a section on shapes. The introductory

portions cram in so many concepts, and

make so many references to programs on

the disk and other portions of the manual,

that it is easy to get lost. The portion on

vector shapes (the shapes used in Applesoft

shape tables), recommends that the reader

see the Applesoft programming manual

for details, and buy Super Shape Draw

and Animate Package from Avant-Garde

to create vector shapes.

There is no real coverage of one area

most novices have questions about ;
namely

.

how to use shape tables in machine lan-

guage. There is a program on the package

that scans a portion of the screen and

converts it to a shape table, but the routine

scans bidirectionally. As a result, a shape

produced in this method will not scale

correctly, but will have staggered edges

66

when drawn at greater scales.

This is indicative of another problem

found throughout Hi-Res Secrets. Rather

than provide a few high-quality routines,

the author has attempted to provide pro-

grams that cover every possible aspect of

graphics. In many cases, the result is a

mediocre program. The author just didn't

take enough time. In one program, a bad

input causes the menu to overprint part of

itself, totally destroying the ability to read

what is on the screen.

At least one program, instead of con-

taining a save subroutine for shapes, prompts

the user to hit reset and then save his

shape. A good utility program would never

force the user to input the series of para-

meters required for a binary save.

A close look at the assembly listings in

the book reveals other problems. The code

is often not clean or well thought out. For

example, the author frequently clears the

carry flag before an increment or com-

parison, even though these operations will

clear or set the carry properly. He also

uses jumps in many cases where . with a bit

of work, relative branches could have been

used. This lengthens the code and prevents

easy relocation.

The author also has a tendency to make

incorrect suppositions and gloss over areas

he doesn't understand. Referring to color

fill routines, and to Ken Williams's hi-res

Adventures, he says: "I believe that they

may be using their new compiler to speed

up these programs." Considering that the

Adventures were on the market a year

before the compiler was written, this is

unlikely. On the topic of flicker in animation.

April 1982 c Creative Computing
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Secret Storm, continued.

he says: "This phenomenon relates, it would
seem, to certain mysterious timing/fre-

quency factors within the computer and
how they mesh/fail to harmonize with the

physiology of the human eye. relative to

scanning frequencies or 'critical flicker.' a

term from freshman psychology classes. If

anyone can pin down the phenomenon
better than the above, please let me know."
The reader would have been much better

served if the author had taken the time to

research and explain the concepts of

scanning and vertical blanks rather than

cover the topic in this manner.
The package does cover many areas of

graphics, including block shapes, color fills,

and two-page animation. However, the

presentation is often confusing. A deter-

mined person could possibly learn what
he needs here, but the process would be
tedious.

When (he package first arrived. I was
rather thrilled. Based on the ads. I thought
it would present clear material on all aspects

of graphics. This type of product is badly

needed, especially for novice programmers
who have the skill but lack some of the

essential information required for doing
sophisticated graphics. After a few hours.

I began to suspect that it had a few weak
points. Eventually, 1 reached the conclusion

that Hi-Res Secrets was just too poorly

presented to have, much tutorial value.

Still. 1 didn't want to condemn a program
without getting a second opinion. Routines
that appeal to one person might not appeal

to another. And. having seen many pro-

grams that do graphics, and having written

a fair amount of code myself, 1 realized

that it is possible to become somewhat
jaded and lose perspective. Basically. I

didn't want my familiarity with graphics to

bias my opinion toward this package. So I

showed it to a young Apple owner who fit

into the novice category. He found nothing

of value in the graphics areas, though he

did like the sound subroutines included in

the package. At best, he was left with the

vague suspicion that the programs were
possibly good, but there was no way he

could make sense out of them.

Two more people looked at the package.

Both are experienced programmers. Neither

could find anything positive to say. I was
tempted to just forget about the package.
But the thought of someone paying $125
for Hi-Res Secrets without fair warning
convinced me that the review had to be
written. Perhaps other reviewers will find

something positive to say. I tried. I really

looked carefully at this one. hoping to find

some value in it. I saw nothing to recom-
mend.

A Reply from Don Fudge,
author of Hi-Res Secrets

Since Hi-Res Secrets has received a

fabulous reception from distributors, stores,

novice programmers, computer engineers,

hobbyists, and professional programmers,
this review came as a great surprise,

inexplicable and mysterious.. .at first. Where
is this reviewer coming from with "warning"

and "slow death" bologna? Since our initial

reaction, we at Avant-Garde Creations have

deciphered the mystery underlying this un-

realistic hatchet-job. More on that later.

Background: After Superfont, Super

Draw <6 Write, Instant Graphics, and Action

Sounds & Hi-Res Scrolling received good
press, people began asking us for decent
shape-drawing utilities. We created Super
Shape Draw <£ Animate. Since this was
the first decent shape utility that had
diagonal plotting, no plot-delay, and no
limit on move-ups. we developed a following

of people interested in serious graphics

programming. (I drew all twelve 300-500-

byte monsters for Chambers of Xenobia
(adventure) in an easy afternoon's sitting

using Super Shape Draw.)

People began asking us for comprehen-
sive graphics software, animation & sound
routines, fonts, and color-fill. People were
hoping we would invent fast color-fill for

adventure games (because many adventures

color scenes too slowly).

At the same time my own plans went
toward business graphics. One feature of

my system was to be Map Charts. I didn't

have enough graphics knowledge at the

time to carry out my plans (super-fast color-

Bit Pit Chas Andres

PlFTYFOUK.! ONE TO CHANGE
THE BULB, Th/O TOSl/PEKVt&E,
FOUK TO LORBV FOR FUNDS, FIVE
TOUXUTETHE .» PROPOSAL,

THC W02K
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ARCADE PRO FOOTBALL
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An Armchair Quarterback's
Dream Come True!

It's 4th down and 14 on your opponent's 44 yard line. You're out of time outs with just over

a minute left in the game. You call it. . .sweep right, screen pass left or go for the bomb!

Arcade Pro Football** puts you in the middle of 60 minutes of exciting gridiron play.

You control the action and call all the shots. It's the most realistic computer sports game

available and it's designed exclusively for the Atari 400/800""* personal computers by

Arcade PLUS.

With features like these, Arcade Pro Football™ is in a league of its own!

• Play offense and defense head-to-head against the computer or against another

player!

• Control two full-color, animated teams in 3-D perspective on a 100 yard, scrolling

field!

• 4 game variations, including player handicapping!

• Over 25 offensive and defensive play possibilities. . .passing, and catching, running

and kicking!

• All the fun and excitement of real Pro Football. . .penalties, interceptions, fumbles,

bad snaps, 30 second clock—even 4-channel sound and a crowd to cheer you on!

Arcade Pro Football** is available on cassette or disk for Atari* 400/800™ computers

with 16K minimum memory from your local Atari computer dealer. Or send $29.95

(cassette)/$34.95 (disk) plus $2.50 postage and handling (California residents please

add 6% sales tax).

© 1981. Arcade PLUS
Atari 400/800 is a trademark of Atari. Inc.

Arcade Pro Football is a trademark of Arcade PLUS. 5276 Hollister Avenue Suite208 Santa Barbara, CA 93111 (805)683-2305
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Secret Storm, continued...

fill routines and other technical graphics

problems had to be solved).

The result of many months of intensive

research in all areas of graphics, color,

shapes, animation, etc.. was Hi-Res Secrets.

For business. Ultra Plot evolved (with its

Map Charts plus all the usual business

graphs and charts).

When the Hi-Res Secrets manual and

programs were complete, we began mar-

keting. All major distributors jumped on

Hi-Res Secrets, and so did a following

(both old and new) of graphics enthusiasts.

Calls pour in. the response is great and still

accelerating. Comments from professionals

include: Stanley Crane, author of DB
Master: "Hi-Res Secrets makes it possible

for a programmer with a good idea to

write a sophisticated game that will compete

with anything on the market in terms of

graphics, shapes, sounds, animation and

color-fill. How can they sell this for only

$125 and not charge a fee for those who
might use the routines commercially???!!!:

Doug Carlston. Broderbund Software.

Softalk columnist states: "A giant step for

computerkind! The most thorough book

ever done on Apple Graphics; A complete

263-page course in Apple Hi-Res: a must

for every serious Apple programmer." Mitch

Kapor (author Visiplot). Ken Williams (On-

Line Systems). Tom Burns and Roger
Wagner [Softalk columnist ) of Southwestern

Data Systems all solicited and received

copies of Hi-Res Secrets.

Another fine programmer. Cary W.
Bradley, had this to say (review. Softside.

Feb. 1982): "It's the most complete com-
pilation of Apple graphics information on
the market. ..well worth the price...the shape

creation/animation groups of programs
constitutes a thorough self-study course in

this area of Apple programming, and may
well be worth the total package price by

itself...color-filling routines are the fastest

I've seen...machine language routines are

thoroughly documented. ..represents a

significant contribution...absolutely packed

with valuable information...tremendous

volume of knowledge. ..techniques and

programs will never lose their usefulness.. .in

a class by itself...bound to increase the

ranks of good Apple graphics programmers

by a substantial margin."

In short, there is no doubt about the

value and usefulness of Hi-Res Secrets.

Mr. Lubar's review reveals that he was

probably too busy to spend enough time

with Hi-Res Secrets to get intimately familiar

with it. learn from or enjoy it. We sympathize

with his position, but those who do take

the time are learning lots, enjoying it. and

no longer are frustrated due to the absence

of Apple graphics source materials, routines,

etc. Hi-Res Secrets is not a package that

will "do it for you." It's a tool to help you
learn how to do it yourself. To learn

something as comprehensive as this package

offers, it takes time, patience and inten-

tion.

Frustrated that a quick scan cannot bear

much fruit with such a package. Mr. Lubar

decided to "warn" the public. Good jour-

nalism requires that reviews reflect the

package, not the reviewer. Unfortunately,

the review says very little about what Hi-

Res Secrets is about, but quite a lot about

Mr. Lubar. Creative Computing is a great

magazine, and most of its reviews are fine,

but...

It is absolutely false that "there is no
real coverage of how to use shape tables in

machine language." There is plenty of such

coverage.

It appears the reviewer has hardly even

scanned the manual, much less read it.

Use of shapes and shape tables in machine

language, use of shape sequences, vector

shapes, hplot shapes, block shapes, and

animation of any of these in machine

language is thoroughly covered. There are

also many routines to scan shapes, convert

shapes to other types, edit and draw shapes,

create sequence and shape tables.

Next we learn that Mr. Lubar is unhappy

that many shapes "won't scale correctly."

Anyone familiar with graphics would know

that rarely will normal shapes scale nicely.

The user learns that our Superfont program

(included) contains 52 perfect-scaling

shapes, because they were specifically drawn

for scaling.

I was surprised to see Mr. Lubar imply

that the INC command conditions the carry

bit. It does no such thing. I do agree I

didn't need a few of those extraneous CLC
commands.. .but they're harmless, and I

explained that they are superfluous on

page 139. I also agree that speculation on

who's using what compiler on what is

unnecessary. But why waste space on

insignificant details. Dave? There's a huge

comprehensive graphics system in your

lap and you failed almost entirely to grasp

what it is and what it does.

And why all the "second opinion" stuff?

It seems you knew, underneath, that your

review missed the mark and your instincts

were telling you to reconsider. How could

a "novice you showed it to" know what it

was all about without time to really try it

out?

You found "nothing to recommend" after

scanning our package. We. and probably

most of your readers, feel there's nothing

to recommend about your review. However,

in closing. I'd like to thank you. A few

months ago you reviewed our ZES educa-

tional system as "too complex." Since then

our sales of that package have quadrupled.

We thank you in advance for what we
predict will occur with Hi-Res Secrets.

An Editorial Comment
Because of the negative nature of this

review, we sent a copy to Avant-Garde
Creations before publishing it. Since their

response is rather strongly worded and
casts some aspersions on the competence
of a member of our staff, we feel compelled
to add a few comments about the parts

with which we take strongest issue.

First, readers should remember that

"solicit and receive" is quite different from
"purchase and endorse." All of the people

mentioned as having "solicited and received"

copies of Hi-Res Secrets are connected
with software companies or magazines and
probably solicit copies of most, if not all.

new graphics packages as they are released.

Second, we called two of the five people

on the "solicited and received" list to ask

their opinions of the package. They con-

curred with David's appraisal. We also

called Doug Carlston who explained that

Avant-Garde had sent him the package,

then called on the day he received it to ask

for a quote. He was only able to give them
an initial impression, and the quote they

offer is an exaggeration of his actual

statements. We called Softside magazine
and confirmed that they plan to publish a

favorable review of the package.

Third, regarding the review of Z.E.S,

just to refresh readers' memories. David's

overall appraisal of the package was
"complex, but versatile." The final para-

graph of the review reads: "In essence, the

70

Z.E.S. system allows teachers to create

useful programs, but demands planning

and effort on the part of the teacher/

author."

Fourth, our "novice" was Neil Radick, a

part-time employee in our Software
Development Department. He spent a week
working every evening with the package,

and while he couldn't be expected to master

the package in that time, it is not unreason-

able to expect him to find something he

could understand and make use of.

We could go on, but enough has been
said already. We feel David Lubar is a

competent reviewer— particularly in the

area of Apple graphics— and we stand by

his evaluation of Hi-Res Secrets. — EBS
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The microcomputer in this unit will help match your

hi-?, system to your living room to create accurate

tonal balance and realistic sound.

DtiUE

(.omputino.

equipment

evaluation

LEE

dbx 20/20
Computerized
Equalizer/Analyzer

David H.Ahl

It all started innocently enough.

Betsy had just returned from Joe Sugar-

man's marketing seminar that 1 had attended

a year earlier. She was excitedly telling me

about the seminar and the participants.

"Oh by the way," she said. "Jerry Ruzicka

from dbx was there."

"Wow," said I, "they're the people with

the neat hi-fi stuff. Do you suppose .
.

."

"I already asked him," she interrupted,

"and they'll lend us anything from their

catalog for thirty days. But I can't imagine

why you would need anything else on your

system."

"Need, schmeed," said 1. "there's always

room for improvement. And anyway we

are a computer magazine and the dbx 20/20

has a computer in it. So don't we owe it to

ourselves and our readers to find out if it is

any good?"
Three weeks later the 20/20 arrived in a

gigantic carton. Fortunately the unit was

not as big as the box but at 23" wide and 6"

high it's anything but a compact compo-

nent.

Betsy was right. 1 hardly needed another

component to add to my hi-fi system. 1

currently had a Sansui AU-719 amplifier

with about a zillion watts per channel, a

Marantz 2265B receiver, an Advent Sound

Space Control, and a KLH analog based

computer speaker control. Add to this a

turntable, cassette recorder, and reel-to-

reel tape deck and you have one corner of

the room pretty much taken over by

electronic sound equipment.

Growing Gracefully

Rarely does one walk into a store and

plunk down $3,000-4.000 for a component

hi-fi system. Generally, a system is assembled

over time. A significant new advance is

announced in tape decks and you decide.

"This is what I've been waiting for. 1 think

I'll get one." Or perhaps you get an end-of-

year bonus at work and decide to get a

new pair of speakers.

So it was with my system. It had been

accumulated over 24 years and. indeed.

one of the first components I purchased, a

pair of AR-2 speakers, are still in service in

the "back channel."

In any event, I am always astonished

when I buy a new component and find the

instruction manual assumes that this XYZ
thingie is the only additional component

in one's hi-fi system beside the amplifier

and speakers.

When I got the computer controlled

KLH speakers 1 found that the analog

based computer was to go between the

preamplifier and amplifier. But. so also

was the Advent Sound Space Control.

Questions: Which goes first? Does it matter?

Can they be used with each other? Two
components have tape recorder outlets;

PINK
NOISE

GENERATOR

FRONT
MIC IN
REAR

which should be used?

Now with the addition of the dbx 20/20,

yet another component was added to the

system which goes between the preamplifier

and amplifier. Where does it go in relation

to the others? Surprise! The instruction

book with the dbx 20/20 has seven pages

devoted to block diagrams showing the

unit in conjunction with practically every

conceivable hi-fi component. Example 5

in the manual showed how to wire it with

respect to the Advent sound space control

and Example 7 showed the dbx 20/20 in

relation to the KLH speaker computer.

What is Equalization?

An equalizer is a device that can be

adjusted to change the frequency response

of a sound system. A simple example is the

treble control, which amplifies high fre-

quencies when turned up and attenuates

DIGITALLY
CONTROLLED
GRAPHIC
EQUALIZER

£=tf

CONTROL BUS

10 FILTERS N—

•

31 5 M* 1 i »
to It hM; I '
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SYSTEM
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Flow Chart ol th» 20/20.
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ARTSCI explains why some
word processing systems
are better than others.

Let's begin with an easy to understand explanation of what a word
processor is and how ARTSCI has created a professional system.

A word processing system is simply
an easier, faster and less expensive way
to type. With a modern word
processor, documents are entered on a

video screen instead of paper.

You can enter your first rough draft

without concern about errors or

spelling. Simply go back and insert

letters, delete words and even move
paragraphs with a few keystrokes. No
document will ever have to be retyped.

WORD PROCESSING
AND THE APPLE II

The APPLE II is the most
expandable, inexpensive micro-

computer available today. It can

perform almost any task, including

word processing.

The standard APPLE II however,

uses a 40 column video display. This

display causes a serious word
processing problem: How do you
display a full sized 80 column letter?

Most word processing programs
available today do not solve this

problem.

THE MAGIC WINDOW
ARTSCI has developed the Magic

Window word processing system

that incorporates the full power of a

professional word processor and solves

the APPLE'S display problem without

expensive hardware.

The first feature of a professional

word processing system is the ability to

enter and edit data in a fast and
friendly manner. The Magic
Window operates just like a

standard typewriter. The electronic

paper moves to the left across the

video screen as you type. Almost any
size document can be represented on
the video screen. You can see the edges

of the paper through this Magic
Window as you type.

The rule is: What
you see on the screen
is what you'll get in

print. However,
if you print using

proportional spacing

the result will look even .

better than the screen. k^r)

This typewriter simulation, together
with simple to use menu selection of
functions and electronic editing

abilities, creates the finest .word
processor available on the standard
APPLE II.

MAGIC WORDS
The second feature of an advanced

word processor is the ability to find

and correct mistakes. The most
common mistakes in most documents
is the misspelled word.

ARTSCTs Magic Words program
will take any document you can create

and find spelling errors. Over 14.000

commonly misspelled words arc known
to Magic Words. You can also add
new words to the vocabulary at any
time.

CUSTOM LETTERS

the standard APPLE II computer
system.

ARTSCI TAKES THE
WORK OUT OF
WORD PROCESSING

\ The third feature of a professional

' word processing system is the ability

to alter a document by replacing

names and other related data from
mailing lists.

Form letters, invoices, and almost any
document can be individualized by

replacing names, addresses or any
other personal data anywhere in the

document using AR ISO'S Magic
Mailer.

By using the Magic Mailer you
can take any mailing list and sort

through the list by different criteria

and print personalized letters with a

few simple keystrokes.

A COMPLETE SYSTEM
These three programs. THE Magic

Window .Magic Words AND
THE Magic Mailet . together form
the only complete and professional

word processing system available on

CIRCLE 103 ON READER SERVICE CARD

For a more thorough explanation of
the ARTSCI word processing system
send for our free booklet.

WHERE ART AND SCIENCE
WORK FOR YOU

ARTSCI INC.
I0432 Burbank Blvd.

North Hollywood,
California 9I60I-9990
(213)985-2922

Name

Company

Address _

City State . Zip.

Phone



dbx 20/20, continued...

them when turned down. Tone controls of

this type are adjusted to suit the taste of

the listener. If the reproduction of a musical

program sounds dull, increasing the treble

can improve the sound. Another example

of an equalizer is the loudness control

found on many receivers. This control

activates a specific type of equalizer that

adds bass to counter the inability of human
hearing to perceive low frequencies at low

sound levels. A graphic equalizer provides

even more controls to finely tune a sound

system by compensating for less-than-ideal

room acoustics or component response.

Equalization can be set on the dbx 20/20

octave-by-octave by means of front panel

controls. The sounds within each octave

range can be amplified or attenuated. This

can be done by ear, while a record or tape

is playing to produce the most pleasing

sound.

However, the microcomputer in the dbx
20/20 permits the equalization process to

take a giant step forward. In particular,

the 20/20 not only equalizes the sound but

analyzes it as well.

The process of analysis and equalization

is as follows: first, a calibrated microphone

is plugged into the front of the 20/20. The
microphone is placed in a favorite listening

location in the room. The 20/20 has a

"pink noise" generator which is turned on.

Pink noise is pseudo-random white noise

with analog filtering for -3dB/octave roll

off. What this basically means is that it

provides a calibrated test signal for fre-

quency response analysis. The "auto-

equalize" button is then pressed and the

microprocessor goes into operation. It

analyzes the frequency response of the

microphone signal to the pink noise. In

turn it adjusts the equalization to obtain

flat response across all ten bands (octaves).

It continues the analysis until ±ldB
response is obtained, or when 18 successive

attempts at equalization have been made.
In general, this process takes 10 to 12

seconds. The equalization curve for that

location may then be stored into memory.
If desired, the microphone may be moved
to as many as 10 other locations around

the room and the equalization curve for

each location stored in memory.
The computer also has the ability to

average the equalization curves for several

different locations as well as computing a

weighted average which, let's say, weights

the equalization for the sofa location three

times as heavily as that for the easy chair.

This may be desirable because the sofa is

used more frequently.

In addition, the computer has the ability

to compensate any or all of the equalization

curves for high frequency roll off. What
does this mean?

In a live performance, the sound heard

by the audience is made up of a combination

of direct and reflected (reverberant) sound.

For most concert halls, the reflected sound
makes up most of the sound reaching the

listener. Due to the long path length and
many reflections that the reverberant sound

undergoes, the high frequencies are usually

attenuated more than the low frequencies.

Therefore, the "effective frequency
response" of a good seat in a typical concert

hall is rolled off at the high frequency end.

When recordings are made, microphones
are often placed quite close to the instru-

ments, capturing mostly direct sound,
without the roll off involved in the rever-

berant sound. Therefore, a high fidelity

system adjusted for flat response will tend

to reproduce high frequencies with more
intensity than would be heard during a

live performance. To provide a means of

coping with this phenomenon, the 20/20
has a button marked "HFR" (high frequency

rolloff) which gently attenuates the high

frequencies at the rate of - IdB /octave above

2kHz.

The dbx 20/20 has many other nifty

features, not the least of which is a visual

representation of the music being displayed

over a ten-octave range. It also has the

ability to analyze and equalize other

individual components in the hi-fi system,

although I saw little need for this when
one can compensate for the system as a

whole.

I should note that even after equalization,

the speakers seerned to retain their indi-

vidual aural character. I can't explain this,

but even with complete equalization the

KLH speakers sounded different from the

Scott speakers.

The Bottom Line

Obviously, my living room is not the

Hirsch-Houck Labs, so in some sense I

have to take the manufacturer's word for

it that the product is doing what it claims

to do. The lab tests reported in Popular
Electronics, October 1981 indicated that

the 20/20 performed as advertised. Also,

there is no question that it made a difference

in the sound that I heard.

More to the point, is it worth $1500? If

you have $1000 or even $1500 invested in

your hi-fi system, probably not. In this

case , $ 1 500 would probably be better spent

on the best pair of speakers you can find.

This will have a far greater impact on the

quality of the sound. Why speakers, and
not an amplifier, receiver, turntable, or

equalizer? Because speakers are invariably

the weak link and usually can stand the

most improvement.
So you say you've got a pair of AR9s

and zillion watt Sansui amplifier and a

Shure V15 type 4 cartridge and other

components to match. In this case, I'd say

the dbx 20/20 would make an ideal addition

to a system and might just provide that

sophisticated something extra to bring your

hi-fi system closer to absolute sonic

realism.

For more information contact dbx Inc.,

71 Chapel St., Newton, MA 02195.

Bit Pit Chas Andres
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^4) 256KB IBM PERSONAL
^ COMPUTER MEMORY!

SINGLE BOARD 256KB IBM PERSONAL
COMPUTER MEMORY

Designed Specifically for IBM's PERSONAL COMPUTER is Chrislin

Industries newest CI-PCM Memory Module.

FEATURES INCLUDE:
Onboard parity generator checker

Addressable as a contiguous block in 64K byte

increments through 1 megabyte

Access time of 225 NSEC

• Requires only one I/O expansion slot for 256K bytes

memory
• Power requirements are +5V at 1.0A max.
• Cycle time of 400 NSEC

SEE YOUR LOCAL COMPUTER STORE FOR DETAILS
OR CALL US.

DON'T ASK WHY WE CHARGE SO LITTLE, ASK WHY THEY CHARGE SO MUCH.

e Chrislin Industries, Inc.
31352 Via Colinas • Westlake Village, CA 91362 • 213-991-2254

TWX 910-494-1253 (CHRISLIN WKVG)
CIRCLE 130 ON READER SERVICE CARD



The International
Asteroids Tournament Matt Mihovich

Outside, the sky was overcast and the

streets of Washington, D.C., were quiet

on Saturday, November 12, 1981 . But inside

the prestigious International Club, the tuiy-

tuiy-tu-tuiy was deafening as 17 finalists

representing the best space commanders
in the world competed in the 1981 Inter-

national Atari Asteroids Championship.
The finalists came out of regional playoffs

sponsored by Atari all over the world,
involving some 100,000 would-be "astro-

pros." Out of some 30,000 entrants in

Asteroids is played
globally foran estimated
revenue of 10,000,000

quarters a week.

Australia came Martin Lawson. 13, from
Sydney where the coin-op version of
Asteroids costs the equivalent of twenty
cents per game.
The youngest finalist was from Italy,

Pedro Estrada, 1 1 ; while the oldest. Choo
King-Phui, 26, was from Singapore. The
other foreign space commanders included

:

Shui Fan, 12, from Hong Kong; Derick
Zolis, 13, from Toronto; Antoine Vareilles,

14, from France; Serge Van Lindthoudt.

16, from Belgium; Jorge Palacios Labastida.

19, from Barcelona; Gerrit Keereween,
19, from the Netherlands; Paul Staines.

14, from England; and Dirk Mueller, 18,

from West Germany.

Malt Mihovich. 502 9th Street. Brooklyn. NY
11215.

The Han Solos representing the U.S.
were Brian Simpson, 15, from Pasadena;
Jeffrey Colby, 14, from Atlanta; Gary Wong,
18, from San Francisco; Andy Breyer, 15,

from Chicago; Frank Cretella, 15. from
New York City; and Doug Pye, 12, from
Houston.

Doug Pye and Frank Cretella were the

favorites going into the finals, because
they had the two highest regional scores

(138,000 and 118,740 respectively), and
because they exuded calm confidence in

their zapping abilities.

However, in the final competition there
was one important difference from the
regional playoffs. In the playoffs, it was
possible to get back on the entry line and
get a second chance at achieving the highest

single score within two hours of continuous
play. Frank got seven chances in the New
York playoffs, enabling him to improve
his score almost every time; but in the

finals, there were no second chances.

The Final Competition
The finals consisted of two rounds of

competition. Everything was on the line in

the first round because only the six highest

scores would advance to the second round.
The scores from both rounds were then
added together to determine the top three

world champions.
Round one of simultaneous competition

began shortly after 1:00 p.m. on Atari's

video game version of Asteroids, playing

selection number six, "A" difficulty. This
version starts each player with four ships

and awards a bonus ship for every 20,000
points scored.

Each ship has a nose gun for blasting

space rocks to smithereens and alien ships
into oblivion. Using joystick controls for

manuevering, firing, and hyperspace
escapes. Asteroids is a fast and frustrating

game that quickly began to take its toll.

Though restricted to two hours of con-
tinuous play, round one was over in ten
minutes. Neither Doug Pye nor Frank
Cretella made it to round two. They were
out-zapped by Andy Breyer, Gary Wong.
Dirk Mueller, Martin Lawson. Jeffrey Colby,
and Serge Van Lindthoudt.

The world champion Asteroids players:

Top shooter was Andy Breyer (center),

second was Gary Wong (right), and third

was Dirk Mueller (left).

To aficionados of the game. Andy's high

score of 75,140 and Serge's qualifying score

of 32,010 in the first round were disappoint-

ing. Atari officials were hoping for a new
single high score, but 75,140 turned out to

be the highest single score of the day.

That score added to his second score
gave Andy , a sophomore at Buffalo Grove

The world's astro-pro. Andy Breyer, 15, of
Chicago.
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C ALSO FT
Personal— Entertainment— BusinessSOFTWARE

We have all the latest

sottware-ASK USI

Low Discount Prices / 15 to 25% Discount off List Price
Fast Convenient Service / We ship same or next day
Large Selection ot Software / Call or Write for our FREE Catalog'

'Call Toll Free: (800) 423-5290 In California: (213) 991-9641

AUTOMATED "'''" £"' uironcncr ~™>' oJTT.T.TITT^—~ !—'„—-

TRS-80, PET, ATARI:
send for

FREE catalog!

AUTOMATED
Introductory 3-Pack 49 95
Dragon's Eye 24 95
Temple of Apehai

.

39 95
* Heinire Warrior 30.05
Star Warrior 39.95
Rescue at Rigel 29.95
Crush, Crumble A Chomp 29.95
The Upper Reaches of Apehai 19.95
The Keys of Acheron 1 g 95
Jabbertalky. 29.95
Ricochet 19.95
* Sorcerer of Siva 29.95

BRODERBUND
* Space Warrior 24.95
*PPle Panic 29 95
Space Quarks 29 95
Genetic Drift 29.95
* Red Alert 29.05
David's Midnight Magic 34.95
The Arcade Machine 44.95
Track Attack 29.95

CAL PACIFIC
Bill Budge's 3D Graphics 39.95
Apple olds 29.95
* Akalabeth 34.05
Ultima .39.95

CAVALIER
* The- Asteroid Field 24.05
Star Thief 29 95
Bug Attack

. . . 29.95

EDU-WARE
The Prisoner 29.95
Empire I World Builders 3295
Empire II Interstellar Sharks 32.95
Empire lit Armageddon 32.95

HAYDEN
* Sargon II .' 34.05
Reversal </..., 34.95
Assembly Lang. Dev. Sys. 39 95
Applesoft Compiler 3 3 1 75.00

Price

42.45
21.20
33.05
20.05

33.05
25.45
25.45
16.05

16.05
25.45

16.05
22.45

18.70
25.45
25.45
25.45
22.45
20.70

36.20
25.45

33.05
25.45

26.20
33.05

16.70
25.45
25.45

25.45
28.00

28.00
28.00

Price

195 00
175.00

Our
Price

21.20

25.46
330.15
166.75
148.75

21.20
127.50
20.05
33.05

25.45

26.20
20.70
33.05

148.75

HOWARD
Tax Preparer (1982) 150.00
* Real Cstete Analyzer 15O.0O
Creative Financing 1 5000

INNOVATIVE DESIGN
Pool 1.5 34.95
Shuffleboard 29.95
* Trick Shot 30.05

MICRO LAB
* Dog Fight 30.00
Data Factory 1 so 00
Mini Factory 75.00
The Asset Manager 200 00

127.SO
112.SO
127.50

20.70
25.46
20.05

22.50
127.50
63.75

170.00

MICROSOFT
Typing Tutor II 24 95
Olympic Decathalon 29 95
Softcard 300.00
RAMcard
TASC Compiler

MUSE
ABM 24.96
Super Tent II , 50.00
* Throe Mile island 39.95
Robot War 3995
Castle Wolfenstein 29 95

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
HI-RES Adv-0 Mission Asteroid 19.95
HI-RES Adv- 1 Mystery House 24.95
HIRES Adv-2 Wizard I Princess 32.95
* HI RES Adv 3 Cranston Manor 34.06
HI-RES Adv-4 Ulysses 34.95
hires Adv-5 Time Zone 99.95
HIRES Football 39.95
* HI-RES Soccer 20.05
Cross Fire ... 29.95
LISA Educational System 1 19.95
* The Dictionary 00.95
General Manager 99.95
Pegasus II 29.95
Threshold 39.95
Superscribe II Word Processor 129 95
* Expediter II (4.0) 00.05
LISA Assam. Lang. Dev System 79.95
Jawbreaker 29.95
Mouskattack 34.95
Marauder 34.95

PERSONAL
Monty Plays Monopoly • 34 95
Bridge Partner • 24 95
Desktop Plan III 30000
Visiplot 18000
Visitrend/Visiplot 260 00
Visidex 200.00
Vislterm 150.00
Visicalc 3.3 200.00
V'S'lile 25000
Checker King • 24 95
Gammon Gambler 24.95
Monty Plays Scrabble 34.95

STONEWARE
DB Master 229.00
DB Msster Utility Psk »

1

99.00
* OB Master Utility Pak « 2 00.00
DB Master Stat Pak. 99 00

SENTIENT
* Oo-Topos 32.95
Cyborg 32 95

TG PRODUCTS
Game Paddles .... 39 95 33.05
Joystick so.gs 50.06
* Select-a-Port 60.05 44.05

Retail

Price

16.05
21.20
28.00
26 20
20.70
84.05

33.05
22.45

25.48
101.05
74.08
84.05
25.45
33.05

110.48
74.05
67.05
25.46
20.70
20.70

20.70
21.20

255.00
153.00

221.00
170.00
127.50
170.00
212.50
21.20

21.20
20.70

64.15
74.28
64.16

24.70
28.00

40.05
20.05

29.95

29.95

39.95

29.95

34.95

SIRUS SOFTWARE
* E-Z Draw 3.3
Space Egga
Autobahn

Gamma Gobblins

Gorgon
Sneakers

Epoch

Copts t Robbers 34 95
* Outpost M ,5
B**' «un 34.95
Hedron 34.95
* Dork Forest 20.08
Bof 29.95
The Joyport . 74.95

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
Computer Ambush. 59.95
Computer Air Combat 59.95
* Operation Apocalypse 59.95
Computer Conflict 39.95
The Warp Factor 39.95
Cartels A Cutthroats 39 95
Computer Quarterback (2nd Ed) 39.95
The Shattered Alliance 59.95
Computer Baseball 39.95
* President Elect 39.95
The Battle of Shiloh 39.95
Tigers in the Snow 39 95
Southern Command 39.95
Napoleon's Campaigns 59.95

DATAMOST
* Snack Attack 20.05
Tni" 29.95
County Fair ... ., 29.05

Our
Price

37.48
26.46
25.46
28.46
33.08
25.46
20.70
20.70

22.46
20.70
20.70
22.45
25.45
63.70

50.05
50.05
44.08
33.08
33.05

33.08
33.08
50.05

33.06
20.05
33.05
33.05

33.08
50.05

22.46
25.48

25.46

We elso carry complete lines from the follow-
ing companies:

ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
ARTSCI • AVALON HILL

BUDGECO • CONTINENTAL
DAKINS • DATASOFT

HIGHLANDS
MICRO PRO
PICCADILLY
RIVERBANK

SIERRA

GEBELLI •
INFOCOM •
PHOENIX •
QUALITY •
SENSIBLE
SIR-TECH • SOFTAPE

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING CO.
SUBLOGIC • SYNERGISTIC

UNITED • VERSA
If you don't see It. Ask Us!

CALSOFT Ca" T°" Fre0: <800) 423 '5290 ,n California: (213) 991-9641

6610 Tamarind St.

Agoura, CA 91301

We accept Mastercard & Visa (include No. and Expiration Date.) California residents add 6%
sales tax. Include $2.00 for shipping. (S3.00 for UPS Blue Label.) Checks, COD ($ 1.50 extra) or
Money Order.

* Sale prices ere through April only! Prices subject to chenge without notice.
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Asteroids, continued.

High School in Arlington Heights. IL. a

score of 142.910 and the championship. "I

feel great." Andy beamed despite having

played with a burnt finger, which he got

from his part-time job at Burger King.

Andy was awarded an Olympic-style gold

medal and a check for $5,000. which he

intends to put away for his college educa-

tion.

Second prize of $3,500 and a silver medal

went to Gary Wong, who as a freshman at

Berkeley had to miss a few midterm exams

to participate in the competition. His score

was 128,780.

With a score of 123.540 points. Dirk

Mueller, who had just turned 18 the day

before the competition, was awarded the

third prize of $2,500 and a bronze medal.

The champion interplanetary shooter

has been playing video games for about

All's quiet outside the International Club:

but not inside where the International

Asteroids Tournament is going on.

two years, and practiced about five hours

a day in preparation for the finals.

Asteroids Development
Asteroids is the most popular arcade/

video game phenomenon since Space

Invaders, which was last year's Atari-

sponsored competition. The coin-op version

is played globally for an estimated revenue

of 10.000.000 quarters a week. This repre-

sents 13% of Atari's entire revenues for

1981 ; but it doesn't end there.

Atari developed Asteroids in-house (see

sidebar), and first introduced it in early

1980 in the coin-operated arcade version.

Since then, they have introduced both a

video game version, of which 1.000.000

cartridges were sold in the last half of

1981 . and a version for Atari personal com-

puters.

Although Atari holds the copyright on

"the video game play" and "will vigorously

pursue imitators" according to Raymond
E. Kassar. chairman of Atari. Inc.. there

are several Asteroids-like games available

for personal computers. Quality Software

offers Meteoroids in Space for Apple

owners, and Acorn Software Products has

Space Rocks and Big Five offers Super

Nova for the TRS-80.
Asteroids has earned a place in The

Guiness Book ofRecords for high-scoring.

The Origin

of Asteroids

Let's give credit where credit is

due—and, it's long overdue when it

comes to the origin of Asteroids, the

most popular coin-op and video game

to date. Asteroids was developed in-

house at Atari in the early spring of

1979. The person who conceived the

basic idea and worked with a three-

man product team to develop it was

Lyle Rains, who at the time was man-

ager of electrical engineering for the

Coin-op Division.

Lyle Rains is a graduate of the

University of California at Berkeley

where he received an engineering degree

in 1973. Shortly after graduation, he

worked for a company called Kee
Games, which merged with Atari about

a year later. He has been with Atari

ever since.

In recalling the origin of Asteroids

for Creative Computing, Lyle said. "We
had been working a number of years

on an in-house project called "Cosmos."

where the object of the game was for

two rockets (one for each player) to try

and blow each other up while maneuver-

ing around stationary obstacles. These

obstacles included planets and asteroids.

"Nothing ever came of "Cosmos" and

it was never released; but several of us

found that it was a lot of fun for the

rocket to fly around the screen and

actually shoot the obstacles.

"When Space Invaders came out, I

didn't think much of it. For me it was

graphically uninteresting: but it became

a hit. I saw its addictive quality and

tried to analyze why it was a popular

game. It was during that analysis that

the asteroids from the Cosmos game
came back to me and the basic idea for

Asteroids was born."

With a product team composed of

another engineer, a programmer, and

a technician, who. Lyle acknowledges

"did a great job," Asteroids was quickly

developed, with the coin-op version com-

ing out in the fall of 1979.

Now at 30, Lyle is vice president of

engineering for the Coin-op Division of

Atari, Inc. He lives as a bachelor in Los

Altos. CA, is a science fiction buff, and

loves sailing.

In his spare time, he is putting together

an LSI-1 1 digital-based computer system

for his own use.

The Winning Strategy

Obviously, for long continuous play, the

real strategy is to amass bonus ships, but

how does one stay alive long enough to do

so? Andy's winning strategy (similar to

that used by many of the other finalists)

involved making a diagonal move up for a

fraction of a second to a quadrant of the

screen just right of center when each ship

initially appeared. From that location and

staying fairly stationary, Andy obliterated

everything on his left and whatever came

too close to obliterating him.

continuous play. Incidentally, the old score

was recently shattered by a young man
from Texas, who played some 52 hours

and scored just over 25,000.000 points.

Han Solo is alive and well and living in

Texas.

78

The competition. Note the specially con-

toured seats intended to minimizefatigue.

Then, he concentrated on the right side

of the screen until the screen became a

classic space void. This pattern was repeated

at each reset, which could occur in under

60 seconds, making it necessary to have a

great deal of dexterity. Being something

of a purist, Andy didn't use the hyperspace

maneuver unless "I was really low on

remaining ships."

Holding an annual competition on its

most-popular videogame is Atari's winning

strategy. Despite the expense of organizing

regional playoffs, flying finalists and their

parents to Washington, and treating them

in VIP style for nearly a week, Kassar

believed it was worth the effort as he noted

the throng of media people, which included

local and national press, a Scandinavian

film team, and foreign journalists covering

their national favorites.

Kassar also mentioned that Atari has

acquired the rights to produce the video

game and personal computer versions of

Pac-Man, Williams's Defender, and

Berzerk.

Of the three, Pac-Man is likely to be the

focus of next year's competition, both

because of its popularity (already in evi-

dence at arcades) and because it may
encourage more women participants in

what has been a male-dominated competi-

tion. E
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High-Resolution Color Graphics
for the Apple and Atari

Graphics

Dreokthrough
How many programs have you written

that would benefit from animated high-
resolution graphics? Probably several. It is
this kind of dramatic graphics that distinguish
outstanding programs from ordinary ones.
But if you've ever agonized for hours or
days just to get one image perfected, you re
probably not anxious to do it again. Now
there s a better way.

New Graphics Entry System
Today there is a new graphics system

available that is not only amazingly user-
oriented but surprisingly economical. Called
VersaWriter. it starts with an ingeniously
simple entry board consisting of a 1 4 X 1

2"

high impact plastic bed with a tough clear
plastic overlay sheet. The original drawing
ordiagram isfastened with masking tape to
the plastic bed and then covered with the
clear sheet. Instead of using a light pen or
complicated electronic X-Y head, the Versa-
Writer uses a double jointed arm attached
to the top of the entry board at one end and
a magnifying lens with crosshairs at the
other end. The VersaWriter resembles a
draftsman's pantograph on a smaller scale.

At each joint in the arm of the VersaWriter
is a potentiometer. A cable from these
pontentiometersconnects to the paddle input
of the computer. No special interface
electronics or board is needed. Since the
arm of the VersaWriter bends only in one
direction, each point on the plotting head
corresponds to a unique set of resistances
on the potentiometers. All that s needed
now is software to translate these resistances
into usable screen coordinates.

Exceptionally powerful software

It is in the software where VersaWriter
really stands out. VersaWriter comes with
two full disks of user-oriented software. First
it has sets of "low level" commands for
entering, creating and copying drawings
and diagrams. Secondly, it has extensive
sets of application routines for moving,
enlarging, rotating, coloring or animating
drawings that the user has created.

Graphics Systems

Versa Writer $249.00
Kurta Graphics Tablet 695.00
Summagraphics Digitizer 745.00
Houston Instruments Hi Pad 795.00
Apple Graphics Tablet 795.00

*CP% n If >«awi«i>d mfl««wn» ot Appl» Cow>cm»* inc

Of course the basic commands let you enter
a drawing freehand or by tracing it. Want a
wider brush stroke? Six widths are available
Drawings can be independently scaled in
both the vertical and horizontal directions.
An enclosed shape may be filled in with
any of 1 06 colors. No, that is not a misprint-
By the same technique that a printing press
can create hundreds of colors from the
three primary ones, so can VersaWriter.

Here a shape (the letter A) is being
scanned. Afterputting itina shape table
it maybe used in other programs.

From the shape table, a shape (the letter

A) may be enlarged, rotated, colored or
moved about the screen.

Create Animation for Other Programs
The shapes you create with VersaWriter

can be used and manipulated with ease in

other programs. Up to 255 shapes can be
entered into a shape table. These shapes
may then be placed on the screen in any
position or may be overlaid on a full or
partial screen image. Animation is produced
easily by moving about a portion of the
image created by VersaWriter. For example,
by alternating between two images of an
airplane propeller it will appear to be spinning

.

Other VersaWriter software includes text-
writer with which text can be added to
graphics. Upper and lower case, choice of
color, text size, direction and starting point
all may be specified.

The Area/Distance program lets you
calculate distances (or perimeters) by enter-
ing a scale and tracing a shape or map route
with the drawing arm. Areas of figures, open
and irregular, can be similarly calculated.
The software also includes sets of elec-

tronic and computer logic shapes. In addition,
an entire disk of dramatic demonstration
graphics is included. These twelve full-screen
graphics run the gamut from a fully labeled
cross section of a human skull to colored
maps to animated cartoons to an electron* s
schematic.

Software Updates
You may have read a review of VersaWriter

that indicated that the color fill routine was
slow It was But not any more. Several
routines and improvements were added to
the VersaWriter software since its intro-
duction. An added feature, the Expansion
Pac. is also now available. This third disk of
software contains an area distance program,
a microscope feature, and will save your
graphics in the exact colors you prefer. It

also includes shape tables for architecture,
plumbing, electrical, circuit boards, land-
scape, chemistry, games, and more; 350
predefined shapes in all.

At Peripherals Plus, we evaluated every
graphics device. We wanted to handle the
best one regardless of price. VersaWriter
has the best performance bar none. Surpris-
ingly, it also has the lowest price, just
$299 00 for the Apple version It requires
an Apple II Applesoft in Rom (or an Apple
II Plus), disk, and 48K memory. VersaWriter
comes complete with two disks of software,
a comprehensive instruction manual, and
a 90-day limited warranty The additional
Expansion Pac is available for $39.95.
The Atari version, which varies slightly

from the Apple version in number and types
of functions performed, is available for
$299 00. As new updates are developed
for the Atari, Peripherals Plus will furnish
them free to all customers— just send us
the disk and we'll supply the updated
material. We make this unique offer because
it is in our best interest to have you make
the best use of your computer. We're also
convinced that if other people see your
VersaWriter in use they'll want one too.
Try VersaWriter for 30 days. If you are not

completely satisfied we II give you a prompt
and courteous refund of the full price plus
shipping both ways.
To order, specify Apple or Atari version,

send payment plus $3.00 shipping and han-
dling to Peripherals Plus. 39 East Hanover
Ave.. Morris Plains. NJ 07950. (New Jersey
residents please add 5% Sales tax.) Credit
card customers should include card number
and expiration date of Visa. MasterCard or
American Express card. Credit card cus-
tomers may also call toll-free 800-631-81 12
(in NJ 201-540-0445).

For spectacular graphics on yourcomputer,
order VersaWriter today.

39 E Hanover Ave..
Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -8112
(InNJ 201-540-0445)
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CAI:APhilosophy ofEducation

and a System to Match

John Harriott

Perhaps the best way to introduce

this article is simply to repeat the

comment I wrote on Mr. Herriott's

manuscript the first time I read it: "This

is the only article I've ever read that

made me wish 1 had had computers in

school. "-EBS

"The computer is a powerful tool" is

about the most trite remark that could be

made. We were saying it in our ivory towers

as long ago as the late Sixties. Looking

back on it all now we realize that we were

just too early.

Teachers weren't interested then. They

were told by their seniors that the machine

was just too expensive to waste on teaching.

The real usefulness, they were told, was in

record keeping and class scheduling.

Suggestions that the latter could be made

unnecessary by using the computer to get

rid of that most time-wasting of environ-

ments—the class—were considered nothing

more than the ravings of madmen.
Perhaps both parties were afraid that

the device might cause a loss of jobs, not

realizing that there are so many poor

teachers around that the good ones fre-

quently go unnoticed—or join the ranks

of management—or drive taxis.

Unless very serious thought is given to

the whole question of the role of the

John Herriott. 143 LeMarcham Rd.. St. Johns.

Nfld. AIC2H3. Canada.

computer as a teaching device together

with a re-vamping of the entire system to

allow full use of a powerful tool in education.

Ill wager that there will be rampant anarchy

with empty schools and out-of-work

teachers.

There are already thousands of school

children who have lived in unusual cir-

cumstances who can attest to the efficacy

of the lowly correspondence course. Chil-

dren living on yachts cruising the world

who have completed grades in less than

six months with only three hours study a

day —and completed them very well —serve

as a fierce indictment of the normal

school.

John Holt and Ivan lllich have each

delivered detailed accounts of how ineffi-

cient the school is and have argued for

changes in the system, but to little avail. I

was one of that number who not only

raised a voice but actually changed the

system in certain parts of the world in

preparation for the introduction of a

vigorous teaching tool.

The teaching tool is now here, and is no

longer prohibitive in price, although there

is still the likelihood that the school hockey

team will get new uniforms before the

school will consider buying a microcom-

puter.

If you think that I am uncommonly hard

on schools, then ponder the fact that it

took almost 70 years before the lantern-

slide became common in schools.

80

Those teachers who worry about losing

their jobs because of the introduction of

electronic devices probably have good

reason to do so. But odds are that such

teachers will not be numbered among the

readers of this magazine.

There is a very strong possibility that

before the end of this century, students

will be receiving all of their instruction

from computers, with no contact with live

teachers whatsoever. It can be done, and

very well.

In the early sixties I was asked to set up

a training center for a small group of

companies. I did so using programmed

instruction techniques entirely, even though

some methods had to be specially devel-

oped, particularly where kinesthetic skills

(welding, panel beating, etc.) were

involved.

Using tape recorders, loopfilm projectors,

slide projectors and an array of programmed

teaching devices, the Center caused a stir

when trainees were processed at a faster

rate and with greater efficiency than the

technical schools could hope to manage.

With video output, almost unlimited

graphic display possibilities, voice synthesis

and recognition, endless possibilities for

dealing with students with differing back-

grounds and linkage with a great variety

of peripheral devices, not to mention the

ability to link with vast stores of information,

the computer leaves the average school in

the dust in no time flat.
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Apple

Software for

Elementary
Schools

creative
computing
software

AM MECC software is on disk and requires 32K
Applesoft in ROM and Dos 3.3. All except MECC 720
and MECC 724 are copy protected. Damaged copy
protected disks will be replaced with the return of the
original and a $5 handling charge.

MECC 701 Apple Demonstration Diskette
This is a sample of the applications available on the

MECC diskettes It includes demonstrations in drill and
practice, tutorial, simulation, problem solving and worksheet
generation Samples from music, science social studies,
industrial arts, reading, and mathematics are provided
$19 95

MECC 702 Elementary, Volume 1 Mathematics
These are programs for the elementary mathematics

classroom Included are games of logic such as Bagels.
Taxman and Number ", drill and practice programs
such as Speed Drill

.
Round and Change . and programs

about the metric system such as Metric Estimate . Metric

Length and Metrical $24 95

MECC 703 Elementary, Volume 2 Language Arts

In this package are the programs Spell .
which drills

students in spelling, Mixup . which presents words in

mixed up order, and Word Find . which creates a word
find puzzle tor the teacher to duplicate If words and
definitions are entered, a Cross Woro puzzle can be
generated or a Word Game can be played Talk is a

program designed to introduce students to the computer
and Amazing prints out worksheet mazes $24 95
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MECC-704
MECC-704 Elementary Volume 3 Social Studies
The programs Sell Apples . Sell Plants . Sell

Lemonade . and Sell Bicycles can be used to teach
elementary economics to students in grades 3 and up
Civil will reinact battles of the Civil War. while States
and States provide drill and practice on the location ot

states in Ihe U S and their capitals $24 95

MECC-705
MECC 705 Elementary. Volume 4 Mathematics and
Science
Two mathematics programs Estimate and Mathgame .

provide reinforcement on estimating and basic tacts Food
chains in fish and animals can be studied through Odell

Lake and Odell Woods Solar Distance teaches the

concepts of distances in space and Ursa is a tutorial on
constellations $24.95

MECC-702

MECC-701

CAI Programs Volume I

U.S. Map helps students learn the names ot the

fifty states by providing a map of the United States to

fill In the correct name. The student can take a

"Spelling Test". This program keeps track of the

words missed and gives a score. "Math Drill" tests

skills in addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division. "Add-with-Carry" is a tool for teaching

addition of two and three placed numbers. This

program has adjustable levels. Cassette CS-4201
requires 16K Apple II. $1 1 .95 (Disk CS-4701 with Vol.

II $24.95 requires 48K Apple II or Apple II Plus.)

MECC 719 Elementary Volume 5. Language Arts

This package deals with the reading concept ot prefixes

The diskette contains five lessons which drill the students
in the prefixes un . re dis

.
pre

. and in Dragon
Fire and Pre-App II are highly motivating review
exercises $24 95

CS-4201. 4701

MECC-719

MECC 725 Elementary Volume 6. Social Studies
Historical simulations. Oregon Trail . Voyageur

. and
Fur Trader are included on this diskette Nomad teaches
students map reading, and Sumer is a simulation in

which students govern a kingdom and decide how much
food and land to give to the people without starving any
of them $24 95

CAI Programs Volume II

"Europe Map" tests student's knowledge of
Europe's countries and capital cities. "Meteor Math"
provides a tun way to practice addition skills After
successfully solving math problems presented on the
screen, the student is allowed to use the laser to
destroy oncoming meteors and save the Earth.
"Music Composing Aid" is a tool to create music by
using an Apple. The speaker enables the student to
create, save, recall, and edit musical creations
Cassette CS-4202 requires 16K Apple II $1 1 .95 (Disk
CS-4701 with Vol. I $24.95, requires 48K Apple II or
Apple II Plus.)

CS-4202. 4701

Order Today
To order any of these software packages

send payment plus $3 00 postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing.
Morris Plains. NJ 07950 Visa. MasterCard
and American Express orders may be called

in toll-free

Order today at no risk If you are not
completely satisified. your money will be
promptly and courteously refunded

Creative Computing Software
Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-8112
In NJ. 201-540-0445

creative computing software
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CAI: Philosophy, continued...

How can we change the system and
what will be the respective roles of teacher
and computer?
The common way to answer these ques-

tions is to try to see how the new device
fits into existing patterns.

Such an approach is fraught with pitfalls.

A better approach is to examine the abilities

of the computer, both current and pro-

jected: examine the beneficial modes of

student-teacher interaction and the detri-

mental ones and see in what way the

computer can delete the latter to the benefit

of all — particularly the student.

I guarantee that the good teacher, far

from losing a job. will gain new freedom of

action and avoid much of the pettiness

frequently associated with his profession.

The computer can:

1. Impart information on a one-to-one
basis with a high success rate when well-

written and thoroughly validated programs
are used.

2. Provide imbedded remedial instruction

of which the student may not necessarily

be aware.

3. Provide enrichment material within
the program.

4. Keep accurate track of progress
throughout the program, and. indeed,
throughout a series of programs on varied

material.

5. (Perhaps the most important.) Allow
the student to progress at his own rate.

6. Provide video and audio support via

peripheral devices linked directly to the

computer.
7. Provide a massive information retrieval

base— either by direct display of the material

itself or by directing the student to the
appropriate medium. (Remember all those
books in the Resource Center— not to

mention the film-strips and movies— and
the lonely librarian sitting in his office?)

All that would seem to cover just about
everything a teacher can do. But no! If

anyone runs away with the notion that we
will see rows and rows of children sitting

at dumb terminals while the teacher sits at

one end of the room monitoring the
progress—eavesdropping as it were— then
there is something wrong with the whole
affair.

Many years ago I was asked to produce
an article for Industrial Training Interna-

tional describing the ultimate teaching
machine. Something of a stir was caused
when the article was published (July 1966).

for I suggested that to produce a single

device that could do everything, reducing
the teacher's role to that of monitor, would
be counter productive.

I suggested that at a time when the
computer as a teaching device was far

(how far I didn't realize) in the future.

Regardless of how smart the device can
become. I still suggest that it will remain
only one of the choices available in a rich

Flexible Environment (a title coined by

me in 1967 and a system developed in

Ontario in 1968-9).

First, the classroom as the most common
teaching mode, will disappear. There will

still be room for some areas in the school

to which groups of students, both large

and small, will be directed, for instruction

from an individual human being. There
are many teachers who are superb at

classroom instruction.

The sad thing is that there are also

teachers who are outstanding in their ability

to transmit vast quantities of information
to small groups and individuals, who are
never given the opportunity to do so.

The classroom as the
most common teaching
mode will disappear.

The teacher of industrial arts is but one
example. Ten minutes are spent setting up
the class. 20 minutes are spent allowing
students to get some hands-on experience
and ten minutes are spent cleaning up. It

is estimated that of the 24 hours he spends
in the shop a student spends a total of

three hours a year actually working on a

project.

A scenario of shop instruction might be
as follows: Student presents himself at the

terminal and is instructed in industrial safety

in general terms. (An audio-visual, externally

paced | that is, the student had no control
over the speed at which the information
was transmitted] that I developed in 1965
took 20 minutes and produced a result

better than 95%. so let us say 20 minutes.)
He then progresses to a choice of medium

in which he wishes to work (selected from
a limited array). He produces his working
drawings, with the help of computer graph-
ics, of the object and is then told what
techniques will be required to produce
the object. He is instructed in the principles

of the basic technique, say, "Using a Radial
Arm Saw." Safety instruction is embedded
in the program.
Upon passing the post-test, he transfers

to the shop where he meets the teacher.

He waits for a few moments while the

teacher helps another student get set up,
and then produces proof of his score and
also his drawings (courtesy of graphic print-

out).

He is taken to a radial arm saw (identical

to the one he watched on his video screen ).

The teacher watches while he sets it up.

He cuts a few trial scrap pieces under the
gaze of the teacher. His excitement subsides

as he becomes more and more confident.

He is now an hour into the program and
already he has his hands on the machine.

82

lost shop programs don't allow the student

to touch a machine for the first three or

four lessons— that's three or four weeks!

He is supplied with the lumber he is

going to work with: perhaps the teacher

takes a few moments to talk to him about

a few kinds of wood. He cuts his parts out

and then takes them to the teacher for

checking.

Bear in mind that there is, in an intelligent,

student-oriented system, no strict timetable.

The student has arranged to undertake
the preliminary stages of instruction in

shop for a day or two so that he can become
immersed in the subject matter.

He is advised by the teacher to either

continue with the next stage or undergo
more practice sessions.

Assuming he continues, we then see

him learn about different types of glue

and their behavior on surface and edge.

He might also learn about simple joints

and watch while they are produced. Return-

ing to the main shop floor he practices

joints with some of the scraps he cut in his

first foray. Note that he has not yet ruined

anything important: he is progressing at

his own rate ; he is not sitting at the back of

the class causing a nuisance: he has pro-

duced something— and he is having a ball.

Meanwhile, back at the teacher's desk,

all is well. He is confident that each of the

students in his charge, all at different stages

of development, all involved in different

projects (the days of 346 bread-boards, all

of indifferent quality, are past!), are well

instructed in the safe use of each piece of

machinery (often a nightmare of responsi-

bility). He also knows that they can see the

ultimate aim of their work, that they will

have the time to become involved with

what they are doing, and will not have to

pack up at the bidding of a bell.

He can deal with minor problems and
even take time to discuss fine points. He
can recommend that a student either

produce a variety of pieces or a run of the

same thing, continue working for an
extended length of time or withdraw from
the program.

"Withdraw?" you exclaim. "But he is

locked in for the entire year. What he has
started he must finish, regardless."

Not so. Far more damage is done to the

self-esteem of the young mind by mindless

insistence that it continue than was ever

done by allowing a student to withdraw.
He has had a far better chance than under
the old system. And that business about
being locked in for the whole year and his

withdrawal upsetting the timetable is sheer
nonsense. There is no timetable.

The student may need some counselling.

Or perhaps the teacher who is responsible
for this student needs to be counselled by
the student in order to see what might be
of most benefit to him. In any event, the

next stage for the withdrawn student does
not necessarily involve the computer.
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Disk MECC-706 Mathematics, Volume 1 Senior High
Begets Snark ICBM .and Radar will teach students

logic while reinforcing the concepts of plotting points or

angle measurements Algebra provides drill and practice

in solving equations Slope , Polygraph , and Polar

can all be used in plotting equations on a grid $24 95

Disk MECC-709 Science. Volume 2 Senior High
Pest deals with the use of pesticides, and Cell

Membrane . in which the user takes the part of a cell

membrane, can be used in biology classes Snell plots

light refraction demonstrating Snell s law. while Collide

simulates the collision between two bodies Diffusion

deals with the diffusion rates of various gasses. Nuclear
Simulation shows radioactive decay of nine different

radioisotopes. ICBM and Radar teach angles and
projections on a coordinate system $24 95

Dtofc MECC-707 Science. Volume 3 Senior High
The Fish program uses graphics to show the circulatory

system of a fish Odeli Lake is used to explore food
chains. Ursa teaches about constellations, and Quakes
simulates earthquakes Minerals can be used in the

area of earth science to identify 29 minerals by having

students perform simple tests $24 95

MECC-716

Disk MECC 716 Aestheometry Volume t

Aestheometry deals with the topic of curve sketching

by introducing and demonstrating the space concepts
of elliptical, parabolic, and hyberbolic curves Curve
sketching designs are developed to provide an aesthetic

view of geometric shapes $24 95
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Disk CS-4708 Social and Economic Simulations

Limits is a microcomputer version of the well known
Limits to Growth project done by the Club of Rome It

contains a model of a world that is built ot five subsystems
(population, pollution, food supply, industrial output, and
resource usage) linked together by six variables birth

rate, death rate, pollution generation, resource usage
rate, industrial output growth rate, and food production

rate Market allows two or more people to play the

roles of companies who are competing for the market for

a particular product Each player makes marketing decisions

quarterly including the production level, the advertising

budget, and the unit price of the product lor his company
USPOP allows the user to study many aspects of the

United States human demography (population change)
including population growth, age and sex distribution

USPOP makes population projections and investigates

the consequences of many different demographic changes
Requires 48K Applesoft or Apple II Plus S24 95 (Also

available for PET/CBM and TRS-BO )

MECC-709
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Disk CS-4706 Ecology Simulations I

POP demonstrates the strengths and the weaknesses
of population protection by showing how three simple
population-growth models give vastly different protections
for a sample population s growth At the same time students
are introduced to the concept of successive refinement
of a model, since each successive POP model adds details

that the previous model lacked Effectiveness of two
different methods ot pest control can be explored in

STERL These are 1 the use of pesticides and 2 the
release of sterile males TAG simulates one technique
(tagging and recovery ) that is used by scientists to

estimate the animal population in a designated area
BUFFALO allows the exploration of what if questions
and experimentation with ecological policies that might
prove disastrous in real life, as students formulate harvesting
policies Requires 48K Applesoft or Apple II Plus S24 95
(Also available for PET/CBM and TRS-80 )

Disk CS-4707 Ecology Simulations II

Pollute demonstrates the basic scientific and economic
factors involved in the water pollution problem The student

uses the computer to investigate the effects of different

variables such as water temperature and rate of dumping
waste material In Rats the student is a health department
official devising a plan to control rats in a given area The
plan can be varied to determine the most effective strategy

for controlling the rat population With Malaria . the
student plays the role of a health official trying to control

a malaria epidemic while simultaneously taking into account
financial considerations Diet is a computer program
designed to let the student explore the quality of a diet

of four basic substances calories, protein, lipids, and
carbohydrates Requires 48K Applesolt in ROM or Apple
II Plus $24 95 (Also available for PET/CBM and TRS-
80 )

Disk CS 47 10 Streets of the City Trucker
Streets of the City is a simulation modeled on Grand

Rapids. Michigan, a metropolitan area with a population
of 550.000 The budgeting cost and work standard bases
are derived from actual experiences of the city over the

past five years The objective of the simulation is to

complete a ten-year plan of street and transit improvements
while retaining the support of a majority of the City

Commission Trucker simulates coast-to-coast trips by
an independent trucker hauling various cargos The goal

of the game is to keep on schedule while avoiding bad
weather, road construction, speeding tickets, and flat

tires 48K Applesoft or Apple II Plus $24 95 (also available

for TRS-80. Atari, and PET)

Disk CS-4704 Hall to the Chief
The obtect in this simulation is to be elected president

In the campaign the player sets his strategy and carries it

out week by week He may run TV or magazine ads
travel to different states, hold news conferences and
participate in a debate The package includes four models
of varying complexity each can be used at ten levels of
difficulty The more complex models introduce the
influences of incumbency, campaign finance, and spending
limits Hail to the Chief has been used as a teaching aid
in Political Science Voting Behavior, and Computer Science
at the University level since 1976 It is a well proven
package which includes a comprehensive manual Requires
48K Apple II Plus or Applesolt $24 95

Order Today
To order any of these software packages

send payment plus $3 00 postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing.
Morris Plains. NJ 07950 Visa. MasterCard
and American Express orders may be called

in toll-free

Order today at no risk It you are not
completely satisitied. your money will be
promptly and courteously refunded

Creative Computing Software
Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800431 -81 12
InNJ. 201-540-0445

creative coiwpafclRg software



CAI: Philosophy, continued-

There ;ire only so many terminals on a

time-sharing system. A rich school, or one

thai has chosen to forego a new set of

parallel bars, might have a dedicated

machine, in addition. It follows that it is in

no way possible for each Student to be

sitting at a terminal all day.

It is necessary, therefore, to consider all

the other interactive modes of instruction

that are open to a vibrant system ami

which will automatically result from an

intelligent consideration of computer
abilities.

One of the serious problems that was

generated as a result of the use of pro-

grammed instruction in lock-step school

systems was that arising from individual

pacing.

The quick reader, the able student, the

very smart student, were all able to get

through the material very quickly. This

left the rest of the class working and the

fast ones with nothing to do. The class was

thrown into turmoil. The solution was often

to give the bright students more practice

in the same material, which they certainly

did not need, while the remainder caught

up. because the school curriculum stales

that only so much material will be covered

during the course of a year.

Now, there is no reason at all why students

(and studies have shown that this applies

not just to the very bright students) should

not be able to cover as much as they are

able in a year. Lock-step class instruction

tends to slow learning. There has been a

steady decline in literacy over the past 20

years, in spite of increased educational

possibilities. There has been an increase

in teacher-dependency.

The first question I am asked when it is

learned that 1 make musical instruments

is: "Did you take a course or do you make

them from kits?" There is a look of disbelief

when I respond: "Neither." How many

self-taught experts on computers are reading

this article. I wonder?
I will wager that a very small percentage

of you have had any formal training. Perhaps

(hat is why there has been such an astonish-

ing growth of interest and ability in the

field. There has been no clogging of the

mental drain-pipes by stuffy courses that

pretend to teach but in reality lend to

make the subject appear more difficult

than it really is. Many of the texts on

computers seem lo be written by folk with

lively minds who are not lied down by

conventional thoughts on how to explain

things.

SpeedRead

+

• Optimized Systems Software, the company that brought you BASIC A I and OS A •
. proudly presents

another "PLUS".

• SpeedRead-f is the world's first speed reading tutor designed for use on your personal computer.

• SpeedRe*d+ begins with training your eyes and mind to function as the incredible precision machine
they were meant to be.

• SpeedRead* goes beyond mere words— It trains you to recognize phrases and columns instantly— it

exercises your peripheral vision — it increases your comprehension.

• SpeedR«ad+ matches your pace — now and in the future.

AVAILABLE NOW!
For 16K ATARI* computers with disk. Introductory Price $59.95

Coming soon tor APPLE II' Inquire about availability of TRS-80' and cassette versions.

SEE YOUR DEALER TODAY!
Call or write for a descriptive brochure of SpaedRm»d+ " and other tine OSS products, such as OS/A I

.

BASIC A • , and TINY C".

ATARI. APPU M TRS BO and TMY C »• aattemart.* o< Alan »nc . Appw Computer, mc B*ao St***, And Tny C
Aaaooataa. faapacavd*/ »Mrf*iM. • a Iradamart. of Eagia Sonwara and Opfcrruad SyMama Softwara

CIRCLE 218 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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There is no reason at

all why students
should not be able

to coverasmuch as they
are able in a year.

The most valuable assets a teacher

possesses are those related to his total

experience. Nocomputer will ever be able

to make value judgments on matters of

taste or quality, ll may be able to correct

grammar, but some uses of the subjunctive-

still a very useful verb-form- -may throw

it. There is the old tale of the first efforts

lo produce computer translation: The
expression "Out of sight out of mind"
was presented for rendition into Russian.

with the alarming result: "Wind idiot."

To the computer, the wallpaper in your

bathroom may be every bit as good as

anything Vermeer or Rembrandt did. < You
may think so ux>. in which case I respectfully

submit that you have a problem, i To a

computer. Florence Foster Jenkins sings

just as well as Beverly Sills I If you agree

with this. too. your problem has reached

alarming severity!)

Now. to be fair, teachers cannot "teach"

taste either. But they can steer students in

a variety of directions such that the student

will form conclusions about what is likeable

and what is not and know why.

In the sixties, behavioral psychologists

were in the habit of regarding anything

that could not Ik- measured as nonexistent.

Thus the gleam of enthusiasm in a child's

eye was nothing but a figment of a teacher's

imagination ami was discountable. Live

teachers, given the opportunity, can discern

such things. They can tell whethera student

has a flair for something—and can tell

even if a set of marks might show other-

wise.
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tor th# SERIOUS P«nonaJ Computer U»*r

This year, let your personal computer do the time-consuming tax preparing. Use your
accountant for his expert advice, but save him from the manual labor of preparing returns.

The TAX PREPARER by HowardSoft™ is a professional software package that turns your
computer into an error-free tax machine bypassing the aggravation and human error that

usually come at tax filing time. The broad acceptance of our package has allowed us to

keep the price within reach of the individual and the small businessman.

But don't be fooled by the low price. Our package is recognized by experts as the best tax

package available for personal computers. On-screen previewing, year-long record-
keeping, year to year updating, printouts for direct filing, and easy error correction are just

a few of the features See for yourself at your local computer store why numerous tax
practitioners have put their trust in our product

$150 for the basic Federal package with 20 popular forms and schedules
(1040,A.B,C,D,E,F,G,R,RP,SE, 2210, 2106, 3468, 4562, 4726, 4797, 5695, 2119, 4625 and 6251)

% • Howard Software Services
for the SERIOUS Personal Computer User

8008 Giiard Ave., Suite 310 | La Jolla CA 92037
|
(714) 454-5079

CIRCLE 1 50 ON READER SERVICE CARD



CAI: Philosophy, continued...

The computer is unable to judge writing

skills, thinking skills, verbal skills or manual

dexterity (whether upon a musical instru-

ment or at a lathe). Should it ever be able

to, then everyone will conform in the dullest

fashion. Our music will be readily con-

sumable by all— but wanted by none!

Earlier, 1 mentioned that peripheral

devices under computer control could

provide several types of auxiliary output.

There is a small problem here and in order

to illustrate it. I will recount an experience

from almost 20 years ago.

I was asked to develop a program to

teach trainee welders. In the program I

sought to instruct the students in the

fundamentals of assembling the equipment

and lighting of the gases to produce a

neutral flame.

Now, oxy-acetylene equipment is

designed so that there is no possibility of

attaching the wrong part of the torch to

the wrong gas container. It is important

that the student watch this process, so I

made an 8mm movie film and a series of

slides to go with the externally-paced audio

tape. Static views were presented on slides

and those views in which motion was
important were presented on a loop pro-

jector. Simple directions were given on
the tape: "Now look at slide number 3."

"Turn on the loop projector."

The program worked very well, pro-

ducing scores in the 90 s.

Along came the company experts. They
looked at the arrangement of the hardware

and came up with a device that placed the

operation of the slide and loop projectors

under the control of the tape. As a piece

of machinery it was a wild success— but as

a programmed teaching device it was a

disaster. Scores began to fall.

Programs in which
"all thestudenthas to do
is make a simple mark"
are doomed to abject

and miserable failure.

Note that the program had not changed,

merely one simple factor in its presenta-

tion.

It was no longer under the partial control

of the student. All he had to do was sit

there and write down his responses. He
became bored.

Programs in which "all the student has

to do is make a simple mark" are doomed
to abject and miserable failure.

It is important that the student be required

to write even long sentences at times when

working with CAI programs. And it is

certain that the lowly pen and paper will

have a long and gloriously continued role

to play in education.

The alternative is an even greater

reduction in the literacy level. The increased

use of multiple choice exams has. I believe,

contributed greatly to the drop in recent

years.

The fact that most school exercises are

aimless— the student writes an exercise

which is examined by a teacher, marked,

handed back and then discarded for

evermore— is a sorry comment on our

schools.

When a student has produced a fine

piece of work there is every reason to

include a copy of it in the school resource

center. Why not teach the student how to

produce CAI material?

In a project conducted in 1968-69,

students used TTYs in local mode to

produce tests for those students who wished

to use student-produced projects. Surely

the idea behind getting a student to study

a subject is to allow him to learn something.

If he has learned something well, then he

is in possession of some useful information.

Let him demonstrate that the information

is useful by allowing him to produce a

small text, or even a program.

Support your printer with our space-saving, hassle-free

Plexiglas Printer Stands!
Handsomely crafted of heavy-
duty V*" Plexiglas. Permit easy,

convenient storage of paper,
checks, invoice forms, plus

direct feed from shelf or

surface below. A Programs
Unlimited exclusive!

5" x 13" x 14'

Supports up
to 20 lbs.

IDEAL FOR ALL THESE BRANDS:
Epson • Anadex • Centronics • Atari

• Okidata • Data Royal

• Radio Shack
AND

MORE!

mm $2495 -*

PROGRAMS
UNLIMITED
COMPUTER CENTERS

20k Jericho Tpke

Jericho NY 11753

b 1 6 333 ??M

Out Newest Center

131 MamirMtck Ave

While Plaint N Y 10601

914761 9?83

To Order. Call Toll Free:

(800) 645-6038 ********
Visa MasterCard

In N.Y. Call: 516-997 8668 ac.«p.«.

Computer to-Computer. 51 6-334-31 34
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TRS-80
Cassette CS 3201 (16K) or Disk CS 3501 (32K) Ecology
Simulation! 1 $24 95 (Also available for Apple II and
PET/CBM See description under Apple II )

I CS 3202 (16K) or Disk CS 3502 (32K) Ecology
Simulations 2 $24 95 (Also available for Apple II and
PET/CBM See description under Apple II

)

Cassette CS 3204 (16K) or Disk CS 3508 (32K) Social

and Economic Simulations $24 95 (Also available tor

Apple II and PET/CBM See description under Apple II )

Disk CS 3703 (32K) Trucker and Streets of the City $24 95
(Also available for PET/CBM Apple II. and Atari See
description under Apple II )

Cassette CS 3301 (16K) $19 95 or Disk CS 3803 (32K)

$24 95 Graphing Package

This package provides a variety of useful graphing

routines Graphing Package combines text and TRS-80
graphics to plot a variety of functions and other graphs

Bar Graph plots graphs for up to six different categories

Cartesian Coordinate Graphing plots a standard X.Y

graph from a user entered function Polar Coordinate
Graphing provides plots of polar functions The program
labels all axes, features automatic scaling, and allows the

input of the range and increment of the plot Parametric

Graphing allows the user to input two parametric functions

and produce a graph Linear and Parabolic Regression

are used for data analysis which can later be entered into

the graphing routines Print out routines support both

graphics and non-graphics printers

Cassette CS 3303 (16K) $19 95 or Disk CS 3505 (16K)

$24 95 Advanced Statistics and Tape Manager
Advanced Statistics will simplify the performance of

statistical tests Its data file system allows the student to

store, retrieve, and transform data files for use in several

different tests Data File Manager allows the creation

and modification of disk data files Variable Descriptive

Statistics is used to calculate several statistics about a

single variable Two Variable Statistics can be used to

determine the relationship between a pair of variables

Crosstabulation is a test for two-way classification of

multinominal data

Disk CS 3701 (48K) Hail to the Chief $24 95 (Also available

for Apple II and Atari See description under Apple II.)

Disk CS 3802 (48K) Solar Energy Analysis

F-Chart Solar Energy Analysis eliminates many of the

tedious calculations required when designing solar-heating

systems Beyond providing a thermal analysis, the program

allows designers to quickly determine the effects of

changing any specifications allowing fast accurate, and
inexpensive experimentation The program expands the

traditional F-Chart procedure by taking ground-water

temperature into account and allowing for mixing valves

in domestic hot water systems The disk version of the

program includes a data base of all necessary climatic

data for any location in the United States $99 95

>1tari
l CS 7201 (32K) or DM CS 7701 (40K) H»,l to

the Chief $24 95 (Also available lor Apple II and TRS-
80 See description under Apple II I

Disk CS 7707 Trucker and Streets ol the City (40K).
$24 95 I Also available for PET/CBM TRS-80. and Apple
II See description under Apple II I

CS-3201 1205 4706
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Diskette CS 75 1 Math Games
Darts is a game where the student competes against
the clock to solve addition subtraction, multiplication or
division problems to score points on the dart board
Bomber is a dynamic graphics game that helps the

student with fractions Snoopy provides the excitement
of dodging the Red Baron while solving number line

problems Easy Math keeps the computer smiling while

the students team their multiplication tables Four programs
requiring 16K Atari 400/800. $24 95

CS-7510

Commodore PET/CBM

Cassette CS 1201 Sensational Simulations
In Animal . the student teaches the computer to distinguish

between animals and guess them Fur Trader is a
simulation of the fur trade in Ontario in 1779 Hammurabi
is a simulation of ruling ancient Sumeria In Stock Market .

players start with $10,000 to invest Brokerage lees are

charged and the computer controls the economy and the

stock exchange Word is a word guessing game in

which the computer provides clues Requires 8K PET/CBM
$1195

CS 1 202 Study Made Easy
Study Made Easy is a drill and practice program for

teachers, parents, and students This program comes
with three prepared drills and the program needed to

make new study drills The programs are interactive,

self-instructing and easy to use Cassette $14 95.
requires 8K of memory

CS 1 203 Social and Economic Simulations
Requires 16K of memory $24 95 (Also available for

the TRS-80 and the Apple II See description under
Apple II I

CS 1 204 Trucker and Streets of the City

Requires 32K of memory $24 95 (Also available for

the Apple II, TRS-80. and Atari See description under
Apple II )

CS 1205 Ecology Simulations I

Requires 16K of memory $24 95 (Also available for

the TRS-80 and the Apple II See description under
Apple II

I

CS 1206 Ecology Simulations II

Requires 16K of memory $24 95 (Also available for

the TRS-80 and the Apple II See description under
Apple II I

Order Today
To order any of these software packages

send payment plus $3 00 postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing

.

Morris Plains. NJ 07950 Visa. MasterCard
and American Express orders may be called

in toll-free

Order today at no risk If you are not

completely satisified. your money will be
promptly and courteously refunded

Creative Computing Software
Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-63 1-81 12
In NJ 201-540-0445

creative computing software



Using Microcomputer Graphics

to Train Teachers

Stanley L Mathes

During the last two years there has been
a dramatic increase in the use of micro-

computers in elementary and secondary

schools, but there continues to be great

uncertainty about how to make the best

use of this new technology.

Some educators complain about the lack

of good software while others will purchase

any program that looks good without
consideration of the educational purpose
the microcomputer is supposed to serve.

This article does not propose to offer

any solutions to this dilemma, but I do
urge educators to consider carefully the

goals to be achieved through the use of

microcomputers in the schools before they

choose hardware and software.

Recently, discussion of computer use

has focused on the issue of power. Will the

computer control student responses in the

Computer Aided Instruction mode or will

the student gain control of the power of

the computer by learning an appropriate

programming language? I do not see this

as an either/or issue, but believe there

should be an appropriate balance of both
types of activity, depending on the educa-
tional goals to be achieved.

What is often lacking in this discussion

is the fact that few teachers have appropriate

training to teach students any programming
language, and, in fact, there are few people
who have the necessary background to

train teachers.

Too often teachers learn Basic by writing

programs that make tables and charts and
do repetitive computations. Did you make
a table of the squares and square roots of

the numbers between 1 and 20 when you
learned programming?
Over the past eleven years I have watched

Stanley L. Mathes. Box 348 Ridge Rd.. Scotia. NY
12302.

students from elementary grades through
high school learn programming. The intro-

duction of computer graphics has greatly

increased student motivation. In high school

there are often lines of students waiting to

use computers when the graphics unit is

finally taught at the end of the course. An
elementary student will spend hours typing

in a program to produce a logo with his

name in it.

I believe we should reverse the sequence
of units in the teaching of programming
and begin by teaching graphics and end
with a short unit on computation. Some
might argue that students will get little

Few teachers have
appropriate training to
teach students any

programming language.

experience with "real" programming and
will lack experience with important pro-

gramming techniques such as decisions,

loops, and above all, structured program-
ming.

I contend that all of the basic program-
ming concepts can be taught by giving
students experience with graphics, and at

the end of the course they will be able to
apply these skills to more traditional

programming problems. In addition, they
will be working on problems that truly

interest them, rather than on the fabricated

problems that pass for real computing in

elementary programming courses.

Having said all this many times over the

last two years I came face to face with a

test of my convictions last summer when I

had to plan and teach a week long summer
inservice course. One of the truisms of

education is that teachers teach as they

have been taught; thus, if I were to be

effective in promoting my goal of having

graphics as the cornerstone of programming
instruction, I would have to teach these

educators programming through the use

of graphics.

The Course
The conditions and atmosphere for the

course were ideal. We were located in an
air-conditioned room of a country club

overlooking the swimming pool and right

next to the bar. There were more than 15

Apple computers in the room to be used

by 28 educators.

My first step was to close the curtains to

the windows overlooking the pool. The
second thing I did was to have the teachers

draw pictures on the screen using the Apple
low-resolution graphics which gives 16

colors on a 40 x 40 grid. The motivational

factor soon overcame the temptations

around us and most of the teachers were
busily working on their graphics pro-

grams.

We moved from making logos to drawing

squares and lines, filling them with colors

and then making lines of different colors.

Excitement grew as the teachers found
they were able to create moving, multi-

colored patterns that sometimes gave the

impression that the viewer was moving
quickly through a brightly colored cave.

The learners hardly noticed that they

had learned such programming commands
as IF...THEN, FOR...NEXT and GOSUB...
RETURN, as well as simpler statements

such as GOTO, PLOT. HLIN, VLIN, LET,
and RND.
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ALF Music
Synthesizer

The ALF Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS) is an easy to

use peripheral which allows you to program music into

an Apple II computer using standard musical notation.

The ALF kit includes the synthesizer board (plugs into any

peripheral slot), exceptional quality software, and an

extensive user manual.

Sophisticated Music Entry Program

Sheet music is easily entered using the Apple game
paddles. The high-resolution ENTRY program features the

familiar music staff with a "menu" of musical items listed

beneath it (note lengths, rests, edit commands, acciden-

tals, etc.). One game paddle moves a cursor up and down

the music staff and is used to select the note pitch
;
the

second paddle chooses from the menu items (note length,

etc.) With the ALF hi-res ENTRY program, you won't have

to use cryptic codes to select note parameters.

As you program sheet music with ENTRY, measure bars

are inserted automatically (and note values are tied over

the bar where necessary). Key signatures are also

automatic—you don't have to keep writing in every sharp

or flat!

Three monophonic, individual parts can be programmed

with each ALF Music Synthesizer. Two boards are

required for stereo. A total of three synthesizers can be

used simultaneously for a maximum of nine voices. By

controling the envelope (or shape) of each voice, many

different instrumental sounds can be simulated.

Eight-octave Range

The ALF Music Synthesizer has a pitch range of eight

octaves—a wider range than a grand piano. The ALF can

also play semitones— "blues notes" or the pitches in

between the keyboard notes of a piano. (The pitch range is

from 27.5 to 55,000 Hertz, well beyond the limits of human

hearing.) Tuning accurancy is virtually perfect within

two cents of pitch value.

Every parameter of the ENTRY program can be changed

again and again during a musical piece. For example, you

can make changes in key, time signature, volume, and

timbre (envelope). Parts can be edited at any time, also.

Notes can be added or deleted, note length can be

changed, as well as pitch, volume, etc.

You can save songs on either cassette or disk, and play

them back using either ENTRY or PLAY. The playback

speed is adjusted with one of the game paddles, and can

be varied during the playback, if you wish to change the

overall tempo.

Colorful Playback Display

The ALF Music Synthesizer features a 16-color low-res

graphic display during song playback. Each musical part

is represented on a stylized piano "keyboard"—the

intensity of the note determines the color, and the pitch is

shown in relation to "middle C".

The ALF Music Synthesizer requires the use of an

external audio amplifier. Stereo programming is possible

with the use of two or three synthesizer boards.

The ALF software includes the ENTRY and PLAY
programs, sample songs, an introduction to "envelope

shaping", and demonstrations of advanced uses of the

synthesizer.

With the ALF software, entry ot music is easy.

fast and accurate.

Nine Voices for only $198

The new ALF "AM-II" music synthesizer offers an
unbeatable value for the Apple owner who is a music
hobbyist. With nine voices on a single music board for

$198.00, the AM-II is the most economical device for

creating music with the Apple.
The AM-II uses the same excellent ENTRY and PLAY

programs as the more sophisticated ALF Music Synthe-
sizer (AMS); the same hi-res graphic display from which
notes are selected with the Apple game paddles (not typed
with cryptic codes). All of the conveniences of the ENTRY
program apply—easy editing, playback with low-res
display, ability to save songs on cassette or disk, etc.

The AM-II has stereo output (3 voices in left, 3 voices in

the middle, 3 voices in the right).

How can the AM-II offer so much for only $198.00? The
two basic differences between the AM-II and the ALF
Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS) are pitch accuracy and
dynamic range. The AM-II has an accurate pitch range of

about six octaves. Pitch values above the treble staff

become increasingly inaccurate. Also, the AM-II has a

dynamic range of 28db, with 16 different volume levels,

(the AMS has a dynamic range of 78db).

The AM-II is manufactured with the same high quality

standards as other products from the ALF Corporation.

No sacrifice has been made in reliability; the new AM-II is

simply a great bargain.

Professional musicians will still want to use the original

Apple Music Synthesizer (AMS) for its extended range and

volume controls (the AMS has a range of 8 octaves). But

for the Apple owner who is interested in music as a hobby,

the AM-II is the best music peripheral value available

today.

Requires : 16K Apple II or Apple II Plus, cassette or Disk

II, and an external audio amplifier (all necessary patch

cords are included).

AM-II ALF/Apple Synthesizer $198 00
AMS ALF/Apple Synthesizer 248 00
To order, send payment plus $3.00 shipping and handling

to Peripherals Plus. 39 E. Hanover Ave. Morris Plains. NJ
07950. Credit card customers should include card number
and expiration date of Visa. MasterCard or American
Express. Credit card customers may also order toll-free:

800-631-8112
(In NJ call 201-540-0445)

Peripherals Plus
39 E. Hanover Avenue. Morris Plains. NJ 07950

*MM * tn* regwleraa trademark of Appw Comeids r. inc
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rrain Teachers, continued.
On the third day we started to develop a

program to make a white dot move around
on the screen in response to keyboard
input from the user. The participants had
already become familiar with the concept
of subroutines and were able to add program
modules to make a program perform addi-

tional functions. Since our goal was to

make a dot move around the screen we
needed to have a PLOT statement some-
where to be performed whenever an appro-

priate command was issued. Thus, we began
with the following subroutine:

1000 REM PLOT THE DOT
1010 PLOT H,V
1020 RETURN

This program wouldn't run. but we did

have the essential part of the program

Listing 1.

10 REM INITIALIZATION ROUTINE
25TEXT:HOME:GR:C = 15:B=0:REMSETTHEGRAPHICSMODE
AND INITIALIZE THE COLOR OF THE DOT(15 IS WHITE:0IS BLACK)

30 COLOR = C : H = 20 : V =20 :GOSUB 1000
40 END

Listing 2.

100 REM ROUTINE TO MOVE THE DOT UP
110 HNW = H : VNW =V - 1 : REM SET THE COORDINATES FOR THE

NEW DOT
120 COLOR = B : GOSUB 1000 : REM ERASE THE OLD DOT
130 H = HNW : V = VNW : COLOR = C : GOSUB 1000 : REM PLOT THE

NEW DOT
140 RETURN

Listing 3.

40 GET AS : REM ACCEPT KEYBOARD COMMAND
50 IF AS = i" THEN GOSUB 100
52 IF AS = "J" THEN GOSUB 200
54 IF AS = "K" THEN GOSUB 300
56 IF AS = "M" THEN GOSUB 400
58 IF AS = "C" THEN GOSUB 500
90 GOTO 40

90

written. All that remained was to change
the values for H and V so the dot would
move.

The Sketching Program
Next we decided that the dot would be

white and would start near the middle of

the screen. We added the lines in Listing 1

.

Now we had a program that ran. although

all it would do was plot a white dot in the

middle of the screen. The next step was to

add a routine that would make the dot

move up the screen. We decided to use

the I, J, K and M keys to control the

motion in a manner that resembled the

editing functions of the Apple.

We then had to create a routine that

would move the dot up in response to an
"I" entered from the keyboard. We decided

to use the GET command so that there

would be no need to hit Return after the

command was issued. The following routine

was added to accept user input:

40GETAS: REM ACCEPT KEY-
BOARD COMMAND

50 IF AS = "I" THEN GOSUB 100

90 GOTO 40

This routine accepts user input from
the keyboard. If the user types "I." the

program executes the routine at 100 (which
is still to be written ), and if any other key is

pushed the program branches back to

accept another input. Please note there is

room for other commands, not yet written,

in the lines between 50 and 90.

To get the dot to move we wanted to

change the values of H and V and execute
the plotting routine. In this case, since the

dot was to move up, we wanted to decrease

the value of V by 1. But we also had to

erase the white dot that remained plotted

at the new location.

Thus, we introduced two new variables

HNW and VNW to represent the new
position for the dot. changed the color to

black to erase the dot, set H and V equal
to the new values, changed the color

back to white and then plotted the new
dot. The routine appears in Listing 2.

The teachers were quickly able to add
new conditions to the input routine to test

for J. K and M, and then add the appropriate

subroutines at 200, 300 and 400 to make
the dot move to the left, to the right and
down.

I felt content to leave the program at

this point and have the participants go to

work on other projects, but several ideas
were suggested that turned this simple
routine into a fairly advanced sketching
program.

It was clear that if we changed the value
for B in the program, the moving dot would
leave a path of color given by B. A new
feature was added to the input routine to
change the color when the dot was erased,
and allow the user to make a sketch. The
new input routine is shown in Listing 3.
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$30 letsyoutake
advancedVisiCalc lessons
fromVisiCalc's creators.

Introducing SATN from Software Arts,

creators of the VisiCalc program. SATN
is a publication offering on-going sup-

port to all VisiCalc users.

SATN helps you discover the full power of VisiCalc,

including advanced methods to help develop your own
VisiCalc applications.

Each issue ofSATN is filled with techniques and
information to help you expand your understanding of

VisiCalc functions.

Past issues include articles on mortgage calcula-

tions, playing "what if" with IRAs, internal rate of return

calculations, scheduling with VisiCalc.

Upcoming articles:
• Complete, detailed applications:

Calculating depreciation
Performing a VisiCalc sort

Using VisiCalc and printers
• In-depth descriptions of VisiCalc features:

Uses of DIF~ data file format
Using Booleans

SATN is your personal pipeline to the people at Software

Arts who invented and developed VisiCalc. Their knowl-

edge and experience with VisiCalc will benefit you with

each and every issue.

Bonus Subscription Offer

Get 7 SATN issues for the price of 6, if you subscribe

by May 31, 1982. Return the coupon, or call our toll-free

number 800-257-7850 to order a year's subscription at our
introductory rate of $30.

Full Refund Policy

If you are not completely satisfied with your first

issue of SATN, let us know within one month, and we
will refund your money.

Act today!

FOR FAST DELIVERY CALL TOLL FREE
800-257-7850 Op. 737 (In NJ 800-322-8650)

[SATN SUBSCRIPTIONS, P.O. Box 815, Quincy, MA 02169

Yes, please send me 7 issues at the 6-time subscription rate, $30.

(Outside U.S.-S50)
G Check enclosed i 1 MasterCard D Visa D Bill me

1

Credit Card # hxpiration Date

Name Signature

Address

City State/Country Zip/Postal Code

On what compuier(s) do you run VisiCalc?

Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery. CC5

SATN. The Journal for VisiCalc Users
The VWCak program i< copyrighted hv Software An-. Lac, DO" is a trademark of Software Artv In,

VisiCalc is a registered trademark of Personal Software Inc., which is the exclusive world-wide publisher and distributor of the VisiCalc program.
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Jsing Graphics, continued.
Listing •

500 REM CHANGE THE SKETCHING COLOR
510 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "SKETCHING COLOR <0-15)";:INPUT B
520 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : RETURN

Listing 5.

1002 IFVNW > 39 THENVNW = 39 : PRINT CHR$(7) : REM MAKE A BEEP
1004 IF HNW > 39 THEN HNW = 39 : PRINT CHR$(7)
1006 IF VNW < THEN VNW = : PRINT CHR$(7)
1008 IF HNW < THEN HNW =

: PRINT CHRS17)

Listing 6.

600 REM MOVE DIAGONALLY INTO THE FIRST QUADRANT (UP TO
THE RIGHT)

610 HNW = H + 1 : VNW = V -1 : REM NEW DOTS COORDINATES
620COLOR = B : GOSUB 1000 : REM ERASE THE OLD WHITE DOT WITH

THE SKETCHING COLOR
630 H = HNW : V = VNW : COLOR = C : GOSUB 1000 : REM PLOT THE

NEW WHITE DOT
640 RETURN

Listing 7.

62 IF A$ =
64 IF AS =

'S" THEN GOSUB 2000
L" THEN GOSUB 2100

2000 REM SAVE ROUTINE
2010 DS = CHRS(13) + CHRS (4)

2020 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT "NAME OF THE SKETCH TO BE SAVED":
PRINT " PRESS < RETURN > TO RETURNTO SKETCHING" : INPUT
NAS

2030 IF NAS ="" THEN RETURN : REM PRESS RETURN TO RETURN TO
SKETCHING

2035 PRINT : PRINT : PRINT : PRINT
2040 PRINT D$"BSAVE"NA$",A 1024.L1024"
2050 RETURN

92

The routine to change the background
color was added at 500. That routine is

shown in Listing 4.

Two other functions were necessary.

First, the program had to prevent the user

from trying to plot points off the edge of

the screen, and second, diagonal moves
were needed to overcome the cumbersome
routine needed to sketch diagonal lines.

To prevent the program from bombing
when the user tried to plot off the screen

the lines in Listing 5 were added to the

plot routine.

The routine in Listing 5 sets the value of

the horizontal or vertical component at

or 39 if the user attempts to go beyond the

limits of the screen. In addition it warns
him of his offense with a beep after each
errant move.
To add the capacity for diagonal moves,

new input routines had to be added along

with four subroutines at 600. 700, 800 and
900. We decided to use input of 1 , 2. 3, and
4 to indicate moves diagonally into the

corresponding quadrants. For this we
introduced the use of the ON ... GOSUB
command. One new line in the input routine

was able to handle all four situations:

60ON VAL (AS) GOSUB 600, 700. 800.

900
The program would branch to 600 if a 1

were pressed, to 700 if a 2 were pressed,

etc. The subroutine to handle a diagonal

move into the first quadrant is given in

Listing 6. The other diagonal moves are

very similar.

Similar routines were written for diagonal

moves into the other quadrants. The entire

program is listed at the end of the article

for those who don't want to try to fill in the

missing parts.

Suddenly the teachers wanted many new
options to improve the program. First was
the ability to save and load sketches, and
second was the need for a menu so the
user could press "H" and get a listing of all

the available commands.
To save and load sketches the participants

needed to learn that the low-resolution

graphics page was stored between memory
locations 1024 and 2047. Then they needed
to learn how to write disk commands from
a Basic program, and finally how to save a
binary file. The SAVE routine is shown in

Listing 7. and the LOAD routine is given
in the complete listing at the end. The
input routine additions are given first,

followed by the save routine.

The LOAD routine is very similar except
the BSAVE at line 2040 is replaced by a
BLOAD at line 2140. In addition, an error
handling routine prevents the program from
bombing if the user names a file that is not
on the disk.

The development of the menu presented
several problems, because as soon as the
menu was displayed the sketch on the
screen was wiped out. First we tried to
PEEK each memory location on page one
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Sketchpad Program Listing

1 REM ****************
2 REM *SKETCHING PAD**
3 REM *BY STAN MATHES*
4 REM *****BOX 348****
5 REM ***RIDGE ROAD***
6 REM ***SCOTIA, NY***
7 REM ***** 12302******
8 REM ***AUGUST 1981**
9 REM ****************
16 REM INITIALIZATION ROUTINE
20 HIMEM: 34006: REM LEAVE A SPACE TO SAVE THE PICTURE WHILE THE MENU OR

THE COLOR PALETTE IS BEING DISPLAYED
25 TEXT: HOME: HTAB 13: INVERSE: PRINT "SKETCHING PAD": NORMAL
30 GOSUB 2410: REM MENU OF COMMANDS
32 HOME: QR
34 D*=CHR*(13>+CHR*<4': REM TO ENABLE DISK COMMANDS FROM BASIC
36 C=15: B=0: REM SET THE GRAPHICS MODE AND INITIALIZE THE COLOR OF

THE DOT • 15 IS WHITE : IS BLACK)
38 COLOR=C: H=20: V=20: GOSUB 1000
40 IF PEEK<-16384>>127 THEN

GET A*: POKE -16368,0: GOTO 45: REM ACCEPT KEYBOARD COMMAND
GOSUB 1000: REM THIS ROUTINE MAKES THE DOT BLINK
GOSUB 1000

" THEN
"RUN 34 TO RESTART WITH THE SAME SKETCH" END'

BOSUG 68001 aosue SCO

41 COLOR=C:
42 COLOR=B:
43 GOTO 40
45 IF A*="0

PRINT
50 IF A*="I" THEN

GOSUB 100
52 IF A*="J" THEN

GOSUB 200
54 IF A«="K" THEN

GOSUB 300
56 IF A*="M" THEN

GOSUB 400
58 IF A*="C" THEN

F=l: BEG=1024: EN=2047: DEST=34024
60 ON VALCA*) GOSUB 600,700,800,900
62 IF A*="S" THEN

GOSUB 2000
64 IF A*="L" THEN

GOSUB 2100
66 IF A*="H" THEN

F-ll BEG=1024: EN=2047: DEST=34024: GOSUB 8000: GOSUB 2400
68 IF A*="E" THEN

GOSUB 2200
90 GOTO 40

100 REM ROUTINE TO MOVE THE DOT UP
110 HNW=H: VNW=V-l: REM SET THE COORDINATES FOR THE NEW DOT
126 COLOR=B: GOSUB 1000: REM ERASE THE OLD DOT
130 H=HNW: V=VNW: COLOR=C: GOSUB 1000: REM PLOT THE NEW DOT
140 RETURN
200 REM MOVE THE DOT TO THE LEFT
210 HNW=H-l: VNW=V: REM NEW COORDINATES
220 COLOR=B: GOSUB 1000: REM ERASE THE OLD DOT
230 H=HNW: V=VNW: COLOR=C: GOSUB 1000: REM PLOT THE NEW DOT
240 RETURN
300 REM MOVE THE DOT TO THE RIGHT

310 HNU-H+H VNW=V: REM NEW COORDINATES
320 COLOR=B: GOSUB 1000: REM ERASE THE OLD DOT
330 H-HNWI V=VNW: COLOR=C: GOSUB 1000: REM PLOT THE NEW DOT
340 RETURN
400 REM MOVE THE DOT DOWN
410 IHM-l ll VNW=V+l: REM NEW COORDINATES
420 COLOR-01 GOSUB 100O: REN ERASE THE OLD DOT
430 IHiWl V-VNWl COLOR=C: GOSUB 1000: REM PLOT THE NEW DOT
440 RETURN
500 REM CHANGE THE SKETCHING COLOR
510 6R:

FOP 1=0 TO 311
COLOR=I ;: VLIN 0,39 AT II

NEXT I

520 VTAB 211 PRINT "0 1234567891
530 VTAB 22: HTAB 21: PRINT "01234 5"

540 VTAB 24: PRINT "SKETCHING COLOR <0-15>":: INPUT B

11111'
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HELP IS COMING
FOR ALL PERSONAL
COMPUTER OWNERS:
Stop going broke buying software
and hardware to find out it's not
what you want!

The Personal Computer Owners
Directory can eliminate a lot of
wasted time and aggravation.
Through the use of the directory,

you can become aware of people
in your area and nationally who
have the same system or
interests. Find out what is worth
buying before spending your
$$$$. The directory will be listed

by cities and interests (e.g.)

Games, business, art, robotics,
education, etc.)

To have your information listed

and place your order for the
Directory, SEND $19.95 ppd
(check or money order) plus the
following:

Name, Address, Computer Type,
Interests, will you help others, are

you willing to trade information?
Plus any other vital information.

If you want your name entered,
but do not wish to receive a
directory, send $1.00 and the
above info.

The directory will be open for

listings until May 1, 1982, at

which time it will go to print.

MASS. residents add 5% sales

tax.

PERSONAL
COMPUTER OWNERS,
INC.
P.O. BOX 426
FEEDING HILLS, MASS.
01030
(413) 789-1555
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Jsing Graphics, continued...

S50
560
579
595
606
610
620

630
640
700
710
720
730
740
800
810
820
830
840
900
916
920
930
940
1000
1002

1004

1006

1008

1010
1020
20OO
2020

2035
2040
2050
2100
2105
2126
2136

2140
2145
2150
2200
2210
2215
2220
2238

2240
2250
2260
2400
2405
2410

2420

2430
2440

2450
2460

2470
2480
2490
8000

8010

8020
8030
8040
8050
8866

PEM MAKE A BEEP

PPIMT: PRINT! PPINT: PRINT
BE8-34824I EN=35047: DEST=1624: GOSUB 8O00
RETURN
PRINTl PPINT: PPINT: RETURN
PEN HOVE DIAGONALLY INTO THE FIRST QUADRANT (UP TO THE RIGHT)
HNM=H+l: VNW=V-1: REM NEW POT'S COORDINATES
COLOR-Bl GOSUB 1000: REM ERASE THE OLD WHITE DOT WITH THE SKETCHING
COLOR
H=HNW: V='.'NW: COLOR=C: GOSUB 1000: REM PLOT THE NEW WHITE DOT
RETURN
REM MOVE DIAGONALLY INTO THE SECOND QUADRANT (UP TO THE LEFT)
HNW=H-l: VNW=V-1
COLOR=B: GOSUB 1000
H=HHW: V=VNM: COLOR -C: GOSUB 1000
RETURN
REM MOVE DIAGONALLY INTO THE THIRD QUADRANT (DOWN TO THE LEFT)
HNW=H-l: VNW=V+1
COLOR=B: GOSUB 1606
H=HNW: V=VNW: COLOP=C: GOSUB 1000
RETURN
REM MOVE DIAGONALLY INTO THE FOURTH QUADRANT (DOWN TO THE RIGHT)
HNW=H+l: VNU-V+J
COLOR-B: GOSUB 1666
H-HNUl V=VNW: COLOP=C: GOSUB 1000
RETURN
PEM PLOT THE DOT
IF VNW>39 THEN
VNW-391 PPINT CHR*<7)I

IF HHU>39 THEN
HNW=39: PRINT CNR*<7)

IF VNW<0 THEN
'.'Hi.l=Ci: PRINT CHR*(7)

IF HNW THEN
HNW=0: PRINT CHR*(7)

PLOT H,V
RETURN
PEM SAME ROUTINE
PRINT: PPINT: PRINT "NAME OF THE SKETCH TO BE SAVED": PRINT
"PRESS (RETURN) TO RETURN TO SKETCHING": INPUT NA*
IF NA*="" THEN
RETURN: REM PRESS RETURN TO RETURN TO SKETCHING

PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT
PRINT D*"BSAVE"NA»", A1024, L1024"
RETURN
REM LOAD ROUTINE
ONERP GOTO 64
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT
IF NA*="" THEN
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT

PRINT D*"BLOAD"NA*
HTAB 21: PRINT
RETURN
REM ROUTINE TO CLEAR SCREEN TO ANY COLOR
PRINT "WHAT COLOR":: INPUT B
PRINT: PRINT: PRINT: PRINT
COLOR=B
FOR 1-0 TO 39«

HLIN 0,39 AT I

NEXT I

C0L0R=15: GOSUB 1000
RETURN
REM PRINT MENU OF COMMANDS
TEXT: HOME
PRINT "MENU: ": PRINT "(C) CHANGE SKETCHING COLOR": PRINT
"(K) MOVE RIGHT": PRINT "(M) MOVE DOWN": PRINT "(J) MOVE LEFT"
"(I) MOVE UP "

PRINT "(S) SAVE THE SKETCH": PRINT "(L) LOAD A SKETCH": PRINT
"(E) CLEAR THE SCREEN TO ANY COLOR": PRINT "(H) PRINT THE MENU":
PRINT »(Q) quit THE PROGRAM"
PRINT " DIAGONAL MOVES"
PRINT "(1) UP TO THE RIGHT": PRINT "(2) UP TO THE LEFT": PRINT
"(3) DOWN TO THE LEFT": PPINT "(4) DOWN TO THE RIGHT"
PRINT: PRINT "PRESS <RETURN> TO CONTINUE";: GET A*
PRINT:
IF F=0 THEN
RETURN

GR: BEG=34024: EN=35047: DEST«1024: GOSUB 8000
VTAB 22: HTAB 1

RETURN
REM MOVE THE PICTURE TO ABOVE HIMEM WHILE THE MENU IS PRINTED AND
THEN MOVE IT BACK

foM ^fl'Si
6/ P0KE 769,160: POKE 770,0: POKE 771,76: POKE 772,44:

rOKt 773,254
POKE 60,BEG-INT(BEG/2S6)*256: POKE 61, INT(BEG^256)
POKE 62,EN-INT(EN'256)*256: POKE 63, INT(EN'256)
POKE 66,DEST-INT(DEST'256)*256: POKE 67. INT(DEST''256)
CALL 768
RETURN

"NAME OF THE SKETCH-

RETURN

INPUT NA*

PRINT

of graphics and then move them into

memory locations above 34000 and return

the sketch when the user was finished with

the menu. It worked but there was an
interminable wait while the Basic routine

made the memory moves.
I remembered that there was a fast

Monitor routine to make memory moves
which could be made with a CALL -468 if

the Y register was loaded with a first.

The necessary input routine was added at

line 66, the memory move put at 8000, and
the menu at 2400.

Some participants were
still working on

enhancements to the
program as I left

the workshop.

As the course drew to a close several of

the participants were still adding routines

to improve the program. Some of these

are described below:

• Erase the screen to start the sketch
again.

• Use the screen erase function to fill

the screen with any color.

• Present a palette to the user when he
chooses the sketching color.

Some participants were still working
on enhancements to the program as I left

the workshop at 3:30 on a warm Friday
afternoon, and I never did see the most
up-to-date version of the program. I have
included my own versions of the subroutines

listed above. In addition, I have changed
some of the routines to make the program
run more smoothly and without error.

This was a very rewarding experience
for me because the participants were getting

involved in increasingly difficult program-
ming techniques as a result of their own
motivation to improve the performance
of a graphics program.

Although this situation involved adults
learning programming, I believe there would
be similar or even better results with
secondary or upper elementary students if

they were given sufficient time.

I have tried to show that beginning
programmers can learn fundamental pro-
gramming concepts and write well-

structured routines by working with graph-
ics. As computer programming becomes a
more important part of the curriculum I

urge teachers and administrators to consider
the use of graphics as a vehicle for both
motivation and teaching good programming
technique.
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Our time management system
is the first to incorporate a u-
nique method for collecting and
recording all types of data with
a shirt poeket sised planner.

The Create- a- Form allows you
to customize this system to

your exact data collection needs.

The versatile Insert Sheet Host
Page concept allows you to

insert or remove data sheets
at the flick of a wrist to be
either discarded or stored for

future reference in the compact
desk top file.
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"All the Scientists in the World
Smushed into One":
What Kids Think About Computers

Mary M. Humphrey, Ph.D.

What happens when you LOAD a pro-
gram?

"Well, what happens.. .this is the mouth
[pointing to the tape cassette] and the

computer eats the program off the tape.

Then it goes through here, {pointing to

the cassette cable] like a straw, to the

computer's stomach. Here's its face, \the

Mary M. Humphrey. Ph.D.. Teaching Tools: Micro-
computer Services. P.O. Box SOOrj.S, Palo Alio. CA
94303.

TV monitor] like a big eye, and you can
look in and see what s in the stomach... Then
when you say RUN, the computer's got
the energy to run cause it ate the program.

Ifyou don 't load the program, it can 't run

'cause there's no energy to.. .You know
what else computers eat? Potato chips. I

hear there s lots ofchips in these things.
"

— Tony, Age 8.

The above quote is one of the answers I

received in a survey of children's impressions

of personal computers. The 74 children in

The Deluy. Businessman Model
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the survey ranged from ages 7 to 12, and
were in regular, junior special education,

and gifted classes. All the children were
familiar with personal computers, having

had them in their classrooms for six weeks
to seven months before the survey. Some
of the older children had been learning to

write their own programs.

I asked these children some simple ques-

tions: What's inside a computer? Why is it

so fast? Could the computer ever be wrong?
What would you like to be able to do with

a computer? What about the future? The
children's answers are not only entertaining

but important to keep in mind in the design

and use of computer-related classroom
materials.

For example, there is no need to spend
time and effort reducing inhibitions that

children don't have, or explaining concepts
that they have already figured out for

themselves. However, there may be value

to devoting more time and effort to meeting
their expectations for what these machines
can and ought to be doing.

The Personal Computer
Many adults are still intimidated by the

thought of owning a personal computer.
These people cling to the old stereotypes

of huge, expensive machines with rows of

switches and blinking lights manned by
skilled technicians. The computers children
use and the purposes for which they use

them are far less intimidating.

The first time most children use a
computer is to play a game of space invaders

or to work an entertaining lesson. Children
respond confidently to the prospect of

April 1982 Creative Computing
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having a personal computer: There should
be a computer in every school, for each
kid." (Alan. 11)

When told their computer time is up,

the reply is usually "Just five more minutes,

pleeease?"

When asked, "What would you like to

be able to do with a computer?" children

stress the benefits of its use:

"Everyone will be buying them and they

will be used in supermarkets, banks and
places like that." (Linda. 1 1

)

"I like how it will do anything you want
it to do... usually." (Nancy, 10 3/4)

"They can do all the hard jobs for us."

(Satomi, 11)

"Computers will likely be one of the

most useful devices to man." (Laura. 10)

Children do not view computers as cold,

impersonal machines. They often demon-
strate a very "personal" style of computing.

Highly interactive programs which use the

child's name are the most popular. Children

particularly like asking the computer
questions and getting its answers, rather

than only answering the computer's ques-

tions. Their need for a computer to be
"user-friendly" demands moce than just

being easy to use:

"I would like to talk with it and discuss

my problems so the computer can give its

opinion." (Satomi. 11)

"...have it talk with me and solve personal

problems." (Jeff, 10)

"I would like to get the computer to

really understand what I'm trying to do
with it." (Alan, 10)

Children expect personal computers to

be highly flexible in meeting the needs of

the individual user. When asked to design

a computer for themselves, most children

do not treat the request as unusual or
extravagant, and they have very specific

ideas about what they want:

"There should be a
computer in every

school, for each kid.

"

"If I designed my own computer it would
be about four feet tall and wide. Over 100
different buttons on 50 keys. It would have
a phone hooked up to it so it could take
messages, and a control so that it could
turn off the lights at night, some other
things would be: smoke alarm, burglar

alarm, radio, clock, tape recorder, and a
place to keep your tapes in back." (Jenny.

10)

"My computer is portable, it has a bigger

brain, has a bigger, easier to reach key-

board... and comes with a 500-page manual."

(Genevieve, 10)

"...antenna to catch TV signals, a color

console to change color, a hearing aid to

—-cw+cnrvi
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ask the computer what's wrong, and arms
to make breakfast." (Chris. 10)

"It has a clear outer coating so people
can see how it works." (Lindsay, 10)

Generally, computer-using children have
grasped the idea of a personal computer
quite well. Their comments reflect their

expectations that the machines be useful,

highly individualized and flexible. They
also feel that computers ought to become
more personal and user-friendly.

Wire and Brain

Children appear to be impressed with
the technical complexity and efficiency of

computers as machines, but are not intimi-

dated by them. The question of what they
want to be able to do with a computer is

often answered, "Take it apart and put it

back together again."

Most children who use computers in

their classrooms have had the opportunity
to load and run programs for themselves,

to see the components inside a computer,
and to learn about printers, light pens,

game paddles and disk drives. They have
become familiar with the computer as a

machine.
When asked, "What's inside a computer?"

none of the children replied, "I don't know,"
or as adults predict. "Little men." Their

answers cover a range of sophistication:

"Data storage, translator, bits, bytes,

batteries, and a directory." (Kenneth, 10)

"tiny light bulbs, little filaments, elec-

tricity and wires." (Genevieve, 10)
"A binary system." (Alan, 11)

"A lot of highly technical material."

(Doug. 10)

"I think there's a machine inside the

computer." (Brenda. 12)

"Wire and brain." (Paul. 9)

"A lot of junk that's neat." (Jeff, 10)

"...but mostly empty space." (Eddie, 10)

Young children often invent their own
analogies to help them understand computer
processes, like Tony's program-eating
computer described above. However, by
fifth and sixth grade, children are capable
of offering simplified explanations of
computer processes without using

analogy:

"When you press a key, the electricity

travels down a wire (at about the speed of

light) and into the processor and into

memory. From memory it goes into the

processor again, then it's printed on the

screen. ..and all that happens in a fraction

of a second." (Mark, 11)

Those children who have done some
computer programming also understand
the distinction between hardware and
software. When asked if a computer could
ever be wrong, these children agreed that

it could. Some cited hardware reasons such
as loose wires, power problems, or the

outside chance that, "You might damage
it by putting a powerful magnet up to it"

(Jeffrey. 9). They then added other, different
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All the Scientists, continued.

reasons for a computer to "go crazy all

over the place"— software reasons:

"The person that programmed it could

have programmed it wrong." (Lindsay, 10)

"The computer can never be wrong unless

you put in a statement wrong, the computer
might think you mean something else."

(Leanne, 10)

Many of the older children said they

wanted to be programmers or scientists

when they grow up. Indeed, many of their

comments sound familiar to adults who
have tried programming:
"You can do so much with not very

many statements." (Kenneth, 10)

"I like to just fool around (with pro-

gramming)." (Leanne, 10)

"I don't like it when you've got a program
in it and it goes wrong so you spend almost

your whole time trying to fix it." (Jenny.

10)

There's hope for programmers though, as

Jason, 10. predicts, "Future computers will

be able to talk and tell you if there's a

mistake in your program."
Some of the children's comments about

making computers understand what they
mean suggest they sometimes expect the

machines to comprehend or evaluate stored

information. Young children, especially,

appear somewhat confused about com-
puters' abilities to think and learn.

For example, I observed a seven year
old boy using a math program that

responded to his inappropriate key presses

with a "Stop It!" message on both sides of

the program display. He slowly read, "Stop
it ...stop it," then grumbled, "You don't

have to tell me twice." Later he wanted to

.5

know what else the computer was watching

and if it was going to tell on him.

Similarly, a kindergarten-aged girl who
repeatedly lost a tic-tac-toe game, asked,

"How old is that computer?" Some older

children are also hesitant to play games
against the computer "because it might

cheat" (Richard, 11) or "it already knows
the answers" (Andrea, 11).

One class refers to the
time spent cleaning up

their work areas as
"data storage time."

Such comments suggest that children

see computers as "knowing" rather than

merely storing information. When asked
directly whether computers can think—

a

point of great controversy among some
adults—children give mixed answers:

"A computer can't react like a human
brain, with emotions..." (Mark, 11)

"The computer works like a person..."

(Kirk, 9)

"...it might misunderstand."

(Satomi. 11)

"It's too smart..., it thinks too fast."

(Fiona, 11)

"I just don't know if it thinks."

(Ginny. 12)

Part of the indecision on this question

may stem from the problem of defining

thinking. As Chris, 8, answered, "Think?
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My teacher tells me to think and I just

don't know what she's saying...Does the

computer?"

Implicit Computer Lessons

Every time a child works a lesson on the

computer he learns how to organize and

present information, what types of responses

are acceptable answers, what feedback is

important and how to handle mistakes.

The structure of computer programs and
the manner in which children interact with

them have subtle but powerful effects. On
a playful level, children frequently imitate

synthesized speech, walk like robots, and
make noises from pong games and R2D2.
However, a more serious influence is evident

in their work habits and attitudes about

learning.

Computer terms become a part of these

children's vocabularies. Even young non-

readers quickly develop sight recognition

for words like "press return," "name," "load."

"save" and "error."

Children also use computer terms to

refer to themselves and their school activ-

ities. One teacher noticed a student chant-

ing, "Error, error, error" when he had made
a mistake in his workbook. He then told

her, "I'm going to run that question

again."

An older boy who had some programming

experience excused himself for talking too

loudly because he was "still in recess mode."

One class refers to the time spent cleaning

up their work areas as "data storage time."

This is when they "input their worksheets"
into plastic storage bins they call their

"memory banks."

Another teacher actively encourages his

students to use the computer's operation

as a model for their own work habits. His

students "program" themselves for each
day's work, writing down a list of what
they have to do, complete with line numbers.

GOTO and IF THEN statements and a

final END statement.

The influence of the computer on chil-

dren's work habits and awareness of them-
selves as learners is among the most
important benefits of using classroom
computers. The value of educational
computer materials would be greatly

enhanced if they were designed to derive

a more substantial, more deliberate advan-

tage from this influence.

Children's views about computers in the

classroom clearly show their ease with

them as part of their daily lives. Children
do not see these machines as threatening

or overwhelming. Rather they are enthu-

siastic, confident and creative users who
appreciate the capabilities of computers,
and have high expectations for the future

of computer technology and its applica-

tions:

"In the future, computers.. .will be like

all the scientists in the world smushed into

one." (liana, 11)
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Sams offers five books designed to help you
explore the basic workings of your Apple
microcomputer. Here you'll find all of the
information necessary to understand and
use the limitless computing power of the

Apple system. With these great books from
Sams, your venture into the world of the

Apple microcomputer will be a fruitful one!

APPLESOFT LANGUAGE Beginning
programmers are given a comprehensive,

step-by-step introduction to Applesoft, the

language of the Apple II microcomputer.

No. 21811. $10.95
INTIMATE INSTRUCTIONS IN INTEGER

BASIC This complete introductory overview

of Integer BASIC enables even the most
nontechnical reader to write and use simple

programs. No. 21812. $7.95

6502 SOFTWARE DESIGN The 6502
microprocessor is the heart of your Apple
microcomputer. 6502 Software Design
introduces you to programming in 6502
assembly language allowing you to perform
high-speed processing and peripheral

control not generally possible with higher-

language programs. No. 21656. $12.95
MOSTLY BASIC: APPLICATIONS FOR

YOUR APPLE* II Twenty-eight BASIC
language programs for your Apple II

microcomputer are thoroughly outlined

and discussed. These programs are useful in

all facets of the home and business.

No. 27189. $12.95
APPLE* INTERFACING You are provided

with real, tested circuits which interface to

your Apple microcomputer for remote

control, data acquisition, and control of

external electronic and electromechanical

devices. No. 21862 $10.95
Each book presents a different slice of the

intricate workings of your Apple
microcomputer. To take full advantage of

this powerful machine, you must
understand it from the inside out.

To order these Sams books or to get
the name of your local Sams retailer, call

toll free and reference this number:
AD155

800-428-3696

SAMS BOOKS
Howard W Sams & Co , Inc

4300 West 62nd Street. PO Box 7092
Indianapolis. IN 46206

GET TO THECORE
OFYOURAPPLE
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tnicpo lab presents s

Duythe
TAXMANAGCR and turn

your apple into a taxdeduction.

Let the Tax Laws work foryou

-

buy theTAX-MANAGER
and deduct theApple and the Program

Use The Tax-Manager to help

you prepare your taxes. Then
include the cost of this program
and part of the cost of your
computer as a deduction.

You don't have to be an ac-

countant to understand it. Sim-
ply enter your tax information

into this easy-to-use program.
Then sit back and relax while it

© 1M1. Micro Lab. Inc

quickly computes the informa-

tion and prints most of your fed-

eral income tax schedules. Get
The Tax-Manager now and start

the new year with your taxes

under control.

When tax laws change, don't be
concerned. The Tax-Manager
will never be outdated. With
Micro Lab's Extended Warranty

Plan ($30 a year) you can update
to the current version at no ad-

ditional cost. You will not have
to reinvest more money in a new
program. The Tax-Manager,
which is the first of the Micro
Lab Tax Saver group, will keep
you current.

THE TAX-MANAGER IS NOW
AVAILABLE AT THE INTRO-
DUCTORY PRICE OF $150.

Apple it i trademark of Apple Computer*. Inc

micro lab
systems that work

2310 Skokie Valley Road
Highland Park. IL 60035 • 312-433-7550
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four personal income tax report, made easy...

MANAOCR FOR
APPLE II

«8K

Computes and print* out the 1040 form • 15 supporting forms and schedules • Yearly updates of the program
Automatic global recalculations of entries; recalculations linked from schedule to schedule, schedule to form.

Don't get confused about which support-
ing forms and schedules you should file

— use Tax-Manager.

Avoid paying penalties on income you
didn't know you should have reported —
use Tax-Manager.

Don't even think of the days necessary
for compiling, calculating, checking and
rechecking — use Tax-Manager.

Be sure your taxes are calculated with
the right tax table and rate schedule —
Apple it a trademark ol Apple Computers. Inc.

See your Micro lab dealer.

use Tax-Manager.

Don't get depressed about having to

spend hours copying figures from work
sheets to forms — use Tax-Manager.

Manage your personal tax situation to
your best advantage — use Tax-Manager.

It is more than just a computer-aided, tax
filing system and goes far beyond
calculating taxes and preparing and
printing the returns. It consists of a Tax
Guide, Tax Checklist and Tax Preparation

that, together, give you a complete tax
management system.

This program is user-friendly and comes
with a well-written manual so that even
computer novices will find working with
Tax-Manager easy. Our introductory price
is $150 and it's deductible.

y-tnicpc lab7

CONNECTICUT

Anderson Computers

Comp uteriand/Mob lie

ARIZONA

Computerland/Ph
oemx

Deaert Computer

CALIFORNIA

Burbank
Computer
World/Burbank

Cerrtto*
Byte Snop/Cerritos

Chatsworth
Opport unities. Inc.

El Tore
Wabash Apple
Software*

National Computer
Ctr. Inc.

Haywerd
Computer land/Ma
yward

Huntington Beech
Sun Computers

Loe Altoe
Computer lend/Los
Altos

Maiibu
Microcomputing

Mt. View
Microago Computer
Store

Computeriand

Computers Made
Easey

Sacramento
Capitol Computer
Systems

Computerland/Sen
Jose
Small Business
Assistance

Senla Clara
Affordable Computer

Senta Monica
Apple Cyber

Senta Rose
Santa Rosa Computer

Stockton
Nanci's Software

Net Profit Computers
Van Nuys
Computer World

Yucalpa Computer
Syatsm

Computer Mart
ComputerlandrCol
Springs

Computer Video
Concepts

Computerland/New
Haven

Computer Lab

The Computer Store

WASHINGTON DC
Washington
The Program Store

FLORIOA
Boca Raton
Computenand/Boca
Raton

Clearwater
Computer Work

Cocoa Beach
Creative Computer
Cervice

Coral Gables
International
Computer

Ft. Lauderdale
Frsnklln Ed Serv

Ft Meyers
ComputertanoVFt

COLORADO
Boukeer
Computer Connection

Bescon Electronics
lettendort
Memory Bank Inc

Computer Emporium,
Inc

Sloun City
Ptlanz Electronics

Waterloo
Computer Center

2310 Skokie Valley Road
micro-lab for smart working software

Highland Park. IL 60035 • 312-433-7550 800/329-9083

IDAHO

Micro Computer Store
Southington
A M Computer
Products

Westport
Computerwork a

Northwest Computer
Center

Idaho Falta
R A L Data Systems
Yost Office

ILLINOIS
CMcago
Computer Room
Erickson
Communications
Multi Medis
Education

Decatur
Main Street Computer
Co.

DeerlMd
Video Etc.

Computer Corner
Imhurst
Computer Junction

Ft.

Tamplco Lab inc.

dull Breeze
Computer Slore'Guif

Holly HWta
Mini Concepts

Naples
The Other Phone
Store

Palm Beach
Computeriand/Pelm
Beach

Palmetto
Natural Systems
Computers

Plantation
Turn Key Mini
Computer

Sereeota
Computer lend/Sar
aaota

West Pslm Beech
Computer
Center/Pa Im Beach

GEORGIA
Symme

Computeriand/At Ian ta

HAWAII
Kellua
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Computer Education Takes a Step

Backward in Canada

Betsy Staples

Searching for the perfect microcomputer
for use in the classroom? So is the Ontario

Ministry of Education. And the Canadian
Advanced Technology Association (CATA)
thinks it has the answer.

According to a report in Computing
Canada, a research report prepared by

CATA for the Ontario Ministry of Educa-

tion outlining the functional specifications

for a proposed all-Canadian educational

microcomputer has been the center of

much controversy in the computing com-
munity in Canada.

The specifications are intended to pro-

duce a compatible family of computers
which will allow uniform implementation

of computer education programs through-

out the country. The only catch is that

there is no such machine. And the insistence

of the Ministry that it be entirely Canadian-
made ensures that it won't exist for quite

some time.

Since many schools rely on provincial

grants which cover an average of 75% of

the cost of computers for schools, specu-

lation was that, if the proposal were adopted.

most school boards would put off buying

equipment until they could purchase
machines that met the new specifications.

The report itself, completed in less than

three months, and the methods used to

compile it have also come under fire. Critics

cite the failure of CATA to consult with

either the University of Waterloo, one of

the leading institutions in the area of

microcomputer software, or companies that

have already been successful in the educa-

tional computing field.

One educator, whose name was included

in a list of those interviewed by researchers,

claimed that his interview consisted of a

five-minute conversation over a drink

aboard a boat in Lake Geneva, Switzerland.

At the time, he said, he stated his opposition

to the concept.

In response to criticism, CATA has

replied that the report was only a "first

step," and that interested parties have been

invited to respond and submit suggestions.

~3u7
TJ^ Power Tools
*? «or Programmers

creative
computing
software

Shape Master Disk Doctor
This powerful utility allows you to rapidly create combine

display, edit. save, and print out high resolution shapes
for use in your Apple programs Two separate, convenient
entry methods on five user-selected grid sizes ranging
from 13 by 23 to 39 by 69 allow for easy definition of

many different shapes A built in character set in three
different sizes makes it easy to mix text and graphics in

your displays The smart printout routines allow you to

make a hard copy of your shapes, even with a non-
graphics printer A reverse command allows a quick mirror

image of any one of your shapes The edit commands
allow you to edit shapes and shape tables thus you can
create, load, merge and delete individual shapes from
your shape table The illustrated comprehensive manual
includes lips on using shapes in your programs Four
games and two graphics demos are included on the

diskette to illustrate what you can do with this program
This package was reviewed in Creative Computing June
1981 page 44
Requires 48K Apple II Plus or Applesoft in ROM Diskette

CS-4805 $24 95

Read and modify Apple diskettes with this easy-to-use
diskette track-and-sector editor, whether they were created

by DOS 3 2. DOS 3 3. the Pascal system or Apple CP/M
Simple editing commands allow you to display any sector

and freely edit it on screen, entering changes either as
hex or character data Special commands allow you to

print a hard copy of the sector in either 40- or 80-column
format Disk Doctor will also test your diskettes, verifying

every sector, whether vacant or filled with data You can
also format and verify a disk in one operation

This powerful tool should be in your library Whether
you need to verify the reliability of your diskettes, patch
DOS. edit a data file in place, or repair a damaged sector,

you can t afford to be without Disk Doctor
32K or larger Apple II or Apple II Plus, diskette CS-

4806 $19 95

Creative Computing Software
Morris Plains New Jersey 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -81 12
In N J 201-540-0445

Order Today
To order these software packages, send payment plus

$3 00 postage and handling (per order) to the address
given Visa. MasterCard, and American Express orders
may be called in toll free Order today at no risk If you
are not completely satisfied, your money will be promptly
and courteously refunded
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Interested in computers or robotics ? Looking for info on
hardware, software, theory, and applications?

•ortv
t»M! M\i**.rtoaMw
FORTHETRS-80

VtS Si Il| 1 1 !l EllA [Slljh offers you an incredible
range of computer books and a huge variety oftapes

\ .-:
y
'wsa

antj cjj s |4s ^^/ af yolv yQ|V member prices!

Select 6 fact-filled books
for only $2 95 (total value up to $111.70)

9S2
List $12.95

**0°]i'- How to D€tKjnC

r'SSrSP^S? » BUM You Ou-n

Custom TV Com,*

129S
List $16.91

7 very good reasons to try

The Computer Book Club
Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214

• Reduced Member Prices. Save up to 75% on books sure to

increase your know-how
• Satisfaction Guaranteed. All books returnable within 10

days without obligation
• Club News Bulletins. All about current selections—mains,
alternates, extras—plus bonus offers. Comes 10 times a year

with dozens of up-to-the-minute titles you can pick from
• "Automatic Order". Do nothing, and the Main selection

will be shipped automatically! But ... if you want an
Alternate—or no books at all—we'll follow the instructions

you give on the reply form provided with every News
Bulletin
• Continuing Benefits. Get a Dividend Certificate with every

book purchased after fulfilling membership obligation, and
qualify for discounts on many other volumes
• Extra Bonuses. Take advantage of added-value promo-
tions, plus special discounts of software, games, and more
• Exceptional Quality. All books are first-rate publisher's

editions, filled with up-to-the-minute info

THE COMPUTER BOOK CLUB
Blue Ridge Summit, PA 17214

Please accept my membership in the Computer Book Club
and send the 6 volumes circled below. 1 understand the cost

of the books selected is $2.95 (plus shipping/handling). If

not satisfied. I may return the books within ten days without

obligation and have my membership cancelled. I agree to

purchase 4 or more books at reduced Club prices during the

next 12 months, and may resign any time thereafter.

952 1045 1055 1062 1085 1088 1095 1101 1108 till
1183 1199 1200 1205 1241 1250 1251 1271 1276
1277 1290 1293 1295 1299 1303 1330 1345 1369

Name _

Address

Phone

City

State

(Valid for new members only. Foreign end Canada edd 20% Orders outefd

or Canada must be prepaid with international money orders in U.S. dollars.

Zip

OC-482J
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How to Solve It— With the Computer

Programmed Worms

Donald T. Plele

At a recent meeting of the National Council of Teachers of

Mathematics in St. Paul, MN. microcomputers were a big hit.

Any hour during the three day conference found a session

being presented on some aspect of the use of microcomputers
in the mathematics classroom.

The interest shown in these talks was great. In fact, if one
wanted to get a seat at a talk, it was necessary to arrive ten

minutes before its scheduled starting time and hope that a few
seats would become vacant during the break period. What
teachers had come to see and what speakers had come to show
was CAI (Computer Assisted Instruction) software.

Book publishers with newly formed software divisions were
there to show off highly animated programs for teaching students

how to add, subtract, multiply, and divide. State supported
software collection and distribution organizations were there

to announce their newest teaching programs for mathematics
and other school subjects.

The message from these people was clear: If you have CAI
software, you can put your computer to use in the classroom
today. And tomorrow, when more becomes available, the

computer will be an indispensable teaching tool.

There seems to be significant difference, however, between
what many teachers have in mind and what students would do
with computers in the classroom if they had their way.

If I were to conjure up a conference of an imaginary National

Council of Students of Mathematics (NCSM), the computer
portion of the program would be quite different. There would
be advanced workshops on Basic, Pascal. Logo. Forth, C, and
Assembly.

Students would flock to the room of the featured speaker— Bill

Budge— to hear a talk on three dimensional graphics and
animation routines on the Apple II (A subject filled with

mathematical ideas put into action). Games would be a popular
topic— especially sessions on how to create those graphic
animations.

Chess and Othello playing programs would be dissected.

Sessions on how to use random access files would be conducted
by students who have written scheduling programs for their

own schools. In general, students would be primarily interested

in demonstrating and sharing programming ideas.

Donald T. Piele. Department of Mathematics. The University of Wisconsin-

Parkside. Kenosha. Wl 53141.

In contrast, I got the distinct feeling at the NCTM meeting
that speakers had learned to avoid any discussion of specific

computer code for fear of setting off a stampede for the exits.

Through the correspondence that I have received from
students all over the world who participated in the first

international computer problem solving contest |2|, I have
gained a great deal of respect for the ability of young minds to

write computer piograms. I marvel at their ability to tackle a

completely new programming problem and solve it in an
original way.

It appears to be a natural language that is easily understood
by the young. Students are excited about computers, and it

worries me when I see very little overlap between what students

are doing today with computers and what publishers and
software distributors have in mind for them tomorrow. I hope
that the teachers, who for the most part find themselves in the

middle and searching for ideas, will take a lesson from their

computing students.

Programmed Worms
Programmed worms is the theme of this month's column. I

first learned about them in Martin Gardner's "Mathematical
Games" section of Scientific American [ 1 1.

Imagine that you are a hungry worm looking for something
to eat. You find yourself in the middle of a field that is filled

with food distributed along rows and columns. You are resting

comfortably at a node (an intersection of a row and column),
gazing out upon the food that will sustain you on your journey
to the north, south, east, or west (Figure 1 ). There is a one day
supply of food along each segment between nodes. Once the

food is eaten, it is gone for good—a worm cannot travel over
the same segment twice.
- The worm is programmed with a fixed set of rules that

determines the direction it will move when it arrives at a node.
These rules were first proposed in 1971 by Michael Paterson, a

computer scientist at the University of Warwick, and are as

follows:

Rule I. If the worm arrives at a node with no segments eaten
(except of course the one it arrived on), then it must make a

right turn. (If the worm were to go straight under this situation,

then it would go straight forever and quickly come to the end
of the food patch; its path would, therefore, be uninteresting.)
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apple compatible apple compatible

SELECT-A-PORT
Provides switch selectable sockets to extend the flexibility of the APPLE's'game port.

r
Plugs directly into the game socket

Attractive case matches the color and texture of the Apple*
May hang conveniently on either side of the Apple" or set
flat on non-skid rubber feet

3 switch selectable sockets isolated by diodes to insure
against device to device interference

1 switch selectable socket which automatically modifies the
Joystick or paddles to operate as the second unit in dual
Joystick games or four game paddle games

Socket with no isolation for those special highly sensitive

devices

$5995

• Large pushbuttons

• Highest industrial quality components throughout

• Fits conveniently in the hand

• Extra long 60 inch cords

$3995

GAME CONTROLLERS

External trim adjustments to perfectly match the unit
to your application and computer

Self-centering on both axes (may be disabled)

Two large pushbuttons

Highest industrial quality components throughout

Completely linear pure resistive circuit

$5995

JOYSTICK

Available at your dealer or order direct
Allow 2 weeks for shipment

All mail orders add $2.00 for postage and Insurance

Dealer Inquiries Invited

Texas Residents add 5 % tax

Apple is a Registered TM of Apple Computers, Inc.

Shipping Add 1

1 1 04 Summit Ave

Suite <M06

Piano Tx 7S074

PO BOX 2931
RICHARDSON TX 75080

'.

. 1 8S68
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forms, continu

Figure 1.

Rule 2. If the worm arrives at a node and all the paths

emanating from it have been eaten, the worm dies.

Rule 3. If only one segment at the node is uneaten, the worm
takes it.

The simplest programmed worm is the quadrille worm.

The Quadrille Worm
A programmed worm crawling on a square grid and turning

right at each new node is called a "quadrille worm." After

three right turns have been made, it will be back at the node
where it began. What happens then? It cannot turn right,

because that path has already been eaten. It has only two
choices. If it is programmed to turn left when it cannot turn

right then it will traverse one more square and then die (Figure

2a). If it is programmed to go straight when it cannot go right, it

will go on eating four more squares before it dies (Figure 2b).

Each rule defines a different species. There are only two
species of quadrille worms. This defines our first problem.

Problem -Quadrille Worms
Write a computer program that will simulate each species of

the quadrille worm.

Discussion

The low-resolution graphics screen of the Apple II makes a
perfect feeding ground for programmed worms. Other systems
with graphics displays that have the ability to read the graphics

screen work just as well.

The first thing that needs to be developed is a simple procedure
for making turns. As discussed last month, this is best carried

out with a direction vector (Dl, D2). The following table

matches up direction vectors with the four directions: north,

east, south and west. Remember that on the Apple II the

coordinate system that defines each point on the screen has
its origin in the upper left hand corner.

(0,0)

N

W E

Direction Vectors

(0,1)

(-1,0) 1 (1,0)

(0,1)

A right turn shifts the direction you are facing by a clockwise

rotation (north -» east — south — west — north). This

corresponds to the clockwise rotation of direction vectors

represented by the transformation

(D1.D2) — (-D2.D1).

b) h 1

Figure 2. Quadrille Worms, a) Species I b) Species II

For example, (O.-l ) — ( 1 ,0).

Similarly, a left hand turn (north —• west— south —•> east—
north) is represented by the transformation

(D1.D2) — (D2.-D1).

With direction vectors, it is easy to draw a path in any given

direction. The statements

100 FOR I = 1 TO L
110 X = X + D1 : Y = Y + D2
120 PLOT X,Y
130 NEXT I

trace out L steps in the direction 1 1)1 .1)2 1 on the low-resolution

Apple II graphics screen.

Another command that comes in handy is the screen command
SCRN (A,B). It is equal to the value of the color at the position

A,B on the low-resolution graphics screen. For example, if the

position 20,20 has been plotted white then SCRN(20,20)=15.
We will use this function to test paths to determine whether
they have been eaten or not. SCRN(A,B)=0 means the position

(A,B) has not been eaten. SCRN(A,B)=15 means that it has

been eaten.

The Program
Listing 1 is a program for generating the quadrille worm—

species I as shown in Figure 2a. It is written in Applesoft Basic

and uses the low-resolution graphics screen for drawing the

worm's path.

Listing 1.

1<< REM QUADRILLE WORM - IKS I

20 REM

30 OR Turn on low-res graphics.
4U A - I

1-
. : 6 = 15 (A.Bl is "home."

50 X = A : Y = B (X.Y) is current position.
< H| I IR - 1 5 Color of path is white.

70 1 - 8 Length of path segment is K.

30 PLOT X.Y Mark the home position

85 [U-l:D2»0 Initial direction.

Eat a path segment.
100 X-X+DJ t V«\ Move one step in (DI.D2) direction
110 PLOT X.Y Color it white.

NfcXT I

Make a right turn.

140 CRN! X+Dl If the segment is uneaten, then
THEN 90 eat it or else.

Dl—Dl ID Make a left turn.

1*0 * KN( < + EU ,Y+D If the segment is uneaten then
THEN 90 eat it or else.

170 FNri Die!
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Double your
disk storage capacity. .

.

simply by switching
to Omni's new

reversible disk.
If you have an Apple, TRS-80, Zenith. North Star or

any other single-sided 5'/T disk drive, you can
double disk capacity by simply switching to the
Flip/Floppy disk from Omni. It works just like your
present disks, except you can flip it over and
record on the reverse side. So you can consolidate

programs and files that used to require two disks.

You can halve your disk requirements. And save
money.

Each disk comes with some impressive specifica-

tions: They're certified error-free at more than twice

the error-threshold of your system. Rated for more
than 12 million passes without disk-related errors or

significant wear. And precision fabricated with such
standard features as reinforced hub rings.

Call Omni toll-free today. Get premium disks. Twice
the capacity. A full money-back guarantee.
Unbeatable price. And if you order a ten pack now,
a free S5.00 storage case as well.

Omni Resources Corp.
4 Oak Pond Avenue, Millbury, MA 01627
(800) 343-7620 In Mass. (617) 799-0197

Dealer inquiries invited.

Software Houses: We also offer duplicating and
formatting services.

$26.00-Five pack
(Equivalent to 10 single-sided disks)

$50.00-Ten pack
(Equivalent to 20 single-sided disks)

Free
Protective plastic

storage case with each
lO pack ordered by
5-1-82

Order toll-free (800) 343-7620.
In Mass. (617)799-0197.

Send the following Flip/Floppy disks.

I understand they have a full 90 day money-back
guarantee if I'm not completely satisfied.

System & model *
Five packs @ $26.00 S

Ten packs @ $50.00 " S
* includes plastic case

Shipping and handling §

5% sales tax (Mass. only) $

Total S

Check (to Omni Resources) COD.
MasterCard Visa

Card * Exp..

Name
Address

1.50

Tel
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Figure 4. "Look Ahead" Quadrille Worms,
a) Species I b) Species II

b)

Program Notes

1. Species I of the quadrille worm is programmed to make a

decision at each node according to the following priorities:

a) If food is available to the right, then turn right or else

b) If food is available to the left, then turn left or else

c) If food is available straight ahead, then proceed or else

d) Die.

2. The right turn transformation (D1,D2) — (-D2.D1) is

carried out in line 130.

3. Once the worm has made a turn to the right and has found

the path already eaten, it must return to its original direction

and then make a left turn to search for food. Thus it must make
two left turns. One to undo the right turn, and the other to

make the left turn. Two left turns are equivalent to the single

transformation

(D1.D2)— (-D1.-D2)

which is executed in line 150.

4. Species I of the quadrille worm dies from lack of food

before it has a chance to exercise the third option, so it was not

included in the program.

5. It is an easy exercise to modify this program to produce

Species II of the quadrille worm. The second and third decision

priorities listed in 1 above are simply reversed. This worm
turns right when it can; or. if it can't do that, it goes straight

ahead; or, if it can't do that, it goes straight ahead; or, if it can't

do that, it turns left when it can; or it dies. This can be

accomplished by replacing and adding the following lines in

Figure 3 to the above program.

Figure 3.

10 REM 0UADR1LLE WORM - SPELUEts II

150 T=D1:D1=D2:D2—

T

170 T*D1:D1=D2»D2—

T

180 IF SCRN<X+D1.Y+D2>«=0
THEN 90

190 END

Go straight ahead.

Make a left turn.

If the segment is uneaten then
eat it or else.

Die!

"Look Ahead" Worms
John Conway, a frequent contributor to Martin Gardner's

column, wondered what would happen if the quadrille worm
was given the ability to "look ahead" and see the distribution of

eaten and uneaten segments at each adjacent node.
For example, what would be the path of quadrille worm I if it

turned right if, and only if. it sensed that this would take it to a

new node with four uneaten segments? Otherwise it would
turn left.

It is very easy to find out. Instead of testing the next step
after turning right, the worm must look ahead L steps and test

the next node. This can be done by simply changing lines 140

and 160 in the program above to read

IF SCRN(X+L*D1,Y+ L*D2)=0 THEN GOTO 90.

The same change works for all "look ahead" quadrille worms.
The resulting paths are shown in Figure 4. For best results on
the low-resolution screen, set L=2.

In his article on programmed worms, Gardner suggested
other ways to spice up the display of programmed worms.

"What happens when two or more worms of the same or

different species interact? What happens when a newly hatched

worm crawls a short distance along a defined path (such as a

straight line of three units) before its repetitive behavior begins?

How about two armies of worms crawling toward each other,

each obeying a different pattern?"
1 1

1

These questions are left unanswered as Gardner turns to a

discussion of "simple isometric worms": worms feeding along

an isometric grid of unit equilateral triangles. We will confine

our discussion to a slightly larger class of worms— the octal

worm.

Octal Worms
We can double the number of paths that originate at a node

by allowing turns of 45 degrees. This produces the more
complicated and interesting octal grid (Figure 5). All worms
that live on an octal grid and follow the three simple rules

stated earlier are called Octal Worms. An Octal Worm has

three different right turns— a hard right ( 135 degrees), a right

(90 degrees), and a soft right (45 degrees). The same is true, of

course, for the left turns. There are thousands of species of

Octal Worms.

Problem—Octal Worms
Write a computer program that will simulate a species of the

Octal Worm.

High Resolution Screen Function

There is not enough room on the low resolution screen to

capture the movement of the Octal Worm, so we will switch to

the high resolution screen. Most of the low resolution graphics

statements work in high resolution graphics if the letter H is

added before the command, as in HGR, HPLOT, HCOLOR.
One crucial exception is the screen reading command SCRN
( A,B). Since this is so convenient for our investigations, we will

have to create a high resolution function. Listing 2 is a program
that does the job. It is a machine language program that is

POKEd into memory and called up through the use of the &
symbol. Type it in and run it. It only needs to be run once and it

will remain active until the system is turned off. It could be

made a subroutine in any program that needs a high resolution

screen function.

Listing 2.

300 REM HIRES SCREEN FUNCTION
510 REM
520 FOR 1-743 TO 806 s READ J: POKE I, J I NEXT I

530 DATA 32.227.223.133,133.132.134.169,208.32
540 DATA 192,222,165.18.72.165.17,72.32.185
550 DATA 246.32.17.244.165.48,49.38.240.2
560 DATA 169,1,168,32.1.227,76.91.218
570 POKE 1013.76 i POKE 1014.0 : POKE 1015.3
580 END

Here is how it works. The command &C=A,B places the

value or 1 in the variable C depending on whether the point

A,B on the screen is off (black) or on (white). This is weaker
than the SCRN command in low resolution graphics, which
actually returns the number of the color at the point A,B, but it

is all we need.
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THE
TM

FOR VISICALC FILES

NOW YOU CAN USE ALL THE
POWER OF YOUR APPLE AND

ALLTHE POWER OF YOUR VlSlCALC.

If you use VisiCalc, you must have The
Consolidates It's that simple. The Consolidator

will save you hours of Keyboard time— adding

any number of VisiCalc files together, virtually

automatically.

F'or example, say you need to add the results of

four weekly reports to get the monthly total

—

or add three months for the quarter,

twelve for the year, etc. Until now,

you had to key-in all the

individual sub-totals and

recalculate. Now, The

Consolidator will do it

for you.

The Consolidator

will also print

out VisiCalc commands,
formulas, and the locations

|

to which they apply. In

the past, programs that

did ONLY that have sold

for as much as The

Consolidator alone.

The Consolidator is easy to use, with prompts,

options and formats all carefully spelled out. If

you can use VisiCalc, you can use The Consolidator.

It will handle all the column widths, rows and
columns accommodated by VisiCalc. It will handle
any matrix size which you are able to save with

VisiCalc. And it will give you back hours of

manual calculation and keying time.

'ou need The Consolidator

. to use ALL the power you've

got with VisiCalc. It's a bargain

at the introductory

price of just $4995, at

your local dealer

or direct. Visa and
Mastercard holders

order toll-free,

1-800-835-2246.

CV\A£GA ANCROWAREJNC
222 SO. RIVERSIDE PI^AZA

CHICAGO. IL 60606
312-648-1944

Apple B a rrpurm! Iradrnwk dt Appir CoafMrr toe

>BiCalci>irrgo*mf tradnaark rf tmami So*»arf lac
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Worms, continued...
Figure 6. Octal Worm 1. It lives for 92 days. Jx
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It lives for 148 days.

Figure 5. Octal Grid.

A 45 Degree Turn
Finally, we need to know how to implement a 45 degree

turn. This is the crucial step in last month's spirolateral problem

which was left as an exercise for the reader. Let's take a look at

the expanded set of direction vectors.

(0.0)

W

N

4
Direction Vectors

(-1,-1) (0.-11 (1,-D

(-1,0) -^>!^-(l,0)

(-1.1) (0.1) (1.1)

A 45 degree right turn is equivalent to one clockwise rotation

of the direction vectors. With a little experimentation, one

discovers that the following transformation does the job.

S=ABS(D1) + ABS(D2)
(D1.D2) — ((D1-D2)/S,(D1+D2)/S)

This is called a "soft" right. A plain right turn (90 degrees) is

still (D1.D2)— (-D2.D1). A hard right turn (135 degrees) is

equivalent to a right turn followed by a soft turn which is equal

to

(Dl.D)— ((-Dl-D2)/S. (Dl-D2)/S).

Listing .?.

10 REM OCTAL WORM I

20 REM

30 HG-R
40 A = 120 : B - (A.B) is "home."
30 X - A : Y ^ B ( X.Y 1 is current position.

60 HCO OR Color of path is white.

70 L - 15 Length of path.

80 HPLOT X.Y
35 Dl-li D2=l Initial direction.

90 FOR I - 1 TO L Eat a path segment.
100 X-X+Dl : Y-Y+D2 Move one step in (D1.D2I direction

110 HPLOT X.Y Color the point white.

120 NEXT I

\~:» T1-DUT2-D I ABS(Dl) + ABS<B2)
140 Dl=(-Tl-T2)/S »

D2=< Tl-T2)/S
150 & OX+D1.Y+D2
l*.i> IF C THEN 90

170 Tt^Dl: T2=D2: S
180 D1-(T1*T2)/S s

D2*'T2-T1>/S
190 «. C-X+Dl , V+D2
200 IF C - THEN

Make a hard right.

Hi-Res Screen Function.
If the segment is uneaten, then
eat it or else.

t ) + ABS(D2)

210 GOTO 170

Make a soft left.

Hi-Res Screen Function.
90 If the segment is uneaten, then

eat it or else.

Continue to make soft lefts.

Program Notes for Listing 3

1. This program assumes that the Hi-Res Screen Function

program listed earlier has been run. This activates the &
routine.

2. This particular species of Octal Worm is programmed to

make a hard right whenever possible or to search counter-

clockwise from a hard right until it finds an uneaten segment.

The net result is that the worm tries to turn as far right as

possible.

3. The worm dies when it falls into the infinite loop 170-210

searching for food. A counter could be added to this loop to

put the worm out of its misery after seven tries.

4. The path of this Octal Worm I is shown in Figure 6. It dies

after 92 days.

A Challenge

There are thousands of different species of Octal Worms
that can be programmed. Many of them traverse the same

path but in a different order. All of the ones I have tried

eventually die. The longest one lasted for 148 days (See Figure

7). Can you program an octal worm to last longer? Remember
the three rules:

1

)

The worm must turn right if possible. This can be a hard

right, a right, or a soft right.

2) The worm dies at a node with no segment to eat.

3) If only one segment is uneaten, the worm takes it.

The remaining priorities are up to you. Find the longest

living Octal Worm. (No "look ahead" worms allowed.) I will

publish the best results in a future article.

A Solution To Last Month's Problem

Last month readers were asked to replace the 90 degree turn

in the Spirolateral II program with a 45 degree turn capability.

After reading this month's article that presents no problem.

Simply replace line 120 with:

120 S=ABS(D1)+ABS(D2):T1=D1:T2=D2
IF MID$(N$,I,1 )="R" THEN Dl =(T1-T2)/S

D2=(T1+T2)/S

and line 130 with:

130 S=ABS(D1)+ABS(D2):T1=D1:T2=D2
IFMIDS(NS,I,1)="L"THEND1=(TI+T2)/S

D2=(T2-T1)/S

Delete the number 140— it shouldn't have been there.

References

1 1 1 Gardner, Martin, "Mathematical Games: Fantastic Patterns

Traced By Programmed .Worms." Scientific American, 1 17-
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commodore
SHOW SPECTACULAR

8032-32K 80 COL CRT
REGS149S

$1135
64K ADD-ON MEMORY

REG 5500
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9000 134K SUPER PET
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MATOR SHARK
HARD DISK DRIVE
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'Commodore DOS 2.5
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Strobe 100 Plotter

*PET Interface

•Software Pack
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$79
Special pricing on Atari, Apple, Digilog, Epson, Hayes Modem, Printwheels
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3 for 2 Pricing
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20% Off on Software*
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Part 2: Overcoming
Organizational Barriers

Eugene Raudsepp

r
Last month, the author examined

some ways to eliminate psychological

blocks to creativity. This month he

looks at organizational barriers.

No matter how great your creative

potential, that potential must still be
realized in an organized setting. New ideas

must be developed that are relevant to

the problems at hand, and those ideas

must be "sold" to—and implemented
through—others in the hierarchy of author-

ity. Understanding the barriers to change
that exist in most organizations will help

you to exercise your creativity more
effectively.

Resistance to change is a major impedi-

ment to creative problem solving in most
organizations. As irrational as such resis-

tance may seem at times, it does serve the

purpose of testing new ideas so that they

will not be accepted and implemented
prematurely. Once you understand the

individual and organizational obstacles that

inhibit change, you will be able to develop
your creativity more fully and "sell" your
ideas more successfully.

Eugene Raudsepp. President. Princeton Creative
Research. Inc.. 10 Nassau St.. P.O. Box 122.

Princeton. NJ 08540.

Personal Insecurity

Most people see themselves as not only

willing to consider new ideas, but as

genuinely supportive of such ideas. How-
ever, the opposite is more often the case;

most people are prone to accentuate the

disadvantages of a new idea, rather than

look for its possible benefits. Such criticism

is designed to protect them from having

to cope with the changes the new idea

will bring.

Creativity without
stability is destructive.

The status quo gives many people a

feeling of security because it represents a

situation that they have already mastered
or are comfortable with. A proposed new
idea frequently appears to be a direct

threat to their present status. They fear

that they might have to develop new skills

and to establish a new credibility in the

eyes of their peers and superiors. There is

also a feeling that accepting a new idea is

equivalent to denigrating the approach
that the new idea will replace.

Clinging to the status quo would be all

right if nothing changed. But things do
change. Companies that encourage bold,

new ideas and approaches move ahead;

those that don't, fall behind. The danger
in clinging to the familiar is that it may
stunt the growth of the organization to

such a degree that it fails to cope with the

competition.

Of course, creativity without stability is

destructive. To survive, an organization

has to have rules, regulations, and controls

to channel the actions of its employees
into predictable and orderly routines.

Without such routines, the organizations

would lapse into chaos. Thus, a certain

amount of inflexibility is necessary to

accomplish organizational objectives.

Unfortunately, many organizations, espe-

cially larger ones, become so overburdened

with rules, procedures, and policies that

the possibility of real creativity is almost

completely snuffed out.

The resistance that can be expected to

a new idea is proportionate to the degree

of change that the new idea represents.

The invention of the printing press is an
interesting case in point. Not only did the

calligraphers whose craft was threatened

with extinction malign the new device,

but the device was also opposed by those

who feared that there would be negative

consequences if the public learned to read.

Many people believed that the learning
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Everybody's making money
selling microcomputers.

Somebody's going tomakemoney
servicing them.

New NRI Home-Study Course Shows You How to Make Money Servicing, Repairing,

and Programming Personal and Small Business Computers

Seems like every time you turn around, some-

body comes along with a new computer for home or

business use. And what's made it all possible is the

amazing microprocessor, the tiny little chip that's

a computer in itself.

Using this new technology, the industry

is offering compact, affordable computers

that handle things like payrolls, billing,

inventory, and other jobs for businesses of

every size. . .perform household functions

including budgeting, environmental sys-

tems control, indexing recipes. And thousands

of hobbyists are already owners, experiment-

ing and developing their own programs.

Growing Demand
for Computer Technicians

This is only one of the growth factors influenc-

ing the increasing opportunities for qualified com-

puter technicians. The I'.S. Department of Labor

projects over 100% increase in job openings for the

decade through 1985. Most of them new jobs created

by the expanding world of the computer.

Learn at Home
in Your Spare Time

NRI can train you for this exciting, rewarding

field. Train you at home to service not only mi-

crocomputers, but word processors and data termi-

nals, too. Train you at your convenience, with clearly

written "bite-size" lessons that you do evenings or

weekends, without going to classes or quitting your

present job.

Your training is built around the latest model

of the world's most popular computer. It's the amaz-

ing TRS-80™ Model III, with capabilities and

features to perform a host of personal and busi-

ness functions. No other small computer has

so much software available for it, no other is used

and relied on by so many people. And it's yours

to keep for personal or business use.

V\L

(TRS-80 Is a trademark

of the Radio Shack

division of Tandy Corp)

You get plenty

of practical experience.

Using the NRI Discovery "t-

Lab1 that also comes as part

ofyour course, you build and study circuits ranging

from the simplest to the most advanced. You analyze

and troubleshoot using the professional Heckman

LCD digital multimeter you keep to use later in your

work. Then you use the lab and meter to actually

access the interior of your computer, build special

circuits and writeprograms to control them. You

"see" your computer at work and demonstrate its

power.

Become the
Complete Computer Person
You're also trained in writing and debugging

both BASIC and advanced machine language pro-

grams ... gain hands-on experience in the operation

and application of computers to

business and personal jobs. You're

trained to become the fully

rounded, new breed of technician

who can interface with the operational, program-

ming, and service facets of today's computers. You' re

ready to take your place in the new electronic age.

Other Opportunities
NRI has been giving ambitious people new

electronic skills since 1914. Today's offerings also

include TV/Audio/Video Systems servicing with

training on our exclusive computer-programmable
25" diagonal color TV. . . Communications Elec-

tronics for servicing and installing microwave,

broadcast. CB, radar, etc. . and other state-of-the-

art courses.

Free Catalog... Mail Card
No Salesman Will Call

Send the postage-paid card for our 100-page

catalog showing all courses with equipment and

complete lesson plans. There's no obligation other

than to yourself. See how NRI can help you grow

with the most exciting and important new field of

the 80s. If card has been removed, please write to us.

NRI SCHOOLS
McGraw-Hill Continuing

Education Center

©"i«T^ ,9W Wsconsfn Ave -

in I ii
Wasn ' n#°n '

[x; 2mb

We'll give you tomorrow.



Creativity, continued-

represented by the printed word would

bring heresy, disobedience, and recalci-

trance to an otherwise well-mannered

people. The invention of the telegraph,

airplane, incandescent lamp, and typewriter

brought similar reactions.

In fairness, however, it should be pointed

out that there are times when new ideas

should be rejected. For example, the

number of ongoing projects in an organi-

zation may be so large that undertaking

additional work on a new idea might disrupt

the work that is aleady in progress. In

such cases, it is obvious that the time for

the idea has not yet come. The intelligent

innovator will "test the waters" before he

tries to sell his new idea, so as to avoid

such conflicts.

Another bona fide reason for rejecting

a new idea is that it might be too costly to

develop. In most companies, simple eco-

nomics dictates what can and cannot be

pursued. Also, a new idea may involve

only a small part of a procedure, process,

or product that is scheduled for a complete

change later. The proposed partial idea

may not fit in with the planned overall

change.

How much effort you devote to devel-

oping a new idea should depend on the

potential of the idea and the time available.

In any case, you should not try to sell

your idea prematurely. If the idea requires

more background knowledge or better

supporting arguments, get the added
information before proceeding. Or, if you

are uncertain about the value or practicality

of the idea, develop the pros and cons

more fully before you commit yourself.

There are times when
new ideas should be

rejected.

Even if your ideas are not always

accepted, the practice of creative thinking

will benefit you in other ways. It will

prevent you from going stale on the job,

increase your understanding of your work,

and stimulate further self-development.

Threat to Authority or Position

Some people react negatively to new
ideas because the ideas are not their own.

Managers and supervisors are especially

prone to play down the value of new
ideas because they feel that their power

and status are threatened if their subordi-

nates or associates suggest them. They

believe that if changes are necessary, they

should be the ones to think of them.

Change is also frequently fought because

it makes someone's job insecure or tumbles

an expert from his pinnacle of recognition.

For example, a technical innovation may
introduce a new approach to a particular

job. A person who for years has followed

a proven practice with great skill and

confidence may suddenly find himself to

be a novice who is feeling his way down
the painful path of learning a new skill.

He may feel that the change threatens his

earnings or his chances for advancement

or recognition.

Perhaps the most prevalent reason for

new ideas being viewed as a threat to

existing authority or position is that the

ideas which originate in one department

directly affect people in another depart-

ment. In the typical organization, each

person's responsibility is carefully defined

and is looked on as his own special

preserve. When somebody comes up with

an idea that concerns another person's

area of responsibility or expertise, the

usual reaction is defensiveness or hostility.

The affected person feels that someone is

trying to trespass into his area of authority

and responsibility.

Determining Your Organizational "Fit"

Many people's creative potential is stifled by a mismatch

between their personal needs and work requirements on the

one hand, and the nature and structure of the organization of

which they are a part on the other. Once you are aware of the

factors that motivate you, you can assess your present

organizational "fit." If necessary, you can act to find a better

fit in your present organization or seek a more appropriate

work climate elsewhere. The following exercises should help.

Personal needs: Check the items that pertain to you. Then
rank the checked items according to a 1, 2, 3, etc., system of

priority.

Economic security

Stimulating environment
. Recognition by superiors

. Respect from subordinates

. Recognition by the public

. Recognition by friends

. Pleasant work location

. Variety on the job

. Maximum use of abilities

. Independence

. Opportunity to be creative

. Time for self or family

. Self-fulfillment

. Service to society

. Power over people

. Influence over policy

. Self-determination

. Money

. Travel

. Other

Work environment: Complete the following sentences by

filling in the line with a statement that is appropriate to your

idea of an ideal work environment. Work quickly and give

your first impression. Try to frame each statement as a single

idea that is crucial to your needs. Remember, there are no
right answers; only relevant ones.

I want:

A boss who
The attitude of my coworkers to be

A company that

To use skills that

To get recognition for

A location that

Freedom to —
The pay to be

Working hours to be

To travel

To advance
Important changes in

My abilities to be
Differences of opinion to be

Decisions to be made
Working conditions to be _

Review the statements you made and check the six most
important ones. From the six statements, choose the four

most important. From the four statements, choose the two

most important. From the two statements, choose the one

that is most important. Now ask yourself why the conditions

outlined are important to you and how they can be realized.
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COLLEGE BOARD SAT* PREP SERIES
TRS-80, APPLE, PET, OSI, ATARI, CP/M, PDP-1

1

Each program confronts the user with a virtually limitless series of questions and answers. Each is based on past

exams and presents material on the same level of difficulty and in the same form used in the S.A.T. Scoring is

provided in accordance with the formula used by College Boards.

S.A.T., P.S.A.T., N.M.S.Q.T. — Educator Edition set includes 25 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relationships,

Reading Comprehension, Sentence Completion, and Mathematics. Independent tests of S.A.T. series performance
show a mean total increase of 70 points in students' scores. Price $229.95

GRADUATE RECORD EXAM Series — Educator Edition includes 28 programs covering Vocabulary, Word Relation-

ships, Reading Comprehension, Sentence Completion, Mathematics, Analytical Reasoning and Logical Diagrams.

Price $289.95

COMPETENCY PROFICIENCY EXAM PREP SERIES
This comprehensive set of programs consists of simulated exam modules, a thorough diagnostic package, and a

complete set of instructional programs. It is designed to teach concepts and operations, provide drill and practice and
assess achievement levels through pre and post testing. The Competency Exam Preparation Series provides a struc-

tured, sequential, curriculum encompassing mathematical, reading and writing instruction.

This program is designed for individual student use or use in a classroom setting. Programs provide optional printer

capability covering worksheet generation and performance monitoring. C.E.P.S. are available in three software formats.

Special editions available for California Proficiency Assessment Test and New York Regents Competency Tests. Call

for Prices.

M.I.T. Logo for Apple $179.95
Odyssey In Time

This spectacular adventure game adds a

new dimension of excitement and complex-
ity to Tim* Traveler.

Odyssey In Time includes all the chal-

lenges of Time Traveler plus 10 additional

eras. Each game is different and may be in-

terrupted and saved at any point for later

play. $39.95

Time Traveler
The best of the adventure games. Confronts

the player with complex decision situations

and the demand for real time action. Using

the Time Machine, players face a challeng-

ing series of historical environments. To
succeed you must build alliances and
struggle with the ruling power. Each game
is unique. $24.95

(Includes Alice In Logoland)

Isaac Newton +
Perhaps the most fascinating and valuable

educational game ever devised - ISAAC
NEWTON challenges the players (1-4) to

assemble evidence and discern the under-

lying "Laws of Nature" that have produced
this evidence. ISAAC NEWTON is an induc-

tive game that allows players to intervene

actively by proposing experiments to deter-

mine if new data conform to the "Laws of

Nature" In question. Players may set the

level of difficulty from simple to fiendishly

complex.

F.G. Newton
Full Graphics Newton. This

version of Isaac Newton pre-

sents all data in graphic form.

Because data is graphic rather

than symbolic, this game is

suitable for very young child-

ren. Players may select diffi-

culty levels challenging to the

most skilled adults.

$49.95

& NEW *fc

&MICRO-DEUTSCH*
Micro-Deutsch set includes 24 grammar les-

sons, covering all material of an introductory

German course. Four test units also included.

Grammar lessons use substitution transformation

drills, item ordering, translations and verb drills.

Drill vocabulary based on frequency lists. Suit-

able for use with any high school or college text-

book. Extensively field tested at SUNY Stony

BrOOk. Available for Apple II and PET/CBM (PET version

includes a special foreign language character chip.) Also

available soon: MICRO-FRANCAIS. MICR0-ESPAN0L,
MICRO-IVRIT. MICRO-YIDDISH. MICRO-CHINESE. MICRO-

JAPANESE. $179.95

^r new ^r
^Pythagoras and The DragoniV
Mathematics in a fantasy game context. Based

on The Sword of Zedek, Pythagoras and The
Dragon introduces Pythagoras as a mentor to

the player. When called on for aid, Pythagoras

poses math questions, and depending on the

speed and accuracy of the player response, con-

fers secret information. With Pythagoras as an

ally, the quest to overthrow Ra, The Master of

Evil, assumes a new dimension of complexity.

Depending on the level chosen, problems range

from arithmetic through plane geometry.

32K $39.95

Free Bonus with purchase of $300.00 or more: Applesoft Tutor Series

KrtU So/I ware Corp. has no official tits with the

College Entrance Examination Board or the

Educational Testing Service. Kreil is, however, a

supplier ofproducts to the E. T. S.

PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR
TRS-M. APPLE II. PET* ATARI

N.Y.S. residents add sales tax.

All programs require I6K • TRSSO programs require

LEVEL It BASIC • APPLE programs require Apple-

ASIC

"The State of the Art in Educational Computing"

21 Millbrook Drive, Stony Brook, N.Y. 11790 (516) 751-5139
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Creativity, continue

This artificial but very real barrier to

change not only kills many valuable ideas;

it also prevents the free flow of information

and communication that should exist

between departments.

Increasing Dependency
As society gets more complex, the

network of human dependencies built into

most organizations expands. Yet, these

dependencies are frequently the enemies

of creativity.

To see how such organizational depen-
dencies inhibit creativity, consider the

expectations of the typical employee.
Instead of assuming that he is responsible

for his own actions on the job, he usually

believes—often correctly— that responsi-

bility has been assigned to those who
supervise his activities. Thus, he waits to

be directed and stimulated by others.

Rather than relying on his own judgment,

he is constantly seeking and depending
on the opinions of others.

The typical organizational setup encour-

ages a person to be a passive, adaptive

individual who must use his mind and
energy to please individuals who are higher

than he is in the organizational pecking

order. In many cases, he is relieved of the

responsibility for failure on the job. For
example, responsibility for a bad decision

about a new idea is considerably lessened

if the idea and its subsequent implemen-
tation have been approved by a committee.

In such cases, the individual can claim

immunity through not having acted inde-

pendently. The temptation to preserve

one's ego by claiming that it was "the

group's idea, not mine," is great. By the

same token, a person will often accept

and use ideas that he knows are inferior

to his own in order to be able to "share

the blame" should things go wrong.

Excessive Routine

Most people who work in organizations

are constantly interrupted by telephone

calls, memos, visits by colleagues, idle

chatter, unscheduled meetings, letter-

writing, and a host of administrative trivia

that leave little time for creative thinking.

One effective way of overcoming this is

to define one's primary functions so that

undisturbed time is reserved for creative

thought.

How a person uses his free "think time"

depends on his particular style of creativity.

Activities such as daydreaming, reverie,

and imaginative speculation are usually

conducive to creative results. In fact, many
genuine breakthroughs in thought or
invention began as mere musings or
fantasies of a far-ranging, receptive mind.
Unfortunately, Western culture discourages

such activities. They are not only regarded

as a waste of time, but as indications of a

lack of maturity.

In most business organizations, individ-

uals who are forever shuffling papers.

pacing the corridors, or visiting their

colleagues are perceived as being produc-

tive; those who quietly sit and think at

their desks and occasionally stare into

space are considered lazy. Thus, the person

who tries to do some creative thinking

feels uncomfortable and guilty, particularly

if the boss happens to be around.

Most people seem to equate "busy-ness"

with effectiveness. They feel uneasy or

guilty if they are not constantly doing

something, as if every minute of their

lives has to be spent in some "practical"

activity. Although this utilitarian orientation

seems commendable to many people, some
experts are convinced that such a pre-

occupation with practicality inhibits the

spontaneity and serendipity that make
genuine creativity possible. The antidote

to such "hyperactivity" is to realize that

selected periods of quiet thought and
reverie are not wasted time, but pauses

for regeneration that will eventually make
you more productive than before.

Even after you've
worked out a tough

problem, you may find

that no one is

interested.

Going Through Channels
Before the development of an idea is

approved, the proposal must travel through

many levels of decision makers, which
poses a grave threat to the survival of the

idea. To illustrate, suppose a person has

an idea he wants to explore. The idea

isn't ready to be put into a formal proposal,

but he wants to And out whether individuals

up the line in the organization would
support it. First, he talks with his group
leader. If he agrees, the person takes the

idea to the section head. From section

chief, the idea goes to the department
supervisor, the technical director, and the

division manager. The process will involve

even more decision makers if the idea is

the kind that affects other divisions of the

company.

A "break" anywhere along the line would
be critical. The idea could become distorted

or lost altogether since it is not fully worked
out and is easily subject to criticism. It

could even become the basis for an attack

on the originator, his manager, or his group.

Given these possibilities, it is easy to see

why people in organizations are not anxious

to develop or pursue their brainstorms.

The best way to fight the problems

associated with going through channels is

to develop the idea to the point where it

cannot be easily passed off for lack of

thought. Also, you might test your idea

first on those who are in a position to

help you get the needed approvals. Once
these people are sold, the rest will be

relatively easy.

Failure to Get Others Involved

Even after you've worked out a tough

problem, you may find that no one is

interested. Sometimes this is due to a

lack of confidence in the merits of the

idea, but most often it is due to your

neglecting to get others involved in your

solution.

Idea implementation requires coopera-

tive effort. But many creative thinkers

get so ego-involved with their ideas that

suggestions for modification are automa-
tically opposed as unnecessary tampering.

As a result, they fail to elicit the partici-

pation and cooperation of associates during

the development and implementation stages

of the idea.

Suggestions for improvement should be

heartily welcomed. When others take a

keen interest in your idea, they become
personally involved; your idea becomes
"our idea." If you are generous in sharing

the idea with others, everyone will be a

winner and you will be remembered as

the one who came up with the original

concept in the first place. On the other

hand, if you cling to the purity of your
idea too strongly, others will not come to

your aid when you run into obstacles.

Insistence on receiving all the credit for

an idea is not only unrealistic in most
organizations; it is the quickest route to

resentment.

Even if someone suggests revisions that

would add very little to the original idea,

you would still be ill-advised to reject

them. If you force others to accept your

idea unchanged, they might drag their

feet or even sabotage the idea during

implementation.

"/ wonder what profound thought is occupying
our top system analyst's mind now.

"
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Look What Apparat has
for your IBM Personal Computer.

announces
our initial line

of add-on
boards for your IBM Personal Computer.
We are committed to further product
introductions to enable you to build on
your new IBM system.
Add functionality and Capability with
These New P.C. Boards
Apparat has the following products
available for delivery in the first quarter
1982:
Prom Blaster will program most IK to 4r\

byte CPROMS of 2SXX and 27XX single or
multivoltage type. Complete with
personality modules and read/write
software. Priced at $149.00.
Clock Calendar features seconds,
minutes, hours, day of week, date.

leap year and crystal time
base. Priced at $129.00.
Protype Card 3.5 by 8 inches
wirewrap area holds over
150-14 Pin Dips. Priced at
$29.95.
RGB Color Monitors choose
from MEC, AMDEK and TECO CRTs.
Priced at $1,095.00 for the NEC and
$999.00 for AMDEK. TECO available in

April 1982.
More Products Coming Soon
Apparat has more products for your IBM
system in production and ready for

introduction in the second quarter 1982:
3rd and 4th add-on disk drives
expansion cabinet houses up to two IBM
compatible drives. Priced at $499.00 for

cabinet and one 160K drive, two drives at

ASV
communication

(RS-232), and clock
calendar multipurpose

adapter.
64K byte hardware

print-spooler — (with parallel printer
adapter) buffers 13 minutes of.print

output (at 80 characters/second).
300 Baud Modem Card with ASYMC serial

adapter.
Apparat will continue developing add-on
products to support your IBM Personal
Computer. Call today to find out more
information about the above products or
to order yours. Dealer inquiries welcome.

(303) 741-1778
IBM Personal Computer is a trademark of IBM.

Apparat, Inc.
440 1 So. Tamarac Parkway. Denver. CO 80237 (303) 74 1 - 1 778
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Our Robot Friends

Biblical legends tell us that God created Man in His own image.

This is a supremely egocentric process and one that the human race

has desired to duplicate with our own creations.

When we became technically advanced and were able to build

working robots, they were much more specialized in their functions

than the versatile human body —as a result, our robots did not end up
looking in the least humanoid. In fact, most electro-mechanical

robots look more like manufacturing assembly lines than people.

What a disappointment.

Fortunately, science fiction (like all arts) deals more with the spirit

of things than with the everyday realities. Science fiction writers,

artists, filmmakers and toy makers have given us what science has

not found practical— machines fashioned in our own image.

Toys, because they are used by children, tend to have a relatively

short life. They are not the kind of thing one thinks of collecting. But
Genevieve and Christopher Cerf do collect toys— toy robots in

particular.

We recently visited Genevieve and Chris in their New York City

apartment and photographed some of the toy robots they have
collected over the past ten years.

Rather than attempt to recount the experience, we have printed

here a few of the photos and descriptions of the mechanical men as

we heard them.

Genevieve and Christopher Cerf with Astrodog
and Fatso (the real dog).

Genevieve. "The worst thing about having such
a collection is that it is impossible to tell visiting

children, No, you can't play with our robots.

They're our robots, and you might break them,'

And if you barely know their parents, it makes it

even harder—they think you're strange."

Photos by David Ahl.

Chris: "One thing that's fun is to

have a game where the little ones
try to walk among the big ones—
we've lost a few as a result of the
robot wars... The orange and green
one, by the way, actually has two
sets of legs."
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The next dimension of com-
petition has been reached. By

Broderbund, the flagship ofen-
oftware companies.

No one has ever explored

this level of arcade and adventure games
before Br0derbund action is fast. Very fast. Ten-

sion is guaranteed. Real- _ _ _

ism is enhanced with our f\ffi(10ff\l If

superb Hi-Res graphics. Ul UUCI UUI
And the challenge may
be more than you bargained for

The next dimension begins now: Every

month this year, Broderbund will be launching

Broderbund Software

fantastic programs for Apple, Atari

and IBM users

You'll literally flip over David Snider's

Midnight Magic an amazing pinball game.
Steal gold from Chris Jochumson's tram in Tr.

Attack? Just try Or test your pilot's nerve
against the multiple defenses and targets of

Tony Suzuki's Star Blazer.

Software "« u e

Broderbund. We're

pushing the limits. In excitement. In action. Enlist

on the Broderbund flagship soon at finer com-
puter and hobby stores everywhere in this galaxy.

Br0derbund. The Flagship.
BR0DERBUND SOFTWARE. INC /ENTERTAINMENT SOFTWARE DIVISION • 1938 FOURTH STREET, SAN RAFAEL. CALIFORNIA 94901 • TELEPHONE (415) 456-6424
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Genevieve Do you know how big a job it

is to go through ail of these robots and put
new batteries in? It takes at least a half a
day to get them all powered up.

Genevieve: The depressing thing, though, was finding this book which my
sister gave me in which I discovered that there were hundreds of robots that I

had never seen. The author is obviously as crazed about them as I am. However,
I did see a few of mine in there and I have some not in the book.

Chris: "This is the oldest one we have, King
Ding. It has a little robot named Brain that goes
up and down in an elevator. You control it from
the back."

Chris: "This robot has a sound receiver in his head. To make
him go, clap your hands or make a loud noise. No home is

complete without one!"
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A flock of cybernetic

chickens.

Genevieve: This Japan-
ese one is interesting

because it can be made
into a truck. Kids love it.

You can take it apart and
take all the stuff out. You
can even take the little fists

off. Then the doors close
up, and a cab and engine
covers the face. To get it

back to a person, you open
all the doors, put his fists

back on, put his sword in,

and put the little cars back
in his shoes."

Chris: This R2D2 is radio-con-
trolled. One day we forgot to turn
him off and, when a police car
went by on the street, he started

walking and crashed right off the
shelf. He doesn't work too well

anymore.'
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At SSI, we estab-

lished our reputa
tioil ill (|U.llit>

computei
games in pro
din Ing some ol

me finest strategy

simulations t< >i the

Apple .ind I RS-80
Well Atari owners,

this is your lui K\ day.

Because we've just

introduced oui liist

game loi the Atari

800 computer mi
SNA I II KID ALL-IANC I

With it we ve opened
up foi you SSI s world
ol fun .ind c\( itemenl
in a big w.i\ by literally

( reating an entire planet

called Osgorth toserveasyoui
personal playground!

OSGORTHI n is .i wondei world ol

i.mi.iss .mil adventure populated with ( reatures .is

varied .is the) are en< hanted: dwarves, uni< orns Valkyries,

centaurs llzardmenand zorgs (whatevei the) are))...just to

name .i few. rhej are preassembled Into different armies,

( ategoi i/ed Into Ave i lasses ol inl.mii> and three ol cavalry.

i hf\ are metfc ulously rated foi armor, speed strength and
morale rheh weapons m<i\ be the bow lavelln spears

pikes, cavalry lance swords, axes, clubs, and rocks. Theycan
even call on magk spells to enhance theii speed attacking

oi defensive power, oi courage

THE SHATTERED ALLIANCE Is

\c.iti is .i registered ti.ulrin.uk .>! U.i/i Im

much more than <i

sophisticated strat-

egy ((.line. II is ,1 rich

tale ol magic rivalry

among realms, and wai

among exotic beings.

Best ofall these fantasy

. soldiers are yours to

command as you
roam Osgorth In

search of glory and
( onquest
As ,m added bonus

foi the Aik ient battles

enthusiasts, we have
im luded s( en.nios

sue h .is c 'arthage vs.

Alexiitnlci lh< x (iif.it

THE COMPUTER
PROGRAM is., ven

table wizard, with ( oloi

fit-Res graphk s, it paints .1

beautiful Osgorthlan land-

scape tii.it Isyoui battleground.
it keeps ti.K k ol .ill details so you

cm concentrate solely on strategy

planning while its Rapldflrc movement
system makes foi smooth and fast action, it

even provides .i powerful and Intelligent < omputei
opponent foi solitaire play.

All sou need to play thisgame Is a 48K Atari 800 with mini
lloppy dis( drive. Tor only $39.95 you can own this fantastic

piece ol real estate No hurry on down to youi local game
( omputei store .ind gel Mil SHA1 II Rl D Al I IATK I today!

to out. i with yourVISA oi N( call toll free800-227-1617 extSSS

check to Strategk Simulations Inc 465 ralrchild Drive Suite ton

Mountain View ! Ml our games carry a 14

Also available foi -ww Apple it with kon foi 1

WE'RE LOOKING FOR A FEW GOOD DESIGNERS. We re always on the lookout for high quality games
from independent designers. Ifyou have game programs that you'd like SSI to publish, give usa call at (415) 964 1355 oi write

to SS Irchild Drive Suite lott Mountain VTei
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A GALAXY of features makes the LN.W8fc> x

remarkable computer. As you explore the
LNW80, you will find the most complete,
powerful, ready to run, feature-packed per-

sonal and business computer ever made into

one compact solid unit.

MODEL I COMPATIBILITY The LNW80 is

fully hardware and software compatible with
the Model I. Select from a univeiseof hardware
accessories and software - from VisiCalC to

space games, your LNW80 will launch you
into a new world of computing.

FULLY LOADED - A full payload includes an
on-board single and double density disk

controller for 5 ' •>" and 8" single or double
sided disk drives. RS2-32C communications
port, cassette and parallel printer interfaces
are standard features and ready to go. All

memory is fully installed - 48K RAM." 16K
graphics RAM and 12K ROM complete with

Microsoft BASIC.

QUALITY CONSTRUCTION - Instrumenta-

tion quality construction sets LNW80 com-
puters apart from all the rest Integrated into

the sleek solid steel case of the LNW80 is a

professional 74-key expanded keyboard that

includes a twelve key numeric keypad.

HIG.H RESOLUTION GRAPHICS& COLOR
The stunning 480 X 1 92 resolution gives you
total display control - in color or black and
white. The choice of display formats is yours:

80.64, 40 and 32 columns by 24 or 1 6 lines in -

any combination of eight colors.

PERFORMANCE - Lift-off with- a 4MHz Z80A
CPU for twice the performance. The LNW80
outperforms all computers in its class.

Our down to earth price won't send you into

LNW Research Corn
\\ \1 VI I I
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Using Disks with Atari Basic

Dave Johnson
and

Embee Humphrey

Table 1.

Open Code Function

4 Input. (Read from the file only).

8 Output. (Write to the file only). NOTE - this erases any data in this

file. To OPEN a file to add data, use 9 for APPEND.
12 Both input and output. (Read and write).

9 Append - add to end of file. (Write, beginning at end of file).

This article will help you write programs

that use data files that are saved on disk.

We hope you will use this information as a

beginning point for experimentation. We
believe that the only way to really learn

programming is to try things and make
mistakes in the process. We have included

answers to what we have found to be the

most common questions.

These are the Atari disk input/output

commands:
OPEN preference number, open code,

0, filespec: The first parameter, Preference

number, is a number between 1 and 7 that

is used to refer to that file throughout a

program. It must be preceded by the "#"

symbol. The second parameter, open code,

is a number that tells the computer if you
want to read, write, etc. See Table 1.

Dave Johnson and Embee Humphrey. Atari. Inc.,

1272 Borregas Ave.. Sunnyvale. CA 94086.

The third parameter is reserved for special

control codes that will not affect you in

disk operations. Always use a for this

third parameter. The last parameter,
filespec. is the device and Tile name. Filespec

can be a string variable, or the device and
filename enclosed in quotes. Example: You
may declare A$= "D:F1LENAME" and
use AS in the OPEN statement, or you
may just use "D:FILENAME" itself.

CLOSE preference number: This tells

the computer that preference number is

no longer being used. (Note— if you are

writing data, and fail to close a file, any
data in the buffer will not be saved on
disk.)

PRINT Preference number;|What you
want printed | : This is used the same way
as a regular Basic PRINT statement. The
preference number tells the computer to

PRINT to the file you have opened using

that reference number.

INPUT Preference number; |Input list):

This works like a regular Basic INPUT
statement. The Preference number tells

the computer to look for input from the

file opened using that reference number.
NOTE preference number, variable for

SECTOR location, variable for BYTE
location.

POINT Preference number, SECTOR
variable, BYTE variable: NOTE and POINT
are explained later.

OPENing a file tells the computer that

you are going to use a particular file in a
particular way, and that you will refer to

that file in your program using a particular

reference number. (Atari Basic manuals
call this reference number an IOCB number,
for Input/Output Control Block.)

For example, if you want to read from
file TEST.DAT, and you decide to refer

to that file as number 4. you would use (he

following open statement example. (The
number doesn't matter as long as whenever
you want a certain file, you refer to it with

the same number.)
An example of OPEN: OPEN #4,4,0,

"D:TEST.DAT". This means OPEN a file,

read data from the file, the file will be on
device "D;" (disk), whose name is TEST.
DAT, and remember that this file will be
referred to as #4 for future I/O opera-

tions.

To read from the file you would say:

INPUT #4; expressions....

And finally, when you are done with the

file: CLOSE #4.

INPUT and PRINT
INPUTing and PRINTing with the disk

is the same as inputting from the keyboard
and printing to the screen. The preference

number tells the computer that you are

using the disk instead. (You must have
OPENed a disk file with that number).
The easiest way to experiment with this

is in DIRECT mode, typing in statements

without line numbers. Now try a few
things:

OPEN #1,8,0,"D LTEST.DAT": This
opens a file, TEST.DAT, for write only. It

will be referred to later as tf 1

.
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Atari, continued.

PRINT *1;"THIS IS A STRING": This

writes this message to the file.

PRINT #1; 12345.6: This writes the

number 12345.6 into the file.

PRINT #1;"THIS IS ANOTHER
STRING": 12345.6: This writes both the

string and the number to the file with the

same statement.

CLOSE m : This closes the file.

To see what is on the disk: OPEN #2.4.0,

"D:TEST.DAT".
We used #2 here to demonstrate again

that the number itself does not matter.

What matters is that the same number be

used for all references to that file after the

OPEN.
Since you will be reading strings, you

need to DIM a string to read into: DIM
SS(30)

Now. to read it. type: INPUT #2.SS.

Then type: PRINT S$. and the screen

displays: THIS IS A STRING, which is

what you put on the disk.

Now. a surprise! We told you that

PRINTing to disk was the same as printing

to the screen. When you type PRINT #4;

12345.6. you put the CHARACTERS
"12345.6" on the disk, not a binary repre-

sentation.

Now type:

INPUT #2,S$
PRINT S$

and the screen displays: 12345.6

leading the number into a string gets the file to write aga ith an 8) will erase

Software for

NorthStar
Users

EXPENSE PROFILE 129.95

Now a program that really helps at
income tax time. It summarizes
expenses by categories and by
person. Makes SEPARATE vs JOINT
TAX RETURN comparisons simple.

Promotes frequent review of
spending habits. Guided by MENUS,
add new expenses, categories, and
users anytime. Quickly search to
any item to make changes Store
expenses on disk automatically

DYNAMIC BUDGET 129 95
Cope with rapidly changing economic
conditions. Forcast effects of
INFLATION on your family CALENDAR
built in so recurring items like
rent entered only once.

Monthly listings of expenses,
income, and balance. Change or add
items anytime, data automatical^
stored on disk.

PATHFINDER DISASSEMBLER 122.50

Z80 or 8080 code. Pauses at each
jump or call to allow you to follow
program or continue straight
ahead. Printer * video output.

KID MATH 117.50
Math drill. Watch speed, accurarv
and confidence grow.

TAX FORMS 149.50
Fills out 1981 federal personal tax
forma. Uses almost any printer.
Write for details. Avail. Feb 81:

rir»t claa, aodtaa, paid In US HP r„identi ,dd 5*. In

The Software Connection
10703 Meadowhill Rd.

Dept CC Silver Spring. MD 20901

the string representation of the number
that was on the disk. Reading the number
into a number variable would also have

worked. If the binary representation of

the number was put on the disk, you would
not have been able to read it into a string

and see it. This is important to remember,
because putting the number 10 on the disk

takes two bytes of disk space, while putting

the number 123 on the disk takes three

Figure I.

what you have already put into it.

In OPEN #5,9,0, "D:TEST.DAT", the 9

means APPEND.
Now, try this. Type:

PRINT #5;"THIS IS ADDED"
CLOSE #5

To see what happened, type the lines in

Figure 1. The screen displays: THIS IS

ADDED

DIM S$(20)

OPEN #1,4,0.' D:TEST.DAT"
INPUT #1.S$ Read the first line.

INPUT #1,S$ The second.

INPUT rrl.SS The third.

INPUT rrl.SS And the APPENDED line to verify this.

PRINT S$

bytes. This will be important in the dis-

cussion of random access.

Remember: the number of digits is equal

to the number of bytes the number will

take upon the disk.

The next example shows another way
that similarity between screen and disk

output may surprise you. From the above
example the file is still open:

Type:

INPUT rr2;S$

PRINT S$

and the screen displays: THIS IS A STRING
12345.6

It read into the one string both the string

and the number that you had put on the

disk. When you put this data into your file

using PRINT* 1;"THIS IS A STRING": 12

345.6, it went onto the disk exactly as it

would have appeared on the screen. When
reading it, the computer had no way of

knowing where the string stopped and the

number started on the disk.

You could not have said INPUT #2;SS,

NUM because inputting S$ would have

taken you past the number so, if you are

Figure 2.

Trying to type INPUT #1.S$ one more
time would cause an ERROR 136, which

means END OF FILE.

CLOSE #1

NOTE and POINT
NOTE preference number, sector vari-

able, byte variable: This takes NOTE of

where the disk read/write head is physically

positioned. The Preference number is the

IOCB number. If you want to mark where
you are in a file opened as #1, you say

NOTE #1.variable l.variable2. Variable 1

saves the sector and variable2 saves the

byte.

POINT preference number, sector vari-

able, byte variable: This physically POINTs
the disk head to the sector and byte. If

that sector and byte are not located within

the file opened with that Preference
number, you get an error message.

NOTE and POINT are useful for reposi-

tioning the read/write head to the beginning

of a file. For example, if you want to read

the first string in your TEST.DAT file

twice before proceeding, you would type

the lines in Figure 2.

DIM S$(20)

OPEN rrl,4,0."D:TEST.DAT"
NOTE pl.X.Y take note of where file starts.

INPUT #1,S$
PRINT SS
The screen displays: THIS IS A STRING

CIRCLE 273 ON READER SERVICE CARD

going to read data back as different lines,

put it on the disk as different lines.

APPEND
Now you can experiment with APPEND.

You already have a file, TEST.DAT, on
the disk. If you want to add data to this file

you must use APPEND, because opening

126

The screen displays: THIS IS A STRING
If you read again, you will be reading

the second item in the file, which is:

12345.67.

To point back to the beginning:

POINT #1.X,Y
INPUT #1,SS
PRINT SS
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Chartyourfinancial future
withMicroFinesse

In this fast-paced business world, the
best way to stay competitive is to be
able to see your financial alternatives

clearly and make decisions fast.

That's why P-E Consulting Group
Ltd. developed MicroFinesse, a com-
plete package providing professional

financial forecasting PLUS full high-

resolution color graphics
support, including pie

charts, histograms and
graphs, for the financial

projections you create.

Now this evolutionary
financial resource planning
tool eliminates the time-
consuming reprogramming
required for financial model

consolidation or expansion. Micro-
Finesse's menu-driven command
format can also generate up to 15 user-

defined reports per model, with
visuals, without reprogramming.

Previously available only for main-
frame applications, the MicroFinesse
program can now be purchased at

leading Dealers nation-wide.
MicroFinesse is specifically

designed for the 48K
Apple IT with the Apple
Language Card.
So when your variables

are many and your time is

limited, take a good look at

the financial artistry of

MicroFinesse.

MicroFinesse
Distributed by: £f\oSBORNE/McGraw-Hill

630 Bancroft Way, Berkeley, CA 94710, (415) 548-2805

Apple II is a registered trademark ot Apple Computer, Inc.
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ttari Disks, continue

Figure .?.

1000 L = LEN (STR$ (DSKNUM )) : REM GET THE LENGTH
1010 DSKS 11.10-L) = "0000000000" :REM PUT ZEROES IN FRONT OF

STRING
1020 DSKS ( 1 1-L) = STRS (DSKNUM) : REM PUT NUMBER RIGHT JUSTIFIED

INTO STRING
1030 RETURN

and the screen will again display: THIS IS

A STRING, which is the first record in the

file!

Random Access
NOTE and POINT are useful for random

access. If you keep track of where you put

data, using NOTEs, you can later get at

the data, using a POINT, without reading

everything in front of it.

Briefly, suppose you have a mailing list.

Each time you save a record, you NOTE
where it is physically written, and save

those sector and bvte numbers in arrays—

Figure 4.

SECTORlrecord number).BYTE( record
number). Then you save those arrays in

another file on the disk.

To look up records, you would first

read the array data file to put the information

back into the arrays. You would then look

up the individual records by POINTing
directly at them. (SECTOR and BYTE
are the variable names we have assigned

to our arrays.)

X=SECTOR (indexed by record num-
ber). (To read the 23rd record you would
use X=SECTOR(23).)
Y=BYTE (indexed by record number)

10 DIM S$(20)

20 OPEN *1.4.0."D:TEST.DAT#:REM OPEN THE FILE
30 TRAP 70:REM ON END OF FILE ERROR, GOTO 70
40 INPUT #1,S$:REM READ FROM THE FILE
50 PRINT S$:REM PRINT TO THE SCREEN
60 GOTO 40:REM KEEP DOING THIS
70 CLOSE m :REM END OF FILE REACHED. CLOSE FILE

Preference numc
and you are ready to read that record.

Be careful. If you want to modify a

record and write it back into the file in the

same place, you must not change the length

of that record. If it is changed, it could

overlap into the next record, overwriting

the data there. Remember that numbers
use as many bytes as there are digits.

Before you modify records, you must

format numbers into strings with leading

blanks or zeroes that are always the same
length. The subroutine in Figure 3 accom-
plishes this. Before calling, put the number
you want formatted into the variable

DSKNUM. The number will be formatted

into a string of length 10 with leading zeroes

and placed in string variable DSKS.

Traps
Atari Basic has a TRAP command. The

format for the TRAP command is: TRAP
line number.
To TRAP to a line number means to go

to that line number if an error occurs. This
can be useful for disk operations. For
example, if you want to go to a certain line

number when you reach an END OF FILE,
you can take advantage of the ERROR
136 that happens when you try to read
past the end. See Figure 4.

DATA PROCESSING

SUPPLIES
SUPPLIES
SUPPLIES

A Avery Label

Data-MATE
media-mate

NEC
AGT

Authorized Distributor. Scotch Brand
intonnaiKxi Recording Products

Disc Cartridges. Diskettes, Disc Packs
Magnetic Tape. Digital Cassettes. Data Cartridges

Data Binders. Printout Filing Systems
Magnetic Media Filing Systems

Hytype II & Hytype I

Pnnt Wheels a Ribbon Cartridges

Ribbon Cartridges

Print Wheels

Continuous Business Forms
Programmer Coding Forms. Flow Chart Pads
Pnntout Filing Systems

Continuous Data Processing Tabuiabets

Media Labels for Diskette, Cassette

Printer A CRT Stands

Storage Cabinets

Sptmvriter Ribbon Cartridges

Pnnt Wheels

Oenuan IBM D ••'"•"

CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE CATALOG

flLPhfl CQMPLIT.NG SUPPLY, INC.
9625 Mason Avenue. Chetaarorth. California (1311

(211) M2-M1S

CIRCLE 1 14 ON READER SERVICE CARD

sssto
VORKIO
BASF-DPS

WORLD STANDARD TAPE
• PROFESSIONAL 5-SCREW SHELL
. UNIVERSAL INDUSTRY ACCEPTANCE

AS'o& ***.£**"'<e>"!

DATA TRAC - C-10, C-20
MUSI TRAC — C-45, C-90

"YOU'VE TRIED THE REST, NOW BUY THE BEST'

l»n9 „rtUP

«©
Call: 213/710-1430 lor IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT on Credit Card Orders

order now... Mail to: VORK lO Computerware
?45/'3 Kittndge SI #C4 Canoga Park CA 9130?

Bft^ei

IBKTH 10029 200ZB

C-*J Q 100 Q 14 40

torn

MO :]10X Q 1800

C45
J :

13 00 [J23X
M0 O 2"S Q 3000

suetoim

CM reads*. att «% test*
Strong I dm X 1 lor S3 50

•Hi Hoi. SI

10TA1

Q Ctwck or M endoMd [J Charge to my oat Card

O VSA O MASTERCARD bpradat

WWTE FOR OUANT1TV DISCOUNTS
She*** Mh-eM* oy urs to seen —am « Com
US A oMy Wt cmnot ma to P lent
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This is the familiar game of "Hangman." Of course, there is

no picture of you being hung, but the game is the same. You
get nine wrong guesses. After your 10th wrong guess you're
hung, and the word is printed out.

Someone has to type in a word for you to guess. Maximum
length is 12 letters. If the word is less than twelve letters, then
type in a zero after the last letter. The word will be printed
out so that the person picking the word will know they
spelled it correctly. Then the "ENTER" button is hit and the

pocket computer handed to you. Do not type in the letter you
are guessing until the word -guess- appears. Otherwise all

kinds of funny things could happen.
The first line in the program is there in case you make the

mistake of turning off the computer or hitting the BREAK
button. When you start the program over again, just type in a
-1- and the program will continue where you left off.

You can duplicate lines by changing the line number. This
will make it easier to type in lines 595, 801, and 860.

Jim Madeheim and Al Veslcrdal. 3802 W. Medina Rd.. Tucson. AZ 85706.

HANGMAN
I OR RADIO '-Mi,! i ii QMPUTI R
BY JIM MAUFHl !M ANK Al VE6TERPAI

505:iNPU! 'MISTAKI It 0-NO)-,U:iF W=1THEN 80<>
S10:F0R U Mil 12SA*<W> • •:nixi U
520:a*(52)='Y0U ARE':A*C.3>--' HUNG'
550:F0R W J1TC 12 1 INPUT A«<U>:1F A* ( W> = "0" THEN 590
552:A»<U-30> =A*<W>:NFXr UtW-W+1
5?o:x=u-3i
5?4:for u=iru x:a$<u>; a»<u+3o>:next u
595t PR INT A«SB»>C*SO«»E*»F«tG$rH«JI»»J*SK«SL«
5V8:a(27)^o:a(28)=o:fof.' u no i.>.a*<w> •

IAXU+10) " MNEXT U
599:F0R M-1+XT0 12tA»<U>-' ':NEXT U
600UNPUT "GUESS? '«Y«:IF Y»='OTHEN 800
61o:z=o:for u^3ito 30+x
620:iF A»(U)-Y«LET A*(W-30)*Y* : Z=l : A(27)=A(27> +1
630:NEXT u:iF Z=1THEN 760
640:A(28)='A(2B> + i:iF A(28> =10 THEN 855
650:a*<a<.'0) + i.<> y*
760:iF A(27) X THEN 800
785:a»<53>= , WIN":A*<52)=' YOU
786: GOTO 860
800 : BEEP 1

801 : PRINT A*f B«;C»FD«tEtfF«;G»;H*»I*r J*SK«fL*»
B)»' •!N*F0*!P«S{:)*FR»rS*»T*»U*»V»

820 : GOTO 600
855:for w^ito x:a*<w)=a«<u+30):next u
860 : PR INT A»>B*>C*»D*>E*rF*FG$»H*>I*;j*»K*,Ltr

A»<52) rA»<53)
865:G0T0 510
870 : END

HANqMAN
For the Pocket Computer

Jim Madeheim and Al Vesterdal

Sample Run (simulated)

Inside the parentheses is what is displayed on the screen

<X> means you typed in the letter X and then entered

Oby itself means enter.

:r.

(mistake? <1=yes.0=n0)> <0>
(?)<U>
(?><0>
(?)<0>
<?)<Ii

( ? ) • r

<?)<N
<?xo: The zero means you have finished the word.

(WOODEN)

(GUESS?) CA
BEEP <

<>
(GUESS?) I

BEEP < E-

A)

1. A)

(GUESS?) <I>
BEEP < E- 2. AI>
<>
(GUESS?)
BEEP (-00-E- 2. Al)
" This was a mistake. You must push the ENTER button first.

( 1 > This shows an error.
<-clv Push the CLEAR button and then enter.
< guess' ? ) Zero shows the last line printed out.
BEEP (-00-E- AI)

(GUESS?) (1

BEEP < DOM !< AI)

(GUESS?) M
BEEP (-00DE- i-.IM)

(GUESS?) N
BEEP (-00DEN AIM)

(GUESS?) U
(UOODEN WIN)

I • • The program is ready to accept another word.
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PACKER Machine language program mat edits all or
part of your Base program to run faster, save memory,
or ease editing The 5 options include UNPACK-
unpacks multiple statement lines into single statements
maintaining logic inserts spaces and renumbers lines

SHORT-deletes unnecessary words spaces, and REM
statements PACK- packs lines into maximum multiple
statement lines, maintaining program logic RENUM—
renumbers lines, including alt branches MOVE—moves
line or blocks of lines to any new location in program
On 2 cassettes for 16K 32K. 4 48K For TRS-BO™
Mod I or III Level II or Disk Basic $29 95
SYSTEM TAPE DUPLICATOR Copy your SYSTEM
format tapes Includes verify routines The Model III

version allows use of both 500 and 1 500 baud cassette)
speeds
For TRS-80™" Model I or III Level II $15 95
CASSETTE LABEL MAKER A mini word processor
to print cassette labels on a line printer. Includes 50
peel-and-stick labels on tractor leed paper
For TRS-80™ Modell or III Levelll & Printer 117 95
PRINT TO LPRINT TO PRINT Edits your Base program
in seconds to change all Prints to LPrints (except
Prints or Printf I or LPrints to Prints Save edited
version
For TRS-80™ Model I or III Level II $12 95

FAST SORTING ROUTINES For use with Radio
Shacks Accounts Receivable. Inventory Control I.

and Disk Mailing List Systems for Model I Level II.

Sorts in SECONDS' You II be amazed at the time they
can save Supplied on data diskette with complete
instructions
FAST SORT for Accounts Receivable $ 19 95
FAST SORT for Inventory Control I $19 95
FAST SORT for Disk Mailing List I specify data diskette

cassette for t drive system) 11495
ALL THREE ROUTINES $44 95

Prices subiect to change without notice Call or write
lor complete catalog Dealer inquiries invited VISA
and MasterCard accepted Foreign orders in US
currency only Kansas residents add 3% sales tax
On-line catalog on Wichita FORUM-80 316-682-2113
Or call our 24 hour phone 3 1 6-683-48 1 1 or write

COTTAGE SOFTWARE
614 N Harding Wichita. KS 67208

TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corporation

The Whole East Coast
Is Beiag Bombarded
Had OnTu Voo (

Saue It.
You're at the controls of

ABM, the pulse-pounding
anti-ballistic missle game
from MUSE.

It takes a cool head, a
hot hand and reflexes so

lightning-fast you can zap
those babies right in their

tracks. Pulverize 'em. Atom-
ize 'em. Vaporize 'em.

Oh my God... those
warheads... they're MIRV-
ing. There are hundreds of

them . . . thousands. They're

everywhere. No one can
save us now.

Except you.

For Apple II" or Apple II

Plus with 48K. $2495 at
your local computer store.

Write or call Muse for
information and the
dealer nearest you.
Apple II rs a trademark of Apple Com-
puter Corp.

ABM from Muse. For

your . . . amusement.
Ask for it at the MUSE

dealer nearest you.

CIRCLE 161 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Supercharge Your APPLE II

.^
• ....

*i— ~^ "***

^E RAO***

Lw..^tftfflll
The Axlon RAMDISK™ 320K Memory System for

the Apple II and Apple II Plus' provides access

speeds never before available. The Axlon memory
system is designed to interact with Apple DOS
3.3* and Apple Pascal 1.1* like two standard flop-

py disk drives while delivering the lightning fast

access speeds of RAM memory. This also leaves

32K of RAM for advanced programming techni-

ques. The interface board is slot independent and

draws no power from your Apple. The
rechargeable battery system built into the unit

provides three hours of backup in the event of a

power loss. Drop by your local Apple dealer or

contact Axlon, Inc. for more information.

• Trademark of Apple Computer. Inc

* Pascal is a Trademark of U.C.S.D. Regents

• Plug-in compatibility

• 320K bytes of RAM (200NS) memory designed

to function like two 35 track floppy disk drives

• Compatible with Apple DOS 3.3 and Apple

Pascal 1.1

• Same size as the Apple Disk II* Drive

• Invisible memory refresh - even with the Apple

turned off

• Rechargeable battery system built-in to pro-

vide 3 hours of auxiliary power

• Slot independent interface board - draws no

power from your Apple

• All firmware is in static RAM on the interface

board

• Includes software for diagnostic, fast load and

copy routines, and business applications

170 N. Wolfe Road,

Sunnyvale, CA 94086

AXU0N (408) 730021

6
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MORE

In my December 1979 article in this magazine I showed
how to make some interesting geometric designs from very

simple graphics programs. Here are some more, this time less

mathematical.

Introduction

Once again, consider a "turtle" graphics system. That is, a

line drawing system where one moves an imaginary object

called a "turtle" in order to make lines. Three kinds of

commands can be made:
•FORWARD: go forward a certain distance in the direction

you are facing making a line as you move.
•PENUPFORWARD: go forward a certain distance in the

direction you are facing, but don't draw anything.

•RIGHT: turn right a certain number of degrees to face in a

new direction.

So for instance to draw a "+" you could say (assuming, as

we will in what follows, that the "turtle" always begins pointing

straight up):

FORWARD 100

RIGHT 135

PENUPFORWARD 71

RIGHT 135

FORWARD 100

The springboard for both this paper and the preceding one
is a famous program called POLY. It just consists of repeating

a large number of times the pair of instructions:

FORWARD S

RIGHT A
where S and A are particular numbers. Figures 1-4 give

POLYs for A=90, A=60, A= 144, and A= 1.

In what follows, we'll assume there's a variable called

HEADING which keeps track of the total amount the turtle

has turned right. The starting HEADING isO.

Neil Rowc, Department of Computer Science. Stanford University.

Stanford. CA 94.T0S.

Neil C. Rowe

Random POLYs
Let's introduce random choices into POLY. For instance,

"erasing" random lines of a complete POLY drawing. We can
do this with a POLY (which I'll call ERASEPOLY) which
makes a random choice between drawing and not drawing
each time, repeating the following commands in sequence:

IF RANDOMCHOICE THEN FORWARD S

ELSE PENUPFORWARD S

RIGHT A
IF (HEADING MODULO 360) = THEN STOP

where RANDOMCHOICE is randomly "true" or "false."

HEADING MODULO 360 means the remainder when dividing

HEADING by 360, and the last line is necessary to prevent

overdrawing. Figure 5 is an example for A=60. A variant,

which I call SKIPPOLY, is to just not bother tracing out some
of the sides at all:

IF RANDOMCHOICE THEN FORWARD S

RIGHT A
IF (HEADING MODULO 360) = THEN STOP

Figure 6 shows one for A=60.
Another idea is to rearrange the order of the sides of a

POLY, which I call PERMUPOLY:

Figure I.

POL Y with S= 100. A =90.

Figure 2.

POLY with S = 50.A= 60.

Figure 3.

POL Y with S=100.A=144.

Figure 4.

POLY with S= l.A = l.
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INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITY
EXCLUSIVE FRANCHISE IN

AMERICAS MOST PROFITABLE
AND DYNAMIC INDUSTRY IS

BEING OFFERED FOR THE
FIRST TIME IN THIS AREA.
INTERNATIONAL COMPANY
WILL PLACE QUALIFIED
INDIVIDUAL IN TURN KEY"
BUSINESS, TRAIN KEY PEOPLE,
PROVIDE INVENTORY.
FINANCE YOUR CUSTOMERS.
AND PAY YOU THOUSANDS OF
DOLLARS "UP FRONT" ON
ORDERS WHERE YOUR
CUSTOMERS PAY ONLY ON
FUTURE ENERGY SAVINGS.
EXISTING CUSTOMERS OF OUR
FRANCHISEES READS LIKE
"WHO'S WHO" OF FORTUNE
500.
IF YOU QUALIFY, YOU WILL BE
FLOWN TO LOS ANGELES FOR
A TOUR OF INSTALLATIONS
AND PERSONAL INTERVIEW.
MINIMUM INVESTMENT OF
$40,000 TO $100,000. CALL
PRESIDENT AT 1-800-323-6556,

EXT. R-137 OR WRITE: FEDERAL
ENERGY SYSTEMS INC.. SUITE
200. 336 N. FOOTHILL RD..

BEVERLY HILLS. CALIFORNIA
90210.
CIRCLE 149 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Pardon Hie, But
Did Vour Apple
Just-Speak ?

Muse gives your compu-
ter the power of speech with
The Voice. Use the vocabu-
lary provided to create thou-
sands of phrases; or put your
own words in the Apple's—
aah—mouth.

Add sound effects to

your own computer games.
Greet visitors. Leave mes-
sages. Use your imagination.
The possibilities are actually

endless.

Each disk stores up to

80 words and phrases,
which can be sorted for

quick reference. And, The
Voice allows your Apple to

speak from any Basic Pro-

gram through your Print

Commands.
The Voice from Muse.

For your. . . amusement.
($39.95)

For Apple II " or Apple II

Plus ' with 48K. Write or
call Mute for information
and the dealer nearest
you.
Apple II is a trademark of Apple
Computer Corp.

mim^m^

MUSE
SOFTWARE

347 N Charles St Baltimore MD 2)201 301 659 7212
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Bill Budge's

pinball flippers
make this a game of strategy

& skilled shot making.

Animated shields
can shoot a lost ball back into play

Raster Blaster
for the Atari 800 and Apple II

may be the first personalcomputer
game that is copied for the arcade

machines. It is so technically

sophisticated and fun to play that

it is sure to attract the big arcade
manufacturers. But you can get it

right now for your Apple or Atari!

Three animated claws
trap the ball if they are enabled.

When three balls become
trapped, all are released for

exciting multi-ball play.

Three sets of targets
test your aim and timing.

Hit all of them to enable the claws.

Plus kickers,
thumper-bumpers and
an animated spinner help to
provide unmatched realism.

Dealer inquiries invited
BudgeCo, 428 Pala Ave
Piedmont. CA 94611
(415)658-8141

VIDEO
PINBALL
FOR THE
APPLE II &
ATARI 800

Apple II is a registered trademark of Apple Computer. Inc Alan is a registered trademark ot Atari. Inc CIRCLE 1S1 ON REA0ER SERVICE CARD BudgeCo 1982



More Polys, continu

Figure 5. An ERASEPOLY
with S=100.A= 60.

Figure 6. A SKIPPOLY
with S=100,A = 60.

Figure 7. A PERMUPOLY
with S= 100. A =60.

Figure 8. IMPOLY with S =
100, S2= W,A = 90,F = 5.

IF RANDOMCHOICE AND (HEADING MODULO 360)

IS NOT IN HLIST THEN BEGIN
FORWARD S

RIGHT A
PUT (HEADING MODULO 360) IN HLIST
END

where the BEGIN and END group commands that must be

done together, and HLIST is a list of headings; note no
"STOP" line is needed. Figure 7 is an A=60 example.

There are lots of interesting things you can discover about
these figures. For instance, for some A, how many different

figures are there (ignoring rotations and mirror reversals)?

How many of the figures are symmetric (either "laterally" or

"rotationally")? How many contain K lines, for some number
K? What are the "family relationships" by which one can be

built from others?

Clockwork POLYs
Rather than just not "doing anything" on certain steps of a

POLY, as in ERASEPOLY and SKIPPOLY, one can move
forward or turn right. When you do this regularly instead of

randomly, this is a "clockwork" or "impulse" POLY, which
works the way mechanical clocks work. The idea is to do
POLY with a given S and A most of the time, but every so

often move instead forward an S2 (in the side impulse POLY)
or turn instead an A2 (in the angle impulse POLY). The
effect is most interesting when S2 is very different from S or

A2 from A. This can be done by the POLY-style repeated

command group:

IF (HEADING MODULO (F • A)) = THEN
FORWARD S2

ELSE FORWARD S

RIGHT A
where HEADING again is the total amount that the turtle has

turned right, and F is an integer "frequency" (number of steps

between impulses). Figures 8-10 give examples of this

IMPOLY.
The angle impulse POLY (AIMPOLY) is similar (only now

we need a special counter variable K rather than HEAD-
ING):

FORWARD S

IF (K MODULO F) = THEN RIGHT A2
ELSE RIGHT A
ADD 1 TO K

Figures 1 1-13 give examples.

Another idea is to have the S2 or A2 used more than just

once in a while— half the time, say. (Which gives a "square

wave modulation" POLY, using the terms of my previous

Figure 9.

IMPOL Y with S = 10. S2 = -50.

A=4.F=36.

Figure 10.

IMPOLY with S = 35. S2 = -20,

A=40.F= 25.

Figure 11. AIMPOL Y with S = 50.

A=4S.A2 = -45.F=5.
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\ NEW 1982
DISCOUNT

' ELECTRONIC
CATALOGS

JOIN THE PAK!

For only $1 you can become a member of

our exclusive Pak and receive 5 exciting

catalogs throughout k M M
1982! In addition you
can become eligible to

receive our Galaxie
catalogs! As a leader

in the industry we otter

Penny Sales. Free
Premiums and Low.
Low Prices on a wide
variety of Electronic Products such as
Computer Peripherals. Integrated Cir-

cuits. Speakers. Audio Equipment.
Rechargeable Batteries. Solar Products.
Semiconductors, and much, much more!
Take advantage of our 25 years
experience as America's foremost >Q
Supplier of discount electronics. 7^

ENCLOSED IS I

SUBSCRIPTION OF 5 CATALOGS.

NAME:

ADDRESS:

CITY:

STATE: ZIP-

CLIP AND MAIL COUPON TO:

POLY PAKS. INC.
P.O. BOX 842. CC4 • 8. LYNNFIELO, MA. 01940

S0...V0U
Think Vou're
Invincible ?

Vbu've programmed your
war robot. Tested it. De-bugged.
Re-programmed. Tested . . . And
you're sure. You have the ulti-

mate robot. Are you ready to
hud your war-cry across the
nation? There are hundreds of
robot-lords awaiting your
challenge.

RobotWar—an action
logic game designed to sharpen
your programming skills. Comes
with five pre-programmed robot
opponents. And, when you've
developed a machine none of
the five can destroy, there's a
national network of people like

you—each with an indestruc-

tible robot.

Ask for the game at your
nearest Muse dealer.

RobotWar from. Muse. For
your. . . amusement.

For Apple II" or Apple II Plus
"

with 48K. S39.95 at your local

computer store. Write or call

Muse for information and the
dealer nearest you.
Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer
Corp.
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WHAT EVERY

INTELLIGENT INVESTOR
REALLY NEEDS TO KNOW!*

THERE IS MORE TO BEING A SHREWD INVESTOR THAN KNOWING IF YOUR STOCK WENT UP OR DOWN SHOULD YOU
NOT CONSIDER INVESTMENT ALTERNATIVES? WHAT WOULD THESE ALTERNATIVES HAVE PRODUCED CONSIDERING
THE SAME INVESTED AMOUNTS ON THE SAME DAYS?

INTELLIGENT INVESTOR™ Series I

• Keeps Record of All

Investments

Cash Additions » Withdrawals

Quarterly Portfolio Valuations

Dividends & Interest

Brokerage Commissions

Margin Expenses

Advisory Fees

• Tods You
Who Midi Mora from Your

Account - You or Your

Stockbroker

e Calculates

Time Weighted Rates ot Return

Dollar Weightad Rates of Return

Portfolio Yields

Traditional 110 year time spam plus
Usti Oelirud Specific Periods

e Evaluates

Your Investment Decisions

In Terms of Alternatives

Your Investment Recommen-
dations & Decisions

Is

Error-Tolerant and Trouble Free

for Use by the Computer Novice

User Friendly - Menu Driven

AVAILABLE FOR APPLE COMPUTERS WITH APPLESOFT. 48K. 16 SECTOR. DUAL DISK DRIVES

Telephone Orders Accepted on Visa or Mastercharge

Mail Orders Must be Accompanied By Check or Charge Card

SHIPPING 1110 HtaOLMC S3
CUIIOMH* mSIHNtS >00 8% SAKS I»I

Number

Expiration Data

Cardholders Name

Signature

•a majo*rmtcw ruuicAiKm snanc oitahs on kiouist

Amisona A riuwuAA* of Ami commit* me
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SOFTWARE EOR

the INTELLIGENT INVESTOR1

8 1 Camelvuw Plaza

6900 E. Camclhack Road

Scottsc.dk AZ8525J

(602) 941-5315



lore Polys, continued..

Figure 12.

AIMPOLY with S = 50,A = SO,

A2=-50,F=7.

Figure 13.

AIMPOL Y with S=7,A=5.
A2=90,F=96.

article.) Side (S) and angle (A) changes turn out to look pretty

similar, so I give only the first:

IF (HEADING MODULO (F • A))< (F • A ) / 2

THEN FORWARD S
ELSE FORWARD S2
RIGHT A

Figures 14-16 give examples of

DBLPOLY.
this "double POLY"

Figure 14.

DBLPOLY with S = SO.

S2= 100.A = 60.F= 8.

With programs of this sort we can make "embedded POLYs"
where there are several levels of detail in the figure, corres-

ponding to each of the frequencies. Figures 17-20 provide

examples. Note Figures 17 and 18 have the same angle and

frequencies, illustrating the importance of the S "scaling

factors" on the sides. Also note you can prove that the

number of lines in an EMBEDPOLY is the least common
multiple of the three frequencies and 360/A.

Multiple Frequencies

Things start to get particularly interesting if we let the

programs of the last section have more than one frequency.

Like this EMBEDPOLY, extending IMPOLY:

FORWARD S

IF (HEADING MODULO (Fl • A)) = THEN
FORWARD SI

IF (HEADING MODULO (F2 • A)) = THEN
FORWARD S2

IF (HEADING MODULO (F3 • A)) = THEN
FORWARD S3

RIGHT A

Region POLYs
So far we've written programs only in terms of FORWARDS

and RIGHTs and not considered at all where the turtle

happens to be. But we can define, say, certain parts of the

turtle plane where the turtle behaves differently from other

parts. For instance, suppose in half of the plane the turtle

always moves forward S2, in the other half S2. (This can
happen in the physics of charged particles moving in magnetic

fields). This can be done by a LINEREGPOLY:

IF XCOORDINATE > THEN FORWARD SI

ELSE FORWARD S2
RIGHT A

Figure 15. DBLPOLY with S = 45,

S2 = -6,A=25,F= 8.

Figure 16. DBLPOLY with S = 4,

S2= 1,A=5,F= 63.

Figure 17. EMBEDPOLY
with S = 15, SI = 75, S2 =6,S3 =
85. Fl =5,F2 = 25, F3 = 125, A = 90.
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Figure 18. EMBEDPOLY
with S = 6.S1 = 120. S2 - 10. S3
= 30.F1 = 5, F2 = 25. F3 = 125. A = 90.

Figure 19. EMBEDPOLY
with S = 4,S1 = -5. S2 =20,S3 =
100. Fl = 9.F2 = 200, F3 = 280. A = 10.

Figure 20. EMBEDPOL Y with

S= 1.S1 = 10, S2 = 100, S3 = 24.

Fl = 5,F2= 80, F3 = 140, A = 30.

where XCOORDINATE gives the current horizontal location

of the turtle. Unfortunately, for most cases this figure is not
closed (see Figure 21 ). This suggests making the region boundary

a circular one. And note we can also do things to the turtle's

heading (direction) when we reach a boundary:

FORWARD S
IF ((XCOORDINATE • XCOORDINATE)
+ (YCOORDINATE • YCOORDINATE))
> (RADIUS • RADIUS) THEN RIGHT 180
ELSE RIGHT A

which turns the turtle around completely (CIRCREGPOLY;
see Figure 22).

Or we can "bounce." Using the rule from physics that the

angle of incidence equals the angle of reflectance, we can
get, with a little mathematics, the turtle to turn right:

180 - 2 • (BEARING - HEADING)
when it bounces, where BEARING is direction the turtle is

pointing in relation to the center of the region, which if you
know a little math is:

BEARING = ARCTAN(XCOORDINATE - YCOORDI-
NATE)

So we can bounce with the following BOUNCEPOLY:

FORWARD S
IF ((XCOORDINATE • XCOORDINATE))
+ (YCOORDINATE • YCOORDINATE))
> (RADIUS* RADIUS)
THEN RIGHT 180 - 2 • (BEARING - HEADING))
ELSE RIGHT A

See Figure 23.

Further Ideas

This article has just touched on a few simple ideas for

making interesting geometrical shapes. If your interests are
artistic, try combining some of the very different ideas in this

and the previous paper which I haven't mixed in order to be
clear.

There's no reason to restrict yourself to just POLY-type
programs. Th's has made my descriptions simpler, but actually

you can use any line drawing as a basis for these ideas. Just

represent the drawing as a list of FORWARD-RIGHT argument
pairs, and cycle through this list again and again.

Figure 21. L1NEREGPOLY
with S = 2,S2 = 5.A=5.

Figure 22. C1RCREGPOL Y with S = 12,

A =5. RADIUS = 100.

Figure 23. BOUNCEPOL Y with S = 15.

A = 12. RADIUS = 100.
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Logo Ideas
Robert Lawler

The folio .

problems tLog
through the MITLo
presented as independent unit

be useful in and of itself.

What's A Powerful Idea?

Everybody knows what a grapefruit is and how to cut one in

half. When you cut a grapefruit perpendicularly to the core,

the cut face shows a pattern like a wheel, with axle, spokes and

rim. A little energy and perserverance are all you need to dig

out and enjoy the juicy meat from between the spokes. There

must have been a time when you didn't know which way to cut

a grapefruit. Did you find out how the hard way? What happens

if you divide the grapefruit the other way, along the core? It is

nearly impossible to get at the still buried meat, for the tough

skin of the sections is an intact obstacle. The grapefruit looks

pretty much uniform on the outside of its skin, but when you

look deeper you can see there is a very specific and important

organization that you must understand if you want to get at

what's inside. This very simple, very concrete situation of

cutting up a grapefruit provides a useful way to look at many
other very troublesome problems. It points up the issue that

how you analyze a problem, whether your analysis "goes with

the grain" or "against the grain," can make a world of difference

in how hard the problem is to solve.

The intrinsic thing that gives such an example power in

thought is its simplicity, in the sense that given the perspective

of the idea (embodied in the concrete example), the primary

conclusions that can be drawn are obvious without long chains

of arguments. That is, such ideas are elegant in the mathe-

matician's sense. The extrinsic root of power is the example's

fruitfulness, how well it can serve in helping you understand

other problem situations by analogy.

Robert Lawler. Ph.D.. Associate Director. Logo. P.O. Box 1551. Ansonia

Station. New York. NY 10023.



The more powerful ideas you have the better. If you have
only one possible model of a situation, you are a prisoner of a
limited point of view. If you can interpret a situation in terms
of several possible models, you can compare the fit of each to
judge which is most appropriate. As a situation changes, some
alternative model may come to better fit the situation than the
one originally best. Could it be that the flexibility of mind we
ascribe to "smart" people derives directly from their having a
well developed stock of such powerful ideas?

Descartes introduces his Discourse on Method with the
witticism that intelligence is the only thing in the world of
which there is no scarcity, for although men may complain
that they lack goods or information, no one complains that his

judgment is inadequate. Why should this be the case? People
don't know— or believe— that ideas can be powerful. The
most powerful idea of all is that there are such things as
powerful ideas. Those of us who lack this idea may struggle

valiantly with problems, combing the world for information
and our minds to make connections, without imagining that

we need to formulate the problem through a fundamentally
different model of the situation.

Do It Yourself

How do you make a Logo circle? Circles have something to

do with centers and a thing called a radius, don't they? But the

Logo turtle doesn't know anything about centers or a radius— all

it knows is how to turn right and left and to move forward and
back. What would YOU do if you were the turtle? You might
do it yourself, try to make a shape that's a little bit like a circle

by taking one step forward, turning a little, and doing both
over again and again. If the path you follow has many turns,

the shape of your path will be like the circle the turtle makes in

this procedure:

TO CIRCLE
FORWARD 1

RIGHT 1

CIRCLE

When you do it yourself, you can understand better what the

turtle is doing.

Suppose you made a picture of a bird and wanted to make it

fly. How would you do it? Can you put yourself in the scene
and write a "people-procedure" for your own flying? It must
have something to do with flapping your arms and going
forward. If you do it again and again, as in the circle example,
your simplest people-procedure might be like this:

TO FLY
RAISE ARMS
LOWER ARMS

FORWARD SOME-AMOUNT
FLY

Does it seem childish to do it yourself? Grown up people
never go around imitating turtles or pretending to fly , do they?

Some really smart people do; they know that putting themselves

in the scene, being a part of the action, helps them understand
what's going on. One of the most famous scientists of modern
times, James Clerk Maxwell, once imagined himself a super-

ordinary tiny creature (he named it a "demon") who could
control the flow of molecules in a gas by opening and closing a

tiny window. Maxwell was not being childish by putting himself

in the middle of the action. He was raising a fundamental
challenge to the basic laws of physics. Give it a try when you
have a problem to solve. Do it yourself. Q
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FIELDS
BYTE RECORDS

::: TITLE: "THE PROGRAM WRITER/REPORTERS"
Enables ANYONE to write complete running debugged BASIC LANGUAGE Pro

grams in 35 to 40 minutes with NO PRIOR PROGRAMMING KNOWLEDGE OR
ABILITY

IF you are one of the many who bought a microcomputer in the belief that with

just a little studying you could write your own programs you now know that you
cant

IF you. as a businesman. thought you could have stock software modified at a
reasonable cost with reasonable results, you know that s not possible either

IF you are a hobbyist getting tired of the untold hours it takes to write a program
only to find it takes more hours to debug than to write

IF you are a skilled programmer you don t have to be reminded of the repetitious

time spent on each new application
IF you have left your micro-computer sitting somewhere gathering dust meet

THE PROGRAM WRITER/REPORTER'
THE PROGRAM WRITER/REPORTER ' is not |ust another data base generator
THE PROGRAM WRITER/REPORTER' at your direction makes complete run

mng programs that are thoroughly documented, easy to modify at any time by YOU'
THE PROGRAM WRITERiREPORTER' cuts programming time up to 90° tor a

skilled programmer
THE PROGRAM WRITER REPORTER ' will make anyone a skilled programmer in

30 to 35 minutes'
THE PROGRAM WRiTER'REPORTER' does the work' You can answer the simple

direct questions and THE PROGRAM WRITER'REPORTER' CREATES AND ALL
IN BASIC LANGUAGE
O After THE PROGRAM WRITER/REPORTER' has produced a program can it be
modified''
A Yes. the resulting program is modular fully documented and readily accessible
tor alterations or deletions
O Does the program created use so much disc space that there is very little space
left tor the record storage''
A No. the code produced is extremely compact despite complete documentation
II requested THE PROGRAM WRITER'REPORTER' will even pack or compress
information You may even delete the remarks making it even more space
efficient

O Must I be expert or even conversant with Basic Language1

A No. all questions to and answers from the operator require no computer
language knowledge, simple every day English will do
O What about math ability''

• A If you can count your fingers and toes, you II have no problems
• O Will the programs which I produce with THE PROGRAM WRITER/REPORTER'
•• be bulky, slow or amateurish''

A No the resulting programs win be sophisticated and extremely last operating

For example should you create a mailing list or inventory program, the time for any
record to be retrieved and displayed from a full disc would take a maximum of

1 second
Q Must the programs produced conform to a predetermined format and tile

length?
A No. you determine format and tile size to tit your requirements

O Can I develop my own business programs'9

A yes
O What are the limitations' What programs can I produce with THE PROGRAM
WRITER'REPORTER' ">

A Your own ingenuity and hardware limitations 100 s of different programs

TECHNICAL ASPECTS
The Reporter Package makes reports your way
Record access by a hashing algorithm guaranteeing fast record retrieval

Duplicate keys permitted
Record deletion automatically supported
Record access and tile maintenance is user transparent
Minimal disc overhead since there is no special assembly language routine call

ed No Basic overhead
Programs produced can be transported between 6800 6502 8080 Z80 8085 8086

and Z8000 based systems
Can be used with Micro Soft Basic and CP'M systems
Complete tile maintenance including up date ot any record in any field, delete

and add new records even with duplicate key

ok==4VAni.oves
Information Inc. 'BWNtotinDr. OvwUnd dti KS 66204
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Teach Them Computing
with a

Pocket Computer

Antonio M. Lopez, Jr., Ph.D

Teach them how to compute, but teach
them using fewer dollars. This statement
incorporates the consensus of the panel
on Computing Concepts in Elementary
Schools at the 1981 National Educational
Computing Conference, and economic
reality. The panel was chaired by Margaret
Christensen. Widener College and consisted
of Jacques LaFrance. Oral Roberts Uni-
versity; Arthur Luehrmann. Computer
Literacy. Inc.; Robert Taylor. Teachers
College Columbia University; Daniel Watt.
Logo Project; and Grayson Wheatley.
Purdue University. It suggested that teachers
spend more time showing students how to
compute and less time on drill and practice
and tutorials. The economic reality is that
the Reagan administration has proposed a
$9.9 million budget for science education
for the National Science Foundation. This
is down from $90 million, and Congress
may restore only $35 million. The "grant
well" for most schools has dried up.
No one will argue that the hardware

costs for educational computing have not
decreased since the introduction of micro-
computers. However, it must also be realized
that the vast majority of elementary schools
throughout this country never had an
academic computer budget previously.

Antonio M. Lopez. Jr.. Ph.D.. Mathematical Sciences
Loyola University. Box SI. New Orleans. LA

April 1982 Creative Computing

Minicomputers and mainframes were, for
the most part, out of the question financially.
So, where there was nothing before, there
is now a request for $999 or more. Further-
more, that $999 request is for one minimal
microcomputer system to teach 10 or 15
students. Can we achieve the goal of

Learning to program
with a pocket computer

is about as easy as
learning to play with

Big Trak.

teaching children how to compute, while
meeting the shrinking dollar problem?
Radio Shack announced the TRS-80

Pocket Computer in August 1980. Sharp
introduced the DC-1 21 1 a few months later
and Quasar released its Hand Held Com-
puter at the end of 1981. To date the
educational potential of these machines
has been largely ignored. They don't seem
to have fancy graphics nor is there a wealth

141

of educational software support. However
a pocket computer can be used to compute
and it provides a relatively inexpensive
means of teaching programming.
Depending on the source, the TRS-80

Pocket Computer retails for $229.95 or
less. There is also a printer/cassette interface

Soo^5 a"d a Casset,e recorde' 'or
J/9.95. Thus an elementary school student
can have a computer, a printer, and a
secondary storage device for less than $460
Compare this with the 4K Level I TRS-80
Model III with Line Printer VII and cassette
recorder for $1 163.90. There is a difference
of over $700. (In all fairness, we must also

WZ ™ e availabili,y °* the Commodore
V1C-20. which retails for $299.95 and the
Sinclair ZX81. which sells for $149 9S-
Ed.)

But what can we teach using pocket
computers? Truly, a great deal of applied
mathematics and computer science. Part
of the goal statement on computer literacy
from the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics said that mathematics pro-
grams must take full advantage of the power
of computers at all grade levels

.

Included among the 1 1 topics singled
out in the statement were drill and practice
problem solving, data retrieval tasks, and
programming. The pocket computer can
be used to teach all four of these topics
and more.



Pocket Computer, continued.

10:" "CLEM? :

PAUSE "HI. T
HERE": INPUT
"ENTER A HUH
BERSX: INPUT
"MATH LEVEL
1,2.3?"5E

20:E=10~E«-l:
PAUSE "10 QU
EST10H URILL
":T=0:K*0

BOlPMBE "MAIN
MEWJ" : PRINT
"SHFT A> ADD
":F«INT "SHF
T £:> SUBTRAC
T"

40:PRINT "'SHFT

C> HULTIPLV
: PRINT 'SHFT
D> DIVIDE":
GOTO 30

100:"A*1»100:K«*:
+l: IF K>10
GOTO 503

110-.G03JB WO: A*
..SUB 900:

B=X:C=A*B:Sit
=" -» "iGOTCS

910
200t HB"l"200iKNC

II IF >'>10

GOTO 5C0
210'GOSUB WO:C =

XsGOSUB 900!
B"=X.:A=C*B:S*
=" - ":GOTO
910

300:"C"l=300:K«t<
+l: IF K>10
GOTO 50)

31fi:G0WB WO: A*
-'.SUB 900:

B«X«C"ft*B«S*
»•• X "I GOTO
910

400:"D"l»4O5:K«*
+1:1F K>10
GOTO 500

410--G09JB 900«O
• '5UB 900:

B=X:A=0*B:S*

4201 IF B=OTHEN 4

10
430: GOTO 910
500:T=T«10«PRIMT

"YUJR WORE
IS "ITI'V

5101 INPUT "AHOTH
ER DRIIJ-""'''

j : if y»«"YES
"GOTO 10
:IF 'ff-'NO"
GOTO 530

325IPMJ3E "PHSME
R YES OR NO"
:GC>TO 510

5301PAU3E "BYE":
END

900IX-ABS 14391.4

7*X)»IWS*Xi
X-S-IHT <D'E
>*E: RETURN

910»BEEP l: PRINT
AietiBi* ?
AM3 SHFT '
:GOT0 910

920:"="AREAB Z»

IF C=ZLET X*
7+1: PAUSE "V

ERV GOCiB !
' !

••-.mio 1

930<PMJ3E "NO. I

HAT IS NOT IV

IGHT': PRINT
h:«;i;b;

# = '

IC'GOTO I

BISECTION
METHOD FOR
FINDING ROOTS
TRIAL ROOT

-I.
FUNCTION VALUE

TRIAL ROOT
-1.5

FUNCTION VALUE
-0.25

TRIAL ROOT
-1.75

FUNCTION VALUE
0.3125

TRIAL ROOT
-1.625

FUNCTION VALUE
0. 01562-5

TRIAL ROOT
-1.5625

FUNCTION VALUE
-0.12109375

TRIAL ROOT
-1.59375

FUNCTION VALUE
-3.37109375E-02
TRIAL ROOT

-1.609375
FUNCTION VALUE
-1.928710933E-O2
TRIAL ROOT

-1.6171875
FUNCTION VALUE
-1.89208985E-03
TRIAL ROOT

-1.62109375

FUNCTION VALUE
6.8511962=3E-03

TRIAL ROOT
-1.619140625

FUNCTION VALUE
2.47'i73852E-03

TRIAL ROOT
-1.618164063

FUNCTION VALUE
2.9037173E-04

TRIAL ROOT
-1.617675782

FUNCTION VALUE
-

: . 0034634E-04
TRIAL ROOT

-1.617919923
FUNCTION VALUE

-2.5504576E-04
TRIAL ROOT

-1.618041993
FUNCTION VALUE

1.739811E-05
TRIAL ROOT

-1.617930953
FUNCTION VALUE

-1.1857755E-04
TRIAL ROOT

-1.618011476
FUNCTION VALUE

-5.033954E-05
TRIAL FOOT

-1.618026735
FUNCTION VALUE

••1.621983E-05
TRIAL ROOT

-1.613034364
FUNCTICH VALUE

S.3903E-07
R0CiT=-1.618Q3436
4

101

40:

60

70

90
91
100

110!

Ill
120

130

140

150
160
161
900
901

PRINT "BISEC
TION":PRINT
"METHOD FOR*
:PRINT "FIND
IMG ROOTS"
:E=. 00001
:INFUT "ENTER
A "1A."ENTE

R B "5B
X=A:GOSUB W
0-.F-=F:X=B:
GOSUB WO:S»
F
IF SGN R<>
SGN STHEN 90

: PAUSE "SAME
SIGNS. TRY A
GAIN": GOTO 3

:C=<A+B>'2
:BEEP 1

:X=C::GOSUB 90
0:T=F:IF T=0
THEN 140
IF !5GN T=SGN
RTHEN 160
B=C
PRINT "TRIAL
ROOT":PRINT

C: PRINT "FUN
CTION VALUE*
: PRINT T

:IF ABS <A-B)
>ETHEN

: PR INT
»IC
END
:A=C
:GOT0 133
i:F=K«X+X-l
: RETURN

Listing 3.

Listing I.

Listing 2.

Listing 4.

PIG CHICKEN LEG
0. 18. 36.

1. 17. 38.

2. 16. 40.

3. 15. 42.

4. 14. 44.

5. 13. 46.

6. 12. 48.

7. 11. 30.

8. 10. 32.

9. 9. 54.

10. 8. 56.

11. 7. 58.

12. 6. 60.

13. 3. 62.
14. 4. 64.

15. 3. 66.

16. 2- 68.
17. 1- 70.

18. 0. 72.

10:PRINT "PIG C
HICKEN LEG"

20'F0R P=OTO 18
SOiC-18-P
40:l.=4*P*2*C
'i0:PRINT " "IPI

"ICI"
"iL

60IHEX7 P
70: END

90
ROOT*

CONTINUOUS
DILUTION
PROBLEM

MLS. STRENGHT
0. 1.

100. 9.090909
091E-01
200. 0.826446
281
300. 7.51314:5

009E-01
400. 6.830134
554E-01
500. 6.209213
231E-01
600. 5.644739
301C-01
700. 5. 131581
18TJE-01
800. 4.665073
son-oi
900. 4.240976
18*1-01
MILLILITER&MOW

SOLUTICN-3. 35543
E-01

)fi:PRINT "C0NT1
NUOUS"

lUPRINT "DILUT
ION"

I "-.PRINT "PROBL
EM"

20:PRINT *——
301 INPUT "1NITI

AL CONCENTRA
TKN"5C

40: PAUSE "MILL1
TER-S OF NATE
R"

41 : INPUT "ADDED
EACH STEP"!

M
•?0:N=tOOO'H
t,0-D=n'10CO
70:T=0
80: PR INT "I1LS.

STFENGHT"
IFOR 1 = 1 TO N

100:PRIHT Tl"
"iC

HO:C=C<1*:0>
120H-T-H1
130'HEXI I

140:print "milli
i.iters=

# ;t
141 -.print "-50lut

ION=">C

Radio Shack's Math Drill is an available

drill and practice package for the pocket

computer. However, with a little effort a

teacher could write something similar. For

example. Listing 1 is a program that drills

on the arithmetic of whole numbers.

A real plus in the Radio Shack product

is an excellent game called Hi-Lo. This

game gives a child eight chances to guess

what number (between and 100) the

computer has chosen. After each guess

the computer responds by indicating

whether the guess was high or low with

respect to the secret number. This game is

an excellent vehicle for teaching children

the technique of binary search. Why wait

until they take a computer science course

in college?

Problem solving has long been at the

heart of the mathematical sciences. The

PRISM study (Priorities in School Mathe-

matics, 1981), conducted by the National

Council of Teachers of Mathematics,

indicated continued strong support for it

in the mathematics curriculum of the 80s.

However, only moderate support was given

for having calculators and computers

available for problem solving work.

Apparently, teachers are still not sure

how to incorporate these computational

devices into the process. New problem

solving strategies are forthcoming (Piele,

1981), and they do not require large

microcomputer systems. Modified versions

142

of the Applesoft Basic programs presented

by Piele for teaching problem solving with

a computer work on the TRS-80 Pocket

Computer (Listings 2, 3. and 4).

Creating and retrieving data files is

relatively simple with the TRS-80 Pocket

Computer. As part of its organization, there

are 26 data memories. Each can hold eight

bytes of either numerical or string data

and be referenced in a variety of ways.

The PRINT* instruction records the

contents of data memories onto cassette

tape. The INPUT* instruction transfers

data recorded on tape to data memory.

The program in Listing 5 shows the use

of the PRINT* instruction in the creating

of a data file called VOCAB 1 .
Retrieval of

April 1982 c Creative Computing
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Pocket Computer, continued...

that file using INPUTS, and the displaying

of the individual words for recognition

practice is the purpose of the program in

Listing 6. It should also be noted that once
the data memories are loaded from tape,

they remain in memory as long as the

program is resident.

Learning to program with a pocket

computer is about as easy as learning to

play with Big Trak. Basic is in ROM. so

the computer is ready to accept commands
as soon as the ON key is pressed. Commands
can be abbreviated in just about any fashion

and still be understood by the computer.

For example, a line entry containing P.,

PR., PRI., or PRIN. will have the abbrevia-

tion transformed to PRINT when placed

Listing 5.

5: CLEAR
10:PRINT "CREAT

ING DATA TAP
E"

15: PRINT "MARK
COUNTER STAR
T"

2CUPRIHT "ENTER
20 WORKS"

30: PR INT "ONE A
T A TINE."

40: FOR X-1T0 20
50: PAIGE "U0RD

s *;x
601 INPUT

WORD
ENTER
;a*<:x

70: NEXT X
80: PR INT fVOCA

Bl"
90:PRINT "NARK

COUNTER STOP

100: PAUSE "PROGR
AM COMPLETES

UOtEND

5: INPUT "LOAD
A TAPE? "5Y*

6: IF V*="fES"
GOTO 9

7: IF -f$="N0"
GOTO 30

Si: PAUSE "PLEA:?
E ANSWER YES
OR NO": GOTO

5
9: CLEAR
Ki: PR INT "CHECK

COUNTER"
20: INPUT fVOCA

Bl*
30: FOR X=1T0 20

: PRINT
";a*<x

):NEXT X
40: INPUT "BO IT

AGAIN? "!Yf
4l:IF V*="7ES"

GOTO 30
42: IF V*="N0"

GOTO 50
4T: PAUSE "PLEAS

E ANSWER YES
OR NO"

44: GOTO 40
50:EN»

Listing 6.

Listing 7.

into program memory. (This is done with

a compression code.)

Program editing is not as complicated

as with larger microcomputer systems.

Type-over editing is supported. Insertions

and deletions can be accomplished on a

program line by moving the cursor left or

right (left or right arrow keys) and pressing

the SHFT and INS or SHFT and DEL keys

respectively.

These features allow the elementary

school student to concentrate on the

important task of computing and not be

entangled in operating systems, syntax,

and text editing commands. Sequence,

selection and looping structures can all be

taught on the pocket computer. The
mathematical hierarchy of operation is the

same as with any other microcomputer
system, and some intrinsic functions are

available.

To a nine year old, the distinctions

between hardware and software become
apparent while holding a computer in the

palm of the hand and entering a program
that was just developed. Students learn

Sequence, selection

and looping structures

can all be taught on the
pocket computer.

from first hand experience that the compo-
nents (printer, cassette recorder, keyboard,

and display) function as an interconnected

system under the control of a stored

program.

Even first graders can be taught to write

sorting algorithms (Hedges, 1980-81). Listing

7 is a version of the program presented by

Hedges. It was modified to use the TRS-80
Pocket Computer with printer/cassette

interface to display the input and output

of the numbers. The storage architecture

of this computer allows for up to eight

numbers to be sorted by this program.

Certainly, pocket computers have limita-

tions, but then so do minicomputers and

mainframes. Seeming disadvantages can
turn out to be advantages. "In making the

pocket computer so small. Sharp had to

sacrifice some of the conveniences of a

larger computer. The keyboard is so small

you can only use one finger at a time or

two if you set the pocket computer on a

non-slip surface," writes Stephen Gray,

contributing editor of Creative Computing.
Have you ever watched a young child

work with a typewriter keyboard? Typing
with one finger at a time is quite natural to

them.

144

NUMBERS ENTERED
7.

9.

6.

I.

4.

2.
8.

NUMBERS SORTED
I.

2.

S.

4.
6.
7.

8.
9.

*i:CLE«R
101 input "how m

anv numbers;-'
"iN

IMPRINT "NUNBE
RS ENTERED"

20IF0R I«=lT0 N
30:INF1JT A(I>
?,'.;: PR INT A<I>
40: NEXT I

50: FOR: I-ITO H-
1

60:F0R J-I+1TU
N

65: BEEP 1

70: IF A<IXA<J)
THEN 110

80:T=A<I>
90: A < I)=AC I>

10Ci:A<J)=T
U0:NEXT J
120: NEXT I

130: PR INT "NUNBE
RS SORTED"

140:F0R I=tT0 N
150:PRINT Ml>
160: NEXT I

170: END

Another seeming disadvantage might be

the use of four operational modes (DEF.
RESERVE, RUN, PRO). Actually, these

modes can be used to distinguish handheld

calculators from computers. Programs can
be designed for the DEF mode to assign

most of the commonly used functions of

any calculator to the Reservable Keys
(Rable, 1981).

Since larger computer systems use com-
pilers to translate programs from high-

level programming languages to machine
language, they go through a compile step,

linkage, and execution. The pocket com-
puter can be used to introduce these

concepts. The PRO mode can be likened

to the compile step. While in the PRO
mode, Basic instructions are entered into

a buffer. These instructions may be in

abbreviated form, but after the enter key
is pressed, all abbreviations are expanded
with spaces added for clarity; furthermore,

they are copied from the buffer and placed

in compressed form into memory.
The CHAIN statement is a program

execution instruction. When it is encoun-
tered in a program, it causes a cassette

tape to be searched for a particular program
file; it transfers the program into memory,
and begins execution at the specified line

April 1982 Creative Computing
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number. In a sense, we have a lint

step. Finally, the execution of programs or

immediate calculations (similar to using a

handheld calculator) can be accomplished

in the RUN mode.
"Pocket computers represent a major

turning point in the evolution of computers.

. . . While the power these devices provide

is not yet awesome, neither is it incon-

sequential. People who learn how to use

these little machines effectively are going

to have a big advantage over those who do
not realize their capability. Perhaps even

more important is that these people will

be educationally equipped to take advantage

of the 'super-pocket-portables' that will be

available in just a few years." says Nat

Wadsworth, Editor of thePC Newsletter.

And the "super-pocket-portables" are

coming too. The Quasar brochure for their

Hand Held Computer illustrates time sharing

configurations using modems for data

communication to the office, a micro printer

for hard copy, TV adapter for larger screen

use, and RAM expansion modules.

So why not give our elementary school

children a head start on the future by

teaching them how to compute on the

pocket computers of today?
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"No. Arnold. Newton did not discover the law of

gravity with an Apple Computer.'"

April 1982 • Creative Computing

Special editions for Apple,

Atari and TRS-80 Computers.

Hey kids, are the folks out of the room?
Good, cause Ive got a secret to tell you.

You know that computer they fuss over?

Well. kid. between you and me. this whole
programming thing is a lot simpler than

they realize

Whats that"? Sure, you can learn Just

get a copy of Computers For Kids. It's a

super book, and it tells you everything you
need to know Huh? You have an Apple?
No problem There's a version just for the

Apple One for the TRS-80 and one for the

Atari too. with complete instructions for

operating and programming
The book will take you through every-

thing programmers learn Its easy to

understand and the large type makes it

easy to read You II find out how to put
together a flowchart, and how to get your

computer to do what you want it to do
There s a lot to learn, but Computers For
Kids has 12 chapters full of information

You II even learn how to write your own
games and draw pictures that move

Just so the folks and your teachers won t

feel left out. there s a special section for

them It gives detailed lesson ideas and
tells them how to fix a lot of the small

problems that might pop up. Hey. this

book is just right for you But you don t

have to take my word on that Just listen to

what these top educators have to say
about it:

Donald T. Piele. Professor of Mathe-
matics at the University of Wisconsin-
Parkside says. Computers For Kids is the

best material available for introducing stu-

dents to their new computer It is a perfect

tool for teachers who are learning about
computers and programming with their

students Highly recommended
Robert Taylor. Director of the Program

in Computing and Education at Teachers
College. Columbia University states, it's a

good idea to have a book tor chidren
Not bad. huh'' Okay, you can let the

adults back in the room Don t forget to tell

them Computers For Kids by Sally

Greenwood Larsen cost only $3 95 And
tell them you might share it with them, if

theyre good Specify edition on your
order TRS-80 (12H); Apple (12G); Atari

(12J).

Your local computer shop should carry

Computers For Kids If they don t ask

them to get it or order by mail Send $3 95
payment plus $2 00 for one. $3 00 for two

or more for shipping and handling to

Creative Computing Press. P O Box 789-

M. Mornstown. NJ 07960

creative conipafctng press
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MOWTWO LOCATIONS
SAVE TIME • SAVE SHIPPING

Ml Computers

ATART fo'Peop^

800m *679'TM
410 Recorder
810 Disc 0'ive

822 Pnmei
825 Printer

830 Modem
820 Printer

850 interface

New DOS 2 System
CX30 Paddle
CX40 Joy Slick
CX853 16K RAM
Microtek 16K RAM
Microtek 32K RAM
Ramcram (128K)

On* year axtanded warranty

$76 00
$449 00
$229 00
$629 00
$159 00
$269 00

$169 00
$21 00

$18 00
$18 00
$89 00
$75 00
$159 00
$53900

$50.00

ATARI 400

16K. . . . $329
32K. . . . $478
48K. ... $555

ATARI SOFTWARE
CX404 Word Processor $1 19 00
CX405 PILOT (educational) $105 00
CX413 Microsoft Basic $68 00
CX4101 Invitation To Programing I $1700
CX4102 Kingdom $13 00
CX4103 Statistics $17 00
CX4 104 Miahng List $1700
CX4105 Biackiack $1300
CX4106 Invitation to Programing 2 $20 00
CX4107 Biorythm $13 00
CX4108 Hangman $13 00
CX4109Graph It $1700
CX4 110 Touch Typing $20 00
CX41 12 States & Capitals $13 00
CX411. European Countries a Capitals $13 00
CX41 15 Mortgage* Loan Analysis $13 00
CX4116 Personal Fitness Program $59 00
CX41 17 Invitation To Programing 3 $20 00
CX41 18 20 Conversational Languages lea i $45 00
CX4121 Energy C/ar $13 00
CXL400I Educational Master $21 00
CX6001 17 Talk* Teach Series tea I $2300
CX8106 Bond Analysis $20 00
CX8107 Stock Analysis $20 00
CX8101 Stock Charting $20 00
CXL4002 Basic Computing Language $46 00
CXL4003 Assembler Editor $46 00
CXL4004 Basketball $24 00
CXL4005 Video Easei $24 00
CXL4006 Super Breakout $30 00
CXL4007 Music Composer $45 00

CXL4008 SPACE INVADERS $32 00

CXL4009 Chess $30 00
CXL4010 3DT.C Tac Toe $24 00

CLS4011 STAR RAIDERS $39 00

CXL4012 MISSLE COMMAND $32 00

CXL4013 ASTEROIDS $32 00

CXL4015 TeleLink $20 00
Visicaic $149 00

Letter Perfect (Word Processor! $109 00

Source $89 00

CX481 The Entertainer $7500
CX482 The Educator $130 00
CX483 The Programmer $54.00

CX 484 The Communicator $329 00

PRINTERS

Centronics 739-1 $64900
Diablo 630 Special $1799 00
Epson
MX70 $35900
MX80 $469 00
MX80FT Call

MX100 Call

NEC
8023 $63900
7730 Call

7720 Call

7710 Call

Okidata
82A $499 00
83A $769 00
84 $112900

Citoh Starwnter

25 CPS-P $132900
45CPSP $1699 00

Paper Tiger

445G $699.00
460G $899 00
560G $112900

Talley

80247 $139900
8024L $162900

Texas Instruments

TI-99/4A s359
PHP 1600 Telephone Coupler $169 00
PHP 1 700 RS 232 Accessories Interface $169 00
PHP 1800 Disk Drive Controller $239 00
PHP 1850 Disk Memory Orive $389 00
PHP 2200 Memory Expansion (32K RAMI $31900
PHA 2100 R F Modulator $43 00
PHP 1 100 Wired Remote Controiiers(Pairi $31 00
32K Expansion $329 00
PHP Printer Solid State $31900

CALL FOR SOFTWARE
SELECTION AND PRICES

XEROX 820
Xerox 820
System I 5 v.- $2450 00
System II

8" $295000
CPM 5V. - $16900
Word Processing $429 00
Super Calc $269 00

CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION

Terminals
Televldeo

910 $579 00
912C $69900
920C $74900
950 $93900

Call for computers
Zenith Z19 $749 00
Adds $54900

Modems
Novation Auto $23900
D Cat $169 00
Cat $15900

Hayes
Smart $23900

HOW TO OROER: Phone orders invited or send check or money ofder and receive free shipping in the continental United States PA and NEV add sales tax

computer mail order west
800-648-335I

IN NEVADA, CALL (702) 588-5654

P.O. BOX 6689, STATE LINE, NEVADA 89449



TO SAVE YOU MORE!
COSTS • SAVE SALES TAX

HEWLETT
PACKARD

iLLajhiij

HP»85 $1999
80 Column Printer $799 00
NEW HP«I25 $299900
HP-83 $169900
HP»85 16K Memory Module $249 00
5. Dual Master Disc Dnve $2129 00
Graphics Plotter 1 7225B) $2079 00

NOW IN STOCK!
The new HP41CV Calculator

$259
41 C $18900
11 C $11900
12 C $129 00

34C. $11700

38C. $119.00

HP«41 Printer $34000
Card Reader $164 00
Optical Wand $9900

HPIL CALCULATOR PERIPHERALS
IL Modual $104 00

Digital Cassette $449 00

Printer/Plotter $41900

CALL FOR SOFTWARE INFORMATION

Monitors
Amdex 12" B&W $149 00

12" Green $169 00
13" Color $34900

Sanyo 12" B&W $25900
12" Green $269 00
13" Color $449 00

Tl 10 Color $349 00

Electronics
Pioneer Luer Disk $59900
BSHX 10 Systems
PKSOO M400
LM 501 *'6°°

AM611 *"00
AM286 *>?00

(icommodore

CBM 8032

$1039

4032 $96900
4016 $769 00
8096 $156900
Super Pet $1599 00
2031 $52900
8050 $129900
4022 $59900
4040 $949 00
8300 (Letter Quality) $179900
8023 $76900
Pet to IEEE Cable $37.00

IEEE to IEEE Cable $46 00

Tractor Feed lor 8300 $240 00

8010 Modem $229 00

SOFTWARE
WordPro3 PIUS $19900
WordPro4 Plus $299 00
Commodore Tai Package $399 00
Visicaic $149 00
BPI General Ledger $329 00
OZZ Information System $289.00
Dow Jones Ponloiio $12900
Pascal $239 00
Legal Time Accounting $449 00
Word Cralt 80 $289 00
Power $7900
Socket 2 Me $20 00
jmsam $Caii
MAGIS $ Call
The Manager $20900
Sottrom $129 00
Real Estate Package $79900
BPI Inventory Control $319 00
BPI Job Costing $319 00
BPI Payroll $31900

VIC 20

$259
COMPLETE

Vic 6 Pack Program
VIC1530 Commodore Datassette
VIC1S40 Disk Drive
VIC1515 VIC Graphic Printer

VICI2I0 3K Memory E. pander
VIC11108K Memory Expander
VIC ton RS232C Terminal Interlace
VIC1 1 12 VIC IEEE 488 interlace
VIC1211 VIC 20 Super E. pander

VIC1212 Programmers Aid Cartridge
VICI213 VICMON Machine Language Monitor

$44 00 VIC1901 VIC AVENGERS
$69 00 VIC1904SUPERSLOT

$499 00 VIC1906 SUPER ALIEN
$33900 VIC1907 SUPER LANDER
$32 00 VIC1908 DRAW POKER
$53 00 VIC1909 MIDNIGHT DRIVE
$43 00 VT106A Recreation Pack A
$86 00 VT107A Heme Calculation Pack A
$53 00 VT164 Programmable Character 'G'amegraphics

VT232 VICTenn I Terminal Emulator

New VIC Software
Household Finance $27 00
VIC Games $1900
VIC Home Inventory $1300
VIC Rec/Ed II $13 00
I SAM $79 00
General Ledger $229 00
Accounts Receivable $229 00
Inventory $229 00

Terminal

Un Word
Grafix Menagerie
VIC PICS
Ticker Tape
Banner Headline!

RS232

$45 00
$45 00
$23 00
$23 00
$19 00
$23 00
$23 00
$23 00
$44 00
$44 00
$1200
$9 00

$1300
$1300
$1100
$1500
$1300
$1300
$39 00

Above are cash prices, add 3% lor Master Card and Visa purchases

computer mail order
800-233-8950

IN PA. CALL (717) 327-9575

501 E. THIRD ST., WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701
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Boston Chicago Houston
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San Francisco

The Most Spectacular Extravaganza Ever. .

.

For Apple Users
At Applefest '82 hundreds of manufacturers,
distributors and dealers will showcase the entire

spectrum ofApple-compatible products including
computers, components, peripherals, plug-in cards,
publications, gifts, magazines, services, accessories
and software for home, office and school.

Hands-on centers and multimedia presentations will

demonstrate the newest applications for business,
education and entertainment.

Seminars and workshops, conducted by the world's
leading Apple authorities, will detail new uses to
make your Apple more enjoyable and more useful
than you ever imagined.

You'll meet thousands of other Apple owners and find
the newest of everything for your Apple under one
roof . . . and for sale at super show prices.

So ifyou use an Apple ... or are thinking about
buying one, you won't want to miss a minute of
Applefest '82.

Ticket & Hotel Information

Send your check and a note indicating the specific

show you wish to attend. Tickets and hotel
information will be mailed back to you. Tickets can
also be purchased at the show. Make all checks
payable to Northeast Expositions Inc. 824 Boylston
Street, Chestnut H\\\, Mass. 02167 Tel: 61 7 739 2000.

Applefest/Boston
Fri-Sun May 14-16, 1982
Hynes Auditorium
Show Hours: 1 1AM to 6PM Daily

Admission : S6 per day or $ 1 for 2 days,

$15 for 3 days

Applefest/Chicago
Fri-Sun Nov 5-7, 1982
Arlington Park Racetrack/Exposition Center
Arlington Heights, III.

Show Hours: 1PM to 10PM Daily

Admission. $5 per day or $8 for 2 days, $ 1 2 for 3 days

Applefest/Houston
Fri-Sun Nov 19-21, 1982
Albert Thomas Convention Center
Show Hours: 1PM to 10PM Daily
Admission. $5 per day or $8 for 2 days, $ 1 2 for 3 days

Applefest/San Francisco
Fri-Sun Dec 3-5, 1982
Moscone Center
Show Hours: 1PM to 10PM Daily

Admission. $5 per day or $8 for 2 days, S 1 2 for 3 days

MPle
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omputer Exchange
P.O. Box 1380, Jacksonville, OR 97530 gL__

APPLE
SUPPLY
CENTER

SOFTWARE
Apple Software, cj.

Apple Fortran OP -»

Apple Pilot Ov q0

tor

Apple II /ll*

S149
S 119
$ 49
$ 69
* 40
J 189

25%
27%
30%
28%
20%
24%

Dealer inquiries invited

HARDWARES*.....-
Direct Substitute tor Apple Drives

Micro-Sci A2 is a direct substitute tor Apple II

drives Save $300 on a dual disk system The A2

does not include DOS Software eawe
Mtcro-Sd 5" Drives tor Apple II

a«»=
A2, 143K, 5* Drive * 395

'

A2 Controller Card lor A2 Drives * 85

A70. 286K.5" Drive *
«J9

A40. 160K, 5* Drive a 369

Controller Card tor A70 or A40 * 79

320K RAM substitute lor Disk System

AXLON

15%
20%
18%
21%

$1145 20%

$359
$169
$149
$159
$219
$229
$399
$899
$119

$ 39
$ 25

24%
22%
31%
31%
30%
30%
28%
25%
20%

33%
45%

RAMDISK 320K Memory System

MONITORS:
NEC 12" Color

12' Green

SANYO: 9" B4W
9" Green
12" BSW
12" Green
13" Color

NEW 13" RGB Color

ZENITH 12" Green

DISKETTES, 5". box of 10:

Maxell
Memorex

80 COLUMN VIDEO CARDS:
VkJex Vldeoterm
MAR Sup R Term
ALS: Smarterm

MISCELLANEOUS:
Apple:

Graphics Tablet (CLOSE OUT) $650 20%
CCS: Serial Interface 7710A

Parallel Interface 7720A
Other CCS Cards In Stock.

Hayes: Micromodem II

Smartmodem
Keyboard Company:

Joystick II

Game Paddle
Numeric Keypad

MAR: RF Modulator
SUP R FAN

if Mlerosolt: ZSOSoftcard
16L RAM Card

Mountain:
CPS Multifunction Card
Clock/Calendar

Orange Micro Grappler

SSMA.O Serial /Para. Interface $159 20%

If ALS: Smarterm 80 Col Card

* Z-Card (Z-80)

* Addram 16K Card

it Synergirer Package

NEC . ^
16K Expansion Chips for Apple II $ 39

LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS:
Oume Letter quality printer

Sprint 9 45RO $2295 20%
Sprint 5 45RO S2M5 20%

Olympia (Typewriter* Printer)

ES-tOO. 18CPS
w/full interlace to Apple II $1695 22%

PRINTERS:
Intergrel Dale

445 Tiger w I Graphics S.2K $695 23%
460 Tiger w/ Graphics $895 20%
560 Tiger w/Graphlcs $1095 22%
Prism color printer w /Graphics $1695 16%

Epson. See special Epson section at right

$ 249 18%
$319 19%
$269 30%

$139 22%
$ 99 20%
CALL CALL
$299 26%
$249 11%

$ 45 10%
$ 25 17%
$119 21%
$ 25 27%
$ 39 25%
$279 33%
$159 20%

$209 13%
$239 15%
$129 21%

$269 30%
$209 22%
$119 20%
$ 549 27%

35%

Apple Plot

Dow Jones News & Quotes

Dow Jones Portfolio Eval

Microcourier
Ashton-Tate ...

dBase I. for Apple II $495 30%
Broderbund Software

Payroll $269 30%
General Ledger $ 349 30%
Apple Panic $ 21 30%
Arcade Machine $ 32 30%
Red Alert * 21 30%
Space Warrior $ 18 30%
Many Others In Stock CALL CALL

Budgeeo, Raster Blaster $ 22 27%
Calf. Pacific, Ultima

T)V Central Point Software

Copy II Plus

Will copy most copy protected software

lor your backup In 45 seconds ! NEW
Continental Software

Home Accountant $ 56 25%
Home Money Minder $ 26 25%

Data Most
Snack Attack
Thief

$ 35 10%

22
22

Epson7ivtX 80 Graphics Dump $ 9
" 29

25%
25%
30%
22%

$ 75
$115
$115

25%
25%
25%

$199 20%

Hayden. Sargon II (chess)

Howard Software
Tax Preparer
Real Estate Analyzer

Creative Financing

Info Unlimited,
Easywriter (PRO)

Innovative
Apple Spellguard

k Insolt:

Electric Duet NEW
ALD System II or III

TransFORTHIIorlll
Accounting
A lull prolaaaional quality tntagrataa GL. AIR.

A/P. Payroll package Hotlina aupport available

Sana lor Iraa aampla prinlouta. Raquiraa Z80
and I6K RAM caret

Micro Lab
Data Factory, ver. 5.0

If MicroPro

$219

$ 25
$110
$110
$355

$249

28%

20%
10%
10%
66%

20%

$239
$129
$ 79
$189
$159

36%
36%
36%
36%
36%

Word Star

Super Sort

Mall Merger
Data Star

Spell Star

Microsoft
A.L.D.S. S110
BASIC Compiler $299
Cobol 80 S 559

Fortran 80 S1«9
Olympic Decathlon $ 24

TASC Compiler $ 159

Typing Tutor II $ 19

On-Llne
Expediter II $

Superscribe II

Pegasus II

Threshold
Cranston Manor $

Mission Astroid

Mystery House $

'A' Osborne (Disk and Book)

Some Common Basic Programs,

75 Business. Statistics and Math
programs for the Apple II t $ 49

Peachtree Software

Magic Wand $ 250

GLor A/Ror A/Por PRor Inv. $ 189 38%
Personal Software:

75

95
22
30
26
15
19

10%
25%
25%
25%
24%
22%
30%

25%
27%
25%
25%
25%
25%
25%

50%

37%

4^JT=. 3101-10 Terminal $1295

m

21%
25%
21%
31%
30%
21%
30%

Above prices lor mall orders only Our store showroom Is

128 NE "F" St . Grants Pass. OR. Store prices, which include

software service, differ from mall order prices No men order

sales at store CALL ORDER DESK

ORDERING INFORMATION:
Minimum order $100 Money Orders. Cashier Checks or Bank

Wire welcomed Visa and MC orders add 3% Personal or

company checks accepted (ellow 20 days to clear) Add

3% tor shipping, handling and Insurance. UPS ground Is

standard 6% total lor UPS Blue or 10% total for foreign

orders or US Parcel Post Include your telephone number

No COD s Prices ere sublect to chenge without notice^

Order desk hours are 8 to 5 PST, 10 to 3 Saturdays. APO Is

sent by US Post. ^^^^^

Desktop Plan II $ 159

Visicalc 3 3 $159
Visiplot $H9
Vlsltrend Visiplot $ 199

Visidex $ 159

Visiterm Si 19

Vislflle * 1 99

Software Publishing:

PFS Filing/Data Base $ 69

PFS: Report $ 69
Stoneware.

DB Master (new version) $179 22

Sub Logic

Flight Simulator $ 28 20

For specific software not listed,

CALL (800) 547-1289

28%
28%

HEWLETT
PACKARD

HP-85A Microcomputer with built-in

printer and monitor

H P- 1 2S New ! M Icrocomputer ^^
64K CPU I Termlnel / Keyboard / Monitor $ 3095

HP-41CV New! 2 2K Memory Calculator $245 25%
HP-41C Calculator $ 1*5 26%

Memory module lor HP41C $ 25 25%
Call tor other HP equipment, soltwareand accessories!

SAVE
$ 1995 27%

18%

Oan TOT oinw nr iwyiwi. w..w.- — ,~_------~—--^__

dTECH IZ]jAlPIOt350 Hr
3CCHOR PHOKSHOrUU nomR aaepBBV

Plotter

uaoRPROfissiotui PiomR
Plotter

1
1 " wide. For Apple and Visicalc.

Automatic 3 color option

Interface to Apple II

Visicalc/ Apple II software. Insoft

Serial RS 232 Interface

$795
CALL
$ 79
CALL
$209

15%
CALL
15%
CALL
15%

A
ATARI'

800 16K

400 16K

Atari 810 Oisk Drive

Atari 16K RAM Module
Atari 850 Interface

More software and

$759

$339

-iee in stock

SAVE 30%
SAVE 20%
$425
$ 83
$149
CALL

29%
27%
32%
CALL

="=MT£?TEC
cyvTA

=.= SYSTEMS

While

They Last
SUPRBRAIN

Superbrain 64K QD $ 2895 28%

EPSON PRINTERS
$359
$449
$555
$729

MXTOw/Grattrax
MX80
MX80F/T
MX100F/Tw/graphlcs
MxeOMOOApplelnterfeceendCable $ 95

MX80 Friction teed adapter
MXSOGraltrax
MX80/ 100 Atari Cable
MX80/100TRS80Cable $ 29

20%
31%
25%
27%
15%
22%
20%
22%
22%

fv/EV"» Microcomputer
[y/ Mil Saf 32* Computer PC8001 $750 25%

286K Total Dual Drive PC8031 S 750 25%
32Kaddonandl/OUnitPC8012J495 24%
NEC PC Software CALL CALL

Corvus
5 Meg Hard Disk $2995 21%
10 Meg Hard Disk $ 4345 20%
20 Meg Hard Disk $ 5245 20%
Omni-Net. Constellation,

Mirror, In Stock CALL CALI

XEROX. 820 System II

Complete system includes monitor,

keyboard. CPU and two disk drive*

With 5'<4 inch dual drives

With 8 inch dual drives

$2495
$3095

SAVE
18%
19%

Qz. commodore
VIC 20 Home Computer
CBM 8032 Computer
CBM 4032 Computer
CBM 4040 Disk Driven (2) 343K
CMB 8050 Disk Drive* (2) 1 Meg

$ 249
$1195
$ 996
$1019
$1295

16%
20%
22%
21%
28%

ACS 8000-15. 208K. 4 User
Other Altos Systems In Stock.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

$4,450

Hardware Technical Hotline

(503)772-3803 (Customers only

please have invoice » or packing slip •)

NO SaM-ESTAX
Oregon Order Desk
(503)772-3803

TOLL FREE
NATIONAL ORDER DESK

REFERENCES:
We have been an Apple dealer since 1978 Our bank relerence

is First Interstate Bank (503) 776-5620. We belong to the

So'Tt^^S'"
1™' * Free gift with your order It you mwitlojUhltad.

(800)547-1289

CIRCLE 141 ON READER SERVICE CARD



DYNACOMP
Quality software for*:

ATARI

PET

APPLE II Plus

TRS-80 (Level II)"

NORTH STAR

CP/M Disks/Diskettes

(act Availability box)
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DYNACOMP OFFERS THE FOLLOWING
• Widest variety

• Guaranteed quality

• Fastest delivery

• Friendly customer service

• Free catalog

• 14 hour order phone

AND MORE.
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Peter Lee Poon-Hang

My math homework that day was one

of the most unpleasant assignments I could

imagine; not hard, just extremely unpleas-

ant. That was because the homework

included ten 3-D equations to be graphed

complete with bizarre functions and weird

ranges. I had no idea how the finished

graphs would look.

Being just a tiny bit lazy, I turned to my

trusty Apple for help. I could not find a

program versatile and powerful enough

to suit my needs, so I had to write my

own.
I spent quite a few hours on this program,

but it was definitely worth the effort. It

has helped me in plotting graphs, and I'm

sure it can help you too.

About The Program
Remember those horrible equations

Z=F(X,Y)? Remember how hard it is to

graph them? With this program, all you

have to do is plug in the equation, select

the range of the graph you want to see,

and the computer will do the rest.

One of the most important features of

the program is that it allows you to select

maximum and minimum ranges for X, Y.

and Z. This is particularly useful if you

want to enlarge a graph on the screen or

look at a portion of the graph away from

the origin.

Let's say you want to graph Z=sinX+

sinY. If the range is from -100 to 100 for

X, Y, and Z, you probably won't be able

to see any activity. But if you can select

the range from -PI to PI for X and Y, and

from -2 to 2 for Z, the graph becomes

very clear.

Peter Lee Pooo-Hans. 475 Purisima Ave.. Sunnyvale.

CA940K6.

The program also allows

you to select the

accuracy you need for

the graph.

The program also allows you to select

the accuracy you need for the graph, so

you can see a less detailed version of the

graph in a very short time, or a very

detailed version in a longer period. There

is also a choice of grid width, which simply

asks for the number of units between grid

lines.

How It Works
When we humans plot graphs manually,

we usually plug in values, find a few points

on the graph and fill in the rest. This is

164

essentially what this program does, but

instead of plugging in to find a few points,

the computer finds many points and omits

the Tilling in" part (computers aren't known

for having good imaginations).

The program plugs a large number of

Xs and Ys into the equation, finds Z,

converts these numbers into dots and plots

them (more on this later). It then connects

the points just as we humans do.

Lines 10 and 20 print the title and check

to see if the user has entered the equation.

This is done by using the PRINT and

Input statements.

Lines 25-40 request the grid width and

accuracy needed for the graph. Again,

this is done using Print and Input. The If

statement is for defaulting -if the user

simply presses Return, the string variable

A$ will be null, thus equal to "". and the

variable will be assigned the default value.

If the user chooses any value other than

the default. A$ will not be equal to null,

thus the variable will be set to the VAL of

A$.
VAL is a command which converts a

number represented by a string into the

actual number. The reason for inputting

first to a string then assigning the VAL to

the appropriate variable is that when only

Return is pressed on the input of a numeric,

an error occurs and the user must re-

enter. With the string as a buffer, just

pressing Return would still be accept-

able.

April 1982 c Creative Computing
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BEGIN WITH
HAYDEN

THE BEST...
I

BASIC FROM THE GROUND
UP (Simon) A BASIC text for high
school students and hobbyists that

explores computers and the BASIC
language without relying on heavy
mathematical background on the

readers' part. Includes all features of

BASIC, as well as some of the inside

workings of a computer. Includes

exercises and six worked out
problems. Glossary and summary of

BASIC statements. *5760-1, $11.95

I 1

ORDER NOWI
Haydcn Book Co . Inc

50 Essex St., Rochclle Park. NJ 07662

Please send m the ooofc|s| checked on 15 (My FREE

examination At the end of that lime. I will send payment.

plus postage and handling, or return the book|s) and owe
nothing On all prepaid. Visa or Master Card orders,

publisher pays postage and handling — same return

guarantee Residents of NJ and CA must add sales ta*

Payment must accompany orders from PO Bon numbers

Name of individual ordering must be filled in Prices subject

to change without notice

S106-9
5107-7
SI08 5

5129-8

5760-1
6154-4
6155-6
6156-0

6164-1
6I65X
6166-8
6174-9

6175-7
6176-5
6184-6
6185-4
6186-2

Name
Address

Clty/State/ZIp

CC4/82-0I0

BASIC BASIC: An Introduction
to Computer Programming in

BASIC Language, 2nd Edition
(Coan) ".

. .an excellent introduction

to the use of BASIC . . . clearly written

and well-organized." Computing
Reviews. Over 1 00 sample programs
to present the essential statements of

BASIC. Each new language statement

or capability is clearly explained at the

time that it is first used in a sample
program. Practice problems follow

every section. Even-numbered
solutions appear in the text, the

remainder in the Teacher's Guide.
*5106-9, paper, $11.50; *5197-7.

cloth, $15.95; *5108-5, Teacher's

Guide, $ 1 .40

BASIC FORTRAN |Coan) Enables

you to write meaningful FORTRAN
programs for your micro. Over 80
program examples are included.

*5868-9, $9.95

PROGRAMS FOR BEGINNERS
ON THE TRS-80 (Blechman) A
valuable book of practical and
interesting programs for home use
that can be understood and used
immediately by the beginner in

personal computer programming.
Learn step-by-step how 2 1 sample
programs work. Techniques are

described line-by-line within the
programs, and a unique Matri-Dex™
matrix index will enable you to locate

other programs using the same BASIC
commands and statements. Each
program has a detailed description,

complete listing, explanation of what
the program does, and instructions for

modification. *5182-4, $8.95

WEBSTER'S
MICROCOMPUTER BUYER'S
GUIDE |Webster) A detailed

reference guide useful to both first

time and experienced users. It

provides extensive information on the
wide variety of microcomputer
systems and suppliers, including new
Japanese products. Each microcom-
puter system description includes a
brief overview, central processing

systems, peripherals, software, pricing

and main office. Business, educational

and professional applications of micro-

computer systems are detailed.

*S 129-8, $25.00

SPEAKING PASCAL (Bowen) An
excellent introduction to programming
in the PASCAL language, written in

clear, non-mathematical language and
requiring no technical background or

previous programming experience on
the reader's part. Begins with the

structure of computers and the

problems of programming languages

and then goes on to discuss various

components of PASCAL. Programs
developed using structured pro-

gramming techniques. Illustrated,

exercises, and examples. #5 164-6,
$ 1 1 .95

Available at your local computer store!

For Orders, Inquiries and Technical Support Call Toll Free

HAYDCN HOTLIN*
800-631-0856

50 Essex Street. Rochelle Park, NJ 07662

CIRCLE 135 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Book Company, Inc.



3-D Plotting, continued...

"How the heck do you
get a three-dimensional

figure onto a
two-dimensional Apple

hi-res screen?"

Now the program jumps to a subroutine
starting at line 500 which is responsible

for obtaining the parameters for the graph.

There is no real reason why this is a
subroutine except that some people like

to put little-used sections near the end of

the program and sections that are used

often near the beginning to save a little

time.

Why does this save time? Because
whenever the computer goes looking for

a certain line, it scans all the lines from
the beginning until it finds a match. By
putting a line which is often referred to

near the beginning, there will be less

scanning time.

The section inputs the data by first

drawing a representation of a 3-D plane
on the screen. It then positions the inputs

near the appropriate side of the plane so
that it is easy for the user to visualize

what the program is asking for. After
that, lines 580 and 590 take these para-

meters and figure out the ratio between
each dot on the screen and each unit on
the graph. This is done by subtracting the
lower limit from the upper, then dividing

10 TEXT i HOME : HTAB 14: PRINT "3-D PLOTTING"! HTAB 14i PRINT— "I PRINT l PRINT
20 INPUT "EQUATION Z-F<X,Y> IN LINE lOOO ?"|A»l IF LEFT* (A»,l) - "N" THEN

PRINT PRINT "THEN I SUGGEST PUTTING IT IN!"i END
25 PRINT l INPUT "GRID NIDTHl 10 "|A*I IF A» - "" THEN GW - 10l GOTO 35
30 GW - VAL <A«>
35 INPUT "ACCURACYO-FINE.IO-POOR)! 5 "|A»| IF A* - »- THEN AC - 5s GOTO 5

O
40 AC • VAL <A»>
50 C» - •• "lB« - "/ /"iC - SOR (2) / 2: GOSUB

5001 OX - 96l0Y - 32
60 HOME l HGR HCOLOR- 3 l POKE - 16302,0
70 FOR X - XU TO XL STEP - GW * XM: GOSUB BOO
80 FOR Y YL TO YU STEP AC * YMi GOSUB lOOO: GOSUB 1045i NEXT lY -

YUi GOSUB lOOOl GOSUB 1045: NEXT
90 X - XL: GOSUB 80Ol FOR Y - YL TO YU STEP AC * YMl GOSUB 1000: GOSUB 1045

! NEXT
95 FOR Y - YL TO YU STEP GW * YMt GOSUB 9O0
lOO FOR X - XL TO XU STEP AC * XM: K - < X TX ) / XM * C
110 GOSUB lOOOl GOSUB 1045» NEXT iK » <XU + TX) / XM • Cl GOSUB lOOO: GOSUB

1045: NEXT
115 Y = YU: GOSUB 90O: FOR X - XL TO XU STEP AC * XM:K - (X + TX> / XM » C«

GOSUB lOOOl GOSUB 1045: NEXT
120 X - PEEK ( - 16384): IF X -. 127 THEN 120
130 TEXT : HOME : PRINT : PRINT "PLOTTING COMPLETED.": PRINT : INPUT "WANT

TO SAVE THIS PICTURE?" I A*: IF LEFT* <A», 1) < > "Y" THEN END
140 INPUT "NAME FOR THIS PICTURE: "»A»
150 PRINT CHR» (4) j "BSAVE "

i A»i •• , A»2000, L«1FFF" : END
50O HOME l COLOR= 10: VLIN 1,30 AT 15
505 VTAB 7: HTAB 16: PRINT C»: HTAB 15l PRINT B*l HTAB 14: PRINT H*: HTAB

13: PRINT B«: HTAB 12: PRINT B«: HTAB 111 PRINT C»: VLIN 14,20 AT 15
510 VTAB 6: HTAB 20: INPUT "X MIN: O "sA»: IF A» - "" THEN XL - O: GOTO 52

515 XL - VAL <A»)
520 VTAB 9: HTAB 2: INPUT "Y MIN: O "|A»| IF A* - " " THEN YL = O: GOTO 530

525 YL - VAL <A»>
530 VTAB 9: HTAB 24: INPUT "Y MAX: 180 "»A«l IF A* - "" THEN YU - 180:

GOTO 540
535 YU - VAL <A«>
540 VTAB 13t HTAB 14: INPUT "X MAX: 130 "|A«: IF A* - '" THEN XU - 13©

I

GOTO 550
545 XU - VAL (A«>
550 VTAB 2l HTAB IB: INPUT "Z MAX: 80 "sA»: IF A* - "" THEN ZU = 80: GOTO

560
555 ZU - VAL (A«)
560 VTAB 16: HTAB 18: INPUT "Z MIN: -80 '|A*| IF A« - »" THEN ZL - - 8O1

GO10 580
565 ZL - VAL <A»)
580 ZM - (ZU - ZL) / I6O1XM - <XU - XL) / 130:YM - (YU - YL ) / 1B0
590 TX - O - XLlTY - O - YLlTZ - - 80 * ZM - ZLl RETURN
800 K - (X + TX) / XM « C«Y - YLl GOSUB lOOOlU - IlV - Jl RETURN
900 X - XLlK - <X TX) / XM * C: GOSUB lOO0:U - I:V - J: RETURN
lOOO Z-X*X-Y*Y
1010 I - OX + <Y + TY) / YM - K:J - OY - <Z + TZ) / ZM + Kl IF I < O THEN I

- O
1020 IF I > 279 THEN I - 279
1030 IF J > 191 THEN J - 191
1040 IF J < O THEN J - O
1042 RETURN
1045 IF (U - O AND I = O) OR <U - 279 AND I 279) OR (V O AND J = 0) UK

<J - 191 AND V - 191) THEN U - IlV = J: RETURN
1050 HPLOT U,V TO I.JiU - IlV - Jl RETURN

by the number of units allowed on the

screen. This data is then multiplied by
the numbers generated by the computer
to get the proper pixel on the screen to

light up.

Line 590 calculates the distance from
the graph to the origin. If the user chooses
to see the graph around the origin, this

number will be zero. However, if the user

wishes to see a part of the graph away
from the origin, this number will be positive

or negative and added to the numbers
generated by the computer. This makes
the computer think that it is plotting near
the origin.

In line 60, the computer goes into

graphics mode and the POKE -16302.0

sets the full-page graphics mode instead

of the "graphics and four lines of text at

the bottom" assigned by an HGR. Next
comes a series of FOR-NEXT loops which
systematically generate values and plot

them.

(For those of you who may not be very
familiar with Basic yet. a FOR-NEXT loop
tells the computer to perform a set of

commands between the FOR statement
and the NEXT statement a given number
of times.)

Nested FOR-NEXT loops are also

allowed, which means that one FOR-NEXT
loop can be wrapped around another.

The computer first holds X constant and
scans Y which results in a line appearing
across the screen. This is done by wrapping

a FOR X-NEXT loop around a FOR Y-
NEXT loop. The parameters for the loops

are the limits specified by the user. The
numbers are then multiplied by the ratio

computed earlier to get the right scale on
the screen. The step part would be the

grid width multiplied by the ratio number.
This always results in a stepping of a grid

width value chosen by the user between
each grid line.

One thing to remember about the FOR-
NEXT loop is that it sometimes skips the

upper limit because the steps do not add
up to a number exactly equal to the upper
limit. Thus the computer stops at the value

closest to the upper limit. This is not
acceptable for this program because it

causes the grid lines not to meet and
makes the graph look very poor. The
solution is to assign the variable to the

upper limit and go through the steps one
last time after the FOR-NEXT loop.

There are two main subroutines that

are called within the loops. The subroutine

from 1000 to 1042 holds the equation of

the graph, computes Z for every X and Y
given, then multiplies them by the ratios,

adds them to the variables that hold the
distance from the origin, and finally finds

the appropriate pixels on the screen.

This subroutine in 1045 and 1050 actually

plots the dot. The reason these are
separated is that each time the computer
plots a point, it stores it. The next point is
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ORDER TOLL-FREE! 1-800-854-2833

Vic-20 3K by MPC
Vic-TV Module
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Paddle Adapple %>
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NEW!
32K RAM J

MetaCard by Metamorphlc CALL
Speechllnk 2000 by Heuristics 249

SAVE!
CALL FOR BEST PRICES

Atari 400 Computer 3 '9

Atari 410 Program Recorder »»

Atari 810 Disk Drive 42S

Atari 820 Printer «*»

Atari 825 Printer WW
Atari 850 Interlace — '»»

Assembler/Editor **
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'
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Computer Chess *
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'
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SOFTWARE
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SALE!
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The WEDGE I/O Unit 32K RAM 549

32K Memory Board lor use with The WEDGE 17

NEC 12 Green Screen .™
NEC Add-on dual Mini Drive T£i
NEC Computer PC8001-A 32K -995

NEC Dual Mini-Drive ,.a
NEC FDC 10 Port '«£

NEC Hi-Res Color Monitor 11?
NEC I/O Unit 32K RAM IX
NEC impact Printer Cable col
NEC Impact Printer FT 695
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CBM8050 Dual Disk Drive '339
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SOFTWARE

WordPro 4 Plus 329
Commodore Tax Package 399
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BPI General Ledger 22!
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(714) 579-0330
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-D Plotting, continued.

then plotted from the last one.
This is the method used to connect the

dots of the graph. The only problem is
that whenever the program jumps to the
next grid line, it remembers the last point
on the last grid line and connects them.
That's why each time the outer loop is

incremented, it must generate a new point
and store it to cancel out the last point on
the last line.

Now one might ask, "How the heck do
you get a three-dimensional figure onto ;i

two-dimensional Apple hi-res screen?" It

turns out to be rather easy. In the transla-
tion, all you have to worry about is the X-
axis because the Y in ,VD exactly cor-
responds to the X in 2-D and the Z
corresponds to the Y in 2-D. Usually the
X-axis is drawn at a 45-degree angle
between the Y and Z axes, so all you do is

subtract X*cos45 from Y and add' X»sin4S
toZ.
The last part of the program offers the

option of saving the picture to disk. As
you know, the Apple uses "bit-plot"
graphics for hi-res screens. This means
that each dot on the screen is "mapped"
into a certain bit in memory. The organiza-
tion of the location-to-dot correspondence
is rather confusing, but the whole hi-res
screen page 1 lies between memorv loca-
tions hex $2000-$3FFF.

For example, when you do an HGR,
the computer really just sets all the locations
within the hi-res page to zeros (which
represents black on the screen). If you
set a certain bit within the memory range
to a one, then the corresponding pixel
will light up on the screen. It is really a

There are a few
techniques in the

program that beginners
might find useful.

little more complicated than that, but this
is the basic idea. So. for saving the graph
to disk, all you do is BSAVE name.A$2(XK).
LS1FFF which tells the computer to save
the range of memory from $2000 to S1FFF
to disk under a given name.

Techniques
There are a few techniques in the pro-

gram that beginners might find useful to

include in their programs. They are
included in the set-up portion. One is

"screen-oriented data entry" and the other
is "default data entry."

It is often useful to input data in the
form of a chart or a table rather than line-

by-line because it is much easier and more
pleasant for the user. For example, when
asking for the dimensions of a box, one
might first draw a box and ask for the
appropriate length right next to each leg.
This is screen-oriented data entry, and
can decrease the possibility of the confusion
for the user.

"Defaulting" means that on an input,
the computer prints out the most common
answer and all the user does is press Return
if the answer is what the computer has
printed.

If the answer is different, the user just
types in his response. Warning: when
defaulting numbers, you must use string
input because pressing Return on an Input
X generates an error. The solution is to
get a string and VAL it.

One last note: Functions such as COS,
SIN. LOG, etc. take a great deal of time
and slow your program down. So, if you
can, perform them only once and set the
results to variables so the computer can
look up a number instead of generating
it. n

|
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HUNTINGTON COMPUTING

Spring Specials

Zenith 12" Green Screen Monitor . . .$109
Epson MX- 100 Printer $750

$36.99
$24.99
$16.99
$24.99
$24.99
$19.99

Maxell Disks uo)

Huntington Cleaning Kit

Maxell L-750 Video Tape

Understand Yourself

Elephant Memory Disks w/hubs do .

Beer Run

Dark Forest $19.99
Mt. Computer Music System $349
Superscribe II $99.99
Hodge Podge $17.49
Word Handler $219.99
Select $523.59
Chinese Lessons $26.09
Hebrew II $50.99

Post Office Box 1235

Corcoran. California 93212

Order by Phone 800-344-5109

In California 800-692-4146

Apt**' isarao*la«xltradamartio»ApplaCompu(a<.lnc
Par is rtgtsttrad tradamai* oi Commodore
TRS 80 ' is a r«gtsi»rea tradamani oi Tandy Corp

Alan ' is a tagrala<ad tradamar* ol Alan. Inc

(209)992-5411

VISA
We take MasterCard. American Expreaa or

VISA (Include card # and expiration date)

California residents add 6% tax Include

$2 00 for postage. Foreign and hardware

extra Send for free catalog Prices subiect to

change.



MARCH SPECIALS
r\

OKIDATA MICROLINE 80A
MATRIX Mil PRINTER

ATARI 810 DISK DRIVE

$329.00 $429.00

PERSONAL
COMPUTERS

CALL TOLL FREE!
EAST COAST WEST COAST

1-800-556-7586
COMPUTER SHOPPING CENTER

12 Meeting St.

Cumberland, Rl 02864
1-401-722-1027
TELEX 952106

1-800-235-3581
COMPUTER SHOPPING CENTER

3533 Old Cone jo Rd. #102
Newbury Park, CA 9 1 320

1-805-499-3678
CA TOLL FREE 1-800-322-1873

TELEX 182889

COMPUTER SHOPPING CENTER
^C^?w D '

$
* S'^^ipme",S Sanm °°Y or Next ' N° Surcharge far Credit Cards • All Equipment Factory

Fresh w/MFT Warranty • We Carry the Complete Line of Personal Software • Prices do not Reflect Shipping Charges
Rhode Island and California residents please odd 6% Sales Tax

CIRCLE 213 ON READER SERVICE CARD



/NEC PC-8023 Printer $629.00 ^^ ^^ - -

f
NEC 7710 Spinwriter 2345.00^ ^ \J
NEC 7720 Spinwriter 2695.00 ^J * ijj
NEC 7730 Spinwriter 2345.00 .^ ^ _p
NEC JC 1201 M(A) -Color 12 "Monitor 359.00 QJ ^^
NEC JB 1 201 M 1

2" Green Monitor 159.00

Okidata Microline-80 329.00

OkidataMicroline-82A 499.00

Okidata Microline-83A 729.00

Diablo630 I"500

M & R Sup-R-Terminal 279.00

Microsoft Soft Card (Z-80) 279 00

Hazeltine 1420 799.00

Northstar Horizon II 32K QD 292 ;.00

Anadex DP-9500/9501 1249.00

Televideo910 559.00

Televideo912C o6900

Televideo920C 68 -00

Televideo950 929.00

CBM 8032 Computer 1 149.00

CBM8050 Disk Drive 1349.00

CBM4032 Computer 1029.00

CBM4040 Disk Drive 1029.00

CBM4022 Printer 649.00

CBM VIC-20 269.00

Leedex/Amdek 100G 159.00

Leedex/Amdek Color - 1 1
3" Color Monitor 329.00

Microtek 16K Ramboard for Atari 800 79.00

Microtek 32K Ramboard for Atari 400 and 800 1 49.00

Qume Sprint 9/45 (Full Panel) 2295.00

Atari 400 16K 339.00

Atari 410 Recorder 60.00

Atari 825 Printer 599.00

Atari 850 Interface 139.00

Atari 830 MODEM 159.00

Atari 810 Disk Drive 429.00

Atari 800 16K 749.00

EpsonMX-70 349.00

EpsonMX-80 449.00

EpsonMX-80 FT 549.00

EpsonMX-100 FT 729.00

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE

WE CARRY THE COMPLETE LINE OF ATARI SOFTWARE, PERIPHERALS AND ACCESSORIES

NEC GREEN 12" MONITOR

JB 1201M

$159.00

EPSONMX-80
INTERFACES & CABLES

IEEE $55. RS-232 $70.

TRS-80 CABLE $35.

$449.00

AMDEK COLOR- 1 MONITOR

$329.00

PERSONALCOMPUTERS

COMPUTER SHOPPING CENTER

EPSONMX-100 FT PRINTER

$729.00



Improved Registration
for Line Graphs

Ian A. Morton

When letters or diacritical marks are
used to represent line graph datum points
on a monitor screen, the graph is likely to
be coarse and unrefined. This is so
because the characters are formed out of
a fairly large dot matrix. Moreover, with
such gross registration, only about 60
columns and 25 rows can be displayed.

I frequently want to plot graphs requir-
ing 100 or more columns and 40 or more
rows, so I wrote a Basic routine for my
OSI C2-8P which effectively doubles both
the number of rows and the number or
columns normally available. As presented
here, the program will provide graphs
with 50 rows and 120 columns.
The routine uses standard graphic

symbols. These are shown in Table 1

along with their OSI ASCII codes.

ASCII NO. GRAPHIC

154 -

155 m

165 *

166

167 •

IBS

169 •m

170

Table 1.

«

The graphing procedure begins with
the taking of datum points in pairs, rather
than one at a time. For example, if the first

value of a pair can be assigned the lower
left sector of an 8 x 8 dot matrix, and the
second value of the pair of the upper right
sector of the same matrix, then we may
print CHR$(170) to represent that pair.

With this procedure, a single 8x8 matrix
may be packed with either one or two 4x4
graphic blocks, and registration will be
doubled both horizontally and vertically.

Listing 1 shows a sample main program.

Ian A. Morton. 1500 Goodrich Avenue. St. Paul.
MN 55105.

Figure I. A graph of the function shown in the demonstration program
LOG(N).

V A * *
6 S _'"
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Figure 2. ABS(SIN(LOG(N))».
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Figure X A scatter plot - N + RND(N*10).
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NEECO

WHY BUY FROM THE BEST?
Service... Support...

Software

.

MULTI-CLUSTER
For Commodore Systems allows 3
CPU s (Expandable to 81 to access a
single Commodore Disk

MULTI-CLUSTER (3 CPU's* S
Each Additional CPU (up to 81 . . . S

o
16K B (16K RAM-40 Column) - Urn. My .... » „c
32K B (32K RAM-40 Clm.) - Lim. Oty !,?£
4016 (16K RAM 4.0 Basic-40 Clm.) ... :'££
4032 (32K RAM 4 Basic-40 Clm.) .... :.*~
8032 (32K RAM 4.0 Basic-80 Clm.) JjjS
8050 Dual Disk (1 Meg Storage) . . J«S?
4040 Dual Disk (343K Storage) . VJ™
8010 IEEE Modem ..

.

J
1**

C2N Cassette Drive J
m

CBM - IEEE Interface Cable'

.'

J ^
IEEE - IEEE Interlace Cable. . . J ?°
VIC 20 Home/Personal Computer ..'.'. : Jjr

ALTOS

Call NEECO for any
of your

Commodore Computer needs.

S645
i 745

S 945

S459

EPSON PRINTERS
MX-80 PRINTER
MX-80 FT
MX-100
MX-70
INTERFACE CARDS
8141 (RS-232) » 7S
8150 (2K Buffered RS-232) $ isn
8161 (IEEE 488) $ «
8131 (Apple Card) « «
8230 (Apple Card) « E
8220 (TRS-80 Cable) ....'"!!!!!.!!!!!!!.'! t 35

DIABLO 630 PRINTER
DIABLO 630 -Serial -RS-232... S2710
Tractor Option '.'.'.'.['.'.'.'.'.'.]

$250

NEC SPINWRITER PRINTERS
5530 (Parallel) --„,.
5510 (Serial) ***»
5520 (KSR-Serial) J^
Tractor Option r^j!

APPLE
16K APPLE II* $13301
32K APPLE II* $14301
48K APPLE II* $1530
APPLE DISK w/3.3 DOS . $ 650

1

APPLE DRIVE Only $ 490
APPLE III 128K - In Stock!
w/Monitor*

Info Analystpak $4740 I

AMDEK MONITORS
Video 100 12" B*W $ 179
Video 300 12" Green $ 249
Color 1

13" Low Res $ 449
Color I1 13" High Res $ 999

INTERTEC COMPUTERS
64K Superbrain

(360 Disk Storage). CP/M™. . . $3495
64K 0D Superbrain

(700K Disk Storage), CP/M m . . $3995

*CP/M is a registered trademark of Digital Research

ATARI COMPUTERS
Atari 400 (16K RAM) $ 399
Atari 800 (32K RAM) - good thru 8/31 $1080
Atari 410 RECORDER $8995
Atari 810 DISK DRIVE ].'.'$ 599 95

NEECO carries all available ATARI Software and Peripherals.

PROFESSIONAL
SOFTWARE

WordPro 18K $ 2995
WordPro 3 (40 Clm.)16K .... $ 199 95
WordPro 3* $295
WordPro 4 (80 Clm.) 32K . . . . $ 375
WordPro 4* $ 459

JUST A SAMPLE OF THE MANY PRODUCTS WE CARRY, CALL US FOR OUR NEW 60-PAGE CAT.inc
JjFEWJLL MATCH ANY ADVERTISED PRICE ON PR. IUCTS LISTED U»5, «nS",fSSff""n.T.n...

NEECO
679 HIGHLAND AVE.
NEEDHAM. MA 02194

(617)449-1760
Telex: 951021

MON-FRI 9:00 - 5:00

MaaterCharg* and VISA Accepted

CIRCLE 285 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Line Graphs, continued

An array RS(120) (RESULTS) is dimen

sioned, and a rounding function, FNZ, is

defined. The array is filled, or partially

filled, with values to be graphed beginning

at line 100. (The function in this demon-

stration is simply the log of successive

numbers of a loop.)

Next, these values are normalized to 50,

to 49 rows. If the number of datum

points is 60 or less, GOSUB 4600 is taken

where the values are spread out to occupy

twice as much room in RS, and linear

interpolations are added between com-

puted values. This step may be omitted or

repeated if the original number of values

in RS is 30 or less.

The graphing routine is shown in List-

ing 2. First, the grid is poked up, and X and

Y headings provided. The numbers in the

X axis heading will be either 0-2-4-6-8-10-

12 (0 to 120), or 0-1-2-3-4-5-6 (0 to 60),

depending on the number of original

datum points in RS.

The logic and print statements for the

graph begin at 4400. First, X, the hori-

zontal co-ordinate index, is zeroed. The

print loop is then started, and X is incre-

mented.
Next, P is set to the first value of a pair

of values in RS. and is set to the second.

The statements IP=INT(P/2)»2 and

IQ=INT(Q/2)*2 are used to determine

whether P and are odd or even. An odd

value will result in a graphic block in the

upper half on an 8 x 8 matrix, an even

value will cause the block to be placed in

the lower half.

To determine whether P and are in

the same 8x8 matrix. LEFT (LF) is set to

P,andRIGHT(RI)issettoLF + or-l.KQ

proves equal to RI, blocks in diagonal

comers of the matrix will be required.

If P is even, a block will be required in

the lower left hand portion of a matrix; if

odd it goes to the upper left hand portion.

If is equal to P. a double width block will

be needed; if is outside P's matrix. P's

block must be poked up, and Q's matrix

found. A block is then printed on the right

side of O's matrix— lower portion if is

even, upper if odd.

To sort out all these relationships, a

short tree is constructed. Three questions

are asked, and CT (COUNT) is incre-

mented by powers of 2 if the questions

bring true answers.

1 . Is P an even number? CT=CT+

1

2.IsQequaltoP? CT=CT+ 2

3. Is in P's matrix? CT=CT+4
When P and are in the same matrix,

i.e. CT equals 2, 3, 4 or 5, the value in CT
determines the graphic for both P and Q.

When P and Q are in different matrices,

i.e. CT=0 or 1, P's graphic is identified

and poked in, and O's location and

graphic are determined separately. This is

done beginning at statement 4480. CT=6
and CT=7 are trivial, and are circum-

vented.

The graph for 120 datum points using

the function at statement 1 10 is shown in

Figure 1. It was printed on an Okidata

Microline 80.

Listing 3 includes the data doubler, and

a fast screen clear indexed for OSI

addresses. '-'

Listing I.

FOR 1-1 TO 64:BC«-SC«+" ":NEXT

S Did RSU20)
IB DEF FNZ<R)«INT(R+.5)
98 GOSUB 5000:FL-0 .«-«-.«
95 INPUT-NUMBER OF DATUM POINTS (2 TO 1<:0>' »NB

100 FOR N-l TO NB
110 RSCN)-LOG(N)
120 NEXT N
125 NX-INT(<N-l)/2)*2
130 MX«10-»-32:MN-10-»32
140 FOR N-l TO NX: IF RS(N))MX THEN MX-RSCN)

150 IF RS(N) <MN THEN MN-RS(N)
155 NEXT N
1E0 NR=49/(MX-MN) :F0R N-l TO NX

170 RS<N)=FNZ<(RS(N)-MN)*NR)
1B0 NEXT N « . _
190 IF NX<-60 THEN GOSUB 4600:NX-NX*2-1 « FL-1

200 GOSUB 4300
300 PRINT: INPUT "RUN AGAIN"lYN«
310 IF YN»-"Y" THEN 90
1000 END

Listing 2.

4300
4303
4305
4307
4309
4310
4315
4320
4325
4330
4335
4340
4355
4360
4365
4400
4405
4410
4415
4420
4430
4435
4441
4442
4444
4450
4455
4480
4471
4472
4473
4474
4475
/;47S
44^7
4478
4480
4485
4490
4495

REM PREPARE GRAPH ******************************

GOSUB 5000:D-53504:NP-0
IF FL=1 THEN NQ=1:G0T0 4309
NQ-2
FOR 1-1 TO 7:NR*-STR*<NP):N=LEN(NR»>
FOR J-2 TO N:P0KE D*J. ASC<MID*(NR». J. 1 > > :NEXT J

NP-NP+NQ:D»D+10:NEXT I

D-53569:F0R 1=1 TO 7:F0R J-l TO 61

POKE D*J.45:NEXT JID-D+256INEXT I

DH-53624 _ _
FOR 1-1 TO 7:D-DH+10:DH«D:FOR J-l TO 23

POKE D. 33«D=D+64:NEXT J:NEXT I

D=53310:FOR 1-48 TO STEP-B: D-D+256
D»=STR*(I>:DL-LEN<D*):FOR J-2 TO DL

POKE D*J. ASC'MID»<D». J. 1)):NEXT J: NEXT ]

REM BEGIN GRAPH LOOP ******************

X"B
FOR 1=1 TO NX-1 STEP 2: X-X+l : CT-0

P«RS< I ) : IP-INTi P/2)*2
0-RSf 1*1) :IG=INT(Q/2>*2
LF=P:IF P=IP THEN RI*LF+1:G0T0 4441

RI-LF-1
IF P=IP THEN CT-CT+1
IF P-Q THEN CT-CT+2:G0T0 4455

IF Q-RI THEN CT-CT *4

IF CT-0 THEN CT=B
Y-INTi (49-P'/2> :MT-53570*X+Y*64
ON CT GOTO 4471,4472.4473.4474,4475,4476,4477,4478
POKE MT, 167:G0T0 4480
POKE MT, 155: GOTO 4495
POKE MT.154:G0T0 4495
POKE MT. 169: GOTO 4495
POKE MT, 170: GOTO 4495
•30T0 4495
C.UT0 4495
POKE MT, 168
Y=1NT< i49-0>/2> :MT -57570+ X+Y*64
IF 0=10 THEM POKE MT, 165: GOTO 4495

POKE MT, 166
NEXT ':RETURN

Listing 3.

4600
4610
4620
4630
4640
4650
4660
5000
5010
5020
5030

REM ADJUST RS WHEN DATA FEWER THAN 61 *******

FOR N-NX TO 2 STEP-1 :N2-N*2-1 :N1-N2-UM-N-1
RS(N2)-RS(N)lDA-FNZ(ABS(RS(N)-RSCM))/2)
IF DA-0 THEN RS< Nl >-RS(N2) iGOTO 4660
IF RS<N)>RS(M> THEN RStNl ) -RS(N2)-DA: GOTO 4660

RS(N1)-RS<N2)+DA
NEXT N: RETURN m-
REM FAST SCREEN CLEAR FOR OSI BASIC IN ROM

L0=PEEK< 129) « HI -PEEK (130): POKE 129.255:P0KE 130.215

A»=SC»:FOR S-l TO 32:A»-A«+" ":NEXT S

POKE 129. LOl POKE 130. HI « RETURN
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Why do unnecessary surgery
on yourApple?

Sooner or later, you're going to need a 16K

'memory-expansion for your Apple. When you

do, we suggest you buy it on the card that doesn't

require poking about on the motherboard— nor

removing a RAM chip, installing a strap, etc.

T'he Ramex 16™RAM Board just plugs in. It's

simple, reliable, and does its own memory
refresh, with no additional connections.

Run Pascal, Fortran, FP, INT and

.other alternate languages, 56K

CPM with a Z80 Softcard, increase

usable memory for Visicalc by 16K.

The possibilities are endless. Do
it with the finest, closed-track

engraved, epoxy sealed, 16K

board available— the Ramex 16. And do
it without unnecessary surgery on your Apple.

In spite of its quality, the Ramex 16 costs less

than most other expansion boards— just

$139-95. And it comes with a oneyear limited

warranty, instead of the usual 90 days.

G

Applr and Applesoft arr rnpstorrd tradrnu/ks of Apple

Cofimi, Iik- rtocal to a nijslrmt trademark of Ihr RrtrnBof
darU rfC.SaaDam Vtolcak b 1 rrfUmd iredrufi ot

Personal Softnre OM » a rrejslrrrj Irademark •/ llajiul

ftesearrt. \KC W> • a re|Bsirrrd trademark of ZJm Inc

Softcard to a rrpMerrd trademark of Microsoft

et the Ramex 16 from your local dealer,

or order direct. Visa and Mastercard

holders call toll-free, 1-800-835-2246.

O/NAEGA /VUCROWARCJNC
222 SO. RIVERSIDE PLAZA

CHICAGO. IL 60606
312-648-1944

Look, ma,
no straps!

AND

Why you need The Manager.

If
you've invested money in one or more

Apple memory-expansion cards, The Manager

will make them work for you.

The Manager will set up a complete turnkey

memory management system for you, using

either one or two 16K cards (including your old

firmware card— no need to sell it for a song)

.

T'he Manager's first utility, HIDOS™will hand

you back 10.5K of your Apple's memory
space by loading DOS onto a RAM card at boot.

HIDOS will automatically load an alternate

language onto an available 16K card. And it will

amend a copy of your System Master so that

the utilities (FID, RENUMBER, etc.) make
full use of the extra available memory.

T'he Manager's second utility,

SOLIDOS™willturna

l6Kcard into a 45-sector

disk-drive emulator that gives you instantaneous

access to a large "disk" file for incredibly fast

sorts, searches and calculations.

In short, The Manager makes using memory-

expansion cards for your Apple into a simple,

no-hassle pleasure. Available at your local dealer

or direct for an introductory price of just $34.95.

If you have not yet invested in a 16K card, but

are thinking about it, may we suggest the

Ramex 16.™ Even though the Ramex 16 is top

quality, its low price ($139-95) will save you

more than enough to get The Manager, too!

Mastercard and Visa holders order toll-free,

1-800-835-2246.

CA/W?
OAAEGA /WCROWARE,INC

222 SO. RIVERSIDE PLAZA
CHICAGO. IL 60606

312-648-1944
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Pretending to Be Normal With

The Low-Priced Spread

Marvin Weingast

Figure I.

Wow to simulate the normal distribution

with an easy improvement on random-
ization.

In real-life situations, events occur
randomly about a typical or mean value.

For many simulations, these approximate
a "normal" or Gaussian curve (Figure 1 ).

For instance if you're a good shot most of

your bullet holes on a target will be clustered

around the bull's eye. If you aim your
cannon at a target 13 miles away, some
shots will be long, some will be short, but
most will be near the 13 mile mark.
However, since the Basic function

RND(X) generates a uniform distribution

between and 1 , the expression

10OP - 13 + 2 * (RKD(l) - .5)

will generate uniform values between 12

and 14. There will be just as many 12's as

13's. just as many 12.5's as 14's etc. No
one value will appear significantly more
often than another. So the above expression

Marvin Weingast. National Starch & Chem. Corp..
173.S W. Front St.. Plainfield. NJ 07063.

will not show a cluster of values around 13

as in the real-life situation. Also, the above
expression will not give the occasional

very high or very low values outside the 1

2

to 14 range.

A very simple way to

generate approximately
normally distributed

values is to use
the modified

Marsaglia-Bray
equations.

A very simple way to generate approxi-

mately normally distributed values is to

use the modified Marsaglia-Bray equations:

87.657. of the tine X !»(» + B U • 1.5)

12.351 of the tlaa X - 1.5 * (A + B -1)

where A,B, & C are uniformly random
numbers between and 1 which could be
generated by the RND(X) function.

The resulting values of X generated will

form an approximately normal distribution

around zero.

A sample program will illustrate this

technique:

10 DIM Y(100)

20 FOR K • TO 2500

30 A = RHD(l): B - RND(l): C - RND(l)

40 IF A< .8765 THEN X - 2*(A+B-K:-1.5)

50 IF A=>.8765 THEN X - 1.5*(A+B-1)

100 P - INT(4*(X+2))+5

110 IF P< 1 THEN COT0 200

120 Y(P)-Y(P)+1

200 NEXT K

300 FOR L - 1 TO 25

310 PRINT TAB(INT(Y(L)/10));"*"

320 NEXT L

500 END

The modified Marsaglia-Bray equations

can give yourgame or Monte Carlo simula-

tion that added touch of realism. Happy
shooting: And may your spreads look nor-

mal.

Reference!
G. Marsaglia & T.A. Bray, SIAM Review 6(3)

pp. 260-264(1964 ».
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IMAGINE a computer printer/electronic

typewriter with a 100 character daisy wheel,

controlled by 6 microprocessors (including

2 Z-80's) with an all-electronic keyboard.all

in one machine!

THAT'S INCREDIBLE!

THAT'S THE TYPRINTER 221!

AUTOMATICALLY. IT WILL:

Center copy.

Line up decimal points.

Print vertical lines (to separate columns).

Layout columns.

Center titles (over a column).

Print flush right

Return carriage (at end of line).

Paper feed to pre-set starting point.

Indicate end of page.

Set tabs from one to many.

Clear tabs from one to all.

Set temporary margins (wherever you like)

as often as needed.

Repeat all typing keys as needed.

Underline copy.

Print bold face and underline.

Do reverse print (white on black),

sort of "reverse Video".

Allow alphabetic and decimal tabulation.

Indent paragraphs.

Store in non-volatile resident memory:

Often used line formats (margins &
tab stops).

Often used phrases (up to 835 characters)

in 10 "bins".

Up to 10 complete forms (tax,

medical, insurance, etc.).

Up to 14,000 characters in an

additional 26 "bins*".

Print perfectly spaced proportional letters.

Return to typing position after correction

with relocation key.

Allow one character to overlap another (0).

Right margin justification.

Print two columns with both right and left

margins justified and the center ragged.

Lift off errors (from single character to

entire line).

CIRCLE 190 ON READER SERVICE CARD

IT WILL EVEN:

Allow a carriage return without a linefeed or

a linefeed without a carriage return.

Allow you to pre-set an impression

control for high-quality carbon copies.

Allow both vertical and horizontal

half-spacing.

Allow cancellation of copy before printing.

Allow express and normal backspacing.

Print in four different sizes: 10 pitch pica,

12 pitch elite, 15 pitch micron.

Allow insertion of a missing character

in an already printed line.

Accept paper up to 17" wide.

Backspace 1/10, 1/12, 1/15 or even 1/60

of an inch.

Buffer and print out one word at a time, or

one line or as many as 10 pages*.

Print up to 198 columns.

Do 1 12 line spacing for footnotes and

scientific notation.

Accepts carbon film or reusable nylon

ribbons.

IT HAS:

A lighted key to inform you that it's set to

temporary margin.

A factory installed noise reduction shield.

A 16K buffer/automatic spooler*.

A lighted key to indicate upper case only.

A Centronics standard parallel interface

and can be ordered with:

RS-232 Serial interface* or

IEEE (PET) interface*.

A print speed of 20 cps and (because of

logic seeking circuitry) a through-put of

approx. 32 cps.

A built-in anti-glare shield.

IT EVEN HAS:

Carbon film ribbons in various colors.

20 character plasma readout that informs

you as to:

Number of characters to end of line.

Number of lines left to end of page.

The existence of an error condition.

The contents of a memory "bin".

Number of characters left in buffer.

An automatic "feature in use" indicator

(centering, storage, etc.)

With scrolling, both FORWARD and

BACKWARDS.

INCREDIBLE?

THE 221 OFFERS EVEN M0REI

It's totally compatible with all computers

and software

It will print in English, French, Spanish,

Italian and German. It will automatically

switch between English and foreign

keyboards*. (Under computer control).

Scientific, mathematic, financial and legal

daisy wheels available*.

Tractor feed available*.

Can be used as a stand-alone terminal*.

Can be used to access both TWX and

TELEX networks*.

TRY WHAT YOUVE BEEN MISSING.

TRY THE INCREDIBLE MACHINE.
TRYTHETYPRINTER221.

Suggested price $2850.00

Dealer inquiries invited.

(Call for store nearest you).

Service available through the world-wide

facilities of the Olivetti Corporation.

n HOWARD
INDUSTRIES

2051 E. CERRITOS AVE., 8-C
ANAHEIM, CA 92806

714/778-3443



Pretending, continued.

RUN

* \
*

1 PRINT CHR*<12>
2 DIM Y(100)
10 FOR K=0 TO 10000
ioo a=rnd(i>:b=rnd(d :c=rnd<i>
110 IF A<.876A THEN X =2* ( A+B+C-l .5)
120 IF A=>.8766 THEN X=l . 5*< A+B-l

)

130 P=INT<4*(X+2) >+5
140 IF P<1 THEN GOTO 200

150 Y(P)=Y(P)+1
200 NEXT K
300 FOR L=l TO 25
310 PRINT TAB(INT(Y(L)/20) )

»•*•
320 NEXT L
500 END
READY

*

*

READY

Why you need The Inspector.

If you're serious about programming, you need

to set all pur utilities together in one place—
inside your Apple. The Inspector comes on an

Eprom that simply plugs into the D8 socket, or on
a disk ready to merge with Integer Basic for

automatic loading on boot. Either way, it stays at

your fingertips, ready to call without disturbing

your current program.

The Inspector puts you in total control ofboth

memory and disks. You can search forwan
and backwards, edit, read nibbles,

map disk space, dump the screen

to a printer, examine every secret

of your Apple. Use The Inspector

to repair blown disks, undelete

files, input "illegal" commands.

read and alter files, locate strings in memory or on

disk. The uses are endless. The manual, alone, is an

education. And it's always there when you need it.

You need the most powerful disk and memory

utility available for your Apple. You need the

Iaspector.

See your local dealer, or order direct for just

$4995. Mastercard and Visa holders order

toll-free, 1-800-835-2246.

CVWGA AMCROWAREJNC
222 SO. RIVERSIDE PLAZA

CHICAGO. IL 60606
312-648-1944

AppV ts a rrufcHcTfd trademark '4 Apptr < /Mnpatrr. Inr
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APPLE

DISCOUNT
DATA PRODUCTS

presents

APPLE SOFTWARE
*" GAMES •*• UTILITIES *** BUSINESS

Software at Affordable Prices for the budget minded individual
LIST
PRICE

* ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL

* A8TAR INTERNATIONAL COMPANYMM
Magic Window D
Basic Mailer n
Magic Spall o

OUR
PRICE

99 95

69 95
55 95

AUTOMATED SIMULATIONS
Helllire Warrior D 39 95
Star Warrior D 39 95
Chomp o 29 95
The upper Reache* of ApshaiD 19 95
The Keys o( Acheron D 19 95
Richochet D 19 95
Sorcerer ol Siva O 29 95
Jabbertakly D 29 95

AVALON HILL GAME COMPANY
Empire Overmind O 35.00
Mai Lea Baseball O 30 00
Tanktics

. . 29.00
Conflict 2500 C 15 00
Empire Overmind C 30.00

RODERBUND SOFTWARE
Alien Rain o 24 95
Alien Typhoon O 24 95
Apple Panic D 29 95
Snoggle D 32 95
Space Quarks O 29 95
Genetic Drift D 29 95
Red Alert O 29 95
David's Midnight Magic D 34 95
Arcade Machine D 44 95
Track Attack D 29 95

BUDOECO
Raster Blaster D

CALIFORNIA PACIFIC
Bill Budge s 3D D
CAVALIER COMPUTER
Aster Field O 24 95
Bug Attack D 2995

* CONTEXT

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
Home Accountant D 74.95
CPA Module S1 Gen Led . D 250 00
CPA Module «2 Ace Rec . . . 250 00
CPA Module «3 Ace Pay ... 25000
CPA Module «4 Payroll D 250 00
CPA Module »5 Pro Mgt ... 175 00

DAKIN S/LEVEL 10
Programming Aids O 90 00

* OATAMOST
* OATASOFT

* DELTA SOFTWARE

DENVER SOFTWARE
Pascal Tutor D 125 00
Pascal Programmer D 125 00
Financial Partner D 175 00

* EDU-WARE

* OEBELLI SOFTWARE
HAYDEN SOFTWARE
Sargon II D 34 95
Applesoft Compiler D 200.00

* HIGHLANDS COMPUTER SERVICES

79 95
55 95
47 95

31 95
3195
23.95

1595
1595
15 95
23 95
20 95*

27 95
23 95
23 95
11 95
23 95

1995
19 95
23 95
25 95
20 95*
22 50

23 95
26 25
35 95
23 95

29 95 23 95

39 95 3195

19 95

23 95

59 95
167 50
187 50
187 50
167 50
187 50

99 95

99 95
139 95

27 95
159 95

LIST OUR
PRICE PRICE

HOWARD SOFTWARE
Tax Preparer D 99 00 79 95
Real Estate Analyzer D 150 00 1 19 95
Creative Financing D 150 00 119 95

INNOVATIVE DESION SOFTWARE
Pool 15 O 34 95 27 95
Shuffleboard D 29 95 23 95

INFOCOM
Zork I D 39 95 3195
Zork II D 39 95 3195

* ISA * LAZER SYSTEMS * IUS

* LJK ENTERPRISES * MICRO LAB
MICRO PRO INTERNATIONAL
WordStar o 375 00 262 50*
SpellSlar D 250 00 175 00*

MICROSOFT
Typing Tutor D 1995 15 95
TASC Compiler O 17500 139 95
A.L.D.S D 125 00 99 95
SoftCard A 399 00 279 30*
RAMCard A 19500 154 95

* MICROSOFTWARE SYSTEMS * MIR
* MUSE

ON-LINE SYSTEMS
•2 Wu 4 Princess D 32 95 25 95
•3 Cranston Manor O 34 95 27 95
•4 Ulysess 4 Golden Fleece . D 34 95 2625
Threshold D 39 95 31 95
Pegasus II D 29 95 23 95
Superscribe II D 12995 8995*
Expeditor II Applesoft Com D 99 95 79 95
Jawbreaker D 29 95 20 95 *

PERSONAL BUSINESS SYSTEM
Exec Secretary D 250 00 195 95

PERSONAL SOFTWARE
Visiplot O 179 95
Visitrend Vcsiplot D 259 95
Visidex D 199 95
Visiterm D 149 95
Visicalc 3 3 D 199 95
Visilile D 250 00

PICCADILLY
Falcons D 29 95
Suicide D 29 95

* PHOENIX SOFTWARE
* OUALITY SOFTWARE
* RIVERBANK SOFTWARE
SENSIBLE SOFTWARE
Super Disk Copy III D 30 00
Multi Disk Cata III D 25 00
Disk Recovery O 30 00
Applesoft-Plus D 25 00
Applesoft Pro Opt D 20 00
Disk Org II D 30 00
DOS Plus O 25 00
Ouickloader D 25 00
Apple Speller .0 75 00
Image Printer D 40 00

157 95
181 95*
159 95
119 95

159 95
17500*

24 95
24 95

23 95
1995
23 95
19 95
15 95
2395
19 95
1995
59 95
3195

SENTIENT SOFTWARE
Oo-TOPOS D 32 95 25 95

SIERRA SOFTWARE
Retro-Ball D 29 95 23 95

* SEND FOR OUR PRICE SHEET FOR SPECIFIC PROGRAMS AND PRICES
CALL FOR WEEKLY SPECIALS
PLEASE CHECK FOR SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS BEFORE ORDERING
INCLUDE PUBLISHER AND PRODUCT NAME
FOREIGN INQUIRIES INVITED - ADO I0S SHIPPING
All Orders Prepaid by Personal Check. Money Order. Cashier Check
For Faster Delivery Service COD — Cash Only/Master Charge — Visa
Mastercharge - V.sa add 3%. and Calilorm. Residents Add 6% Sales Tax
include expiration date on card Priee, u.hd Throuoh Tn„ Mon,hJ ,„M
Please Add $2 SO lor Shipping Prices Subiect to Change Without Notice

Please Specify Tape or Disk

49 95 39 95

23 95
2395

LIST
PRICE

SIRIUS SOFTWARE
Space Eggs D 29 95 23 95
Gamma Goblins O 29 95 23 95
Gorgon D 39 95 31 95
Sneakers o 29 95 20 95
Epoch D 34 95 24 50*
Cops 6 Robbers o 34 95 27 95
Outpost D 29 95 23.95
Beer Run D 34 95 27 95
Dark Forest D 29 95 23 95
Borg D 29 95 20 95 »

SIR-TECH SOFTWARE
Wizardry D
SOFTAPE
Apple Lis'ner D 29 95
Apple Talker o 29 95

* SOFTWARE EMPORIUM

SOFTWARE PUBLISHING CORP.
ffS D 95 00 71 95
PFS Report D 95 00 7195

SOUTHEASTERN
Data Capture O 64 95 52 95
Superterm 80 col D 90 00 69 95
Smart term 80 col D 90 00 69 95
Videx 80 col D 90 00 69 95

SOUTHWESTERN DATA SYSTEMS
Ascii Express II D 79 95 63 95
Listmaster D 39 95 31 95
Merlin D 65 00 51 95
SpeedStar D 134 95 107 95
The Correspondent O 59 95 47 95
Z Term D 99 95 79 95
Z Term The Pro D ISO 00 104 95*

STONEWARE PRODUCTS
D B Master D 229 00 162 50
B Mas Utly Pak I D 99 00 79 95

STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
Torpedo Fire

. D
Warp Factor o
Com Quarterback (2nd Ed ) D
President Elect O
Battle ol Shiloh D
Tigers in Snow O
* SUBLOGIC
SYNERGISTIC SOFTWARE
Higher Text II O
Higher Graphics II D
TG PRODUCTS
Game Paddles A
Joystick a
Expand-a-Port A

59 95
39 95
39 95
39 95
39 95
39 95

40 00
35 00

39 95
59 95
59 95

UNITED SOFTWARE OF AMERICA
Appleworld D 59 95
3-D Supergraphics D 3995
Super KRAM D 1 75 00
Request D 225 00

VERSA COMPUTING
VersaWrit Exp Pac-1 D 39 95
VersaWrit Gra Tab A 299 00
EZ Port D 24 95

* VIDEX INC. * VOYAGER SOFTWARE

47 95
31 95
31 95
31 95
31 95
31 95

31 95
27 95

27 95
47 95
47 95

47 95
31 95
139 95
179 95

32 95
249 95
20 95

DIRECT ORDER INQUIRIES TO:
DISCOUNT DATA PRODUCTS

P.O. BOX 19674-CC
SAN DIEGO. CA 92119
PHONE 714-287-0190
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Finding Programs on cassette

Cass-a-Log

"DratV I muttered as 1 dug through

another pile of papers. "Where the heck

did that #$%&* paper go?"

For those of you that have just joined

us, 1 am currently searching for a sheet of

paper that tells me what programs are on

what cassette. And as you may have noticed,

I'm having a little trouble finding it.

But let me digress for a moment: Just

over a year ago I bought my new Apple II

computer. And with it I purchased a 5

1/4" floppy disk drive, vowing never again

to stoop so low as to fight with a cassette

recorder.

You see, prior to the Apple, I owned a

TRS-80, which everyone knows is a barrel

of fun to load tapes into. But now I had the

world in the palm of my hand. With a disk.

I could load programs in seconds, run a

catalog to see what was on the disk, and

have tremendous amounts of storage at

my beck and call. Well almost.

It seems that even though the disk was

the answer to my speed and reliability

problems, it still was not completely moron-

proof! Within the first six months 1 had

knocked it out of wack.

It was simple: it seems that 1 forgot to

shut off the power switch while unplugging

a card inside the machine. Well, it didn't

require a second try to wipe out my disk

controller card, so while I waited for the

card to be fixed, I was without my machine,

because I had not made tape backups to

cover myself.

5

1 «i •?!
s | 1

ill'
^aw a »

Scott King

Scott King. 7>X)5 .S<Jth Ave
55428.

N.. New Hope. MN

Now armed with the knowledge of what

could happen. I decided I'd better get

some kind of backup system going. So I

went out and invested $29 in a cheap tape

recorder and a couple of bucks in cassettes,

and started dumping programs. Well this

was nice while it lasted, but I soon found

that there were still problems to be had.

Now that 1 had over 200 programs, it

was no longer cost effective to put only

one program on each side of the tape.

After all a C-10 cassette costs more than a

C-60. but it takes so long to move the tape

ahead to the other side. And if you put

more than one or two programs per side of

the tape, you have problems locating their

starting points.

This is one area in which the Apple fell

behind the TRS-80: you can't search for a

program via a file name on cassette. So

the obvious thing to do was to record the

tape counter number for the beginning of

each program. Well this too has its draw-

backs. If you try to write all of the data,

(counter number, program name, and

format) on the cassette label....well let's

just say that you have to be able to read

and write very small.

Again the obvious thing to do was to

record the data on a separate sheet so that

the information could be read without going

cross-eyed.

This brings us back to the present. I

can't for the life of me find that darned

paper.. .and then it came to me: If 1 could

180

have a catalog on a disk, why not on a

cassette? Because you don't have the same

access as a disk. But. you could include a

basic program at the very beginning of the

tape that would list all of the data that the

tape holds.

The Program
The format to be used will vary with

each type of computer, but the logic behind

it is the same. If you want to find a given

program, you pop the cassette in the

recorder, and type LOAD or CLOAD in a

TRS-80. After the index loads, you RUN
it. and you get the display in Figure I.

You notice that once this is RUN you

can just fast forward to the counter number

shown, and load the program using Integer

Basic, Applesoft, or machine language as

indicated. Also note that the index includes

the location of the blank tape. This is very

useful when you want to save a new
program. All you do is look at the index,

fast forward to the AVAILABLE location

and save your program.

Figure I.

OftTft TftPE NUMBER 821
>- INTEGER BftSIC
1- MPPLESOrT
•- MACHINE CODE

COUNTER
BM
828
BM
•78
185
138

1 END

PROGr-OM
I INDEX
>ST«RTREK
JftPPLE-UlSlON
>GftMES
•SPftCE FLIGHT B80.234SR

ftWULftBLE
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«gg3!s«i«6o0**i85»
NEC

Microcomputer
>immin»(iH«ww

V.V

PC8001A 32K Computer CALL
PC-M12A I/O Unit »/32K RAM CALL
PC-S0I3A Dual Mini Dl.k Dih« UoK CALL
PC 8001 Mulll C.rdwerr (FDI O* 32K) CALL
CP/M2 2 0peratlneSyeteunforNI< .129
WordStar configured lor NEC 29*
SuperCalc configured lor Nl '

. . 279
NEC Wordproceeeor * Ac. ountlnu Sollavr CALL
Many more .uflwa.r package, and Ua|»l|H ;

(Paacal. Fortran. Cobol. Mc) ar avallat
'

Ike NEC SOOI A C ompolrr
call or writ* for a product price llat

"^JWMaaaBiain

%
mm6o

MBHIHBMj

;— — _ _

ATARI
800
16K

$749
Atari 400 w I&K . . . .349
410 Program Recorder . .65
810 Die* Drive .449
825 80 col. 7«8 Dot rnatrla Impact printer 699
822 40 col Quiet Thermal Printer . 349
850 Interface Module .159
Atari 16K Ram Module .69
Alloa Ramc ram 32K Module 189

NEC 1

NEC I

NEC

Sanyo

Video Monitors
Leede. Video 100 12" HAW 155

i Leedea Video 1CKK. ir Oreen Phoapher .179
(Hlt.chll 13- Color w/andlo output 389

rti.renPhoephe. Dl.pleyJB I201M CALL
7 lo-Bn Color Dlaplay . . CALL
rm-Ree RGB Color Dlaplay CALL
9" HAW Dlaplay 185
9" Green Phoapher Dteplay CALL
12-BaVWDUpl.c ..269
12" Green Phoapher Dlaplav 285
13" Color Dteplay. .449
Ir Green Phoapher Dlaplay ZVM. 121 149

ZENITH
12"

GREEN

$149

VIC20 $259

Mappkz computerW Authorized Dealer

APPLE U PLVS
16K NOW $1025
48K NOW $1089
64K*noiv $1199

'48K Apple with I6K RamBoard

APPLE DESK
DRIVES

$439
w/controller and DOS 3.3 $499
Apple Card* and Hardware
Langu age Syate at « / Paacal * BASICS 279
Silearype Printer «r Interface card 249
Hayee Mkronrodem II 299
Novation Appla-Cal 23)9
Vidua Vldcotere. 89 coeaeau card 209
Vidua Keyboard Enhancer IIS
Z-00 Sohcard by Mtcroeott 299
16 KRemCard by Microsoft 1*9
CPSMulll-functloncerd 109

Software for the Apple
Viettalr vereloa 3.3 IS9
VUlFUe (NEW data baae manager) 199
VUlTrend VlalPlol 219
DBMaaler 109
WordStar (Apple • col. veralon) 249
Dora Joaee Portfolio [valuator 45
Apple Po.t 45
Apple Writer 65
Doer Joaee Neura A Qaolee Reporter 8S
Apple Plot 60
Taa Preparer 99
Rani Estate Analyzer 129

16K RAMBOARD f>y ConComp
for Apple II Computers

FOR ONLY
$12995

Personal
Computer
Color * Sound * Graphics
Call or write for more Info.

Disk drives available roonj

gS-100
California Computer

Systems
Floppy Dish Controller $369
64K Dynamic Ram Board. 200m $499
Z-80 CPU board w / monitor ROM $269
1 6K Static memory board. 200ne

.

.369
32K Static memory boa.d. 200n. .599
S 100 12 Slot Mainframe .475
4-Port Serial Interface .299
2 Port Serial 2-Port Parallel Interface 299
4-Port Parallel Interface 229

Printer*

Silentype
ur / Apple II interface

$349
Epson

MX-80 or
MX-80 FT
CALL

Anade. 9501 a>/2K BuMer
C ltohStarwrlter25CPSd.ieywheel
C. Itoh Starwrtter 45 C PS daleywneel
Epaon MX 70
Epaon MX 80 A MX-80 F/T
Epaon MX 100
NEC 8023 Impact Dot Main.
NEC SplnwrKet. (Lalaat model.)
Paper Thjnr IDS 44SG « graphic.
Paper Tiger IDS-460G ..graphic.. .

Paper Tloer IDS-560G .graphic. .

Silentype Printer »' Apple Interface

.CALL
...699
...949
. . 1249
...249
CALL

ORDER TOLL FREE
800-854-6654

In California and
outside continental U.S.

(714) 698-8088
Telex 695-000 Beta CCMO

AVAILABLE NOW

Send Orders To:
(fecWnrKj inl.j.mat.01. Phone otdet*. umihj VISA MASUHt AHI>

I AN EXPRESS [UNrHSUUB ( AHT. BLANC HE, bank

«Mr« trail*..m i «*.!.»*••
' * or cortltfted check, moiny order, or pertone!

. rtoxk (alow Irn day*, to (.Ural) Unlet* prepaid with rath, pkr*** add

Sfo lot daappata<|, liail.n».IHJ and intU.afKV I rniiiirfliini b 00) CupMcM

MirvxwnltddiJt'l > tefetiai U. M. Iii*trlutiur.*

rpuranofM ptea*S wml lot a written i|uo*.»ti<iri All e-qutptrvynt

n> sutHrti to prK* i riaTHjr and avaJarvJtiv, with. Hit notice AD equip

infill it new and complete wild mat.ufectu.eft warranty lutuaHv **

day*) Showroom ptx*"> may dtrfet from mall order price*.

G®D0S0D[iLjD©L7

G©ODQ[°)Dal?©L?g MaU Order

8314 Parkway Drive
La Mesa, Calif. 92041
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Cass-a-Log, continued...

Be sure to remember to record the new
AVAILABLE location so that you can
have it for next time. Now that you've
added a program to the tape you have to

add it to the index. So you rewind to the

start of the tape, load the index program,
make the changes, and save it back to the

tape.

I always reserve the beginning from 000
to 020 for the index. That allows plenty of
room to save the index twice. Save the

program at the beginning of your tapes
changing line 30 to indicate the tape number
you are working with.

That's about it: since I've started using

this. I have stopped losing my lists—now I

misplace entire cassettes.

Program for those Tiny Basic's that won't support data statements.

10 REM *••• CASS-A-LOG •••••
20 lUHAT EUER INSTRUCTION CLEARS THE SCREEN)

DATA TRPE NUMBER 000*
IUSE LINES 40-60 TO DEFINE LOADING FORMATS)

30 PRINT
40 PRINT
SB PRINT
60 PRINT
78 PRINT
60 PRINT
SO PRINT

•COUNTER -
. "PROGRAM"

"COO -
. -INDEX-

•e2a-.-AUAILftBLF. •

1BO HDD MOPE LINES AS NEEDED-

Program for TRS-80.

CASS-A-LOG

LATA TAPE NUMBER 000-
>-LEOEL TI LrlSi..-

•-MACHINE CODE (SYSTEM)

10 REM ••

20 CLS
30 PklNT-
40 PRINT •

SO PRINT-
ED PRINT
70 RESTORE
60 PRINT- COUNTER
90 READ A*: READ BS
103 PRINT AS.BS
110 IF AS--END* THEN END
120 GOTO 90
130 DATA 000. > INDEX
140 DATA 020. AVAILABLE
ISO DATA END. END

PROGRAM FILENAME-

>CLOAD'I"

Program for Applesoft.

CASS -A- LOG

DATA TAPE NUMLER 000-
>- INTEGER BASIC

"

1- APPLESOFT
•- MACHINE CODE-

10 REM •

20 HOME
30 PRINT
40 PRINT •

SO PRINT '

60 PRINT
70 RESTORE
80 PRINT -COUNTER' . -PROGRAM
90 READ AS: READ BS
100 PRINT AS.ES
118 ir AS- -END- THEN END
120 GOTO 90
130 DATA 0OO.11NDEX
140 DATA 020. AVAILABLE
ISO DATA END. END

Why you need Locksmith.
Vnni' invested some money and a lot of time in a

M. commercial software program for your Apple. It works
well, to the point that you aredependent on its day-to-day

functioning. But the disks are copy-protected. So you are

also dependent on the vendor's back-up (if furnished) . on

his living up to vague promises of support, even on his

ability to stay in business.

N;
o computer user can live with that. So until the

situation changes (and it will), you need Locksmith

Iocksmiih (new 4.0 version) will copy almost all

J "protected" diskettes for the Apple. It is the most reliable

nibble-copy program you can buy. Locksmith is suitable

onlyfor backups, because the copies

include all serial numbers, codes

and protection features of the

original (under the new copyright

law. you'd have to be pretty

foolish to try bootlegging

software that is traceable back to the purchaser)

.

Iocksmith includes nine other utilities, of which these

i five are vital to the integrity of your system: 1. Media

surface check— Never commit data to a flawed diskette

again. 2. Disk-drive speed calibration— the most frequent

cause of communication bugs between Apples. 3 Degauss

and Erase— Make sure no stray data is left over. 4.

Nibble-Editor— sophisticated read/write tool for repairing

blown disks. 5. Quickscan —Check for unreliable data, find

used and unused tracks

All for just $99.95 at your local dealer or direct. You

.don't just need Locksmith. You can't afford to be without

it. Mastercard and Visa

holders order loll-free,

1-800-835-2246.

IITII
(CLE 5 ON READER SERVICE CARD

O/WEGA MICROWAREJNC
222 SO. RIVERSIDE PLAZA

CHICAGO. IL 60606
312-648-1944

*pplr b i rrjptlrrrd trsdmurk o* Apptr Conpufrr Inc
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INTRODUCTION TO
COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION

FOR ELEMENTARY AND
MIDDLE SCHOOL TEACHERS
David Moursund
Dept. of Computer & Information Science

University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403

International Council for Computers in Education

Dept. of Computer & Information Science

University of Oregon
Eugene, Oregon 97403

Copyright ICCE 1981 Price $7.00 U.S.

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION
FOR ELEMENTARY AND MIDDLE SCH(X)l TEACHERS
by David Moursund, $7 on prepaid orders to ICCE. This

8'/2xl 1, 96-page took, published Fall I9HI, is a slight ex-

pansion of materials that first appeared in The < omputing
irM /ier. It is designed tor self-instruction or tor a formal

inservice or preservii e c ourse tor teachers. It ( ontains an

in-depth treatment of tea< hing about and teaching using

computers at the elementary and middle school levels.

The book includes a very large numlx-r of activities that

Can Ih- used at this educational level.

To order, write:

International Council tor Computers in Education

c/o Dept. of Computer and Information S< ienc e

University of Oregon
Eugene. Oregon <)74(H

11*111111 illlllrlli III III III

THE WORD IS OUT!
Look no further for a comprehensive

instructional software evaluation tool.

MicroSIFT Evaluator's Guide, developed by
the Computer Technology Program of the

Northwest Regional Laboratory, is now
available from ICCE. This substantial guide

sets a new standard for evaluating instruc-

tional software. Contents include a summary
of MicroSIFT's evaluation process, glossary,

detailed description of all review components,
review forms and sample reviews.

TOTAL QUANTITY PRICE (U.S. FUNDS)

1-5 $3.00

6-10 $2.50

11-30 $2.00

31-100 $1.50
101- $1.25

To order write:

International Council for Computers in Education

c/o Dept. of Computer & Information Science

University of Oregon
Eugene, OR 97403

Evaluator's Guide
Fur Microcomputer-Based Instructional Packages

l^rioprd I.* Mhm.MM

I Kr t i.mputi t 1 n hnojotfv Pribram
VtclSm— I Kf-KHWi«l IviliM >n.ii I jkhair«l<H

I'nnlrd h> H ( 1
Ifrpl ol Cumpwlrr A Inf.

I nitrruu of Ornfun
Kiwrnr llH 1f7 Mil



NEW!
Advanced Disk Version

TRSFFK
CONTROLLER

In Air Traffic Controller you assume
the responsibility for the safe flow of air

traffic over a 400 square mile territory.

During your shift in charge of this air-

space. 26 aircraft come under your con-
trol. Jets and prop planes must be guided
to and from airports, navigational becons
and entry/exit fixes. The aircraft enter
your airspace at various altitudes and
headings whether or not you are ready.
You need the same steady nerves

under pressure and almost instinctive

analyses of complex emergencies which
are demanded of a professional air

traffic controller. But Air Traffic Con-
troller adds the excitement and well-

defined goals of a game.
Your goal is to get all of the aircraft to

their assigned destination before the
shift is completed. At your disposal are
radar display of the aircraft positions in

the control area, coded information giving

aircraft heading, destination and fuel

supply, navaids enabling you to hold
aircraft or assign them automatic
approaches, and commands to alter the
altitude and heading of the aircraft. Work-
ing against you are altitude and heading
requirements, and. of course, the
clock.

No two games, even at the same clock
setting, are the same.
The advanced disk version allows more

aircraft, and gives you four additional
area maps, each with its own special
challenges.

Air Traffic Controller is now available
for the 16K TRS-80 (3006), for the 16K
Apple II and Apple II plus (4008). and
the 8K Sorcerer (5008). All are on cas-
sette for $11.95
Advanced Air Traffic Controller is avail-

able on diskette for the 32K TRS-80
(3518). the 16K Atari (7503). and the
32K Apple II and Apple II plus (451 7) for

$ 1 9.95. and on cassette for the 1 6K Atari

(7004) and the 16K PET (called Sector
3) (1302) for 514.95

To order Air Traffic Controller, please
send a check or money order to:

creative computing
software

39 E. Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains, NJ 07950
For credit card order call:

Toll-free 800-631 -81 12
(in NJ 201-540-0445)

More Efficient Tape Storage

Kevin A. Frye

If you're frustrated with the slow data

recording rate of the tape system on your
Level II TRS-80 and are thinking of selling

your house to buy a disk system, don't

give up hope yet. A simple way to add
some pep to your tape system is to pack
more data onto each tape.

When you write a string onto the tape

in the conventional way (i.e. PRINT #-1.

AS). 255 bytes of data are written onto
the tape for AS no matter how long the

usable part of AS really is. In the most
extreme case, if AS as defined in your
program is 1 byte long. 254 null characters

are appended to AS and the whole 255
byte string goes on the tape. At 5(X) baud
(62 cps) each one of these 255 byte strings

takes a little over four seconds to write

and consumes two feet of tape.

By taking advantage of the powerful

string manipulation functions of Level II

Basic and some simple string concatenation

(appending) you can add a great deal of

efficiency to your tape storage applications.

The essence of this storage technique is

to pack as much data as possible into a

255 byte string buffer in your program
and then write the buffer onto the tape.

Kevin A. Frye, S Ledgewood Terrace, Ape *»S02.

Sac... Ml- 04072.

To retrieve this packed data from the
tape you simply execute an INPUT ff-l

command for each of the packed strings

and unpack the strings as you read them.
For an illustration of how this packing

system works let's assume that our applica-

tion program is working with a string array

TS(30) that contains phone numbers in

XXX-XXXX format (K bytes each). The
following subroutines show how to pack
and unpack this data.

It is not necessary to have a perfect 255
byte fit as long as you pack as much data
as possible into a 255 byte string before
doing output to the tape. You may also

have as many packed strings on a tape as

your application calls for or will fit on a

tape. The time and tape saving depends
on the size of the component pieces of

data you are packing into the buffer string.

The saving factor can be expressed as:

INT (255/Data element size)

If packing was not used in the above
example and each array element was
written in separate PRINT ff-l commands,
the output process would take over 120

seconds and consume 60 feet of tape. By
packing the array into one 255 byte buffer

before doing tape output, it takes a little

over four seconds and consumes only two
feet of tape.

10OO REM PRCK AND WRITE THE ftRRflV
101O D*="" ' SET THE BUFFER STRING TO NULL
1020 FOR X»l TO 20
1030 P*= LEFT*<T*<X><8> ' PUT 8 LEFTMOST BVTES OF PHONE # INTO P*
1040 P* P* + STRING*<8-LEN<P*>< 32> ' APPEND SPACES TO P* IF P»<8 LONG
1050 D# - D* + P* APPEND PHONE # TO BUFFER STRING
I860 NEXT X
1070 PRINT tt-1, D* ' OUTPUT THE POCKED STRING
1080 RETURN

£000 REM
2010 INPUT #-1. D*
202© FOR X - 1 TO 30
2030 S » <X-1> * 8 + 1
2040 P* = MID«<D«, S, 8)

B T»<X) = P*
2060 HE. I

207© RETURN

READ FIND UNPACK THE ARPAV
' READ PRCKED STRING FROM THE TRPE

COMPUTE STRRT POSITION OF NEXT PHONE #

PUT NEXT PHONE # INTO P*
PUT PHONE # INTO ARRAY
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Tired ©f yourGENERAL LEDGER?

m mm "mm mm, i oo

• THE ULTIMATE PERSONAL CHECK REGISTER

• A PROFESSIONAL ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

• A PERSONAL FINANCIAL MANAGER

• A SMALL BUSINESS ACCOUNTING SYSTEM

• A COMPLETE GENERAL LEDGER

w Wim (MlfWEE • /SMI OB • D.®JL • mm • MM
MU GBDO(B@®@(!HFir M@ fflamm

HCW IT WCLQKS
VERSALEDGER is a complete accounting system that grows as you or your business grows. To
start, your VERSALEDGER acts as a simple method of keeping track of your checkbook. Just
enter your check number, date and to whom the check is made out to. As you or your business
grows, you may add more details to your transactions .... account number, detailed account
explanations, etc.

VERSALEDGER
• VERSALEDGER can give you an instant cash

balance at anytime. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER can be used as a small per-
sonal checkbook register. (IF YOU WANT IT
TO)

• VERSALEDGER can be used to run your
million dollar corporation. (IF YOU WANT IT
TO)

• VERSALEDGER prints checks. (IF YOU WANT
IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER stores all check information
forever (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER can handle more than one
checkbook. (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER can be used to replace a
general ledger (IF YOU WANT IT TO)

• VERSALEDGER HAS AN ALMOST UNLIMITED CAPACITY
(300 checks per month on single density 5V4" disk drives such as the TRS-80 Model-I)
(500 checks per month on the Apple II)

(2400 checks per month on the TRS-80 Model III)

(6000 checks per month on the TRS-80 Model II)

(3000 checks per month on single density 8" CP/M)

• VERSALEDGER will soon have an add-on payroll package. (IF YOU NEED IT)

— CAN BE USED WITH 1 or MORE DISK DRIVES —

INTRODUCTORY PRICE

$99.95

VERSALEDGER HAS REEN CREATED
WITH THE FIRST TIME COMPUTER USER IN MIND

•CQMPLITRQNICSi
50 N. PASCACK ROAD

SPRING VALLEY, NEW YORK 10977

_. HOUR
S3 24 ORDER

LINE

(914) 425-1535

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF NY STATE)

(800) 431-2818* ADD S3 00 FOR SHIPPING IN UPS AREAS
* ADD $4.00 FOR C.O.D. OR NON-UPS AREAS
* ADD $5.00 TO CANADA AND MEXICO
* ADD PROPER POSTAGE OUTSIDE U.S.. CANADA A MEXICO ••• ALL PRICES A SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHANGE •"
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Data Without Duplicates

Glenn Fisher

This routine for the PET allows you to

select data statements randomly without

repeats, and permits variable amounts of

data. There are two parts: the first counts

the data, while the second randomly picks

an unused datum.
The routine was written for a question

and answer program using DATA state-

ments, designed so users could type any

questions and answers they wished into

the DATA statements and have them
randomly presented without repeats.

The usual choice for random selection

of information is between subscripted

variables and DATA statements. Novice

users find it easier to change information

in DATA statements. Therefore, in writing

a program where the user supplies the

information to be presented randomly, it

is preferable to use DATA statements.

The usual method of randomly presenting

information chosen from DATA statements

is to read a random number of data. This

often results in reading one datum several

times, while others are not chosen at all.

This routine reads each datum just once,

in a random order. A string variable, NU$,
consists of the numbers of all unused DATA
statements. NUS stores all numbers as two

digits, up to the number of DATA state-

ments (maximum, 99).

For example, if there are 1 1 data, NUS
will be "0102030405060708091011." A
random number is used to choose one of

these digit pairs from the string. Let's say

the random number is 9: the pair of digits

starting with the ninth digit of NUS is 05. A
FOR/NEXT loop reads to the fifth datum.

The chosen digits (05) are now removed
from the string so that the datum will not

Glenn Fisher. 1517 Holly St., Berkeley. CA 94703.

Random Data

100 RESTORE: REM COUNT DATA
I10NU$=""
120 READ OS.AS
130 IF 0$="END" THEN Q1%=0%: GOTO 200

140Q%=Q%+1
150 0$=STR$(0%)
160IFQ% < 10THENQ$="0"+RIGHT$(QS,1)
170 NU$=NU$+RIGHTS(QS.2)
180 GOTO 110

200 your program

500 RESTORE: REM READ RANDOM DATA
510RN%=2*INT(RND(l)»Ol%)+l
520 R%=VAUMIDS(NU$,RN%,2))
530 FOR 1 = 1 TO R%: READ QS,AS:NEXT
540 IF RN%= 1 THEN ES='":GOTO 560

550 ES=LEFTS(NUS.RN%-1)
560 NU$=E$+MIDS(NU$,RN%+2)
570Q1%+Q1%-1: IFQ1%=0THEN END
580 PRINT 0$, AS, NUS: REM DISPLAY ONLY
590 GOTO 500

be read again. NUS becomes "0102030406

0708091011."

The random number is limited so it can't

pick past the last pair of NUS. Let's say the

random number is again 9 on the next

pass. This time, the ninth and tenth digits

are 06, so the sixth datum will be read.

NUS will then be "01020304070809101 1."

Program Explanation

The first part of this routine— lines 100-

170—goes at the beginning of your program,

and counts the number of data. Lines 100

and 110 initialize the string NUS and the

data.

186

Line 120 reads pairs of questions and

answers. (If you're using a single datum,

delete AS here and in line 530.)

Line 130 checks for end of data and
exits the routine after setting Ql%. a

counter, equal to the number of data, Q%.
The last DATA statement must be END,
END.

Lines 140-170 take care of the counters.

Q%, counting the number of data, is

incremented in line 140. This number is

turned into a string in line 150, and line

160 adds a leading zero if the number is

less than 10, so it will be stored as two
digits (i.e., 2 becomes 02).
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THE ORIGINAL MAGAZINE FOR
OWNERS OF THE TRS-80™* MICROCOMPUTER

* mSritriSA I KAI >l MARK I >l I AM >Y I ( >KP

SOFTWARE
| FOR TRS-80 '

OWNERS

H

CQinPlJTRQNICS;
MONTHLY

NEWSMAGAZINE
I OR IRS-SO-

OHM KS

MONTHLY NEWSMAGAZINE
Practical Support For Model I, II & III

• PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
• BUSINESS
• GAMBLING • GAMES
• EDUCATION
• PERSONAL FINANCE
• BEGINNER'S CORNER
• NEW PRODUCTS
• SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
• MARKET PLACE
• QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
• PROGRAM PRINTOUTS

AND MORE
ALL PRICES AND SPECIFICATIONS SUBJECT TO CHAM.

I

NOW IN OUR 4th YEAR
PROGRAMS AND AK 1 1(1 I S I'l HI ISHED IN Kl ( I \ I Issl I s

INCLUDE THE FOLLOWINI

.

• FINCALC A COMPI II! I INANCIAI APPI ICATIONS PACKAGI
• INFORMATION SYSTEM KlAll W
• 5TATISTICAI COMBINATIONS
• PASCALS rRIANGI I

• ASSEMBLY LANGUAGI FOR BEGINNERS
• DISK III ES
• MOD 111 REVII W
• KEYBOARD IXUNDER AND LIGHTING EXPLAINED
• DOS COMMANDS IN 1 I VII II

• PROBABILITY CURV1 GENERATOR
• CAI CUI A I OK SIMUI A I ions
• llll Ml OAKY 1 1 GAP
• STOCKS AND BONDS
• BUDGI I ANALYSIS (FOR BUSINESS AND HOMEl
• NIUDos 80 REVIEW
• DUTCHING llll lloKsl SYSTEM IIIAI CAN I I osl

• A SIMUI All DOol I GAME
• c ONTINUOUS I ORM SOURCI S

• TAX SAVER REVIEW
AND MOKI

fltfc^i
**& FI1VCAI C

\t»^*"
%o^ *

>* » *>««»iT^Tn^T..T^J A Complete Financial Analysis Package Used

o&C^ To Calculate Markup, Margin, Annuities, Compound Interest, Nominal

S^ o^ And Effective Rates, Sinking Funds, Mortgage Calculations, Future Value,

t^V^ Savings and Insurance, Percentage Difference Between Two Numbers,
*«* Amortization Schedule and More

SEND FOR OUR NEW 64 PAGE SOFTWARE CATALOG (INCLUDING I Is 1 INC ,SOI HUNDREDS Ol IKS si i- PROGRAMS AVAII.ABI I ON
CASSETTE AND DISKETTE) S2.00OR FREE Willi EACH sUBSCKIPI IONS OK SAMPLE ISSUE

All programs are supplied on tassette (add St lor Diskette Version add $5 lor modified Mud II Version)

•CQMRJTRQNICS
50 N. PASCACK ROAD

SPRING VALLEY. NEW YORK 10977

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION S24

TWO YEAR SUBSCRIPTION S48

SAMPU OF I All SI ISSUI S 4

START MY SUBSCRIPTION Willi ISSUE.

(=1 July 1978 • -12 June 1974 • -2 1 July 1980 • "30 Januai

NEW SUBSCRIP IK )N Kl Nl WAI

NEW TOLL-FREE

ORDER LINE
(OUTSIDE OF NY. STATE)

(800) 431-2818

NEW!!!
MOD-II NEWSLETTER
S1 8/year Cor IX U«ue«)

HOUR
24 ORDER

LINE

(914) 425-1535

^
CREDIT CARD NUMBER

SIGNATURE

ADDRESS

EXP DATE

NAME

CITY STATE /IP
•** ADD $12 YEAR (CANADA. MEXICO! • ADD $24 YEAR AIR MAIL - OUTSIDE OF U.S.A.. CANADA & MEXICO ***
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Has your TRS-80 Model I, Model III,

or Color Computer

READ A GOOD TAPE LATELY?
SOFTWARE CLASSICS ON TAPE EACH MONTH

(nearly as cheap as a library card).

Is your TRS-80 tired of lookins at the

same ol' prosrams? Is software senility

settins in? CLOAD Magazine is just

what your computer needs to stimu-

late those RAM chips and keep its

memory fresh.

CLOAD Magazine is a cassette tape
with 6 to 8 prosrams on it, which your

computer will receive, by First Class

Mail, every month! Just CLOAD and
RUN. Games, tutorials, practical pro-

srams, and utilities to keep your TRS-

80's video brisht and alive.

Put more culture and variety in your

computer's life. Get a subscription to

CLOAD Magazine

The Fine "Iflt

stuTV »» te«t t nv C l*tt M*i
''>">Oc' 78 on *w4'i«o*r - .

(94 i«vc< i **jrs*so>
t>,ov**-s **• ':- -t* r.v i, 16KMOCM
OtC«S«y*ltv lor rW%
CeMorffc* revdmt* ecjet 6% to v^v cooes

1 '
toWbtCnpt'Cr'

n Set* ao r«e

The sotioTi Lme
' ve* ( 1

1

|41

6*r»0»Mhi ;' 193 00
Vnqtecocev - ** 14

Good Gemes #' H9 00
Adventiyes #t i

TIV#0 i fedemen o* •«

*A»ue«C»d/V»4e/GoicJ *v

CLOAD MAGAZINE INC.
PO Box 1448, Santa Barbara. CA 93102

1 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Tryins to educate your CoCo can be a tryins experience. Poundins
on the keyboard is not the positive reinforcement your computer
needs. CHROMASETTE Masazine is the civilized way to introduce

your computer to the world of sood software.

With CHROMASETTE Masa-
zine, CoCo sets both quantity

and quality. Every month, 6 to

8 prosrams arrive by First Class

Mail. No need to type them in

— CHROMASETTE Masazine
is a cassette tape with educa-
tional, practical, utility, and
Same prosrams on it. Just load

and run. Ah, the life of luxury!

Give your computer a cultural

lesson. Get a subscription to

CHROMASETTE Masazine

The Bottom lint

MS 00
6mor"' IPS 00

oes IS 00

Overseas — add JI0 to subscriptions, at

FOR I = 1 TO 100
PRINT "I WILL NOT CRASH

IN CLASS"
NEXT I

Extended
ASIC
Color —

Computer

The Fine Print

. I BASIC mo i.

Magazine
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Duplicates, continued-
Line 1 70 adds this number to the list in

string NUS. RIGHTS is necessary in lines

1 60 and 1 70 to remove the blank which
prefaces numeric variables on the PET.
The second part, lines 500-570. can go

anywhere before you need to read and use

the data. Lines 580 and 590 are just for a

demonstration run. and will be replaced
by your program.

Line 510generatesan odd number from
one to twice the number of data left <Q1%).
This is necessary because each datum is

represented in NUS by two digits, starting

an odd number of digits from the beginning

of NUS. (The third datum takes the fifth

and sixth digits in NUS).
Line 520 picks the two digits from NUS.

starting with the RN%th digit. VAL is

necessary to give the numeric value of
these string digits. If NU$="020305." and
RN%=3. the third and fourth digits—03—
would be picked, and R% would be 3.

Line 530 reads down to the chosen datum
and puts it in Q$ and AS.

Lines 540-560 remove the chosen digits

from the string so they cannot be picked
again. This is done by combining a left

pari and an end part. Line 540 sets the left

part to a null string if the first two digits

were picked.

Line 550 saves the digits to the left of

those used.

Line 560 combines the left part with the

digits after those used, so NUS no longer
contains the used pair of digits.

Line 570 decrements the counter of the

number of unused data, then checks to

see if they've all been used.

Since all numbers used in this routine

are integers, all numeric variables have
had % added to make them integer variables,

saving some time and memory. The % can
be deleted with no effect on the routine.

Rmaar
"No mailer what we ve tried, all our PET would
do is multiply, so we look il 10 the vel and got it

fixed!"
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The IN's and ON's of

EnhancingYourIBM
Great Vld-lnsandAdd-Ons fromASAP
Turn your IBM Personal Computer into a sophisticated data

handler with ASAP. From RAM's and ROMs to communications

controllers. ASAP has the enchancements to give you the

computer power you need.

Dynamic 192K/256K RAM — Dynamic random access (user) memory

available on a single board, saving system expansion space.

192K bytes $ ?9500

256K bytes $129400

Static RAM/ROM — Use this unit as RAM to develop programs. Then use

it to read programs from ROM at the same locations

(unpopulated) *,950u

E
3 PROM — E

3 PROM can program and read E EPROMs as well as

conventional Ultraviolet Erasable PROMs (EPROMs) With optional

expansion cabinet, gang (multiple EPROMs) programming can be

performed $398.00

Scribe Tender'"— Two serial ports and one parallel port permit multiple

input/output devices on the IBM Personal Computer, allowing single-

unit control ot several devices $195.00

Scribe Master"— Sophisticated, high speed communications controller

featuring three serial ports with speeds up to 256K Baud, three parallel

ports and a time-of-day clock $395.00

Multi-System Printer Sharing Facility — Up to 4 computers can be

connected to share a single printer or other device $195.00

488 Interlace— This unit can operate as a controller, talker or listener to

IEEE 488 compatible devices $395.00

Lab Tender'" — Complete 16 channel. 8 bit A/D and D/A converters.

5 timer/counters and three parallel ports are included in this device

Complete with sottware $395.00

Lab Master'" — 16 channel. 12 bit A/D converter with 300kHz

conversion rate: 2 channel. 12 bit D/A; 3 parallel I/O ports; and 5

timer/counters are standard. Options include programmable gam; 14

and 16 bit operation; 40. 100 and 125kHz conversion rates; and

expansion up to 256 channels $995.00

D/A Converter — Four channel. 12 bit D/A converter with a

5 microsecond conversion rate. Double buttering (all D/A channels

change simultaneously) ot random channel selection included $395.00

Video Digitizer — Converts the image from any standard video camera

and allows storage ot the image in memory $345.00

Stepper Motor Controller — A two-axis stepper motor controller

with 2 parallel ports, and optional opto-isolators tor use in robotics.

process control or experimentation $495.00

Protozoa— Versatile prototyping board that features a large wirewrap

area. 50 mil gold fingers, and separate power and ground planes

Space provided for rear edge connectors as used on standard IBM

Personal Computer boards $8090

Extender Board — The fused extender card brings all bus signals up to

the top edge connector, which has connection points for easy

attachment of an oscilloscope or logic analyzer. It features 50 mil gold

fingers for positive connections and a wirewrap area for special

circuitry $80.00

Expansion Chassis — A seven-slot expansion cabinet with full bus

support, heavy duty power supplies, convenience outlets to power

printers or monitors, and built-in provision for a 5-inch Winchester

hard disk drive $795.00

Optional expansion adapters & cables $150.00

Time Master" — Includes time-of-day clock, and calendar with month,

day. year, hours, minutes, seconds, tenths, hundredths and thou-

sandths of seconds. Software automatically sets the date in the

computer each time the unit is powered on. Time also available to any

applications program. 20-year battery backup included $99.00

Device Tender"— A controller for the popular BSR X10" device control

module This unit allows computer-directed remote control of lights

and other electrical devices $199.00

Device Master" — Combines the Device Tender and Time Master into a

single unit, providing the capability for unattended, time dependent

control of lights and devices $229.00

Speech Master" — The Speech Master has a built-in standard

vocabulary of 143 words, letters and word sounds Additional Voice

Personality Modules can be added to increase the vocabulary Speech

Master also permits the creation of speech through phonemes or

word sounds $395.00

Winchester Disk and Controller — Expanded disk storage makes

program execution easier The Winchester replaces numerous floppy

disks and provides fast, hands-off operation 5 megabytes of program

and data storage are included Call for price.

^^^^^^^ Toll free outsioe California;

ilS2l|t j*«;-™

^ducte^inc. $J}8JS8
1198 E Willow St. Signal Hill. CA 90806 «* "™ "*" fcww

Prices subject to change without notice. Call for best price.

ASAPoffersa 30-day buyer protection policy, full money-back guarantee if not

totally satisfied

Ordering Information: name, address, phone: ship by: UPS or truck. Please call for

shipping charges

Term* We accept cash, check, money orders. Visa and Master Charge (US

funds only) Tax: 6% Calif, res. COD's and terms available on approval (school

PO's accepted).
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LflST one LOSES
A Game of Strategy

William E. Bailey

Many of you have probably played the
ancient intellectual game of "Nim" and
found it challenging. "Last One Loses" is a
variant of "Nim" for the TRS-80 which
provides a new and greater challenge.
The playing board in "Last One Loses"

has three rows of circles: three in the top
row, five in the middle row, and seven in

the bottom row. This creates a board
which looks like this:

The object is to cross off the circles in

such a way that your opponent is forced to
delete the last one. The players alternate
crossing off as many circles as they wish so
long as the circles are adjacent and in the
same row. Each circle may be crossed off
only once. For example, assume that
player number one decides to cross off all

three circles in the top row. The status of
the game may be indicated as shown
below:

x x x

Notice that the circles that have been
marked off are adjacent and in the same
row.

If player number two then crosses off

the tr> ee middle circles in the bottom
row, we have:

XXX

X X X

Note that crossing offcircles in the middle
ofrows is legal.

William F. Bailey. 4601 N. Park Ave.. Apt 181 I

Chevy Chase. MD 20015.

Then suppose player number one
crosses off all the circles in the middle
row:

X X X

X X X X X

XXX

Ifyour opponent has a
winning pattern, allyou
cando ismoverandomly
and hope that he makes

a mistake.

And player number two counters by
crossing off a circle in the bottom row:

X X X X

X X X X X

XXX

Now player number one can win by
crossing off the two circles on the right as
follows:

X X X X X X

X X X X X

XXX

Kit! lire I.

#1

A.

B.

C. 0000000
190

#2

X X X X X

Since it is the second player's turn and
there is only one circle remaining, he is

forced to delete the last circle and player
number one wins the game.
The strategy in "Last One Loses" is

fairly simply but it takes a lot of trial and
error to understand it thoroughly. Being a
pro at the game is merely a matter of
knowing which patterns of circles are win-
ning patterns and which are not.

To understand patterns better, let us
take the playing board and label each row
as shown in Figure 1.

The pattern is simply the number of
circles that are separated from the others
by rows or by circles that have been
marked off already. For example:
Diagram #1. the initial board has a

pattern of [3,5,71, since row A has three
circles, row B has five, and row C has
seven. An element of a pattern is a single

set of circles, so the pattern of diagram
ff\ has three elements. The first with
three circles, the second with five, and
the last with seven.

Diagram #2 has a pattern of |3.7| since

row A has three circles and row C has
seven circles. Row B has no circles and is

considered null. Notice that not all

patterns have the same number of ele-

ments since the pattern of diagram #2
only has two elements whereas the
pattern of diagram #1 has three
elements.

Diagram #3 also has a pattern of |3.7)

since row A is null, row B has three

#3

XXX

X X

#4

0X0

X X

X X
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WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD
CP/W Software Software/Manual only
Computer Pathways
Pearl (level 1)

Pearl (level 2)

Pearl (level 3)

Digital Research
PUI-80
BT-80
Mac
Sid
Z-Sid
Tex
DeSpool
Micropro
WordStar
Customization Notes
Mail-Merge
WordStar/Mail-Merge
OataStar
WordMaster
SuperSort I

Spell Star
Microsolt
Basic 80
Basic Compiler
Fortran-80
Cobol-80
M-Sort
Macro-80
Edit-80

MuSimp/MuMath
MuLisp-80
Organic Software
Milestone
Supersoft
Diagnostic I

Diagnostic II

Disk Doctor
Forth (8080 or Z80)
Fortran
Fortran w/Ratfor
Other
Unicorn
Mince
Scribble
Both
Data Base
FMS-80
dBASE II

Access/80
Pascal
Pascal/MT+
Pascal/M
Miscellaneous
SpellGuard
The Last One
SuperCalc
CBASIC-2
MicroStat
StatPak
Micro B +
Apple Software (Business)
Micropro
Wordstar
Mai IMerge
Wordstar/MailMerge
SuperSort I

Spellstar
Personal Software
Visicalc 3.3
CCA Data Mgr
Desktop/Plan II

Visiterm
Visidex
Visiplot

$319/$60
$ 89/Sna
$109/$25
$419/$85
$249/$60
$119/$40
$199/$40
$175/$40

$289/$na
$329/$na
$349/$na
$574/$na
$124/$na
$144/$na
$ 84/$na
$224/$na
$174/$na

$269/$30

$ 49/$20
$ 84/$20
$ 84/$20
$149/$30
$219/$30
$289/$35
less 10%

$149/$25
$149/$25
$249/$50

$649/$45
$595/$50
$699/$50

$429/$30
$189/$20

$299/$25
$549/$na
$259/$50
$ 98/S20
$224/$25
$449/$40
$229/$20

$239
$ 89
$349
$159
$175

$229
$ 99
$229
$139
$229
$185

28
24
29
26
18
29
22
29
28
26

Personal Software (cont.)

Visitrend/Visiplot $275
$ 99/$25 Zork $ 34
$299/$40 Miscellaneous
$549/$50 Micro Courier $219

Super-Text II $ 127
$459/$35 ASCII Express $ 59
$ 1 79/$30 Apple Software (Entertainment)
$ 85/$ 15 Wizard & Princess
$ 65/$15 Mystery House
$ 90/$ 15 Flight Simulator
$ 90/$ 15 Raster Blaster
$ 50/$l0 Space Eggs

Sargon II

ABM
Micropainter
Apple Panic
Pool 1.5

Apple Accessories
Z-80 Softcard $ 299
Keyboard Enhancer $ 110
Apple Joystick $ 49
Sup-r Mod $ 25
CPS Multifunction Card $ 199
Videx Board $ 249
16K Card $159
Sup-r Fan $ 39
ALF9 Voice Board $ 149
CCS Cards $Call
CCS Parallel Model 7720 $Call
CCS Serial Model 7710D $Call
CCS Centronics Model 7728 $Call
Disk Drives For TRS-80* Model 1

rer**.^^ CCI-100 5 V, " 40 Track $ 299^^ Add-ons for Zenith Z 89
CCI-189 5V4- 40 Track
Z-87 Dual 5 v« " system

I Drives for Z 90
External card edge and power supply
included. 90 day warranty/one year on^"^^ power supply.

Corvus 5M $ 3089
Corvus 10M $ 4489
Corvus 20M $ 5429
Corvus Mirror $ 699
Shugart 8"801R Raw Drive $ 399
TANDON 5 '/«" Raw Drive $ Call
Power Supplies $ Call
Diskettes— Box of 10
Maxell 5 V*" $ 40
Maxell 8" $ 45
BASF/Verbatim 5V4" $26.95
BASF/Verbatim 8" $ 36
Plastic File Box— Holds 50 5v. -dsKis $ 19
Plastic Library Case 5 V*" $ 3
Plastic Library Case 8" $ 4
Head Cleaning Diskette $ 25
Floppy Saver $10.95
Floppy Saver Rings $ 6.95
16K RAM Kits
One Kit $13.95
Two Kits $25.00
200ns for TRS-80*, Apple II,

(specify): Jumpers $ 2.50
Computer Systems
Altos ACS8000 Series $ Call
Atari 400 $ 359
Atari 800 $ 789
Call for other Atari products
Zenith Z89, 48K $ Call
Zenith Z90, 64K $ Call
Call for other Zenith products
For fast delivery, send certified checks, money orders or
call to arrange direct bank wire transfers. Personal or
company checks require one to three weeks to clear All
prices are mall order only and are subject to change
without notice Can lor snipping charges.

$389
$995
SCall

Terminals
Adds Viewpoint
Zenith Z-19
Televideo 910
Televideo 920C
Televideo 950
S 100 California Computer Systems
Mainframe
Z80 CPU
64K RAM
Floppy Disc Cntrl
Integrated Sys. w/int. cables, tstd.
2P + 2S I/O
4 Port Serial I/O
4 Port Parallel I/O
Casio Calculators
Pocket Comp. FX702
Desk Printr/Calc. FR100

Call
Call

519
729
929

$ 349
$ 239
$ 569
$ 339
$1975
$ 269
$ 249
$ 179

Scientific Calc.
Game Watch
Game Watch
Calendar Watch
Printers

$185.00
$ 79.95
$ 49.95
$ 49.95
$ 69.95
$ 59.95

FX8100
CA90 Plastic
CA901 Steel
AX210
NEC Spinwriter
7710 R.O. Ser $2395
7710 Ser w/tr. $2595
7720 KSR w/tr. $2795
7730 R.O. Par $2395
7730 R.O. Par w/tr. $2595
NEW 3500 Series $ Call

Epson MX-70 $ Call
Epson MX-80 $ Call
Epson MX-80FT $ Call
Epson MX 100 $ Call
PaperTiger 445 Gr. & 2K $ Call
PaperTiger 460 Gr. & 2K $ Call
PaperTiger 560 Gr. $ Call
IDS Prism 80 $ Call
IDS Prism 132 $ Call
PaperTiger Access. $ Call
Anadex DP-8000 $ 849
Anadex DP-9500/01 $1389
Okidata Microline 80 Fric. « pin lead $ Call
Okidata Microline 82A Ma. 4 pin teed $ Call
Okidata Microline 83A 120 cps $ Call
Okidata 84 200 cps $ Call
Centronics 739 $ 739
C.ltoh Starwriter I 25 cps, par. $1525
C.ltoh Starwriter I 25 cps, ser. $1620
C.ltoh Starwriter II 45 cps, par. $1950
C.ltoh Starwriter II 45 cps, ser. $2075
Axiom GP-80M $ 319
Data South 180 cps $ Call
Olivetti DY 211 Daisy Wheel $ Call
Monitors
Leedex 12" B&W $ 129
Leedex 12" Green Screen $ 139
Leedex 13" Color $ 329
Sanyo 9" B&W $ 149
Sanyo 9" Green Screen $ 189
Sanyo 12" Green Screen $ 249
Sanyo 12" B&W $ 239
Sanyo 13" Color $ 449
Zenith 13" Color $ 349
Zenith 12" Green Screen $ 129
Telecommunications
Prentice Star Modem 1-yr. guar. $ 125
Univ. Data System UDS103LP $135
Univ. Data System UDS103JP $175
Novation Cat $ 139
Novation D Cat $ 149
Novation Auto-Cat $ 199
Novation Apple Cat II $ 299
DC. Hayes Smart. Modem $ 249
D.C. Hayes Micro-Modem II $ 295
CCI Telnet Com. Package $135

dealer (national/international) inquiries invited Send for FREE Catalogue

he TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE 1-800-343-6522
TWX: 710-348-1796 Massachusetts Residents call 617/242-3361

420-423 Rutherford Ave., Dept. C04M
Charlestown, Massachusetts 02129
Hours 9 AM- 8 PM (EST) Mon.-Fri. (Sat. till 5)

Technical Information call 617/242-3361
Massachusetts Residents add 5% Sales Tax
Tandy Corporation Trademark/' Digital Research
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because ...

Lessons have large

upper/lower case letters.

Teachers can change the

lessons

Teachers can add new
lessons with their own
content

Every program keeps a
permanent record of

student errors for later

review

Teachers can synchronize
their own voice with the

computer presentations

Contact your local

Hartley dealer or send
for FREE catalog.

Hartley Courseware. Inc.

Box 431
Dimondale. Ml 48821

616-942-8987

Hartley*

Last One, contim

circles and row C has seven. Note that

even though diagrams #2 and #3 have

different circles crossed off. they can be

considered the same game because their

patterns are identical.

Diagram #4 has two elements in each

row. since they are all separated by

circles that have been crossed off in the

middle of the row. Row A has two

elements each being a single circle, so

thus far the pattern is 1

1

1.1) |. Row B has

one element with one circle and another

with two. This adds to the pattern |i 1.1 1.

(2,1)]. (The parentheses indicate

elements in different rows, while

brackets surround the pattern.) And
finally, row C has one element with three

circles and another with two. so the

pattern of diagram #4 is 1(1,1), (2.1).

(3.2)). Now that we have the patterns put

together with all of the elements, we can

remove the parentheses to make this
1
1.1.

2.1.3.2| and for convenience, the

numbers can be put in least to greatest

order, so the pattern for diagram #4 in its

final form is 1 1.1.1.2.2.3|.

Now let us go back to the example

game. On player number one's second

move he crossed off the entire middle

row which left this:

A XXX

X X X X X

o o x x x o o
12 3 4

I have labeled the circles that we will

be using with the numbers one through

four. This has a pattern of 1 2.2). circli

and 2 make up the first element and

circles 3 and 4 make up the second

element. This is a winning pattern. By a

winning pattern I mean that if a player

can delete circles so as to make a pattern

of |2.2| in any form then that player will

be able to win the game. Player number

one deleted row B and made a pattern of

1 2.2 1 and therefore will be able to win the

game. This may not be immediately

obvious so let us examine every possibil-

As happened in the example game, if

player number two crosses out circle 1

then player number one can counter-

move by marking oft circles 3 and 4 and

only 2 will remain. Since it is the turn of

player number two he loses the game and

player number one wins.

If. instead, player number two marks

off circles 1 and 2 then player number

one can mark off 3 and only 4 remains,

again player number one wins. And vice

versa for circles 3 and 4. If player number

two decides to cross off circle 4. then

player number one can cross oft 1 and 2;

and if player number two decides to cross

off circles 3 and 4. then player number
one can cross off circle I. leaving 2.

Thus, we have examined every

possible move for player number two and

discovered that no matter where he

moves, player number one can always

win. This means that the pattern of |2.2|

in any form is a winning pattern. 1 include

the "in any form" because there are many
ways to fit a pattern of |2.2| on the play-

ing board. Figure 2 shows a few of them:

10
20
-0
J

SO

70
80
90
100
no
120
130
110
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
210
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390

DEFINT A-Z
DIM E:D<3.7) ,DA(3,7) ,PA< 9> ,fcA< 21 > , SA<25>
FOR 1=1 TO 21

READ E:A<I>
NEXT I

DATA 1,1,1,1,2,3,1,4,5,2,4,6,2,5,7,3,4,7,3,5,6
FOR J=l TO 25

READ SA(J)
NEXT J
DATA 1,1,1,1,1,1,1,1,2,3,1,1,1,4,5,1,2,2,2,3,1,2,3.3,3
CLS
FOR 1=1 TO 3

FOR J=l TO 7

E:D<I,J) =

NEXT J
NEXT I
BD( 1 , 1 > -1 »BD ( 1 , 2 »-l I BD < 1 .6 ) "1 »B0< 1

,

7 > »1 * BD<2 , 1)! t E:D < 2 , 7>!
REM "LAST ONE LOSES"
PRINT e 1 2, CHR*< 23) "WELCOME TO THE GAME-
PRINT Q 78,CHR*<23)"OF LAST-ONE LOSES"
FOR 1=1 TO lOOOtNEXT I

CLS
PRINT"D0 YOU NEED TO SEE THE INSTRUCTIONS"
INPUT ST*
IF LEFT*(ST*,1)="Y" THEN
PRINT B 0,"WHAT LEVEL OF
INPUT LE
LE=IHT(LE)
IF LE>4 OR
PRINT e 0,
INPUT QT*
IF LEFT*<Q.T*.,1> = "N" THEN GOTO 620
GOSUE: 1740 ".REM DISF LAY BOARD
REM PLAYER'S MOVE
PRINT (? 256, "DO YOU WANT TO KNOCK
INPUT OZ*
IF LEFT«<QZ*,1)="Y" THEN GOTO 410
PRINT 384, "WHICH CIRCLE" ! INPUT MZ.NZ
IF E:D(MZ,NZ)<>0 THEN PRINT"ILLEGAL" : GOTO 380

GOSUE: 1950
DIFFICULTY DO YOU HANT<l-Z-3-4>*

LEI THEN PRINT"INVALID"!G0TO 260
"DO YOU WANT TO GO FIRST

OUT MORE THAN ONE CIRCLE-

CIRCLE 198 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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This spring, you could learn about

new products and processes that will make

some people very rich.

Here's one. It's called nuclear
magnetic resonance. It's the
basis of a non-invasive imaging
device that can actually "see"
inside everything from the human

body to plant machinery. Next
year it will make headlines. But

you can learn all about it

now in TECHNOLOGY
magazine.

NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGE OF HUMAN HEAD.

ANNOUNCING
TECHNOLOGY MAGAZINE

You can sample an issue FREE

Technology. It's probably the

toughest free enterprise arena in the
world. You either win or lose . seize

opportunities or face obsolescence
And. to stay competitive, you've got to

stay on top of all the new developments.
Know when to commit to a new process or

application and when you'd be
smarter to lay back and learn from
someone else's mistakes
And now there's a magazine that gives

you. all in one place, the vital intelligence

you need to make those decisions

TECHNOLOGY. A new kind of magazine
that lets you peek into R&D lobs around
the world. So you can learn what's working.

What's not. And what's the coming state-of-

the-art in everything from ceramics that

can replace metals and plastics to

enzymes that could provide a bio-

industrial alternative to high priced
petroleum.

You wont read TECHNOLOGY.
You'll use It!

While TECHNOLOGY is edited to deliver

the most information in the most
accessible style - and is a joy to read
- it is not intended for the hobbyist or

the merely curious.

It is a tool to be used by people who
have a tangible stake in technology. Each
major article appears in a unique 5-part
format consisting of a general interest

overview, a business outlook report,

a core article for professionals and
specialists, an applications side bar, and

TECHNOLOGY
Comma M

hmmmmmon it
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an extensive bibliography. You'll see
quickly and precisely .

.

• How a specific technology originated
and in response to what needs

• How it works
• Its potential uses and limitations

• Who (and where) the experts are
• What applications are practical right

now and what they cost
• How it fits or connects with other

techniques, methods, processes and
systems
To find out everything you need, you

could comb through the dozens of

magazines, trade journals, and newsletters

on the subject of technology - at

considerable time and expense
Or you can subscribe toTECHNOLOGY

and hook into one of the most extensive

networks of information and technological
expertise ever assembled So that whether
you are a technology executive, a
specialist seeking new breakthroughs, an
entrepreneur or investor . TECHNOLOGY
will bring you the information you need -
ahead of the crowd. So you can act on it

profitably

Get your
first issue FREE!

TECHNOLOGY is available only by
subscription - it is not sold on
newsstands.

But you can receive your Charter issue
FREE simply by returning the
accompanying card or the coupon
below.

We'll send you TECHNOLOGY for a free
examination . . . and reserve a Charter
Subscription in your name at the special
rate of only S18 for 1 year (that's 6 bi-

monthly issues at a saving of $6 off the
regular yearly rate). If. after evaluating
your first issue, you don't wish to continue,
just write "cancel'' on your bill and mail it

back. You'll owe nothing and may keep
your first issue with our compliments.

Return the coupon below or the
accompanying card to receive your
Charter issue FREE!

Send my
Charter Issue of

TECHNOLOGY

FREE

And enter my 1 -year Charter Subscription

(6 bi-monthly issues) for only $18 ... a $6
saving off the regular subscription rate.

I understand that if I'm not satisfied

with my first issue. I need only write

"cancel" on my bill. I may keep my issue

of TECHNOLOGY and I'll owe nothing.
Otherwise. I'll return your invoice with

payment and receive 5 more issues.

Name-
(PLEASE PRINT)

Address

.

City-

state. ZIP_

MAIL TO: TECHNOLOGY Magazine. PO Box 2528. Boulder. CO 80321 5117



Last One, continued.

Figure 2.

o o x

X X X

X X X X X X X

GOTO 410

X X X X X X X

0X00

XXX

X X X X X

X X X X X

X

As you can see. many other combina-

tions are possible and all of them are

winning patterns. The pattern |2.2| is not

the only winning pattern. There are many
others, all of which are included in the

program.

When we were examining the pattern

|2.2| to make sure it was a winning

pattern, we discovered that player

number one was able to win the game
within two moves from the establishment

of the pattern. Now let's start a new game
in which player number one has just

formed the winning pattern of 1 2.5.7].

It is obvious that player number 1 will

not be able to win the game within the

next two moves because the 1 2.5.7)

pattern is so much bigger than the |2.2|

pattern. In fact, it might take as many as

12 moves before the game is ended.

So how is player number one supposed

to know what to cross off on all of his

next moves? The answer is quite simple.

Since 1 2,5,7 1 is a winning pattern, no

matter where player number two moves,

there will always be a move for player

number one that will establish a new and

smaller winning pattern. This continues

on every move until player number one

wins the game. For example, the pattern

so far is 1 2.5.7 1 which will only fit the

board in the way shown below:

A X

B

C 0000000

Note that since 1 2.5.7 1 is a winning

pattern, this would be a good first move.

It is player number two's move and

let's say that he crosses out three circles

in row B. The result is:

x x x o o

x

Note that this is one of many possible

moves for player number two.

Now there are several places that

player number one can move to reestab-

100 E'D<MZ,NZ) = 2:G0T0 510
410 PRINT 5 384, "FROM": INPUT MZ,NZ
420 PRINT B 512,"T0":iNPUT ZI.ZJ
430 IF MZOZX THEN PRINT"ILLEGAL"

:

440 IF NZ ZJ THEN E-NZ : NZ=ZJtZJ»E
FOR I=NZ TO ZJ

IF BD(MZ,I>O0 THEN PRINT"ILLEGAL":GOTO 410

NEXT I

FOR J =NZ TO ZJ
BD(MZ,J>-2

50 NEXT J
r 10 GOSUB 1740 :F:EM DISPLAY BOARD
D20 FOR 0Y»1 TO 7:PRINT:NEXT OY

D30 GOSUB 1030 : REM FIND PATTERN
IF N0T(T=1 AND PA<1)=1) THEN GOTO 670

PRINT I? 256, "YOU WON.... NICE JOB"

450
460
470
4E0
490

D40
550
S60 FOR D»l TO 200:NEXT D

PRINT-BUT I'D LIKE TO SEE YOU DO IT AGAIN"

FOR 0*1 TO 200:NEXT D
-NPUT'TARE FOR ANOTHER GAME":GB*
IF LEFT*<OB»,l)'"Y - THEN CLS:G0T0 110

610 ENP
620 rvEM COMPUTER'S MOVE

GOSUB 1740 !REM DISPLAY BOARD
IF LE ~ 4 THEN GOTO 740
= RINT <? 256, "THINKING"

660 GOTO 800
670 rem check if opponent has winning pattern

if t»0 then goto 1310
print 8 256, "thinking"
dw=le:le«4

710 gosub 1160 '.rem is pattern winning?
720 LE-Dv
730 IF WN=0 THEN GOTO 800
740 REM RANDOMLY MOUE
750 I-RNDC3) :j=RND(7)
760 IF BD<I,JX>0 THEN 750
770 BD(I,J)»2
780 GOSUB 1740 :REM DISPLAY BOARD
790 GOTO 340
80 REM PICK CIRCLES TO CROSS OFF
810 FOR 1-1 TO 3

FOR J»l TO 7

X—

1

IF BD(I,J)O0 THEN GOTO 1000
X-X+l
PRINT 9 265,CHR»U43>
IF J +X-8 THEN GOTO 1000
IF BD(I,J+X)<>0 THEN GOTO 1000
FOR IJ"J TO J+X

BD(I,IJ>=2
NEXT IJ
GOSUB 1030 :REM FIND PATTERN
PRINT e 265,CHR»(32)
GOSUB 1160 :REM IS IT WINNING?
IF WN-1 THEN GOSUB 1740 tGOTO 340
FOR IJ-J TO J+X

BD(I,IJ)-0
NEXT IJ
GOTO 850

NEXT J
1010 NEXT I
1020 GOTO 740
1030 rem subroutine find pattern
1040 t=o:jk»o

FOR M«l TO 3
FOR N*l TO 7

IF BD(M,N)«0 THEN JK-JK+1 ELSE GOTO 1130
IF N»7 THEN GOTO 1100
IF BD(M,N+1)=0 THEN GOTO 1130
T«T*1
PA(T)«JK
JK-0

NEXT N
1140 NEXT M
1150 RETURN
1160 REM SUBROUTINE IS IT WINNING?
1170 REM SORT PATTERN
1180 FOR F»l TO T-l

570
5S0
590
600

630
640
650

680
690
700

820
830
840
850
86
870
880
890
900
910
920
930
940
950
960
970
980
990
1000

1050
1060
1070
1080
1090
1100
1110
1120
1130

1190 C=T-F*1
1200 FOR G»2 TO C

1210 IF PACGK »PA(G-1> THEN GOTO 1

1220 KL"PA<G)
1230 PA<G>=PA(G-1)
1240 PACG-D-KL
1250 NEXT G

1260 NEXT F
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IHUNT INeil~CN C€/H IPUT IING
Red Alert $29 95 no»
Empire I World Builders $32 95 no.
Golden Mountain $19 95 „,«,

SpaceEggs $2995n«.
Apple-Panic $29»5~o-
Thiaf S2995no-
Snack Attack $29 95 no.
Mad Fly Mania $29 95 no.
The Book $19 9Sno.
Hi Res Soccer $29 95 no.

Ods $29 95.
ass.'ol Huntington Computing $!*.*•
uajma
Autobahn
Battkt Cruiser Action
Gorgon
Super Stellar Trek
HaStire Warnor

$39 95.
$2995.
$44 95 no.
$39 95 no.
$3995.
$39 95.

Gamma Goblins $29 95 no.
Mission Asteroid $19 95 m.
Wizardry $49 95 no.
Warp Factor $39 95 no.
Microsoft Adventure $29 95 no.
Wizard and the Pnnceas $32 95 no.
Flight Simulator $34 95 no.
Odyssey $29 95 no.
Sargon II $34 95 no.
Space Eggs $29 95 no.
Hi-ResCribbege $24 95 no.
Lords ol Karma (cass ) $20 00 no.
OhShoot no.
ABM $24 95 no.
Computer Confncl $39 95 no.
Computer Air Combat $59 95 no.
Temple ol Apshai $39 95
Zork II $39 95
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tiT^e
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tia.ie
ti*.ie

tia.ie

tia.ie

Robot Wars $39 95
Cranston Manor $34 95
Dragon s Eye $24 95
TwaTas Last Redoubt $29 95 no.
Snoggle $24 95 no.
Alien Ram $24 95 no.
Alien Typhoon $24 95 no.
Raster Blaster $29 95 no.
Creature Venture $24 95 no.
Hodge Podge $19 95 no.
Solitaire $29 95 no.
Arcade Machine
Time Zone $99 95 no.
Mouskanack $39 95 no.
Ceiling O
The Game Show
Shadow Hawk 1

Mummy s Curse
Dragon Fire $49 95 no.
Jawbreaker $29 95 no.
Hadion $34 95 no.
Dark Forest $29 95 no.
Southern Command $39 95 no.
Beer Run $29 95 no.
Hungry Boy $24 95 no.
Ring ot Saturn $39 00 no.
Streets ot the City 4 Trucker $24 95 no.
Race lor Midnight $29 95 00.
Galactic Empire $24 95 no.
Space Warrior $24 95 no.
Pulsar II $29 95 no.
Star Cruiser $24 95 no.
Both Barrels $24 95 no.
Cyber Strike $39 95 no.
Castle Wortensiem $29 95 no.
Upper Reaches ol Apshai $19 95 no.
Bridge Tutor $39 95 no.
Crossfire $29 95 no.
Epoch $29 95 no.
Outpost $29 95 no.
Ulysse-. $34 95 no.
Space Quark $29 95 no.
Birth ol Ihe Phoenix $14 95 no.
Goblins $27 50 no.
Super Stellar Trek $39 95 no.
Walenoo II $49 95 no.
Kaves ot Karkhan $49 95 no.
Phantom 5 $29 95 no.
Meteoroids m Space $19 95 no.
Dragon Fire $49 95 no.

STOCK PROGRAMS
Portfolio Mastei $75 00 no.
Markel Charter $12995 no. flt*.a*
Dowlog lor Market Charter $99 95 no. far*.**
Investment Decisions $99 95 no. f••).•
Stock Tracker $190 00 no. tl*l-4»
Slock Tracker (Auto Ver | $300 00 no. tatve.ee

tia.ie
Usee
tia.ie
tn.ie
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tuie
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OF THE WORLDS LARGEST INVENTORIES.!!

Softlights
By Fred Huntington

We are proud to introduce our first major
piece of software. Understand Yourself.
Written by Mike Taylor, this series of pro-

grams is based on the Chicago Review Press
book. The Test Yourself Book by Dr Harry

E. Gunn.
The disk contains several hundred ques-

tions and consists of the programs: Assertive

Test. Conscience Test. Manipulation Test,

Personal Equation Test. Marital Adjustment
Test. Individual Scale of Values. Preferred

Activities Test, and Sexual Attitudes Test.

The price of Understand Yourself is

$24.9*. The book, which contains all the

tests plus a lot more, is a bargain at $7.»5.
Dealer inquiries are welcome.

VOLCANOES
Just took a look at a new program called

Volcanoes Has great graphics and tremen-
dous teaching potential for home or school

use It lists for S49.95 and our price is

$44.99
Foreign Orders

We are no longer able to accept foreign

checks not drawn upon U.S. banks. We
welcome charge cards. We also take wire

transfers to our bank (S6 00 service charge).

We had one check that by the time all the fees

were taken out of it. we owed S8.00. Help!

Maxell Disks
We are now authorized distributors for the

best diskettes made today - Maxell. We are

selling the Apple " /Atari version of these fine

disks. 10 #e>r $34.9*. Once you try these,

you II never go back to the cheaper versions

The tolerances on these disks are so close

that they never need hub rings We stock the

complete line of Maxell disks, including all the

eight inch variety Dealer inquiries welcome.

Great Grandma Huntington
Great Grandma Huntington always said to

try harder - and we do We will soon have tee

shirts for sale with Great Grandma Hunting-

ton s picture on them Watch for Granny!
ton s picture on tnem. watcn tor (jranny

FOREIGN ORDERS
We regret that we can no longer accept

checks (bank charges were sometimes
greater than the amount of the check) We
will gladly accept U.S. currency. VISA,

MasterCard or American Express at no
extra charge, or you may make direct wire

transfers to our bank. Security Pacific,

Corcoran. CA 93212. for a S6.00 charge
All overseas orders are shipped by air.

BUSINESS APPLICATIONS
U.lMOf. tise.ee
Invoice Factory i Special! $200 00 no. tiae.M
Regression Trend Analysis
Multiple Regression

$26 95 no. tii.ae
$29 95 no. tuie

Microsoft Fortran $200 00 no. tles.ee
Microsoft Cobol 80 $750 00 no. taiT.ae
Business Pec too $99 95 no. taa.ee
Desktop Plan II $200 00 no. tiae.ee
Visicalc 3 3 $200 00 no. ll«H
Visiplol $179 95 no. jiii.ee
Visitrend/Visiptot $259 95 no. tiie.ee
Visiterm $149 95 no. tiiT.ie
DB Master $229 95 no. tieej.se
PFS $95 00 no. taa.ae
PFS Report $95 00 no. taa.ee
Thinker $495 00 no. taie.ee
Himjui-m $225 00 no. tiei.ie
Super Kram $175 00 no. tiaa.ae
ASCII Express $99 95 no. teai.ee
BPI Accounts Receivable $395 00 no. tiit.ee
BPI General Ledger $395 00 no. JiiJ.ee
The Mail Room $29 95 no. tu.ie
Continental General Ledger $250 00 no. tm.ae
Cont Accounts Receivable $250 00 no. tmae
Com Accounts Payable $250 00 no. tm.ee
Continental Payroll $250 00 no. tm.ee
Broderbund Payroll $395 00 no. jnj.ee
Inlormer II $49 95 no. Jai.ae
Creative Financing $150 00 no. tiiT.ae
Real Estate Analyzer $150 00 no. JiiT.ee
Spell Star $250 00 no. tni.ae
Muse Form Letter $100 00 no. leai.ee
Property Management System $225 00 no. tiei.ie

PERSONAL/HOI
Soft Touch Recipe Handler $39 95 no. him
interlude (disk i S19 95 no. tia.ee
Handwriting Analysis SI9 95no» tie.ae
Decision Master S29 95no> tas.l*
The Correspondent $44 95 no. tia.ie
Diet Planning $24 95 no. til. it
Win at the Races $39 95 no. tu.ae
Pro Football lSDL i $26 95 no. tia.ae
College Football i SDL i $26 95 no. tu.ae
Grocery L'SI S19 95no» tia.ae
Financial Management System II $39 95 no. tu.ae
Home Money Minder $34 95 no. tie.ae

WORD PROCESSORS
Sensible Apple " Sperm $75 00 no. tai.ee
The Dictionary $99 95 no. taT.ee
Magic Window $100 00 no. tava.ee
Easy Wrrter Professional $250 00 no. Jiieee
Letter Perfect $150 00 no. tiiT.ae
Super Teal $150 00 no. •iaij«*
Superscribe $129 95 no. tua.ie
Executive Secretary $250 00 no. tlii-ae
Apple- Wordstar $375 00 no. suae*
Hebrew II $60 00 no. tse.ee
Apple* Wrrter Extended
Select

$34 95 no. tie.ae
$595 00 no. tsu.s*

Word Handler $249 00 no. tlie.ee
MISCELLANEOUS

Wordstar Made Easy iBooki $7 96 arte tt.lt
Kern Graphic Software $18 95 no. tia.ie
CS MX80 100 Enhanced Graph*! $44 95 no. tlt^a*
CS MX80 100 Graphic Writer $34 95 no. tia.ae
Z-CanJ $269 00 no. jiie.ee
Hayes Mtcromodem $375 00 no. tiee.ee
Hayes Smart Modem $279 00 no. tiae.M
460G Paper Tiger SI094 00 no. teai.ee
560G Paper Tiger S1394 00no» iiii.ee)
Tiger Trax
Z 80 Sotlcard

$16 95 no. tis.ii
$395 00 no. jiee.ea

NEC 12 Green on Black $260 00 no. Jiie.ee
Videx 80 col $350 00 no. tiee.ee
TG Joystick $59 95 no. jse.ae
TG Game Paddles $39 95 no. Din
Paymar LCA Rev 7 tie.ae
Verbatim Dalalile plain .hubs ietwtiT.ee
Dysans ietwtae.ee
Flipsort Box tie.a*
Scotch Disk Cleaner $29 95 no. tia.e*
E ZPort
Alan TRS-SO/Per
Escape from Acturus

$24 94 no. tai.t*

$29 95 no. tit.ie
Basic Mailer $69 95 no. tie.ae
Memory Management II $49 95 no. jai.ee
Beneath Apple DOS ibooki $19 95 no. tia.ae
Painter Power $39 95 no. tu.ae
U S Constitution $29 95 no. tit.ie
Mt'HJIM

LISA
$49 95 no. tai.ae
$79 95 no. (till

Brain Surgeon $49 95 no. tai.ae
Into Master $150 00 no. tiiT.ae
Speedslar $139 95 no. tiia.ee
Dos Boss $24 00 no. jie.ie

Post Otftce Box 1235

Corcoran, California 93212

Order by Phone 800-344-5109
In California 800-692-4146

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer , Inc

Pel is a registered trademark ot Commodore
TRS-80 ' is a registered trademark ol Tandy Corp
Atari - is a registered trademark ol Atari. Inc

(209)992-5411

We take MasterCard. American Express or
VISA (Include card *> and expiration date)
California residents add 6% tax Include
S2 00 for postage Foreign and hardware
extra Send for free catalog Prices subject to

change
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Last One, continued...

lish a winning pattern. One is to cross off

the entire bottom row:

X X X X X X X

X X X

o o x

Note that the |2.2| winning pattern

reappears.

And again, no matter where player

number two moves, player number one
can countermove to form another win-

ning pattern. This is the case with every

winning pattern. Each can be made into a

smaller winning pattern no matter where
the opponent moves. Because of this, if

your opponent has a winning pattern, all

you can do is move randomly and hope
that he makes a mistake.

There are four levels of difficulty in the

program. Level 1 is the easiest and Level

4 is the most difficult to defeat. If the

player plays Level 4 and allows the com-
puter to move first (the player chooses
who makes the first movel then the com-
puter will always win. Indeed, if you
watch the computer's moves it will make
a winning pattern on each turn. But

Levels 3, 2. and 1 are progressively less

smart and the computer does not always

make optimal moves.
The design of the program can be

broken down into two major parts. The
player's move can be found in the begin-

ning of the program. It inputs the move,

checks it for validity, and then displays

the result on the board. The computer's

move is much more complex. It has five

subparts:

1. Check if opponent has a winning

pattern.

2. Pick circles to cross off.

3. Find pattern.

4. Sort pattern.

5. Is pattern winning?

Note: These are all denoted in the pro-

gram with REM statements.

The computer checks to see if the

player has a winning pattern first for time

conservation because, as I stated earlier,

if the player has a winning pattern, all the

computer can do is to hope that the

player blows it. In the meantime, the

computer moves randomly.

If the player does not have a winning

pattern then the computer crosses off

circles and checks to see if the pattern it

has created is a winning one. It does this

by figuring out the pattern through the

"find pattern" sub-routine. Then it puts

the elements of the pattern into least to

greatest order through the "sort pattern"

sub-routine and checks the pattern

through the "Is pattern winning" sub-

routine. When the computer finds a win-

ning pattern it goes back to the player's

move and the process continues until the

game is over.

1270 REM CHECK FOR WINNING PATTERN
12S0 ON T GOTO 1290 ,1360 ,1390 ,1500 ,1580 ,1670 ,1690 ,1710 ,1730
1290 IF FA<1>. :l THEN WN=0:RETURN
1300 GOSUE; 1710 :«EM DISPLAY E:0ARD

1310 PRINT e 256, "I PEAT YOU THIS TIME!!"
1320 FOR FG»1 TO 200:NEXT FG
1330 INPUT"CARE FOR ANOTHER GAME";GH*
1310 IF LEFT*<GH*,1)»"Y" THEN CLS:G0T0 110

1350 END
1360 IF FA<2)«1 THEN WN*0:RETURN
1370 IF FA<1)=PA(2> THEN WN=1 '.RETURN

1380 wn=o:return
1390 lm=o:mn=o
1100 for k=lm+1 to t +lm
1110 MN=MN*1
1120 if pa(mn)=e:a<k) then goto 1180
1130 if k = 19 or k = 20 or k = 21 then wn-0'.return
1110 if le=1 then goto 1160
1150 if k-le*3-2 or k»le*3-1 or k-le«3 then hn=0: return
1160 lm»lm+t:mn*o
1170 GOTO 1100
1180 NEXT K
1190 wn=i:return
1500 if pa<1>=1 then wn=0!return
1510 on le goto 1520 ,1530 ,1510 ,1560
1520 wn=o:return
1530 if pa<1)=1 and fa<2)=1 and pa(3)=pa<1> and pa<d»z pa
en wn=i:return else wn=o:return
1510 if pa(1>=1 and fa<2)=1 and pa<3)=pa<1> then nn-11return
1550 wn»0: return
1560 if pa(1)=pa(2) and pa(3)»pa<1> then wn-11return
1570 wn=o:return
1580 LM=0:hN=0
1590 FOR K-LH+1 TO T+LM
1600 MN=MN+1
1610 if pa<mn)=sa<k> then goto 1650
1620 if k>=21 and k<«z5 then wn-0:return
1630 lm*lm+t:mn=o
1610 GOTO 1590
1650 NEXT K
1660 WN=i:RETURN
1670 if fa<6)=1 then wn»01return
1680 if pa(1>-pa(2> and fa(3)-pa(1> and pac5)=pa<6> then mn-1 1return else
wn=o:return
1690 if pa<7)»1 then hn=i:return
1700 wn=o:return
1710 if pa(7)=2 then nn=1!return
1720 wn«o:return
1730 hn=i:return
1710 REM SUBROUTINE DISPLAY BOARD
1750 FOR E:Z»1 TO 3
1760 FOR E-.X-l TO 7
1770 IF PD<E:Z,BX>=0 THEN DA» <PZ , E:X >

="0"

1780 IF BD(BZ,BX>-1 THEN DA*(E-Z,E:X) = " "

1790 IF PD<E:Z,£:X>=2 THEN DA*( BZ ,PX)=CHR« ( 113)
1800 NEXT E:X

1810 NEXT bZ
1820 FOR FT=1 TO 7

1830 PRINT e <FT-1>*2," " SDA»< 1 ,FT > ;

1810 NEXT FT
1,3 1,1 1,5"

•;da*(2,ft>;

2,3

•; DA* (3, FT) J

2,6"

3,3 3,1 3,5 3,6 3,7'

1850 PRINT"
1860 FOR FT=1 TO 7
1870 PRINT & <FT-1>*2+61,"
1880 NEXT FT
li9C FRINT" 2,2
1 C 0C FOR FT-1 TO 7
•>~10 T e (FT-1 >«2*128,'
:-2i NEXT FT
;-3t FRII 3,1 3,2
1--U- F;ETui"<K

:»50 cls
:-4r the 0e:ject of this game is to cross off circles in such a"
1970 PRINT-PAY SO THAT YOUR OPPONENT IS FORCED TO DELETE THE LAST ONE . "

PRINT FE^TINENT RULES ARE:"
:990 fRINT
ICOfJ FRINT" 1) YO'J CAN CROSS OFF AS MANY CIRCLES AS YOU WISH?"
2C10 FRINT" PROVIDED THAT-"
2020 FRINT" A'THEY ARE ADAJCENT AND IN THE SAME ROW."
:::-o print" e^and the circles that you are crossing off have not"
2010 FRINT" E:EEN MARKED OFF ALREADY."
2 050 PRINT
2C60 FRINT" THE GAME IS ORGANIZED INTO FOUR DIFFERENT LEVELS OF PLAY , •

2070 FRINT"LA=:ELED 1 TO 1 . GAME 1 IS THE EASIEST AND GAME 1 IS THE HARDEST
2080 PRINT"THE COMPUTER AND THE PLAYER ALTERNATE IN CROSSING OFF CIRCLES,
2090 FRINT"AND REMZMPER-WHOEVER CROSSES OFF THE LAST-ONE LOSES!!"
2100 PRINT" 'HIT 'C WHEN YOU ARE READY TO CONTINUE.'"
2110 IF INKEY*«"C" THEN CLS: RETURN
2120 GOTO 2110

196 April 1 982 c Creative Computing



SD Systems ExpandoRAM III

256K RAM $879.95
Single User System
SBC-SOB, K4K BxpmitdoMAU II Venafhppy II. CP US I

$1095.00
4 MHz Z-HOA CPU, 64K KAM, serial 1 () p<.rt.

parallel I/O port, double-density disk controller,

CI' M 2.2 disk and manuals, system monitor,
control and diagnostic software.

Add $lt>oiM> for upgrade t„ ExpandoRAM IIIMX
texpandablt to 266K)

-All boards are assembled and tested-

SBC-200
2 or 4 MHz single board computer

• S I IK) bus compatible • Powerful -1MHz Z-HOA
CPU • Synchronous asynchronous serial I/O
port with KS 232 interface and software
programmable baud rates up to 96(H) baud •

Parallel input and parallel output port • Four

channel counter timer • Four maskable, vectored

interrupt inputs and a non-maskable interrupt •

IK of onboard RAM • Up to 32K of onboard
ROM • System monitor PKOM included

The SB( '2(H) is an excellent CPU board to DOM a

microcomputer system around. With on Isiard

KAM. KOM. and I ( ). the SMC 2(H) allows you to

build a powerful three-board system that has the

same features found in most five Imard
microcomputers. The SMC 2(H) is compatible with
Isith single-user and multi-user systems

( •|'U-:H)2(H)A A & Twith monitor $299.95

Versafloppy II
5'/i" & 8" double density controller

• 8-100 boa compatible • IBM .1740 compatible
soft sectored formal • Controls single and double-

sided drives, single or double density, ."> i" and H"

drives in any combination of four simultaneously
• Drive select and side select circuitry • Analog
phase-locked loop data seperator • Vectored

interrupt operation optional • Standard CP M 2.2

disk operating • Control diagnostic software

PKOM included

The Versafloppy II is faster, more stable and
more tolerant of bit shift and "jitter" than most
controllers. All control and diagnostic software

included.

IOD-1 l«OA A&T $350.05
For CP Af 2.2 and manual set add $99.95

ExpandoRAM III
64K to 256K expandable RAM board

SI) Systems has duplicated the famous
reliability of their KxpandoKAM I and II boards

in the new KxpandoKAM III. a board capable of

containing 256K of high speed KAM. Utilizing the

new 64K x 1 dymanic KAM chips, you can
configure a memory of 64K. 12HK, 192K, or 256K,

all on one SI (Mi board. Memory address decoding
is done by a programmed bipolar KOM so that the

memory map may lie dip-switch configured to

work with cither COSMOS/MPM-type systems or

with OASIS-lype systems.

Extensive application notes concerning how to

Operate the KxpandoKAM III with Cromemco,
Inursystims. and other popular 4 MHz Z-HO

systems are contained in the manual.

MKM-(i5(MMA K4K A&T $405,110

MKM-6512HA I2HK A&T $630.05
MKM-65102A I92K A&T $769.05
M KM -65256A 256K A&T $870.05

ExpandoRAM II
16K to 64K expandable RAM board

• S- 1 00 bus compatible • Upto4MHzoperation •

Kxpandable from 16K to 64K • Uses 16 x 1 41 16

memory chips • Page modeoperation allows up to

* memory boards on the bus • Phantom output

disable • Invisible onboard refresh

The KxpandoKAM II is compatible with most S-

1(H) CPUs. When other SI) System' series II

boards are combined with the KxpandoKAM II,

they create a microcomputer system with

exceptional capabilities and features.

MKM- 1B630A IKK A & T $345.00
M KM -3263 1 A :I2K A&T $365.00
MKM- 1M632A 4HK A&T $385.00
MKM-64633A K4K A&T $300.05

PROM-100
Versatile KPKOM Programmer

• S IIHI bus compatible • Programs 2711*. 2758,

2716. 2732, 2516 KPKOMs • DIP switch selection

of KPKOM type • 26 VDC programming pulse
generated on Imard • Very last programming and
verification • Zero insertion force socket •

Programming software included on M" diskette

MKM-99520K Kit w/software . $180.86
MKM-99520A A & T w/software $219.95

Multi-User System
SBC-MA ZMX SzpsndottAM III Vtnaflapn U Ml'( I

cosmos Muli, User Operating System C BASK II

$1995.00
Two Z-H0A CPUs (4 MHz). 256K KAM.5serial I/O
ports with independently programmable baud
rates and vectored interrupts, parallel input port,

parallel output port, M counter timer channels,
real time clock, single and double sided/single or
double density disk controller for 51 i" and H"
drives, up to 36K of on board KOM. CP M 2 2
compatible COSMOS interrupt driven multi-user
disk operating system, allows up to IS users to run
independent jobs concurrently, C BASIC II.

control and diagnostic software in PKOM
included

-All boards are assembled and tested-

MPC-4
Intelligent communications interface

• Four buffered serial I O ports • Onboard Z-

H0A processor • r'our CTC channels •

Independently programmable baud rates •

Vectored interrupt capability • Up to 4K of on-

board PKOM • Up to 2K of on board KAM • On-
board firmware

This is not just another four-port serial
I/O board! The on board processor and firmware
provide sufficient intelligence to allow the MPC-4
to handle time consuming 1/0 tasks, rather than
loading down your CPU. To increase overall

efficiency, each serial channel has an HOcharacter
input buffer and a 12H character output buffer.

The on board firmware can be modified to make
the board SDLC or BISYNC compatible. In

combination with SD's COSMOS operating
system (which is included with the MPC-4). this

board makes a perfect building block for a multi-

user system.

IOI-I504A A A T with COSMOS $495.00

I

Place Orders Toll Free
Continental U.S. Inside California

800-421-5500 800-262-1710
Fttr Trrhntcat tnquirt-s or Custintnr SrTVict* call:

213-973-7707

Computer Products
4901 W. Rosixrans. Hauthomv. Ca 90250

TKKMS of BALE) Cash, dweka, credit card*, or
I'urrhast- OnliTN from qualified firniK and institution*

Minimum Order $15. (Ml. California mtident* mid M
tax Minimum shipping & handling charpf &MN).

I'ririnn & availihility wubjftt to change

CIRCLE 199 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Computer
Products

Sunnyvale • Woodland Hills • Hawthorne • San Diego

Printers Accessories for Apple |
Single Board Computer

BETTER THAN EPSON ! - Okidata
Microline 82A so 133 column. 120 CPS, 9 x 9 dot

matrix, friction feed, pin feed, adjustable tractor feed

(removable), handles 4 part forms up to 9.5" wide, rear &
bottom feed, paper tear bar. 100% duty cycle 200,000.000

character print head, bi directional Ionic seeking, both

serial & parallel interfaces included, front panel switch &
program control of It) different form lengths, uses

inexpensive spool lyp*' ribbons, double ictdth & condensed
characters, true lower case descenders & graphics

PRM-43082 u-ith FRKK tractor $544.95

Microline 83A lit) 2:12 column. US CPS. handles

forms up to /:>" utile, plus all the features of the S2A.

PRM-43083 with FREE tractor .... $774.95

Microline 84 133 2:12 column. JtX) CPS. full dot

ttraphtcs built in. handles forms up to In" wide.plusallthe

features of Utt ISA.

PRM-43083 with FREE tractor $1249.95

PRA-27081 Apple card $39.95
PRA-27082 Apple cable $19.95
PRA-27087 TRS80 cable $24.95
PK A.43081 Hi speed 2K serial board $169.95
PRA-43080 Extra ribbons pkg. of 2 ... $9.95

INEXPENSIVE PRINTERS - Epson
MX-70 SO llrfmmi. SO CPS. I x 7 dot matrix, adjustable

tractor feed. & graphics

PRM-27070 List $459 $399.95

MX-8Q SO column. SO CPS. bidirectional Ionic seeking

printing. 9x9 dot matrix, adjustable tractor feed. A 64

graphics characters

PRM-27080 List $645 $469.95

MX-80FT same as MX SO with friction feed added

PRM-27082 List $745 $559.95

JHX-IOO 1-12 column, correspondence quality, graphics,

up to 15" paper, friction feed & adjustable tractor feed.9 x 9
dot matrix. SI) CPS
PRM-27100 List $945 $759.95

PRA-27084 Serial interface $69.95
PRA-27088 Serialintf & 2K buffer . $144.95
PRA-27081 Apple card $74.95
PRA-27082 Apple cable $22.95
PRA-27086 IEEE 488 card $52.95
PRA-27087 TRS80 cable $32.95
PRA-27085 Graftrax 11 $95.00
PRA-27083 Extra ribbon $14.95

Modems
SMARTMODEM - Hayes

Sophisticated direct connect auto-answer, auto dial modem,
touch tone or pulse dialing. RS-232C interface, programmable

IOM-5400A Smartmodem $249.95
1OK-1500A Haws Chronograph $199.95

CAT MODEMS - Novation

CAT -iOt) baud, acousttc. answer orginate

IOM-5200A List $189.95 $149.95

1)-CA T 300 baud direct connect, answer orginate

IOM-5201A List $199.95 $169.95

AUTO-CAT Autoanswer orginate. direct connect

IOM-5230A List $299.95 $239.95

Apple-CAT - Novation
Software selectable 12ISI or :tl)0 baud, direct connect, auto-

answer autodial, auxiliary ;l-utre RS2.12C serial port for

printer.

IOM-5232A Sate $50.00!!! $325.00

16K MEMORY UPGRADE
Add IKK of RAM to your TRS-HO. Apple, or Kxidy in just

minutes. We've sold thousands of these I6K RAM
upgrades which include the appropriate memory chips (as

specified by the manufacturer), all necessary jumper

blocks, fool-proof instructions, and our I year guarantee.

MKX-16100K TRS80 kit $25.00
MKX-16101K Apple kit $25.00
MKX-16102K Exidykit $25.00

16K RAM CARD - for Apple II

Expand your Apple to 64K. I year warranty

MKX-16500A Save $70.00 !!! $129.95

Z-80» CARD for APPLE
Two computer* in one. ZSO & 6502, more than doubles the

power & potential of your Apple, includes Z-80* CPU card,

CP M 2 2. & HASH
CPX-30800A A&T $299.95

8" DISK CONTROLLER
Sew fmm Vista Computer, single or double sided, single or

ilouble density, compatible with DOS 13/33, Pascal. & CPM
2.2. Shugart & Qume compatible

IOD-2700A A&T $499.95

2 MEGABYTES for Apple II

Complete /Hiekage includes: Two S" double-density ihstc

itIt—, V'i>r<j tlnuNc density H" disk controller, cabinet. )s,wer

supply. & caNes. DOS U :)..l. CP M 2.2. * Pascal

compatible.

1 Mt-icaByte Package (Kit) $1495.00
1 MegaByte Package (A&T) $1695.00
2 MegaKyte Package (Kit) $1795.00
2 MegaByte Package (A&T) $1995.00

DISK DRIVES - Micro Sci
Inexpensive disk drives for your Apple

A2 Direct replacement for Apple Disk II. works with

Apple II controller as first or second dru «

MSM-123101 Micro Sci A2 $429.95

A40 40 track drive for Apple II Improved mtormgg

capacity and speed over Apple Hrand times requires

Mien, Set mntrtdler.

IOD-2340A Micro Sci A40 $399.95

A70 70 track drive for Apple II. Twice the Hormg*
capacity and three ttmex faster than Apple Hrand drives

ni/utres Mit ni Sci cotitniller

IOD-2370A Micro Sci A70 $499.95

Micro Sci Controller Ihsk controller for up to two

Mien Sa A40orA70diskdnt m, DOS 1 t, •*. Pascal. and
'/. so SofH 'ard compatible, includes utility disk and 40 70

track patch.

IOD-2300A Micro Sci controller $95.00

VISION 80 - Vista Computer
SI) rnlnmil » M hue video card fttr Apple II. I'JS ASCII
thanicters, upper and Utwer cane. 9x 10 dot matrix with J dot

descenders, standard data media terminal control codes,

CP M Pascal & Fortran ctmipattble. 50/60 Hz
IOV-2400A Vista Vision HO $375.00

AIO, ASK), APIO - S.S.M.
Parallel Ik serial interface for your Apple (see Byte og 11}

IOI-2050K Par&Serkit $139.95
IOI-2050A Par&SerA&T $169.95
IOI-2052K Serial kit $89.95
IOI-2052A Serial A&T $99.96
IOI-2054K Parallel kit $69.95
IOI-2054A Parallel A&T $89.95

CPS MULTICARD - Mtn. Computer
Three cards in tine' fowl tune clock calendar, s* rial interface.

& parallel interface all on one card.

IOX-2300A A&T $199.95
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Z-80 STARTER KIT - SD Systems
Complete /.St) microcomputer with RAM. ROM. I O.

keyboard, display, kludge area, manual. & uwkbook

CP8-80100K KIT $299.95
CPS-30100A A&T $469.95

SYM-1 - Synertek Systems
Single boudconamttr with lKafRAM. tKofROM. keypad.

LED display, 2tima & cassette interface on board

CPK-A0020A A&T $249.95

VIC 20 - Commodore
( 'omplete )»-rsonal computer tilth >K RAM. full color, til key

keyboard. 4 dual s/sital function keys, senal pirts. cassette

fxirt. ts,m/)osite nibs, output 'connects to standard color TV
set). BASIC language. & ex/xinslon fstrt

COM-VIC20 VIC 20 Under $300.00

PERSONAL COMPUTERS
Also mailable from •/«</< • Call for Priee and Info

AIM-65, Altos, Apple II, Atari,

Commodore, California Computer Sys
Hewlett-Packard, Intersystems

Jade, NEC, Novell, SD Systems
SYM-1, Xerox, and more...

Video Monitors

HI-RES 12" GREEN - Zenith

|J MHz bandwulth. 70tl lines inch. H-'tl fM phosphor.

stcitchahle 10 or Hit ndumns. small, litfht uvttfht & portable.

VDM-201201 List price $150.00 ... . $118.95

12" GREEN SCREEN - NEC
20 MHz. P-'tl phosphor video monitor with audio.

exceptionally htnh resolution • A fantastic monitor at a

very reasonable price

VDM-651200 Special Sale Price $199.95

12" COLOR MONITOR - NEC
Hi res monitor with audio & sculptured case

VDC-651212 Color Monitor $479.95

NKC-12021) ROB color monitor ... $1045.00

Leedex / Amdek
Reasonably priced video monitors

VDM-801210 Video 100 12" B&W .. $139.95
VDM-801230 Video 100-80 12" B& W $179.95
VDM-801250 12" Green Phospor .... $169.95
VDC-801310 13" Color 1 $379.95

VIH -801320 Color II $895.00
IOV-2300A DV.M hoard for Apple .. $199.95

Video Terminals

TELEVIDEO910
Pull fciitunsl mc\/*-nsii . t.rnitnul

VDT-901210 lit 795(g) $695.00

TELEVIDEO 950
VDT-9O1250 List $1195.00 $995.00

AMBER SCREEN - Volker Craig
Detachable keyboard, amber on black display. 7x9 dot

matrix. II) program function keys. 14 key numeric pad. 12"

non-glare screen. 50 to 19.200 baud, direct cursor control,

auxiliary hi directional serial port

VDT-351200 List $795.00 $645.00

VIEWPIONT - ADDS
Detachable keyboard, serial RS2.'12C interlace. Imud rates

from llllto IV.LIIO. auxiliary serial output port. 24 X SOdlsptay.

VDT-501210 Sale Priced $6119.95

DIALOGUE 80 - Ampex
VDT-230080 List $1195.00 $895.00



FREE 1982 CATALOG .Just circle our reader service number on the
information request card located near the index.

S-100 CPU Boards S-100 RAM Boards Disk Drives

THE BIG Z*- Jade
2 or 4 MHz switchable Z80' CPU with trial I/O,

accomodate! 2708. 2716, or 2732 EPROM. baud rata from
7S to 9600

CPU-30201K Kit $139.95
CPU-30201A A&T $189.95
CPU-30200B Bare board $35.00

2810 Z-80* CPU - Cal Comp Sys
f 4 MHz ZSOA'CPUwith RS-232C aerial 1 Oport andon
board MOSS 2.2 monitor PROM, front panel compatible

CPU-30400A A&T $269.95

CB-2 Z-80 CPU - S.S.M.
2 or 4 MHz Z-80 CPU board with provision for up to 8Kof
ROM or IK ofRAM on board, extended addressing. IEEE
S100, front panel compatible.

CPU-30300K Kit $239.95
CPU-30300A A&T $299.95

S-100 FROM Boards

PROM- 100 - SD Systems
270H. 2716. 2732 EPROM programmer w software

MEM-99520K Kit $189.95
MEM-99520A A&T $249.95

PB-1 - S.S.M.
2708, 2716 EPROM board with built-in programmer

MEM-99510K Kit $154.95
MEM-99510A A&T $219.95

EPROM BOARD • Jade
16K or 32K uses 2708's or 2716': IK boundary

MEM-16230K Kit $79.95
MEM-16230A A&T $119.95

S-100 Video Boards
VB-3 - S.S.M.

80 characters x 24 lines expandable to80x 48for a fullpage

of text, upper 4} lower case. 256 user defined symbols. 160x

192 graphics matrix, memory mapped, has key board

input.

IOV-1095K 4 MHz kit $349.95
IOV-1095A 4 MHz A&T $439.95
IOV-1096K 80 x 48 upgrade $39.95

VDB-8024 - SD Systems
80 x 24 I O mapped video board with keyboard I/O, and
onboard Z-80A'.

IOV-1020A A&T $459.95

VIDEO BOARD - S.S.M.
64 characters x 16 lines. 128 x 48 matrix for graphics, full

upper lower case ASCII character set, numbers, symbols,

and greek letters, normal/reverse /blinking video, S-100.

IOV-1051K Kit $149.95
IOV-1051A A&T $219.95
IOV-1051B Hare board $34.95

S-100 Motherboards
ISO-BUS • Jade

Silent, simple, and on sale - a better motherboard

6 Slot <&.%" x 8H"I
MBS-06IB Bare board $19.95
MBS-061 K Kit $39.95
MBS-061A A&T $49.95

12 SlotW x 8HV
MBS-121B Bare board $29.95
MBS- 12 1 K Kit $89.95
MBS- 121 A A&T $89.95

18 Slot (14*- x 8l,"l

MBS-181B Bare board $49.95
MBS-181K Kit $99.95
MBS-181A A&T $139.95

MEMORY BANK - Jade
4 MHz. S- 100. bank selectable, expandablefrom 16Kto64K

MEM-U9730B Bare Board $49.95
MEM-99730K Kit no RAM $199.95
MEM-32731K 32K Kit $239.95
MEM-64733K 64K Kit $279.95
Assembled & Tested add $50.00

64K RAM - Calif Computer Sys
4 MHz bank port / bank byte selectable, extended

addressing. I6K bank selectable. PHANTOM line allows

memory overlay, 8080 / Z-80 / front panel compatible.

MEM-64565A A&T $575.00

64K STATIC RAM - Mem Merchant
64K static S-100 RAM card. 4 16K banks, up to 8MHz

MEM-64400A A&T $789.95

32K STATIC RAM - Jade
2 or 4 MHz expandable static RAM board uses 21l4L's

MEM- 1(1151 K IKK 4 MHz kit $169.95
MEM-32151K 32K 4 MHz kit $299.95
Assembled & tested add $50.00

16K STATIC RAM - Mem Merchant
4 MHz I6K static RAM board. IEEE S-100, bank selectable.

Phantom capability, addressable in 4K blocks, "disable able"

in IK segments, extended addressing, low power

MEM-16171A A&T $164.95

S-100 Disk Controllers

DOUBLE-D - Jade
Double density controller with the inside track, on-board

Z

80A*. printer port. IEEE S-100. can function on an
interrupt driven buss

IOD-1200K Kit $299.95
IOD-1200A A&T $375.00
IOD-1200B Bare board $59.95

DOUBLE DENSITY - Cal Comp Sys
.5' •

" and 8" disk controller, sin/site or double density, with
on board boot loader ROM. and free CP'M 2.2* ana
manual set.

IOD-1300A A&T $374.95

S-100 I/O Boards

S.P.I.C. - Jade
Our new I'O card with 2 SIO's. 4 CTC's. and 1 PIO

IO1-1045K 2 CTC's. I SIO, 1 PIO .. $179.95
IOI-1045A A&T $239.95
IOI-1046K 4 CTC's. 2 SIO's. I PIO $219.95
IOI-1046A A&T $299.95
IOI-1045B Bare board w/ manual $49.95

1/0-4 - S.S.M.
2 serial I/O ports plus 2 parallel I/O ports

IOI-1010K Kit $179.95
IOI-1010A A&T $249.95
IOI-1010B Bare board $35.00

S-100 Mainframes
MAINFRAME - Cal Comp Sys

12 slitt S-100 mainframe with 20 amp power supply

EM'- 112105 Kit $329.95
ENC-1 12106 A&T $399.95

EPROM ERASER - Spectronics
I'ltra unlet EPROM erasers

XME-3100A With out timer $69.50
X M E-3 1 1 With timer < $94.50
XME-3200 Economy Model $39.95
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Handsome metal cabinet with proportionally

balanced air flow system • Rugged dual drive

power supply • Power cable kit • Power switch,

line cord, fuse holder, cooling fan • Never-Mar
rubber feet • All necessary hardware to mount 2-

H" disk drives, power supply, and fan • Does not

include signal cable

Dual 8" Subassembly Cabinet
KM 1-000 120 Bare cabinet $59.95
END-000421 Cabinet kit $225.00
END-000431 A&T $359.95

8" Dink Drive Subsystems
Single Sided, Double Density

END-0OO423 Kit u 2 FUl00 8l)s $924.95
END-0O0424 A & T w 2 FDlOOHDs $1124.95
EN1 1 1-000433 Kit W 2 SAHOlKs $999.95
ENI)-(HM)434 A A T W/S SAHOlKs $1195.00

8" Disk Drive Subsystems
Double Sided, Double Density

END-0OO426 Kit u 2 DT-8» $1224.95
END-O0O427 A&Tw/2UT8s ... $1424.95
END-00043B Kit u S SAHolRs $1295.00
END-O0O437 A & T w,2 SA 85 1 Rs $1495.00

5V4" Disk Drives
Shugart SA4001. sngl sided dbldensity 40 track

MSM-104OOO $234.95 ea 2 for $224.95 ea

Shugart SA4S0 dblsided dbl density 70 track

MSM-1045O0 $349.95 ea 2 for $329.95 ea

Qume DT-S dblsided dbl density 80 track

MSM-75O05O $359.95 ea 2 for $349.95 ea

MPI B-Sl snglsided dbl density 40 track

MSM-155100.. $234.95 ea 2 for $224.95 ea

MPI B-S2 dblsided dbl density 40 track

MSM-155200 $344.95 en 2 for $334.95 ea

MPI B-91 snglsided dbldensity 77 track

MSM-15530O $369.95 ea 2 for $359.95 ea

MPI H-92 dblsided dbldensity 77 track

MSM-15540O.. $469.95 ea 2 for $459.95 ea

8" Disk Drives
Shugart SAS01H single-sided double-density

MSF-10801 R . $394.95 ea 2 for $389.95 ea

Shugart SAH5IH double sided double-density

MSF-10851K $554.95 ea 2 for $529.95 ea

Qume DT-8 double-sided double-density

MSF-7500HO $524.95 ea 2 for $499.96 ea

Siemens FDD 100-8 snglsided dbldensity

MSK-201120 $384.95 «a 2 for $349.95 ea

BUS PROBE - Jade
S I'M) diannostic analyzer btjard. dynamic visual display of

all .W> IEEE S HMr sifinals. aids in real time analysts o/faulty
hardware and software

TSX-200B Bare Hoard $59.95
TSX-200K Kit $119.95
TSX-200A A&l $149.95
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. apple cap! . . . apple c

Anxiously, I opened the carton to my
new Apple II. Quickly, I connected all the

cables and leads. Then, with nervous
anticipation, 1 turned on the power switch.

I pressed the RESET key, heard the speaker

'beep,' and saw the asterisk prompt appear
on the screen of my monitor. Everything

seemed to be working. Now back to the

Reference Manual. How do I make it do
something? Wow! This manual is confusing!

How can anyone understand all this infor-

mation. These 50 pages of reference

material are a lot for a beginner to learn.

That's how it all started in September
1977. My Apple II, serial number 333, is

still the same. Disk drives and 32K more
RAM were added. All the expansion slots

are full, and connection to peripherals,

like my Centronics 737 printer, is now a

simple task. Connecting peripherals wasn't

always so easy though. There were no
peripheral boards available at first. One of

my first computer articles described hooking

up a Telpar 40-column thermal printer. I

had to tell everyone how to make it work
from the game paddle connector.

The program used to drive the printer

was similar to the one included in the Dec.
'81 column. Except back then, the hook to

DOS (disk operating system) at S03EA
wasn't needed. The only interface needed
was a pair of wires from the game paddle

connector. Later on, when the expanded
Apple II Reference Manual (the 151-page

red book) came along, a more sophisticated

program to drive a teletype was included.

This program would also drive serial printers

(with TTL compatible inputs).

From Out of The Past

Lots of things happened over the fol-

lowing months and years. We learned ways

Chuck Carpenter, 2228 Montclair PI.. Carrolllon.

TX 75O07.

Chuck Carpenter

to get programs on and off tape. (Our first

exposure to the use of monitor routines.)

And things like PR#1 and IN#1 to access

an expansion slot were discovered, too.

(What a discovery to learn that you didn't

need to press RESET to turn a printer

routine off; just type PR80.) Before learning

this simple operation, I had changed the

printer routine to restore the data in

addresses S36 and $37. Using PR#0 does
this for you automatically. The ability of a

user to hook input/output software through

these addresses is one of the features that

has made Apple so great. Apple never did

try to hide anything from hardware or

software developers. The number of periph-

eral boards and software packages available

to the Apple owner is testimony to a great

deal of foresight on the part of the Apple
II creators.

Better and Better

Integer Basic was available almost immed-
iately when you turned on your Apple, so

was machine language. To use Basic, you
typed CTRL +B (hard entry) orCTRL+C
(soft entry). To return to the monitor for

machine language you pressed RESET.
The original Apples were designed with a

very fast version of Basic included in ROM.
Also included in ROM were utilities to

work with machine language programs.

You could assemble, disassemble, examine
and change memory, and move programs
around in memory. You could also access

the speaker and the game paddle input/

output pins directly. No other machine
had this capability. If the lack of floating

point arithmetic was a problem, there were
routines in ROM for this too.

My Apple, a whopping 16K, also included

the first version of Applesoft. It was a tape

version offered as an incentive to purchasers

of I6K units and it had many bugs. But it

included floating point arithmetic and I

wanted that. My programming skills were

more elementary then and 1 needed the

extra programming power. The string

handling capability was better, but it took

me a while to find out why that made a

difference. Eventually the tape version was
improved and many hi-res graphics features

were added. Soon after, the Applesoft ROM
card became available. With only the "flick"

of a switch, you could use all the capabilities

of the Apple. Nowadays, all the Apple 11

Plus machines have the latest version of

Applesoft resident in ROM.

And Still More
Following the development of Applesoft

came the Programmers Aid ROM and then

the Autostart ROM. Useable only with

Integer Basic (it's in the SDOOO ROM), the

Programmers Aid ROM provides several

utilities. You can test memory, make music,

renumber and append Integer programs,

and relocate machine language programs.

There were also several routines for making
hi-res graphics easier. The source code
for all the utilities was also included. At
the time, these were some of the more
advanced aids available to the Apple II

programmer.

You can still have the Aid ROM in your
Apple II Plus. The Integer Basic card

includes both the Aid ROM and the old

monitorROM. If you choose the Language

System, the code in the ROMs is included

on the Basic disks.

The Autostart ROM replaced the original

monitor ROM. Once you made the replace-

ment, you gained some features and lost

some. Features lost included the mini-

assembler and other machine language

routines. Features gained included the auto
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NIBBLE 18: The Reference for Apple computing!

18: One of the Fastest Growing new Magazines in

the Personal Computing Field.

18: Providing Comprehensive, Useful and
Instructive Programs for the Home, Small Business, and

Entertainment.

NIBBLE 18: A Reference to Graphics, Games. Systems
Programming Tips. Product News and Reviews, Hardware
Construction Projects, and a host of other features.

NIBBLE 18: A maga/me suitable tor both the Beginner and

the Advanced Programmer.

Each issue of NIBBLE features significant new Programs of Commercial Quality. Here's

what some of our Readers say:

- "Certainly the best magazine on the Apple II"

- "Programs remarkably easy to enter"
- "Stimulating and Informative; So much so that this is thefirst computer magazine I've

subscribed to!"
- "Impressed with the quality and content."
- "NIBBLE IS TERRIFIC '!"

In coming issues, look for:

Stocks and Commodities Charting Assembly Language Programming Column
Pascal Programming Column Data Base Programs for Home and Business

Personal Investment Analysis
I
Electronic Secretary for Time Management

The GIZMO Business Simulation Game

And many many more!

NIBBLE is focused completely
on the Apple Computer systems.

Buy NIBBLE through your local

Apple Dealer or subscribe now with

the coupon below

Try a NIBBLE!

Domestic U S First Class subscription rate is $36 60

Canada Air Wait subscription rate «s $4? 50
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#23 SOFTWARE
ULTIMATE SOFTWARE PLAN

We'll match any advertised price on any
item that we carry. And if you find a lower
price on what you bought within 30 days of

buying it. just show us the ad and we'll

refund the difference.

It's that simple.

Combine our price protection with the
availability of full professional support and
our automatic update service and you have
the Ultimate Software Plan.

It's a convenient, uncomplicated, logical

way to get your software

disk with /
MANUAL

/

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE'
Medical(PAS-3) (849/(40
Dental (PAS-31 (849/(40

ASYST DESIGN*
Prof Time Accounting $549/(40
General Subroutine (269/(40
Application Utilities (439/(40

COMPLETE BUS. SYSTEMS*
Creator (269/(25
Reporter (169/(20
Both (389/(45

COMPUTER CONTROL*
FatK(B-tree) (159/(20
UllraSortll (159/(25

COMPUTER PATHWAYS*
Pearl (level f) ( 99/(25
Pearl I level 2} (299/(40
Pearl (level 3) (549/(50

DIGITAL RESEARCH -

CP/M 2 2
NorthStar (149/(25
TRS-80 Model II

(P+T) (159/(35
Micropolis (169/(25

PUI-80 (459/(35
BT-80 (179/(30
Mac ( 85/(15
Sid ( 65/(15
Z-Sid ( 90/(15
Ten ( 90/(15
DeSpool ( SO (10
CB-80 (459/(35
C Basic- 2 ( 98/(20

DMA
Ascom (149/(15
Formula (539/(45

GRAHAM-DORIAN*
General Ledger (729/(40
Aoct Receivable (729/(40
Acct Payable (729/(40
Job Costing (729/(40
Payroll II (729/(40
inventory II (729/(40
Payroll (493/(40
Inventory (493/(40
Cash Register (493/(40
Apartment Mgt (493/(40

MICRO AP"
S-Basic (269/(25
Selector IV (295/(35
Selector V (495/(50

MICRO DATA BASE SYSTEMS*
HDBS (269/(35
MDBS (795/(40
DRSorORSorRTL (269/(10
MDBSPKG (1295/(60

MICROPRO*
WordStar (319/(60
Customization Notes (429/tna
Mail-Merge (109/(25
WordStar /Mail-Merge (419/(85

MANUAL
ONLY

\f (New items or new prices)
CP/M users:
specify disk systems and formats Most formats available

DON T SAY UNCLE.
SAY MICflOTAX TODAYI

Individual ( 250/(na
Professional (1000/(na
Partnership , .... .8 750/(na
Package (1500/(na

ACRS. depreciation, batch
computing/printing of over
30 forms/schedules, and
much more.

DataStar
WordMaster
SuperSort I

Spell Star
CalcStar

MICROSOFT*
Basic-80
Basic Compiler
Fortran-80
Cobol-80
M-Sort
Macro-SO
Macrc-86
Edlt-80
MuSimp/MuMath
MuLisc-80
Multi Plan
Manager Series

(249/(60
(119/(40
(199/(40
(175/(40
(259/(na

(296
(329
(349
(629
(124
(144
(259
( 84
(224
(174
Call

Call

ORGANIC SOFTWARE*
TextWriter III (111/(25
DateBook II (269/(25
Milestone (269/(30

OSBORNE*
General Ledger ( 59/(20
Acct Rec/Acct Pay ( 59/(20
Payroll w/Cost ( 59/(20
All 3 (129/(60
All 3 + CBASIC-2 (199/(75
Enhanced Osborne (269/(60

PEACHTREE'
General Ledger (399/(40
Acct Receivable (399/(40
Acct Payable (399/(40
Payroll (399/(40
Inventory (399/(40
Surveyor (399/(40
Property Mgt (799/(40
CPA Client Write-up (799/(40
Mlg Address
P5 Version

(349
Add (129

* MagiCalc (269/(25
• Other low m
SOFTWARE WORKS i

Adapt(CDOStoCP/M) ( 69 »na
Ratfor ( 86/(na

SOHO GROUP*
MatchMaker ( 97/(20
Worksheet (177/(20

STRUCTURED SYSTEMS*
s Business Packages.

Call for Price

SORCIM'
• SuperCalc (269/(na
• Trans 86 (115
• Act (157
TCS*
GL or AR or AP or Pay ( 79/(25
All 4 (269/(99
Compiled each ( 99/(25
Inventory ( 99/(25

SUPERSOFT*
Diagnostic 1 ( 49/(20
Diagnostic II ( 84/(20
Disk Doctor ( 84/(20
Forth (8080 or Z80) (149/(30
Fortran (219/(30
Fortran w/Ratfor (289/(35
C Compiler (174/(20
Star Edit (189/(30
Other less 10%

UNICORN*
Mince (149/(25
Scribble (149/(25
Both (249/(50
WHITESMITHS*
C Compiler (600/(30
Pascal line! "C ) (8S0/S45

PASCAL
Pascal/MT* Pkg (429/(30
Compiler (315
Sp Prog
Pascal Z

(175
(349/(30

• Pascal/UCSD 4 (670/(50
Pascal/M (355/(20

DATA BASE
FMS-80 (649/(45
dBASE II (595/(50
Condor II (899/(50
Access 80 Level 1 (249
Access 80 Level 2 (429
Access 80 Level 3 (679
Optimum (749/(50

WORD PROCESSING
WordSearch (179/(50
SpellGuard
VTS/80

(229/(25
(259/(65

Magic Wand (289/(45
*• Magic Spell (269/(25

Spell Binder (349/(45
Select (495/Sna

OTHER GOODIES
(419/(na

Plan 80 (269/(30
(189/(30

BSTAM (149/(na
BSTMS (149/(na
Tiny C ( 89/(50
Tiny "C ' Compiler (229/(50

• Nevada Cobol (179/(25
MicroStat (224/(25
Vedit (130/(15
MiniModel (449/(50
StatPak (449/(40

(229/(20
Raid (224/(35
String/80 ( 84/(20
Stnng/80 (source)
ISIS CP/M Utility

(279 (na
(199/(50

Lynx (199/(20

INFO UNLIMITED'
EasyWriler (199
Oatadex (249
EasyMailer (128
Other less 15%

MICROSOFT*
Softcard(Z-80CP/M) (298
Fortran (179
Cobol (499
Tasc (139

MICROPRO'
Wordstar (269
MailMerge ( 99
Wordstar Ma.lMerge (349
SuperSort I (159
Spellslar (129

PERSONAL SOFTWARE*
V.sicalc3 3 (159
Desktop/Plan II (159
Visiterm (129
Visidex (159
Visiplot (149
Visitrend/Visiplot (229
Visifile (199

PEACHTREE*
• G/LA/RA/P. Payor

Inventory (each)

OTHER GOODIES
VUS3R

(usew/Vistcalc)
Context Connector

( use w/Visicalc)
Micro Courier
Super-Text II

Data Factory
DB Master
Charles Mann leas 15%
STC leas 15%

(224/(40

( 79

(129
(219
(127
(134
(184

IBM PC SOFTWARE
«• Business/Med/WP

Call for Price

ORDERS ONLY-CALL TOLL FREE VISA • MASTERCHARGE
1-800-SS4-20O3 ext. 823 • Calif. 1-800-522-1500 ext 823

Outside Continental US -add (10 plus Air Parcel Post • Add S3 50 postage and handling per each item
• California residents add 6% sales tax • Allow 2 weeks on checks. COD 1300 extra • Prices subject to change
without notice. All items subject to availability • % — Mtgs Trademark Blue Label S3 00 additional per item.

THE DISCOUNT SOFTWARE GROUP
6520 Selma Ave Suite 300 • Los Angeles. Ca 90028 • (213) 837-5141
Int I TELEX 499-0446 DISCSOFT LSA • USA TELEX 194434 (Attn: 499-0446)

TWX 910-321-3597 (Attn 499-0446)

CIRCLE 131 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Apple Cart, continued-

boot or load-and-go capability, and some
immunity from catastrophic RESET. With

the old monitor, you frequently lost your

program with an accidental RESET. The
code in autostart was designed so you could

recover most of the time— much more
friendly for the programmer.
Note that with Integer Basic machines,

you have both the old and new monitor

ROMs in place. The Language system

includes the new monitor on the 16K card.

I read someplace that you could easily

switch from one monitor to the other. I

couldn't find the information to include it

here, but I'll keep looking and use it in a

future column.

And Into the Future

Several changes have been made to the

main circuit board. Starting at level 0. the

current level is now at 7. Most of these

changes are transparent to the user. Some,
like color killer, were obvious. Early

machines would display text in blues and

oranges when a color TV was used as a

monitor. Color killer forced the signal to

white. Other changes included international

features, and removal of the 4K or 16K
memory selection options. Since memory
has become so inexpensive, you can now
buy 32K for less than the cost of 4K in

1977.

Reset problems have been all but elimi-

nated with the new keyboards. Early

keyboards were longer than they are now.

When you pulled open the top. the edge

would push the top of the keyboard. Many
keyboards were pried loose from their

mountings this way. The first keyboard

change was to make it shorter. The most

recent keyboards have a piggy back board

attached to them. This little board has the

RESET saver switch on it. By setting this

switch to the proper position, you have to

press both the control and reset keys to do
a RESET. You can also have the regular

reset capability in the other switch position

—

a much needed improvement considering

the precarious position of the reset key on
the Apple II keyboard.

And how about all those older machines?

How can they be protected from accidental

resets? Several methods have been tried.

They range from little hardware gadgets

that protect the key from being pressed to

software changes that direct the program
to a safe place if reset is pressed accidentally.

One of the best devices that I have tried is

the Keyboard Enhancer. You get a com-
bination of a lower-case adapter and reset

protector when the Enhancer is installed.

Keyboard Enhancer
When I bought the Keyboard Enhancer,

I had an ulterior motive. My 80-column
board, also made by Videx. is directly

compatible with the Enhancer. With the

-
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Riverbank Software Inc.

PROUDLY INTRODUCES

INTERNATIONAL GRAN PRIX
•n arcada-llka race car simulation

by RICHARD ORBAN
author of THREE MILE ISLAND*

REQUmtS
APPLE II • * OR
APPLE II PLUS. *

•UK, 11 OR 16

SECTOR WSK.
PADDLE CONTROL

Vt8AWA«TEI*CHAMOC
uoNtv onocasrcoo
OUUJtnOltTMauTOfI
iNOumws invi it o

SKOOPeRDISK
MO RCftlOCNTS ADO S%
US CURMCMCV ONLV

iNOmnES *no
OMDCMS 3014ra-t)l2
SMITH S LANDING ROAO
POST OT-f ICE BOX i»
ofnton mo nait

• SPECIAL FEATURES •

Five GRAND PRIX-style road circuits. Including: Oulton Park, War-

wick Farm, Karlskoga. and Monaco • Five speed manual or

automatic transmission (with or without cruise control) • Eight

levels of difficulty.

• ADDITIONAL FEATURES •

Spaads to 188 MPH • controlled ttKla • aptnoule • apectacuMw craattee • hair pin lumi •

narrow corner* • obalaclaa • identified circuit feature* • number of lap* selection •
flashing last lap Indicator • Christmas tree' controlled atari • switch for silent operation •

blue post marks 300' intervals • beat lap/best race times posted • fully instrumented control

panel: lap timer • race timer • indicator lights • edge detectors • poaltlon indicator a

steering indicator • moving speed tape * lap counter • gear and RPM indicator* • operating

fuel gauge

^/L R. H. Electronics
COMPUTER PRODUCTS
566 Irelan, P.O. BinCC
Buellton, CA 93427
(805) 688-2047

APPLE
OWNERSW SUPER FAN II

FOR YOUR APPLE II COMPUTER*

$69
"COOL IT"

• TAN COLOR

• DURABLE MOTOR
• REPLACEABLE SWITCH

• CLIPS ON—NO HOLES OR SCREWS
• AVAILABLE IN 120V OR 240V AND 50/60HZ
• REDUCES HEAT CAUSED BY EXTRA PLUG-IN CARDS
• INCREASED RELIABILITY—SAVES DOWN TIME AND
REPAIR CHARGES

• LOW NOISE DUE TO DRAWING EFFECT OF AIR THROUGH
YOUR COMPUTER AND SPECIAL FAN AND MOTOR
DESIGN—"QUIETEST FAN ON THE MARKET

• EXTRA 120V OUTLET FOR MONITOR OR ACCESSORIES
(NOT AVAILABLE ON 240V MODEL)

• SOLD WORLD WIDE • UNIQUE 1 YEAR WARRANTY

HOW TO HOOK IT UP: I ) Clip II on your APPLE. 2) Unplug your 120V cable (you won't

nr«dtt). 3) Plug short 1 20V cabl« from Super Fan II to the back of your computer. 4) Plug the

supply cable from Super Fan II to your 1 20V power source. 51 Turn on the rocker and a built-

in. red. ready Hght comes on. 6) You are all set to "COOL IT. " This switch also turns your

computer "off** and "on."

DEALER INQUIRY INVITED

SUPER RAM . II
FOR YOUR APPLE II COMPUTER*

$160

plug in slot er

GOLD PLATED CONTACTS
INCLUDES 5 RAM-ROM OPTIONS
THIS IS SOPHISTICATED FIRMWARE
ENJOY THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS

> I6K RAM (RANDOM ACCESS MEMORY)
I INCLUDES SELECTABLE DIP SWITCH
• EXPANDS YOUR 48K APPLE TO 64K OF PROGRAMMABLE MEMORY
I ELIMINATES THE NEED FOR APPLESOFT* OR INTEGER
BASIC ROM CARD

I ALLOWS YOU TO RUN APPLES NEW FORTRAN PACKAGE ALSO
PASCAL AND PILOT—CP/M* - COBALT • INTEGER BASIC

APPLESOFT/BASIC • VISICALC - DOS 3.3

» KEYBOARD CONTROL SELECTION OF RAM OR MOTHER
BOARD ROM LANGUAGE

> INCLUDES: INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS AND
APPLICATIONS NOTES

1 THE SOFTWARE DEVELOPED BY VARIOUS VENDORS FOR YOUR
(64 K) SHOULD NOW WORK AS THEY ADVERTISED

1 THE MOST VERSATILE RAM EXPANSION ON THE MARKET TODAY
> ROM SOCKETS LETS YOU CREATE YOUR OWN SPECIAL USES-
DESIGN YOUR OWN SOFTWARE PROGRAMS

» LOCKS IN SOFTWARE PROGRAMS SO THEY CAN'T BE COPIED

UNIQUE 1 YEAR WARRANTY!
"When a better product is made, we'll be the ones to make it!"

'IPPII II COMPUltB ana 4PPIES0FT * P,u* ** California Salet Tax

are trademarks ot Apple Computer Inc and S2.S0 shipping charge ptr item.
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Apple Cart, continued...

Enhancer installed, the Apple II keyboard
works much like a typewriter. With no
additional software, the shift keys shift

from lower case to upper. Except for a

non-standard keyboard layout, using the

Enhancer with the Videoterm 80-column
board gives me all the features of an 80-

column terminal. By installing a short

assembly language program, the same
features, in the standard 40 columns, are

provided. You also get the CTRL-RESET
feature, and a character set with true

descenders, but nine special characters

are missing from the Apple keyboard.

Keyboard Enhancer.

Hardware
Components and circuits are contained

on a small board. There are two versions;

one for machines made prior to revision 7

and one for revision 7 machines. Recall

that revision 7 machines already have the

control reset feature. Installing the board

is an involved but uncomplicated process.

You have to disassemble the Apple II.

To make the necessary corrections, the

encoder chip on the keyboard has to be
removed. The instructions are clear but if

you are not used to doing these things you
might get some help. Additionally, the

character ROM on the main board is

removed along with two control logic chips.

The three devices removed are plugged

into the Enhancer board and the board is

plugged into the sockets vacated by the

three devices. Once installed, everything

is partially reassembled. A check-out
procedure is included to help you find out

if it is working. It's easier to do with the 80-

column board— you don't need to enter

the machine language program.
After check-out is completed the Apple

is buttoned-up and you're in business. The
circuit board is made with quality compo-
nents: the material isepoxy fiberglass, the

kind known as G10. and all sockets are

high quality Augat parts. In the electronics

industry, these are considered to be prem-

ium components. Assembly and workman-
ship are high quality too.

Software

About all the software you need is

provided in a short machine language
program. The program is not needed if

you are using it only with the Videoterm

80-column board. To make sure it worked
however, I loaded it and it did. Memory in

page 3 is used for the program. If you have

used this space (and many peripherals do)

you will have to find a way of exchanging

overlays or relocating the programs else-

where in memory. There are several patches

for the Apple Writer Word Processor. With

these patches you can use the Enhancer
lower case capability without special

codes.

Enhancer is compatible with the Z-80

Softcard, The Hayes Modem, and, if you
are using the Videoterm. it is compatible

with the Language System. In addition, if

you are inclined, you can change the

character set to suit your needs. Information

is included in the manual to help you develop

and program your own character set.

Documentation
All you need to know about installing

and using the Enhancer is included in the

manual. Written by Curtis White, Paul

Davis and Darrell Aldrich, the manual
covers installation, check-out. use, and
theory of operation. Special capabilities,

such as remapping the keyboard, are also

included. To help you remap the keyboard,

both standard keyboard mapping and
alternate mapping data tables are included.

Some of you may be familiar with Darrell's

work from other sources. He has developed

software for many graphics programs
currently on the market.

Documentation on other Videx products

has not been as well done, and my reviews

of these products have been critical in the

area of documentation. However, there

are no significant problems with this manual.

The presentation from installation to use

to rolling your own EPROMS is well done.

And for those of you who like to tinker

with the parts, there is a schematic of the

board.

Using It

Once you have it connected and checked

out, using it is quite simple. At installation

you choose the mode you want it to come
up in. One mode is the standard Apple

>4S Jr/Hf Y&

k.
jifjT

"Mr. Atherton can't speak to you novt. He's in

combat.

"

mode: all caps. The other mode, the one I

use. is lower case— shift for caps— mode.
With the Videoterm 80-column board, all

you need to do is turn things on and start

typing. You use the shift key to make
caps. Otherwise the input is in lower case

for all the alpha characters. To go to the

all-caps mode, just press the reset key. It

will seem strange to use the reset key as a

mode select key, but you soon get used to

it.

If you want to do similar things without

the 80-column board, you have to first

load and then call a machine language

program. Once you do this though, the

operation is the same as with the 80-column

board. Except, of course, you only have

the standard 40-column display. But even

so, operation is the same. You will use the

reset key as a mode select key.

The board is useable with most of the

word processors on the market. It works

with my Super-Text II processor. And. the

character set (font) is one of the better

ones. The upper case shift is still an escape

shift and can't use the shift key. Perhaps

someday Muse will make a version that

will work with my 80-column board. In the

meantime I can still use the present tech-

niques. But, more conventional shift capa-

bility with my favorite word processor would

be nice.

Conclusions

If you want a good lower case adapter,

and/or you have a level 6 or older machine,

then you will like the Keyboard and Display

Enhancer. Solving the reset problem was

almost worth the price by itself. (Of course,

there are less costly ways to solve only the

reset problem.) My personal requirement

was to have upper and lower case capability

with the Z-80 card and 80-column board

combination. This combination gives me
almost identical capability with machines

I use at work. When used with the standard

Apple II, you can easily insert lower case

text in your programs.

In any event, the Enhancer is one of the

better products for increasing the flexibility

of the Apple II personal computer. You
can get the Enhancer for about $129 from

computer stores, and from Videx. 897 N.W.

Grant Ave., Corvallis, OR 973.30. Remem-
ber, there are two versions. One for version

6 or less and one for version 7 or greater.

Why Not Both Sides?

Making copies on both sides of single-

sided disks has been discussed from time

to time. My position has been don't do it!

At least don't do it without knowing the

risks. Since the risks are many and there

are many newcomers, let's take a look at

the problems again.

The Disks

Floppy disks are made from a thin plastic

material coated with a magnetic material
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The gnosis version ol P LISP
has been acknowledged* as
the lines) and most complete
available tor Apple micro
computers, and with the add!
lion ol floating point math and
HI RES graphics, it becomes an
indispensable tool lor edu
colors.* scientists, business ex
ecutives mathematicians, or
applications requiring artificial

intelligence This excellent pro
gram is now available tor only
Slvvv5 (DOS 3 3 only)

Included in an attractive
binder is a ninety page users
manual which will aid you in

creating your P LISP programs
This manual is also available
separately lor S20 00 which is

lully refundable on purchase ot

the program

P LISP will run on a 48K or
larger APPLE II II- and will

take advantage ol ALL avail

for the Apple II

able memory Supplied with the
interpreter are several sample
programs including a complete
ELIZA

For those of you who do not
lully understand P LISP we have
available the P LISP Tutorial lor

S25 00 This expertly written text

is bound in a handsome binder
and is packaged to include a
disk containing all the sample
programs referenced in the text

at no extra charge

2C 0©
Apple,ton in BOM oi (

!-! Boating pain* ma

formerly Pegasys Systems, Inc.
400S Chestnut Street—Philadelphia, PA 19104

Olden Only: •00-523-0725—Penna. Betldenti 215-357-1500
Panmylvania latidantt add 6\ ial*»t tat Appla it a liadamdtk ol Appl* Compum Inc

r«
GRAPHICS

FOR LABS
BY PAUL K. WARME

SCIENTIFIC
PLOTTER
48K APPLE II + , $24.95

Draws professional-looking graphs of your data. EASIER.
FASTER. NEATER and more ACCURATE than hand-
plotting. You choose data format, length and position of

axes. 20 symbols, error bars, labels anywhere in 4 orienta-

tions etc. Includes 5 DEMOS on disk with 30-PAGE
MANUAL

CURVE FITTER
48K APPLE II +, $34.95

• i i * • —tV

Selects the best curve to fit your data SCALE. TRANS-
FORM, AVERAGE. SMOOTH. INTERPOLATE (3 types).

LEAST SQUARES FIT (3 types). EVALUATE UNKNOWNS
from fitted curve Includes 5 DEMOS on disk with 33-

PAGE MANUAL.

Order Today
To order any ol these software packages

send payment plus 12 00 postage and
handling per order to Creative Computing
Morris Plains NJ 07950 Visa MasterCard
and American fc .press orders may be called
in toll-free

Order today at no risk It you are not
completely satisfied your money will be
promptly and courteously refunded

creative
compaMMfJ
software

Morns Plains NJ 07950
Toll-free 500-631 -81 12
In NJ 201-540-0445
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utility city
fil of our most-asiccd-for Apple Utilities

4*> Ain.k-.dH If. iMby Bert Kersey
for VOU* 8pj Apple-Our 91 moil asked for Apple UMbcton one op§
*» Ul fwmw makes property spaced ft indented bsbnes w*D
pnnter pe-ae breaks Each program statement is on a new Inc with »
Then, ft loops cafted out, a great de *xreeer ' Clatf In nay wmmttt
a* cataRMM ft any page-width to OT or printer Autornerxety pott
the tun Number ft last used Date in your programs Malic any
comtuMd 5»ft4jlMc -n your Mings, Access program mes m memory
for garbage repair ft Orger alteration, QuKfcry sort ft store mfo on
drsfc, Run any Applesoft rue while another stays intact. Move bncs
wtthm your programs, Renumber to 655 35, Save etverse, invtsiRl ( ft

luck Me names, Convert dec to hex ft binary, or WT to FP, Append
programs, dump the tot screen to ANY printer More too 11

alpha plot
Hi-Ret Apple Graphic* /Text Utility
by ftert Kersey A Jack CasaMy 48X RECWRttD

HI-RES DRAWING: Create hi res p>cturcs ft charts,
appendabtc to your programs. Keyboard or Peddle control. Op-
tional Xdraw Cursor (see mes before you draw1

). Any color mm or
RTVtRSt (opposite Ol background) Odes, fto«es ft Qpscs, Wed or
not Bonus Programs too- %C9UtKMUt stores ht-rcsn as Woe as i /

1

r*ormalrj»k space MNf IIS transfers any portion of the hires screen
Aho supermpose hues images and convert HMtes to lo-tes ft back
for rascmabng abstracts'

HI-RES TEXT: leaubrul upper * lower case with Descenders,
color or reverse, Posajonabst anywhere (NOT restricted by Htabs ft

Vtabs) Professional looking PROPOftTKrMAl tPAOMOt Adfustable
Type Sue, Leading (bnc spacing) ft Kerning (letter spacing) MuKi-
<Ve< ttonai typing up, down, even backwards1

PIUS . . APPLE TIP BOOK NUMBER FOUR!

*i9»
iX Alpha not on Applesoft t>sk

y/ 40 page Beagle Bros Apple Tip Book » 4

• Apple PEEKS, POKES * POINTERS Chart

pi:.|rV Apple Utility Disks!
.a^JF With Free PEEKS & POKES Wall Chart!

t^
4315 Sierra Vista
San Diego,
CA 9S103

714 796-6400

WITH EACH ORDER, VOU WIU RECEIVE . .

.

Pos Sou, UtMty CKy o. Alph* Not on Applesoft Dn*
O A 40-PS9C Apple Tip took (each «nw«N afferent)

An ll.l 7 Apple KIM, POKIS A KMNTIftS Chart

do/ bo//
DISKCOHMAND EDITOR
by ftert Kersey ft lack Casslsfy

A classK ubtty you wl [NX)y tiiiMM CoommmIv Catalog" can
be "Cat," etc Seve-Protect your programs, IMauthonied copy at
tempts produce NotCopyable" message (Key Program Selection
horn catalog (ejrtrerrtety handy') Catalog Customucr-Change Dak
Volume message to your tMc, Orrat or after Me codes. Catalog by Me
type, etc Rewrite Error Messages Syntax Error" can be "Oops'"
or anything you want 1

Aft of Oos loin diartge feawres may be appended So your pro-
grams, so that anyone <#ssr*g your disks on any Apple (booted or
not) wM be formatting DOS the way

\

APPIE TIP BOOK NUMBER TWO!

• Dos ftos* on Applesoft Dnk
• 40 page Beagle ftros Apple Tip Book a a

• Apple PEEKS, POKES A POINTERS Chart

, BONUS^flTR EACH DISK!
a POKE your Apple OK night long with tins handy 11X17 refer-

_-± ence poster' the most useable PEEKS, POKES, POINTffrS 1
;:>££-: CALLS scrounged up from every source imaginable' A great

.-iXCe companion to our original Apple Comnvand Chart

, K _ lir TOLL FREEorder Desk:

ias^Card^lSAorcOO orders, cdT
Masier^aiu,

--o.854.go03 ext. 827
Nat.onw.de »°°»*; ™j; ext 8o 7

On

COOorders.add *3 )

::.;~:„^. r .

-•»»>- *.--- , «

r order by mail ,.-,..„,,tr^.--A Iimi
I RUSH! The disks checked below vfl

I Plus The Tip Book and PEEKS & POKES Chart! v

|
O UTILITVCITV O AlPHAPtOr D DOS BOSS

<ui) (»4i) imsoi
I (PfKesMO Rrtt CUM SKpcan* CM rodents «M 6» I

NAMfS=

ADDBS

=

CITYS«

113.1 D 3.3

VISA MASTCRCARD
Include Account No.
A Fxpirjtion Oate.

Ask around about aH aYJBl**lM *"» Software
Our programs are practical, friendly A user oriented, and
always come with an amazing amount of documentation &
juicy Apple information IT your dealer doesn't have our stuff,

get on his case about it, or order dvectfy from us We ship a*
disks * books WITHIN 48 HOURS
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Mail U S check, money order or Vtsa/MC Numbers
to BEAGLE BROS, Ocpt. C

4315 Sierra Vista,

San Diego, CA 99103
*y Telephone (714) 996 6400

Please add 14 50 for shipping outside US or Canada
COD orders, add 13 California residents, add 6%
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ALL NEW
SPACE EXPLORATION

AND TRADING GAME
TRAILSUZEir brings the laws of

supply and demand to life in a
most exciting way: just $29.95

•ONE TO FOUR PLAYERS

•USER FRIENDLY

•ADVANCED GAME TIPS

For Experienced Traders!

•HIGH RESOLUTION GRAPHICS

•DESIGNED FOR APPLE II 48K

•GUARANTEED!
All Discs Are High
Quality with

Replacement on
Request!

Ask for TfUIULAZER

at Your Dealer
or Order Direct!

ORDER BLANK

Send $29.95 Check or
Money Order to:

Zeta
-*"

Systems Incorporated
1725 Adelaide Blvd.

Akron, Ohio 44305
(216) 784-7366

NAME

STREET

CITY STATE ZIP

Registered TM of Metagaming
Dealer inquiries invited

M» —• ^" ^« ^" MB MB ^b mb MM MB
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Apple Cart, continued...

on both sides. The result is similar to the

magnetic tape used for audio recordings.

Except, the magnetic integrity is more
critical. Once the disk is coated and cut to

size, it is tested for magnetic integrity.

Several things are checked:
• Amplitude of the recorded signal— the

output when read back cannot be below a

certain level. This ensures that you will be

able to read what you recorded on the

disk.

• Missing bits— a test to make sure that

voids do not occur in the magnetic

surface.

• Extra bits— a test to make sure that

data is erased. It is possible for a bit to be

recorded and not erased. Not too good for

your data integrity.

If any of these problems occur during

testing, that side of the disk is not certified.

As you can see, it is quite possible that one
side will fail and the other will be good.

These good-on-one-side disks are used for

single-sided disks. Of course, with the

present state of the art, it is also quite

likely that both sides are good. It would
seem then that merely checking to see if

the other side is good is all that is necessary.

Not so!

The Mechanism
Complete disk assemblies include the

media inside a plastic jacket. The inside of

the jacket is lined with a lint-free cleaning

material. The purpose of the cleaning

material is to keep dust and lint off the

magnetic surface; as the diskette spins,

the dirt is collected on one side of the

liner.

Look at the photo of the two types of

read/write head mechanisms. The one on
the right is a single-side head. The other is

a dual-side head. Single heads are designed

to read only one side of the disk. What
happens to the other side is a don't care

situation. Dual side heads are different, of

course. There are two heads to do the

read/write job. As can be seen in the photo,

one head is forced against the other with

the media in between. Note that the

mechanism is designed for the media to

always be spinning in the same direction.

The single side head is from drives like

those used in the Apple II disk drives. The
dual head is from a Shugart SA450 40-

track drive.

Read/Write Heads.

Data is recorded on and read back from

the media by the read/write head. As you
can see in the photo, the read/write head

is the thin black line across the white circle

supporting the head. In the photo, notice

the felt pad on the head load arm. This

pad— the head load pad— is used to force

the media against the head. As you use the

disk drives this felt pad collects bits of

magnetic material and dirt. In doing the

job of forcing the media, the head load

pad becomes abrasive.

Now, you can see what I am leading up
to. If you use both sides of the diskette,

several problems occur:
• Dirt collecting on the liner travels from

side to side across the head, and added
wear-and-tear on the head and the media
results.

• The head load pad abrades both sides

of the media increasing the wear there,

too.

Because the magnetic coating is very

durable, it may take a long time for any
damage to show up. Shugart specifies

qualified media at three million passes per

track. Some time ago. I calculated that it

would take eight years to reach this value

(at two hours per day of use). But, by

increasing the abrasion on the media with

the head load pad, who can tell. All of a

sudden one day you will have a problem
with disks that you can't read. All your
valuable data will be gone, and without

warning. The Apple system does not have

any read after write capability. (Except

when you copy a disk, then the system

does check what was written.)

Be Safe Not Sorry

If you do your own certification of the

second side, you are likely to be safe under

some conditions. If you use the disks for

back-up there is little risk. And. for disks

used only once in a while there is not too

much risk. But for those disks you use

frequently, use only one side. The risk of

data loss is not worth the money saved by

using both sides of any disk in a drive

designed only for single-side recording. If

you have a Language System, the Bad
Blocks routine in the Pascal utilities will

do a fairjob of testing media integrity, and
several utility programs are available to

do media testing. Get one of them if you
can. Or find someone who will help you do
the job. For maximum peace of mind with

the Apple disk system though, use only

one side of your disks.

Next Time
The next column will feature a review

of a program called Program Line Editor.

Readers have submitted more programs
and ideas. Some of them will be included.

And, questions sent by readers will be

answered. Also, a tutorial on how to convert

Hex to decimal and the reverse will be

included. D
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GET ODWri TD BflSiC

C

then DON T

OHOIH THIS COU«SI

W« h«»» much
more to olftr

Itenrf lor d»toilt).

Then CPS I,

IHI COUBil
TOUNIID!

y ".
-4 riNiSH I

COMPUTER PROGRAMMING IN BASIC is a self instruction
course designed to toke you from complete ignorance to
real proficiency in 60 easy, illustrated lessons.

PRICE: '22.15

To order, send check or money order to:

ABRIDGE LEflRninG.inC.
1 Judith Dr. Or Coll 16171664 3657
No. Reading. MA To Charge By Phone With
OHM ^_v BOB

[
PURCHASE PLAN • 1224 MONTH FULL OWNERSHIP PUN • 36 MONTH LEASE PUN

*I»[K»1I

11IWS HM KM
UUt OtCwrtter II S1.095 S105 til IN
1*34 DCCwnter IV 996 95 53 36
LA34 OECwriter IV Formi Ctrl 1.095 106 51 40
U120 DECwriter III K SB 2.296 MO 122 63
LA120 tKCwriltr III RO 2.095 206 112 76
VT100 CRT DECtcopt 1695 1(2 M (1
VT101 CRT DCClcoa* 1.1(5 115 (7 43
VT125 CRT Graphics 1.2(6 315 1(6 IK
VT131 CRT OECtcopc 1.746 1(7 Ml (3
VT132 CRT DCCtcoee 1.MS IN lot 72
VTISXttPeric^ Computer Optaon 2.396 230 121 M
TI745 Portable Terminal 1.5(6 163 (6 50
TI765 Mkll Mtmcy Tormwal 2.596 249 136 93
Tl kltlsM 10 Terminal 6(6 (7 37 26
T1765 Portable KSR 120 CPS 2.395 230 121 M
TI7B7 Portlble KSfl 120 CPS 2.(45 273 162 102
TI810 R0 Printer 1.665 1(2 90 (1
TI620 KSR Printer 2.1(6 211 117 (0

l CRT Terminal 595 57 34 22
AMR CRT TtrmiMl 646 (2 36 24
AOM32 CRT Terminal 1.165 112 (6 42
ADM42 CRT Terminal 1995 IN 105 72

DTS0 1 CRT Terminal 1695 1(2 N 11
DTN 3 CRT Terminal 1295 125 70 46
DTM 51 AP1 15 CRT 2.216 220 122 (3

920 CRT Termini (H N 46 32
950 CRT Terminal 1.(75 1(3 57 39

Letter Quality 7715 RO 2 895 278 154
Letter Quality 7725 KSR 3 295 316 175 IK
2030 KSR Printer 30 CPS 1 195 115 67 43
2120 KSR Printer 120 CPS 2.195 211 117 N

10020 1.345 127 75 49
I Eiecntrw N 30 1.695 162 N (1

|
MX 80 FT Printer 746 71 42 27

I MX-1N Prtam (96 66 44 32

MONTHS 11% PURCHASE OPTION AFTER 36 MONTHS
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LET YOUR APPLE SEE THE WORLD!
The DS-65 Digisector opens up a whole new world for your Apple II. Your computer
can now be a part of the action, taking pictures to amuse your friends, watching your
house while you're away, taking computer portraits ... the applications abound! The
DS-65 is a random access video digitizer. It converts a TV camera's output into digital

information your computer can process. The OS-65 features:

• High Resolution — a 256 x 256 picture element scan
• Precision — 64 levels of grey scale

• Versatility — Accepts either NTSC or industrial video input

Economy — A professional tool priced for the hobbyist

The OS-65 is an intelligent peripheral card with onboard software in 2708 EPROM
Check these software features:

• Full screen scans directly to Apple Hi-Res screen
• Easy random access digitizing by Basic programs
• Line-scan digitizing for reading charts or tracking objects
• Utility functions for clearing and copying the Hi-Res screen HI-RES picture using the DS-65

AND PICTURE SCANNER SOFTWARE

Use the DS-65 for precision security systems; computer portraiture; robotics; fast to slow scan conversion; moving target indicators;
reading UPC codes, musical scores and paper tape and more! GIVE YOUR APPLE THE GIFT OF SIGHT! DS-65 Price: $349.95 / FSII
Camera Price: $299.00 / Combination Price: $599.00

ADDITIONAL SOFTWARE FOR THE DS-65
—Picture Scanner Provides a variety of different dithering algorithms for compressing the digitized image into the Hi-Res
screen. Available on 13-sector disk. Price: $39.95

— Superscan: Enables you to enhance the DS-65's Hi-Res pictures with colors! Choose from 21 different colors and assign them
to grey scale values, modify pictures, zoom enhance contrast, etc. Print routines for the Anadex and Paper Tiger* are provided.
Comes on a 13-sector disk. Written for The Micro Works by Magna Soft. Price: $79.95

—Portrait System Software: This program includes captions and a credit line, reverse printing for T-shirt application and the
option to save portraits on disk. Specifically for use with a Malibu 165 printer. Call or write for more information.

THtAA n^-s r™^/**\ 'Paper Tiger Is a trademark of Integral Data Systems. Inc.

Z\_a\ U vS? ItV^Q) MasterCharge/Visa Accepted

714-942-2400MOIMrSS3

P.O. BOX 1110 DEL MAR, CA 92014
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David and Sandy Small

One problem many manufacturers have
is in documenting their hardware— espe-
cially for beginning programmers. The
problem arises because beginners do not

have a great deal of knowledge about the

machine, and it is very easy to deluge

them with unnecessary details and trivia

they don't need just to get started. On the

other hand, beginners don't stay beginners

for long, and soon the details and trivia

become necessary information.

One approach is to treat the user manual
as a manual for a complete beginner.

Everything is explained in the simplest

possible terms, and if a concept is too

difficult to explain, then it is ignored. The
result is a fine beginner's manual that can
take the user from the beginning to some
point, but cannot continue from there. A
user with this sort of documentation is

then stuck.

A wonderful example is the Atari Basic-

Reference Manual. It is written for the

beginning Atari user—someone who doesn't

understand the capabilities of the machine.

That's fine; we all started out pretty much
at the beginning with the Atari, because it

had such revolutionary ideas in its design.

But the writers of this manual went too

far.

They went to extremes to shield the

user from the innards of the machine, and
the result was complete confusion in some
sections of the manual. For instance, the

discussion of COLOR and SETCOLOR is

abysmal. I had to work backwards, using

the hardware manuals, to understand what
they were trying to say in the Basic manual.
Many people have commented on this to

both Sandy and me. (Player-Missile

Graphics were not even mentioned in this

manual.)

Then there is the other approach. Tell

everything. Heap it on—detail, trivia, useless

data, anything, all mixed in with the relevant

stuff. If a beginner reads this manual, too

bad. An example of this is the Atari

hardware manual. What does a beginner

know of clock cycles, for instance? Or of

Antic DMA? If a reader needs this infor-

mation, he cannot get it.

Over the last few months (nearly a year

now) we've been trying to fill this gap. We
aim to explain the Atari's innards to the

users who are past the Basic Reference

Manual but who are bewildered by the

awesome Hardware Manual.

And this month we're going to look at

the Atari Disk.

For those of you who have read and
been entertained by the discussion of the

Atari disk in the Basic Reference Manual,
this article will let you in on what is really

going on. It is a ground level look at how
the disk works and what the Atari does
with it.

The information is quite useful and lets

you access the disk more efficiently in

many applications, as well as understand
how Basic and DOS work with the disk at

the lowest level.

This article, believe it or not, presented

its authors with a real moral dilemma.
Why? The information presented here can
be used to copy disks that without this

information are uncopyable. (Mind you,

this information is also freely available in

the Atari OS. manual, if you can understand

it.)

There is a horrendous software piracy

problem in this country. Coasider the effect

on the record industry if every time a

person bought a cassette tape, he made
ten cassette copies of it and gave them to

his friends. This is exactly what is happening
in the computer industry. (Indeed, the

record companies have come out strongly

against the sales of blank tapes recently

and will no longer support ads for those

products, for just this reason).

Immediately after a new program appears

on the market, it is copied. The copier

then distributes copies to friends, trades

them for copies of other programs, and so

on. And the writer of the software receives

no royalties from the copies of his program.

There are ways of making disks uncopy-

able. This seems like an ideal solution

until you realize that a diskette can be

destroyed. A phone can ring near it and
erase it; a cat can use it for a scratching

post (our cat. Atari, tried this trick once),

and so on.

If a user is depending on the disk, and it

quits working, then he is in trouble. For

this reason the practice of "backing up."

or making multiple copies of a disk, was
started. Too many users had lost their

only copies of badly needed material.

It's a good idea; I keep a minimum of

two copies of everything on disk, so if I

lose one, I still have what I need. And it

has paid off; many times I have had to go
to the backup copy when the original died

for some reason. I don't know why. but I

seem to lose an amazing number of disk

files— error 144, error 164. and so on.

And if a manufacturer has made his disk

uncopyable, you can't back it up. If the

disk becomes unusable, you're out of luck.

The software industry has been debating

this problem for ages. The Apple, in

particular, has been the subject of con-

troversy, with some manufacturers selling

programs written for the express purpose

of copying "copy-protected" disks. In their

literature they describe how backup copies

are necessary, and thereby justify the

purchase and use of their programs. But

they know, and everyone else knows, that

these programs are used to rip off an

enormous amount of copy-protected soft-

ware.

Copy Programs
One program in particular, Locksmith.

gave me a good laugh. Locksmith is an

Apple program written specifically to copy
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Available from Stock or Custom Imprinted

For complete catalog write or pnooe:

RGJflOGG Packaging DMalon
225 Ballevilla Avenue
Btoomlleld. N.J. OWXtt (201) 74»-2Za
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STOCK MARKET PROGRAMS

THE RAINBOW DATA SYSTEM
* Ideal for tracking stocks and
exploiting profitable trading tech-

niques.
* Key-in data from your news-
paper and save phone and com-
puter charges.
* Features space efficient, ran-

domly accessible library and
working files.

TRADER SERIES SIMULATIONS
* Evaluate the profitability of

popular stock market techniques.
* Devise, test and improve your

own buy-sell rules.
* Sharpen your stock market skills

with mock trading sessions.

* Learn the signs of bull and bear
stocks
* Test and original diagnostic and
technique

Reqd. Apple II* with min. 48K or

equivalent and one floppy disk.

ROM card optional.

* APPLE II is a trademark of APPLE
COMPUTER INC.

Write or phone for complete
literature.

RAINBOW MARKETWARE
3111 BERKSHIRE RD.
BALTO. MD. 21214
Tel. 301-426-6812
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-- SOFTWARE AUTHORS!
for Apple. Atari, TRS-80, NEC, Hitachi

Brtfderbund Software la looking for new authors to Join ita

international team of programmera. If you have a product for

the micro market, let us ahow you the advantagea of working

with our team of deaign. production and diatribution

specialists. **•! jaayij'.n.)

Call or write for our free Authora Kit today or aend us a

machine readable copy of your work for prompt review under

atricteat confidence. . , ^ >

derbund Softwqr

2 Vista Wood Wou SonRofeol.Cfl 04001 (415)456 6424
" u"""""
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Software Breakthrough!

THE WORD HANDLER
BY SILICON VALLEY

THE ONLY WORD PROCESSOR IN THE WORLD
FOR THE APPLE THAT:

a Gives you full line capability on the screen, no boards nee,

a Two character formats to choose from at all times!

RUNS WITHOUTANY HARDWARE MODIFICATIONS!

HIGH POWER
Simplicity of

Operation |

LARGE SCALE
Direct to disk!

All functions seen on the screen!

a Lower and uppper case
underlining

• Superscript, bold, and
unlimited tabs

• Proportional spacing

a Even and normal justification

a Other functions seen on
turnkey systems in the
$13-$20,000 range

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

1625 EL CAMINO REAL. SUITE 4

BELMONT.CA 94002
(4 15) 593-4344
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Ielcomp BOOKS and
SOFTWARE

For ATARI - PET - OSI - APPLE II

ATARI BASIC
6502

Learning by

This new book is an "Action"
Book. You do more than read It.

Leern the intricacy of ATARI-
BASIC thorugh the short programs
which are provided. The
suggestions challenge you to
change and write program
routines Yes. it's exciting -
Many of the programs are
appropriate for beginners as well
as experienced computer users.
(Screen Drawings. Special Sounds.
Keys. Paddles Joysticks
Specialized Screen Routines.
Graphics and Sound. Peeks and
Pokes and special stuff ).

Oder No. 164 6S 95
Games for the ATARI Computer
How to program your own games
on the ATARI. Complete listings
in BASIC and Machine Language
of exciting games- Tricks and
hints.

Order-No. 162

ATMONA1
Machine Language Monitor for
the ATARI 400/800.
This powerful monitor provides
you with the firmware support
that you need to get the most
out of your powerful system.
ATMONA-1 comes on a bootable
cassette. No cartridges required
Disassemble. Memory Dump HEX

ASCII. (Change Memory
Locations, Block transfer, fill

memory block, save and load
machine language programs, start
mech Lang Progr. (Printer
optional!

Comet with Introductionary
article on how to program the
ATARI computer in machine
language. (Available also in ROM)
Order No. 7023 tig 95

84.95

The Third Book of Ohto Scientific
is now available!

Vary important information for
the OSI system experimenter
Interface techniques, system ex
pensions, accessories and much
more (EPROM-Burner. 6522 I/O
card with IK RAM. Soundboard
EPROM/RAM board)
Order-No. IS* 87.95

The Fourth Book of OHIO
VIP Book - Vary Important
Programs. Many interesting pro-
grams for OSI computers. Sorting
(Binary Tree) Differential Equi-
tation. Statistics. Astrology. Gas
Consumption. Games a. s. 0.
Order-No. 160 69.95

VIP Package - Above book plus
• cassette with the programs.
Order-No. 160 A 819 96

The Fifth book of Ohio Sc-ntif«
Many exciting programs program
ming hints and tricks. Textwhter
Debugger for C1P. Games. Utilities
and much more (polled keyboard)
Order No. 161 67.95
lnvo.ce Writing Program for OSI
C1PMF. C4P Disk and Pneein
8K RAM.
Order No 8334 829 SO

MaUlna Uet for C1PMF or
C4PMF 24K RAM
250 addresses loci, phone number
and parameters on one 5 1M disk

)

Order No. 8240 829 SO

SK

ATMONA2S
A very powerful Tracer to explore
the ATARI ROM/RAM aree Stop
•t previously selected address.
Opcode or operand (cassette).
Order No. 7049 849.96

EDITOR/ASSEMBLER for
ATARI 800. 32K RAM
E x tremely fast and powerful
Editor/Assembler (RK Source
code in about 5 seconds) Includes
ATMONA

1

Order No. 7096 849.95

MACRO Assembler
for ATARI 800. 48K RAM
PIMM specify your system RAM.
disc or cassette.

Order-No. 7066 889 00

Gunfight - For ATARI 400/800
16K RAM, needs two joysticks,
animation and sound <8K machine
language)

Order No. 7307 819 96

EPROM BURNER for ATARI
400/800 Bare boards only with
description, schematic software
(2716.2732)
Order-No. 7041 899.00

Authoritative reference for the
original Microsoft 4K 8K
BASIC developed for ALTAI

R

and later computers including
OSI.PET.TRS^Oend VIC
Order No. 141 69 95

Expansion Handbook, for 6603
and 6802
S 44 Card Manual describes ell of
the 4.5 x 6.5 44 pin S44 cards
incl. schematics. A MUST tor
every 6502 system user (KIM.
SYM. AIM. VIC. PET, OSI)
Order No. 162 89 95

Reprint of Intel's most important
application notes including 2708
8085. 8256. 6251 chips Very'
necessary for the hardware buff
Order No. 163 69 96

New revised applications manual
for the Texas Instruments SN
76477 Complex Sound Genera
tor.

Order-No. 164 66 96

Complete listings for the business
user. Inventory. Invoice Writing
Mailing List and much more.
Introduction to Business Appli
cations.

Order No. 16* EM 90

_ for very small
business with ATARI 400/800
16K RAM.
Order-No. 7022, caas. 829.SS
Order No. 7300. disc fig*

Pinouts and specif i

4SK RAM
Order No. 7310

for ATARI

629.96

How to connect your EPSON
Primer to the ATARI 4007*00.
Construction ankle with printed
circuit board and software.
(Screenprint and variable charac

r line).

7210
-U.

UiSU&OLX

DoKritiont,
cotiorvi of
microprocraor and support c'tii«
A MUST frx tho Iwdwort buff
Ord»«to. 2* IIIH
Cm-;* Fjrtta, of «.
Ipommoejore PET
Eight chapters exploring PET
hardware. Includes repair and
interfacing information. Pro-
gramming tricks and schematics
Order-No. 160 69.96
Prototype- Expansion Board for
VIC 20 (644-Bus).
Order No. 4*44 818.95

16K RAM/ROM board for S44
Ssis. Any combination of RAM
and ROM on one board
(SY2128or2716>

" -SIS 639.96

Introduction to OSI computers.
Diagrams, hardware and software
information not previously
available in one compact source.
MB paaej
Ordf No. 167 87 96 w^^ ,, ^ bMfd comi§
TheSeeond Book of Ohio with extensive description and
Scientific software.
Very valuable Information about
OSI microcomputer systems.
Introduction to OS-65 D and
OS65U networking Hardware
•nd software hints and tips.
Systems specifications. Business
applications.

Order-No. 16* 67 95

ELCOMP Publishing. Inc.. 53 Redrock Lam
Pomona, CA 91766. Phona: (714) 623-8314

nfXST.
1 ~Check '

Moo*v °ro-*- V,SA
. Maatercharge. EurocheckPOSTPAID onPREPAID in USA 85.00 handling fee for C OAll"

order. outs.de USA Add 15 % shipping CA add 6.5 % sale, taxATARI is a registered trademark of ATARI Inc.
APPLE 1

1
is a registered trademark of APPLE Inc.

Or*. No. S04 tn.oo
M22 VIA-I/O £«p
Odor No 605 S3C.00
Z71C EPROM Burn..
Ord«r No.607 M9.00
«K EPROM/RAM CorrJ
Ordor No. 6» 129 00
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Atari, continued...

disks that are copy-protected, and has
sections to handle all of the latest protection
techniques. It has caused a great deal of
controversy.

In the Locksmith manual, the writers
explain the need for backup copies, how
disks can be erased, and so on, and condemn
manufacturers for copy-protecting disks
for this reason. Then, after going to great
lengths to point out that Locksmith is for
users to make backup copies of programs,
the manual points out that Locksmith cannot
make copies of itself.

In other words, they know what's going
on— who's kidding whom? They even
maintain a database on The Source which
tells how to copy many of the copy-
protected Apple programs using Locksmith.

Justice has been served, and there are
now many, many bootleg copies of Lock-
smith floating around. As Scott Adams
might say, "Yoho. and Jolly Roger."

Well, Atari users are in the same boat;
things just haven't escalated quite that
far...yet. The Atari disk is a different animal
from the Apple disk. An Apple copy
program, for instance, is an incredibly
complex machine language construction,
as the Apple CPU controls the disk directly.

The Atari is different; a copy program
is very simple. And some companies are
using the fact that most people don't know
how easy it is to copy an Atari disk to sell

copy programs for fairly outrageous
amounts. After all, to a user experienced
with Apples, the price seems fair.

Frankly, they are a complete ripoff for
the price. I do not feel that forty-odd dol-
lars—the cost of a typical Atari disk-cloner
program— is a fair price for twenty-odd
lines of Basic code.
So much for the copy program makers.

Now how about the poor software manu-
facturer? What do they do, now that I've

revealed How To Rip Off Atari Disks?
Send me letter bombs?

For the manufacturer's sake, I'll present
a few of the latest techniques in copy
protection— which the information pre-
sented here will now allow someone to
copy. And there is no escalation possible;
i.e., you won't be able to figure out a way
to copy disks protected with this scheme.
There is no way, using Atari hardware, to
write a program to copy these disks-period.
In this way, the word on how to make
uncopyable disks will be spread, as will

the word on how overpriced (for what
they are) the Atari disk copy programs
are.

Yes, there are some old copy protection
schemes, which we'll discuss, that this
information will allow someone to get
around. These schemes don't work against
the average pirate's copy programs and
have not for some time; the disk information
discussed here is old news to your average
ycopy enthusiast.

I seriously doubt that anyone will be
hurt by this information; if you are going
to copy protect a disk, then you might as
well use the techniques I will present which
make it truly uncopyable, rather than the
older ones which the copy programs can
duplicate with no difficulty.

Enough philosophy. Let's learn about
the disk.

The Disk

Take a disk and look at it. Inside that
envelope (sleeve) there is a circular piece
of very thin plastic. On that plastic is the
same material of which cassette tapes are
made: various magnetic substances.
There are 40 "tracks" on the disk. Think

of the circular grooves in a record and
you'll get the idea of what a track is. There
are 40 concentric circles on the disk and
each of these tracks is divided into 18
"sectors." The division is done by pie-slicing

the track into 18 contiguous segments. So
we have 40 tracks with 18 sectors per
track, or 720 sectors.

Atari disks are set up to hold 128 bytes
of data (a byte, for you beginners, is one
character) per sector. In other words, there
are 720 x 128 bytes of data on an Atari
disk, or 92,160 bytes.

To access a given sector of 128 bytes,
that sector must be in the visible portion
of the disk (the window cut into the disk
sleeve), and the read-write head must move
in or out until it's on the right track number.
It then reads the sector by examining
magnetic fields written to the disk surface.

Please Note that the actual recording
surface is the back, not the front, side of
the disk. Most people set disks down with
the label up, which means the surface that
the data is recorded on is being rubbed in

the dust and dirt below. Also be very careful
not to touch the backside of the disk in the
exposed portion.

The Atari talks to the disk over the
"serial I/O bus cable." This is the cable
you daisy chain from device to device.
Now here's the secret of the Atari disk:
The disk drive is intelligent. It contains a
6507 microprocessor, a little brother to
the 6502 in the Atari itself, that is still

capable of quite a lot. It also contains 256
bytes of RAM (read-write memory), and
2048 bytes of ROM (read-only-memory).
In short, the disk drive has a complete
computer of its own. (For you hardware
buffs, there are 128 on the PIA-like chip).

How is this different, and why is this good?
On the Apple, the disk drive is "dumb."

W7/fr
~ ~^
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GAMES FOR YOUR VIC

A VIC TREK 'HANGMAN
TANK • YAHTZEE
DAMSEL -NAB PLUS
AND MANY MORE

H $7.95 Each
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ADVENTURES)!!
16 K COLOR 80 or 8KOS1. These Ad-

ventures are written in BASIC, are full fea-

tured, fast action, full plotted adventures

that take 30-50 hours to play (Adventures

are interactive fantasies. It's like reading a

book except that you are the main char-

acter as you give the computer commands

like "Look in the Coffin" and "Light the

torch.") $14.95 each.

ESCAPE FROM MARS (by Rodger Olsen)

This ADVENTURE takes place on the

RED PLANET. You'll have to explore a

Martian city and deal with possiblv hostile

aliens to survive this one. A good first

adventure.
PYRAMID (by Rodger Olsen)

This is our most challenging ADVEN
TURE. It is a treasure hunt in a pyramid

full of problems. Exciting and tough!

OS1 only TINY COMPILER OS1 only

The easy way to speed in your programs.

The tiny compiler lets you write and debug

your program in Basic and then automatical ly

compiles a Machine Code version that runs

from 50-150 times faster. The tiny compiler

generates relocatable, native, transportable

machine code that can be run on any 6502

system. .

It does have some limitations. It is

memory hungry - 8K is the minimum sized

system that can run the Compiler. It also

handles only a limited subset of Basic -

about 20 keywords including FOR, NEXT,
IF THEN GOSUB. GOTO. RETURN, END,
STOP, USR(X). PEEK, POKE, -, =, *, /. .

<•_> , Variable names A-Z, and Integer

Numbers from 0-64K.
TINY COMPILER is written in Basic. It

can be modified and augmented by the user.

It comes with a 20 page manual.

TINY COMPILER-S19.95 on tape or disk.

OS1.

QUEST
QUEST - A NEW IDEA IN ADVEN-

TURE GAMES! Different from all the

others. Quest is played on a computer

generated map of Alesia. Your job is to

gather men and supplies by combat, bargain-

ing, exploration of ruins and temples and

outright banditry. When your force is strong

enough, you attack the Citadel of Moorlock

in a life or death battle to the finish. Play-

able in 2 to 5 hours, this one is different

every time.

16K COLOR-80 OR TRS-80 or 12KOS1.
$14.95.

ARCADE AND THINKING GAMES
16K COLOR 80 or 8KOS1

TIME TREK. REAL TIME REAL
GRAPHICS TREK. See the torpedoes fly

and Klingons explode. No more scoll-

ing displays, no more turn taking. — This

one has real time and real displays. In

BASIC - for 16K level II or extended color

BASIC. $14.95.
SPACE ZAPPER. Protect your central

starbase from alien ships by zapping them
first. High res. high speed graphics, right out

of the arcades. $14.95 - 16K Extended or

32K Disk Basic for Color 80 ONLY!
BATTLE FLEET - This grown-up ver-

sion of Battleship is the toughest thinking

game available on 80 computers. There is

no luck involved as you seek out the 80's

hidden fleet. This is a topographical toughie.

$9.95.
SLASHBALL - A two player game of

strategy and skill, this is like nothing you
have ever seen before. This takes fast

fingers, quick wits and concentration. Play-

able from age 6 to 65, it is a good family

game. $9.95.
LABYRINTH - 8K OS1 or 16K EX-

TENDED COLOR BASIC - With amazing
3D graphics, you fight your way through a

maze facing real time monsters. The gra-

phics are real enough to cause claustro-

phobia. The most realistic game that I have

ever seen on either system. $14.95.

# Jam?

^FREE Program Summaries available

CIRCLE 1 2* ON READER SERVICE CARD

OS1

Please specify system on all orders

This is only a partial listing of what we have to offer. We have arcade and

thinking games, utilities and business programs for the 0S1 and TRS-80 Color.

We add new programs every week. Send $1.00 for our complete catalog.

AARDVARK - 80

2352 S. Commerce, Walled Lake, Ml 48088 TRS 80 COLOR
(313)669-3110
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Atari, continued...

The main computer must tell the disk head
to move to here, the disk to spin to there,

and tell the head what information to write.

This neatly ties the computer up while the
disk is running.

Apple has a standard scheme for storing

data, a "standard format." and if you use
the Apple routines to read/write data, you'll

stay in that format. Alas, that format allows
your disk to be copyable. so people have
modified the Apple disk routines to make
custom weird formats, that cannot be read
by copy programs. (And then other folks

have written programs, such as Locksmith,
to read "uncopyable disks" and then other
weirder formats were developed, etc. It's

a little like the arms race.)

On the Atari, the two computers work
with each other. There are a net total of
five, count them, five commands that pass
between them. Since the 6507 in the disk
drive is helping do the work, the Atari's
main processor doesn't have to fiddle around
with controlling the disk, and thus can be
doing something else at the same time the
disk is running. There are no other com-
mands and the disk drive 6507 will ignore
any but the five we'll discuss.

Best of all, since the Atari disk controller
is "off limits" and may not be programmed,
as its program is in read-only memory inside
the disk and is not modifiable, you cannot

develop strange disk formats. There is one.
and only one. Atari disk format. Hence
well never get into one of these Apple
disk escalations, for we cannot control the

disk that exactly. Believe me. after viewing
the present Apple disk copy mess, we're
not missing much.
An ordinary Atari user accesses the disk

through what is known as the File Manage-
ment System or FMS. The user never sees
the lowest level of disk commands (the

"Malfunction!"

INTRODUCTION TO PL/I AND STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING
Want to learn PL/I -Structured PL/I ? Know some PL/1 and want to learn more ? Error

cn«££«•» ^''"^"S techniques ? Then INTRODUCTION TO PL/I ANDSTRUCTURED PROGRAMMING is for you. Covers an easy to learn subset of ANSI PL/I
that will enable you to tackle a wide range of computer problems requiring numeric and string
processing, plus a selection of the more advanced facilities. The entire syntax of the versatile
subset is defined in only 3 pages of syntax diagrams The book is suitable for self study andmay also be used in a first course in PL/I Contains ten chapters and six appendices: '311
value packed pages including 200 exercises and problems, comprehensive index, and
bibliographies. An excellent reference document for only $5 00 (Add $1 .20postage

)

a£5T!HSEd^^^

^ncttonico^-won^^^^^^n"^^ "d "•**'• bou~h>- I"™"*— ->d runcon,. bull, in

NEW SHAPES
by Julius Guest

is a collection of 1 10 original and fascinating
" computer-generated designs created by the

author over an eight-year period. The
designs are satisfying art creations in

themselves and may evoke the responses
that their titles suggest.

As each art piece is accompanied by a
mathematical formulation and program, the
reader may thus create his own "New
Shapes" and derive as much enjoyment
from them as the author obviously did.

in* designs are reproduced in color (some in exciting solid reverse) on high quality
art paper Details: 174 pages, 28cm x 27 cm (11" x 10W) (At $11 99 U S
thats only 11 cents per diagram !) Add $2.40 postage.

Order direct from publisher R.A. Vowels, 93 Park Drive, Parkville 3052 Australia
Ptraon^l ch«rfa .»«,»«,) (m ye cun^y) o, tank Dtih QmM m Ami CMTtncy Dbcountt 5» bt 2 or nv» boofa
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five mentioned) because FMS handles all

that for him. Included in FMS is the ability

to split the disk sectors, each 128 bytes

long, into files, access the files through the

operating system, get disk directories of

file names. NOTE. POINT, and so on.
FMS works in turn through the Five
Commands (perhaps a movie should be
made by that title?) with the disk drive
6507 to get your disk processing done.
FMS on disk is called DOS.SYS.
What are the Five Commands?
1. Get Status. This returns the status of

the disk and in particular of the IN 1771

floppy disk controller chip inside the disk.

"What?." you say. Me too. I don't use. and
have never used. Get Status. One day I

may find out what it's for.

2. Format Disk. This command instructs

the disk drive 6507 to lay out the tracks

and sectors on the disk, and to "clean off"

old data. Think of it as the 6507 laying

down record grooves that it can follow

later. What actually occurs is that the 6507
writes data across the disk, reads it and
makes sure it has stayed the same (this

verifies that the disk surface is good), and
then writes the sector numbers onto the

various sectors of the disk. This information

it used later to find a given sector.

3. Get Sector. This command instructs

the 6507 to get the entire 128 bytes of a

l°- ow*£Uu C°ToV*°
\» '". o«« pEW*°„ a^5^»

re\e-c*?° K pw» peA c° <e9 ., p<°°.
«*'

^'°^ °'d^e u* *ltote *° \x>°»
x

DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME

I^^.S5cCBi

"THE SOURCE" For?
Personal Computer Software.

Books, Games 4
Accessories

212

otrtc« ion moutiKAi. om immmui it «oio«
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GREAT PRICES. GREAT SERVICE. GUARANTEED
COMPUTERS. PRINTERS, TERMINALS _ a .<$$

. Appt
IEEE-4M

cord now
available

,

600
A2A

\S&&

computer

Apple Computers
Disk drives, accessories

software, graphics tablets

CALL FOR BEST PRICES

mri~m HEWLETT Call us for great prices

\HHM PACKARD Alto., Atari, NEC,
Zenith and other

Whether you want their great
romriutera

computer or a wide selection of

computer calculators-we have them

HP-85 - Retail $3250 »T5YfcJ P*^"
Only $2475

i gT^^'i JT^^ A"
NEW ^
MX 100 &

rifi MX80F/T

MONITORS \' The new 136
BMC A NEC Green Screen column Epson
NOW IN STOCK printer with graphics and the

[g [j)
fj]

(t>
,i Friction/tractor MX 80 are in

va, ha . lh.rnRvus stock WE HAVE THE GRAPHIC
We have the CORVUS PACKAGE FOR MX 80 call.
systems to hook up several

Apple computers at oncei ^gHU""'™
NEC 4 DIABLO PRINTERSl,

r t*\V*»!f,

l0°

Anadex, Paper jA t^t *°,j1

Tiger. CALL _
'

_ , A C°^
for latest prices ^am«Bas 1^^^ A

Amazing Mountain Hardware
CPS MulU-lunctlon card

ALL IN ONE:

SOFTWARE Parallel/Serial/Clock Calen

Visicalc 3 3 $175/Reg $199

BPI GL/INV/AR/etc 299/Reg 399 PLOTTERS
Tax Preparer by Howardsoft... 125fReg. 150 BauschiLomb plotters

Real Estate Analyzer.Howardsoft 125/Reg 150 for your computer by

Creative Financing. Howardsoft 125/Reg 150 Houston Instruments

ASCII Express II by SOS 55/Reg 65 CALL!

Z-TERM (CPM) (16 sector) 85/Reg 100

TRS 80 & ATARI SOFTWARE TOO

MICROSOFT 16K
Ramcard$l39 ^*a+fvW%timlB^^^^ f\ IX

Mall orders ONLY:
Visit our retail store NEJ PROfit COMPUTERS
Net Protlt Computers 2908 0regon Courti Bid G1
521 W Chapman Ave Torrance. Ca 90503
Anaheim. Cal 92802 1(800)421-1520
714 750-7318

in Cal: 213 320-4772

Cal residents add 6% sales tai. Minimum thipplng and handling charges ara

MOO. Match. Vlaa. Amai prices slightly hlghar on sale Itemi Store prlcaa dlttar
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STARTING YOUR OWN
MICROCOMPUTER BUSINESS
Starting your own microcomputer business is easy if you

know the right steps to take. Two volumes of the new book

Your Fortune In The Microcomputer Business describe the

things you should know to start right and to build your

business successfully.

Many people have good ideas for a successful microcomputer

business. But they don't know how to put their ideas into

action. These people are plenty smart. That's not the problem.

The problem is in knowing simple things: How to analyze the

market. How to select the right product or service. How to get

enough startup money. How to plan your growth and success.

The answers to these problems are not hard to understand. All

you need is the right information. Your Fortune In The

Microcomputer Business gives you the knowledge tools to

start right, grow and prosper.

This practical reference manual has no hocus-pocus. It does

not tell you how to do astrology or dating services. It does give

you clear, complete, step-by-step instructions on how to get

started right and insure your success!

Volume I Includes:
The hottest trends in the market

The seven best test markets

How to read between the lines at a trade show

107 ways to reach jrour market

Examples of the best ads in the business

How to r.ct free advertising

The 21 steps to set up your business

How to start a manufacturing business

How to write a newsletter

How to give a seminar

How to start a service business

How to package software for the mass market

How to be a highly paid consultant

Franchising—the good, the bad and the ugly

Interviews with six successful microcomputer businesses

How to use the HI ( factor to be street smart, lean, mean and successful

Volume II Includes:
Strategies for growth

Straight facts on incorporation
j

lj IJi

How to build your organization

How to manage cash flow

How to develop your accounting system

How to manage employees, wages and salaries

How to survive a cash crunch

What to do if things get really bad

How to maximize your profits

How to grow by acquisition

How to value your business

How and when to sell your business

WRITE OR CALL-DONT_WAm _ _ _ _
'

^Vildflre Publishing, 326 DA Toro Canyon

( arpinteria, CA 93013 Ph. (805) 684-1489

Please send the following book(s) by return mail. 1

understand if I want to return them for any reason within 90

days of receipt, 1 can do so and get a prompt full refund.

D Your Fortune In The Microcomputer Business

Vol. I, Getting Started, $20.00.

O Your Fortune In The Microcomputer Business

Vol. II, Growth, Survival and Success, $20.00.

Please add SI.50 per book for shipping. Calif, residents please add

SI.20 each sales tax.

I

Getting Started

CroKth. Sonrrral

and Saccess

Name

Street

Chy_ _ State Zip

Enclosed is.

Card# _
Ex. Dt. _
Signature

_or charge my MasterCharge D or Visa

M( Interbank »

< 19S2 Wildfire Pub.
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/"Atari, continued...
sector and ship them to the Atari through
the serial I/O bus cable. The Atari issues

the Get Sector command and tells the

6507 what sector number, from 1-720, to

fetch. The 6507 then gets busy, spins the
disk and positions the read/write head,
reads the data, and returns it to the Atari.

4. Put Sector. This command instructs

the 6507 to take the 128 bytes about to be
shipped down from the Atari and put them
onto the sector number specified. The 1 28
bytes are then sent, and the 6507 positions

the disk, etc., and writes the data onto it.

You probably do not use this command,
you use its relative, which is:

5. Put Sector With Verify. Remember,
disks are not all that reliable. So when we
put a sector onto the disk with this com-
mand, it is first written, then immediately
re-read and compared with the original

128 bytes. If they match, fine; all is well. If

not. then they didn't record correctly, and
an ERROR message results. (In truth. I

have never seen this particular ERROR
message.)

The Atari's designers decided to add a

little audio to this whole process, so
whenever a Get Sector occurs (like during
a program LOAD), a pleasant "beep" is

heard on the TV's audio channel. Whenever
a Put sector occurs (during a SAVE, for

instance), a not-so-pleasant "clunk'' is heard.

You'll note that the Put commands always
seem to take twice as long as the Get
commands: this is because the disk is

physically putting, then reading, the infor-

mation onto the disk for a verify. Hence, it

takes twice as long.

In the net time I've worked with the
Atari, I've used Put Sector with no verifyj

once, when I was running OSS's operating

system. They apparently use this command,
and it sounds a great deal different than

the standard slow "clunk. .clunk.." of the

Atari save.

Now everything that happens to the Atari

disk occurs through these commands. Next
month, we'll take a look at the process.Dj

CREATIVE PROGRAMMERS
6502

APPLE, ATARI, ETC.

DO YOU HAVE SOFTWARE THAT YOU FEEL IS CREATIVE. BUT YOU DON T
KNOW HOW TO BRING TO MARKET? THEN CALL SILICON VALLEY SYSTEMS-
THIS IS OUR SPECIALTY!

WE WILL PACKAGE ADVERTISE AND PROMOTE YOUR PRODUCT AND WITHIN
45 DAYS WE WILL HAVE IT IN 80% OF THE RETAIL STORES IN THE U S AND
ABROAD WITH MANY DOLLARS IN ROYALTIES IN YOUR HANDS!

CALL THE PROFESSIONALS

SILICON VALLEY SYSTEMS INC.
1625 El Camino Real #4
Belmont Calif 94002

(415)593-4344

WE KNOW HOW TO 00 IT!
CIRCLE 244 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TRS-80 DISCOUNT
PERSONAL COMPUTERS
WE CARRY THE FULL
LINE OF TRS-80's

MODEL II

264002 64K I Drive (3279
Ask About Hord Drives

MODEL III

26-1062 16K $819
26-1066 48K with

2 Drives. RS232 $2049

TM TANDY CORPORATION
FREE COPY OF WARRANTY UPON REQUEST

MICRO
MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMS

TRS-80

MEMOREX
FLEXIBLE DISCS

WE WILL NOT BE UNDER-
SOLD!! Call Free (800)235-4137
for prices and informatioa Dealer

inquiries invited and CO.D.'s
accepted.

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd

San Luis Obispo. CA
93401 In Cat call

(800)592-5935 or

[805)543-1037
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NEW 23K
PERSONAL COMPUTER

$239.00 FACTORY SALE
PRICE

You get the NEW APF IM-1 Full Size
Powerful Computer: Includes 14K ROM
with Level II BASIC built in, 9K user
RAM, Color, Sound, Professional 53
keyboard, Two Controllers, Two 10 key
numeric pads. High speed cassette, AC.
Adapter, RF Modulator, TV. Switchbox
Accepts TAPE-DISK-PLUG IN CAR-
TRIDGES. It is PLUG IN EXPANDABLE
at low cost. 90 day parts and labor
warranty, owner s guide, BASIC language
manual. All this in a beautiful black and
white console case for only $239 00
15 DAY FREE TRIAL Return within 15
days complete and undamaged for refund
of purchase price.

PROTECTO ENTERPRIZES
BOX 550, BARRINGTON, IL 60010
JO ORDER PHONE 312/382-2192
CIRCLE 231 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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BUY DIRECT
AT WHOLESALE PRICES

1 800 841-0860
COLOR COMPUTER
26-3001 4K S309
26 3002 I6K Ext. Basic S455
26 3003 32K Ext. Basic $369
26 3022 Color Drive #1 $498

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG
MICRO MANAGEMENT

SYSTEMS. INC.
DEPT NO. 3

Downtown Plara Shopping Center

1ISC Second Ave S W • Cairo. Georgia 31728

912 377 7120 Go Phone No



MARKET
ANALYSIS.

Easy. And Fast.

Programs for your personal computer.

STOCK TRACKER uses our technical

volume analysis to give buy and sell

signals on individual stocks,, options

and commodities. Telecommunications

package optional.

MARKET TRACKER is a composite of

six technical indicators which tell when

the Dow turns bullish and bearish. Its

four-year track record is available.

T&3PING CQM^INY
Post Office Box 5*9

Clayton, CA 94517
415/672-3233
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Common
Cents

FORECASTER

«lth your computer, you can foreeaat the etock •rk.t Ilk. the «all

Street eiperta. f*r'c»5T"B . • .utual an<! «o»ejr «.rk.t fund tracker,

™jUr:i;"ItoerSir«rKd h.lp. you ..k. tl.al; l.cl.lon. to

achieve • high an* aaf. jroath of your ln».at.tnt dollara. Our

progra. trecke, .atl.at.a and pr.dleta future .ovea.nte In the atock

|
.arket and a.llet.d autual funda oaeed on an e»t.nalv. lata baee.

• tVOI^ CONFUSIOII

•icnns hick n
9 RVI CAPITAL

aJpLO.V RISK

#TOP IirfalSST BAT'S

• THICKS KM THAU }HOOR P>B KB
. No advanced

ptiicr prosrww.iiBt or Investing

.VJerten'cVie required. 'Send .10.00- for frof.rea.lne. report and

uaer'i aanual. or 175. 00- for co.pl.te aoft.are package. Pljaae

•J.clfv Apple'll» (Appl.eort). CP/K Bale 80. or TBS fo Level II.

"pile lie and Applesoft are lred.»arka of Apple Coaputere, CP/M

la a tr.de.ark of 'Jlgltal Beaearch, Baalc 90 la a tradeaark of

I
Microsoft, and TR3 »5 la a tradeaark of Tandy Corp.

* Add 12.00 for poatag. and han-uing
Ke* Hexlco realdanta alao add 4% tal

POP-CAST rn la written In al.ple. clear language,

knowledge of satheaatlca, coaputer pro Ing,

META SOFTWARE: ENGINEERING

P O Box 18056

Albuquerque NM 87115
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"The Hardware Company"

omputers
Centronics Printer Sale

Completely Refurbished, 30 Day Warranty

Modal #

101 165 c.p.s., 132 print positions, 5 x 7 dot matrix,

areal work horse only $449.00

101 A Same as above with the added features of 9 x 7

dot matrix and USASCII 95 character
only $549.00

101 AL Added Bells and Whistles. All the features of the

101 line plus LSI only $749.00

102A 330 c.p.s., 125 L.P.M. bidirectional print 9 x 7 dot

matrix only $949.00

*306 The best of Centronics line at the best price,

compact, 120 characters per second, 5x7, VFU.
top of form and more only $689.00

Quietlzer covers available for this model only
only $ 89.00

501 165 c.p.s., 30 L.P.M. at 132 character lines, 150
L.P.M. at 30 character lines, 5 x 7 dot matrix,

sprocket feed, motor control only $600.00

503 165 c.p.s., sister to the 501 with bidirectional

print at twice the speed — self tests only $700.00

• Print stands available tor all models only $ 70.00

• Paper catchers lor all models only $18.00

• Inforex 9" CRT w/power supply and keyboard
as is: only $35.00

Options Interfaces

215

• Add lowar caaa to most Con'
tronlos Printers only SSS.00
• For.lgn ch.r.ct.r sots
available).

• Add Motor Control to your
770 print. r only SBS.00
Our Conversion Kit I gives most
Centronics printers the ability

to print in upper and lower

case - $89.00

Our Conversion Kit II turns

your motor on and off auto-

matically. Increases the life of

your printer $95.00

Both kits require NO soldering,

etch cuts, software mod. or

interface. Easy Installation.

ction

• Now use your Centronics
Parallel Printer on any Computer
with a serial Port. Available In

four models all with switchable

baud rates.

Model
CSP • 100

No buffer only $175.00

CSP -200
256 char, buffer only $225.00
CSP 200X
Xon/X off Protocol only $340.00

CSP - 2000
2048 char, buffer only $395.00

PS Models
parallel to parallel
devices $125 $150
PPS Models
Software control serial to

parallel or combination.
multiple ports $350 $395

MS Model
Single modem shared by

4 devices $310
Many Mors Interlaces Available

omputers
85 Factory Street

Nashua, N.H. 03061

To order Call 603-883-5369

Inquiries Always Welcome
Shipping and Handling Extra

Yes We Ship COD.
VKA
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Stephen B. Gray

As we ride the crest of the 39th TRS-80
wave, we see ahead of us a maxim explained,
a BS error explained, advice on other micro
columns in these pages, how to make a
graphics program work on a Model III. a
look at the NRI Schools course that includes
a Model III, Radio Shack's Series I Editor/
Assembler and Debug monitor, a bowling
game. ASCII magazine, and a doodle rou-
tine that simplifies drawing line graphics
on the TRS-80 screen.

Maxim Revisited

The opening of the March column,
referring to a short item at the end of the
column, said it was "a maxim of no relation
to hiram percy." Perhaps I should have
explained that there are two famous Max-
ims: a restaurant in Paris; and Hiram Percy
Maxim, inventor of the Maxim machine
gun and, I believe, one of the founders of
the Amateur Radio Relay League (ARRL),
the ham-radio organization.

BS Error in Graphics Program
Although nobody lost any sleep over

Hiram Percy, some readers may not have
been able to figure out the last problem
left up to them to solve in the explanation
of W.A. Fronek's graphics-storage program
in the Jan. 1982 column (p. 180).

The BS error occurs if you use the
alternate pixel-display routine, beginning
with line 10000, for more than a small
number of pixels. If you have much exper-

ience with arrays, you'll remember that "if

no DIM statement is used, a depth of 11...

is allowed for each dimension of each array
used." as the Level-II manual puts it.

So if you try to display a dozen or more
pixels, you'll get the BS error. The solution
is simple, of course: just insert DIM
statements in the routine, as in line 9052.
(If you think that's a simple problem just

about anybody should be able to solve,
think back to when you first met up with
DIM....)

Those Other Micro Columns
If this is the only microcomputercolumn

you've been reading in Creative, then you're
missing out on some good and sometimes
usable material in the other columns.
Most of the other machines, such as the

Apple, PET and IBM Personal Computer,
use Microsoft Basic. The Atari uses Atari
Basic, but will soon have Microsoft Basic-

available.

Some of the biggest differences between
TRS-80 Basic and the Apple. PET and
IBM PC Basics are, of course, in the graphics
and sound. Also, various statements are
unique to each machine, and some are
difficult or impossible to rework for the
TRS-80.

However, making a program for another
computer run on yours can be a fascinating
challenge, as well as help you learn more
about how your machine works. It also
helps widen your horizons by teaching

you something about computers other than
your own.
As to what you can pick up from other

columns, it all depends on who's writing

them, and when. There were several usable

items from the 1979 and 1980 PET columns,
but not many (programs or columns) in

1981 . The first Apple columns had programs
that too often used disk memory or the
tone generator; a few of the 1980 and 1981

columns have programs you can use with
a little reworking. Keep you eyes on the
IBM Personal Computer column, which
may just have some programs you can
pick up in 1982.

Rectangles Awry
Several readers wrote to say that Leo

Christopherson's Fast Rectangles program
(Dec. 1981. p. 328) doesn't work.
A reader in New York City sent a listing

"of the program as I have it on my machine."
with one line copied incorrectly from the
original. However, even with that line

correct, the program would give an overflow
error on his disk system.

Stephen B. Alberg. of Cherry Hill. NJ.
sent the solution:

"Line I30of the program was left out. It

should read

130X0=-1*(65536-X0)
of course, but it took a while and some
teeth-gnashing for this novice programmer
to figure out why overflow error messages
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BACK TO THE STONE AGE
(An Exercise in Global Destruction)

A strategic nuclear war simulation for two to seven
players including Espionage. Custom Production,

Air to Air and Missile Combat, Sanction's and more.

SPECIFY COMPUTER TYPE
CASSETTE $14 95
REQUIRES 24K APPLE II W/APPLESOFT
16K TRS 80 MODEL l/lll LEVEL II BASIC
24K ATARI 400 800
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADD 6% SALES TAX

LOOK FOR FUTURE TITLES FROM:
ECHELON
6513 LANKERSHIM
BLVD. #2112
NORTH HOLLYWOOD.
CA 91606-2495

APPLE. TRS 80. AND ATARI ARE TRADEMARKS OF APPLE COMPUTER.
INC TANDY CORP. AND WARNER COMMUNICATIONS. RESPECTIVELY
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Give Your TRS-BO* a Tremendous Boost

with RACET computes Software

RACET compotes Utility Soltware makes lha TRS taster, mora elticiant. and easier

to use. Our programming aids improve your productivity Our reputation is lor

products that are professional in design and work as advertised!"

FIELD PROVEN HARD DISK DRIVES AND OPERATING SYSTEM

Now you can use RACETs Hard/Solt Disk Operating System (HSDS) with the

ARM Winchester Disk Drive on the Model II This cost ettective combination

provides 15 Megabytes per drive including ECC Error Correction Code and an

advanced sequencer to lurther ensure data integrity An incremental backup to

(loppy is provided so that only those sectors that were changed Irom the last

backup are saved A lull monthly service contract is available at S30 per month

per drive

The HSDS Software has more than One Year s FIELO Experience The latest

HSDS version adds several enhancements including maintenance ot system tiles

on the hard drive, tiles as large as the disk, the ability to segment the disk as

logical drives, definable directory size, and many utilities including bulk copies

between tloppy and hard drives multiple purge. Superzap. and Directory Catalog

System Full program compatibility with TRSDOS 2 Oa is maintained Mixed

floppy and hard drive operation is supported

HSDS is available tor the Cameo. Cynthia Bull, Corvus. Data Peripherals, and

Santa Clara Systems hard disk systems as well as the ARM Winchester Drive

ARM 15 Megabyte Orhre Subsystem S3895 HSDS Soltware $400

Cameo 5/5 Cartridge Drive $5995 Cynthia Bull 10/10 Drive S7995

new PRODUCT * Model II Fast Backup Utility * $75

5 to 10 times taster backups!" Full disk backup (including verity) 55 seconds'"

on two drive system — 2 15 on single drive system In business, time is money,

and one BACKUP is worth 1000 tears"

new product * INTEGRATED BUSINESS SYSTEM *
ISAM File Structure — Multi-Company Capability Modular structure Each

module includes complete user documentation which guides the user through

installation and allows "practice using a sample data base When ready, the

user simply names his data base and begins The Integrated Business System

program set includes General Ledger. Accounts Receivable. Accounts Payable.

Payroll. Inventory. General Journal. Asset Management and more

Business Programs $250/ module Mod ill. $300/module Mod II, $795 (or all (our

Mod III. $995 tor all tour Mod II General Ledger and Accounts Receivable

available now Accounts Payable and Payroll 1st Quarter 1982

I1 RACET
•—— 1330 N GlASSEll.

COMPUTES
. SUITE M 0RAN6E. CA 92667

adsr response biiow roR rnn caiaiog

•TRS 60 IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK 0E |»NDV CORPORATION

CHECK VISA M'C COD PURCHASE ORDER

IEIEPHONE ORDERS ACCEPTED I H4> 99? 49S0

Dtopp^DflcriLiQdo

Offers Discounts on All

TRS-8CT
COMPUTERS
We Have What You Are Looking For

D PROMPT SHIPPING

AVAILABLE SERVICE CONTRACTS

D DISCOUNTED PRICES COMPAR-

ABLE TO ANY OTHERS
NO TAX ON OUT OF STATE

SHIPMENTS

Call Collect For Prices

And Shipping Schedules

505-257-7865

or write

HAPPY HANDS
P.O. DRAWER I

RUIDOSO, NEW MEXICO
88345
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GET THE MOST FROM YOUR NEC PC-8001

WITH RACET computes SOFTWARE!!

RACET NECDOS $175

RACET NECDOS does more lor your PC-8001 than any other DOS. It's taster,

more efficient and easier to use It's loaded with extra leatures to let you stretch

the limits ol your system This advanced operating system works with the ROM
NBASIC to give lull compatibility with color and other BASIC commands
USER FRIENDLY — Emphasizes Integrity. No MOUNT or REMOVE commands'"
Excellent protection Irom improper diskette swapping AGAIN HELP FIND and

REF commands File password protection

ADVANCED DESIGN. RACET NECDOS utilizes the computer in the 8031 lor most

disk I/O (unctions minimizing memory utilization in the PC-8001 The Dynamic

Transient Area (DTA) allows multiple transients to be scatter loaded and relocated

in memory simultaneously This unique capability optimizes use ot valuable

memory, yet provides an almost limitless growth potential

ADVANCED FEATURES. All DOS functions and commands may be used directly

in a BASIC program!!! Special RUN option allows merging ot programs, retaining

all variables in memory. Fixed block spanned records AUTO and DO commands
Machine language loads and saves MATPRINT and MATINPUT to disk Complete

directory ALL supervisory calls documented and available to the machine

language programmer Superzap utility included

CONVERT TRS-80* PROGRAMS TO RACET NECDOS WITH PROTRAN $99 95

COMPLETE utilities lor file translar and BASIC program conversion Model III

diskettes may be read directly Model I and II via RS 23? Transter BASIC
programs, data tiles. 01 machine language dies NO support is provided tor

conversion ot machine language tiles or PEEK s. POKE'S, or USR's to function on

PC 8001 Includes Mod I. Mod II and RACET NECDOS Datadisk with complete

documentation on conversion requirements and syntax differences

MULTI-KEY SORT MKS $60

SUPER FAST Machine Language In-Memory Sorts Three-key sort on 500

elements in 4 Seconds'" Simple one-line BASIC functions - SORTV and SORTC
verbs Mixed ascending and descending keys

KFS-BO KEYED FILE SYSTEM $150

Machine language BASIC ISAM utility provides keyed and sequential access to

multiple tiles Simple interlace to BASIC Binary tree keyed-lile index system

provides rapid access to records

RACET computes soltware lor the NEC is distributed by the Waybern Corporation

and is available Irom your local NEC Oealer.

litWaybern Corporation
1391 1 Enterprise Dr . Garden Grove, CA 92643

(714)554-4520 • (213)222 7514
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TRS-80, continued...
were being printed when the program was
run with the line missing.

"It would also be helpful to advise those
of your readers with Disk Basic who, like

myself, are relatively unfamiliar with the
subtleties of USR routine programming,
that the program will produce illegal
function-call errors until they insert a
program line such as 105 DEFUSR=&
HFFDO."

Well, Leo's program runs fine exactly
the way it was originally printed— in Level-
II Basic on a Model I. However, for my
48K Model III disk system, Steve's two
suggested lines have to be added. To figure
out the hex value required for line 105,

1

loaded the program, ran it, and did a PRINT
PEEK for addresses 16526 and 16527. This
gave CA and FF as LSB and MSB of the
entry point for the USR call, or &HFFCA,
so if you insert this line

105 DEFUSR=&HFFCA
the program will run fine.

However, Model III Basic has no DEF
USR function. So how do you make Leo's
program work on a non-disk Model III?

Incidentally, figuring out the need for
line 130 is quite an achievement for a
"novice" programmer.

NRI Course With Model III

Perhaps you've seen the NRI Schools
ad in these pages, showing a TRS-80, with
the headline "Now NRI takes you inside
the new TRS-80 Model III microcomputer
to train you at home as the new breed of
computer specialist."

The ad also shows a six-function LCD
Beckman multimeter and a breadboard
called the "NRI Discovery Lab"; the ad
text says, "You don't just program your

Photo I. This photo is part of the NRI
Schools ad for a home-study course that
includes a TRS-80 Model III, a meterand
a breadboard for hardware experiments
with the computer.

computer, you go inside it. ..watch how
circuits interact. ..interface with real sys-

tems—gain a real insight into its nature."
NRI Schools, which used to be the

National Radio Institute, are, like Osborne
books and Byte magazine, part of McGraw-
Hill, as indicated in the colorful 100-page
NRI catalog.

NRI offers eleven home-training courses
in electronics, including video technology.
TV and an audio service, communications
electronics, and microcomputers and
microprocessors. That last-mentioned
course is the first one in the catalog, taking

a dozen pages to describe the ten kits and
each of the lessons.

In Kit 7 you receive a 4K TRS-80 Model
III without disk or cassette recorder; this

EQUM
oppo
EM PL

The only question I missed was 'are you male or female!'

helps keep down the price of course, which
is $2,375 if you pay in full: installment

plans are available.

According to the catalog, after you get
Kit 7, you learn Basic and assembly-language
programming, and then "Using special multi-

conductor cables, you connect your com-
puter to your Discovery Lab.... You write
special driver and sense programs in both
machine language and Basic to operate
the internal circuits you construct. ...you
build circuits that duplicate those one would
find in typical computer applications: switch
inputs, relay closure, indicator lights,

amplifiers, digital-to-analog converters, and
many more."

NRI Lessons

If you were to get all the digital lessons
for this course at once, they'd weigh over
a dozen pounds. The eighteen items consist

of nine books (three sets of three each)
that cover computers in general (Basic

Computing, Computer Architecture, Micro-
computers), seven on TRS-80 hardware,
Basic and assembler (with hardware and
software experiments) and two Radio Shack
manuals: I III Basic, and the technical
reference handbook. There are other books,
which I haven't seen, on the basic electronics

portion of the course, covering resistors,

transistors, relays, power supplies, etc.,

and involving a variety of experiments using
the Discovery Lab and multimeter. (Perhaps
I should call them booklets, but they're all

8^ by 11 inches in size, very nicely typeset
and illustrated, and all fairly thick, so "book"
seems a better word.)

The NRI books (and the course) were
all generated under the guidance of Louis
E. Frenzel, executive director of the NRI
Schools. Lou was at NRI previously, then
spent several years at Heath, where he
guided the computer effort. Lou returned
to NRI, where they're still using, in the
Digital Electronics course, the unique NRI
832 digital computer he designed, which
uses a bank of 1 28 slide switches to demon-
strate how RAM memory operates.

The nine basic books provide a slow
and thorough grounding in the elements
of computer electronics and programming.
The Basic Computing books go into how
computers are used, computer arithmetic.

Boolean algebra, digital logic, flip-flops,

counters, and arithmetic operations.

The architecture series looks at register

transfers, addressing, memory, I/O devices,
peripherals, data conversion, and data
communications. The three on microcom-
puters involve applications, micro-
processors, interface circuits, register

transfers in software, higher-level lan-

guages, etc.

NRI TRS-80 Books
The seven NRI TRS-80 books first guide

the student through programming the TRS-
80, going into great detail on writing and

S.L.LEHTS
** M-tl'
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Adminhirazor.
ABC's

2^

Ii~\
A. Average Daily Attendance, and

homeroom and class absence records

are simple to keep with the touch of your

Apple II keyboard Attendance Program"

#0-052. $24995.

^
B. Basic record keeping, and preparation of report

'cards, honor rolls and master student files are no

longer tasks to compile with "The Grading System

Program" #0-013. $299 95

C. Course requests, section offerings, and lunch periods can

easily be scheduled by the school administrator. "The Class

Scheduling Program" #0-039. $249 95

For more information check your local dealer or contact

CHARLES MANN & ASSOCIATES
55722 Santa Fe Trail

Yucca Valley, CA 92284

(714) 365-9718<HK
CIRCLE 121 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CIICRQTEflCb
TEACHER S AIDE
STUDENT PAK
COURSEWARE

AUTHORING AND
TAKING OF COURSES

& EXAMS WITH
AUTOMATIC

GRADE REPORTS

DO YOU WANT COURSE MATERIAL THAT
FITS YOUR CURRICULUM

EXACTLY?

MICROTEACH IS THE ANSWER *

HAVE YOU HEARD THE GOOO NEWS'

-

• A computer

USE

Educ i

PRODUCED and USED INI

WANT TO LEARN MORE? WANT TO TEACH MORE?

Consult your Dealer or contactCOMPUMAX
P O Box 7239. Memo Park. CA 94025

* Available tor tht Alan 800 and Apple II M»crocomput»*»
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Disc/3
MART , INC.

GO FOR IT!
FOR PRICE,QUALITY & RELIABILITY
ACOUSTIC COUPLERS CALL
ADDS VIEWPOINT Terminal $ 585.00
ANADEX PRINTER 9500/9501 $1299.00
NEC PRINTER 8023A hot new item

100 CPS, Friction/tractor,

Graphics, bi-directional $ 659.00
EPSON Printers (All) CALL
MICRO TERM Terminals CALL
OKIDATA Microline Series CALL
PAPER TIGER 460G $ 899.00

Alto 8000 CALL
Zerox 820 CALL
C Itoh prowriter CALL

CALL FOR QUOTES ON ANY OTHER MICRO PRODUCTS
We are dealers for BASF, DYSAN, 3M(SCOTCH) Dis-
kettes, Cartridges, Mag Tape, etc. In addition we carry a
complete line of Printer Ribbons and other data process-
ing accessories.

i fm^=\ 1840 LINCOLN BLVD.,

Tiler*#^ SANTA MONICA, CA 90404
UlaL/ aJ] (21 3) 450-591 1 icall collect)

MART, INC PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE

circle 165 &n iSIaMR &EHUIUL UAMU "

DISCOUNT
TRS-80
TRS-80 MODEL III

8f2100?850
2 DISK RS-232 (ALL RADIO SHACK EQUIPMENT)

TRS-80 MODEL II $3350
TRS-80 8 4 MEGABYTE HARD DISKS (PRIMARY UNIT) $4040

TR».80COLOB
4«315 „ K«495 ,2.?63S

WE HAVE COLOR DISK DRIVES — '509 1**— *339

I

FREE OUT-OF-STATE TAXES AND SHIPPING COSTS

WE ALSO CARRY A FULL LINE OF PRINTERS. COMPUTERS
AND ACCESSORIES
WARRANTIES HONORED BY ALL COMPANY OWNED RADIO
SHACK STORES OR COMPUTER CENTERS -T M TANDY CORP

PERRY OIL & GAS INC.
DEALERSHIP R 162 1137 NORTH MAIN ST PERRY MICHIGAN 48872

- PHONE (517) 625-4161 MICH
FOR OUR PRICES

PLEASE CALL TOLL FREE
WE ACCEPT CERTIFIED CHECKS

|

CASHIERS CHECKS
AND MONEY ORDERS 1 -800-248-3823
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TRS-80, continued-
running short programs with, for example.
IOV2 pages on variables and strings. Many
nooks and crannies of Basic are explored,
such as the difference between @ and
SHIFT/®, all written very clearly and
informally.

The digital experiments with the Lab
include logic circuits, counters, address
decoding, data handling. I/O ports, and
device control.

Self-test questions, with answers, are
found throughout the books, each of which
also contains multiple-choice "Lesson
Questions" to be answered on what look
like a machine-readable card to be mailed
in to NRI Schools. The catalog says. "Using
handy NRI Consultation Forms and by
commenting on your tests and quizzes,

your instructors answer your questions,
help you over the humps...." Those Con-
sultation Forms are for sending questions
to your instructors.

If I were going to buy the course, I'd

like it to include a disk drive or two, with
many lessons and experiments on disk

hardware and software. However, that

would probably add well over $1,500 to
the cost, just for one drive and the additional

lessons togo with it. At the moment, this is

the only home-study course for the TRS-
80, and if you've got the time and the
money, it's well worth both.

Series I Editor/Assembler
Radio Shack's Series I Editor/Assembler

"for assembly language programming,
includes text editor and manual with Z-80
instruction-set information." as the catalog
has it. and comes in two versions.

For $29.95 you get the cassette version
for 16K Level-I/H or Model III; for $34.95,
the disk version for Model I/HI. The manual
is apparently the same in both versions,
with the addition of a mimeographed page
for Model III owners, about using the left

Shift key for typing certain symbols.
The manual, according to the indicia

page, is "derived from the original Tape
Editor/Assembler," copyrighted 1978 by
Microsoft. The previous manual is 132
pages long; the rewrite covers 255 pages
and goes a long way toward making assem-
bly language seem less formidable than
the shorter one did.

The third paragraph of the shorter manual
says, "The assembler portion of the Editor/
Assembler facilitates the translation of sym-
bolic language source programs into
machine executable code." The new version
takes it a little easier: "Using the editor,
you enter the machine-language source
code, consisting of a convenient set of
abbreviations and symbols. The assembler
then converts or assembles this into object
code, which the computer understands."
And so the longer manual goes, explaining

things in more detail, and looking much
less forbidding than the older manual, which

goes right into "notation conventions" on
the first page; the new manual introduces
them as "special terms" on page seven.

Most of both manuals is taken up with
the Z-80 instruction set. but the 95 pages
in the older text are expanded to 188 pages
in the new edition. Much of the additional

space is blank, because the older manual
used a two-column makeup. Radio Shack
may have decided this looked too crowded
and grim, and spread out the material,

which is almost exactly the same in the

new edition, but with expanded examples
here and there, and some additional
examples now and then.

For the same $29.95. you now get a
manual that looks much less like an
engineer's reference handbook than the
1978 edition, plus some additional material
that helps explain assembly language, which
to most of us is the most complicated
aspect of the TRS-80. Perhaps because of
the added material, perhaps due to a higher
level of computer sophistication among
people who buy a TRS-80 today, the catalog

no longer has an asterisk beside the Editor/
Assembler item with the footnote "Intended
for advanced programmers only."

The revised manual has an index, but
still doesn't say a word about why you
might, or should, be interested in assembly
language. Nor does the catalog, apparently
still on the assumption that if you have to
ask, you don't need it. As noted in the
earlier item in this column on assembler
(Oct. 1979, p. 172). "Anything that can be
done in any other language on a particular

computer can be done in Assembly Lan-
guage," and "Most real-time programs have
to be written in assembly language, because

-»V

•creative computing

"I've been cooking him all day and he's still

tough!''

Basic is too slow. If you wrote a Lunar
Lander program in Basic, the lander would
crash while the Basic interpreter was fiddling

with the high-level language."

Debug
Whatever happened to T-Bug, Radio

Shack's machine-language monitor for the

Level-I TRS-80 that was featured in catalogs

right up through RSC-5 in 1981?

The monitor has been improved,
expanded and rewritten to work with 4K
Level-I, 16K Level-II or Model HI Basic,

and renamed Debug. Catalog RSC-6
describes this $19.95 utility as used "For
entering, testing and debugging machine-
language programs. Allows modifications
to RAM and registers, Level-II and Model
III Basic include single-step execution of

programs, breakpoint interruption of execu-
tion."

The original T-Bug (Oct. 1979, p. 172).

was at first sold with a small, skimpy 12-

page booklet that was later enlarged to a
40-page manual, and was described in the

catalogs as "For advanced programmers
only." RSC-6 carries no such warning for

Debug, perhaps because the manual makes
the monitor seem much less complicated
than did the T-Bug book.
Debug has three commands in common

with T-Bug: J for Jump. M for Modify
Memory, and R for Change Register
Contents. Debug 's T for Load System Tape,
and W for Write a System Tape, seem
very much like T-Bug s L for Load and P
for Punch.

Unique to Debug are commands for

Single-Step, Return to Basic. Full-Screen

and Half-Screen Display modes, and Update
Display Continuously.

While the 18-page Debug manual doesn't

contain the lengthy Z-80 instruction sets

and memory maps found in the T-Bug
manual, it does have the same handy list

of subroutines in the Model I, Levels I and
II, that can be accessed with Debug. These
include Display Byte, Keyboard Scan, Save
Memory to Cassette, and Output to Line
Printer.

If you want to make the most efficient

use of memory space and processing time,

or to write real-time games, you should
look into assembly-language programming
and Debug, along with the Editor/
Assembler.

Tenpins
One of several clever TRS-80 games

from Acorn Software Products (634 N.
Carolina Ave. S.E.. Washington, DC 20003)
is Tenpins, which has just about all the

features of real bowling, and is $14.95 for

I6K tape. $20.95 for 32K disk, for Model
I/HI.

This machine-language game can be
played in two ways. Beginners can position

the ball left or right with two arrow keys,
and start it rolling with the spacebar. As j
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We will meet or
beat any price
in the U.S.A. on

MICROCOMPUTERS
In fact, no matter what price

you see advertised by Micro

Management, Perry Oil, Pan

American, or any authorized

Radio Shack dealer for TRS-

80 Computers with pure fac-

tory installed memory and

full warranty, we'l l beat itl

ATARI
MICROCOMPUTERS

We have consistently offered

the complete TRS-80, ATARI,

EPSON, APPLE, and MAXELL
lines at the best prices in the

U.S.A. And we offer the best

delivery from the largest

inventory in the Northeast.

If you're looking for the best

prices in the U.S.A., check

the others but call Computer

Discount of America.
> 80 and Radio Shack are trademarks ol Tandy Co

CALL TOLL FREE:
800-526-5313

Computer
Discount
of America

COMPUTER DISCOUNT OF AMERICA. INC.

15 Marshall Hill Road. West Milford Mall

West Milford. New Jersey 07480-2198

In New Jersey Call 201-728-8080
CIRCLE 133 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TODAY'S just another good reason to be a subscriber to the

CompuServe Information Service. Because TODAY is a magazine

published free-of-charge for our customers and also offered to

others interested in the latest developments in the growing

videotex industry.

TODAY includes new and current product and service

offerings on the System, technological developments at

CompuServe and in the industry, customer profiles, features on

information providers and announcements of special events. An
extensive subject index appears in each issue.

Ask for a demonstration of the

CompuServe Information Service at a

Radio Shack® Computer Center. Videotex

software is available for various brands

of personal computers. CompuServe

Information Service, 5000 Arlington

Centre Blvd., Columbus, Ohio 43220.

(614) 487-8680

CompuServe

CIRCLE 139 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Computer Gaines!
How can we tell you about 400

computer games in one advertisement?

We ve got the worlds largest line of

computer games. Over 400 in all.

They re on cassette and disk for eight

popular personal computers: Atari.

Apple. Tl 99/4. PET. TRS-80. Sorcerer,

SolandCP/M.
From A to Z. Action Games to Z-Chess

II. we ve got loads of best-sellers inclu-

ding Super Invader for the Apple, a
complete line of six Adventure games.
Backgammon. Milestones and Cycle
Jump.
Not only that, we publish the best-

selling books. Basic Computer Games
and More Basic Computer Games with

over 500.000 copies in print.

We ve also got a nifty board game.
Computer Rage . sets of three binary dice,

acrobatic toy robots. T-shirts and lots of

other goodies.

You II find comprehensive descriptions

of all of our software, books, games and
peripherals in our huge 48-page catalog

Its unique in the small computer field For

your free copy, write or call us today or

circle our number on the reader service

card.

scot-c-eeted hi -scopt-oeoao

* A * iHVftfC

Super Invader features superb high-

resolution graphics, nail-biting tension

and hilarious antics by the moon crea-

tures

creative
computing
39 East Hanover Ave.
Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -81 12
InNJ 201-540-0445
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TRS-80, continued...
the four-page instruction brochure says,

'To start with, this is a simple game of
random luck, but it will get you used to
how to play."

Advanced players can put more force
on the ball by holding down the spacebar,
and/or change the direction of the ball,

after it has started moving, with the two
arrow keys. Thus they can control direction,

spin and force. "A fourth factor is added
at all times to stop excessive strikes," says
the manual. "This amount is zero at the
two edges and increases toward the center
to simulate the imperfections in the lane,
the ball and the player."

The ball gets smaller as it rolls down the
lane, which is drawn in perspective. Pins
are knocked over, dead pins are removed,
and the player's score is displayed along
with a miniature pinfall guide to show
which pins are still standing. A full score-
board is displayed at game's end, and can
be examined during play.

Sound effects are provided: a tickety-
tickety when the ball is rolling, a splat-

splat for falling pins, and a brief fanfare
for a strike.

One thing I didn't see was the flying pin
that sometimes solves the problem of a
split, although perhaps I didn't put enough
spin and/or force on the ball.

If bowling isn't your thing. Acorn has
othergames you may like, including Basket-
ball. Astroball (Pinball with added features).

Invaders From Space, Space Rocks, and
Everest Explorer.

ASCII Magazine
Two months ago, when I tried to check

out ASCII magazine, I couldn't make the
first game work. So I put it aside in favor
of a game that did run.

Now I've checked out two ASCII cas-
settes, which are for 16K Level-II TRS-80,

and they are disappointing. The first, dated
March 1981 (received in October), has a
nice opening, showing a TV set, with a
screen message of what's on the tape.
However, the arrow keys don't move the
car left or right in "Roadrace," so dozens
of collisions take place. The "Baseball"
game requires memorizing too many
things— all of which could have been printed
on an accompanying sheet— before playing,
and getting on base is almost impossible.
The ski-slalom game, "ASCII Slopes,"

is too easy; most of the gates are in straight

lines down the slope. "Morse Code" is one
of the two good items on the cassette ; with
it you can learn Morse, take tests on it,

and send code.
The other side of the March cassette

contains notes about this cassette "news-
letter," about the staff participating in a
TRS-80 show and introducing computers
at local school, all a waste of tape, all of
which could have been printed up on the
sort of pages CLOAD magazine enclosed
with each cassette.

The next item couldn't be loaded at all.

The last item included four trace puzzles
without any explanation, but which use a
computer to do what is usually done—much
cheaper— with pencil and paper: trying to
trace all the parts of a geometric figure
without lifting the pencil, each part only
once.

The April 1981 issue, which I received
in December, is apparently a quickie
attempt to catch up, and is a total waste of
tape. All but the last item could have printed
up, and saved the user time and money.

After overlong comments that "ASCII
is quickly moving back on schedule," there's

a diatribe against computer thieves who
circumvent passwords and such, a juvenile
discussion of debugging, two ads, an
incompetent piece on word processing in

'You're being replaced. Cariiroove.

the office, another quickie episode in a

continuing history of mainframe computers
(why?), and a sophomoric puzzle.

As evidence that this cassette was pre-

pared quickly in a poor attempt to catch
up: just about all of it could have been
supplied on a typed sheet or two; spelling

errors abound; only half of one side of a
30-minute cassette is used (recorded only
once); and the material is mostly trivial,

nothing for which you'd want to pay $40 a
year for 12 issues.

One funny item: "ASCII is now being
examined by 'TRS-80 Strings"...known for

its discerning glances at various products
for the TRS-80. ASCII would like to receive

a most favorable review and we are looking
forward to its appearance." Sorry about
that.

But maybe I'm too prejudiced in favor
of CLOAD, which in its November 1981
issue has a "Bounce" game that alone is

worth both issues of ASCII. However,
CLOAD had a few problems at first, too.

Maybe ASCII will improve. You might try

sending them $5 for a sample issue in mid-
1982, if they're still in business at Box 516,
Valley Stream, NY 1 1582. But as of now-
early 1982-CZ.OAD wins hands-down.

Short Program #28: Doodle Routine
Dan Rollins of Azusa, CA, sent this

draw-a-line program:
"I have owned my Model I for just over

\Vi years. In that time a $499 Level-I
machine has been transformed into a 48K
Level-II with dual drives, an IDS 440 Paper
Tiger with graphics option, and a direct-

connect modem The Connection." During
this time I have fanatically read everything
on the TRS-80, learning a great deal about
Basic and machine language.

"I would like to pass on to your readers
a few ideas I learned in the form of the
Basic program in Listing 1.

"Lines 100-200 are the best all-purpose
doodle routine I've seen. Though it uses
ideas from many sources, it's all original

code.
"Line 1 10 blinks the cursor at the current

position.

"The PEEK in line 120 is an INKEY$
without the disadvantages of that command.
It continually strobes the area in memory-
mapped I/O for the arrow keys, ENTER,
CLEAR, SPACEBAR and BREAK. This
means that as long as a key or keys are
pressed, the action is repeated.

"Lines 150 and 160 make use of the
'logical' variable to increment of decrement
the value of the X,Y coordinates according
to the value of the depressed keys.

"Lines 170 and 180 use the same type of
logic to keep the cursor on the screen. To
understand the principle here, just remem-
ber that the expression between the paren-
theses is evaluated as either -1 (true) or
(false). Multiplying such an expression by
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Making small printers for people who think big.

OKIGRAPH
Dot Addressable Graphics
Prints Circles
Around The Competition
Or squares. Or charts. Or graphs. Or illustrations.

Or any graphic data your computer tells it to

print. All with superb clarity and resolution.

OKIGRAPH" is standard equipment on the Microline

84 and the Model 2350. It's an easily added option

to the Microline 82A and 83A. So don't settle for the

plain old text you get with other printers. Be creative.

With Okigraph.

Interested? Contact us at 111 Gaither Drive, Mount
Laurel, N.J. 08054, or call (800) 257-7768 for the name
of your local authorized Okidata distributor.

Okidata is a subsidiary of

Oki Electric Industry Company Ltd

• OKIGRAPH" I includes

two plug-in PROMs and
an instruction manual
on Assembly language

programming.

• OKIGRAPH" n includes

a floppy disk for addi-

tional graphics printing

features and an instruc-

tion manual.

Microline 83A

Microline 84
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^TRS-80, continued...
a value returns either that value's negative
counterpart or 0. This idea may be used
advantageously to avoid the IF question.

"Lines 2000 to 2080 constitute a novel
use of the VARPTR function of Level-11
Basic. In this case, the interpreter is tricked
into thinking it is storing a string in video
memory.

"Line 2060 takes that string and places
it in high memory where string arrays are
stored. From here the array may be sent to
a disk or tape file for recall at a later time.
"The saved strings are restored to the

screen in lines 3000 to 3060. Note that

1,024 characters cannot be PRINTed to
the screen. Even with a trailing semicolon,
the final character forces a line-feed. This
is overcome by POKEing its ASCII value
into that spot of video memory."
With the spacebar down, the cursor

moves without writing. The four arrow
keys, singly, direct the cursor in the four
main directions. Used in pairs, they direct

the cursor in directions at 45 degrees to

the horizontal. The SHIFT key erases the
dots; CLEAR will clear the screen.

If you don't want to save any of your
doodles, delete lines 1999 through 3060.

Writing can be speeded up by decreasing
the delay-loop times or by removing the T-
loops in line 110. However, the faster the
writing, the harder you may find it to stop
at a desired point.

10 CLEAR 2000: DIM AS(15>
99 'xx ALL-PURPOSE D000LE ROUTINE!
ioo cls: x=6o: y=z3
no if point<x»y>.reset(x.y>:for t=i to io:next:set<xfY>else
set<XfY>:for t=i tc io:next:resf.t(x.y>

120 K=PEEK< 14400)
130 IF K=l THEN 2000
140 IF K»2 THEN 100
ISO Y=Y+< (KAND8)=8>-< < KANO". 6 ) = 16 )

160 X=X* < ( KAND32 ) =32 ) - < < KAND64 > =44 >

170 X=X+<X>127>»127 - (X<0)xl27
180 Y=Y+(Y>47)x47 - <Y<0)*47
190 IF (KAND128>=128 THEN 110
195

xx

<ENTER> TO CREATE ARRAY
•<CLEAR> TO CLEAR SCREEN
'UP. DOWN ARROWS
' LEFT » RIGHT ARROWS
'SCREEN WRAP-AROUND

1 <SPACEBAR>+<ARROW>
= TRAVERSE W/O CHANGE

200 IF PEEK(14464) THEN RESET(X.Y) ELSE SET(X.Y)
203
206
210 GOTO 110
1999 'xx ROUTINE SAVES SCREEN IN A* < 0-15)
2000 FOR J=0 TO 15
2005 1=15360 + JX64
2010 Sto": V=VARPTR<S$)
2020 MSB-INT (I/256)t LSB=I-MSBx256
2030 POKE V.64
2040 POKE V+l.LSB
2050 POKE V+2.MSB
2060 A»(J)=S$
2070 NEXT
2080 GOTO 2080
2999 'xx RESTORE SAVED ARRAY TO SCREEN
3000 CLS
3010 FOR J=0 TO 14
3020 PRINT A$(J>;
3030 NEXT
3040 PRINT LEFT«(A*(15>.63>;
3050 POKE 16383. ASC(RIGHTt <A*(15)tl)>
3060 GOTO 3060

<SHIFT>+<ARROW>
= ERASE DOT

LINE BY LINE

CHANGE LENGTH
POINT TO CURRENT

SCREEN POSITION

LNW SEMI-KITS can save you hundreds of dollars. By obtaining your own parts at the lowest
possible cost and assembling the LNW SEMI-KITS, you can have the most highly acclaimed
microcomputer in the industry- the LNWSO. The LNW SEMI-KITS are affordable modules You
can start with a modest cassette system and expand to a full4Mhz TRS-80 compatible system with
5 or 8 inch double density disks and color at any time.

A. LNWSO CPU - Made of high quality FR4 glass epoxy double sided circuit material, with plated-
through holes and gold edge connector. It is fully solder-masked and silk screened. Here are just
some of the outstanding features you will have when your LLNWBO CPU board is fully assembled:
• 1 6K RAM • Color and black and white video • 480 x 1 92 high resolution graphics • 64 and 80
column video • 4 Mhz Z80A CPU • Upper and lower case display • 500 and 1 000 baud cassette
I/O $89 95
B. SYSTEM EXPANSION- Expand the LNWSOcomputerboard. TRS-80 and PMC 80 computer
with the following features • 32K memory • Serial RS232C and 20Ma port • Real time clock •
Parallel printer port • 5 inch single density disk controller e Expansion bus (screen printer port) e
Onboard power supply • Solder-masked and silk screened legend - 169 95 (tin plated contacts) -

$84 95 (gold plated contacts)

C. KEYBOARD - 74 key expanded professional keyboard - includes 1 2 key numeric keypad Fully
assembled and tested. - $99 95
0. COMPUTER CASE - This stylish instrument-quality solid steel case and hardware kit gives your
LNWSO that professional factory-built appearance. - $84.85 Add $1 2.00 for shipping.

E. SYSTEM EXPANSION CASE- This stylish instrument-quality solid steel case and hardware kit

gives your SYSTEM EXPANSION interface that professional factory- built appearance. - $59 95
Add $1 OOO for shipping.

F. LNWSO CPU - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT - $82.00
Q. LNWSO VIDEO - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT - S31 .00
H. SYSTEM EXPANSION - HARD TO FIND PARTS KIT - $27.50
1. LEVEL II ROM set (6 chip set) - SI 20.00

VISA and MasterCard accepted Add $3.00 for shipping plus $ 1 00 for each additional item. All

shipments via UPS surface Add $2.00 for U.S. Mail Shipments outside continental U.S.: funds must
be U.S. dollars. Sufficient shipping costs must be Included with payment.

ORDERS « INFORMATION -

SERVICE -(714)641 -8850
(714)544-9744

LNW Research Corp.
2620 WALNUT Tustin, CA. 92680
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800 Computer ltf i729,00

800 Conputer 32k $769.00

800 Computer 18k. $839.08

825 Printer <S0 coi)..$599.00

810 Disk Drive $129.00

850 Intf. Moo $155.00

822 Thernal Printer.. $329. 00

820 Printer $259.00

510 Recorder $65.00

830 Mooen $115.00

Special Software Packages

The Entertainer $69,00

Star Raiders, Missile

Coniwnd, am Joysticks.

Toe Progratyter ...$51.00

BASIC Programing

language. Self teaching

guide to BASIC , and

BASIC reference nanual

SOFTWARE STREET
PRESENTS

The Edijcator $99.00 We also feature trenendous

110 Recorder, BASIC savings frowi

programing language, Atari

ario States and Capitals. Atari Progra* Exchange

Adventure International

TOP SLUING PTOGIWE Crystal

P.D.I.

Missile Camand $33.96 L.J.K.

Asteroids. $33.96 Dynaconp

Invitation to Prog. 2.. $16.96 Quality Software

Invitetiori to Frog. 3.. $16.96 Avalon Hill

Assembler /Eoitor $18.96 Epy>

Jaw Bretker $25.95 Computer consultants

Cranston Minor $29.95 Synapse

Dodge Rjcer $19.95 Datasoft

Atari «ord Processor.. $129.95 United Software

Atari World $59.95 On-Line

Star Raiders $39,96 0»S»S.

Intruder Alert $11.95 Softer* street

Samy the Sea Serpent. .$11.95 ™ REGISTERED

TRADEMARK
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Software Street

3392 Clipper Dr,

Chino, CA 91711

(711) 591-3161

Software Street is your

ngil order Atari discount

center

.

Shipping costs!

Software-nininuM $2.00

Hardware-prices will vary

(please call)

Call or Write for your

Free catalog.

prices subject to change

Short on Memory? i>*M^

Satisfy your IBM Personal Computers requirments with

single board space saving memory products

from

PERSYST
Capacities from 64k BYTES to 256k BYTES

In stock for immediate delivery

Single Board • Uses IBM memory diagnostics

IBM like documentation • One year warranty

• Thorough testing with elevated temperature burn-in

PROTOTYPE KIT
Full size extender card with support for board under test

and a universal wirewrap board make it possible for

hardware developers or hobbiest to breadboard and test new designs.

PERSONAL SYSTEMS TECHNOLOGY, INC
22957 La Cadena, Laguna Hills, CA 92653 s^
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WillFastie

I had some trouble deciding how to

open the column this month. I like to be
chatty and witty and swave, but I can't

always do that at 5:00a.m. Worse, though.
I couldn't quite settle on the tone. So I've

decided to let you decide which one is

best.

Intro #1
63 days.

Can you believe it? Over two months! I

could have just walked into any computer
store and bought an Apple or something
right off the shelf, but nooooooo, I had to

order an IBM.

Intro #2
YAHOO! YIPEE! WO-YAH! YIP YIP

YIP YEA! HURRAY! YEAH! I got it!

Take your pick. In any case, see Photo
1 . And let me tell you all about it.

Unpacking Wills System
My system arrived in four boxes and a

shopping bag. The Baltimore IBM Product
Center had configured the system for me
and installed all the options I bought. Then
they checked the system out and repacked
it for my pickup. The shopping bag had
the boxes in which my installed options
had been shipped, as well as the unneeded
shipping bolts and back panel covers.

My system is a 64K, single disk system
which includes the IBM printer, both display

adapters, the game control adapter, the

Monochrome display, DOS, and Easy-
Writer. I'll offer just a couple of words of

W. H. Faslie. 71 10 Sheffield Road. Baltimore. MD
21212.

Photo 1. The author's system. Note covey ofjoysticks.

explanation on my configuration, ignoring

my financial limits. I bought the Mono-
chrome Display/Printer adapter and the

Monochrome Display because I will be
using the system primarily for word pro-

cessing. I bought the Color/Graphics
adapter because I want to have the graphics

capability. If I had been limited to one
display, I think I would still have chosen
the IBM monitor, again because of the
word processing use.

The system unit and keyboard came
packed in nice-looking boxes, each with

pictures of the contents on the outside.

Both were well-packed. The system unit

box had a cardboard tray on which the

manuals and power cord were packed.
The Monochrome Display and the printer

were also packed well, but came in non-
IBM boxes which were typical of the country

of their origin. My only complaint about

the packing was that the keyboard had
little pieces of styrofoam from the packing
material lodged between the keys— it took
me a few minutes to clean it all out.

The two manuals delivered with the

system are the Guide to Operations and
the Basic manual. The Guide to Operations
gives all the information you need to

assemble and operate your system, regard-

less of configuration. It also includes a
diskette (or cassette) of diagnostics. I owe
IBM an apology about that.

I have previously complained about the

cost of the advanced diagnostics package,
saying that provision should be made for

good diagnostics in the hands of the users.

The package delivered with the system is

the one I tested in Boca Raton, and is

more than adequate for owners and users.

It is now clear to me that the advanced
diagnostics are for repair purposes.
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Expand Your IBM Personal Computer
O Memory Expansion Board.

Datamac's Expansion Board offers 4 TIMES the amount of memory
offered by the IBM PC. Configurations can be set at 64K, 128K, 192K

and 256K bytes. Board can be upgraded at 64K capacities.

O Winchester Disk System.
Priced 30% lower than competitive systems, Datamac's Winchester

Disk System is housed within the IBM chassis and is easy to install

directly into the floppy disk slot.

The Datamac Memory Expansion Board for the IBM Personal

Computer is available through participating Computerland Dealers.

Peripheral Products Division, 680AlmanorAve., Sunnyvale, CA 94086. (408) 735-0323

thHtac
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ED-SCI STATISTICS
FOR THE PROFESSIONAL A COMPLETE STATISTICS

AND DATA MANAGEMENT PACKAGE

Data Entry and Filing

•By Variable Name and
Case Number

• One-Time Data Entry
• Easy and Rapid Editing

• Data Entry Worksheets

Data File Manipulation
•Add New Variables

•Add or Delete Case Values
•Create SUBFILES By User
Defined SEARCH &
SELECT Criteria

• Merge Files

Statistical Calculations

• Mean, Std. Dev, Std. Error

•Coefficient of Variation

• Frequency Distribution

•Unpaired t-Test

• Paired t-Test

• Mann-Whitney U Test

•Wilcoxon Paired Sample Test

•Chi-Square Test
• Linear Regression
Correlation
•One-Way ANOVA with the

Newman -Keuls Test

•Hard Copy of Data & Results

Statistical Calculations can be made on VISICALC* (DIF)

and DATADEX * FILES. Graphic Plotting of all ED-SCI
STATISTICS Data Files can be done with APPLE PLOT.*

Only $95.00 brings you the ED-SCI STATISTICS instruction

manual, the Master Program Disk, and a Back-Up Disk.

See ED-SCI STATISTICS at your local Apple Computer store.

Dealer inquiries invited. For information please phone or write:

Ed-Sci Development
460 Beacon St. San Francisco, CA 94131 (415) 282-7020

ED-SCI STATISTICS requires an Apple II with the Applesoft or

Language Card, or an Apple II+, 48K memory, and at least one
disk drive with DOS 3.3 (16 sector).

'Apple is a registered trademark ol Apple Computer Inc.

VisCak: is a registered trademark of Personal Software Inc

DATADEX is a registered trademark of Sonoma Sottworks
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Pat «4.259.70S

WARNING!
Electric Power Pollution.

Spikes & Lightning

HAZARDOUS to

MICROCOMPUTERS!!
Patented ISOLATORS provide

protection from . .

.

• Computer errors caused by

power line interference

• Computer errors due to system

equipment interaction

• Spike damage caused by
copier/elevator/air conditioners

• Lightning caused damage
•* FULLY GUARANTEED"

• ISOLATOR (ISO 1) 3 isolated 3-prong sockets: Spike Suppression:

useful tor small offices, laboratories, classrooms $69.95

• ISOLATOR (ISO 2) 2 isolated 3-prong socket banks; (6 sockets

total); Spike Suppression; uselul lor multiple equipment installa-

tions $69.95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO 3) similar to ISO 1 except double isolation

& oversize Spike Suppression; widely used for severe electrical

noise situations such as lactories or large offices. $104.95

• SUPER ISOLATOR (ISO 1 1 1 similar to ISO 2 except double isolated

socket banks 4 Oversize Spike Suppression: for the larger system

In severe situations $104.95

• MAGNUM ISOLATOR (ISO-17) 4 Quad Isolated Sockets; Multiple

Spike Suppressors; For ULTRA-SENSITIVE Systems in extremely

Harsh environments $181.95

• CIRCUIT BREAKER, any model (Add CB) Add $9.00

• CKT BRKR/SWITCH/PILOT (CBS) Add $17.00

AT YOUR DEALERS MasterCard, Visa, American Express

ORDER TOLL FREE 1 800 225 4876 (except AK, Hi, PR & Canada)

L*±zJ Electronic Specialists, Inc

Technical & Non 800 1 617 655-1532
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IBM, continued...

Ifyou follow the instructions in the Guide
to Operations, you should have no difficulty

putting your system together, connecting
the parts, or getting it started. You should
also not have any trouble locating problems,
in the event your system is DOA (dead on
arrival). The Guide also has some very
valuable information on parts of the system
which is not contained in other documents.
so I recommend a very careful reading.

My system came alive right away, passed
all the diagnostics, and settled in for a long
stay. I promptly stepped out to stock up
on a few ancillary items. At Radio Shack. I

bought the CTR-80A Computer Cassette
Recorder, a set of joysticks, three diskettes,

and a couple of cassette tapes. You'll recall

that I previously bought the RF modulator.

MAINFRAME CAI ON A MICRO
The PLASHCAI system that for the pan IS

years has run on mainframe computer! now
operateson theDEC LSI ll 23 microcomputer.
No. not in abridged Formal it is the complete
PLANIT, fully compatible with us bin brother!.
With more CAI convenience than you have
ever dared to lioix- for in a micro, h accommo-
date! authors, siinlcnis. experimenter!, etc.:

up to eight at once in any mil.

Graphic!? You bet. Just attach a graphics
terminal. Sa> you plumed in a Tektronix 4027.
you would have uraphici galore and in full

color. Videodisc? Sure, if you have the hardware
for it.

In caae you are wondering what PLANI I is.

ii isan authoring system lorcomputerized learning
scripts: it is a tune shanne. system which
administers training: it is an educational
management system for charibtg student progiei
and directing learning: it is a problem-solving
tool that invert! matrices as easily as adding
two number!; it is what von want to make it.

Anil it is easy to do.

We supply the software or I complete turnkey
system. Contact us lor details. Soltware price;
*2.4.s() i less an educational discount I.

I KYI SOFTWARE UNUMITI I)

7200 SAN Burtingame Avenue
Portland. OR s>721>>

Tel: 503 :4>.i7u.t
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TRS-BtV**
COLOR GAME
LIMITED OFFER

!

FREE
Wt LL SEND »OU OUR BONUS GAMt Of »NE WONlH
WHEN VOU SEND US A SELf ADDRESSED STAMPED
ENVELOPE *OR OUR FREE COLON PROGRAM LIST

16KfK?:MOHI-RESOLUTION GAMES"

STARBASE ATTACK
5295

tafOaftaatJ'2 95

aft mMMWm i 12.95

HIGH SPftOARCADC GAME

KQSttlC KftttMAZE 18.95
JOYSTICKS REO'D •US W t* a 1ft of

Tandy Corp.

CERTIFIED CHECKS OR MONET ORDERS ONIV

illustrated memory banks
P.O.BOX 289
WIIUAMSTOWN. MA 012670269

EXPIRES 12-15-81 "CASSETTE
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I got some parts to build my joystick adapter
box. and some paper to feed my printer.

My first project was the connection of

the cassette recorder. This was quite simple,

as all the necessary cables are provided
with the recorder. The only question I had
was which way a jumper on the system
board was set. This jumper determines
whether the microphone or auxiliary jack

will be used for cassette data output, and
is factory set for the microphone jack.

This caused me to open my unit for the
first time so I could verify this and other
jumper settings, install the RF modulator,
and generally look around.

I found something that bothered me.
IBM provides a plastic card guide in slot 2
to support the end of the long display

$ Dysan
•/corporation

I Dya
bovlOOfti

MSm AJ ante* •tappad

24 horn. C*l tot FREt
235-4137 lot prtcaa and aaV.maHiiii

nd Maatar Caaa i

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd

San Luis Obispo. CA
93401 (In Cal call

(805)543-1037)
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"We Sell The
Best For Less'

maxEll
Floppy Disks

Box of 10
5%" SS/DD

CS

29"
Add $1 SO for postage

Send to a handling

'>• Epicenter International,
Software Division
473 Washington Street

Wellesley. MA 02181
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adapter. I had hoped, since 1 was purchasing

both display adapters, that there might be
another card guide in my system. Not so.

At first I ignored the matter. A few weeks
later, however, I was inside the system
again testing a different RF modulator
and I noticed that my monochrome card,

the unsupported one in slot 3, had warped
considerably 11/8" is considerable) in the

direction of the Color Graphics adapter. I

promptly called the IBM Product Center
to order an extra one, but I don't know if

I'll get it or not. IBM should install these

guides in each and every slot. Until they

do, third party vendors with long cards
should provide the guide with their products.

My next step was installation of my RF
modulator and making the TV connection.

The Sup'R Mod II installed just as I thought
it would, that is. electrically. It turns out
that the wires leading from the graphics

board to the modulator, which are wound
around a ferrite core, do not allow con-
venient placement of the modulator inside

the system unit.

I talked to Marty Spergel. the President

of M&R Enterprises (oops, I called them
"Industries" before— sorry) who said that

the purpose of the core was to keep the

signal as free as possible from interference.

However, he also said that the IBM was a
lot cleaner than most, and that the core
could probably be removed without affect-

ing either the quality of the modulated
signal or your neighbor's TV. M&R does
suggest "caution and courtesy" in their

instructions— you should check with your
neighbors in any event.

If I remove the ferrite core, the modulator
fits nicely on the side of the power supply,
with the wires trailing over the top rear of
the cards. I haven't done that yet, because
I'm still in an RF modulator testing mode.
The first one I got for testing was a new
one from M&R Enterprises, the Sup'R Mod
V. This device is FCC approved, very nicely

built, and connected the same way as the
Sup'R Mod II. The big difference is that

there is only one box. This box attaches to

your TV and includes a switch for selecting

the computer or the TV and a switch for
selecting either VHF channel 3 or 4. This
is the other difference between it and its

older brother- the model II wants UHF
channel 33,

Both modulators work very nicely and
produce good displays. I tried them both
on my 17" Sony, my 13" Toshiba, and a
little 9" black and white TV which is

attached to the system as my graphics
display device. I think the Sup'R Mod II is

a little sharper, because in 80-column mode
I can read my 9" TV a little better. I think
this is mostly a function of being on channel
33. My friend Tom has seen both in action
and has borrowed the newer one, which
he says he likes very much. I have no
hesitation in recommending either one.
with a few extra points to the V because of
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Plain Talk About Business Computers

Can a Small Computer
Really Save You Time?

Time is Money
Theophrastus said time was the most

valuable thing a man could spend. Fifteen

centuries later Haliburton agreed saying,

we reckon hours and minutes to be dollars

and cents.' Today, time is more valuable

than ever—and more fleeting.

About the only way to gain time is to use
it more efficiently and effectively. That's

where we come in

Small Business Computers— by the way,
the small' refers to computers, not to busi-

ness—will dramatically increase your effec-

tiveness and help save you time and money
How so?
You get flagrantly honest evaluations and

reviews of computers and software. We
don t just tell you what a program can do;

we tell you what it doesn't do. what it does
poorly, and what it should do for the price

If advertisers don't like that, we don t want
their business, and you're better off without

them. Fortunately, most companies appre-
ciate our honesty. In fact, one of our
reviewers has gained a reputation because
of the many software houses that have
incorporated his suggestions into their

products We re proud of that.

Plain Talk

Small Business Computers explains the

complexity of today s computerized business

world without the technical jargon and
doubletalk that may have held you back
before. In its easily comprehensible "how-

to style. Small Business Computers answers
your questions while providing the infor-

mation you need to make some tough
decisions. As you select, purchase, and
install your computer system. Small Business
Computers will guide you through each
step calmly and comfortably— helping you
to evaluate your computer needs and avoid

unnecessary pitfalls. As you use your
computer, be it mini or micro. Small Business
Computers will be there to help you do so
efficiently and with confidence while inform-

ing you of the latest developments and
future possibilities of computers in busi-

ness

For Example

You have just purchased a mailing list

program. Everything is fine until the file

has to be sorted by zip code. If the program
has that capability, all is well. If not. you
have a big problem. If you had just invested

a few hours reading Small Business Com-
puters, you would have known what func-

tions to look for before buying the program;

you would have known how to plan for

future needs. Thats just one example
Expand this concept into other areas, other

programs and systems, and you can see
what you get for your investment.

Added Expertise

As the newest member of the Creative
Computing family of fine computer publi-

cations. Small Business Computers will be
expanding to offer subscribers more valuable

information than ever before Creative
Computing editors and contributors will be
unleashing their business expertise in Small
Business Computers through articles, eval-

uations and applications of particular interest

to the business person Creative Computing
has a reputation of editorial excellence and
integrity built on unbiased, in-depth product
evaluations; articles by top thinkers in the
field; and pragmatic, innovative applica-

tions.

One management consulting firm, for

example, used the Shell-Metzner sort

described in Creative, and saved S3000 a
month, and we still receive letters thanking

us for the hardhitting, candid, evaluation
of word processing printers we published
over a year ago. and which, incidentally,

cost us several advertisers.

All this knowledge and experience will

now be available to business people in

Small Business Computers.
So. don t let anyone give you that old

story about how complicated and difficult

computers are. We don t buy that. Our
magazine—our whole philosophy— revolves
around the sharing of honest information

If you don t know where to start, we II put

you on the right track. If you re already on
the road, we II show you the best route.

For Any Size Business

Whatever your business— manufacturing
or banking, retail or research— Small Busi-
ness Computers will increase your efficiency

and help save you time and money.
Subscribe today; Small Business Com-

puters is the best consultant your business
will ever have

Order Today

To order your subscription to Small Business
Computers send $12.00 for 1 year (6 issues)

If you prefer, call our toll free number 800-
631-8112 (in N.J. 201-540-0445) to put
your subscription on your Master Card. Visa,

or American Express card. Canadian and
other foreign surface subscriptions are
$18.00 per year and must be pre-paid. We
guarantee that you will be completely
satisfied or we will refund the remaining
portion of your subscription

Send orders to:

Small

Business Computers
Magazine

39 E Hanover Ave
Morris Plains. NJ 07950
800-631-8112
(In NJ 201-540-0445)
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IBM, continued.

Photo 2a. Datamac 's Memory Expansion Board.

II II !S

N

lllllll

Photo 2b. Chrislin Industries ' Memory Expansion Board.

its nicer package and FCC approval,
although it does cost more.

What I Don't Like

I promised you last month that I would
tell you what 1 didn't like about the IBM
Personal Computer. Actually. I can't think

of anything I really dislike about the system.

What I am feeling is a sense of frustration

brought on by the way in which the system
is being marketed at the outset. This, in

turn, is a comment on the tendency of

IBM to be conservative. To be fair, this is

precisely the reason why the IBM turned
out to be such an excellent product, why I

bought one, and why I write about it. The
price we pay is waiting for "new" develop-

ments, the ones all the other vendors can
offer already.

Memory
My first gripe is the amount of main

memory that can be installed on the system
board. I would have liked to see 128K
there, with 128K and 256K expansion
boards. This is a prime example of IBM
conservatism. IBM, as a company, certainly

has the technology of high-density memory
well in hand. What ended up in the Personal

Computer was standard, vanilla, 16K RAM.
Besides being not particularly innovative,

it is wasteful of space. There is much
speculation about the possibility of replacing

the on-board RAM chips with the newer
64K DRAMs. but I don't know if it can be
done or not.

Fortunately, at least two companies, both
with experience, have come to the rescue.

Both are offering memory expansion boards
for the IBM, boards that can be configured
in increments of 64K to a maximum of

256K. They both use 64K dynamic RAM
chips. The companies are Datamac Com-
puter Systems, a pioneer in the field of
plug-compatible memories for IBM com-
puters, and the Computer Products Division

of Chrislin Industries, Inc.. which also

manufactures add-in memory for Digital

Equipment PDP-1 1 minicomputers. Data-
mac told me that their product had been
selected for sale through Computerland
stores. Further information on both products
is shown in Table 1, and Photos 2a and 2b
show both devices.

Disk Storage

I was disappointed to hear that the IBM
Personal Computer would have diskette

drives of 160K capacity. For personal use.

this is marginally okay. For professional

or business use, it is woefully inadequate. I

wish that IBM offered double-sided disk

drives as well as the single-sided ones.
They really don't add that much to the
cost or the price, but they make such a
difference in the usability of the system.

IBM's Pascal compiler, for example, is

so large that it alone requires two diskettes.

The logistics of using Pascal on the IBM
system are messy at best, and could be
dramatically improved with larger disks.

Larger disks also lend themselves well to

standard business applications, particularly

inventory or mailing list programs.
IBM knows what they're doing on this

one. though. I see two reasons why this

approach was taken. The first, and perhaps
most important right now, is that the
availability of larger disks and the resultant

software to take advantage of them could
have a negative impact on the sales of
both the DisplayWriter and the Datamaster
System/23, both of which have 8" disks.

The second reason is that the Personal
Computer will sell just fine without the

larger disk, and IBM can waltz in later

with new and larger drives for those
customers seeking an upgrade.

In the meantime we will have to look to
the third party vendors for disk systems.
There are two recent announcements, and
several more companies advertising. One
of the first to announce a Winchester was
Corvus, which isn't so surprising. You can
be sure that the market will be rich (or
lousy?) with Winchesters by this summer,
so you'll have your choice.

The most exciting announcement so far,

however, is for an add-on diskette drive at

a cost of only $265! This is from VR Data
Corporation, in Folcroft, PA. The drive,

according to VR Data's President Warren
Rosencrantz, is the exact Tandon drive
used by IBM and which VR Data has been
selling for some time as a TRS-80 Model
III add-in. I'm getting a drive to test, and
I'll let you know how it goes. The price
sure beats the IBM list of $570—you could
save $610 on a two-drive system.

One good fact to keep in mind about
this is that IBM buys its drives from Tandom.
a company with a broad product line

including higher density mini-floppies and
a new, "slim line" 8" disk drive, two of

which would fit in a slightly modified IBM
system unit. I hope IBM and other vendors
move quickly on expanded disk storage.

Printers

My complaint about the printer is almost

silly, but just worth mentioning. I think

IBM chose the wrong printer, but by just a
little bit. A better choice would have been
the Epson MX80 F/T with the Graftrax

option available. I for one would like to

have friction feed capability, but without
sacrificing the tractors. The Graftrax option

could allow both alternate type fonts and
printing of the entire character set that

can be displayed on monitors.

Friction feed is important enough to me
that I'm looking for ways to get there from
where 1 am now. Next month I'll have
some further information for you. but one
excellent idea comes from Mr. Philip B.

Sturmfels in a letter to Creative published

in the December issue. He describes a

carrier made from two connected pieces

of printer paper. I tried it, and it works!
Cheap, too. Try it, you'll like it!

A final complaint is that IBM is not

offering a letter quality printer. This is not
too serious, and to be expected considering

my earlier comments about DisplayWriter
and Datamaster. Printers from third panics
will also be significantly less expensive,
encouraging defection. This is already the

case with the Epson Printer which is much
cheaper from almost anybody else.

Expansion Potential

A ready complaint from almost every-
body is that the IBM has too few expansion
slots. I don't completely agree with this,

since I think five slots will accommodate a
large proportion of the owners. However.
IBM has not been innovative enough with
its controllers. For example, why not a
single board with both the Monochrome
and Color adapters on it? How about a
board with two, rather than just one.
communications port? And the game
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Listing 1.

lO REM Program to watch th« joystick port*
20 REM Mill Fastis - 23 D»c 81
30 KEY OFF i CLSt STRIG ON
40 F»-"##»# «#»# <««> ««** *««* <««>"

50 LOCATE 8,1 1 PRINT " Joystick A Joystick B"

60 PRINT X Y T X Y T"

70 AX-STICK<0>! AY-STICK<l>l AT-STRIB(O) OR STRIQ(l)
80 BX-3TICK(2>» BY-STICK(3)l BT-STRIQC2) OR STRIQ<3>
90 LOCATE 10,11 PRINT USING FS, AX, AY, AT, BX, BY, BT

lOO GOTO 70

Table 1. Memory Expansion Board Specifications.

Maximum Capacity

Minimum Capacity

Increments

Parity?

Memory Device

Cycle Time
Access Time
IBM Slots Required

Card Size

Power Requirements

Power Consumption, maximum
Power Consumption, standby

Price, 192K
Price. 256K

Datamac
256K
64K
64K
yes
64K bit DRAM

1

4.2" x 9"

+5VDC
450 milliamps

250 milliamps

$1,099

$1,399

* data not available

Chrislin

256K
64K
64K
yes
64K bit DRAM
400 ns

225 ns

1

4.2" x 13.1"

+5VDC
1000 milliamps

700 milliamps

$1,050

$1,150

How to Modify the Radio Shack Joysticks

The Radio Shack joysticks are the easiest to modify, assuming

you have overcome the hurdle of the DIN connector. For

other joysticks, the objective is to rewire them so they match

the following schematic

:

+5V • "

X •- Xpot

BUTTON *-

GND»-
|
— Button

Y •- Ypot

The Radio Shack joysticks are wired as shown below. The

changes I made to mine are indicated by an "X" for a cut wire.

Additional changes could be made to provide a normal orientation

(see Table 1 ).

BUTTON •
1

+ 5V

"1
h

t
-x-r

GND

-!
Ground
Plate on
Joystick
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control adapter is so small, why wasn't it

just put on the system board?

IBM has done the right thing with the

Monochrome Display/Printer adapter. It

remains to be seen if IBM or other vendors

meet this challenge. If someone builds a

two-port communications card with integral

game control adapter, I'll buy it. I know
how such a thing can be built. The disk

system vendor who builds a Winchester

that will fit into the system unit and includes,

on a single board, both the Winchester

and floppy interfaces, will have built a

highly desirable product.

One vendor has already announced an

expansion chassis, as well as an entire line

of add-on and add-in products, for the

IBM Personal. The line, called the TecMate
series, is available from the Personal

Computer Products Division of Tecmar,

Inc. I don't have any technical details on

their products yet, but they claim 21 items

are ready to go, including memory and a

Winchester Disk.

Joystick Report

When I got my system, I began the

process of connecting the various joysticks

which I had collected. In addition to the

Keyboard Company Joystick II and the

Peripherals Plus Apple Joystick, I also

obtained a set of Radio Shack joysticks.

I'm sorry to say the results were disappoint-

ing.

I first set about to connect the Radio

Shack set, primarily because they matched

the IBM specifications. I went to some
trouble to find female 5-pin DIN plugs to

match the joysticks, my purpose being the

construction of an adapter box capable of

connecting either the Radio Shack or Apple

joysticks. I finally gave up, cut the DIN
connectors off, and replaced them with a

15-pin D-shell connector.

Thus connected, I wrote a simple pro-

gram (see Listing 1 ) to examine the Game
Control Adapter ports so I could see what

kind of values the sticks were returning.

They didn't do so well. It turns out that the

sticks have to be modified in order to

work properly with the IBM. The modifi-

cation is relatively simple, involving only

the cutting of three wires and the connection

of two of them together. The sticks work
almost perfectly. The "almost" is because

they return their highest values from the

upper left position and their lowest from

the lower right position. This is, of course,

counter intuitive, but can be dealt with in

software. Once I had adjusted the values

to match a normal coordinate system and

scaled them appropriately. I was able to

write an "etch-a-sketch" program with no

trouble.

The two other joysticks proved tougher.

I first built an adapter cable with DIP
sockets in a box on one end and the 1 5-pin

plug on the other. I was thus able to plug

in both joysticks at once, or to try either in
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IBM, continued..
Table 2. Joystick Comparison.

Radio Shack

Modification*

Required? yes
Complexity easy

Orientation lower right

(position of origin)

Resolution"

Keyboard Co. Peripherals Plus

no
harder

upper left

yes

harder

upper left

X-axis

Y-axis

Range**
X-axis

Y-axis

Packaging

Hand Comfort

Button Comfort

93
93

96-3
96-3

good

good

fair

143 167

145 137

3-146 3-170
3-148 3-140

excellent poor

excellent fair

very good fair

•Button on Keyboard Co. Joystick returns inverted value. Button on Peripherals
Plus Joystick will not respond unless modified.

••Resolution is the number of values returned by Basic for the STICK functions.
Range is the actual numeric range returned. High values from Peripheral Plus
sticks may be adjusted with provided trim pots.

socket A with my "etch" program. The
Keyboard Company joystick worked right

off. except that Basic sees the button as

always depressed, that is. always on. and
sees it off when the button is actually

depressed. The Peripherals Plus joystick

also worked, but neither button would
register at all. In fact, neither joystick is

wired to IBM specifications and both must
be modified to provide the expected opera-
tion.

I have not yet modified either of these

joysticks, and although the modification is

more complicated than that for the Radio
Shack sticks, it is still not too difficult.

Both the IBM Technical Reference manual
and the Guide to Operations have a schema-
tic for the expected joystick (see box).

Anyone with a little bit of technical know-
how will be able to modify any joystick

(with potentiometers) to meet this specifi-

cation.

Table 2 summarizes my technical findings

for these three joysticks. Of the three, the

only one that worked without modification

was the Keyboard Company Joystick II. It

is also the nicest looking and is very

comfortable to hold. The Peripherals Plus

Joystick seems to have the best feel and
was most stable electrically. The Radio
Shack joysticks are, without question, the

best bargain, and are the easiest to

modify.

Next Month: Displays and Printer.

Firms Mentioned in this Column

M&R Enterprises, 9 10 George St., Santa
Clara, CA 95050. (408)9800160.
Datamac Computer Systems, 680

Almanor Ave., Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
(408)735-0323.

Chrislin Industries, Inc., Computer
Products Division, 31352 Via Colinas, No.
101, Westlake Village.CA 91362. (213)991-

2254.

Corvus Systems, Inc., 2029OToole Ave.,

San Jose, CA 95131. (408)946-7700.

VR Data Corporation, 777 Henderson
Blvd., Folcroft, PA 19032. (800)345-8102

and (215)461-5300.

Tecmar Inc., Personal Computer Prod-

ucts Division, 23600 Mercantile Rd., Cleve-

land, OH 44122. (216)464-7410.

The Keyboard Company, 7151 Patterson

Dr., Garden Grove, CA 92641. (714)891-

5831.

Peripherals Plus, 39 E. Hanover Ave.,
Morris Plains, NJ 07950. (800)631-81 12 and
NJ (201)5400445.

Que Corporation, 6515 E. 82nd St., Suite

110, Indianapolis, IN 46250. (317)842-

7162.

The IBM Version of EasyWriter

I had not planned to give my impressions of the EasyWriter
Word Processor this soon. Several months of using it would
have provided a more seasoned, objective report. Nor did I

want to do a formal report, because such an article requires
more of an understanding of software in this class than I have.

In many ways, however, my background is well-suited to a
critique of a word processor. I have studied the available
software for mini-computers quite extensively and I have usually
been involved in the selection process for such software for my
company. The section in which I work has also produced text
and document processors. On a daily basis. I use a mini-
computer based word processor.

This background gives me a view downward, a perspective a
little different from that of many software reviewers. And,
because I have deep experience with the implementation of
powerful systems on small computers, I am little impressed
with arguments justifying minimal function based on limited
resources.

That'swhy I'm so disappointed with IBM's choice of EasyWriter
for the Personal Computer. It's not that EasyWriter is a bad
word processor, although it can't begin to compare with my
usual system. For very simple (Easy?) things, it's okay. For
anything more complex, like this column, I think it is very
deficient. I would not recommend this system for professional
work, and I wish I had some other choice.

What's wrong with it? My most serious objection is per-
formance. For everything except initial entry of text, or entry
of text at the end of an existing document, EasyWriter is very
slow. It cannot even keep up with slow typing for insertions.

Deletions of all kinds are slow as well. Since I, and I think most
writers, write using successive refinement, the ability to make
rapid modification is essential. A regular text editor could
keep up with initial entry — word processors are for revision*.

The performance is pretty bad, because normally my first

observation about highly interactive systems is their human
factors. EasyWriter has many flaws in this regard, the most
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notable being inconsistency. There are many examples, but a
very obvious and annoying one is that the behavior of the
system after executing a command from a menu is not always
the same. Sometimes the system returns you to the menu, but
sometimes you are returned to the edit mode. You have to
learn each command, and what it does. That should not be
necessary.

The extended features of Easy Writer, the ones I need very

much, are not very easy to use. The system provides an
alignment capability, which will reformat your text after you
have made extensive revisions. Alignment protection markers
are provided so that tables, headings, or other specially formatted

text can be protected from the alignment process.

Unfortunately , after the first alignment some of the markers
may move and not be seen for subsequent alignments. It is

necessary to restore them to their former positions. Nor can a

protection marker be placed at the beginning of a file: the IBM
manual suggests putting an imbedded command as the first

line in every file to allow the marker to come next.

I also had some problems learning how footers, page
numbering, and centering worked. In the case of centering. I

tried to center a line with printer controls in it. EasyWriter
counted them as characters, so the line did not really print

centered at all.

A feature I like, word counting, doesn't work too well either.

The manual explains that "any string of characters between
two spaces" is a word. So things like dashes and imbedded
commands get counted. Imbedded commands'! Doesn't
EasyWriter know how to identify its own controls'! Apparently
not in this case. The manual recommends putting in extra

words to compensate for these counted "words."

That brings me to the IBM manual. Although well-written

and produced, in keeping with the rest of the documents, it

never explains how things work. It is definitely tutorial in

nature and requires much patient reading to extract all the
facts. I have spent too much time experimenting to see how
something really worked to feel that the document did its job.

Finally, there is my standing complaint that EasyWriter has
its own file system and does not deal with DOS files. This
means that you cannot develop a VisiCalc report, or anything
else, for integration into an EasyWriter document. It also

means that documents cannot be processed by anything but
EasyWriter.

IBM told me. back in September, that EasyWriter had been
chosen because its price hit the middle. I'm sure that's true. I

also believe that it was chosen because it could be produced
rapidly, being written in Forth. That's probably the reason the

performance is so poor. I'm thinking that another reason for its

choice is that it cannot compete with the Display Writer.
I got a very good book from Que Corporation in Indianapolis

called Apple II Word Processing. Que has been doing reviews
of small computer software and has developed a format which
I think is pretty good. Their review of EasyWriter Professional

for the Apple II gives it rather high marks, very close to

WordStar. They have noted most of the deficiencies I have
mentioned. I understand from the president. Richard Summe,
that Que will have reports available for the IBM system soon.

Here's my advice. If you're serious about a word processor,

wait for something else from a third party. If you want to get

going sooner, use EasyWriter on the IBM first, for a long time,

before you buy. Make sure it can do what you want, and that

its limitations don't make a difference to you. And if you want
a more objective review, the Que evaluations and previous
Creative Computing reviews of EasyWriter will help.

the CP/M* and S-100 user's journal

Finally, there's a magazine with up-to-date, informative articles

for the serious microcomputer user! MICROSYSTEMS foucuses
on CP/M*, Pascal, and related software, on North Star and
S-100 bus hardware (including 16-bit systems). You.ll find

applications, tutorials, hardware and software reviews, and a

software directory. No longer will you have to hunt through
magazines to find the articles you.ve been waiting for. Now
you can find them all in MICROSYSTEMS!
Keep up with the latest developments In the S100

and CP/M world with MICROSYSTEMS!
MICROSYSTEMS. 39 E Hanover Ave . Morris Plains. NJ 07950
D Sign me up'
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Barry D. Bayer

im...scftwape legal fopum...3i

In my prior columns in which I have
been trying to state the case for the

bewildered software purchaser, I discussed

the legal effects of whether software can
be considered goods and an explanation

of the warranty given. In this column, I

will discuss the legal implications if the

software just won't work. In legalese, this

means that the seller breached one or more
of the warranties.

As I said in a prior column, if the seller

dragged out this so called warranty agree-

ment which is more a disclaimer of warranty

agreement before selling you the product,

and refused to sell you the product unless

you read and signed the agreement (and
perhaps required you to have your attorney

present to explain its meaning to you), it is

likely that most of the seller's disclaimers

of warranties would be effective. At least

they would be effective to the extent that

the program worked. If the item just didn't

work at all, it is possible that a court would
say that these disclaimers deprived the

purchaser of the very essence of his bargain,

and that the buyer could at least get his

money back. In either case, the buyer
would have an uphill fight.

However, if (as is more likely) you simply

opened up the package when you got home
and saw this "Warranty" sheet for the first

time, it is likely that you would be able to

persuade a court that these disclaimers

were not a part of the contract. You could
argue that the seller tried to make you
agree to this limitation of your rights only
after you purchased, and that the express
warranties derived from advertising and
specifications, and the implied warranties
of merchantability and fitness for a partic-

ular purpose continue to protect you.
Besides...you know that the seller is

reputable, (after all it was the same company
that built the computer) and besides you

Barry D. Bayer. 2842 Walnut Rd.. Homewood. IL
604.10.

need the program. So you load in the

operating system, instruct the computer
to run the program, and then can't get the

thing to work. Upon reading the last lines

of the last page of the last appendix to the

manual (when all else fails, read the manual)

you discover that although the program
was released only a month earlier, it was
designed to run under a version of the

operating system which has been obsolete

for nine months. Back to the UCC for

assistance. Section 2-601 states in part that

"...unless otherwise agreed under the
sections on contractual limitations of
remedy.... if the goods or the tender of
delivery fail in any respect to conform to

the contract, the buyer may
(a) reject the whole; or
(b) accept the whole; or
(c) accept any commercial unit or units

and reject the rest."

Assuming that you understood that the
program was a current one, I believe that

you have a right to reject it, and demand
your money back. Notice I said "reject"
not "return " because Section 2-602(2) states,

in part

"(b) if the buyer has before rejection taken
physicalpossession ofgoods.. .he is under
a duty after rejection to hold them with
reasonable care at the seller's disposition

for a time sufficient to permit the seller to

remove them; but

(c) the buyer has no further obligations

with regard to goods rightfully rejected.
"

Of course, that is not exactly the same
as getting your money back. But Section
2-711(3) notes that

"On rightful rejection or justifiable revo-
cation ofacceptance a buyer has a security

interest in goods in his possession or control
for any payments made on theirprice and
any expenses reasonably incurred in their

inspection, receipt, transportation, care
and custody and may holdsuch goods and
resellthem in like manneras an aggrieved
seller.

"

More about a "security interest" in later

columns; for now just consider it as being
a legal right to use the goods as collateral.

Of course, your law suit for damages is not

precluded by taking advantage of the quoted

paragraphs. You can combine various

remedies, until you are "made whole" by
the seller. Just one warning about rejection

of goods. Section 2-602(2)1 a I notes that

"after rejection any exercise ofownership
by the buyer with respect to any commercial
unit is wrongful as against the seller;...

"

In other words, you can keep the program
until the seller returns your money (maybe
including postage and handling), but you
shouldn't use the program in the meantime.
Fair's fair. I should also stress that the

UCC also contains paragraphs giving rights

to sellers when buyers wrongfully reject

goods that should be acceptable. If any
serious amount of money is involved, see

your lawyer before you try anything drastic.

But if your disk drives and computer work
with other programs, and you have the

configuration called for in the program's
advertising, don't hesitate to notify the

seller that you want your money back
(including postage and handling) and you
are "rejecting his non-conforming shipment
pursuant to Section 2-602 of the Uniform
Commercial Code."

Before finishing this column, let's discuss

two more paragraphs of Article 2. ..Section

2-607 regarding notice to seller, and 2-714,

which could be subtitled "What to do if

you've already accepted the program before
you find out it doesn't work!" Let's say , for

example, that you purchase a program,
and use it for two weeks, before you discover

(i) that the program destroys data files at

random; (ii) the seller 'recalled' the program
the day after you bought it and replaced it

with a new version without this bug; and
(iii) the seller wants you to pay for an
update. Or better yet, let's assume that

you purchased the bugged program after

the recall, because you didn't realize that
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the absence of a while dot on the shrink

wrap surrounding the product signified

the bugged version. Section 2-607(3) states

that

"Where a tender has been accepted the

buyer must within a reasonable time after

he discovers or should have discovered
any breach notify the seller of breach or

be barredfrom any remedy:"
Section 2-714 states

"(I) Where the buyer has accepted goods
andgiven notification.. .he may recoveras
damagesfor any non-conformity of tender
the loss resulting in the ordinary course of
eventsfrom the seller's breach as determined
in any manner as is reasonable.

"(2) The measure of damages for breach

of warranty is the difference at the time
andplace ofacceptance between the value

of the goods accepted and the value they

would have had ifthey had been as warran-

ted unless special circumstances show
proximate damages ofa different amount.
"I.ll In a proper case any incidental and
consequentialdamages...may also be recov-

ered.
"

This should be pretty clear, by now: notify

the seller as soon as you know there is a

problem. Your damages are the difference

between what you got. and what you were
promised, and maybe other costs or liabil-

ities incurred because of the breach.

Asa finish to this column, you might ask

yourself the following questions:

1. What is the value of a program that

destroys data files?

2. Can a program that destroys data

files on a random basis ever possibly be
merchantable, or fit for any particular

purpose? (Or any unparticular purpose?)

3. How in the world can a manufacturer
have the nerve to charge for an update to

cure a serious product defect in an already

recalled product? D

"...we're trying to communicate with people who
.write legal documents... ,

Why would anyone spend $59.95 for a joystick?

Super
Joystick

Star Wars. Played with paddles, its difficult

at best and frustrating at worst. But with
a joystick it becomes an entirely new
experience. Its still challenging. Its also
fun. And very addictive.

Have you ever used a drawing program
in which one paddle controls the horizontal
movement of the "brush and the other
paddle the vertical? It's slow, tedious work.
But with a joystick, drawing is an absolute
joy.

Exceptional Precision

The Apple high-resolution screen is divided
into a matrix of 160 by 280 pixels. To do
precise work on this screen, you need a
precise device. Most potentiometers used
in paddle controls are not quite linear. If

you rotate a paddle control at a constant
speed, you'll notice that the cursor speeds
up slightly at the beginning and end of the
paddle rotation.

The Super Joystick has a pure resistive

circuit which is absolutely linear within one
tenth of one percent. In other words it would
give you precise control over an image of
1000 by 1000 pixels, were such resolution
available. Thus it is suitable for high precision
professional applications as well as educa-
tional and hobbyist ones.

Matched to your application

The Super Joystick also has two external
trim adjustments, one for each direction.

This allows you to perfectly match the unit

to your application and computer. Say you
want to work in a square area instead of the
rectangular screen. Just reduce the horizontal

size with the trim control.

How many times have you played Space
Invader and had your thumb ache for hours
from the repeated button pressing? This
won't happen with the Super Joystick. It's

two pushbuttons are big. Moreover, they
use massive contact surfaces with a life of

well over 1 .000,000 contacts. A few games
of Super Invader using these big buttons
will justify the purchase of the Super Joy-
stick.

The Super Joystick is self-centering in

both directions. That means when you take
your hand off it, the control will return to the
center. However, if you want it to stay where
you leave it. self-centering may be easily
disabled.

The Super Joystick plugs right into the
paddle control socket and doesn't require
an I/O slot.

High-quality construction

The sturdy high-impact molded plastic

case of the Super Joystick matches that of

the Apple computer. Every component used
is the very highest quality available.

We invite your comparison of the Super
Joystick with any other unit available. Order
it and use it for 30 days. If you re not
completely satisfied, return it for a prompt
and courteous refund plus your return
postage. You can't lose.

By removing two springs, self-centering
can be defeated.

The Super Joystick consists of a self-

centering, linear joystick, two trim controls,
and two pushbuttons mounted in an attrac-
tive case. It comes complete with instructions

and a 90-day limited warranty. Cost is

$5995.

Order Today

To order the Super Joystick send $59.95
plus $2.00 postage and handling (NJ
residents add $3.00 sales tax) to our address
below.

Experience the joys of using the world s
finest joystick. Order your Super Joystick
at no obligation today.

39 East Hanover Ave.
Morris Plains, NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -81 12
(InNJ 201-540-0445)
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puzzles ft ppoblems...pt!

Before we start with this month's batch of puzzles Merlin

would like to thank all of the readers of this column who
have written to us. Some have sent in new puzzles to share

with us. Others point out errors that sometimes get by your
editor (Merlin says that I should be made to wear a hairshirt

when this happens). Still others like to send in alternate

solutions to problems that can be solved in more than one
way. In the January 1981 issue of Creative Computing we
presented a change-the-word puzzle (changing the word
APE to MAN). Our solution took six steps to effect the

change. The letters poured in from our readers. They had
come up with a better solution using only five steps. Our thanks go out to the
following problem solvers: Nick Straw. Altadena. CA; Cheryl G. Rand.
Woburn, MA: Norman L. Skeels. El Segundo. CA; Nancy Mingus, Wellsville.

NY; Warren H. Buell. Los Angeles, CA; Jim Peisker. Chicago, 1L: Bill

Weisman, Venice, CA; Susan Heller, Tucson, AZ; David E. Welsh. Los
Angeles, CA; Greg Robbins. Piedmont. CA; Jeffrey T. Elliot, New York,
NY; Sanford P. Schumacher, Pittsburgh. PA; Dick Hall, Lansing, MI : Nancy
H. Lamontagne, Andover, MA; Art Levin. Wilton. CT; C.E Carson, Cincinnati.

OH; Robin Ault. Newtonville, MA; Kenny Bergen. Houston. TX; Tony
Hyman, Bath, NY ; Richard Fbrsen. New Hartford. NY; Ted Puer, Bartlesville.

OK; Algot T. Runeman, Wellesley, MA; Virginia L. Thorndike. Orford, NH.
The answer that they all sent in was ; APE. APT, OPT. OAT. MAT,MAN.

To Be Or Knot To Be, That Is The Puzzle
ur first puzzle is from Bill Weisman of Venice, CA. Bills problem is an old favorite of Merlins, one that I

am sure you will want to stump your friends with. Bill writes: "You are given a two-foot long piece of
string. You must pick up one end of the string in each hand, and tie a knot in the string without releasing
the ends (no slip knots allowed)." I hope that our readers will try this before looking up the answer in the
back of the magazine. It can be done. All you need is a little imagination. Thank you. Mr. Weisman. A
copy of Merlin i Puzzler Ul is on the way.

The "Bo" Puzzle
rom Bryan Brewer, of Ashford. WA, comes an interesting "change-the-word" problem which I have
called The Bo' Puzzle" for obvious reasons. The puzzler has to change the word ONE into the word
TEN in ten moves. (During each move you must change one letter in the previous word so that a newword
is formed. For example

: You can change the word WARM into the word COLD using the following four
moves-WARM, WARD. WORD. CORD. COLD). Merlin says that changing a ONE into a TEN is quite
a trick and he doubts if even he could pull that one off. I am sure that our readers will come up with
solutions that require less than ten moves. I look forward to seeing them. For Mr. Brewer Merlin has a
copy of Merlin s Puzzler #2.

A Barrel Of Fun Revisited
ack hi the January 1981 issue of Creative Computing we presented a puzzle called "A Barrel Of
Fun". This is one of those puzzles that your editor slipped up on. I forgot to mention how many
sons were to split the estate. Mr. Clayton F. Schmidt, of Clinton, IO. has written us to say that he
has a better solution to this intoxicating problem. Let's hear what Mr. Schmidt has to say:

I
"Concerning your puzzle A Barrel Of Fun' there is a solution that is simpler than the one given.
The problem was as follows

:

A wine merchant had three sons and twenty-one barrels of wine. The barrels consisted of seven full barrels, seven
half-full barrels, and seven empty barrels. The barrels were to be divided between the sons equally.
The answer given was as follows:

Pour fourof the half-barrels together, giving nine full barrels, three half-barrels, and nine empty barrels, which can
easily be divided between the three sons.

The above answer takes four pourings. The answer I have in mind takes only one pouring. Can you figure out how
it is done?"

Mr. Schmidt has given us a pretty problem here to solve. The funny pan of his answer is that it is the solution to
another famous old puzzle. That's a hint. Merlin just shouted over, "Give Clayton a copy of #3". Congratulations,
Mr. Schmidt, a copy of Merlin "s Puzzler ft.1 is in the mail.
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Chug-A-Mug
he following academic problem is a tough one. Take a long piece

of string and tie it to the handle of a beer mug. Next, tie the other

end to some overhead support. The mug should be about two feet

above the ground. Now. your problem is to take a pair of scissors

and cut the string in half at about two feet above the mug in such a

manner that the mug will not fall to the floor. Only the scissors may touch the

string. Nothing can be touching the mug and you cannot have anything between

the floor and the mug. This is strictly a pass-fail test.

(This puzzle comes from the book Merlin 's Puzzler tt.t, the third collection of

fascinating, imaginative and thoroughly engrossing puzzles, quizzes, games and

magic tricks in the Merlin series. This book is gloriously illustrated and guaranteed

to give endless hours of enjoyment . Merlin i Puzzler U3has 1 28 large size pages,W
x 1

1" with hundreds of illustrations. You can order this book by writing to Creative

Computing.)

:-:

Doodle-Words
ere's another quiz from one of our readers. Mr. Henry J. Dunn of Florissant . MO. Below are five squares containing five Doodle-Words.

Can you figure out what word or phrase is depicted by the letters in each square'.'Mr. Dunn, your prize for sending in this quiz is a copy of

Merlin's Puzzler PI. I hope that our readers will make up their own Doodle-Words and send them along to Merlin.

Tide
nun
ooo */&

stand

I

O
M D
PHD

Riddle Me This!
( 1 ) How long did Cain hate his brother? (2) What's best when it's cracked? (3) How
are a clock and a river alike? (4) What kind of iron is in the blood of a prize fighter?

(5) What key is the hardest to turn? (61 Arrange six 6's so that they total 37. (7) How
many times can you subtract 5 from 135? (8) How many cubic feet of dirt are there

in a hole 3 feet wide, 3 feet long and 2Vi feet deep? (These riddles are from Merlin 's

Puzzler U2).

The Even Steven Puzzle
ast. but not least, is a puzzle I think that you will like. Pictured at the

right are sixteen objects in sixteen squares. Your problem is to remove

six of these objects so that the remaining ten will be distributed evenly

in the columns and rows. That is, there will be an even number of objects in each

horizontal and vertical row. Also, there mast be an even number in the two corner

diagonal rows. There are many answers to this puzzle. Merlin has given you one in

the answer section. Answers on page 256.

That's all folks! Remember, keep the puzzlescoming in. If Merlin uses your puzzle

he will send you one of his great puzzle and game books. Bye, bye!

Your editor.

Charles Barry Townsend
^3L^&^

A
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Date . . .new products . . . oe

v

COMPUTERS

Apple III Features Expanded
Mass Storage, New Software

A more powerful version of the Apple
HI personal computer, with expanded mass-
storage capability and professional appli-

cation programs, has been announced by
Apple Computer Inc.

The expanded storage capability is

provided by the Apple III/ProFile Personal
Mass-Storage System. Designed to be

integrated into Apple III systems. ProFile
is a five-million-byte. Winchester-type, hard-
disk system which gives users nearly 35
times the mass-storage capacity of a single

floppy disk.

Seven new or enhanced application
programs have also been announced. One
such program. Access III. allows Apple
III computers to communicate with large

mainframe computers.
Apple Writer III ($225) for word pro-

cessing; VisiCalc III ($250) and Business
Graphics III ($175) for preparing and
analyzing detailed business information:
Business Basic ($125) and Pascal III ($250)
for developing advanced application pro-
grams, and Script III ($125) for formatting
Pascal text into layout-perfect printouts

are also available. In addition, an updated
version of Mail List Manager ($150) will

be available for maintaining mailing lists

and printing labels using an Apple III/Pro-

File system.

The new Apple III with 128K bytes of
memory and Sophisticated Operating
System software is priced at $3,495. The
complete system with Business Basic,
VisiCalc. SOS and Monitor III is $4,190.

The minimum Apple III configuration
needed to operate the ProFile mass-storage
system includes 128K bytes of random-
access memory, the SOS 1.1 operating
system and utilities. $6,994. Apple Computer
Inc.. 10260 Bandley Dr.. Cupertino. CA
95014.

CIRCLE 330 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TERMINALS & I/O

Serial I/O Board for Apple

The PSIO, Programmable Serial I/O
board, is fully compatible with current
Apple software including Pascal 1.1, Apple-
soft, and Integer Basic. It provides a full

ELA RS-232 DTE interface to most modems,
printers and CRT terminals.

On board IK ROM software enables
user programmable printer width control,
delay after carriage return, automatic line-

feed generation, and video display. Serial

character format is user alterable with the
most popular configurations set as default
conditions. $199.95.

Intra Computer, 120-10 Audley St.. Kew
Gardens, NY 11415. (212)947-5533.

CIRCLE 331 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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DISK SYSTEMS

Hard Disk Units for Commodore

Two new hard disk units enable users of

Commodore Business Machines micro-

computers to increase the storage capacity

of their systems.

Designated the 9065D and 9150D. the

new units are based on 5 1/4" Winchester
technology. The 9065D offers 6.4 megabyte
(unformatted) characters of storage, while

the 91 SOD is capable of storing 9.6 mega-
bytes (unformatted). Both units contain a

built-in IEEE-488 interface for attachment

to any Commodore PET. CBM or Super-

PET computer.
The hard disks are DOS compatible with

Commodore's current floppy disk drives.

Commodore Business Machines. Inc..

681 Moore Rd.. King of Prussia. PA 19406.

(215)337-7100.

CfRCLE 332 ON READER SERVICE CARD

SOFTWARE

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

Administrative

Bursar Ls an accounting system for student

activity funds. It keeps track of funds
generated by extra-curricular activities,

reports each day's transactions, generates

financial statements for each activity, and
provides proof of reconciliation of bank
accounts. Equip is a capital inventory
program which enables administrators to

allocate, locate and account for all the

physical assets of a school system. Purchase

"If the cost or education continues to rise,

education will become as expensive as
ignorance.

"

Iowa State Travelers Mutual
Assurance Co. Newsletter

prints requisition forms and formal "invita-

tions to bid" for bulk purchases. It also

prepares purchase orders and delivery

schedules. All three programs run on the

TRS-80 Models I and III. and the Apple
II. Addison-Wesley Publishing Company.
Inc.. Reading. MA 01867.

CIRCLE 333 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CAI-Manager is an educational manage-
ment system written for use with a Corvus
5, 10 or 20 megabyte Constellation or
Omninet system. It can incorporate most
commercial and custom CAI programs
for the Apple, and will store records for up
to 450 students or 40 classes on one volume.
Mathware/Math City. 4040 Palos Verdes
Dr. North. Rolling Hills Estates. CA 90274.

(213)541-3377.

CIRCLE 334 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Classroom
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The Planetary Guide displays all major
solar system members on hi-res color
screens. The user selects a date, and planet
locations in the various constellations are
displayed on the screen as they would be
seen in the night sky. The program requires
a 48K Apple. Applesoft, disk drive and
DOS 3.3. $30. Synergistic Software. 5221
120th Ave. SE. Bellevue. WA 98006.
(206)226-3216.
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Hi-Res MasterType builds touch-typing

drills into a space wargame format. Missile

attacks are launched by enemy words which
the player must type to stop the attack. A
Make Lesson option enables advanced
players to develop lessons to meet their

individual needs. Requires a 48K Apple
with disk. $39.95. Lightning Software, P.O.
Box 1 1 725. Palo Alto. CA 94306. ( 4 1 5)856-

1855.
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Continental Adventure* presents

:

3 Great Games for Atari 400 and 800 Computer Owners
Town of Durango— Avenging the Death of a Father.

$16 95
The Ghost Tower—Combat with Diabolical Demons
$16.95.
Super Shape Builder—A Graphics Game Creating

your own Pictures. $14.95.

Continental Adventure*
4975 Brookdale St.

Bloomtleld Hills. Ml 48013
(313)843-2140

CIRCLE 146 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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ATARI HARDWARE-Symtec Light Pen
for ATARI 400/800™$! 50 Mention this

ad and receive free light pen software.
Also, Votrax Type-'N-TalkTM with cable.
$341 ppd. See our ad on page 241.
Computer's Voice. 2370 Ella Dr.— Dept.
H1 Flint, Ml 48504 (313)238-5585.

CIRCLE 155 ON REAOER SERVICE CARD
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ANALIZA II

...brings it to life!

DO COMPUTERS WORRY YOU, JOHN?
yes, they ore trying to take over the world

JOHN, IS IT IMPORTANT THAT COMPUTERS
ARE TRYING TO TAKE OVER THE WORLD?
yes

WHY IS IT IMPORTANT?
because i aont wont to work for a com-
puter

VERY WELL YOU D0NT DESIRE TO
WORK FOR A COMPUTER PLEASE GO
ON

Yes. ANALIZA II is a program that brings
your computer to life in the form of a
Rogenan psychiatrist. Like its predecessor
ELIZA, ANALIZA II converses with patients'

in plain english text, but this is where the
resemblance ends By the extensive use
of disk storage. ANALIZA II makes your
modest CP/M system do things you thought
would take a mainframe to achieve
ANALIZA II will surprise even the software

professional Here are a tew of its features:

• Develops a personality "profile" on the
patients.

• Keeps and manages individual patient
files on disk.

• Uses the patient's profile to steer the
discourse.

• Parses sentences more deeply than
other such programs.

• Understands pronouns such as he. she.
them, and it.

• Control constants and files are in ASCII
form and can be examined and modified
by a text editor Even ANALIZA Us
attention span is adjustable in this way

Requires: CBASIC2* 45K user memory
CP/M

ANALIZA II: $50.00

tl»WJ«(WINDt«W"".0*M« . -

Available from fine dealers everywhere,

or directly from:

SUPERSOFT, INC
P.O. BOX 1628
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820
217-359-2112 Telex: 270365
Technical Hot Line: 217 359-2691

U *"'1 \ J«t>«"
ASR CORPORATION INTERNATIONAL

'M LONDON ROAD 3 23*NISMISHlMeASH> MINATO KU
SOUTmSOROUGh rent TOKYO i«
TuNBAIDGE WELLS JAPAN
TN4 OPL T.i 03 4J7 5J71 Te»«. 02*22723

SuperScft
First in Software Technology
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Make Your Dreams
Come True With
Computer Shopper
Now you can expand your system or

get a new one at prices you had never
dreamed possible by taking advantage
ot the thousands of bargains each
month in COMPUTER SHOPPER.
COMPUTER SHOPPER is THE

publication for buying, selling and
trading new and used micro and mini-

computer equipment, accessories and
software.
• Buy, Sell or Trade

• Over 60 Big (11" x 14") pages
• Over 20,000 readers nationwide
• Classified ad only 12c a word
• Hundreds of ads from individuals

• Money back guarantee

New subscribers are entitled to a FREE
50 word classified ad to use for soft-

ware or used equipment plus a FREE
ISSUE all for the low subscription price
of ONLY $10.00.

SAVE OVER 50% OFF the single copy
price of $1.50, Add it up:

12 issues «i $1.50 $18.00
One free issue $1.50

Free 50 word classified ad$5.00

TOTAL VALUE $24.50

NOW ONLY $10.00. You save $14.50.

MasterCard or VISA subscription orders only

Call TOLL FREE 1-800-327-9920

{tg^CamPUTBR SHOPP5R
ff=» P.O. Box El4 • Titusville, FL 32780

305-269-321

1

Yes, I want to save money with Computer
Shopper It I'm not 100% satisfied with my
tirst issue my money will be refunded in full

and I get to keep the first issue FREE

1 yr (3rd class) $10 00

I am a new subscriber - send me a

certificate lor a free classified ad

adobe ss

| ciiv__

I

New Products, continued...

Versa Computing has released Meet the

Presidents which features hi-res graphics
display routines which gradually reveal

the portrait of one of the forty presidents.

Clues are given, and the player must type
in the correct president's name. The
program comes on two double-sided disks

and requires a 48K Apple and DOS 3.3.

$39.95. Versa Computing. Inc.. 3541 Old
Conejo Rd., Suite 104. Newbury Park. CA
91320. (805)498-1956.
CIRCLE 337 ON READER SERVICE CARD

K roll Software announces Isaac Newton.
an educational game which challenges
players to assemble evidence and discern
the underlying laws of nature which produce
the evidence. It is available for I6K Apple.
PET, TRS-80 and Atari computers on tape
or disk. $24.95. Micro-Deutsch includes

24 grammar lessons and four test units

covering the material of an introductory

German course. It is available on tape or

disk for 32K Apple and PET/CBM. $179.

Electoral College illustrates the workings
of the Electoral College System in the

U.S. on 16K Apple. PET and TRS-80
computers. $24.95.

The Krell Competency Exam Preparation
Series consists of simulated examination
modules, a diagnostic package and a sot of

instruction programs. Designed for I6K
Apple. PET and TRS-80 computers, the

C.E.P.S. is available in three formats: the

National Proficiency series, the California

Proficiency Assessment Test preparation
series and the N.Y. State Regents Compe-
tency Test preparation series. $2499.
Separate math and verbal packages are

available for $1499 each.

Krell also offers a preparation program
for the Graduate Record Examinations.
The GRE set includes 28 programs which
run on 16K Apple. TRS-80 and Atari
computers with tape or disk. $289.95. The
College Board SAT 81/82 Preparation
Series includes 25 16K programs covering
both verbal and mathematical topics. It is

available for Apple. TRS-80. PET. Ohio
Scientific, Northstar, PDP-11. Heath/
Zenith, and Atari computers. $229.95. Krell

Software Corp.. 21 Millbrook Dr.. Stony
Brook. NY 1 1790. (516)751-5139.
CIRCLE 338 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Do-lt-Yourself Spelling for the Atari
allows teachers, parents and other users
to create their own spelling programs by
entering a series of 10-word lists. The
program comes with a list of 1950 words
that every child should be able to spell by
the time he is in sixth grade. $19.95. Program
Design. Inc.. 11 IdarCt.. Greenwich. CT
06830. (203)661-8799.

CIRCLE 339 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Vernier Software announces six programs
designed for use in introductory physics
classes: Orbit, which simulates the motion

of a satellite in the Earth's gravitational

field; Charged Particles, which simulates

the motion of a charged particle moving
in a magnetic field: Projectiles, which allows

students to experiment with projectile

motion; Wave Addition, which demon-
strates graphically the superposition of

waves; Vector Addition, which demon-
strates the head to tail addition of vectors:

and Kinematics, in which students control

the starting speed, acceleration and elapsed

time for the motion of a truck moving
across the screen. All programs are available

in 20K cassette version or 32K DOS 3.3

version. $18 each. Vernier Software, 2920
SW 89th. Portland, OR 97225. (503)297-

5317.
CIRCLE 340 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Counting Bee introduces children aged
three to six years to counting, addition,

subtraction, shape discrimination, weight
and measurement. It requires a 48K Apple
with Applesoft and disk drive. $29.95. Edu-
Ware Services. Inc.. 22222 Sherman Way,
Suite 203. Canoga Park. CA 91303. (213)346-

6783.
CIRCLE 341 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Time Dungeon— World is an educational

fantasy game package which places the

player in a dungeon through which he
advances by answering questions about
the era of history he has chosen. The games
are Ancient History 4000BC-6BC. World
History WW I 1894-1919. and World History

WW II 1933-1945. Time Dungeon-
World History is a similar five-game
package. The programs are offered on
tape for the TRS-80 Models I and III ($24.95)

and on disk for the Apple II ($29.95).

Advanced Operating Systems, 450 St. John
Rd.. Michigan City. IN 46360. (219)879-

4693.
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The Game Show is a multi-player educa-
tional program featuring animated color
graphics. Topics covered include voca-
bulary, history, algebra I. sailing and
computer terms. An authoring system allows

the user to add topics. $39. (We think it's

for the Apple -Ed. (Computer-Advanced
Ideas. Inc.. 1442A Walnut St.. Suite 341.

Berkeley. CA 94709.
CIRCLE 343 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Word Structure is an eight-disk series

designed to help middle-grade and junior

high students to communicate more effec-
tively by providing individualized instruction

in basic word analysis. Areas covered are

capitalization/abbreviation. spelling/

syllables, singulars/plurals, possesives.

positives/comparatives/superlatives. pre-

fixes, and suffixes. The series requires a
48K Apple II Plus with disk drive. $600.
Borg-Warner Educational Systems, 600
West University Dr.. Arlington Heights.
IL 60004.

CIRCLE 344 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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A ATARI
KM MOO DlinlHIM 710 00

fMt S6 00 >Un<H1U 3S9 00

liar Kit 3J0 00 llerl 411 Odette 80 00

Mile 7? 00 Alan 110 Dk> 400 00

ALL ATARI SOFTWARE 20% OFF
Plus Loads of 3rd Party Software!

VOTRAX TYPE'N'TALK: 340 00
ALSO EPSON « CENTRONICS PRINTERS

ZENITH & TELEVrDEO TERMINALS

BBI Mail Order is a company made up of com
puter professionals We are able to provide

low prices as well as technical support Give

us a call and find out why we consider the

Atari the best home computer on the market

today you won't be disapointed

V
Ml Mall Order

Specializing in Alan Home Computeis

P0 Bo» 36S

Newlon HtgNands. MA 07161

(6171964 3080
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EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
TRS-80. COLOR COMPUTER. PET

& APPLE II

ELEMENTARY
SCIENCE
GEOGRAPHY
ECONOMICS
FOREIGN LANG
GRAMMAR

MATH
HISTORY
ACCOUNTING
BUSINESS ED.
COIN INVENTORY
FARM RECORDS

Write for FREE Catalogue:

MICRO LEARNINGWARE, Box
2134, N Mankato, MN 56001

(607) 625-2206
VISA 6 MASTER CARD ACCEPTED

We pay 15% royalty for Educational
Programs listed with us.

TRS-80 is a registered trademark of

TANDY CORP
PET is a trademark of COMMO-
DORE BUS MACHINES.
APPLE is a trademark of APPLE
COMPUTER CO.

CIRCLE 1S5 ON READER SERVICE CARD

If you own a mint or micro.. .you could
be on your way to fantaatlc rtehaa. Put
your compute* to a naw uaa by monitor-
ing these Investments. Sat up your own
office In your home never work for the

other guy again. It la the moat Ingenious
method ever devised Make six digits

annually.
First time offered. Complete peckage-

$25 00. We pay postage A handling. Sand
check or M O to:

C.B.A.S.
P.O. Box 163

Ontario. OH 44882
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Save 20-40% off on Major Micro Software.

Software Galore

In CA— 1-800-772-2666 ext 989.

National (1-80O-227-2634 ext 989). or call Direct

213-827-1851.
P.O. Box 10005

Marina Del Ray. CA 90291

You can pay more —
But you can't get more!

Model III 16K

$839
Model III 48K
2 disc & RS232C

$2059

Color Computer 4K

$310
w/16KExt Basic

$459
BUY DIRECT These ara just a taw of our great

offers which include Printers Modems Com-

puters. Peripherals Disc Drives. Software and

more cail toll free 1-200-S4JS-81S4

We have the lowest CQffl|
possible fully rail
warranteed prices Wfl,e ,07°ur W#a
and a lull complement

,r8

*£E&
of Radio Shack Software.

24SA Great Rood
Littleton MA 014*0
617* 44* • 11*1 _>
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wabash
When it comes to

Flexible Disks, nobody
does it better than

Wabash.

MasterCard. Visa Accepted.

Call Free: (800) 235-4 U7

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd

San Luis Obispo CA
<«4(>1 (InCel call

(805)54:»1037|
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Teach
Yourself by
Computer Software

Teach Yourself by Computer (TYC)
Software)'* is one of the oldest companies
specializing in educational software for

microcomputers. Our software has been
successfully used in schools and homes
throughout the country.

EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS are available

on all subjects and grade levels for the

TRS-80" and APPLE* microcomputers.

TYC Software* also provides specialized
consulting services and workshops for

schools and professional groups.

For more information write to:

TYC Software"
40 Stuyvesant Manor

Geneseo, New York 1 4454
716-243-3005

•Tfadarrtarti o* Apple Compute)*. Inc "Tradamsrfc of Tandy Corp

ATARI 1 "SOFTWARE
For the ATARI 400/800 Computers

MUSK1 -Music tiles for the ATARI
Music Composer™ Cartridge 18K
Caaaette: sag 95 24K Dlak
S34.0B
Word Search Puzzle Maker-
Make word search puzzles with your
words or ours and an 80-column
printer 24K Caaeette: S1S.SS
24K Disk: S24.M
SYSTSM IV-A data base manage-
ment system from DATA BASic Disk
only Write for details

We also have software for the new
Symtec Light Pen for the ATARI as
well as software for teachers I Elec-
tronic Gradebook) and students
All programs come with a manual.
Please add S2 postage and handling
per order. Michigan residents add
4% sales tax

Computer's Voice'

"

2370 Ella Dr-Dept CC4
Flint. Ml 48504
(313H238-5585
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ers:

Attention all cutrent ana potential

Announcing the formation of the

Zork Users Group! Offering:

•Zork games
•Zork maps
•Zork hint booklets

•Zork poster

•Zork hint service

•More to come
For details, send a stamped, self-

addressed (business size) envelope to:

Zork Users Group
P.O. Box 20923
Milwaukee. Wl 53220-0923

or circle us on the inquiry card

Zork <* a trademark ol Inlocom Inc

CIRCLE 250 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 265 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 268 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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New Products, continued...

The Radio Shack High Motivation Read-
ing Series provides four student readers, a

read-along audio cassette, a teacher's
manual and a computer program (written

in TRS-80 Pilot Plus) to measure compre-
hension in several skill areas. Titles in the

series include Charles Lindbergh/Amelia
Earhart ($64.95). Hound ofthe Baskenilles.
Dracula. Moby Dick, The BeatlesIJohn
Lennon and 20,000 Leagues Under the

Sea ($59.95 each). A 32K TRS-80 Model I

with lower case option and one disk drive,

and TRS-80 Pilot ($79.95) are required.

Available at Radio Shack Computer
Centers, stores and participating dealers.

The IBM Personal Computer Education
Program announces Fact Track, a program
to help students learn basic arithmetic skills:

Arithmetic Games Set 1 and Set 2. designed
to develop and refine mathematic and logic

skills; and Typing Tutor, a touch-typing

instruction and drill program. Available at

authorized IBM Personal Computer
dealers.

Capitalization is a two-disk system for

practice and testing of the application of

the major rules of capitalization. A manage-
ment system gives immediate feedback
and stores each student's records. The
package requires a 48K Apple with Apple-
soft and one disk drive. $49.95. Hartley
Courseware. Inc.. P.O. Box 431. Dimondale.
Michigan 48821. (616)942-8987.
CIRCLE 345 ON READER SERVICE CARD
Orange Cherry Media announces a line

of software in the areas of language arts,

reading, communication skills, science and
mathematics for PET, TRS-80 and Apple
computers. Orange Cherry Media. 7 Delano
Dr.. Bedford Hills, NY 10507. (914)666-
8434.

LANGUAGES AND AUTHORING
SYSTEMS

Independent Video Consultants. Inc.

announces the IVCI Authoring System
PROMPT, a computer program which
combines microcomputers and videodiscs
into an interactive training medium. It uses
a 48K Apple with two disk drives and is

available for the DVA and Sony videodisc
players. Independent Videodisc Consulants.
Inc., 125 West Durham St.. Philadelphia,
PA 19119.(215)248-0700.

CIRCLE 346 ON READER SERVICE CARD
The TRS-80 Color Computer Learning

Lab, a self-instruction system designed to
teach users of the computer to program in

Color Basic, includes eight program cas-
settes and a 30-lesson text. It can be used
with all versions of the Color Computer,
and requires a standard cassette recorder.
$49.95. Available at Radio Shack stores

and participating dealers.

Pilot Plus is a CAI authoring language
which allows developers to design and
implement courses that will run on a variety

of systems without modification. It supports
videotape, videodisc, stored digital voice,

touch panel or light pen input, and color

graphics. It is currently available for TRS-
80 Model II, Apple II with Z80 card, HP
125, Xerox 820, Northstar, Altos and
Cromemco computers. $150. International

Institute of Applied Technology, Inc.. 20010
Century Blvd., Germantown. MD 20767
(301)428-9010.

CIRCLE 347 ON READER SERVICE CARO

Texas Instruments announces the Tl
Video Controller and Course Designer
authoring software package for the TI
99/4A computer. The Video Controller
($699.95) links the computer to selected

video tape players or to the Pioneer VP-
1000 videodisc player. The authoring
software ($199.95) guides the user through
the course development with instructions

presented on the video screen. Texas
Instruments Incorporated, P.O. Box 53.

Lubbock. TX 79408.
CIRCLE 348 ON READER SERVICE CARD

I inkSampkr I for the Apple II and III is

designed to make learning the Pascal
language easier and faster. It includes 21

teaching programs that combine business

routines with mathematics and a few games.
$60. Link Systems. 1655 26th St.. Santa
Monica, CA 90404.
CIRCLE 349 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Terrapin, Inc. and Krell Software Corp.
have been licensed to market the MIT
Logo language for the Apple computer.
Logo is a procedure-oriented language
which has numerous educational applica-

tions at all levels. Terrapin. Inc.. 678
Massachusetts Ave. #205, Cambridge,MA
02139. (617)492-8816.

Krell Software Corp., 21 Millbrook Dr..

Stony Brook. NY 11790. (518)751-5139.
CIRCLE 350 ON READER SERVICE CARD

NEWSLETTERS,
CATALOGS

Color Computer Newsletter

A newsletter for owners of the TRS-80
Color Computer has been announced by
Lawrence C. Falk, publisher.

A typical monthly isue of the Rainbow
will contain feature stories, hints and tips

on operation, sample programs and reviews
of Color Computer-associated hardware
and software. $12 per year.

The Rainbow, 5803 Timber Ridge Dr..

Prospect, KY 40059.

OMNITERM
What It OMNITERM?

OMNITERM is a professional communications package for the TRS-80 that allows

you to easily communicate ami transfer files or programs with almost any other

computer We ve never touad a cornpiter that OMNITERM can t work with Its a
complete cudiaqc because it ittcludo not only the terminal program itself but also

conversion utilities, a text editor, special configuration filet, serious

documentation and serious support

Why do I need II?

Vw need OMNITERM if you need to communicate efficiently with many different

computers or il you want to customize your TRS-80 tor use with one particular

computer You need OMNITERM to SOLVE your communications problems once

and lor all

Whit do I get?

The OMNITERM package includes the OMNITERM terminal program tour

conversion utilities, a text editor, and setting files for use with popular computers

such as CompuServe, the Source and Dow tones — just as samples of what you can

[jinclbergh Systems

The ULTIMATE TRS-80 Terminal Package
do for the computer you want to work with The package includes six programs, seven

data files, and real documentation a 76-page manual that has been called "the best in

the industry." And OMNITERM comes with real user support We can be reached

via CompuServe Source phone, or mail to promptly answer your questions about usmc
OMNITERM

What do I need to ute OMNITERM?

A Model I or Model III TRS-8a at least 32K of memory one disk and the RS-232
interface or Microconnection modem OMNITERM works with all ROMs and DOSes
and will work with your special keyboard drivers

What will il do?

OMNITERM allows you to translate any character going to any device printer scr eat

disk keyboard or communications line gnniig you complete control and allowing you to

redefine the character sets of all devices It will let you transfer data and run your

pnntei while connected for a record of everything that happens OMNITERM can

reformat your screen so that 80 3? or 40 column lines are easy to read and look neat on

your TRS-80 screen It even lets you get on remote computers with just one keystroke1

The program lets you send special characters echo characters count DART errors

configure your UART send True Breaks and use lower case It accepts VIDEOTEX codes

giving you full cursor control. It will even let you review text that has scrolled off

the screen' Best of all OMNITERM will save a special file with all your changes so you

can quickly use OMNITERM for any

one of many different computers by

loading the proper tile It's easy to use

since it's menu driven and gives you a

full status display so you can examine

and change everything

OMNITERM has my vote as the top

TRS-80 terminal program available today'

Kilobaud Microcomputing. June 1981.

pages 16-19

OMNITERM is {95 (plus shipping if

COOi Call for 24 hour shipment Manual

atone $15 applied toward complete lock-

age Visa. M/C and COO accepted MA
residents add % tax Dealer inquiries

invited

Contact Lindbergh Systems lor your

custom programming needs We are

expert at writing software to work with

YOUR hardware, in assembler, high-level

tor Forth

41 Fairhill Road. Holder). MA 01520 (617) 852-0233 Sana tcuit CwmSm 7031036/ IBS » r$ a - or tarty Curt
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IBM Newsletter

IPCO, Inc. has recently been formed to

represent owners and users of the IBM
personal computer.

IPCO will publish a newsletter every

other month which will contain articles of

interest to the IBM personal computer
owner/user. The newsletter will contain

evaluations of hardware and software,

articles with programming hints and infor-

mation requested by readers.

IPCO also will have a software exchange

for owner-developed software.

IPCO, Inc.. P.O. Box 10426. Pittsburgh.

PA 15234.

Weekly Newsletter for TRS-80

The Eighty System Newsletter is a weekly

newsletter for users, retailers, distributors,

and manufacturers of TRS-80 related

products.

Mailed every Friday, the newsletter

provides news on what's happening in the

TRS-80 industry.

Also included each week is a bibliography

of articles that relate to the TRS-80. $39
per year; sample copy, $3.

Kengore Corporation. 3001 Route 27,

Franklin Park. NJ 08823. (201)297-2526.

Instructional Materials Catalog

The Society For Visual Education

announces the SVE 1982 K-8 Instructional

Materials Catalog. The catalog contains

49 programs, features filmstrips. book-

cassettes, microcomputer software, study

prints, and multi-media designed for pre-

primary through 8th grade students.

The catalog is free to public, parochial,

and private schools, libraries, churches,

and other organizations that use audio-

visual materials.

Society For Visual Education. Inc.. Dept.

#111-81, 1345 Diversey Pkwy.. Chicago.

IL 60614.

Software Catalog

Creative Discount Software has

announced a free software applications

guide and catalog of software products

available for the TRS-80. Apple II, Apple
III and TI 99/4 computers. It features

applications for business, education and
personal use.

The catalog may be obtained calling

(800)824-7888, in California (800)852-7777,

in Alaska or Hawaii (800) 824-7919. Ask
for Operator 831.

Creative Discount Software. 256 S.

Robertson Blvd.. Suite 2156. Beverly Hills.

CA 90211.

Courseware Catalog

The J.L. Hammett Microcomputer
Courseware Catalog for elementary and

secondary schools includes reviewed soft-

ware in computer literacy, math, language

arts, basic programming, and administrative

needs.

All materials are available for 30-day

preview with purchase order or prepay-

ment.

J.L. Hammett Company, Hammett PI..

Braintree. MA 02184. (800)225-5467; in

Massachusetts. (800)972-5056.

Logo Catalog and Newsletter 1
A catalog and the first edition of the TI

Logo Source, a newsletter for TI-99/4A
computer users, has been released by
Microcomputers Corporation.

The free catalog and newsletter are

available now.
Microcomputers Corporation, P.O. Box

191. Rye. NY 10580. (914)967-8370.

MISCELLANEOUS

Microcomputer Work Stations

Atlantic Cabinet has designed a range

of work stations to house microcomputers.

Manufactured from 1" all wood particle-

board, surfaced with melamine veneer in

either oak or walnut finish, the product is

delivered in self-assembly form.

The Graphics Family.
the most versatile, easiest-to-use
graphics available for your Apple II.

The A2-3D1 3D2 with A2-GE1 Graphics Editor package lets you

put simultaneous multiple images on your screen . . . where you

want, in the size you want, in your choice of orientation, complete

with upper and lower case text. Because the most important part

of your computer system is you. $119.85

LOGIC
Communications Corp
713 Edgebrook Drive

Champaign, IL 61820
(217) 359-8482
Telex: 206995

*.M
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New Products, continued...

Overall height of all models is 36" and
depth is 25". All have a 2" rear opening for

wiring which can also be used as a paper
in-feed. $185.

Atlantic Cabinet Corporation. P.O. Box
100, Williamsport. MD 21795. (3011223-

8900.
CIRCLE 3S1 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Centralized Printer Sharing

Nestar Systems has announced the Net-
work Print Server (Version 2.0). It allows
users of Nestar's Cluster/One Model A
local area network to take advantage of
centralized printer sharing. Version 2.0

adds support for multiple printers, multiple

networks, or multiple operating systems.

From their workstations, individual users

may request printing of electronic mail

messages, programs or data files on any of

up to six printers attached to one or more
Network Print Servers.

In addition to a printer, hardware require-

ments for the system include: an Apple II

with 48K RAM; a network interface card
and a 16K RAM system card.

The Network Print Server license fee is

$995 per printer subsystem workstation.

Nestar Systems Incorporated. 2585 East

Bayshore Rd.. Palo Alto. CA 94303.
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Computer-animated
Teaching Film

The University of Toronto has released

the computer-animated movie Sorting Out
Sorting for the computer science education

market. The film explains a variety of

internal sorting techniques using computer
animation. In fact, the entire movie, as

well as its musical soundtrack, wasgenerated
by computer.

Sorting Out Sorting presents nine differ-

ent sorting techniques. It is designed to be
useful for all levels of computer science
instruction.

The film is 30 minutes long, in color.

with narration and music. It may be
purchased or rented either on 16mm film

or 1/2" or 3/4" videotape. It comes with a
teacher's guide which supplements the

material covered in the film.

The Distribution Office. University of

Toronto Media Centre, 121 St. George
St., Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S. 1A1.
(416)978-6565.

Electronic Furniture Systems

ERADICATE
UNCREATIVE
COMPUTING
subscribe!

"^

The electronic furniture system accom-
modates all makes and types of electronic

office machines. The economically
designed system features crank adjusting

terminal tables which adjust in height and
tilt to reduce eye strain and fatigue of the

operator.

Other components of the system include

work stations, printer stands, tilting turn-

tables, seating, mobile media storage, rack

mount cabinets and other media storage

accessories.

Smith System Manufacturing Co., P.O.

Box 43515. St. Paul. MN 55164. (612)636-

3560.
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EDUCATIONAL
COMPUTER
PROGRAMS

GRADES 8 13

"CHEMISTRY -
covering the

1 5 programs
course rooks.mom

Numerous graphics. Srudenr progress is

recorded. Some topics ore bonding
electrochemical cells, moles and
electron structure

BIOLOG Y — 15 programs on rhe
major areas of the high school course.
Grade and progress of every student is

recorded. Material con be easily

updated. Some topics are cells.

Biochemistry, ond Reproduction.
Beautiful hi-resolution graphics.

PHYSICS - hiresolurlon
programs on some of rhe majorareas of
rhe high school course. Topics include
motion. Newton's Lows, ond projectiles.

THE APPLE GRAPH BOOK -
The complete grode book sysrem for oil

reochers. A must! S29.50

VOCABULARY BASEBALL
An opportunity to improve your voco-

buksry with SA.T. words in o fun compe-
titive sports format 124.95

All Available for rhe APPLE II

FOR ISFORMA TIOS WRITE
J t S SOFTWARE
140 Reid Ave.

Pott Washington. N.Y. 1 1050

'CHEMISTRY is also ovailable for rhe TRS-50
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Having trouble

learning to use

your computer?
'Reference manuals don't teach. Most BASIC
texts don't cover specific personal computers.

TIS solves these problems
with step-by-step books

tailored for your machine.

For PET/CBM

Understanding Your PET/CBM $16.95
Vol 1: Basic Programming
PET Graphics $ 6.95

For OSI CIP/C4P

Understanding Your C1P/C4P $ 9.95

A Workbook of BASIC Exercises

For VIC

Understanding Your VIC $13.95
Vol. 1: Basic Programming

Money Back Guarantee VISA, MC accepted
All prices include UPS or 1st Class postage

TIS inc~^"""^^™~ / (•"£ a '

Total Information Services. Inc. I f ^-S.-

Box 921. Dept CC V V-2*^.
Los Alamos. NM 87544 1 )]

aaafaaM
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The Best
Your program is finally fin-

ished You type RUN Your

computer replies READY It has

just eaten five hours of your

life. What do you do9

Try to maintain your sense
of humor— reach for The Colos-

sal Computer Cartoon Book
Laugh at the original adventures

of Edu-Man Chuckle at car-

toons by Creative Computing
favorites Sandy Dean. Har-
baugh. Swan, and Johsn Smile
sympathetically at the ways
others have suggested to get

even with the infernal machines

The Colossal Computer Car-

toon Book contains hundreds
of clever cartoons to tickle the

funny bone of anyone who has
ever loved or hated a com-
puter
To order one for yourself or

a friend, send $4 95 plus $2 00
for postage and handling to

Creative Computing. 39 E Han-
over Ave . Morris Plains NJ
07950 Credit card buyers call

toll-free. (800)631 -81 12. in New
Jersey. (201)540-0445

creative
computing

Morris Rains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631-8112
(In NJ 201-540-0445)

Super Poddle

Are the paddle controllers on your Apple wearing out? Or did

you get a new Apple without paddles?
We ve got good news for you' Super Paddles. Each paddle

control consists of a high-precision linear potentiometer and a
big (1/2 " D) industrial-quality pushbutton mounted in a sturdy
4" x 2 x 1" high-impact molded plastic case. Each of the two
paddles is connected with a long 5-foot cable to the Apple
paddle socket.

Every component in a set of Super Paddles is the very finest

quality available The set is backed by a 90-day limited warranty
from the manufacturer as well as Peripherals Plus moneyback
guarantee of satisfaction.

To order, send $39 95 plus $2 00 postage and handling (NJ
residents add $2.00 sales tax) to the address below. Credit card
customers may call orders to our toll-free number

Toll-free 800-631 -81 12
(in NJ 201-540-0445)

39 E. Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains. NJ 07950
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I

Get in
sync

You and your friend are both new owners of

a Sinclair ZX80 or ZX81 You bought your

computers together and marveled over the

low price you had to pay for the Sinclair s

innovative design and sound performance. With

visions of becoming computer experts, each
of you read your manuals from cover to cover,

discovering together the elementary functions,

routines, and capabilities of your new systems

Within no time you were both running your

computers with ease and confidence.

But soon your friend is expertly and efficiently

adapting new peripherals and software to the

machine—equipment that you didn t even know
existed Every day your fellow Sinclair user is

showing you new and interesting programming
techniques, creating interesting graphics, chal-

lenging you to new games, and converting

programs from other computers to the Sinclair

Before you know it, you re friend has far sur-

passed you in computer aptitude and know-
how How did your friend get so far ahead of

you? The answer is simple.

^uJf^^rj

Your friend reads SYNC -a Creative
Computing publication written solely for Sinclair

ZX80 and ZX81 users SYNC takes you far

beyond the limits of theory and practice as

described in the manual. Every issue is packed
with articles, tutorials, how-to material, reviews.

and evaluations that enable you to use your

Sinclair to its greatest potential Hardware tips,

puzzles, problems, letter-to-the-editor— all the

information supplied in SYNC will keep you
up to date on new ways to do things with your
Sinclair that couldn t be done before.

SYNC functions on many levels with tutorials

for beginners and concepts that will keep the

pros coming back for more. We II show you
how to duplicate commands available in other

Basics and we II even show you how to do
things on the Sinclair that can t be done on
other machines.
While applications and software are the meat

of SYNC, we recognize that along with useful,

pragmatic applications, like financial analysis

and graphing, you want games that are chal-

lenging and fun We give you complete listings

and sample runs of new games like Widget.

Gauntlet. Forest Treasure, and Life as well as
old favorites like Tic Tac Toe and Mastermind
with a computer twist All can be picked up
from the pages of SYNC.

Order SYNC Today

To order your subscription to SYNC in the

USA. send $10 for one year (6 issues). $18 for

two years (12 issues), or $24 for three years

(18 issues) Send order and payment to the

address below or call our toll-free number to

charge your order to your Mastercard. Visa,

or American Express

Subscriptions in the UK are mailed by air

and cost £10 for one year. £18 for two years

or £25 for three years Send order and payment
to the UK address below
Canadian and other foreign surface sub-

scriptions cost $15 for one year. $27 for two
years, and $38 for three years and should be
sent to the USA address
We guarantee your satisfaction or we will

refund your money for the unsent issues
Subscribe to SYNC and get the most from

your Sinclair.

Si—in
39 East Hanover Avenue

Morris Plains NJ 07950. USA
Toll free 800-631-81 12
(In NJ 201-540-04451
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COMESTOTHE

AS PLAYING
AVIDEO GAME

Karel speeds through his LOGO-like environment.

Introducing The Karel Simulator, a complete
programming/de-bugging environment for Apple II

computers running Pascal. It helps you master vital

programming skills by making you the master of a
very versatile robot. He can be programmed to

escape from mazes, run hurdle races, and much
more. And while you help him avoid walls, he helps
you break down learning walls and see how simple
programming can be.

Karel's language is an expertly tailored version of

Pascal that serves as an excellent introduction to

structured programming.
Karel the Robot's creator is Richard E. Pattis,

author of the book, "Karel the Robot: A Gentle
Introduction to the Art of Programming," recently

published by John Wiley & Sons. Arthur Luehrmann
acclaims this book as "A Gem." Already, it is being
used in universities and high schools.

The Karel Simulator makes possible the hands-on
approach to learning that this book cries out for. Get
your hands on it by mailing this coupon today.

Please send meThe Simulator, Karel the Robot, at $85.00

40 column version 80 column version

Name
Addrasa
City State

Daytime Phone
Zip

1 enclose: Check AmEx Visa/MasterCard

Acct. No. Eko. Data
Signature

cybertrori.es international, inc
999 Mount Kemble Ave.. Mornstown, N.J. 07960 Call collect: (212) 532 3089
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Steve Gray, et al.

Karel The Robot by Richard Pattis. John Wiley & Sons. New
York. $5.95 1981.

This gem, by a computer scientist at Stanford, might other-

wise be overlooked because of its title.

The book has a certain indebtedness to Seymour Papert's

turtle, but it has somewhat different goals in mind. The reader

is guided through a sequence of programming tasks, each one

of which requires Karel to move about a rectangular grid to

pick up and put down "beepers." The grid contains walls, and

Karel has sensors to tell whether he is bumping against a wall.

Karel is given directions by means of (surprise!) a programming

language, which contains primitives for moving, turning by 90

degrees, picking up and putting down. The language is a very

close relative of Pascal, and that is the whole point. A beginner

learning Pascal is faced with understanding two big items:

control structures and data structures. Pattis has very cleverly

noticed that these two topics are almost completely independent

of one another. Since either one can be a stumbling block for a

beginner, why not separate them and start off with just one of

them?
Karel The Robot does exactly that. Pattis's programming

language has all of the standard structured programming features

found in most recent languages; but it has no data structures.

In fact, it has no data at all: no variables, no assignment

statement, no I ( ) conversion or formatting. What's left is not

trivial, however. The budding programmer learns how to

define separate procedures, how to construct branch blocks,

how to make several kinds of loop blocks, how to use Boolean-

valued functions, and the like. These are pretty high-falutin'

ideas, but are presented in a friendly, accessible way.

More people ought to know about Karel The Robot. As
things stand now. only a few university computer-science

types seem to be aware of the book. One of the drawbacks to

popular success until now has been the fact that the book cries

out for a hands-on approach. The learner really needs to write

those programming tasks and run them. The only way to do
that is to have access to a big computer system that runs a

Karel simulator. Places like Stanford, Berkeley, and Carnegie-

Mellon, for example.

But that is about to change. Pattis has recently converted

his simulator to run on micros. That means that many readers

may have more than an academic interest in reading the book.

The Apple Pascal version of the simulator is available from

Cybertronics International. Inc.. Software Publishing Division.

999 Mount Kemble Ave.. Morristown. N.J. 07960. It comes
with a nicely written 28-page booklet explaining how to set up
and use the simulator on an Apple.

The simulator is especially nice about debugging aids. Programs

can be performed at various speeds and levels of detail. They
can be single-stepped and traced. A unique feature of the

simulator is that it can "back up": program steps can be
performed in reverse order. Combine that with single-step

mode and you have a superb debugging tool.

Summing up. I think many educators will find Karel The
Robot and its simulator to be both entertaining and truly

instructive about some important programming ideas found in

languages like Pascal.—Arthur Luehrmann
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Learning With Computers by Alfred Bork. Digital Press, Bedford.

MA. 286 pages, hardcover $28. 1981.

To those interested in computer assisted learning (CAL),

Alfred Bork would he regarded as a true pioneer. Bork has

made significant contributions to the field through materials

and strategies developed for physics classes at University of

California— Irvine's Educational Technology Center and his

work for the National Science Foundation through Conduit (a

software review organization) and by offering Chautauqua
courses on computer learning. His opinions, evaluations, and

projections for the future of CAL cannot be ignored. Thus his

book merits serious attention.

Bork has assembled his papers, some co-authored, over the

past ten years, into seven chapters on learning with computers.

The title reflects his view of the computer as a learning device

or tool that educators can use to enhance learning. So here we
learn 'with

-
' computers rather than "about" them: this later

view is taken by the "computer science" frame of reference.

The reader will leam how to use computers to manage classroom

records, provide testing application, instruct, remediate, and

motivate students. The text is not about the computer's

architecture or acquiring a programming language.

Through past readings and future projections several themes

will emerge. He allows the redundant occurrence of his ideas

in ten years of writing to measure the importance of certain

issues. The reader will realize, for example, current programming

languages such as Basic. Fortran, or Cobol as well as authoring

languages like Pilot, or Coursewriter are inadequate because

they do not provide adequate graphic capabilities or flexible

dialog interaction. Bork prefers the rapidly developing approaches

in languages such as Pascal and Ada.

A philosophy of education and instruction is readily apparent.

Materials should be prepared by teams of teachers, programmers,

designers. Material preparation takes time, effort, money, an

understanding of software hardware capabilities, as well as

good review and evaluation. The approach should include a

dialog interaction between student and program while using

graphics, personalization, problem-solving, and immediate

feedback to motivate students and enhance education. Review

transportability . distribution and marketing considerations for

computer material also are discussed in detail.

Overall the text provides a realistic view of what has been, is

being done, and probably will be done with computers in

education. Innovative and challenging plans for delivering

education at a distance on an individual level with personal or

stand-alone computers will invigorate any computer neophyte.

Bork's ideas represent a state-of-the-art assessment of all basic

philosophy and method for instructors using CAL technology.

Several things will bother you about this book. The price of

$28 is steep for what amounts to a collection of reprinted

articles. While the material is very readable, interesting, and

exciting, the social scientist and or educational material evaluator

will find no data supporting claims about the efficacy of graphics,

dialogs, or the computer learning environment in general.

However, the lack of assessment and evaluation in CAL is

typical of the lag between instruction and critical analysis, but

points to the extremely critical need for task analyses of

learning procedures and statistical tests of the value of CAL
materials and procedures. Although I acknowledge and agree

with Bork's projections for the future, such speculation must

eventually be supported by proof.
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Speed r\c*i
Power LIoI
Efficiency 6sd3 systems

R-EDIT: Edit any program or text with ease! $40

e full CURSOR control Insert, delete odd anywheie on loo screen

e BASIC assembler otc edited without reloading RAM resident editor

• SVSGIN relocates R EDIT and customizes

SPUL65: Printer Spooler & Virtual Indirect File S95/S1

e DON T WAIT for vour printer Procosi words Writo programs Pot multiple

pnnl jobs in the queue Ktop working while the printer runs 1

e TWO primer* accomodated on any ports Multiple copies with pagination

e SVSGIN relocate* SPUL6S and allows eitensivo customization

e VIRTUAL INDIRECT FILES on dish End space problems when using

temporary tiles Now do eilonsiw* editing ol BASIC with your word processor

XREF: BASIC Cross Referencer

• TABULATES Rtttroncod line numbers all variable names and (unctions

e EAST machine language program

• DISK based to handle tht largest BASIC source tiles on any drive

S25

FBASIC: BASIC Compiler S155/S10

FAST machine code now con be written with the ease of BASIC

SPEED optimized native code compiler An integer subset ol OSI s BASIC

DISK based to allow lorge source and obiect tiles

EXTENSIONS to BASIC lor Easy interface to system hardware software Oirect

access to ISO? registers Array initialization and optional absolute location

WHILE end other structures Interfacing compiler output and interpreter

UTILITIES (plus source] manual and man* useful eiamples

yo/fw

CP/MtoOSI Translation

Frustroted by oil those good CP/M disks

that wont run on your OSI CP/M system1

Send us your dish. SIS end well send il

bach with on OSI compatible version

Oata Resource Corporation Suito 20?

1040 Luneii St. Ka.lua, HI 96734 (BOB) 261 2012

iieen *>»iitd te settware

i *'•'•« ••pp-lied en I >•
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fWWINGWiTH MICROCOMPUTERS ?

YOU SHOULD HAVE- •
•

SMW DIRECTORY
Courseware and Administrative Software

APPLE, ATARI, PET, TRS-80
1,200 Products Now, 300 More Each Issue

MEXCLUSIVE!!
Discounts on Software

User Software Review Program

SMW REVIEWS
THE GUIDE TO QUALITY IN

MICRCOMPUTER COURSEWARE
50 Reviews Each Issue

Index to Reviews in Other Publications

DRESDEN ASSOCIATES P.O. Box 246, Dresden. Maine 04342

207 / 737-4466 Dept. CC6
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I
START

1

The Root of All Evil
Playing with money can get

you into trouble, all right But
it can also teach you and your
children what happens inside
a computer.
By sliding and flipping pen-

nies (affluent readers can use
dimes) you learn exactly how
simple computer circuits work
The first half of Computer

Coin Games provides directions
and diagrams for a variety of
games which can be played by
anyone—computer enthusiast
or not. The second half of the
book explains how the games
relate to computers
Computer Coin Games is an

inexpensive, entertaining way

to introduce children and adults
to binary numbers, flip flops
and counters. Order your copy
today
Send $3 95 plus $2.00 for

postage and handling to
Creative Computing. 39 E. Han-
over Ave.. Morris Plains. NJ
07950. Credit card buyers call

toll-free. (800)631-81 12; in New
Jersey. (201)540-0445.

creative
computing

Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free «00-e31-«1 12
(In NJ 701540-0445)

University Microfilms International

Please send additional information

Name
Institution

Street

City

State Zip

300 North Zeeb Road
Dept. PR.
Ann Arbor. Mi. 48106
USA.

30-32 Mortimer Street

Dept. PR.
London WIN 7RA
England

The Physics course examples may be difficult to understand
for the non-scientific reader and the redundant examples of

various examples and demonstrations will bother the cautious

reader. I had no additional reservations about the book.
Two years ago I was captured by Bork's innovative and

enthusiastic approach to education at his NSF Chautauqua
course. I hope that as many concerned educators as possible

will enjoy a similar fate by reading Learning with Computers.
The CAL field is ready for many critical, analytic and creative

minds to develop a better and more effective educational

environment.— Timothy Jay

The ADA Programming Language by I.C. Pyle. Prentice-Hall

International. Englew<xxi Cliffs. NJ. 303 pages, paperback
$14.95. 1981.

This textbook, according to the back cover, "provides a

comprehensive introduction to the new language, which has
been developed by the United States Department of Defense.
Particular stress is placed upon its use in the programming of
real-time or embedded computer systems. This lxx>k is suitable

for programmers and students who are familiar with such
high-level languages as Fortran. Pascal and PL I

The author, who is a professor and chairman of the Computer
Science Department of the University of York. England,
"participated in the DoD High Order Language project since

1975, and in the design team for Ada since 1977."

A fairly good knowledge of programming is assumed, because
the book jumps right into the language with a program that's

bound to discourage personal-computer fans of Basic: eleven
lines to add two simple integers. The lines include the definition

of A and B as integers ranging from to 999. GETting A and
B, and three PUT lines:

PUT ("The sum of "I:

PUT (A): PUT ("and"); PUT (Bl:

PUT ("is"): PUT (A -B);

which make Fortran and even assembly language look rather

simple.

The typewritten text is divided into 13 chapters, with up to

half a dozen programming exercises at the end of each. The
book has no index, but does include seven appendixes, two of

which are three-page notes for Fortran and Pascal programmers,
on similarities and differences between Ada and those languages.

Data types are the most fundamental difference between Ada
and Fortran, while Ada "contains a subset which is very close

to Pascal."

The last page is a copy of the 1832 memorial table! to

Augusta Ada. Countess of Lovelace, "who first programmed
a computer." and whom this language is named after.
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8080/Z80 Assembly Language: Techniques for Improved
Programming by Alan R. Miller. John Wiley & Sons. New
York. 327 pages, paperback $9.95. 1981.

Although, as the author says in his preface, "it might seem
strange that another book on the 8080 and Z-80 should appear
at this time," he has two purposes. First is "to provide a single

reference source for both 8080 and Z-80 assembly language
programmers." The two instruction sets are listed both
alphabetically and numerically in four appendixes, followed
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by a cross-reference between the 8080 and Z-80 mnemonics.
The second purpose is to "demonstrate some useful techniques

of assembly language programming."
Although the back i irn the details of assembly

language programming — quickly and easily." this is by no
means a book for the beginner, unless he's Mensa-bright. The
reader, without a fairly good knowledge of assembly language.
will be snowed under by page five of the first chapter, which is

only the introduction, and which looks into the two CPU
structures.

The first five chapters are on general principles. Chapter
two covers number systems and logic, three gets into the slack

.

four looks at input/output, and five is about macros.
The last five chapters give specific programming examples:

Development of a System Monitor: Z-80 System monitor:
Number-Base Conversion. Tape Routines; and Linking Programs
to the CP M Operating System.

The book is a straightforward, workmanlike presentation of

the basics of assembly language and programming with it. It is

semi-informal, reflecting perhaps the split personality of a
professor of metallurgy who is also a contributing editor to

Interface Age, anil who writes very well.

Buy this only if you know exactly what parity flags and
loader programs are. have an \Q over 1.^5, or enjoy doing
things the hard way.

The Computers Are Coming bv Irv Brechner. lrv Brechner.

Box 453. Livingston, NJ 07039. 94 pages, paperback $4.95. plus

1.85

1

1981.

. first book for people looking to get into computing
and who have no prior experience." says the author in his

letter. "In very easy to understand language and a tongue-in-

cheek style, the book shows how computers work, as well as
how they'll affect everyone's life."

Yes. the language is easy to understand. But the tongue-in-

cheek style is almost entirely limited to the chapter titles,

which don't always tell you what the chapters are about, such
as Nobody's Perfect. Doesn't Do Windows, and Keeping Up
With The Kids.

>r telling you how computers work , the author describes

ASCII code (which he says is pronounced "ass-cee")and RAM
memory, says "It really isn't important to get any more technical."

and then briefly discusses disk and tape.

There are no drawings or photographs in this book, nor any
mention of computers (other than "a roomful of Apples. PFTs
or TRS-SOsl. Basic is discussed, and several brief programs are

presented: how thick is a pile of paper that starts with one
sheet and then doubles that number 50 times; find a baseball

player's average: statistics about schoolchildren.

Applications are mixed, so that right after describing the use

of a personal computer for games, the author will describe law
clerks using computer earch into precedent-setting

cases." and delivering "the daily paper right onto a home
computer's video terminal."

Although this book does contain some information of interest

to neophytes, most of the writing is rather boring, or consists of

space-fillers such sary, and is usually vague about
details.

Many better books are available for beginners, better organized,

with illustrations and with specific details on popular personal

computers.
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No
Place
Left
To Go

Hey. isn t that a PET?
The gamekeeper sighed.

With the resigned boredom of

a tour guide, he droned. Yeah,
it's an early PET. Original ROMs.
Pre-CBM, 8K6550 RAMs. too
Prom way before bubble chips.

"I haven't seen one of these
years. I learned on a PET just

like this. Same dinky keypad
and everything. .

.

For the rest of the story, read

No Place Left To Go. one of

35 stories of computing
included in Tales of the Mar-
velous Machine.
The fiction in this 272-page

book is fun to read; authors
such as Fredick Pohl. Charles
Mosmann. M V. Mathews. Carol

Cail and George Chesbro pro-

vide a glimpse of the future— as
we may or may not want it to

be.

To order Tales of the Mar-
velous Machine for yourself or

a friend, send $7.95 plus $2.00
for postage and handling to

Creative Computing. 39 E. Han-
over Ave., Morris Plains. NJ
07950. Credit card buyers call

toll-free. (800)631-81 12; in New
Jersey. (201)540-0445.

creative
coiiepattRg

Morris Plains. NJ 07950
Toll-free 800-631 -81 12
(InNJ 201-540-0445)

Getting Acquainted
With Your VIC20

Getting Acquainted With Your VIC20 by Tim Hartnell leads
the reader, step by simple step, from the absolute basics of

programming the VIC to writing complex, sophisticated
programs. It thoroughly describes use of the sound, music
and color graphics capabilities and illustrates the use of

these functions in over 60 programs and games.
By following the comprehensive explanation given for

each program and computer function, the reader will learn a
great deal about the VIC, the Basic language and micro-

computers in general.

Parents and teachers will find the section VIC as a Teacher

a valuable aid in making the most effective use of the computer

in the teaching/learning process
This book is a worthwhile resource and will help the reader

make the most of his computer. The reader will never feel

quite the same about it after surviving a round of FRENZY,
or listening to the VIC20 compose a symphony'.

Softbound. 132 pages, 5 1/2" x 8
", $8.95; add $1.50 for

shipping and handling.

creative computing
39 E. Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains. NJ 07950

Toll-free 800-631-8112
InNJ 201-540-0445
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Computer Networks and Distributed Processing: Software,

Techniques and Architecture by James Martin. Prentice-Hall

Inc., Englewood Cliffs. NJ 07632. 574 pages, hardcover $34.

1981.

For openers, this volume is unique among EDP books because

not only do the the endpapers contain what amounts to advertising

for another 1 3 of the author s books, the back cover (accompanied

by a photo of Martin, hands raised like a hypnotist) plugs his

seminars.

The eight quotes on the back cover are extremely laudatory,

especially the first, which calls Martin "The man generally

acknowleged to be the computer industry's most widely read

author, best attended lecturer, and foremost authority on the

social and commercial impact of computers."

A quick glance through the book will show you that this is

not the usual heavily technical, rather dull text you have to

wade through. As a lecturer. Martin has learned to use a great

many simplified diagrams, and to keep the language simple.

Math is kept to a minimum.
The book is divided into five parts, all but the last containing

six to twelve chapters: The Promise (trends, types): Computer
Networks (functions, facilities, controls, interfaces): Network

Mechanisms (switching, control, routing, compression, etc. I:

Errors. Failures and Security; and Future. Most chapters end

with references for further reading, many to other books by

the author, most to works published after the Mid-seventies.

The writing is as simple as possible under the circumstances

of a subject that is often quite complex. Similes help, such as

"Packets in a mesh-structured network are rather like cars

traveling across a city. At various points a decision must be

made: which route should one take?" For a highly readable

book that covers the subject very well, without requiring an

engineering degree to read, this is probably the best.

Basic Discoveries: A Problem Solving Approach to Beginning

Programming by Linda Malone and Jerry Johnson. Creative

Publications Inc.. Box 10328, Palo Alto. CA 94303. 78 pa;:.

paperback $7.50. 1981.

One of several books from Creative Publications that provide

classroom computer materials, for grades 5 and above, this

particular one "is designed to present computer program-

ming—through an exploratory and problem solving approach...

Each programming concept is presented through activities

appropriate to many ability levels."

The general plan is to present a concept in a page or two,

then provide one or more "activity" pages, which usually

require the student to type programs into the computer and
record the output. Several types of activities are used. Most
are for "exploring" (type in a program and see what happens):

others are for "predicting" (write what you think the program
will make the computer do), "solving" (write a program to

solve a particular problem), "review." "debug," etc.

The first eleven chapters discuss PRINT and GOTO. LET.
TAB and REM. IF/THEN, debugging. INPUT, random numbers,

writing games, counters, FOR/NEXT, and variables and string

arrays. The remaining chapters provide a dozen problems to

solve, a summary of Basic commands and functions, solutions

to selected problems, and a short bibliography.
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The pages are all perforated so that they can be used as

black-line masters: each student can have a set of activity

pages.

As the chapter titles show, the progression is from simple

PRINT statements up through the simpler statements, with

only eleven being used altogether. No activity program is over

16 lines long.

This seems a fine book for classroom use. with a slow and

sure approach, easily understood text, and many varied activities

that help impress the concepts on student minds.

Basic: A Simplified Structured Approach by Dale E. Nelson.

Darrell V. Burras. Emma Jean Gillis and Ron L. King. Reston

Publishing Co.. A Prentice-Hall Co. 34.1 pages, hardcover

$16.95, paperback $12.95. Second edition. 1981.

Although the original copyright date is I97N. the preface

says nothing about the earlier edition. It does say that "The
approach in this text isstudent-onented. By using this text, the

student could learn the subject by himself because of the step-

by-step presentation of material."

The text is timesharing-oriented, as well as being based on

the cart-before-the-horse principle in the opening chapters.

Chapter 2. on Basic Information Needed to Write A Simple

Program, discusses over a dozen steps the student is supposed

to keep in his head before writing a program, instead of

introducing them during the writing of programs, a more
natural way.

Chapter 3, on The Structured Flowchart and Additional

Statement Types, presents all the flowchart symbols right up
front, and half a page later shows six short sample flowcharts,

all of which will baffle many students. This is hardly a step-by-

step method, which one might assume would take the symbols

one at a time and discuss the use of each, gradually working

the other symbols into the picture.

The subsequent chapters don't fare much better. They do
not have the "ample examples" the preface boasts of. Many
pages are heavy with long paragraphs of forbiddingly bold-

faced type.

If the authors think this textbook is student-oriented, they

should look at the many fine ones that are. This one requires a

teacher to help the student hack a path through the heavy-

laden pages, which could have been much improved with

more examples, short paragraphs, and a lighter typeface. Perhaps

this is another case of too many authors spoiling the broth.

The Minicomputer in On-Line Systems by Martin Healey &
David Hebditch. Winthrop Publishers. Inc., Cambridge. MA.
349 pages, hardcover $22.95. 1981.

One of the latest in the Winthrop Computer Systems Series,

which consists of two dozen books on subjects ranging from

Basic to computer models, this handbook "provides an overview

of minicomputers and data communications— and how they

work together." according to the dust jacket, which says it's

aimed at "technical managers, designers, systems programmers,

and application programmers in user companies, manufacturers,

and software hous>
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lews iii reviews p
Although a basic knowledge of minicomputer hardware and

software would help in understanding this text, not all that
much is required, because the authors explain a great deal,
going into many details, with a formal writing style well-suited
to the technology, and with an occasional informal aside.
The ten chapters look at microcomputers in data communi-

cations and distributed processing systems, minicomputers
technology and architecture, data transmission and terminals,
transaction processing, data communications on minis, data
communications software, operating systems, high-level packages,
acquisition and implementation, and four case studies.

For the reader with enough knowledge of minis, or with
enough interest in the subject to want to push through the
technical underbrush, this is well worth the time spent delving
into flags, ISAM, modems, task partition, and all the rest.

Structured Programming in Fortran by Louis A. Hill Jr. Prentice-
Hall Inc.. Englewood Cliffs. NJ. 541 pages, paperback $15.95
1981.

This has got to be one of the most profusely illustrated

programming books ever written, brimming over with listings,

flowcharts, examples, charts, and tables, at least one per page
throughout.

Perhaps this is a result of the book having been "class-tested
by over 5.000 students from nearly every department on the
Arizona State University campus," as the preface puts it.

Whatever the reason, the many illustrations go a long way
toward making this lengthy textbook as simple as possible.
The back cover says these "hundreds of worked examples,
problems, and program-writing exercises encourage reader
participation immediately," that this is "an approach which
commands active involvement." They do, and it really is.

The chapters cover the usual range of Fortran features you
might expect, including Control of Flow, Input/Output. Do-
Loops, Subroutines and Functions. Each chapter ends with
exercises; the answers are all in Appendix B. The other appendix
contains eight laboratory projects, all rather involved and
calling for a great deal more than just writing a few program
lines.

Although crammed with illustrations, this book can serve as
a model to less careful publishers on how to integrate artwork
with text, how to plan illustrations for maximum effect, and
especially how to avoid the cluttered look so common to many
books with far fewer illustrations.

As an example of the book's effectiveness, this is one of the
very few Fortran texts I've felt drawn into, cleverly written
with a most effective pace and a fluid style that, if only a little

less formal and professorial, would have me staying up nights
to finish it.

I am often asked to recommend a nontechnical book to
someone who wants to learn how computers work and what
they can do. The Electronic Collate is the first such book I

can recommend without reservation. It is a wide-ranging,
intelligent and delightful book, which opens doors and leads
the reader through the new world of computers. Suitable for

the complete novice, this book takes the reader to quite a high
level of computer literacy.

The first chapter welcomes the reader to the "age of logic."
Two general points that motivate the entire book are stated
here. The first is that the time has come for everyone to know

something about computers. The second is that how we will be
using computers in the near future is limited only by our
imaginations. The rest of the book leads the reader to a

conceptual understanding of how computers work, and stimulates

the imagination by describing many examples of current
applications and future possibilities.

Chapters 2 and 3 introduce the reader to computer programs
and languages, and to the logic underlying computer operations.

While staying at a non-technical level, key concepts, such as

algorithms, digital vs. analog, and random vs. serial access ;ire

clearly and accurately explained. The next seven chapters
describe a wide range of current and potential applications.
The reader's understanding of the principles underlying all

computers is expanded as he learns how computers can perform
a diverse array of processes. Throughout the book, excellent

use is made of intriguing analogies, such as games of "binary

chairs" and a computer made from buckets and hoses. Graphics
designed by the author on a computer further clarify the

material, as well as demonstrating one of the newer us

computers.

One excellent chapter describes how computers can interact

with people, sense information from the environment, and
send out signals which control other machines. In another
chapter, the author extends standard notions of computer
games to hypergames and metagames. demonstrating his own
fertile imagination. Two chapters focus on education, one
dealing with using computers in training skills such as typing or
playing the piano, the other dealing with potential applications

of computers in classrooms. Other chapters cover computer
applications in decision making, communications, information
storage and retrieval, and modeling social, economic and
physical phenomenon.
The final chapter provides some specifics about current

hardware and software, and sources of further information. As
the author acknowledges, this information cannot be kept up-
to-date in any book — the world of computers is changing too
quickly. The important thing is to learn how to ask the right

questions about what you need for your intended application,

and to be able to understand and evaluate the answers. This
book is an ideal starting point for acquiring the requisite

knowledge.— Glenn Kleiman
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CONNECTICUT
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Connecticut Information Systems— 218
Huntington Road. Bridgeport 06608; (203)
579-0472 Mon-Sat. 10am-6pm Apple and
CP/M-related products.

GEORGIA

Atlanta Computer Mart— 5091 Buford Hwy.,

Atlanta 30340; (404) 455-0647 1 0-6 Mon-
Sat

ILLINOIS

Computer Land/Downers Grove— 136
Ogden Ave.. Downers Plaza 60515; (312)

964-7762. 10-6 Mon-Sat.. 1 0-8 Tue, Thurs.

Apple, Atari. Osborne. Xerox. Vector

Data Domain of Schaumburg- 1612 E.

Algonquin Rd.. Schaumburg 60195; (312)
397-8700. 12-9Tues.-Fri„ 1 1-5 Sat. Apple.

Alpha Micro, Hewlett-Packard Calculators.

Largest book and magazine selection.

Farnsworth Computer Center— 1891 N.

Farnsworth Ave, Aurora 60505; (31 2) 851-

3888. 10-8 Mon.-Fri . 10-5 Sat. Apple.

Hewlett-Packard series 80 systems. HP
Calculators. IDS Printers

Gavin Computers— 5935 W. Addison St.,

Chicago 60634; (31 2) 286-4232. Mon.-Thurs.

9-8:30, Tues.-Sat. 9-6. Apple B & H, Atari &
Commodore Systems.

Video Etc-465 Lake Cook Plaza. Deerfield

60015; (312) 498-9669; Open every day.

Strong software support for Apple. Atari

The Video Station -872 So Milwaukee Ave..

Libertyville 60048; (312) 367-8600. Open
7 days. Atari Computers. Hardware and Soft-

ware.

MASSACHUSETTS

Neeco— 679 Highland Ave.. Needham
02194; (617) 449-1760. 9-5:30 Mon.-Fri.

Commodore. Apple. Superbrain, Atari.

Science Fantasy Bookstore— 18 Eliot St.,

Harvard Sq., Cambridge 021 38; (61 7) 547-
5917. 11-8 Thur. Apple, Atari & TRS-80
games; Epyx, Microsoft. Creative Com-
puting.

MICHIGAN

Computer Center-Garden City; (313)425-
2470 & West Bloomfield; (313) 855-4220;
Books. Magazines. Hardware and Software
for Apple. North Star, TRS-80 & PET.

NEVADA

Home Computers— 1 775 E. Tropicana #6.

Las Vegas 891 09 (702) 798-1022. lO-7Mon-
Sat. Apple, Commodore, Atari, AIM 65.

(Books) Sales & Service.

NEW JERSEY

Computernook— Rt. 46, Pine Brook Plaza.

Pine Brook 07058; (201 ) 575-9468. 10-6:30

MTWS, 10-8 Thurs., Fri. Apple/Commodore
Authorized dealer.

The Computer Universe— 1 55 Route 1 78.,

Paramus 07652; (201) 262-0960-347-
9006. Mon; Wed; Fri. and Sat. 10-6. Tues..

and Thurs; 12-9. Specializing in Apple
Computers.
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Software Mart—352 Bloomfield Ave.. Cald-
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NEW YORK
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Home programs for all personal computers
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Programs Unlimited— 20 Jericho Turnpike.
Jericho. 1 1753; (516) 333-2266. 10-8 Mon-
Sat. The largest microcomputer software
selection available.

The Computer Center—31 East 31st St..

NewYork 10016;(212)889-8130. 10-7 Mon.-
Fri.. 11-6 Sat.. 10-8 Thur.

Upstate Computer Shop—RD 1 , Box 17A,
Whitesboro 13492; (315)768-8151. 10-6

Mon.-Fri., 1 1-5 Sat. Apple—Commodore—
Data General.

OHIO
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To include your store in Creative Computing's
Retail Roster, call the Advertising Depart-
ment at (201) 540-0446.
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Vol. 3, No. 6-Nov/Dec 1977
Programming Techniques: File Structures:

CAI; Multiple Problem Types: Computer
History Qui?: Final Exams by Computer;
Dwyer: 8 Hour Course in Basic Part 3.

Mastermind II. Othello, and Inorijanic

Chemistry Programs. I valuations: Nine
Microcomputer-baaed Toys. Comp IV. S-

100 Compatible Kits. TDL Xit.ni. and Three
NOW) KK Basics.

Vol. 4, No. 4 July, Aug 1978
Features on Business Computing and Word
Processing: Special Section on Interfacing

Your Computer to the ( >ulside World: Three
Perspectives on Video Game*; ROM Sec-

tion; High Resolution Graphic* for Apple
II: GAMMON and EVILK Motor Cycle
Jump Game Programs. I valuations: Pet.

Apple II. Atari Video Pinball. Atari Video
Computer.

Vol. 4, No. 5-Sept/Oct 1978
Educational Features; 4 Simulation Articles:

Accounts Receivable Systems; Real World
Games: A Real-Time Clock You Can Build;

All about PASCAL; Intelligent Videodiscs;

40 Programming Ideas; ROM Section: Hex
and Star War Games. Evaluations: I-'xidy

Sorcerer. Radio Shack TRS-80. Bally

Arcade. Speak & Spell and Spelling B.

Computalker Speech Synthesizer. Peninsula

Pet Cassettes. Merlin Video Interface.

Vol. 4, No. 6-Nov/Dec 1978
Consumer Computers Buying Guide: Critical

Path Analysis: Experiment in Teaching
Strategic Thinking: ROM Section; Subject

Index and File Index in Basic. Programs
for Mail Lists. Patterns. Plotting. Corral.

Joust. Puzzle, and a Christmas Letter.

Evaluations: CP/M Disk Operating Systems.

NorthStar Horizon. Backgammon Com-
puters. Smart Electronic Games and Video
Games.

Vol. 5. No. 1 -January 1979
Computers and Robots in I ietion: Guidance
Counselor System; Survey of Educators'

Altitudes; How to Hide Your Basic Program.

A Program to Calculate Depreciation for

Taxes, and the Space Ma/c Game. Counter-

feit Cursor and Speed Reading for the PET.
Evaluations: Microsoft Fortran 80. Struc-

tured Programming with Tiny c. Smoke
Signal's Text Editor, I \id\ Sorcerer. Ohio
Scientific Superboard II.

Vol. 5, No. 2-February 1979
Multiple Regression Analysis Simplified;

Budget Management; S|x>rts Predictions:

PI l King and POKEing for Video Displays;

Interview with Michael Shrayer; Computers
and Education—Questions ol Value; Game
Programs for Gold Mine and Atom 20.

Evaluations: rleathMl H-h. Thinker Toys
Floppy Disk. Electric Pencil. Western Digital

Pascal Chip Set. Four Computer Music
Records.

Vol. 5, No. 3-March 1979
Six Articles on Data Base Management;
Sports Judging on a Microcomputer; Shop-
ping for a Payroll System; Programming
the Game ol Go; Business Computing with

the Sorcerer; S»xial Science Survey Program.
Evaluations: Terrapin Turtle. \ 'ideoBrain.

PET Monitor. TRS K<> Floppy Disk. Apple
Floppy Disk

Vol.5. No. 4-April 1979
Safeguarding Your Computer; Interpretive

Programming: Elements of a Good Com-
puter Game: Music Composition: Marin
Computer Center. Programs for an Intelli-

gent Calendar. Vertical Graphs and Bar
Graphs. Flowers for the PET. Evaluations:

Checker Challenger. Video Checkers.
Checkbook Maintenance System. Whatsit
Data Base Management Program.

Vol. 5, No. 5-May 1979
Word Processing Systems: Pilot Tutorial:

Writing User-Oriented Programs; Amortiza-

tion Schedules. Reading and Comprehension
Exams: Hiding Your Basic Program: Crih-

bage and Mille Bornes Game Programs.
Evaluations: WP Daisy Word Processing,
Wordmaster Text Editor. PDI IQ Builder.

Malibu 160 Line Printer.

Vol. 5, No. 6-June 1979
Eight Articles on Computer Graphics and
Plotting; Using Basic Strings: Micro-
computers in the Hospital: Billing Program
for the Sorcerer. Inkblot and Greed Game
Programs. Evaluations: TRS-80 Voice
Synthesizer. HIPLOT Digital Plotter. Struc-

tured Systems. Name and Address Program.

ALF Apple Music Synthesizer.

Vol. 5. No. 7-«luly 1979
Four Features on Sorting. Files and Data
liases: Creativity Test: World Power
Systems: Personal Finance Model; Two
Ecological Simulations: Programs for an
Ecological Game. Niche. Brain Teaser, and
Zone X. Evaluations: BrighterWriter.

SWTPC CT-82 Graphics Terminal; APF
PeCos One; Heuristics Speechlab: Micro
Pro Super Sort: Diagnostic Programs for

the PET.

Vol. 5, No. 8-August 1979
Can Computers Think'.'; S Basic Language
Programming Techniques: The Law and
Your Computer: muMath; Image Procea-
sing: Manipulating Pencil Files: Adventure:
a new type of computer game simulation.

The Games HVOLT and FORT. Evalua-
tions: Texas Instruments oo. 4: Radio Shack
TRS-80 Model II: SWTPC PR-40 for the

Pet; IMSAI VIO.

Vol. 5, No. 11-November 1979
Adventure: Complete Listing in Basic.

Controlling Household Devices: Car Pooling:

Mumps Language: Computer Art Exhibition:

Build Your Own Joysticks: Tek'phone Dialer

for TRS-80 or NorthStar: Teacher-Made
Tests. Evaluations: Comparison Chart of

6 Popular Personal Computers: Comparison
of 26 Single Board Computers: Electronic

Games & Toys; Quick Printer II: Interact

Computer: User-Definable Character Gen-
erators; TRS-80 Level HI Basic: PET
Software from Creative Software: Word
Processor: lntrol X-10 Home Control
System.

Vol. 5. No. 12-December 1979
Controlling Household Devices: Part 2:

LOGO; Computerized Biofeedback; Com-
puters at the Rodeo; Creating Digitized

Video Images. Programs for using the

Microcomputer as an Investment Tool;
Animation on the Apple: Magic Tricks;

"Turn-Key" cp m System. Evaluations:
More Electronic Games: Language Trans-
lators; APF MPI0OO Video Game System;
6 Word Processing Printers: Satellite Track-
ing Software; SysKit for the 8080; Assem-
blers: CP M >v I SCj Statistics for the TRS-
80.



Vol. 6, No. 1-January 1980
Interviews with Donald E. Knuth and
William Wulf; Six Features on Artificial

Intelligence: Air Traffic Controller; Com-
puterized Resume: GROW: A Program that

Learns; Evaluations: Six Basics: NEWDOS
and TRSDOS: Auto Scribe: Micro Music.

Vol. 6, No. 2-February 1980
Six Articles on Investment Analysis: David
Levy: Intelligent Computer Games: Pro-

Rrams: Geneoloity. Graphinij, Genetics.
Evaluations: Word Star vs Electric Pencil;

Pascal for the TRS-80: Micro Composer:
Data Dubber: Sorcerer Word Processing
Pac: Trivia Contest Results.

Vol. 6, No. 4-April 1980
Dr. KiloBYTES's Creative Popular Personal

Recreational Micro Computer Data Interface

World Journal— the Famous 73 paije April

Fool parody. 8 Articles on Reading and
Language: Interview with Gordon Bell:

Evaluations: Heath WH-89: Atari 800 vs

PET: Chalsworth Mark Sense Card Reader:
Adventure.

Vol.6.No.6-Junel980
Fourteen Graphics Articles: Polar Plots.

3-D Graphics. Animation. Graphic Mazes.
Motion Simulation. Inside Space Invaders.

7 Music Articles: Digital Audio. Computer-
Aided Sight Reading. Design of a Synthe-
sizer. Digital Enhancement of Old Record-
ings. Comparison of Printers: Evaluations:

The Atari Machine. Neelco's Music Box
for the PET. HeathKit-Thomas Electronic-

Organ Kit.

Vol. 6. No. 7-July 1980
Four Articles on Adventure Games: Dragon.
Dungeon. How to Fit a Large Program into
a Small Machine. How to Write an Adven-
ture. 6 Simulation Features: Genetics.
Electric Management. Medical. Ecological.

Sports. Self-Reproducing Programs: Man-
Machine Dialogs: Selecting a Computer
Dealer. Evaluations: Super-Text vs. Easy
Writer; Mountain Hardware ROM PLUS+:
Toolkit for the PET: Chart Comparing Basics

of 8 Popular Computers.

Vol. 6, No. 8-August 1980
Games Features: Computer Bismarck,
Knight's Tour, Guess My Animal. Turna-
block Game. Fifteen and Hot. Mind Exer-

ciser. Marketing Your Own Program:
Computer Graphic Design: Robotics Con-
ference: Insertion Sort: Stocks and Listed

Options. Evaluations: Magic Wand. VisiC.ik .

Beta-80. Asteroids in Space.

Vol. 6, No. 9-September 1980
Twenty Educational Applications and
Features: Language ArtsCAI Development.
Grading Program. Computers in the Class-

room. Asimov: Point of View: How to

Heaspsort; New Consumer Electronics Prod-

ucts: TRS-80 Shopping List for Schools.

Evaluations: Milliken Math Sequences:
Exatron Stringy Floppy: EDS Videotape
Series "Little Computers— See How They
Run": 8 Apple II Software Packages:
Educational Packages.

Vol. 6, No. 10-October 1980
Symposium on Actor Languages and Small-

talk, Linked Merge Sort: How to Solve It:

9 New Applications and Games: Election

Prediction. The Presidential Campaign.
Computer Division Evaluations: OSI C2-
4P Computer. TRS-80 Voxbox. Two Text
Editors. Five Music Systems, 15 Software
Packages. BASEX.

Vol. 7. No. 2-February 1981
Comparison of Music Editors: Artificial

Intelligence: Are Computers Alive'.':

Genetics Simulation in Pascal: National
Programming Contest: Monster Combat:
Introduction to Computer Control.

Vol. 7, No. 3-March 1981
Education: MECC In-Depth: Selecting a

Computer: CAI; Prize-Winning Simulation;

Commercial Software Evaluations: Fantasy
Games: Show and Spell; Cutting Your
Taxes; PET Word Processor: Space Invaders
Championship: Microcomputers and Hyper-
active Children: Realistic Simulations: 25
New Products.

Vol. 7. No. 4-April 1981
Networks and Telecommunication: Home
Banking: Osborne I: ABM; New Horizons
for the Apple; Column Board Comparison:
Computerized Writer: Space Games; Small
Computers in Big Business.

Vol. 7, No. 5-May 1981
Buyer's Guide to Small Business Computers:
Bombproof Data Entry: Personal Finance:
Home Accounting; Programs for the
Investor; Financial Programming Language:
Short-Range Forecasting: Fuel Economy
Comparison Program: Music Synthesis Past

and Future.

Vol. 7. No. 6-June 1981
Graphics and Animation: Interview with
Leo Christopherson; Alien; OSI: Computers
of Hollywood: Colored Tapestries: Computer
Warfare; Digital Music Synthesis: Hi-Res
Graphics for the TRS-80: Fantasy Games
Old and New: Funny Numbers; Spider-
man.

Vol. 7. No. 7-July 1981
Printers and Word Processing: Scripsit vs.

Electric Pencil. Microlinc 82. Lazywritcr.
Paper Mate. Epson MX-80. Dynatyper:
Computer Othello Tournament: Digital

Music Synthesis: Atari Graphics: Computer-
Assisted Proofreading.

Vol. 7, No. 8-August 1981
The Origin of Spacewar: Microcomputer
Chess Tournament: Nuclear Power Plant
Simulation: Evaluations: Apple Silentype
Printer. TI 99/4 Music Maker. Hi-Res
Cribbage. Apptc-oids.

Vol. 7, No. 9-Buyer's Guide
Buyer's Guide: Personal Computers. Video
and Electronic Games. Consumer Elec-
tronics. Which Computer Is For You'.'. What
To Buy Under J 1000. VIC- 20. Xerox Per-
sonal Computer. Printers, Monitors.
Memory. Musk- Synthesizers. Plotters. Voice
Synthesis. Home Computer vs. Video Game.
New Games for Atari VCS. Learning Aids.
Video Products.

Vol. 7, No. 10-October 1981
Educational Applications: Computer Tutor:
Educational Software: Preschool Games:
Xymec Printer: Cardreaders: Hi-Res Soccer;
Nursery Rhymes to Shakespeare; Computers
in Britain; PLATO: Simulations in the
Classroom: Speed Reading: Aircraft Rescue:
Wombats.

Vol. 7, No. 12-December 1981
Chess in Basic; Evaluation of IBM Personal
Computer; Visil'lot and Visi Trend: Chil-

dren's Computers: Tl Logo Language: Diet
Programs; Odyssey; Seeing Eye Computers:
Arrays and Matrices; Model of a Solar
System: Murphy's Eleventh Law: Seymour
Pa pert.
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puzzle answers
To Be Or Knot To Be: The solution is to cross

your amis I right hand over left upper arm, and left

hand below right upper arm) before picking up the

string. Uncrossing your arms then automatically
lies the knot.

The "Bo" Puzzle: ONE. ORE, ARE, ALE, ALL.
AIL. AIR. SIR. SIN. TIN. TEN.

Barrel of Fun Revisited: Give each son two full

barrels, two half-barrels, and two empty barrels.

This leaves three barrels, one full , one half-full and
one empty. Pour out of the full barrel into the

empty barrel until the level of the wine at the lip is

even with the top of the bottom of the barrel. This
will have the effect of leaving half a barrel in the

one that was full and placing half a barrel in ihe

one that was empty. Now all that is left is three half-

barrels, of which each son gets one.

Chug-A-Mug: Before you cut the string you must
first take a loop of siring about two feet above the

mug and lie a knot in it. You can now cut the string

(the part that makes up the loop) and the knot will

keep the the mug from falling to the floor.

r-
Doodle-Words: (I ) Soap box (2) Circles under
the eyes 0) Backward glance (4) I understand
(5) zero degrees

Riddle Me This: II ) As long as he was Abel. 12) A
joke. (3) They don"t go without winding. (4) Scrap
iron. (5) A donkey. (6) 6 x 6 + 66/66=37 (7) One
time. After the first time the number is not 135
anymore. (8) None, the hole is empty.

The Even Steven Puzzle:

OS
256 April 1982 c Creative Computing

a
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119 120
137 138

155 156

121 122

173
191

174

192

209 210
227 228
245 246
263 264
281 282
299 300
317 318
335 336
353 354
371 372
389 390

lnFPRlTIATlIJn
SERVICE i

l

€OS

Learning more about a product

that's advertised or mentioned in an

I

article in this month's issue is as

simple as 1-2-3. And absolutely free.

1 Print or type your name and ad-

dress on the attached card. Use

|

only one card per person.

2 Circle the numbers on the card

that correspond to the numbers

at the bottom of the advertisements

or articles for which you want more
information. (Key numbers for ad-

vertised products also appear in the

I

Advertisers' Index.)

3 Simply mail the card, and the lit-

erature will be mailed to you free

of charge by the manufacturer.

The addresses on the attached

cards are only for product informa-

[

tion or subscription requests. Edito-

rial inquiries should be directed to

CREATIVE COMPUTING, 39 East

Hanover Avenue, Morris Plains, New
Jersey 07950.

3a
S
o

inFiJRmATirjn
SERVICE

139 140

157 158

175 176

193 194

211 212

229 230
247 248
265 266
283 284
301 302
319 320
337 338
355 356
373 374
391 392

IUJ

123 124 125 1?« 127 128 129 130 131 132 133 134 135 136

141 142 143 144 145 146 147 148 149 150 151 152 153 154

159 160 161 162 163 164 165 166 167 168 169 170 1/1 172

177 178 179 180 181 182 183 184 185 186 18/ 188 189 190

195 196 197 198 199 200 201 202 203 204 205 206 20/ 208

213 ?14 215 216 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 22b

231 232 233 234 ?35 236 237 238 239 240 241 242 243 244

249 250 251 252 253 254 255 256 257 258 259 260 261 262

267 268 ?69 270 271 272 273 274 275 276 •ill 2/8 2/9 280

285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293 294 295 296 29/ 298

303 304 305 306 307 306 309 310 311 312 313 314 31b 316

321 322 323 324 325 326 327 328 329 330 331 332 333 334

339 340 341 342 343 344 345 346 347 348 349 350 351 352

357 358 359 360 361 362 363 364 365 366 36/ 368 369 3/0

375 376 377 378 379 380 381 382 383 384 385 386 38/ 388

393 394 395 396 397 398 399 400

4 Send me one year of Creative Computing tor $19.97 and bill me.

(Full subscription price $24.97.)

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY— Use only one card per person

NAME

ADDRESS APT.

CITY STATE ZIP

(Zip code must bo included to insure delivery.) Void after June 30. 1982 CC4822

101 102 103

119 120 121

138 139

156 157
137

155
173 174 175

191 192 193

209 210 211

227 228 229
245 246 247

263 264 265
281 282 283
299 300 301

317 318 319
335 336 337

353 354 355
371 372 373
389 390 391

104 105

122 123

140 141

158 159

176 177

194 195

212 213
230 231

248 249
266 267
284 285
302 303
320 321

338 339
356 357
374 375
392 393

106 107

124 125

142 143

160 161

178 179

196 197

214 215

232 233
250 251

268 269
286 287

304 305
322 323
340 341

358 359
376 377

108 109

126 127

144 145

162 163

180 181

198 199

216 217

234 235
252 253

270 271

288 289
306 307
324 325
342 343
360 361

378 379

110 111

128 129

146 147

164 165

182 183

200 201

218 219
236 237
254 255
272 273
290 291

308 309
326 327
344 345
362 363
380 381

394 395 396 397 398 399

112 113
130 131

148 149

166 167

184 185

202 203

220 221

238 239
256 257
274 275
292 293
310 311

328 329
346 347
364 365
382 383
400

114 115

132 133

150 151

168 169

186 187

204 205
222 223
240 241

258 259
276 277
294 295
312 313

330 331

348 349
366 367
364 385

116 117 118

134 135 136

152 153 154

170 171 172

188 189 190

206 207 208
224 225 226
242 243 244
260 261 262
278 279 280
296 297 298
314 315 316
332 333 334
350 351 352
368 369 370
386 387 388

4n Send me one year of Creative Computing for $19.97 and bill me.

(Full subscription price $24.97.)

• •»* PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY—Use only one card per person

NAME

ADDRESS APT.

CITY STATE ZIP

(Zip code must be included to insure delivery.) Void after June 30. 1982 CC4821

Save up to 33% on
creative Gompukin&

Send me one year (12 issues) of Creative Computing for $19.97. 1
save 20%!

I prefer two years for $36.97. 1 save 26%!

Make that three years for $49.97. 1 save 33%!

Savings based on full one-year subscription price of $24.97.

MR.
MRS.
MS

(please print lull name) 4T018

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP

CHECK ONE: D Payment enlcosed. Bill me later.

Offer limited to U.S. and possessions. Please allow 30 to 60 days tor delivery of first issue.
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muse Software
Odds H dew Dimension
lo Vour Company's
Apple Computer
Software by Muse is designed to take

your computer to the limit, so there's

no limit to what it can do for you.

Think of all you could do with just

these four Muse business programs.

TM

Super Text
You'll learn the basics of text editing

in mere minutes, then turn your com-
puter into a word processor with

features so advanced it will continue

growing with you year after year.

What kind of advanced features?

Split screen for editing large docu-

ments, math mode for operating

statistical reports, optional file link-

ing for global search and print oper-

ations, preview mode for reviewing

line endings and page breaks before

printing, form letter generation and
mailing list management add-on
modules plus much more.
Only $150.00

Form letter"
No matter how many form letters

and documents you generate, each
can carry an individual name and
address, refer to your correspondent

by name within the text, and include

a special paragraph for that person

alone. The program will also format

and print an envelope at the end of

the letter. An add-on module to

Super Text. Only $100.00

The Address
TM
No more dogeared

address files filled with scratch-outs

and erasures. Our Address Book is

an add-on to Super Text that lets

you add or change addresses; list

phone numbers; print labels, sort

addresses; access state and your

category codes. Or use the Address

Book alone as a simple mailing list.

Only $49.95

Book

TM

Data-Plot
Data Plot converts hard-to-understand

figures into clear-at-a-glance graph-

ics. And you can choose the format

that works best: bar chart, line

graph, scatter diagram or pie chart

—all in color, of course. Only $59.95

Get all the details about these and
other advanced MUSE programs
from your local dealer. Or call

MUSE direct.

MUSE SOFTWARE"

347 N. Charles Street

Baltimore, Maryland 21201 (301) 659-7212

TVie best business software comas from Anus*.

For Apple II" or Apple II Plus" wrlh 48K

Apple II is o trademark of Apple Computer Corp.

CIRCLE 223 ON READER SERVICE CARD

OATA-PIOT



Elephant™ floppies.

They're guaranteed to meet or beat every indus-
try standard for quality. They come standard with
reinforced hub rings at no extra cost. They come
in every popular 5Va"model, in both hard and

soft sector. And they sell at some of the lowest
prices in the business.

Elephant Flexible Disks.

They're heavy duty. They work for peanuts.
They never forget. Get yourself a trunkful.

HEAVY DUTY DISKS.
Distributed Exclusively by Leading Edge Products, Inc., 225 Turnpike Street, Canton, Massachusetts 02021

Call: toll-free 1-800-343-6833; or in Massachusetts call collect (617) 828-8150. Telex 951-624.
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